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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, D.C., February29, 1984.
Hon.

GEORGE BusH,

President,U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Under authority of Senate Resolution 76,
agreed to March 2, 1983, I am submitting to you the annual report
of the Senate Special Committee on Aging, Developments in Aging:
1983, volume 2.
Senate Resolution 4, the Committee Systems Reorganization
Amendments of 1977, authorizes the Special Committee on Aging
"to conduct a continuing study of any and all matters pertaining to
problems and opportunities of older people, including, but not limited to, problems and opportunities of maintaining health, of assuring adequate income, of finding employment, of engaging in productive and rewarding activity, of securing proper housing and,
when necessary, of obtaining care and assistance." Senate Resolution 4 also requires that the results of these studies and recommendations be reported to the Senate annually.
This report describes actions during 1983 by the Congress, the
administration, and the Senate Special Committee on Aging which
are significant to our Nation's older citizens. It also summarizes
and analyzes the Federal policies and programs that are of the
most continuing importance for older persons, their families, and
for those who hope to become older Americans in the future.
On behalf of the members of the committee and its staff, I am
pleased to transmit this report to you.
Sincerely,
JOHN HEINZ, Chairman.
(III)
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Mr.

HEINZ,

from the Special Committee on Aging,
submitted the following

REPORT
APPENDIXES
Appendix 1
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FEDERAL COUNCIL ON THE
AGING
JANUARY 4, 1984.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: On behalf of the Federal Council on the Aging, I am pleased

to submit a preliminary summary of the 1983 annual report.
This document highlights the various positions taken by the Council on a number
of legislative and other issues concerning the well-being of the elderly. We hope the
Council's views will be considered as the 98th Congress reconvenes.
We appreciate the continuing interest of the Special Committee on Aging and
look forward to another year of cooperative efforts with committee members and
staff toward our mutual goal of service to older Americans.
Sincerely,
ADELAIDE ATTARD, Chairperson.

Enclosures.
SUMMARY OF THE 1983 ANNUAL REPORT
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background
The Federal Council on the Aging (FCA) is a functional successor to the earlier
and smaller Advisory Council on Older Americans created in the 1965 Older Americans Act. The Council was created at a time, 1973, when there was concern within
Congress as to the adequacy of the then-existing Federal system arrangements for
looking after the interests of older persons and as to the breadth of vision likely to
be reflected in such oversight and assessment.
30-831 0
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Having decided to upgrade (supplant) the existing advisory committee, the Congress found "model" legislative language readily at hand-in the legislative charter
of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. That legislative language was simply adapted to define the powers of the FCA, but excluding the subpena power.
The Federal Council on the Aging is authorized by section 204 of the Older Americans Act, as amended. The Council is composed of 15 members appointed by the
President with the advice and consent of the Senate. Council members, who are appointed for 3-year terms, represent a cross section of rural and urban older Americans, national organizations with an interest in aging, business, labor, and the general public. At least five of the members must, according to the law, be older individuals.
The President selects the Chairperson of the Council from among the appointed
members. The Council meets at the call of the Chairperson at least quarterly.
Functions of the Council include:
-Reviewing and evaluating, on a continuing basis, Federal policies regarding the
aging as well as programs and other activities conducted or assisted by all Federal departments and agencies for the purpose of appraising their value and
their impact on the lives of older Americans.
-Serving as a spokesperson on behalf of older Americans by making recommendations about Federal policies regarding the aging and federally conducted or
assisted programs and other activities relating to or affecting them.
-Informing the public about the problems and needs of the aging by collecting
and disseminating information, conducting or commissioning studies and publishing their results, and by issuing reports; and
-Providing public forums for discussing and publicizing the problems and needs
of the aging and obtaining information relating to those needs by holding public
hearings and by conducting or sponsoring conferences, workshops, and other
such meetings.
The Council is required by law to prepare an annual report which is submitted to
the President by March 31 of the ensuing year. Copies are distributed to Members
of the Congress, governmental agencies, private agencies, institutions of higher education, and to individual citizens interested in Council activities.
Funds appropriated for the Council are a line item in the overall appropriation of
the Department of Health and Human Services. These funds are used to underwrite
meetings of the Council and to support staff.
The result of its public meetings and activities concerning issues and policies affecting older Americans are shared with the President, Congress, the Secretary of
the Department of Health and Human Services, the Assistant Secretary for Human
Development Services, the Commissioner of the Administration on Aging, and
others interested in the well-being of older Americans.
B. Members
Adelaide Attard, Chairperson of the Federal Council on the Aging; Commissioner,
Department of Senior Citizens Affairs, Nassau County, N.Y.
Margaret L. Arnold, coordinator, women's activities, American Association of Retired Persons, Washington, D.C.
Nelda L. Barton, president and chairman of the board, Health Systems, Inc., Corbin,
Ky.

Edna Bogosian, principal insurance examiner, Department of Banking and Insurance, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Boston, Mass.
James N. Broder, Esquire, senior resident partner, Thaxter, Lipez, Stevens, Broder,
& Micoleau, Portland, Maine.
Sydney Captain, member, Governor's Conference on Aging; commentator on Florida
radio and TV stations, Melbourne, Fla.
Jacob Clayman, president, National Council of Senior Citizens, Washington, D.C.
Charlotte W. Conable, Vice Chairperson of the Federal Council on the Aging, Washington, D.C.
Edmund T. Dombrowski, M.D., chairman of the board, Western Orthopaedic Institute, Redlands, Calif.
Kathryn G. Dusenberry, member, board of aupervisors, Pima County, Ariz.
The Rev. Msgr. Charles J. Fahey, director, Third Age Center, Fordham University,
New York, N.Y.
D. Anthony Guglielmo, owner and manager, Penny-Hanley & Howly Insurance Co.,
Stafford Springs, Conn.
Frances S. "Peg' Lamont, State senator, Aberdeen, S. Dak.
Josephine K. Oblinger, J.D., State representative, Sherman, Ill.

Edna "Bonny" Russell, Ph. D., director, education and training, San Jose State University, San Jose, Calif.
C. 1983 Meeting Dates

The Council met four times during the year, as required by the Older Americans
Act. The meeting dates were March 9 and 10, May 16 and 17, September 14 and 15,
and November 21. Meetings were held in Washington, D.C., with the exception of
the November meeting which was held in San Francisco, in conjunction with the
36th annual scientific meeting of the Gerontological Society of America.
All Council mdetings were announced in the Federal Register and notices of the
meetings sent to representatives of national organizations, to staff of various Federal agencies and to congressional members and committees with a special interest
and responsibility in the field. Representatives of these groups and the general
public usually attend Council meetings. Minutes are distributed to individuals attending the meetings and to those who receive notices of the meetings. Publications
and documents pertinent to official actions are maintained in the office of the Council and are available to the general public. The Council's mailing address is: Room
309D.2, HHH Building, Washington, D.C. 20201.
D. Council Meetings Scheduled for 1984

The Council is tentatively scheduled to meet February 29 and March 1, May 2
and 3, September 12 and 13, and November 14 and 15. The September meeting is
scheduled to be held in Maine.
II. ACTIONS OF THE FEDERAL COUNCIL ON THE AGING

A. Social Security and Medicare

President Reagan established the National Commission on Social Security Reform
as a result of the continuing deterioration of the financial position of the old-age
and survivors insurance trust fund, the difficulty in arriving at a solution, and the
concern about eroding public confidence in the social security system. The bipartisan Commission released its final recommendations in January 1983.
The ad hoc social security work group, consisting of Chairperson Adelaide Attard,
Msgr. Charles Fahey, and James Broder, Esq., was formed to develop a position on
the Commission's recommendations. The Council reviewed the recommendations
when they were released and transmitted a letter to the President that include the
following:
"The Federal Council on the Aging wishes to commend the National Commission
on Social Security Reform for developing a reasonable, workable compromise in a
highly complex situation. The Council supports this package of recommendations
and urges swift passage to insure the solvency of the social security system.
"Recent reports regarding the fiscal instability of the medicare hospital insurance
trust fund point to the pressing need for strengthening this program that is so vital
to many of our elderly citizens. Your initiatives designed to control medical costs
are an important first step in addressing this crisis. The close relationship and interaction of the medicare, medicaid, and veterans health care systems suggest that
any reform actions taken must include planning for all three programs in order to
develop a comprehensive solution.
"We recommend the formation of a commission to study and recommend options
for improvement, well in advance of the impending crisis with medicare. This commission should have representation by senior citizens and be similar in nature to
the National Commission on Social Security Reform.
"The Council also strongly urges the provision of an extensive and long-range
public education program as vital to an understanding of our income security and
health systems. Beginning with school age persons, the importance of financial planning for retirement and provisions for the possibility of long-term care health needs
must be stressed. In addition, the importance of preventive health care ought to be
taught to all ages. In long-range terms, the result of such education might be a
major shift in the need for extensive support services during old age."
B. 1981 White House Conference on Aging (WHCoA)

The Post-White House Conference on Aging Committee, consisting of Charlotte
Conable, Chairperson, Margaret Arnold, Josephine Oblinger, and Chairperson Adelaide Attard, reviewed the recommendations and followup activity that resulted
from the Conference.

As part of the review, the committee met in early 1983 with the Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Social Services Policy, who is the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) official responsible for followup to the 1981 White House Conference
on Aging.
The committee found that HHS has a computerized tracking system of the Secretary's implementation plan that follows progress on the 53 recommendations pertaining to the economy, health care, social benefits, and research. A work group
chaired by the Office of Human Development Services (OHDS) has also completed a
report on service delivery improvements. The Cabinet Council on Human Resources
is also examining employment and retirement policy. The Secretary's (HHS) health
promotion campaign has aging as one its major components and miny activities are
being implemented in response to the WHCoA recommendations. The office of the
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Social Service Policy has developed an overview research agenda on aging that will be used by the operating components of HHS that
are involved in aging research. This overview will be utilized as the agencies develop their fiscal 1984 and 1985 research plans.
Several other groups, such as the Action Committee To Implement the Mental
Health Recommedations of the 1981 WHCoA are engaged in followup activities. The
FCA's Housing and OAA Reauthorization Committees have used the 1981 WHCoA's
recommendations extensively in developing the Council's 1983 recommendations in
their areas, and future Council committees will use the recommendations as reference points for deliberations in 1984.
In view of this, and the expectation that others in the aging network will be advocating for a variety of recommendations that emerged from the 1981 WHCoA, the
FCA felt that the committee had completed their assignment and that at the
present time, no additional recommendations regarding followup to the 1981
WHCoA were needed.
C. Bertha Adkins Memorial Award
To commemorate the 10th anniversary of the Federal Council on Aging, the
Bertha S. Adkins Memorial Award for Distinguished Service to Older Americans
has been established. The first award was given to John B. Martin on May 16, 1983,
for his many years of inspiring leadership and dedication to the cause of enhancing
the quality of life for all Older Americans.
Mr. Martin, 73, has been a well-known advocate of the concerns of older persons
for many years. In his home State of Michigan, he was a successful attorney, served
as a State senator, was elected State auditor general, and later was vice chairman
and then chairman of the Michigan Commission on Aging. Mr. Martin was appointed by President Nixon as U.S. Commissioner on Aging and as Special Assistant to
the President for Aging from 1969 to 1973. He then served as a legislative consultant to the American Association of Retired Persons until his retirement in 1982. In
1974, he was appointed a charter member of the Federal Council on Aging (FCA) by
President Nixon, was renominated in 1976 by President Ford, and again in 1978 by
President Carter.
HHS Secretary Margaret Heckler, Dorcas Hardy, Assistant Secretary for Human
Development Services, Lennie-Marie Tolliver, Ph. D. U.S. Commissioner on Aging,
and FCA Chairperson Adelaide Attard congratulated Mr. Martin on receiving the
award and the Council for its anniversary.
The speakers also reminded those who attended the ceremony of Bertha Adkins'
numerous contributions to the Nation. Serving as Chairperson of the Council was
the last of many of the national roles of Ms. Adkins. She was a fomer Under Secretary at the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, a leader in Republican
politics, a champion of women's rights, a progressive educator, and a community organizer. Her death in early 1983 marked the end of a life and career devoted to
public service.
D. Housing
The dramatic rise in housing costs during the past decade burdens all Americans.
But the elderly, most of whom live in retirement on pensions and social security,
are often hard pressed to maintain the homes which they have worked for all of
their lives. Difficulties exist for the large number of elderly who live in their own
homes but are "cash poor," and those who need social and other supportive services
to remain independent. Homes, with their memories and familiar surroundings, are
an aging person's greatest security, and often represent the sum total of tangible
assets.

The Federal Council on Aging has sponsored efforts to support recommendations
contained in both the President's Commission on Housing report and the 1981
White House Conference on Aging's housing committee report. Of special interest to
the Council are the various mechanisms available to elderly homeowners for converting their home equity into income while remaining in their hcmes. The private
market has many mechanisms available to meet these objectives, all of them relatively new and experimental. Determining appropriate roles in this evolving area is
complex and requires sensitivity to the potential risks involved for both borrowers
and lenders and how to best deal with beliefs and attitudes of the elderly regarding
their homes.
The Council is interested in expanding housing options for the elderly by promoting home-sharing and accessory housing. Elderly homeowners often need additional
resources to maintain their homes while at the same time, meeting the need for
companionship. The Council is equally concerned about the lack of coordination between housing planners and the agencies that provide supportive services to keep
older individuals in publicly or privately sponsored housing. The housing committee,
chaired by James N. Broder, Esq., and including D. Anthony Guglielmo, Edna Bogosian, Edmund Dombrowski, and Frances Lamont, looked into these and other issues
in 1983.
Recommendations on Housing

(1) The Federal Council on the Aging recommends passage of legislation to amend
sections 328 and 250 of the National Housing Act to permit demonstration of an
insurance program for borrowers and lenders of reverse mortgages.
(2) In the absence of rulings from the IRS and in response to the recommendations of the 1981 White House Conference on Aging, the Federal Council on the
Aging recommends legislation to amend, for example, sections 72, 121, 167, 168, 183,
212, 453, and 1001 of the Internal Revenue Code. These changes will permit buyers
in sale-leaseback arrangements to allow depreciation and sellers over age 55 to
claim one-time capital gains exclusions for tax purposes.
(3) The Federal Council on the Aging recommends continuing information exchange, knowledge-base development, and sharing expertise and other resources for
home equity conversion. This means working with advocates for the elderly; housing, insurance, and legal specialist; researchers and specialists in research utilization and uses of innovation; and members of the banking and financial community.
(4) The Federal Council on the Aging recommends that proceeds from home
equity conversion should be disregarded as assets in computations to determine
public benefit eligibility and benefits should not be reduced as a result of such proceeds.
(5) The Council will seek IRS action through a joint letter with the American Bar
Association and, in the absence of such action, to support legislation that would provide a safe harbor for investors and safeguards for older homeowners in sale/leaseback transactions.
E. FactfindingSession

On September 14, 1983, in Washington, D.C.. the Federal Council on the Aging
called together 10 experts to discuss the tax aspects of sale/leaseback transactions.
The Council's concern for increasing housing choices for older Americans and for
understanding more about certain home equity conversion mechanisms were the
reasons for holding this factfinding session.
Malcolm Lee, legislative aide to Senator Arlen Specter, described S. 1914 that had
been introducted by Senator Specter. This proposed bill would allow elderly homeowners a one-time capital gains exemption involving a sale/leaseback transaction;
and would also allow the purchaser/lessor depreciation on the value of the purchased property although the seller retains occupancy rights. Richard D'Avino, representative of the Office of Tax Legislative Counsel of the U.S. Treasury Department, indicated that to-date, the administration had not developed a position on the
proposed legislation.
The second panel of witnesses consisted of Kenneth Scholen, director of the National Center for Home Equity Conversion; Leo Baldwin of the American Association for Retired Persons; and Dr. Maurice Weinrobe, an associate professor of economics at Clark University. This panel provided a vitally needed overview of the
basic characteristics of the sale/leaseback transaction, its potential market and consumer acceptance, and the competing economic interests that appear in a sale/leaseback transaction.
Mr. Scholen cited lack of awareness and understanding of the concept and specific
programs among potential consumers and among professionals, as well as lack of

tax certainty as the primary barriers to commericalization. Mr. Baldwin focused his
concerns on the consumer protection aspects of utilizing a mechanism of commerical
real estate in a residential setting. Professor Weinrobe provided a focus on the
market test of sale/leaseback transactions-both the buyer and seller have to be
satisfied with what they receive in exchange for what they give up. While for the
investor these tests are rather easily quantifiable matters of return, risk and competing investments, the elderly seller faces a more complex combination of economic
and emotional decisions. Removing uncertainty in the tax aspects of the transaction,
Professor Weinrobe said, would increase the attractiveness of the transaction to
both parties.
The next panel consisted of Trudy A. Ernst, Esq., an attorney in private practice
and Robert A. Petersen, CPA. Their positions on the need for legislation to provide
needed tax certainty differed markedly. Ms. Ernst felt the Specter bill was needed
to clarify the tax treatment of a senior seller with regard to the one-time exclusion
of gain on the sale of a primary residence available to those over 55, and to add a
vitally needed degree of tax certainty to the transaction. Mr. Petersen, on the other
hand, felt in lieu of legislation, that an IRS ruling on a typical sale/leaseback set of
facts, and a revenue procedure would be preferable.
The final panel, consisting of two law professors, Nancy E. Shurtz and Michael
Hoeflich and Herbert Weinstein, Esq., an attorney in private practice, presented the
Council with dramatic testimony concerning the public policy considerations surrounding the bill, the role of professionals in encouraging market acceptance, and a
cautionary note that certain aspects of the proposed legislation might not provide
the incentives intended. Professor Shurtz questioned whether the imputed tax expenditures that the proposed legislation would encourage would comport with notions of tax equity, administrative feasibility and economic efficiency. Professor Hoeflich focused his attention on some of the special aspects of intrafamilial transactions as well as the tax policy issue of targeting tax incentives versus direct subsidy
to achieve social goals. The final panelist, although supporting the concept of the
bill, provided specific suggestions for changes in its provisions to assure that its intended purpose would be realized.
After full consideration of the presentations made and extended discussions of the
technical and policy issues presented, the Council concluded that sale/leaseback
transactions by the elderly, with the proper consumer protection safeguards, should
be encouraged. This position is consistent with the overall thrust of the Council to
encourage the broadest range of housing options for the elderly, and in a word, to
encourage choice.
Conclusions
Administrative measures seem preferable to legislation for clarification of tax

treatment because they are less proscriptive and would permit a wider range of mutually beneficial options in future transactions.
A safe harbor must be created to protect parties to existing sale/leaseback transactions.
Appropriate revenue ruling in and revenue procedures, or in their absence legislation, can mitigate the disincentives to both parties.
Case law and most IRS rulings address commercial, not residential, sale/lease-

backs. The two types vary in several ways important for formulation of administrative or legislative guidance.
Other specfic concerns related to individual sale/leaseback contracts and, potentially, to future legislation on the State and Federal level were discussed. The Council found that:

-Sale/leasebacks between family members need special attention to avoid prob-

lems in being recognized as "qualified" sale/leasebacks for tax purposes.
-Consumer protection and senior seller counseling are criticalaspects of the commercializationof residentialsale/leaseback transactions.The Council noted with

interest the development of legislative proposals for consumer protection being
developed by the State of Maine that would address both these concerns.
Although much remains to be done to develop a generally available sale/leaseback option in the marketplace, the Council looks to the day when selling one's
home and living in it will be more exotic than living in one's home before it's paid
for.
The full presentations and supplemental statements by the experts will be available in a separate publication now being compiled by the Council. All State and area
agencies will receive copies, as well as Members of Congress, aging organizations,
and financial and legal groups interested in home equity conversion mechanisms.

F. 1984 Reauthorizationof the Older Americans Act (OAA)

The Older Americans Act has been amended nine times since its inception in
1965. Provisions of the original legislation were extended in 1967. The 1969 amendments strengthened the title III community services programs and charged the
State agencies on aging with statewide responsibilities for planning, coordination,
and evaluation of nutrition programs and authorized grants to public and nonprofit
sponsors for the development of congregate meals services. The creation of the area
agencies on aging was mandated by the 1973 amendments in addition to the creation of the National Information and Resource Clearinghouse for the Aging and
the Federal Council on the Aging. Amendments made in 1974, 1975, and 1977 primarily extended the authority for continued program operation, and made a
number of minor adjustments to the act. The 1978 amendments further strengthened and expanded title III of the act by consolidating the social services, multipurpose senior center, and nutrition services portion of the act. A separate title, title
VI, authorizing grants for Indian tribes, was also established. In addition, a separate
authorization for home-delivered meals was made under title III. Since the 1981
amendments primarily extended the programs and made only minor changes, the
1984 reauthorization period is a time for careful review and amending to update the
act.
The Council established the reauthorization committee, consisting of Katie Dusenberry, Chairperson, Nelda Barton, and Edna Russell, Ph. D. In addition to looking
at current issues, the committee reexamined the study and recommendations made
by the FCA for the 1981 amendments. The process of identifying the current issues
was begun by requesting a working paper from the University of Arizona's LongTerm Care Gerontological Center. The paper set the context for a roundtable discussion that was conducted by the FCA in December 1982, to which 13 national aging
organizations were invited to make presentations. Concerns with the administration
of title V programs and the targeting of resources were identified as major issues
throughout the roundtable discussions. A polling by mail of 35 additional organizations that deal with aging issues revealed several other items, including concern
with the quality and availability of research information. Meetings with congressional staff, State and area agency staff, and contacts at various local conferences
around the country yielded considerable interest in the shift of responsibility and
discretion in decisionmaking to the State and local levels. The Council made two
public presentations on the draft recommendatins, one at the annual meeting of the
Western Gerontological Society in Albuquerque, N. Mex., and the other at the
annual scientific meeting of the Gerontological Society of America in San Francisco,
Calif. Testimony on targeting title III resources given by Chairperson Adelaide
Attard before Senator Grassley's Subcommittee on Aging completed the Council's
activities in developing these recommendations.
Recommendations on the 1984 Reauthorizationof the Older Americans Act

(1) In order to enhance the development of a continuum of care concept in the
provision of services in the community, the Council recommends that an objective
be added to the OAA which emphasizes the need for a systems approach to the
needs of older persons in each community and which recognizes the uniqueness of
both the individual and the community.
(2) The Council recommends the inclusion of a disclosure component combined
with local reviews as a part of the intrastate funding formula requirement.
(3) The Council recommends that in the consideration of greatest economic or
social need, emphasis should be placed on service to low income, minority, female,
rural, living alone, and disabled older persons within the parameters of local circumstances.
(4) The Council recommends that title III funds shall be distributed to the States,
with no distinction between part B and part C, allowing the individual State and
area agencies full flexibility to determine what particular services shall constitute a
comprehensive and coordinated system to meet the specific needs of older persons in
that State based upon State and local plans developed through and evaluated by a
comprehensive planning process.
(5) The Council recommends strengthening language in order to emphasize the
importance of research, training, education projects and demonstrations. In addition, funding levels should be maintained commensurate with past appropriations
and sufficient to fulfill the charge of title IV.
There should be greater effort to coordinate and analyze findings from completed
and future research and evaluation projects in order to better utilize these findings.
Additionally, there should be greater efforts made in developing and implementing
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a system to facilitate access to the findings, and to disseminate "best practices"
throughout the agencies responsible for delivery of services.
The importance of this title to older Americans should be highlighted and the
Council recommends the addition of a purpose statement to specify long-term goals
for the Administration on Aging regarding grants under this title.
(6) The Council recommends shifting the administration of title V of the OAA
from the Department of Labor (DOL) and bringing the administration of title V
under the auspices of the Administration on Aging while continuing the current
participation of the national contractors as well as the State sponsors. The funding
mechanism of grants, as the title IV, would transition the program into AoA over a
2-year period. The third year funding would shift to the mechanism currently used
in title III, with the funds flowing through the State and local units on aging. In
addition, defining employment needs should be encouraged at the local level with a
more flexible placement practice responsive to local and individual differences, regardless of any shift in administrative oversight.
These recommendations, including specific language changes and rationales, were
finalized December 30, 1983, and will be transmitted to the President, appropriate
government officials, and the Congress in January 1984.
III. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

In addition to the foregoing activities during 1983 that produced Council recommendations, several other efforts were undertaken by the Council that are expected
to yield recommendations during 1984.
Because of the increased importance of health care and the cost of health care for
the elderly, the Health Committee was formed. Chaired by Edmond Dombrowski,
M.D., and including Nelda Barton, Edna Bogosian, Kathryn Dusenberry, Frances
Lamont, and Edna Russell, Ph. D., the committee has a working paper that outlines
suggestions for possible directions in the health area.
The Council is involved with the upcoming health promotion campaign that is
being planned by the Public Health Service and the Administration on Aging of the
Department of Health and Human Services. Agencies for both the public and private sector will also be involved in this campaign. In addition, Council members will
play a role in the campaign through involvement in local coalitions in their communities as represenatives of the Council and the aging field.
The Council will review the recommendations of the Advisory Council on Social
Security (Medicare) when they become final.
Currently, a large amount of the support that is given to the elderly is provided
by the family. The increasing number of women in the labor force, the changing
patterns of marriage and divorce, and the increase in the population of single older
persons are impw.tant social and demographic trends that will define family life for
older persons in the decades ahead. Caregiving within the family must be supported
and the strength of the family must continue in order for the elderly population to
experience and acceptable standard of living.
Because of this concern, the Family Support Committee was formed consisting of
Charlotte Conable, Chairperson, Margaret Arnold, and Josephine Oblinger. Information on this subject has been compiled and experts contacted to help formulate goals
for the Council. The committee is currently planning a factfinding session on this
topic, to coincide with Older Americans Month in May 1984.

Appendix 2
REPORTS FROM FEDERAL DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES
ITEM 1. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
DECEMBER 19, 1983.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your letter of November 1, 1983, requesting

an update of the Department of Agriculture's programs and services for older
Americans in fiscal year 1983, for inclusion in the "Developments in Aging" report.
Enclosed are reports obtained from the following Department of Agriculture agencies: (1) Office of Rural Development Policy, (2) Farmers Home Administration, (3)
Forest Service, (4) Economic Research Service, (5) Extension Service, (6) Food and
Nutrition Service, (7) Office of Equal Opportunity, (8) Rual Electrification Administration, (9) Agricultural Research Service, and (10) Cooperative State Research Service.
We hope that the reports will be helpful to the committee and to individuals and
groups on the field of aging. Thank you for giving us the opportunity to submit to
the Special Committee on Aging, the annual reports from the Department of Agriculture agencies.
Sincerely,
JOHN J. FRANKE, Jr.,
Assistant Secretary for Administration.

Enclosures.
OFFICE OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT PoucY
The Office of Rural Development Policy, created by the Secretary of Agriculture,
reports directly to the Under Secretary for Small Community and Rural Develop-

ment. The Secretary has delegated to the Under Secretary responsibility for matters

relating to rural development. The Office of Rural Development Policy has the re
sponsibility to carry out the Rural Development Act of 1972, as amended by the
Rural Development Policy Act of 1980. In addition, the office has the responsibility
for working cooperatively with all USDA agencies, other appropriate Federal agencies, and State and local governments in addressing rural development policy issues.
The office leads the executive branch effort in coordinating the formulation of the
rural development strategy called for in the Rural Development Policy Act of 1980.
This strategy takes into account the need to improve the economic well-being of all
rural residents and address the problems of the elderly and otherwise disadvantaged
rural residents. The following description reflects some of the activities conducted

by the Office of Rural Development Policy that affect the rural elderly population.

The Office of Rural Development Policy staff prepared the first annual rural development strategy entitled "Better Country: A Strategy for Rural Development in

the 1980's," which was submitted to Congress in February 1983. The report lists the
most often cited concerns of rural Americans as the need for:
-Improved rural facilities and services.
-More effective application of national policies in programs serving rural America.
-Better housing.

-More private sector jobs and higher income.
The Office of Rural Development Policy also prepared promotion papers on "Food
and Fitness Programs for Older Americans," for the food and fitness campaign promotion kits and a promotion paper to be shared with the State food and agriculture
councils.
The Office of Rural Development Policy is 1 of 12 agencies that signed a working

agreement during the months of March, April, and May 1983 for the Consortium on

Information and Referral (I&R) Services for Older People. The purpose of this agreement is to stimulate the development and strength of I&R network systems through

cooperative and coordinated efforts of a consortium of Federal and public agencies,
selected national voluntary organizations, and the private sector.
Our staff has presented recommendations and views of the Office of Rural Development Policy to other Federal, State, and local agencies, and organizations concerned about rural elderly development. For example, presentations have been
made at a rural conference, sponsored by Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, and at the National Conference on Rural Aging, sponsored by the Wisconsin
District V Area Agency on Aging, Inc., in Madison, Wis.
The Office of Rural Development Policy is producing a rural resources guide, to
assist rural leaders in identifying available resources for their communities. The
guide will catalog public and private national-level technical and financial resource
assistance. It will describe the types of assistance available from each organization
and the office and telephone number to contact for more information. The guide
will be organized in an easy-to-use manner by topics of interest to local officals.
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION
HOUSING

(1) Section 502 rural housing loans are available to low-income persons who will
reside in rural areas and currently do not own adequate, safe, and sanitary housing.
The interest rate on section 502 loans is currently 11.875 percent, with a maximum
repayment period of 33 years. Low-income recipients must also qualify for a subsidy
on the loans which could lower the interest rate to as low as 1 percent. There were
596 loans made to the elderly during fiscal year 1983, and $25,829,570 obligated.
(2) Section 504 rural housing loans are available to low-income households who
own housing in rural areas and who do not qualify for section 502 rural housing
loans. The loans are used to remove health and safety hazards including: roof repairs, storm windows and doors, insulation, water and waste disposal systems, and
other energy saving features. Terms are at 1 percent and up to 20 years. There were
587 loans made to the elderly during fiscal year 1983, and $2,230,930 obligated.
(3) Section 504 rural housing grants are available to very low-income homeowners
(62 years of age or older) who cannot repay a section 504 loan. During fiscal year
1983, there were 3,845 grants and $12,499,930 obligated.
(4) The section 515 rural rental housing program provides rental or cooperative
housing for persons with low and moderate incomes and for those age 62 and older
in rural areas. The loans are repayable in not more than 50 years. During fiscal
year 1983, 1,195 loans were made and $802 million was obligated. Approximately 25
percent of these loans were made for the construction of elderly projects.
(5) Section 515 congregate housing for the elderly and handicapped. The FmHA
has authority under the section 515 rural rental housing program to build congregate housing for the elderly and handicapped. Congregate housing is an alternative
for the elderly who need an assisted residential living environment. It offers the
functionally impaired or socially deprived, but in good health (not actually physically ill), the residential accommodations with supporting services to assist them in
maintaining, or returning to independent or semi-independent lifestyles to prevent
premature or unnecessary institutionalization as they grow older.
The following supportive services are provided in the congregate housing: Meals
(at least one a day, 5 days a week), personal care and housekeeping services, transportation, social and recreational activities. Developers who apply to FmHA for
loans to build congregate facilities must demonstrate their ability to provide these
minimum services. In most instances, developers are coordinating with social service agencies to obtain support in the provision of services.
A joint demonstration program was formalized in a memorandum of understanding between FmHA and the Administration on Aging (AOA) in 1979. FmHA supported the construction of 10 specifically designed congregate projects (30 to 40 units
each) in the amount of approximately $10 million. AOA provided 3-year demonstration funds (annually $85,000) for services in each facility, including partial meal
services, transportation, housekeeping and personal services, and social and recreational activities. The 10 demonstration projects are completed and fully occupied.
the AOA has provided a no-cost extension of this demonstration for fiscal year 1984.
An evaluation of the demonstration program conducted under FmHA contract
with the International Center for Social Gerontology (ICSG). The evaluation reports
in detail on the experience of the first seven of the congregate demonstration projects and in a more limited way, two other ongoing FmHA funded 515 congregate
projects that were developed without special demonstration support.
The Agency has funded a total of 18 congregate housing projects.
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(6) FmHA has a staff person specifically trained in gerontology. FmHA personnel
involved in programs for the elderly attend training sessions, seminars, conferences
and work closely with other government agencies and organizations.
COMMUNITY AND BUSINESS PROGRAMS

Business and Industry Division

The business and industry (B&I) program guarantees loans for business and industrial development in rural areas under the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act, section 310B (7 U.S.C. 1932), rural industrial assistance.
The B&I program serves the elderly in rural areas by guaranteeing loans which
benefit the elderly directly or indirectly. During fiscal year 1983, B&I guaranteed a
loan of $1,575,000 for the expansion of the Golden Door, and intermediate care facility for mentally retarded adults. The facility is one of only three such institutions
that are privately owned in the State of Tennessee and is minority owned. The
Golden Door will expand from a 40-bed to a 72-bed facility.
B&I guaranteed 63 loans in fiscal year 1983 for projects, many of which opened up
employment opportunities for the elderly capable of employment. Since the program
began in 1974, B&I has guaranteed loans for over 200 projects benefiting the rural
elderly in the amount of $194,858,258.
Such projects include physicians and dentists offices, chiropractic and osteopathic
offices, skilled nursing care facilities, general medical and surgical hospitals, medical laboratories, outpatient facilities, psychiatric hospitals, and health and allied
services enterprises.
One hundred and forty-five skilled nursing care facilities have been guaranteed
for a total of $147,345,388.
WATER AND WASTE

Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) is authorized to provide loan and grant
assistance to develop water and waste disposal systems that primarily serve rural
residents in rural areas and in towns up to 10,000 people. Funds are available to
public entities such as municipalities, counties, special purpose districts, and nonprofit organizations. Grant assistance may be made available for facilities serving
the most financially needy communities to reduce user costs for eligible grant recipients to a reasonable level. In fiscal year 1983, 1,184 loans were made totaling $600
million and 630 grants totaling over $313 million.
Water and waste disposal loans and grants are made available directly to eligible
applicants along with financial management assistance from FmHA personnel. This
program is not specifically aimed toward helping only the elderly. However, through
the program, needed water and waste disposal service is made available to all users
in a service area including the elderly.
COMMUNITY FACILITIES LOANS

Brief Description

Community facility loans are made to public entities and nonprofit corporations
that primarily serve rural residents in towns or cities not to exceed 20,000 people.
These loans are made to construct, enlarge, or improve clinics, nursing homes,
hospitals, community buildings, fire stations, and equipment or other community
facilities that provide essential service to rural residents, and to pay necessary costs
connected with such facilities.
Nursing Homes

In fiscal year 1983, 11 loans were obligated for nursing homes in the amount of
$10,171,400. Nursing homes directly impact on the elderly in that they are almost
wholly occupied by the elderly.
Hospitals

Twenty-one loans were made in fiscal year 1983 for hospitals in the amount of
$31,369,300.
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Health Clinics
There were four physicians clinics and one dental clinic funded during fiscal year
1983 in the amount of $1,180,300. These clinics provide needed medical services to
the rural population.
Miscellaneous Projects
Miscellaneous projects includes those facilities such as medical rehabilitation centers, nutritional centers, and vocational rehabilitation centers. During fiscal year
1983, 25 such loans were made for $6,414,600.
FARMER PROGRAMS

There is no program authority or internal policy specifically targeted toward the
elderly in the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) farm ownership (FO) and operating loan (OL) programs. The agency considers all applications on a first-come,
first-served basis. All applicants must meet the necessary eligibility requirements
for the programs. While there is no policy specifically targeted toward the elderly,
FmHA does not discriminate against applicants based on age.
During fiscal year 1983, FmHA made a total of 10,918 FO loans in the total
amount of $747,579,000 and a total of 56,560 OL loans in the total amount of
$1,735,546,000. FmHA does not have statistics available to indicate the number of
loans made to elderly persons.
FOREST SERVICE
SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

The U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, in cooperation with the Department of Labor, sponsors the senior community service employment program
(SCSEP), which is authorized by title V of the Older Americans Act. The SCSEP has
three fundamental purposes: (1) Community services to the general public, (2) parttime employment and supplemental income, and (3) training and transition of participants to the private sector labor market. The program employs economically disadvantaged persons aged 55 and older in 38 States, Puerto Rico, and the District of

Columbia. The SCSEP seeks to improve the welfare of the underprivileged, low
income, elderly, and to foster a renewed sense of self-worth and community involvement among the rural elderly.
Program participants are involved in projects on national forest lands such as
construction, rehabilitation, maintenance, and natural resource improvement work.
Enrollees receive at least the minimum wage to supplement their personal incomes.
A major benefit of the SCSEP program is the opportunity participants have to
regain a sense of involvement with the mainstream of life through meaningful
work. Additionally, valuable conservation projects are completed on national forest
lands.
The Forest Service's interagency agreement for July 1, 1982 to June 30, 1983, provided $16.8 million, which employed 5,107 persons (21 percent were minorities and

35 percent were women). For every dollar received for this program, the Government received $1.55 worth of conservation work.
During the July 1, 1983 through June 30, 1984 program, it is anticipated that
5,625 seniors will be employed with funding of $21.1 million. The Forest Service has
initiated several experimental projects to devise new and innovative methods of

training seniors and transitioning them into the private sector. Three projects involve the job corps program where seniors are trained together with young adults.
Both young and old benefit from this intergenerational program. The seniors receive vocational skills training and the young adults learn from the elders' experiences and the pride and satisfaction which is demonstrated in their work. Other experimental projects provide on-the-job training and work experience involving word
processing, photography, cartography, and photogrammetry.
ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE

The Economic Development Division of ERS conducts research to analyze trends
and causes of change in rural population, employment, income, housing, credit and
local government services and finances. Programs for rural development have been
shaped principally as a response to problems of population change, inadequate housing, underdeveloped public and. private infrastructure, and rural poverty. Analyses
of trends by EDD provides a basis for design of development assistance programs,

advocacy for rural interests, and development strategies. A very significant segment
of the rural population is comprised of the elderly, and thus most of the rural
trends and problems examined have a major aged component. Specific activities in
fiscal year 1983 included the following activities:
Research was continued from the two previous fiscal years on housing of the rural
elderly. The work completed in fiscal 1983 included preparation of a manuscript for
publication in USDA's Rural Development Research Report series. The 1983 expenditure on the project was nominal, since most of the work had been completed in the
two previous fiscal years.
Another EDD study proposes to assess small communities' use of volunteers. The
study will determine who volunteers, the special volunteer programs found in small
communities, and problems encountered in administering programs. The study will
assess how widespread voluntarism is in small communities and what are the policy
implications. Although the study focuses on all age groups, it will determine whether the elderly are a significant component of rural volunteers. Approximately $5,000
in funds was expended on the project during 1983.
Initial stages of a survey of retirement growth in 10 counties of the ArkansasMissouri Ozarks region were completed in fiscal 1983. Activities included development of sampling frames, questionnaire design, and clearance of the proposed
survey. The study's purpose is to assess the impacts of population growth on rural
and small town areas from substantial inmovement of retirees, with implications for
business, employment, income, and other aspects of community. The fiscal 1983 expenditure for preliminary phases of the survey was $140,000.
A briefing on finding and using data on the rural elderly was delivered to the
participants of a workshop sponsored by the Gerontological Society of America and
held in conjunction with the annual meeting. The expenditure on this activity was
nominal.
Research was done on transfer payments as a source of personal income of residents of Wisconsin counties. Retirement programs (including social security) and
medicare paid almost two-thirds of the State's transfers. Implications for local
economies, taxpayers, and recipients were explored. Fiscal year 1983 expenditure on
the project was approximately $3,000.

EXTENSION

SERVICE

National program leaders in Extension Service, USDA, provide leadership to 1862
and 1890 land grant institutions in 50 States, five territories and trusts, and the District of Columbia through two major functions:
(1) Cooperate with public and private agencies, institutions and organizations at
Federal, State, and local levels in developing and coordinating resources and programs that will contribute to a satisfying and independent lifestyle for older persons. National, State, and County CES staffs network with the following: The
American Association of Retired Persons, National Safety Council, National Council
on Aging, Administration on Aging, National Institute of Health, American Rural
Health Association, Public Health Department, American Home Economics Association, American Council of Life Insurance, Department of Transportation, geronotological societies, agencies on aging, Red Cross, USDA agencies, the National Extension Homemakers Council, Inc., and others.
(2) Provide leadership and direction to assist Cooperative Extension Service staffs
with program development, coordination, implementation and evaluation of programs for the elderly in the areas of mental and emotional health and relationships,
health and safety, and economics and resource management.
Below are highlights of accomplishments from selected State CES reports for
three program units: Home economics, 4-H and youth, and natural resources and
rural development.
HOME ECONOMICS: EXTENSION SERVICE

Extension Home Economics provides educational programs and training for volunteers who provide community services that contribute to the well-being of the elderly. "New Initiatives in Home Economics Research, Extension, and Higher Education," identifies five major initiatives for families. They are: (1) Family economic
stability and security; (2) energy and environment; (3) food, nutrition, and health; (4)
family strengths and social environment; and (5) leadership development and volunterrism.
Although all States and territories conducted programs for this population only
selected States', activities and accomplishments are given below for the five initiatives.

1. Family Economic Stability and Security

(a) In two counties in North Carolina, the 1,890 staff reached 293 senior citizens
with programs designed to foster improved financial management and physical adjustments.
(b) In 16 counties in Kentucky, 2,800 participants and 360 volunteer leaders participated in educational programs on selecting clothing to meet their physical, psychological, and social needs. In four counties, special interest clothing programs
were presented to nursing home residents, families, staff, and participants at senior
citizen centers.
(c) In two counties in Indiana, 64 Extension Homemaker Club volunteer leaders
reached 700 club members with programs on physiological changes that occur with
aging and apparel designs that accommodate the changes.
(d) Thirty-five elderly in Howard County, Texas earned $3,300 from sales at a
crafts fair. Similar results were obtained at fairs and bazaars in 25 other counties
and were conducted in cooperation with civic organizations.
(e) Maine, CES, for several years has been conducting a "senior community service training project" with funding from the National Council on Aging. Two hundred and two trainees aged 55 or over are enrolled in the job training program; of
this number 105 were new enrollees this year; and 87 were terminated from the
project with 43 obtaining unsubsidized employment. While in the training program
the senior companions received $6,000 in stipends and travel. The companions are
recruited, trained, and supervised by CES and are linked with individual elderly
citizens who need assistance to remain independently and safety in their own
homes. The teach clients to cope with isolation, loneliness, health and nutrition
problems, energy conservation, and other independent living skills.
2. Energy and Environment

(a) A pilot program was conducted and tested in two Oregon counties in dependent
and independent housing choices and community support services available. Expansion into other counties is anticipated.
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(b) In Missouri a multidisciplinary Extension faculty conducted a 1 /2-day in-service training conference for 24 area specialists via teleconference and onsite activities. This electronic technology training focused on conducting educational programs
to meet the energy and inflation concerns of the elderly. Missouri CES staff also
conducted "how to weatherize homes" sessions for other agency staffs, leaders, paraprofessionals, and older Missourians. Networking existed with Green Thumb, area
agencies on aging, community action agencies, and foster grandparents, and some
additional funding was provided by the Division of Energy, Department of Natural
Resources. Forty-six volunteer leaders and 8,427 people participated. Eighty percent
of these. participating reported that they had purchased or made a weatherization
improvement. Five thousand reported saving over 6 billion Btu's valued at over
$75,840.
(c) In West Virginia, Extension State specialists trained 88 people from welfare
and health departments, community action agencies, commission on aging,
churches, and Extension county offices to teach low-cost winter survival tactics to
senior citizens and low-income clients. The 88 people trained worked with 2,720 individuals who made energy and monetary savings improvements to their homes and
adopted lifestyles that contributed to survival and safety.
3. Food and Nutrition and Health

(a) Exercise programs to prevent the loss of movement and flexibility were conducted in senior centers at nutrition sites and for Extension homemaker club programs in Missouri. Two hundred older people participated and 83 developed a 12month weekly exercise plan.
(b) Physical fitness programs in 17 Nebraska counties reached 2,354. Forty-four
counties distributed the Prime Time Newsletter that was partially funded by local
organizations, area agencies on aging, and individual contributions. Fourteen counties sponsored health fairs. Screenings were conducted and representatives from
health and aging agencies and other community service agencies provided information and referral services.
(c) The theme for health promotion programs for the elderly in North Carolina
was "your health is in your hands." At nutrition sites, 15,666 elderly participated in
education programs and over 9,000 participated in the program at 255 Extension
homemaker club meetings. In addition, 327 mass media programs on the individual's responsibility for personal health were presented.

(d) In Texas, 37 counties conducted or sponsored health fairs and health education
programs for older adults that focused on increasing their self-help skills and reducing health care expenditures. In six counties, 146 participants were trained in the
skills needed to function as sitters for the elderly. Thirty-five percent used the training for adult sitter employment; 10 percent for volunteer work, and 25 percent for
care of family members. Fifty-five health promotion programs reached 5,694 older
Texans.
(e) Pennsylvania CES was funded by the Metropolitan Life F6undation and Penn
State to conduct a peer education nutrition program. Twenty-two peer educators
(ages 61 to 79) were given 4 days of training by Extension specialists. Seven county
Extension home economists recruited the peer educators and provided community
linkages, encouragement, and additional information as needed. The peer educators
conducted over 95 slide/tape and discussion sessions (primarily in senior centers) for
933 participants in 30 communities in 12 counties. "Shopping for nutritious bargains," "sodium in foods," and "the fat controlled diet" were some of the lesson
topics.
(f) A 1975 cooperative agreement between Alabama CES and the Department of
Pensions and Security continues and home economists are conducting educational
programs at nutrition sites. The emphasis has been on food and nutrition, but also
includes health education, energy conservation, clothing, housing, and financial
management.

4. Family Strengths and Social Environment
(a) Extension home economists in 32 Alabama counties worked with the land
grant and other universities, local banks, chambers of commerce, churches, and
area agencies on aging to provide educational programs, meeting places, funding,
and transportation for older Alabamians. Programs focused on planning for retirement, understanding the aging process, and adjusting to the death of a spouse.
(b) In Texas, over 10,000 older Texans increased self-esteem through participation
in Older Texas Month recognition programs. In addition 1,024 older adults and
youth increased intergenerational relationship skills.
(c) Fifty-five programs in 16 Indiana counties focused on intergenerational relationships, retirement lifestyles options, and positive adjustments to the aging process. Three hundred Extension homemaker club volunteers reached 4,867. In addition, home economists reached 1,772 including 200 males through cooperative linkages with senior citizen groups, the Cancer Society, homes for the elderly, and nutrition centers.
(d) In Iowa, 2,000 older persons and their families in 30 counties were reached
through workshops, camps, and newsletters. Programs were designed to help participants increase their knowledge of the aging process and increase and improve intergenerational relationships. Extension cooperated with other agencies such as RSVP,
homemaker-health aides, area agencies on aging, senior centers and congregate
meal sites. An intergenerational program was conducted in cooperation with the
public schools.
(e) A pilot project in Arizona has been initiated. Seventeen Extension homemaker
club members have been trained to conduct a needs assessment of the elderly in a
small rural community which will be used as the basis for the development of programs to meet the needs of the rural elderly.
5. Leadership Development and Volunteerism
(a) Mississippi's CES Institute on Aging, initiated several years ago, continues to
provide resources for home economics and community and rural development education programs. Four topical tracks toward a certificate of applied gerontology are
offered. Nine courses were taught this year and 162 professionals, paraprofessionals,
and volunteers who work with low income, minority, and elderly participated. The
institute cooperated with the Mississippi Nurses Association, National Rural Primary Care, churches, universities, RSVP, and others in programing and informing
the public sector of gerontological issues and concerns.

(b) The Missouri Summer Institute on Aging, a 2-week classroom, workshop, and
field study session was attended by 33 Extension staff members from several States.
Four-year plans of work reveal that the institute will have a positive impact on expansion and content of programs for the aging.
(c) In Texas, 758 older adults increased leadership skills by serving on county committees on aging that serve CES and area agencies on aging.

(d) In North Carolina,senior adult volunteers are provided educational support in
organizational techniques, public policy education, and value identification to help

them "stay in the main stream" of community life. Senior groups organize councils
on aging to secure funds, promote social activities for physical and emotional
health, sponsor educational seminars specific to their interests, secure community
supportive services, learn about new legislation and issues of concern to local communities and how to contribute to the legislative process-11,371 senior adult-volunteers were involved in community services, 22,923 senior adults participate in
groups served by Extension, 4,132 involved in councils on aging and other leadership
roles, 412 Extension leaders trained to handle organizational type activities specific
to senior adults.
4-H AND YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Intergenerational programs involving youth and older Americans are a significant
part of the 4-H program. It is a natural phenomenon that older people serve as 4-H
leaders to groups of youth throughout this country. They provide organizational,
project, and activity guidance to thousands of 4-H units. Subject matter expertise is
of critical importance to insure the quality of 4-H projects in specific areas of
animal care, plant science, clothing and textiles, electronic technology, foods and
nutrition, decisionmaking, interpersonal relationships, and leadership development.
Older adults are very active in working with youth in 4-H activities. The master
gardener, master fix-it, master shopper, and master food preserver programs attract
many retired people who work with others, including youth, after indepth training.
An example of this intergenerational programing was Charleston County, South
Carolina'smaster gardening program in which 37 volunteers gave 50 hours of time
to 4-H training schools with youth, provided a plant demonstration for 200 4-H
youth at a district school, conducted a 4-H gardening survey and began a 4-H
EFNEP gardening club.
Older people have also been involved with 4-H cultural heritage programs. Senior
citizens in the Virgin Islands have been providing island history and storytelling
assistance to youth with an interest in local culture. Similar involvement of older
Americans was experienced in Madison County, Georgia, where heritage seekers
worked with spotlighting senior citizens in creating a book entitled "Past Tense."
Youth also help the aging. The adopt-a-grandparent program is active in several
States. The "4-H Vial of Life" program in Glynn County, Georgia, involves 300 4H'ers and 500 senior citizens with emergency information for medical assistance
which increased the awareness of 4-H'ers of seniors in their community, older citizens were made to feel more secure and medical personnel are aided with information that would probably be unavailable without the vials.
4-H youth team up with the aging in community watch, crime prevention campaigns, safety programs, community service activities, and citizenship forums.
Thirty-six counties in Illinois were involved with intergenerational activities focused on crime prevention, clean up, nursing home visits, voting campaigns, and attracting industry to the area. In cooperation with "Friends of Pets' in Louisville,
Kentucky, 15 dog club members and 275 senior citizens in four nursing homes have
jointly cared and loved dogs and cats in a sharing relationship mutually beneficial
to all participants.
In Michigan, there is no age restriction in many counties so aging form 4-H clubs,
select projects, attend camp at Camp Kett, and exhibit at fairs. In some of the counties senior 4-H members organized 4-H clubs for the aging-a true 4-H intergenerational experience.
NATURAL RESOURCES AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

This Extension program area provides education in leadership and organization
development, business and economic development, and community services and
facilities such as elderly health care and transportation.
Illinois farm couples are participating with Extension in the development of an
educational package, "Growing Older in Rural America: A Preretirement Planning
Program for Farm Couples." Included in this educational package are modules on
myths and realities of aging, health, lifestyle changes, financial planning, social security, family records, and turning the farm over to the next generation. When fully
developed, the educational materials will be available nationally.
Public policy education programs in Maryland identified specific needs of the
rural disadvantaged elderly. This effort led to the formation of the multicounty
public interest group, the Council of Seniors for the Lower Shore, and Extension
policy education programs on health and human resources, aging, and local government processes. In other Eastern Shore counties, State Energy Extension Service
grants supported cooperative Extension training programs for volunteers and area

agency on aging personnel in conducting home energy audits, energy conservation
counseling, and weatherization work.
Extension community developement specialists in Missouri conducted surveys of
the needs of the elderly and developed programs to meet those needs. Included in
the activities resulting from these surveys are: Formation of a volunteer county
committee to work with the council on aging and establish a self-supporting, volunteer-driven elderly transportation system; establishing ongoing volunteer county
committees on aging to assist, educate, and gain citizen participation in meeting the
needs of the elderly; training of area agency on aging personnel in needs assessment
and program development; and conducting educational programs and developing
volunteer groups to provide elderly assistance in income tax form preparation, housing and health services for the elderly, crime prevention, and foster grandparents
training.
In a cooperative efforts with the State energy office, the council on aging, and
community action groups, Vermont Extension Service is placing increased emphasis
on reaching low income and elderly Vermonters with home energy education and
energy audits. Seventeen energy outreach advisers, located in Extension offices
throughout the State, seek to audit a total of 119 homes each week. Most low cost-no
cost recommendations are carried out, so elderly Vermonters are saving considerably on energy costs.
A North Dakota Extension program, conducted in cooperation with farm organizations and other political education groups, focused on the development of elderly
citizen awareness of legislative issues statewide among senior citizens groups. Over
80 percent of the more than 300 "silver-haired legislators" returned to discuss relevant elderly legislation with county support groups and over 60 percent informed
their legislative candidates of issues of concern to the elderly. A related North
Dakota effort involved Extension and aging services personnel in teaching senior
volunteers to provide community services assistance to elderly needing assistance so
that public funds could be used to serve more elderly citizens with services volunteers cannot provide.
A number of State Cooperative Extension Services are using computer assisted
materials for nursing home budget anlysis developed by Missouri Extension and Experiment Station researchers. Similar budget analysis material on transportation
system for the elderly, developed in Oklahoma, is also being used to assist communities in several States in developing elderly transportation system.
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE

The Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) serves the elderly in two major ways. The
food stamp program and commodities in lieu of food stamps for needy families serve
the general low-income population and in this way provide substantial benefits to
the elderly. The elderly feeding program and the new pilot projects for commodity
distribution to the elderly provide more targeted services. These programs are described in more detail below. None focus specifically on rural areas, but rural areas
are eligible for coverage in all cases.
(1)

THE FEDERAL FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

In 1983, the food stamp program provided total benefits of $11.1 billion on the 50
States, the District of Columbia, and the Virgin Islands. Elderly residents of Puerto
Rico are eligible to receive nutrition assistance provided by the Puerto Rico nutrition assistance grant. The grant totaled $85 million in 1983; however, no data are
collected on the number of elderly participants.
The most current data available on elderly participation is from the "Preliminary
Report of the Characteristics of Food Stamp Households: August 1981." On the basis
of the 1981 figures, 2.1 million elderly received food stamps in 1983; 1.7 million
households had at least one member age 60 or over; 1.2 million households were
composed on single elderly persons; and elderly households received $1.04 billion in
benefits in 1983.
The August 1982 "Characteristics Survey" will be available in March 1984. Elderly participation statistics can be updated at that time, if desired.
(2) COMMODITIES IN LIEU OF FOOD STAMPS FOR NEEDY FAMILIES

This program donates commodities such as dairy products, vegetables and juices,
flour, rice, and shortening to eligible needy persons residing on Indian reservations
and in the Trust Territories of the Pacific. Total program benefits in 1982, excluding
administrative costs were about $28 million. Fiscal year 1983 obligations for com-

modities were $37.4 million. No data are routinely collected on the proportion of
participants who are elderly.
(3) PILOT PROJECTS FOR COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION TO THE ELDERLY

Legislation enacted in 1981 authorized the institution of three pilot commodity
distribution projects directed at low-income elderly persons. Benefits would be supplemental to their food stamp participation. Three pilot projects to distribute commodity foods to senior citizens in Detroit, New Orleans, and Polk County, Iowa. Recipients receive foods which may be supplemental to their food stamps, including
dry milk, cheese, egg mix, cereals, juices, canned fruits and vegetables, dried beans
or peas, peanut butter, and canned meat or poultry. Total 1983 obligations were
$900,000, and September 1983, participation was 7,539.
(4) THE ELDERLY FEEDING PROGRAM

This program provides commodities or cash in lieu of commodities for nutrition
programs for the elderly that are operated by local agencies under title III of the
Older Americans Act, and by Indian tribal agencies under title VI of that act. The
programs provide balanced meals for elderly persons in a congregate setting such as
senior citizen centers. In fiscal year 1983, an estimated 197 million meals were
served that were supported by FNS cash contributions of 54.25 cents per meal or by
commodities of the same value. Total FNS program obligations in fiscal year 1983
amounted to $96 million in cash and $11 million in commodities.
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

The Office of Equal Opportunity (OEO) provides leadership, direction, and coordination for the departmental civil rights program including equal employment opportunity and nondiscrimination in federally assisted and direct assistance programs
and activities. OEO also has responsibility for program compliance and enforcement
monitoring to insure that agency programs and activities are administered in a nondiscriminatory manner. OEO maintains primary responsibility for leadership and
coordination of activities related to implementation of all statutory requirements including policy development, complaint processing, training, and technical assistance.
STATUS OF ACTIVITIES ON AGING

Actions Taken To Implement Section 504 NondiscriminationRequirements in
Federally Conducted Programs

The Department has development draft regulations to implement the 1978 amendments to section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 which ?rohibits discrimination on the basis of handicap in federally conducted programs and activities. The
USDA draft regulations have been developed in accordance with guidelines and language set out by the Department of Justice and the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.
USDA intends to publish its regulations in final in conjunction with its comprehensive civil rights regulations which will incorporate all USDA civil rights requirements into one regulation.
The 504 regulations set out requirements for insuring nondiscrimination on the
basis of handicap in USDA conducted programs and activities.
Currently, USDA draft regulations are being circulated within the Department
for approval.
USDA Final Regulations To Implement the Age DiscriminationAct of 1973

In September 1980, USDA published (45 F.R. 61309) draft regulations to implement the Age Discrimination Act of 1975. At the time of publication, USDA solicited comments from the public and interested groups to the proposed rule. Comments
received were evaluated and considered in development of the USDA final regulations.
Subsequent to its publication as a proposed rule, USDA has finalized its draft and
forwarded it to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) for comment.
To date, HHS has not provided comment nor approval on the USDA draft.
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RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION

The Rural Electrification Administration (REA) does not conduct direct programs
for the elderly. However, the REA program does reach many elderly indirectly who
are member/owner/subscribers of REA borrowers. REA borrowers not only provide
basic electric and telephone service to the elderly but may also provide a base for
many local community activities which reach the elderly. For example, many senior
citizens groups, congregate feeding programs, and other aging programs often
depend on a local REA borrower for help and support to their organizations.
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE
HUMAH NUTRITION RESEARCH CENTER ON AGING

The Agricultural Research Service (ARS) has completed a 15-story building adjacent to the health sciences campus of Tufts University to house the ARS Human
Nutrition Research Center on Aging (HNRCA). This new facility, containing 200,000
square feet of floor space, was first occupied in October 1982.
The mission of the HNRCA is to examine the relationship of nutrition to the
aging process throughout adult life and the determination of dietary needs of people
who are already elderly. Scientists at the HNRCA are addressing three general
questions of central importance to this mission: (1) How does nutrition influence the
progressive loss of tissue function with aging? (2) What is the role of nutrition in the
genesis of major chronic degenerative conditions associated with the aging process?
and (3) What are the nutrient requirements necessary to maintanin the optimal
functional well-being of older people? HNRCA research projects are classified into
major progam areas including nutritional epidemiology, functional systems, nutrient requirements, nutrient metabolism, and drug-nutrient interactions. While some
projects in these programs were initated almost 3 years ago, most have been started
only recently. Two examples of research findings are given:
Folic acid is poorly absorbed in some elderly.-In 30 percent of people over age 60,
a condition known as "gastric atrophy" occurs, which reduces the stomach's ability
to produce acid. It has been found that the ability of the intestine to absorb the vitamin, folic acid, is markedly reduced (20 to 40 percent) in elderly people with gastric
atrophy. Absorption of folic acid can be restored to normal (60 to 70 percent) if the
person ingests diluted acid along with the vitamin. This work suggested that a high
proportion of elderly may have an impaired ability to absorb folic acid. This information could lead to increased recommended dietary allowances for folic acid for
some groups of old people.
Regulation of iron-storageprotein with aging.-As adults get older, they accumu-

late more iron in their bodies. The iron-storage protein, ferritin, is very important
in regulating iron utilization in cells. As part of a study on how the amount of this
storage protein is regulated in relation to aging, the ferritin messenger RNA of the
rat has been cloned and its amino acid sequence and the corresponding sequence of
the ferritin protein has been determined. This allows one to identify the mechanisms controlling expression of the ferritin gene in relation to iron load and the
aging process. Iron administration has been shown to favor synthesis of one of
the subunits of the ferritin shell which appears to carry the oxidation site necessary for iron storage.
FAMILY ECONOMICS RESEARCH

The family economics research group of ARS conducts research to develop new
knowledge on the levels of living attained by families and on the effects of various
household management practices on maintaining or improving economic well-being.
Knowledge of the time and money resources available to families (including the
older population) and the decisions families make in using these resources to provide goods and services for their members makes possible the development of research materials that can be used to help families become more self-sufficient and to
enhance their ability to cope with economic and other stress. These materials are
developed primarily for use by Extension home economics programs in family resource management. Work in the area of aging has included the following:
(1) An articles on the equity older persons have in their homes was prepared for
submission to the Journal of Home Economics. It reviews the costs and benefits of
several plans for converting home equity to retiremnt income.
(2) An article reporting trend information on adult children and the support of
the elderly is being prepared for Family Economics Review. The article covers major
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forms of help to elderly parents as well as demographic and social trends that limit
the ability of families to contribute personal resources toward such assistance.
COOPERATIVE STATE RESEARCH SERVICE

The Cooperative State Research Service (CSRS) administers Federal grant funds
for research in the food and agricultural sciences, including social, economic aspects
of the sciences in the broadest sense. Funds are made available to the State agricultural experiment stations, the 1890 land-grant universities, other designated State
institutions in the 50 States, Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin Islands, the District of
Columbia, Micronesia, and American Samoa. CSRS also administers a specific grant
program for research on special problems in agriculture.
In a CSRS regional research project, scientists from two or more States work cooperatively to increase the efforts devoted to a problem. A number of regional research projects have been and are being focused on problems of the elderly. Scientists have studied the nutritional status of the elderly and factors related to it, such
as lifestyle, cultural group membership, physiological and psychological changes of
aging, and participation in Federal food and nutrition programs.
In order to improve the quality and kinds of community services for the elderly,
regional research projects have been directed toward evaluation of the current services. National and local programs and their availability to different groups of elderly, such as rural and urban, have been examined. Programs for care of the elderly
in nursing homes and their own homes, quality of life of the elderly, formal and
informal support networks, and the accessibility of needed services have been the
focus of research projects. The lack of adequate transportation, and inadequate
income, and inadequate housing are major problems of the rural elderly, according
to the researchers.
Scientists in various States have also conducted research about the elderly and
their needs. Food choices and habits, clothing designs for individuals with impaired
physical abilities, and the thermal qualities of textiles have been studied. Individual
researchers have conducted studies about housing design and problems of the elderly, consumer problems, and the roles the elderly occupy in their families and communities.
The results of these research projects have been presented to individuals and
agencies who work with the elderly. The research conducted has provided information to individuals and agencies to utilize in improving the lives of elderly citizens.
ITEM 2. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
JANUARY 12, 1984.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your letter regarding Department of Com-

merce (DOC) programs pertaining to older Americans.
Enclosed is our report for 1983. The DOC does not administer any departmentwide activities regarding older citizens. However, our report details five agencies' programs which benefit the older population and which should be included in
"Developments in Aging, Part II." Since many of these programs are included in
the general activities of the agencies, expenditures devoted specifically to aging-related issues are not always available.
Sincerely,
MALCOLM BALDRIGE,
Secretary.

Enclosure.
1983 REPORT ON AGING
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

CurrentPopulation Reports
Series P-20:

Geographical Mobility: March 1980 to March 1981.....................
Fertility of American Women: June 1981 .........................................................
Marital Status and Living Arrangements: March 1982..................
Households and Family Characteristics: March 1982 ..................
Households, Families, Marital Status, and Living Arrangements: March
1983 (advance).....................................................................................................
Voting and Registration in the Elections of November 1982.........................
Series P-23:
Selected Characteristics of Persons in Social Science and Psychology........

No.

377
378
380
381
382
383
125

Estimating After-Tax Money Income Distributions Using Data from the
M arch Current Population Survey .......................... :......................................
Labor Force Status and Other Characteristics of Persons With a Work
Disability : 1982....................................................................................................
America in Transition: An Aging Society .........................................................
Series P-25:
Projections of the Population of the United States: 1982 to 2050 (Advan ce)....................................................................................................................
Estimates of the Population of the United States, by Age, Sex, and Race:
1980 to 1982 .........................................................................................................
Estimates of the Population of States by Age: July 1, 1981 and 1982..........
Provisional Projections of the Population of States by Age and Sex: 1980
to 2000 ...................................................................................................................
Series P-60:
Characteristics of Households and Persons Receiving Selected Noncash
Benefits: 1981 ......................................................................................................
Money Income of Households, Families, and Persons in the United
States: 1981 ..........................................................................................................
Characteristics of the Population Below the Povery Level: 1981..................
Lifetime Earnings Estimates for Men and Women in the United States:
1979 .....................----....-.-...-.-.--............................................................................
Money Income and Poverty Status of Families and Persons in the
U nited States: 1982 (Advance)..........................................................................
Characteristics of Households Receiving Selected Noncash Benefits: 1982
(A dvan ce)..............................................................................................................

126
127
128
922
929
930
937
136
137
138
139
140
141

OtherReports, Papers,and Continuing Work

Preparation of a report on "The Demographic and Socioeconomic Aspects of
Aging in the United States," based on the most recent available data, for publication in series P-23.
Continuing work on estimates of coverage of the older population in the 1980
census and completeness of enrollment in medicare; comparison of mortality of elderly as measured by medicare and the Natibnal Center for Health Statistics.
Continuing work on evaluation of centenarians in the 1980 census.
The World Health Organization published a background document on the "Demographic Factors Affecting the Health of the Elderly in the Year 2000 and Beyond"
for U.N. World Assembly on Aging held in 1982.
The Census Bureau is continuing its research on methods of projecting mortality
in the United States.
NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE

National Technical Information Service (NTIS) is the central source for the public
sale of U.S. Government-sponsored research, development, and engineering reports,
including the social sciences, and specifically reports on aging and the elderly.
These reports cover many issues of concern involving the elderly, such as social,
health, and transportation problems and services.
During the 1982-83 interagency agreement period, NTIS accepted approximately
3,000 Administration on Aging (AoA) reports into its inventory. All of these reports
are available to the public in both paper copy and microfiche form. Approximately
1,000 additional reports will be incorporated into the collection for dissemination
during fiscal year 1984. After the fiscal year 1984 work is complete, a title index of
the total 4,000 documents will be prepared and made publicly available for greater
access to the whole collection.
This agreement between AoA and NTIS also covers the microfilming and distribution of all materials to selected depositories throughout the United States.
Funding for continuation of this portion of the AoA program will probably not
extend beyond fiscal year 1984, according to AoA.
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

The Patent and Trademark Office maintains a program which permits a patent

applicant who is 65 years of age or older to have the examination of their patent
application accelerated. The patent application can be given this special handling
upon a showing, as by a birth certificate or the applicant's affidavit or declaration,
that the applicant is 65 or older.
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Normally, new applications are examined by the Patent and Trademark Office in
the order of their effective U.S. filing dates. In the case of accelerated examination,
the application is examined as soon as the request for acceleration is granted.
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION

The National Weather Service of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) issues daily weather forecasts and provides warning services for all
citizens. This public service is useful to all citizens and is very important to the elderly. The forecasts of servere storms, extreme heat or cold, floods, tornadoes, hurricanes, and air pollution indices provide advance information which helps older citizens plan and take appropriate action to avoid predicted weather that could have
hazardous results.
The National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NESDIS)
provides many informational products and services that have particular application
for the elderly.
Health

Many illnesses and causes of death among the elderly, such as emphysema, chronic obstructive lung diseases, and heart stroke, are climate related. NESDIS provides
climatic data, bibliographic information, and general consultation services to the
Center for Disease Control researchers and other physicians or foundations.
Weather Stress

NESDIS also produces a weather stress index (WSI). The index incorporates temperature, humidity, and windspeed to indicate weather-related stress on human activities. Days and regions with severe or extreme weather stress can be identified
nationwide and the impact on human health assessed.
Relocation

An elderly person's relocation sometimes is planned for health purposes. Information about the type of weather likely to be encountered in the new area can be
useful in the decisionmaking process. One way of obtaining information about the
climate of an area is to obtain publications or other material prepared by NESDIS,
which contain summaries of weather elements over a period of years. This information is available in a variety of forms of both individual stations and groups of stations within the United States and worldwide.
Energy Costs

Energy consumption estimates are included in the periodic NESDIS publication,
"U.S. Climate Impact Assessment." This information is useful for early Government
identification of regions in the United States that would require additional support
to counter abnormal energy costs due to whether extremes. Also, the information
could be useful to the elderly population to plan their utility bills for heating during
the winter and cooling during the summer.
Recreation

NESDIS, in partnership with Sea Grant, prepares recreation brochures and a
water temperature guide that are popular with senior citizens. The brochures now
are available for coastal Delaware, Lake Erie, southern New Jersey, Lake Ontario,
coastal Mississippi, coastal North Carolina, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, and San
Francisco Bay. The water temperature guide is for Atlantic beaches. These products
can be valuable planning tools for those who are retired on a fixed income and can
take advantage of out-of-season rates.
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

Dental Materials

NBS research in dental materials has been directed toward developing'composite
materials with greater duability and wear resistance and toward improving base
metal alloy alternatives to the costly gold prothesis. Efforts to explore the potential
of titanium as an alternative have led to the successful production of titanium casting. Efforts are directed, in part, toward upgrading the quality of composite restorative materials with regard to durability, adhesiveness, storage stability, and color.
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This technique differentiates between the effects of wear observed in clinical samples and those produced under laboratory accelerated test conditions. Research has
demonstrated the critical role of composite restorations to minimize softening of the
resin matrix by food debris and select oral fluids. In addition, work is continuing on
the development of new alloys and ceramics, the fusion of ceramics to base metals,
and on the deterioration of dental amalgams. NBS staff also made significant contributions as members of American Dental Association committees that develop voluntary standards for dental materials.
Synthetic Implants
Bureau scientists are conducting research on the properties and performance of a
number of alloys for use in metallic surgical implants. Special emphasis is being
placed on how the performance of cobalt-chromium-molybdenum alloys and titanium alloys is affected by processing variables, and also the application of porous
metal coatings. Porous metal coatings are applied to implants for improved prosthesis fixation. Further, test methods are being investigated for characterizing the porosity of polymeric implant materials. The wear and fracture resistance of polyethylene hip implants is being measured under a variety of static and fatigue loading
conditions. The relationship between the mechanical properties of the implant material and the processing methods used to fabricate the implant device will be determined. Investigations into potential methods for improving the bone cement used
for fixation of orthopedic implants has proceeded. Attention has been primarily focused on interface properties and reduction of the tissue damaging exothermic temperature rise on curing. In addition, NBS staff made significant contributions to a
number of voluntary standards groups during fiscal year 1983, especially the American Society for Testing and Materials F-4 Committee on Medical and Surgical Materials Devices. NBS cochaired an ASTM Symposium on Corrosion and Degradation
of Implants in May 1983, prepared a Standard Reference Material for use in corrosion testing of implant metals. NBS was a sponsoring agency for a conference on the
Medical Device Data Base, October 1983.
FireResearch and Safety
NBS has developed a fire safety evaluation system (FSES) for community-based
residential care facilities. The FSES is used to determine whether a facility has the
level of fire safety protection prescribed by a code such as the National Fire Protection Association's Life Safety Code. When retrofit of an existing building is required,
the system permits more flexibility than a prescriptive code in selecting the fire protection features to be used in obtaining the needed level of fire safety. This flexibility frequently results in significant cost savings without sacrificing safety when upgrading existing buildings and designing new buildings or major renovations.
The community-based residential care facilities serve the aged and other special
groups that do not need the degree of care or restraint and high costs of formal institutions. Some of these facilities have recently been involved in disastrous and
tragic fires. The evaluation system covers a wide range of building sizes, residential
needs, and levels of care. NBS has submitted a proposal to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) to include a new classification of occupancy specifically recognizing these residences in the Life Safety Code. The submission contains recommended fire safety requirements for his occupancy along with the evaluation
system. The NFPA is moving quickly in its consideration of the system, and it may
be included in the 1984 edition of the code.
The Center for Fire Research is also developing models that will permit accurate
estimates of the time available for escape or rescue before hazardous conditions,
particularly smoke and toxic gases, are reached in a fire. The models will provide
designers and builders, code officials, and building owners with better information
on which to base design of exits, use of materials, use of smoke and fire barriers,
etc. This information is particularly important in facilities that serve the aged and
other special groups that require significant time in a fire situation before they can
escape or be rescued.
Expenditures during fiscal year 1983:
Fire research and safety.................................................................................
$380,000
Dental m aterials..............................................................................................
$660,000
Synthetic im plants..........................................................................................
$300,000
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ITEM 3. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
JANUARY 4, 1984.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Your letter of November 1, 1983, asked for a report from

the Department of Defense chronicling activities on behalf of older Americans.
It is hoped that the attached report will be of value in this important program
area of concern to us all. Should further information be desired a point of contact
on this staff is Larry Kirsch on 697-5421.
Sincerely,

S KAREN

CLEARY ALDERMAN,

Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(CivilianPersonnel Policy and Requirements).

Enclosure.
1983 REPORT: DEVELOPMENTS IN AGING
This Department continues to operate a comprehensive retirement planning program for Defense Federal service employees. Intergrated into the overall personnel
management process, our program is designed primarily to assist employees in their
adjustment to retirement and to assist management in planning for replacement of
work force needs. It encompasses extensive preretirement counseling for employees
(and their spouses in many instances) on such subjects as financial planning, health
needs, leisure time activities, living arrangements, and personal guidance. Recent
training emphasis has been given on medicare and social security issues. The program also includes trial retirement and gradual retirement options for employees
where feasible. We believe our program helps alleviate many of the problems that
employees have encountered in the past when approaching retirement age. We
expect to continue operation of this program in 1984.
The military departments and the Defense agencies, in cooperation with community health officials, continue to provide a number of occupational health programs
and services to employees, and in some cases, to former employees who have retired.
Many of these programs and services are designed to address problems generally associated with increasing age. Included are health guidance and counseling, periodic
testing for diseases and disorder, immunizations, and treatments. Important research is now under way at the Uniformed Service University of the Health Sciences toward a therapeutic approach hopefully resulting in a more health and productive life for aging Americans. Attachment 1 of this report details this research
effort.
During 1983, the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Department of the
Navy have been working with the Northern Virginia Branch of the Washington
Urban League, Inc., Alexandria, Va., in the seniors in community service program.
This program focuses its attention on senior citizens (55 years and over), who wish
to enter or reenter the labor force on a part-time basis. Program participants will
thus have the opportunity to enhance job skills and develop new abilities while, at
the same time, affording much-needed community service. To date, a number of requests have been made of the Urban League to match seniors with helper, assistant,
and clerical duties.
The Department of the Army Headquarters recently has completed a pilot corporate fitness program for military and civilian personnel which included a physical
conditioning component. The primary objective of the 12-week session was to assist
each participant in developing, beginning, and maintaining a safe and beneficial
physical conditioning program that he or she would be able to integrate into everyday life as an effective method for stress reduction and coronary risk modification.
The goal of this program is to assist personnel in leading longer, more productive
lives.
Within the Department of Defense, we continue to eliminate discrimination based
upon age. We are examining personnel policies, practices, and procedures for possible conflict with equal employment opportunity intent, including discriminatory use
of age.
In summary, this Department has operated a comprehensive retirement planning
program for civilians, provided extensive health care services to employees, and carried out a positive program to preclude discrimination based on age. These program
efforts will be continued in 1984.
Attachment.

UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES,
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE,

Bethesda, Md., December 14, 1983.
KAREN CLEARY ALDERMAN,

Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ms. ALDERMAN: The long-term goal of our research program on aging
to
define basic endocrine/biochemical processes that result in physiologic deficits isand
ultimately result in a decline of function and survivorship. With this information, a
therapeutic approach may be designed that can result in a more healthy and productive life for the elderly.
Of particular importance is the growing recognition by the biomedical community
that free-radical mediated events form the etiologic basis of a broad spectrum
of diverse disease processes, including the synthesis of gerontologic changes that characterize the aging process.
Our present emphasis (see enclosed abstract) describes our finding that some thyroid hormone analogs are extremely effective as bioantioxidants (free-radical
scavengers). This finding has led to the chemical synthesis of a new class of antioxidant
compounds that show high promise for therapeutic intervention into processes like
aging that have components that are free-radical mediated.
Our emphasis in 1984 will be the full pharmacologic characterization
the compounds we have developed. Treatment of our aging mouse colony withofthe
more
promising analogs, along with a careful assessment of survivorship and a panel
of
biochemical and physiologic indices, can eventually form an experimental rationale
for the use of these compounds in the treatment of specific human medical problems
that accompany the aging process.
Sincerely,
KEITH R. LATHAM, Ph.D.,

Associate Professorof Medicine.

lodothyronines: Oxidative Deiodination and Inhibition of Free-Radical Mediated
Lipid Peroxidation. Keith R. Latham and Y. L. Tseng, Department of Medicine,
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda, Md. 1
During the course of studies of the reductive bovine-liver deiodinases in which detergent-solubilized membrane-proteins were fractionated by column chromatography
(1), we consistently observed a deiodinase activity that coeluted with contaminating
hemoglobin. In contrast to the reductive deiodinases, this activity did not produce
3,3'T2 from reverse 'T3 ; iodide and protein-bound hormone were the major metabolic
products. In addition, the hemoglobin associate activity was stimulated by the addition of soybean phospholipid preparations that contain high levels of unsaturated
fatty acids. By a number of measures, we established the identity of this activity
with hemoglobin itself and also demonstrated that the mechanism of deiodination
was oxidative rather than reductive.
Hemoglobin has been previously shown to contain peroxidase activity in the oxidation of epinephrine to adrenochrome (2). In addition, hemoglobin has been
shown
to catalyze the oxidation of unsaturated fatty acids to form unstable free-radicals as
intermediates. However, a curious result was obtained when iodothyronines and unsaturated fatty acids were combined with hemoglobin; fatty acid oxidation was protected by the presence of iodothy-ronines in the solution. This protection was apparently at the expense of iodothyronine oxidative deiodination. In this context, the iodothyronine was acting like a classical free-radical scavenger. To pursue this observation further, we compared a number of thyroid hormone analogs and selectd antioxidants and known free-radical scavengers, for their ability to protect unsaturated fatty acids from oxidation.
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1 The

material in this abstract was presented in the context of the basic biochemical mechanisms involved in aging and a number of specific disease
processes at the thyroid Foundation

Annual Workshop on the "Mechanisms of Thyroid Hormone Action", Oct. 15-16, 1983, Tucson,
Ariz. This work has been accepted
for publication in the February 1984 issue of Lipids.
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It was observed that thyronines were more than 20 times as active as vitamin E
(a-tocopherol) in blocking free-radical mediated reactions. As a result of these studies, we developed a model for oxidative thyroid hormone deiodination to explain the
observed protection of linoleic acid from oxidation. In this model, the oxidation probably results in the 3' or 5' hydroxylation of the thyronine a-ring, forming the orthohydroxy derivative. Free iodide would be generated by the hydroxylation of a position that is iodinated. Protein conjugation probably occurs as a result of the subsequent oxidation of the ortho-hydroxy groups to chemically reactive quinones. However, deiodination is not obligatory to the formation of stable protein conjugates,
since T3 and 3,3'-T 2 have only one outer ring radiolabeled iodine and these analogs
also form labeled protein adducts in our assay. Inactivation of the quinones by other
mechanisms can probably occur as an alternative to protein conjugation. Consistent
with this model is the report of Plaskett (3) that the incubation of T4 with liver extract resulted in the formation of inorganic iodide and a partially deiodinated metabolite that was protein associated. In addition, Oppenheimer et al. demonstrated a
covalent linkage of radiolabeled thyronines to serum binding proteins (4). Also, production of DIT by either cleavage following thyronine oxidation has been previously
proposed as a pathway in the oxidation of thyronine by polyphenol oxidase. Since a
major physiologic function of antioxidant compounds, like vitamin E, is to protect
unsaturated membrane lipids from oxidation, we measured the ability of RT3 to preserve red cell membrane integrity in vitro. We found that the addition of 0.1 LM RT3
in incubations containing erythrocytes and purified hemoglobin significantly decreased erythrocyte lysis in the presence of H 2 0 2 *
As a result of these studies, we questioned whether thyroid hormones could be
playing an important physiologic role as antioxidants. We observed that 0.13 mM T4
is effective in inhibiting the oxidation of linoleic acid. This dose corresponds closely
to the normal serum levels of T 4 in adult humans. The normal serum concentration
of T3 (about 2 nM), the most active hormone thermogenically, is not high enough to
be effective as an antioxidant, by our measures. Thus, the high levels of serum thyroxine (relative to T3) produced by the thyroid gland may be acting both as a peripheral antioxidant as well as a prohormone source of T3 . If iodothyronines in fact play
a role as physiologic antioxidants, it would be predicted that the hypothyroid state
could result in oxidative damage to some cellular components, possibly membrane
lipids. In fact, Hoch et al. did observe an increased rate of degradation of lincleic
acid in hypothyroid animals (5). In addition, an overall increase in the size of red
blood cells and alterations in their morphology have been observed in blood smears
from hypothyroid patients, suggesting an altered membrane structure.
An important instance of the antioxidant action of thyroid hormones may be evidenced in the mammalian fetus. During the prenatal period, RT3 concentration is
high in cord serum (315 ng/dl) and amniotic fluid (82 ng/dl) compared to normal
adult serum (76 ng/dl) (6). Although RT3 has no previously identified physiologic
function, it has been proposed that in the adult, inner ring deiodination, to form
RT3 , may be a metabolic pathway for thyroxine inactivation and iodine recovery.
Since the present studies have demonstrated that RT3 is an effective inhibitor of linoleic acid peroxidation, and is also effective in preserving red cell membranes, we
postulate that the high levels of RT3 found in the developing fetus may play an important antioxidant role during critical stages of fetal development. Consistent with

this view is the observation that serum RT3 concentrations remain high during the
first few days after delivery in humans but are significantly lower by the fifth day
and reach adult levels by the seventh day (7). Vitamin E levels reach normal adult
levels by the sixth postnatal day in breast fed babies (8).
It is commonly accepted that T3 can act through a pathway that is mediated by
nuclear receptors to modulate the expression of specific genes. We believe that the
present data demonstrates the possibility of an important alternative role for thyroid hormones as physiologic antioxidants. In light of this potential new role for thyroid hormones, we have synthesized a number of thyroid hormone analogs that are
devoid of thermogenic activity, have longer half lives than RT3 , and have high activity as free-radical scavengers. We are presently investigating the therapeutic potential of these new compounds in the aging processes where free-radical medicated
events appear to form an entiologic basis for the general decline in physiologic function observed in the elderly (9).
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ITEM 4. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DECEMBER 20, 1983.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your letter requesting our portion of the
annual report to be included in "Developments in Aging.'
The amended portions that pertain to the Department of Education are enclosed
as requested.
Sincerely,
T. H. BELL, Secretary.
Enclosure.
DEAR

ADULT EDUCATION

The U.S. Department of Education is authorized under the Adult Education Act,
Public Law 91-230, as amended to provide funds to the States and outlying areas for
educational programs and support services benefiting all segments of the eligible
adult population. It is the purpose of the act to encourage the establishment of programs of adult education that will enable adults 16 years of age and older.
(1) To acquire basic skills needed to function in society; and
(2) To assist them in continuing their education until completion of secondary
level, if they so desire.
Those adults who have completed the secondary level but are functioning at a
level below are eligible to participate in the program. Students seeking employability skills are also given the means to secure training which will help them to
become more employable, productive, and responsible citizens. Federal funds support up to 90 percent of each State's program and up to 100 percent of the program
in outlying areas. At least 10 percent of each State's allotment must be used for
special experimental demonstration projects and teacher training. In addition to the
State-administered program, the act authorizes educational programs for adult immigrants, which are currently unfunded. Two other provisions of the act, planning
grants to States and a national development and dissemination program, were in-
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cluded in the 1978 amendments to the act. At present, these authorities are also
unfunded.
In order to discuss the specifics of the efforts aimed at older adults, one must first
be aware of the demographic changes which have a profound impact upon the efforts. According to the 1970 census, the median age of the population in that year
was 27.9 years. By 1990, the median age is expected to rise to 32.8 years. This
"graying" of the U.S. population will inevitably continue for several decades after
1990.
The education of older persons has rarely ranked high as an educational priority
in the United States, but the 1970's may well be considered the decade of growth in
educational geronotology. Demographics have tended to make this development inevitable. Furthermore, nearly half of the 15.6 million adults 70 years old and over,
and about 36 percent of the 8.6 million adults aged 65 to 69, have had 8 years of
schooling or less (1980 census data). Such a high incidence of under-education indicates the need for emphasizing effective basic and coping skills in programs for
older adults.
The adult education program which is led by OVAE at the national level is
charged with addressing these needs. The number of participants nationally in the
program indicates the extent to which this program reaches those with the needs.
In 1980, the total number of participants in the program was 2,057,982. Of these,
266,907 were between 45 and 64 years of age and 130,757 were 65 years and older. In
1981, the total number of participants had increased to 2,278,526. The number of
participants in the 45 to 59 year range was 28,995 and that of the group 60 and
older was 144,894. Therefore, the number of participants aged 45 or older increased
7 percent between 1980 and 1981. There is, then, clearly a demonstrated need for
the program.
The adult education program addresses the needs of the group by emphasizing
functional competency rather than grade level objectives. Special projects improve
services for older persons through individualized instruction, use of media, homebased instruction, and through curricula focused on coping with daily problems
maintaining health, managing money, using community resources, understanding
government and participating in civic activities.
Equally significant is the expanding delivery system, including radio, television,
and courses by newspaper, as well as clearinghouses and satellite centers designed
to overcome barriers to participation. Where needed, supportive services such as
transportation and lunch are provided as well as outreach activities adapting to the
life situations and experiences of older persons. Self-learning preferences are recognized and assisted by providing information guidance and study materials. To reach
more older persons, adult education programs go into senior centers, nutrition programs, nursing homes, retirement centers and day centers.
Another tool OVAE has developed to help carry out this program is a memorandum of understanding with the Administration on Aging at the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services. The intention of this memorandum of understanding
is to foster closer coordination between the network of organizations providing services to the Nation's older people, and educational organizations and institutions responsible for providing adult education opportunities. To achieve this goal, several
objectives have been identified: (1) To increase awareness of the need to expand educational opportunities for older people; (2) to disseminate information about existing
model efforts underway in order to encourage their replication; (3) to identify opportunities for establishing or strengthening links between these two systems; (4) to encourage the expansion of educational opportunities which will strengthen the capacity of older people to maintain their independence; and (5) to pursue special activities to provide home-based educational opportunities using appropriate technological
approaches. A compiliation of the model efforts was sent to the State education and
aging agencies in December 1983.
Under this agreement, State agencies on aging and State educational agencies receive information developed jointly by OVAE and the Administration on Aging. As
efforts are made at the national level to collaborate in this major effort, it is important that similar efforts be made at both the State and local levels. Fifteen States
have set up such efforts at the State level. Organizations involved will represent a
variety of public and private educational organizations and institutions and organizations serving older people.
In conclusion, the national adult education program for older Americans will continue to seek to meet the learning needs of a growing number of older Americans.
Increased cooperation among the organizations, institutions, and community groups
involved in this area at national, State, and local levels should lead to increased
sharing of resources and improved services.
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BILINGUAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING
Support for bilingual vocational training was first authorized under the Education
Amendments of 1974 which added part J to the Vocational Education Act of 1963.
The Commissioner was authorized to support projects which would provide bilingual
vocational training to persons of any age who were both individuals of limited-English speaking ability (LESA) and also either unemployed or underemployed. Because
of their language handicap, these individuals were unable to benefit from Englishlanguage vocational training.
The Education Amendments of 1976 expanded the authority to include not only
bilingual vocational training but also bilingual vocational instructor training and
the development of bilingual vocational instructional materials, methods and techniques. The appropriation is distributed among the three programs: 65 percent is
allocated to bilingual vocational training projects, 25 percent for bilingual vocational instructor training projects and 10 percent is used for the development of materials. In fiscal year 1983, the appropriation avilable is $3,686,000.
The purpose of the program is to provide bilingual vocational training and jobspecific English language instruction to out-of-school youth and adults of limited
English-speaking ability.
Funds available to the Secretary of Education will be used to fund approximately
five new projects in bilingual vocational training and three projects in bilingual vocational instructor training. Training allowances for participants in bilingual vocational training programs are subject to the same conditions and limitations as set
forth in section III of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973. (29
CFR 95.34) This amounts to approximately the minimum hourly wage times the
number of hours in class that a participant attends.
PROGRAM OPERATIONS

Under this authority, the Secretary makes grants with eligible agencies, institutions, and organizations in providing job training in recognized and in new/emerging occupations. Instruction in job-specific English language is included to insure
that participants may find employment in environments where English is the language normally used. Eligible public or private institutions or other eligible agencies may also receive grants to train instructors of bilingual vocational training
(BVT). This training prepares persons to participate in bilingual vocational training
or vocational education programs as instructors, aides, or other ancillary personnel,
such as job counselors or job placement specialists.
PROGRAM SCOPE

Thirteen bilingual vocational training programs in seven States are training 1,190
persons for employment in occupations during fiscal year 1983. Occupations include:
hospitality and food services, housing maintenance and repair, chefs, data entry operators, air-conditioning and heating technicians, auto mechanics and electricians.
The essential aspect of a bilingual vocational training program is that the training must be conducted both in English and the dominant language of the trainees.
Participants must acquire sufficient competence to enable them to perform satisfactorily in a work environment where English is used.
Six bilingual vocational instructor training programs have been funded to provide
preservice and inservice training for about 183 teachers and staff.
OLDER AMERICANS

These programs serve limited English-speaking adults who are underemployed
and need upgrading of their skills in order to advance. Other participants are unemployed and need training in new skills. Older Americans are encouraged to apply to
programs such as: Chinatown Manpower Project, Inc. (New York City) for training
in the fundamental principles of accounting or to Houston Community College for
training to repair air-conditioning units.
PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS AND PROGRESS

The bilingual vocational training program reduces unemployment rates, increases
job earnings and increases the rate of labor force participation of limited-English
speaking adults. Studies continue to show that these programs have an 85 to 100
percent job placement rate with repayment of training costs within a 1- to- 3-year
period through Federal and State taxes on income earned.
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REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
PROGRAM OPERATIONS

Basic Vocational RehabilitationProgram
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, authorizes the allocation of Federal
funds on formula basis with a 20 percent State fund matching requirement (80 percent Federal/20 percent State) for the administration of a program of wide-ranging
services to assist disabled individuals to prepare for and engage in gainful occupations. The agency follows the intent of statute to provide services to individuals with
the most severe handicaps. The Federal share was $857,629,925 for fiscal year 1982.
CaseloadActivity in State VR Agencies
A summary of caseload activities in VR agencies for fiscal year 1982 is characterized by the following:
(1). A decline in the total number of persons applying for services from, and
becoming clients of, State VR agencies.
(2) A decrease in the number of persons rehabilitated; and
(3) An increase in the proportion of severely disabled persons among the total
caseload, with a concurrent decrease in their absolute numbers.
Services to the Blind and Visually Impaired
Continued emphasis is placed on the rehabilitation of the blind and visually impaired population. This combined continuing effort of the Rehabilitation Services
Administration and the State vocational rehabilitation agencies in concentrating rehabilitation efforts on the blind and visually impaired population has resulted in
7,942 blind and 12,253 visually impaired individuals successfully rehabilitated
during fiscal year 1982.
Greater emphasis was placed on the utilization of today's technology to allow
blind and visually impaired individuals access to new areas of competitive employment. Emphasis to specialized training programs utilizing the latest development in
electronic devices and the computer programing field is also preparing the blind and
visually impaired population for employment in vocational areas heretofore denied
to this disability group. Strong efforts have also been made to develop and expand
job opportunities for blind and visually impaired individuals in both traditional and
innovative areas including: Tax service specialists, service representatives and
claims representatives for the Social Security Administration, and vocational specialists for the placement of other blind and visually impaired people.
There are 26 separate State vocational rehabilitation agencies set up to serve only
the blind and visually impaired population. This allows for specialized caseloads
made up entirely of blind and visually impaired clients and the provision of more
extensive inservice training to rehabilitation counselors serving this disability
group.
Helen Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults
The Helen Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults demonstrates methods of providing specialized services needed to rehabilitate individuals
who are both deaf and blind; train professional and other personnel to work with
deaf-blind people; conduct relevant research; and carry out programs to expand and
improve services, including public education programs on the needs of deaf-blind

persons.
During fiscal year 1983, the Helen Keller National Center served 777 deaf-blind

persons. In addition, the center successfully managed to expand the service delivery
system resulting in trainees being placed in professional, technical, and sheltered
employment.
The center's affiliation network system has tied together some 20 agencies serving
deaf-blind persons throughout the country. This enables local service agencies to
benefit from state-of the-art rehabilitation methods and provide professional services to this population within their local communities. Moreover, there are now 10
regional representatives increasing the outreach of the center. These regional representatives provide consultation, technical assistance, and direct services and are
active in preparing employment opportunities for deaf-blind persons.

Special Projectsfor Severely DisabledIndividuals

In fiscal year 1981, eight new projects were initiated in the following areas of
severe disability: Rheumatoid arthritis, learning disability cerebral palsy, multiple
sclerosis, deaf-blind, mental retardation, and mental illness. In addition, three new
spinal cord injury system projects were funded.
Handicapped Migratory and Seasonal Farmworkers

The Rehabilitation Services Administration coordinates services for handicapped
migratory and seasonal farmworkers with the Department of Labor, the Public
Health Service, and the Office of Education. During fiscal year 1982, there were
nine active projects in six regions. The majority of persons served were of Hispanic
background. In fiscal year 1981, nearly 300 migratory and seasonal farmworkers
were served. A computer data system was also used, which provides immediate data
regarding eligibility and past services, wherever the migrant applies.
Randolph-Sheppard Vending FacilityProgram

The purpose of the Randolph-Sheppard Act, as amended, is to provide a priority
to qualified blind persons to operate vending facilities on Federal and other property. The Randolph-Sheppard program offers one of the major opportunities for managerial positions for people who are blind.
More than 400 blind persons enter this program each year. Historically their
earnings have increased yearly. Fiscal year 1982 data indicates that total gross
income from this program was $269,862,830, with the average yearly earnings of
vendors at $16,007 compared to $15,061 in fiscal year 1981.
SSDI and SSI VocationalRehabilitationPrograms

Sections 222 and 1615 of the Social Security Act provide for the payment from
special Federal funds of costs of vocational rehabilitation services to disability and
supplemental security income beneficiaries.
The expenditures decreased for these programs as follows:
Fiscal
year1980

SSDI.....................................................................................................................................
SSI.......................................................................................................................................

$113,268,000
$55,000,000

1981

$87,050,000
$37,000,000

The Omnibus Reconciliation Budget Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-35) contained provisions which affect the rehabilitation of SSDA and SSI beneficiaries. Effective October 1, 1981, the provisions eliminate reimbursement from trust funds to VR agencies for rehabilitation services except in cases where the services have resulted in
the beneficiary performing substantial gainful activity (SGA) for a continuous
period of 9 months. A precise definition of SGA has not been determined by the
SSA.
RehabilitationFacilities

Rehabilitation facilities provide the means for evaluation, treatment, and training
of many handicapped individuals who otherwise would not be rehabilitated. In fiscal
year 1979, the most recent year for which data are available, State vocational rehabilitation agencies spent 33.9 percent of their funds for services to persons in these
facilities. Since 1967, the utilization rates have made a dramatic increase from serving only 65,000 clients at that time, to serving 185,000 clients in 1979.
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

The focus of these activities is on the strengthening and improvement of service
delivery in order to foster greater chances of vocational rehabilitation and independence of the handicapped person. The total appropriation for program development
activities in fiscal year 1981 was $66,465,000.
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Special Projects for Severely Disabled Individuals

In fiscal year 1983, 37 new projects were initiated in the following areas of severe
disability: Rheumatoid arthritis, learning disability cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis, deaf-blind, mental retardation, and mental illness. These projects included the
utilization of technological advances, home-based employment, and placement in
private industry.
HandicappedMigratory and Seasonal Farmworkers

The Rehabilitation Services Administration coordinates services for handicapped
migratory and seasonal farmworkers with the Department of Labor, the Public
Health Service, and the Office of Education. During fiscal year 1982, there were 13
active projects in six regions. The majority of persons served were of Hispanic background with the exception of the Florida project which served mainly black seasonal
farmworkers. In fiscal year 1981, nearly 300 migratory and seasonal farmworkers
were served. A computer data system was also used, which provides immediate data
regarding eligibility and past services, wherever the migrant applies.
Projects With Industry

The projects with industry program is a partnership between the rehabilitation
and the business-industry communities to provide training leading to employment.
In fiscal year 1983, over 90 projects affiliated with more than 4,000 private corporations were funded for $13 million. During this same time period, 20,000 disabled persons, most of whom were severely disabled, were served by this program. Of the
total served, 13,000 were placed into competitive employment. It is estimated that
$100 million in taxable wages were generated by this program in fiscal year 1983.
Special Recreation Programs

Section 311(a)(3) of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, provides a program of special projects and demonstrations for making recreation activities accessible to handicapped individuals. Eight 1-year projects were funded in September 1981
for a total amount of $1 million. The facilities assisted with grant support will provide a variety of activities to benefit and 29,000 persons. This has not been funded
again.
Section 316 provides a program of projects for initiating special recreation programs for handicapped individuals. Twenty-five 1-year projects were funded in September 1981 for a total amount of $2 million. This program establishes recreational
activities for handicapped persons in a community with special emphasis on socialization and mobility. The recreational activities carried out within these projects are
diverse in scope and intended to contribute to the handicapped person's vocational
potential. The activities cover indoor and outdoor sports, crafts, arts, hobby activities and therapeutic and physical development activities. Approximately 18,000 persons benefited from the projects funded in 1981. Twenty-three 1-year projects were
funded in September 1982 for $1,884,000. Twenty-seven projects were funded in September 1983 for $2 million. There is $2 million available in 1984.
Client Assistance Projects

Client assistance projects have the common goal of improving the VR program by
providing ombudsmen to work directly with clients. There were 17 projects in operation during fiscal year 1982 at a funding level of $942,000.
HandicappedAmerican Indian VR

The Navajo vocational rehabilitation program in Window Rock, Ariz., was awarded $650,000 in 1982 to carry out a bilingual rehabilitation service program aimed at
returning the most severely handicapped Navajos to the world of work and
independence. Approximately 600 severely handicapped Navajos are expected to receive service during the second year of operation.
RehabilitationTraining

Rehabilitation training grants are authorized to insure that skilled workers are
available to provide services to severely disabled individuals. Training was funded
at $19,200,000 for fiscal year 1982. The scope of training was both long and short
term and ranged from rehabilitation counseling to speech pathology and audiology.
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In addition, continuing education was provided to upgrade the skills of rehabilitation staff in public and voluntary agencies.
Special training projects of an experimental or innovative nature designed to
train new types of manpower or demonstrate new techniques were also provided. In
addition, there was a special program to train interpreters for the deaf. Emphasis
continued to be placed on preparation of personnel for the provision of rehabilitation services to severely disabled persons, and was broadened to include independent
living concepts and skills.
Centers for Independent Living Projects

This project grant program is authorized by part B, title VII of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, as amended. The purpose of the program is to award funds to establish
and operate centers for independent living (CIL's) which offer a combination of independent living services for severely handicapped individuals in order to enable them
to live more independently in the family and community, or when appropriate, to
secure and maintain employment.
The centers are not necessarily rehabilitation facilities in the traditional sense.
Centers do provide a locus through which a combination of services required by severely handicapped individuals are either provided by center staff or arranged from
other cooperating agencies. A dominant feature of the centers program is the development of cooperative relationships with other public and private nonprofit community agencies to insure that maximum use is made of these resources and to avoid
duplication.
All centers are strongly urged to provide counseling and advocacy services in an
active sense to insure the provision of all services and benefits for which an individual needs and is eligible. Other services most frequently provided include: Housing
and transportation assistance, peer counseling, personal care attendant services, independent living skills training, and recreational activities.
Another important feature of the centers program are the statutory requirements
that handicapped individuals have a substantial involvement in center policy direction and management, and that handicapped individuals be employed by the centers. Most centers are managed by consumer-based nonprofit organizations under
contracts awarded by the grantees, and in 1981 it was estimated that 42 percent of
the 885 center employees were disabled.
A goal of this program is to extend available services to all disability groups.
However, in California, which has the largest number of State-supported centers, a
recent study indicated that 69 percent of the persons served had physical disabilities. While most of the centers assisted by this program do serve a broad range of
disability groups, several centers do have a special focus. For example: Nineteen
centers emphasize services for the blind or visually handicapped; seven centers have
received funds to strengthen services for the deaf or hearing impaired; nine centers
are sponsored by organizations serving the mentally retarded; and two centers are
sponsored by agencies focused on cerebral palsy. In 1983, it was estimated that all
centers served approximately 26,000 severely handicapped individuals.
This program began in fiscal year 1979 with a budget of $2 million, which supported 10 grantees who either operated direct or contracted with 20 centers. Funds
for subsequent years have been: Fiscal year 1980, $15 million; fiscal year 1981, $18
million; fiscal year 1982, $17,280,000; and fiscal year 1983, $19,400,000.
Twenty grantees are private nonprofit organizations and the remainder are State
vocational rehabilitation agencies. Centers assisted in whole or in part by this program are operational in all States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, and American Samoa.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HANDICAPPED RESEARCH

Federal Funds: $30,060,000
Title II of the Rehabilitation, Comprehensive Services and Developmental Disabilities Legislation (Public Law 95-602) establishes the National Institute of Handicapped Research (NIHR). As a national effort, the institute encompasses all efforts
sponsored by the institute as well as rehabilitation research-related activities sponsored by other Federal agencies. As the lead agency, the National Institute of
Handicapped Research acts as the facilitator of this concerted and cooperative effort
against the handicaps created by disability. Specific responsibilities include:
Provision of a comprehensive and coordinated approach to the administration
and conduct of research, demonstrations and related activities for the rehabili-

tation of handicapped individuals, including programs designed to train persons
who conduct research and who provide rehabilitation services.
Facilitation of the distribution of information concerning developments in rehabilitation procedures, methods, and devices to rehabilitation professionals and
to handicapped individuals to assist such individuals in living more independent
lives.
Improving the distribution of technological devices and equipment for handicapped individuals.
Increasing the scientific and technological information presently available in
the field of rehabilitation.
One of the important aspects of research conducted by the National Institute of
Handicapped Research is that it has applicability to the rehabilitation of disabled
persons who are handicapped by their disabilities with research focusing on the integration of the disabled persons into independent and semi-independent community
life with productive employment as the ultimate goal.
The programs which make up the resource development components of the Institute and which contribute to the NIHR goals are:
-Rehabilitation research and training centers.
-Rehabilitation engineering centers.
-Research and demonstration program.
-Utilization and information program.
-International research program.
-Fellowship program.
The National Institute of Handicapped Research engages a variety of agencies
and organizations in a broad scope of rehabilitation activities support. The support
of the rehabilitation research and training centers and the rehabilitation engineering center is one major approach to coordinating a national program that includes
Federal, State, public, and private organizations. These centers, located around the
country, conduct research, training, and research dissemination activities. They also
serve as focal points for community involvement for continuing education in rehabilitation and for sharing of rehabilitation information with consumer organizations. Information offices in each of the centers help to disseminate rehabilitation
information to the public, rehabilitation professionals, and the disabled persons.
The research and training centers attack a full range of disability problems such
as spinal cord injury, neuromuscular diseases, cardiovascular diseases, deafness,
blindness, mental retardation, independent living, and aging to name a few. However, all the centers have a certain commonality. Their staff includes professionals
with special interest and training in disability and expertise in rehabilitation treatment of the types of persons they serve.
In response to an increased public concern about the lack of provision of rehabilitation services to the older individual, NIHR supports two research and training
centers on rehabilitation of aged persons. The research focusing on the development
and evaluation of techniques for identifying the disabled elderly persons and those
health and psychosocial problems that are preventing further rehabilitation improvement or which are primary disabilities in and of themselves. The purpose of
the research is to develop strategies for identifying handicapping conditions as early
as possible; and device interventions to minimize performance limitations, physical
impairments and life function losses.
Cooperating funding agencies of the research in aging are the National Institute
of Handicapped Research of Handicapped Research and the National Institute of
Mental Health.
A "state-of-the-art conference," jointly sponsored by the National Institute of
Handicapped Research and those Federal agencies concerned with providing services to the older persons, is being planned by the institute. The purpose of the conference is to identify the rehabilitation needs and the rehabilitation problems and to
develop a dynamic national policy on the rehabilitation of older handicapped persons.
In fiscal year 1983, the institute funded 31 research and training centers. Grants
ranged from $300,000 to $725,000. In fiscal year 1983, the centers conducted over 400
research activities and provided training to over 400,000 trainees in a variety of rehabilitation health-related disciplines.

RehabilitationEngineeringCenters

Federal Funds: $8,252,000
The mission of the rehabilitation engineering centers is to conduct coordinated
programs of advanced research of an engineering or technological nature which can
be applied toward solving problems encountered in the rehabilitation of handicapped persons. The centers are also encouraged to develop systems for the exchange of technical and engineering information and to improve the distribution of
technological devices and equipment to handicapped persons.
Each center conducts a program of research, scientific evaluation and training
that is directly related to its area of expertise. In fiscal year 1983, NIHR funded 18
rehabilitation engineering centers for a total of $8,252,000. Research areas include:
Functional electrical stimulation and systems; nonvocal communication devices and
systems; stimulation of industry and technology evaluation, prosthetics and orthotics for the disabled; worksite modifications; and improved wheelchairs and specialized seating just to name a few. The grants range from $250,000 to $725,000.
Research and DemonstrationsProgram

Federal Funds: $3,252,000
The research and demonstration program is primarily directed toward discovering
new knowledge and overcoming significant information gaps in the rehabilitation of
the severely disabled persons. NIHR supports a broad spectrum of research projects
which include: Job placement and job development; rehabilitation of handicapped
children; rehabilitation of the urban minority groups; mobility for persons with low
vision; and spinal cord injury are just a few.
InternationalProgram

Federal Funds: $100,000
The International Activities Office of the National Institute of Handicapped Research (NIHR) conducts an international program. The program includes cooperative international research and demonstration projects, the interchange of experts,
the exchange of information, training, and technical assistance. More recently the
scope of the program has broadened to include such activities as encouraging the
expansion of bilateral cooperative agreements and providing advisory services to
other countries, to the U.S. Mission to the United Nations and to such U.N. specialized agencies as UNESCO, ILO, WHO, and UNICEF. In addition, NIHR sponsors
seminars, special studies, and workshops, at home and abroad.
Research Utilization and Information Program

Federal Funds: $2,267,000
The dissemination of research results which can be used to improve services to
the handicapped persons is stressed throughout the legislation authorizing NIHR.
The mission of the utilization and information program is therefore to aid in planning of research and demonstrations in such a way as to maximize the production of
research results that are relevant and applicable and which can be utilized; disseminate the research and demonstration results to targeted users; and link research
with users through research utilization conferences.
Fellowships

Federal Funds: $420,000
Under this program, fellowship awards are made to highly qualified individuals
whose training and experience indicate a potential for engaging in scientific research related to the solution of rehabilitation problems of handicapped persons.
Fellows work at any setting which is appropriate to the conduct of the research.

RehabilitationResearch and Training Centers

Federal Funds: $15,150,000
The Rehabilitation Act places upon the National Institute of Handicapped Research a responsibility over and above the development of new scientific knowledge;
that is the responsibility to develop, disseminate, and aid in the application of existing knowledge which is of immediate value in the rehabilitation of disabled persons.
Section 204(b)(1) authorizes the establishment of the rehabilitation research and
training centers which function as a segment of the institute in the implementation
of this part of the Rehabilitation At. The interrelationships of research, services,
and training form the framework within which these centers construct their efforts.
The rationale for this operational approach is the belief that research cannot be an
isolated operational entity and still effectively accomplish its intended mission of
being utilized.
The specific mission of each center is to conduct research in priority research core
areas; transpose research knowledge into tangible, utilizable products for rehabilitation practictioners; and disseminate it to practitioners, through training, for incorporation into existing service delivery programs. Research is conducted in settings
where patient/client services, research and training are viewed as interdependent
activities essential to the accomplishment of maximum rehabilitation of disabled
persons.
National Council on the Handicapped

Established by the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as amended by Public Law 95-602.
The council was created in response to a demand for a coordinated approach to Federal program, policies, and activities concerning persons with disabilities.
15 Members
The National Council on the Handicapped, working as a total council and also on
various subcommittees, made an impact in the following areas: (1) Assisted in the
development of research priorities for the National Institute of Handicapped Research; (2) assisted in the development of an improved plan for coordination of special education and vocational rehabilitation; (3) promoted an improved interface of
vocational rehabilitation with private enterprise; (4) assisted in the development of
a disability prevention program through improved health education and accident
prevention; (5) developed and submitted a resolution for strengthening the social security disability insurance system; (6) developed a system for preliminary review
and evaluation of all Federal programs for persons with disabilities. First programs
to be NIHR/RSA/SEP this fall; (7) promoted strong advocacy programs for the
rights of persons with disabilities; (8) participated in planning task force for the
White House Conference on Productivity; (9) four regular council meetings were
held during which time distinguished advocates for disabled Americans reported on
their priorities for the 1980's; and (10) developed a national policy for persons with
disabilities-through visiting all 50 States and making 2,500 consumer and consumer group contacts.
Office of Information and Resources for the Handicapped

The Clearinghouse on the Handicapped responded to 2,320 telephone inquiries,
wrote 1,437 letters, and sent out 6,568 publications. The clearinghouse published the
third edition of the Directory of National Information Sources on Handicapping
Conditions and Related Services, a Resource Guide on Employment of the Handicapped, and the fourth edition of the Pocket Guide to Federal Help for the Disabled
Person.
The Office of Information and Resources for the Handicapped also administers a
training grant program that is designed to increase the number of skilled interpreters for the deaf. This activity was authorized in 1978 in the rehabilitation amendments and was begun in 1980. During 1983, $900,000 were awarded to 10 noncompetitive continuations.
TITLE V-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS OF THE REHABILITATION ACT

Employment

Section 501 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, requires that all agencies, departments, and instrumentalities of the executive branch of the Federal Gov-
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ernment submit annual affirmative action program plans for the hiring, placement,
and advancement of handicapped individuals to the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), formerly the U.S. Civil Service Commission.
Two statistical studies were published: (1) "Statistical Profile of Handicapped Federal Civilian Employees," and (2) the newly established "Governrentwide Disabled
Women's Task Force." This latter publication analyzes the employment characteristics of severely disabled women as compared to severely disabled men, nonhandicapped women, and the general handicapped work force as of December 1980.
The "Handbook of Reasonable Accommodation" series was prepared and is tentatively scheduled for printing in fiscal year 1982. This handbook outlines procedures
for conducting job analysis and/or worksite modification for disabled employees.
A 1-day showcase, titled "The Supervisor and the Disabled Person" was conducted in 1981. This was a joint OPM/Advisory Training Directors undertaking for the
International Year of Disabled Persons which was attended by 150 Federal supervisors.
During fiscal year 1982, OPM reached an agreement with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission to resume responsibility for the monitoring of agency affirmative action plans for disabled veterans, as required under Public Law 93-508
(Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974).
ArchitecturalBarriers

Section 502 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, established the Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board (ATBCB). The 22-member
agency (11 Federal agencies and 11 Presidentially appointed private citizens) insures
compliance with the Architectural Barriers Act (Public Law 90-480) of 1968. This
act requires that certain buildings designed, constructed, and altered with Federal
funds after 1968, be accessible to physically handicapped persons.
During fiscal year 1982, the ATBCB published revised Minimum Guidelines and
Requirements for Accessible Design in federally funded buildings. These requirements serve as the basis for standards (architectural specifications) issued by the
Genera! Services Administration, U.S. Postal Service, and the Defense and Housing
and Urban Development departments. Since the guidelines and requirements were
issued, the ATBCB has worked with these four agencies to develop a uniform standard for them to use. The ATBCB also provides technical assistance and educational
materials on accessibility to anyone needing assistance. During 1982, the agency
began setting up one of the most comprehensive libraries containing access-related
codes and standards and architectural, transportation, communication, and attitudinal materials (which also relate to the needs of elderly persons).
The agency is doing more research which will lead to development of specifications for accessibility to accommodate access needs of hearing and sight-impaired
persons.
In insuring compliance with the 1968 law, the ATBCB has handled over 900 complaints about inaccessibility in federally funded buildings in 1982.
ENFORCEMENT OF THE AGE DISCRIMINATION ACT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

The Department of Education's (ED) Office for Civil Rights (OCR) is responsible
for enforcement of the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (ADA) which prohibits discrimination on the basis of age in programs or activities receiving Federal financial
assistance. The act also contains certain exceptions which permit, under limited circumstances, continued use of age distinctions or factors other than age which may
have a disproportionate effect on the basis of age.
As provided in the act, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(DHEW) published general governmentwide regulations on June 12, 1979, at 45
C.F.R. Part 90, effective July 1, 1979. ED is currently developing its own agencyspecific regulations. In the interim, OCR is following the DHEW regulations.
Under the ADA, OCR has jurisdiction to investigate all student services complaints (i.e., complaints dealing with service delivery issues such as school admission). OCR does not have jurisdiction to investigate any employment complaints
under the act. These compliants are either sent to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) which has jurisdiction under the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA) for certain types of age discrimination cases, or
they are closed under the procedures described below.
Under the DHEW procedures, OCR screens complaints alleging age discrimination to determine whether OCR has jurisdiction and then forwards any age complaints with service issues to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
(FMCS) in Washington for resolution of the complaint by mediation.
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Complaints filed solely on the basis of age are not subject to the time frames for
processing complaints imposed on OCR by the U.S. District Court in the March 11,
1983, Adams order. For complaints containing allegations of discrimination on the
basis of age and another jurisdiction (title VI, title IX, and/or section 504), the applicable Adams time frames are tolled for 60 days (or until the complaint is returned
from FMCS, whichever is earlier) in order to allow the complaint to be forwarded to
FMCS for processing of the age portion of the case. OCR notifies the complainant(s)
of the duration of the tolling of the time frames.
If FMCS is successful in mediating a complaint filed only on the basis of age
within the 60 days allowed, OCR closes the case. If the case is not resolved, OCR
begins processing the case by first engaging in informal factfinding. If the case is
not resolved during that phase, the case is then subject to a full-scale investigation
by OCR. If the case was filed on the basis of age and some other jurisdiction (e.g.,
title VI), an attempt is first made by FMCS to mediate the age portion of the case as
described above. If FMCS is successful in mediating the age portion of the case
within the 60-day time limit, OCR then proceeds to investigate the other allegations
in the complaint within the applicable Adams time frames. If FMCS is not successful in mediating an agreement between the complainant and recipient, the case is
returned to OCR, and OCR resumes processing all of the complaint allegations also
within the applicable Adams time frames.
Age complaints involving employment which are filed by persons between the
ages of 40 and 70 must referred to the appropriate EEOC reginal office under the
ADEA and the OCR file is closed. EEOC does not have jurisdiction over age/employment complaints which involve persons under 40 or over 70 years of age. If the complainant is under 40 or over 70 years of age and the complaint filed with OCR alleges only employment discrimination, the complainant is informed that there is no
jurisdiction under the ADEA and the case is closed.
Those complaints which not only involve age/employment but also some other jurisdiction (namely, title VI, title IX, and/or section 504) are to be referred to EEOC
for investigation of the age employment portion and retained by OCR for investigation of the other portion(s). Such a complaint is split and the part dealing with employment is closed by OCR by referral to EEOC. OCR then investigates the other
allegations contained in the complaint.
OCR may also close an age complaint, even though OCR has jurisdiction, if another agency is processing the case and OCR determines based on criteria in its Investigation Procedures Manual that duplication of effort is not warranted. OCR may
also close the case under an agreement with another agency, and the other agency
will assume full responsibility for the investigation, negotiation, and final resolution
of the complaint. An example would be Justice Department litigation already in
process against the same institution on the same or a related issue and the two departments determine that, in order to avoid duplication of effort, the Justice Department will take full responsibility for the complaint.
In fiscal year 1983, OCR received 41 cases that were filed solely on the basis of
age. Of those 41 age-only cases, 8 were forwarded to the FMCS for mediation.
Twenty-one of the cases were referred to other agencies for processing (e.g., EEOC)
and closed by OCR. Seven of the cases were closed because of a lack of jurisdiction
and five were closed for administrative reasons (e.g., complaints were not timely
since they were submitted after the filing date in the applicable regulation).
Two of the age-only cases forwarded to FMCS were mediated successfully by
FMCS and were closed by OCR. One involved the issue of "student/beneficiary
treatment" and the other involved the issue of "program services." Six of the eight
age-only cases forwarded to FMCS were not resolved successfully and were returned
to OCR for processing. One of the six was administratively closed by OCR, two were
investigated and no violations were found, one complaint was withdrawn by the
complainant, and two were still in the process of being investigated by OCR. The
most frequent issue cited in the six cases which were not mediated successfully was
"program requirements."
There were 83 multiple-bases cases filed with OCR that had age cited as one of
the bases. Twenty-five of those multiple-bases cases were forwarded to FMCS for
mediation, and the Adams time frames were tolled while those cases were at FMCS.
Sixteen of the cases were closed and referred to EEOC or other agencies, and 25
cases were closed administratively (e.g., 13 of the 25 cases closed administratively
were closed because the complaint was not timely). In 7 of the 83 multiple-bases
cases containing age discrimination allegations, the age portion of the complaint
was withdrawn by the complainant before any formal processing of the case began,
and 10 cases were closed by OCR because of a lack of jurisdiction.
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Of the 25 multiple-bases cases containing age discrimination allegations for which
OCR had jurisdiction and were therefore forwarded to FMCS, 10 were mediated successfully. The most frequent issue cited in the cases which FMCS mediated successfully was "admission to education programs." One of the 25 cases was still pending
at FMCS at the end of the fiscal year, and the 14 cases not mediated successfully
were returned to OCR for processing. Three of these cases were investigated by OCR
and no violations were found, two of the complaints were withdrawn by the complainants after achieving change in his or her situation, and one case was administratively closed by OCR. Eight of the 14 cases were still being investigated by OCR
at the end of the fiscal year. The most frequent issue cited in the complaints not
mediated successfully was "support services."
In summary, OCR only had responsibility for processing 33 of the 124 cases received that alleged discrimination on the basis of age (i.e., 41 complaints filed solely
on the basis of age plus the 83 multiple-bases cases that had age cited as one of the
bases). These 33 cases represented less than 2 percent of the 1,952 complaints filed
with OCR in fiscal year 1983. Age discrimination complaints do not constitute a significant proportion of OCR's complaint workload, nor has OCR identified any pattern or practices of age discrimination in programs receiving Federal financial assistance from the department. OCR confined its age discrimination compliance activities to complaint investigations, conducting no compliance reviews on age discrimination issues in fiscal year 1983. Likewise, no staffing training needs were
identified necessitating training on the ADA in fiscal year 1983. However, OCR did
distribute approximately 100 copies of the DHEW 1979 age discrimination regulation as requested to the public.
ITEM 5. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
DECEMBER 28, 1983.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In response to your letter requesting an update of the Department's activities in 1983 affecting older Americans, I am submitting the following enclosures that describe departmental activities in areas of energy efficiency
programs, information collection and distribution, public participation, and research
on the biological and physiological aging process.
I am pleased to contribute to the annual report of Federal activities and programs
relating to older Americans.
Sincerely,
DONALD PAUL HODEL, Secretary.

Enclosure.
INTRODUCTION
In the fall of 1983, the fourth national energy policy plan was sent to the Congress as.required by title VII of the Department of Energy Organization Act (Public
Law 95-91). The national energy policy plan sets forth the Department's fundamental goal and strategies to provide an adequate supply of energy at reasonable costs.
The strategies to attain this goal are to minimize Federal control and involvement,
and to promote a balanced and mixed energy resource system. These principles are
the framework within which this report is written. The policy has been formulated
and implemented with a particular sensitivity to the energy needs of older Americans and to the impact of energy costs on the household budgets of low- and moderate-income elderly.
The following will be a more detailed description of DOE activities under the general headings of: Energy efficiency programs; information collection and distribution; public participation; and research related to biological aging.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS

Weatherization assistanceprogram.-The low-income elderly and the handicapped
receive priority under this program which provides grants for the installation of in-

sulation, weatherstripping, storm windows, and other energy-saving measures.
In 1983, the weatherization assistance program awarded $242,275,000 in grants to
the States and 25 Native American tribal organizations for the weatherization of
homes of low-income people. Reports submitted from the inception of the program
through September 1983, indicate 1,092,661 low-income homes were weatherized and
that the majority of those dwellings were occupied by the elderly. In 1983, 164,010
homes were weatherized.

Residential Conservation Service.-Implementation of this program by the States
began in October 1981. The program requires major utilities to offer energy audits,
to offer to arrange for the financing and installation of energy conservation measures, and to permit repayment of associated loans through monthly utility billings.
The program also requires development of lists of suppliers, contractors, and lenders. This program should be useful to the elderly as well as to other members of the
population. Revised regulations, aimed at reducing associated burdens, were published in the Federal Register on June 25, 1982.
Institutional conservation program.-Title III of the National Energy Conserva-

tion Policy Act provided for a matching grant program to support, among other
things, professional analyses of the energy conservation potential in public care
facilities. The effort of this program is to identify for building operators ways to conserve energy and thus cut their operating costs. The program also hopes to influence the capital investment decisions of an institution's management.
INFORMATION COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION

The Energy Information Administration collects and publishes comprehensive
data on energy consumption in the residential sector through the residential energy
consumption survey. This survey includes data collected from individual households
throughout the country along with actual billing data from the households' fuel suppliers for a 12-month period. The data include information on energy consumption,
expenditures for energy, cost by fuel type, and related housing unit characteristics
(such as size, insulation, and major energy-consuming appliances).
Using this survey, the Energy Information Administration published two major

reports in 1983 that contain data about the elderly. The report, "Residential Energy
Consumption Survey: Housing Characteristics, 1981," provides data on energy-related characteristics of housing, including the square footage of floor space and the use
of fuels. Estimates of the cost and quantities used of electricity, natural gas, fuel oil,
kerosene, and liquefied petroleum gas for elderly households are reported in "Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Consumption and Expenditures, April 1981
through March 1982." Two volumes of this report have been published. Part 1 contains national data, and part 2 contians data for the nine census divisions. The published reports can be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20401.
Two special features of this residential survey provide data about low-income elderly households. A supplemental survey has been conducted in 1983 on a sample of
households in the weatherization program to determine the benefits of the program.
Findings from this study will be published in 1984. A followup of the main residential survey will gather information on households that have received low-income
energy assistance payments.
PUBIC PARTICIPATION ACTIVITIES

During 1983, DOE has remained very active with the "energy and aging consortium." The consortium is composed of over 40 organizations from the public sector,
private nonprofit sector, and energy industry. This organization is the only one of
its kind that brings Federal agencies such as DOE and the Admiaistration on Aging
together with national aging organizations, and the private industry sector such as
the American Gas Association, American Petroleum Institute, Edison Electric Institute, and others, to review and discuss solutions for the energy-related needs of the
elderly.
The Office of Consumer Affairs of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Congressional, Intergovernmental, and Public Affairs has represented the Department
with the consortium, serving as a member of the steering committee and technical
assistance committee. Through participation in this group, DOE has exercised leadership in forming partnerships with a variety of organizations that have worked to
meet the energy needs of the elderly.
This participation produced a national conference in the fall of 1983. This conference was conducted with the Administration on Aging as cosponsor. The theme of
this event was meeting the needs of the elderly through "building partnerships"
with private voluntary organizations, private for-profit energy industries, and government agencies responsible for serving older constituents.
The Office of Consumer Affairs has worked with the Center for Environmental
Physiology, the Administration on Aging, the White House Office of Consumer Affairs, the American Gas Association, and Becton-Dickinson to develop, print, and
distribute public information concerning cold weather-related health risks (hypothermia) for the elderly. This collaborative effort helped facilitate the circulation of

a publication concerning the importance of preventing critical cold weather health
risks for the elderly.
DOE's staff has maintained open channels of communication with six Federal
agencies and departments for the purpose of improving information exchange about
energy assistance programs. This information exchange gives particular attention to
any provisions in the programs that allow for special attention to the elderly.
DOE has distributed notices of proposed procedures and public hearings concerned with overcharge settlements with oil and gas companies to organizations representing the elderly.
RESEARCH RELATED TO BIOLOGICAL AGING

In 1983, the Office of Health and Environmental Research (OHER) administered a
program of research to identify and characterize the health impacts of energy. In
assessing the energy-related health impacts, the Department continues to identify
and characterize long-term, late-appearing effects induced by chronic exposure to
low levels of hazardous chemical and physical agents. Health effects caused by
chronic low-level exposure to energy-related toxic agents often develop over the
entire lifespan. Consequently, such effects must be clearly distinguished from the
normal aging process. To make a valid distinction between chemical toxicity and
spontaneously occurring changes, information on changes occurring throughout the
lifespan must be collected for both experimental and control groups. These data
help to characterize the normal aging processes as well as the toxicity of energyrelated agents over time. Additional studies are conducted to obtain a better understanding of the aging process itself. Thus, DOE sponsors two categories of studies
related to biological aging: (a) Studies indirectly concerned with biological changes
occurring over long periods of time in animals and in humans; and (b) studies designed to elucidate the biological processes in aging. As in the past, lifetime studies
of humans and animals constitute the major effort in ongoing research related to
biological aging. Research directly concerned with the aging process has been conducted at several of the Department's contractor facilities. Summarized below are
specific research projects addressing aging that the Department sponsored in 1983.
Long-Term Studies of Human Populations

These studies provide valuable data on health effects and life shortening in
human populations exposed to hazardous chemical and physical agents associated
with energy technologies. Additional information on lifespan and aging in human
populations is also collected. Since long-term studies of human populations are
costly, time-consuming, and complex, they are initiated on a highly selective basis.
The Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF), sponsored jointly by the
United States and Japan, continued work on a lifetime followup of survivors of
atomic bombings that occurred in Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945. Over 100,000
persons are under observation in this study.
Detailed clinical, laboratory, mortality, and autopsy data are collected or irradiated and control populations to identify diseases that have contributed to life shortening among survivors. An important feature is the acquisition of valuable quantitative data on dose-response relationships, Studies specifically concerned with age-related changes also are conducted. It was recently reported that the effects of ionizing radiation on mortality are specific and focal, and principally carcinogenic. No
evidence of radiation-induced premature aging has been obtained.
After being accidentally exposed in 1954 to radioactive fallout released during the
atmospheric testing of a thermonuclear device, a group of some 200 inhabitants of
the Marshall Islands has been followed clinically, along with unexposed controls, by
medical specialists at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. Thyroid pathology,
which has responded well to medical treatment, has been prevalent in individuals
heavily exposed to radioiodine. (This study is currently conducted under the auspices of the Department's Office of Defense Programs.)
Nearly 2,000 persons exposed to radium, occupationally or for medical reasons,
have been studied at the Center for Human Radiobiology, Argonne National Laboratory. Individuals in the study receive medical and radiologic (dosimetric) examinations at the center. Work emphasizes the study of persons with relatively low-body
burdens of radium. Data on tumor induction by bone-seeking, alpha-emitting radionuclides are being generated. Of importance are quantitative dose-response data for
tumorigenesis.
At the Los Alamos National Laboratory, an epidemiologic study of plutonium
workers at six Department of Energy facilities is in progress. An estimated 15,000 to
20,000 workers will be followed in this retrospective mortality study. Autopsy data
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are obtained through the U.S. Uranium/Transuranium Registry (see below). So far,
there is no excess mortality due to any cause in 224 males with the highest plutonium exposures. Twenty-six males exposed to plutonium during World War II show no
evidence yet that adverse effects exist nearl 40 years after exposure.
Some 600,000 contractor employees at Department of Energy facilities are being
analyzed in an epidemiologic study to assess health effects produced by long-term
exposure to low levels of ionizing radiation. Workers at the Hanford (Washington)
and Oak Ridge (Tennessee) plants, at the Mound Laboratory (Miamisburg, Ohio),
and other facilities are subjects of the study, which is conducted by Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU), the Hanford Environmental Health Foundation
(HEHF), and Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), with assistance from
teams at each of the facilities that house workers records and vital statistics. Radiation dosimetry as well as exposures to other toxic agents in the work environment
are carefully evaluated.
The U.S. Uranium/Transuranium Registry, which is operated by the Hanford Environmental Health Foundation, collects occupational data (work, medical, and radiation exposure histories) as well as information on mortality in worker populations
exposed to plutonium or other transuranium radioelements. Detailed autopsy data
are obtained on workers at the time of death. At the present time, some 14,500
workers from 10 facilities are registered with the foundation. The autopsy data are
available for use in other epidemiologic studies.
A study to determine possible relationships between the work environment and
mortality risk is being conducted on 90,000 workers employed at eight shipyards
since the early 1950's. Approximately 50,000 of these workers have had exposure to
external radiation. The purpose is to identify past and present shipyard employees
and to establish an automated record system that incorporates data on individual
work histories, types of jobs, radiation exposures, estimated exposures to other
workplace hazards, and smoking and drinking histories. It is planned to establish
the vital status of all workers and cause of death among deceased workers, and to
conduct analyses to establish a dose-response relationship between radiation and
mortality by cause of death. At this time, employee records at all eight shipyards
have been microfilmed, basic data have been abstracted and transferred to magnetic
tape, and followup is in progress.
Lifetime Studies in Short-Lived Mammals
Although data from humans are indispensable in the assessment of health impacts associated with any hazardous agent, limitations inherent in human studies
make it mandatory to acquire quantitative data from controlled lifetime studies of
animal populations. Data from animals significantly enhance predictive capabilities.
Small rodents with lifespans of 2 to 3 years (rats, hamsters) provide data in a
minimum of time and at low cost. Consequently, rodents have been used in largescale studies of late somatic and genetic effects induced by low doses of ionizing radiation. For example, at the Argonne National Laboratory and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, mice have been exposed to ionizing radiation delivered in different daily increments to characterize radiation-induced diseases and abnormalities
that reduce the lifespan. These studies using gamma and neutron radiations have
yielded valuable information on dose rate and radiation quality as important factors
that modify mammalian response to radiation stress. The study of control (unexposed) populations is providing data on lifespan, morbidity patterns, and causes of
death in unstressed animals. Lifetime studies of tumorigenesis and other somatic effects of ionizing radiation in rodent populations are currently being conducted at
the Brookhaven National Laboratory, the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, the Battelle-Pacific Northwest Laboratory, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the University of Utah, the Lovelace Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute, and the University of California, Davis. Included in the ongoing effort are studies involving external sources (neutrons, gamma radiation, and heavy ionizing particles), actinide isotopes that are present in nuclear fuels (plutonium-239, american-241, uranium-233,
and others), radium isotopes, and products of nuclear fission (including tritium and
krypton-85).
At the Lovelace Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute, lifetime studies of rodents exposed to particulates from the combustion of energy related materials are
in progress. Biological end-points being assessed are lifespan shortening, functional
disorders, and pathological changes, including carcinogenesis.
Lifetime studies in rats and hamsters at the University of Connecticut, Farmington, are defining chronic toxicity and carcinogenic risks associated with the ingestion and inhalation of nickel-containing materials. At the Los Alamos National Lab-

oratory, ongoing research with rodents is assessing chronic pulmonary toxicity, carcinogenicity, and other health effects associated with chronic exposure to energy-related materials and combustion products.
Lifetime Studies With Long-Lived Mammals

From some points of view, long-lived mammalian species represent better human
surrogates than do their short-lived counterparts. Thus, obtaining quantitative data
on responses of long-lived species to hazardous agents is important. The beagle dog
has served for more than 20 years as the long-lived mammal in lifetime radiationeffects studies sponsored by the Department of Energy. Data from beagles facilitate
attempts to interrelate data on animal responses with those on humans. At the Argonne National Laboratory, the University of Utah, the University of California,
Davis, the Lovelace Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute, and the Pacific Northwest Laboratories, populations of beagles are kept under careful experimental observation. In these lifetime studies, periodic clinical examinations and laboratory analyses are performed on all exposed and control animals, and complete data on gross
pathology and histopathology are collected. Accumulated data contain a wealth of
information on lifespan, age-related changes, morbidity, mortality, and causes of
death in normal animals, as well as alternations in these characteristics that may
be induced by radiation. Lifetime studies currently in progress focus primarily on
late appearing radiation effects. Included are studies of external radiation (gamma
radiation) and internally deposited radionuclides administered by inhalation, ingestion, or injection. All ongoing studies involve careful dosimetric measurements and
the acquisition of dose-response data. Because of cost and time, lifetime studies of
beagles are initiated on a highly selective basis. No energy-related agent other than
ionizing radiation has yet been evaluated via a lifetime study in a long-lived animal.
Limited studies are identified by short-term testing on other biological systems.
Research Directly Concerned With Aging

Interest in biological aging has continued at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
where progress was made in several areas of research related to the aging process.
Oak Ridge investigators have been conducting experiments with two strains, of mice
differing significantly with respect to length of lifespan-one has a mean lifespan of
over 700 days as opposed to a mean lifespan of only about 450 days in the other-in
order to investigate genetic factors underlying aging and longevity. A major difference between the two strains has been found to reside within the immune system.
Results of the Oak Ridge study suggest that genes controlling the immune system
may also control the aging process.
At the Brookhaven National Laboratory, research was conducted to explore the
possibility that the aging process is affected by cellular capacity for DNA repair.
For this purpose experiments were carried out using four types of cell systems: (1)
Cells from individuals with premature aging syndromes; (2) cells from old and young
animals of the same species; (3) cells of different ages in culture; and (4) cells of the
same age but from species with different lifespans. Based on data obtained, there
seems to be no causal connection between aging and a decrease in DNA repair.
Trends and Prospects

Given the need to assess long-term and late-appearing effects of hazardous agents
associated with energy, lifetime studies of animal and human populations will continue. Additional lifetime studies of chemical agents will be needed in the future.
Accordingly, more data describing age-related changes should be forthcoming.
ITEM 6. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AND
EVALUATION
NATIONAL LONG-TERM CARE CHANNELING DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), in recognition of
the large and rapidly growing need for long-term care for the functionally impaired
elderly, has funded a major demonstration to test the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of an alternative community-based long-term care service delivery concept integrating health and social services. Ten community projects in 10 different States are
now implementing the national long-term care channeling program. Participating
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States are Florida, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas.
The channeling program is directed at providing community-based long-term care
services to people 65 and older who are functionally impaired and are unable to
manage the essential activities of daily living on their own, and who lack adequate
informal supports. The core purposes of the channeling program are:
(1) To marshall and direct long-term care resources in a community in ways
that contain overall costs.
(2) To increase access to a wider range of services than is currently available.
(3) To match services used to the identified needs of the client.
(4) To concentrate public resources on those persons with the greatest need
for subsidized long-term care.
(5) To stimulate the development of needed in home and community services
which do not exist or are in short supply.
(6) To reduce the unnecessary use of publicly-subsidized long-term care services, including costly medical and institutional services.
(7) To promote efficiency and quality in community long-term care delivery
systems.
(8) To promote a reasonable division of labor between informal support systems (including families, neighbors, and friends), privately financed services and
publicly-financed care; and
(9) To maintain or enhance client outcomes, including physical and mental
functioning and quality of life.
There are two variants of channeling that will be tested in the demonstration: A
basic case management model and a financial control model (or complex model).
The basic case management model superimposes a coordinating and accountability mechanism-case management-onto the present system of and client eligibilities. It accepts the features of the present long-term care system as given and introduces a mechanism responsible for helping clients gain access to and coordinate the
services they need to continue to live in the community. The channeling organization assigns to each client a case manager, who performs a comprehensive assessment of service needs; develops a plan of care that responds to those needs; arranges
for the provision of needed services, relying on family and friends where feasible;
follows up to see that they are provided and monitors their provision on an ongoing
basis; and reassesses needs periodically or when circumstances change. Thus, the
case manager is accountable for identifying the entire package of services needed by
the client and serves as a client advocate in negotiating the complex array of programs and service providers.
The basic case management model, therefore, tests the premise that the major difficulties in the current long-term case system are problems of information, access,
and coordination, which can be essentially solved by client-centered case management.
The financial control model (or complex model) modifies the basic model to directly address issues of cost control and to strengthen the projects ability to access
needed services. It modifies several key features of the current long-term care
system by introducing a fixed budget, a wider range of services, increased project
authority over expenditures, and expanded eligibility to reach those in need. The
fixed budget, set at 60 percent of the average medicaid skilled nursing facility-intermediate care facility (SNF/ICF) rate in the catchment area, is designed to help gain
control over rising costs and increased demand for long-term care services. In order
to make a variety of services abailable that are less costly and offer clients and care
planners the opportunity to choose a more appropriate and efficient care plan, waivers are provided to expand community service options.
Services for which coverage is extended include: Day health and rehabilitative
care, day maintenance care, home health aid services, homemaker/personal care
services, housekeeping services, chore services, companion service, home-delivered
meals, respite care, skilled nursing, physical therapy, speech therapy, occupational
therapy, mental health services, housing assistance, adult foster care, nonroutine
consumable medical supplies, and adoptive and assistive equipment.
These services are paid for from a pool of service dollars. This pool is comprised
principally of medicare and medicaid funds through waivers of requirements of
those programs. From the prespective of client and case managers, services reimbursed out of the services pool are not dependent on a client's eligibility for particular categorical programs. Case managers have the power to authorize the amount,
duration, and scope of services paid for from the funding pool. This vests in the case
manager the power to limit, alter, or terminate services in response to changes in
client needs. The power to authorize community-based services irrespective of fund-

ing source enhances the case manager's ability to obtain services for clients and
makes the case manager accountable for the full package of services funded.
The design and planning phase of the projects has been completed. The basic case
management model is being tested in five sites, all which began operation in February and March of 1982, except one site which began in June. The basic model sites
are located in Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, New Jersey, and Texas. The five additional sites where the financial control model is being tested were implemented in
May and June of 1982. These sites are located in Florida, Massachusetts, New York,
Ohio, and Pennsylvania.
A uniform evaluation of all 10 sites using a randomized experimental design is
being conducted during this 4-year demonstration program. The evaluation is using
common data collection instruments and procedures across all sites to answer the
following questions:
-Does channeling enable clients to live in less restrictive settings by substituting
community-based care for institutional care?
-Does channeling maintain reliance on informal supports and reduce the psychological and financial burden of care placed on families and other informal caregivers?
-What is channeling's impact on the public and private costs of long-term cafe?
-Does channeling improve the quality of life (both objective and subjective) and
lower mortality for its clients?
-Is channeling a cost effective long-term care intervention?
-Do the answers to the above questions differ among subgroups of the target population and across variants of the channeling model?
All demonstration sites are scheduled to run for 3 years. The basic case management model sites will terminate operation December 31, 1984. The financial control
model sites will complete their phase down by March 1985.
The first report from the research contractor has been received in ASPE. This
was the interim process analysis report entitled "The Planning and Implementation
of Channeling: Early Experiences of the National Long-Term Care Channeling Demonstration." This report describes the channeling intervention as initially implemented, as well as the characteristics of research sample participants. The schedule
of final reports is as follows:
SCHEDULE OF EVALUATION REPORTS NATIONAL CHANNELING DEMONSTRATION
April 1983: The planning and implementation of channeling: Early experiences of
the national long-term care demonstration.
End of May 1984: (1) Baseline comparability report, (2) report on caregiver characteristics.
End of August 1984: Preliminary impact report.
End of January 1985: Targetting, intake, and case management.
End of March 1985: (1) Channeling project and service environment, (2) channeling project cost report, (3) preliminary analysis of provider record extracts.
End of May 1985: Survey procedures.
End of June 1985: (1) Caregiver report, (2) client well-being.
End of July 1985: Sample design and size.
End of August 1985: (1) Claims file procedures report, (2) living arrangements and
mortality report.
End of September 1985: Service utilization and costs.
End of October 1985: (1) Attrition bias, (2) cost-effectiveness report.
End of November 1985: Analysis of service choice report.
End of January 1986: Final summary report.
Characteristicsof channeling clients at point of entry to program

All Sites Percentage Distribution (N=4072)
Above 75 years old ....................................................-....................................................
Sex: Female.......................................................................................
Race: Nonwhite................................................................................
Incom e: less than $500/m onth....................................--...............................................
Insurance: Medicare/medicaid or medicaid only.....................................................
Living Arrangement: LTC institution or alone........................................................
Functional Status (ADL): Very severe or severely impaired.................................
Functional Status (IADL): Severely impaired ..........................................................

Percent

72.7
70.1
26.0
56.6
21.1
36.6
73.3
32.9

OFFICE OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION ON AGING
REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1983
INTRODUCTION

This report describes the major activities of the Administration on Aging (AoA) in
fiscal year 1983. Title II of the Older Americans Act of 1965 (the act) established the
Administration on Aging as the principal Federal agency for carrying out the provisions of the act. The provisions of the Older Americans Act attempts to remove barriers to economic and personal independence for older persons and assure the availability of appropriate services for those older persons in the greatest social or economic need. The provisions of the act are implemented primarily through the establishment of a national "network on aging" consisting of the Administration on
Aging at the Federal level, State Agencies, and area agencies on aging established
under title III of the act, and the agencies and organizations providing direct services at the community level. In fiscal year 1983, Congress appropriated $671,551,000
to support programs and activities to implement the provisions of the Older Americans Act, as amended. This excludes $175,000 available for the Federal Council on
Aging under the Older Americans Act appropriation. (See appendix I for a summary
of AoA's budget for fiscal year 1983.)
This report is divided into four sections. Section I describes AoA's roles and functions. It highlights various activities undertaken by AoA in partnership with other
Federal agenicies and private organizations to foster the coordination of Federal
programs related to older persons. Section II provides an overview of the provisions
of title III of the Older Americans Act, and summarizes the principal activities of
the network of State and area agencies on aging in fiscal year 1983. Section III describes the title VI program of grants to Indian tribal organizations. Section IV presents a summary of AoA's fiscal year 1983 discretionary activities under title IV,

and a description of the fiscal year 1983 activities conducted under AoA's long-term

care program. Section V outlines AoA's fiscal year 1983 evaluation activities. The

report is followed by a series of appendixes which include additional information on
the subjects covered in the body of this report.
SECTION

1. THE ADMINISTRATION

ON AGING

ROLE AND FUNCTION OF AOA
The Administration on Aging is located within the Office of Human Development

Services in the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). It consists of a

total of 232 employees: Central office in Washington, D.C., is staffed by 111 perma-

nent, full-time employees, and the 10 regional offices are staffed by 121 permanent,
full-time employees. Title II of the Older Americans Act, as amended, describes the
basic roles and functions of AoA. Chief among these are to administer the programs
authorized by Congress under titles III, IV, and VI of the act, and to serve as an
effective and visible advocate for older persons within the department and with
other agencies and organizations, as mandated under title II.

The AoA regionsl offices provide direction and guidance to the State agencies on

aging funded under title III, and assistance to Governors and other State officials
with planning and program implementation, approve title III State plans, and monitor the collection of title III performance data. Regional offices also administer se-

lected discretionary grants, including some model projects and training grants authorized under title IV.
AoA provides advice, assistance, and consultation to the Assistant Secretary for

Human Development Services, the Secretary of the Department of Health and
Human Services, other Federal agencies, and to Congress on the characteristics, circumstances, needs, and resourcefulness of older persons. It also reviews and comments on departmental policies and regulations concerning services which affect the

health and general well-being of older persons.
A major effort by the Administration on Aging at the Federal level has been the
development and implementation of cooperative arrangements with other Federal
agencies and private organizations to foster the coordination of Federal programs
related to the purposes of the Older Americans Act. The following examples are
typical of the formal interagency agreements developed to achieve this purpose.

US. Department of Agriculture/FarmersHome Administration.-Underan agreement initiated in fiscal year 1979 and continuing through fiscal year 1983, the
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Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) is working with AoA to increase the availability of congregate housing and services to rural older persons. FmHA has agreed
to support construction of congregate housing facilities at 10 demonstration sites,
while AoA agreed to assist in financing of supportive services.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).-Since

AoA and
HUD have supported a contract for an evaluation of the congregate1980,
housing program. The evaluation examines the financial requirements and implications
congregate housing as well as service delivery strategies. The evaluation effort is of
scheduled for completion in 1984.
Department of Education.-In fiscal year 1982, AoA entered into an agreement
with the Office of Vocational and Adult Education to develop and expand
al and vocational training opportunities for older persons. The agreement educationimproved linkages between State and area agencies on aging and network promotes
of educational institutions providing adult education for improved access by older persons
to
educational opportunities.
Intra-DepartmentalCouncil on Indian Affairs, Administration on Developmental
Disabilitiesand the Administration for Native Americans.-In 1982, AoA signed
an

agreement to improve coordination of program efforts that enhance or extend services to more individuals without an increase in cost to individual agencies, and to
effect measurable, positive impact on income security, health care and access to
services for Indian older persons.
National Institute on Aging (NIA),-In conjuction with NIA AoA is

continuing to
support the National Archive for Computerized Data on Aging (NACDA)
project at
the University of Michigan. The archive acquires, documents, processes, and
utes data of interest to researchers and program planners in the field of aging.distrib-

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) and
the
Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA).-AoA has an interagency
agreement

with ASPE and HCFA for the development, implementation,
evaluation
of the national channeling demonstration program. This agreementandcommits
the
participating agencies to continue to support the national long-term
channeling
demonstration program through September 1984, which is discussedcare
further in the
Long-Term Care section of this report.
Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA).-AoA has

interagency
agreement with the Health Resources and Services Administration. an
The purpose of
this effort is to improve the health status of older persons by increasing the
of older persons served in primary health care facilities; by increasing the number
amount
and/or scope of services available to them; by increasing the quality of health
delivery; and by coordinating existing social and health service delivery systemscare
operated under the auspices of AoA and the Health Services Administration.
Public Health Service.-In fiscal year 1983, AoA signed an interagency agreement
with the Public Health Service for cooperative efforts aimed at promoting the
health of older persons. Efforts will be focused in the areas of nutrition, physical
fitness, accident prevention, and drug use and misuse.
Department of Transportation.-An agreement was signed in fiscal

year 1983 with
the Urban Mass Transit Administration (UMTA), Department of Transportation,
to
improve transportation services to the elderly. The agreement commits the two
agencies to work together to improve the access of older persons to public and specialized transportation systems; to coordinate public mass transportation services
and facilities with special transportation -services for the elderly and handicapped;
and to pool health and social services resources available to State and communities
for transportation as well as to pay the operating costs for special transportation for
the elderly and handicapped. In addition, UMTA and AoA will encourage joint research and technical assistance activities to promote efficient and effective transportation service provision to older persons. In fiscal year 1984, the two agencies will
sponsor a forum on transportation problems of the elderly and handicapped.
American Association of Retired Persons (AARP).-This agreement
for the
continuation of the most important features of the Service Center for calls
Aging Information (SCAN) system which was developed by AoA. These features
making both the bibliographic and research information banks accessible forinclude:
search
and retrieval via an on-line interactive computer system; insuring that
bibliographic information bank is made directly accessible to the public via a the
major
tional vendor of such access; and updating the bibliographic information bank naadding data about new AoA publications and salient reports from AoA grantees. by
AARP will also provide services to users of the system and maintain files describing exemplary programs at the State and local levels. Through cooperation
with
other organizations, the information bank of research projects, and the file of mate-

rials of interest to trainers will also be maintained and updated. The new system is
expected to be operational in 1984.
In addition to the activities carried out via interagency agreements, AoA has also
pursued other leadership and advocacy activities during fiscal year 1983. Examples
are listed below:
-The celebration of Older Americans Month in 1983 emphasized "Older Americans: Our Keys to the Future." To highlight the President's proclamation and
to celebrate the month, AoA sponsored three activities. The first activity was a
kickoff celebration in Baltimore, Md. at the internationally known Waxter
Center for Senior Citizens. The theme for the kickoff was "A Salute to Diversity
and Long Life." The second activity was a Commissioner's forum held in Seattle, Wash., which bought together a broad cross section of leaders in the United
States to consider important issues and perspectives in the field of aging. The
theme for the Commissioner's forum was "Older Americans: Culture and Heritage Are Our Keys to the Future." The presentations at the Commissioner's
forum in Seattle were video-taped and later during Older Americans Month
AoA regional offices convened groups in their respective regions for interaction
on the issues and perspectives discussed in Seattle. Third, a symposium, entitled
"Developing Community-Based Coordinated Care," was held in Washington,
D.C. The symposium brought together policymakers from the executive and legislative branches of government, educators, executives from national associations and others concerned with developments taking place in the field of longterm care for older persons.
-During fiscal year 1983, AoA continued supporting intergenerational activities.
All 10 AoA regional offices have developed plans to promote and develop intergenerational programs which will be implemented during the coming fiscal
year. AoA, Hampton Institute, and Alpha Phi Alpha, a national service fraternity, have worked together in developing five models of intergenerational activities. Training on the models developed is being given to alumni chapters of
Alpha Phi Alpha. An intergenerational initiative on the promotion of Grand* parents Day was successful. AoA, the Administration for Children, Youth and
Families, ACTION, National Education Association, and the American Federation of Teachers joined together in encouraging their respective networks to
develop community service, school-related, and other projects to celebrate
Grandparents Day. Reports on events which resulted from the campaign
showed innovation and creativity on the part of sponsors (often schools) and the
participants (usually children).
-During fiscal year 1983, AoA worked collaboratively with the May Co. Department Stores, the University of Missouri at St. Louis, and respective area agencies on aging on the development of senior citizen clubs in department stores.
Two clubs have opened, one in Baltimore (Hecht's) and a second in Cleveland
(May's). The May Co. provides the space for the club in the store and services
are provided in cooperation with the local area agency on aging. The development and implementation of the Older Adult Services and Information System
(OASIS)-a concept of providing services in places frequented by older people is
practical and unique.
-AoA continued discussions with individual foundations and regional organizations of foundations during fiscal year 1983 to discuss the characteristics and
needs of the older population. As a result of one meeting in Denver the executive director of the Medical Research'Foundation raised $11 million from foundations in Colorado to improve the quality of life for older persons. $5 million
has been proposed as a "set-aside" to explore renovating a public building for
use as senior citizen housing with service delivery facilities.
-During fiscal year 1983, AoA continued its efforts in the area of home equity
conversion. Through one project a home equity conversion demand study, estate
planning clinic, and drafts of Legal Practice Manual and Consumer Handbooks
were completed. In a second effort a home equity conversion sale/leaseback
model contract and guide was completed. AoA also sponsored a conference related to housing in Washington, D.C., on home equity conversion.
-In fiscal year 1983, AoA launched an initiative to increase the proportion of
older persons employed in the aging network and private sector organizations
by 10 percent. As part of a private sector effort to increase employment opportunities for older persons, the Foundation for Applied Research (FAR) and the
University of Michigan will test two approaches for stimulating private sector
employment of older persons. The University of Michigan is developing "idea
packs' for use with private industry groups and FAR is establishing industrial
councils in two sites, Detroit and Seattle.

-In fiscal year 1983, 267 carrier alert programs were operating in 37 States. This
represented an increase of 90 programs and 11 States over the fiscal year 1982
operating level. AoA continued to encourage State and area agencies on aging
to take part in the program which calls for participating letter carriers to monitor the mailboxes of elderly and handicapped people for accumulations of mail
that might warn of sudden illness or injury. Unexplained accumulations of mail
are reported to a sponsoring service agency for follow up. The program is cosponsored by the American Red Cross, the United Way of America, the National Association of Letter Carriers and the U.S. Postal Service. It continues to
serve as an example of the type of public and private sector cooperation which
AoA encourages for the development of comprehensive community-based services for the elderly. The carrier alert program is an example of an AoA-sponsored model project which is now being replicated nationally. The model project
was conducted by the New York City Department of Aging in 1975-77.
-During fiscal year 1983, AoA worked on plans to cosponsor the third national
conference of the Energy and Aging Consortium (EAC). This conference will be
held in November 1983. AoA, as a member of EAC, is working to help older
persons cope with rising energy costs and other energy issues. The EAC was established 3 years ago and now includes a network of 40 diverse national organizations. EAC has developed the concept of "building energy partnerships' on national, State, and local levels and between the public and private sectors to resolve energy issues in a manner that is mutually satisfying to the older consumer and the energy industries. AoA issued written guidance to State and area
agencies on aging encouraging them to take the steps necessary to establish
local energy and aging consortia.
SECTION

11. TITLE III SUPPORTIVE AND

NUTRITION SERVICES

A. TITLE III-OVERVIEW

Under title III of the Older Americans Act, the Administration on Aging annually
awards grants to the States to develop greater capacity and foster the development
of comprehensive and coordinated service systems to serve older individuals, to
"* *

* (1) secure and maintain maximum independence
and dignity in a home envi-

ronment for older individuals capable of self-care with appropriate supportive services; (2) remove individual and social barriers to economic and personal independence for older individuals; and (3) provide a continuum of care for the vulnerable
elderly."
The law requires the designation of an agency within each State to be specifically
responsible for carrying out the purposes of the act. This State agency on aging is
required to subdivide the State into planning and service areas (PSA) and to designate for each PSA and area agency on aging (AAA). Because of their small geographic or population size, 14 States have been allowed to designate the entire State
as a single PSA with the State agency performing the area agency functions. Funds
are made available to the States upon approval of State plans by AoA regional offices. States then allocate funds to area agencies based upon approved area plans.
Funds provided to area agencies are utilized for the administration and support of a
wide range of community-based supportive and nutrition services authorized under
parts B and C of title III. (All financial data presented in section III of this report
are actual obligated amounts for fiscal year 1983.)
The title III activities conducted in the States during fiscal year 1983 were based
upon 3-year plans approved beginning in fiscal year 1981. Four separate allocations
were made to the States for (a) State agency administrative and advocacy activities;
(b) supportive services and senior center operations; (c) congregate nutrition serv-

ices; and (d) home-delivered meals. (See appendix II for State allotments under title
III in fiscal year 1983.)
Under the Older Americans Act, the State agencies have the authority to transfer
limited amounts of funds among the several title III allotments in order to better
reflect their local needs and priorities. In fiscal year 1983, the net transfers were as
follows: Title III-A (State administration), plus $2,266,264, which is plus 10.5 percent 1; title III-B (supportive services), plus $18,157,108, which is plus 7.5 percent 1;
title III-C-1 (congregate meals), minus $38,315,961, which is minus 12.1 percent 1;
title III-C-2 (home-delivered meals), plus $17,892,589, which is plus 28.8 percent.1'

ITransfers as a percent

of original allotments.
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As reflected in the figures above, States have made considerable use of the flexibility permitted them under the law. Based on their assessments of need and local
priorities, States elected to transfer approximately $38 million out of their congregate nutrition programs in order to increase their levels of investments in supportive services, home delivered meals and State administration.
(See appendix III for State allotments after transfer under title III in fiscal year
1983.)
The States made awards to the area agencies, based upon their approved area
plans, to pay up to 85 percent of the costs of supportive services and senior centers
and for nutrition services. In most cases, area agencies then arrange with both nonprofit and proprietary service providers to deliver nutrition and other services described in the area plan.
At the State and local level, the State and area agencies are charged with performing roles of advocacy and coordination similar to the responsibilities of AoA at
the national level. They review and comment on State and community policies, programs, and issues; provide testimony at public hearings; publish reports; coordinate
and provide technical assistance to other public and private agencies and organizations; and leverage resources from Federal, State, and local programs as well as private charitable and business resources.
More specifically, title III of the act authorizes the provision of formula grants to
States to establish agencies on aging at the State and local levels responsible for
planning, coordination, advocacy, resource mobilization, administration and evaluation on behalf of the older population. The genera' purpose of the program is to develop greater capacity at the State and local levels and foster the development of
comprehensive and coordinated service systems to serve older persons. The title III
program has evolved from a relatively simple and straightforward program of over
1,500 community service projects for older persons administered by 57 State units
on aging into a complex and highly differentiated "national network on aging" of
719 State and local level agencies on aging and 25,000 local nutrition and supportive
service providers. These nutrition and supportive service providers are local, public,
private, and voluntary organizations which deliver the direct services to older persons in their communities. Not only do the State units and area agencies use title
III moneys to provide services but these agencies are instrumental in leveraging
other public and private moneys (for example, title XX, title XIX, and United Way
funds) in supporting the needs of older persons.
In fiscal year 1983, AoA continued implementation of initiatives to help State and
area agencies position themselves to meet increased demands for services at a time
when economic recovery depends upon restraint in Federal and State expenditures.
The first initiative is intended to increase voluntary contributions from program
participants. Title III regulations require that each service provider must "provide
each older person [receiving services] with a full and free opportunity to contribute
toward the cost of the service." The amount of such contributions rose from $79 million in fiscal year 1981 to $100.8 million in fiscal year 1982, a'x' increased further to
an estimated $117.3 million in fiscal year 1983.
The second initiative is aimed at improving the financial management systems of
State and area agencies. An important component of this initiative is the promotion
of performance-based contracting as a means of reducing costs and/or increasing
services under title III. During fiscal year 1983, 13 additional States were targeted
to promote this type of contracting, bring the total number of States targeted during
fiscal year 1982 and fiscal year 1983 to 26.
Activities undertaken in fiscal year 1983 by State agencies to promote performance-based contracting varied from State to State. The range of activities included:
-Analysis by the State Agency of various aspects of performance-based contracting.
-Establishment of a statewide task force to develop a plan for implementing this
form of contracting.
-Training for State agency and area agency staffs by a consulting firm or by network personnel experienced in this form of contracting.
-Dissemination of technical assistance materials such as model contracts and
definitions of service units to area agencies and providers.
-Implementation of performance-based contracting by some or all area agencies
for some or all services; and
-Evaluation by State agency staff or consulting firm of performance-based contracting in areas where this form of contracting has been used.
The nutrition services productivity initiative is aimed at obtaining a better rate of
return of Federal dollars invested in both the congregate and home-delivered meals
programs by: (1) Obtaining additional Federal and non-Federal resources to produce

more meals, and (2) implementing improved management strategies and practices to
reduce meal costs.
Many States have employed various innovative approaches to increase productivity. Some of these successful approaches have been: (1) The consolidation of meal
sites; (2) efficient use of U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) commodities and
cash reimbursements; (3) increasing levels of program income generated; (4) utilization of volunteers; (5) establishing strict performance criteria for service providers;
(6) training in various aspects of program management; and (7) the expanded use of
high technology (e.g., computers).
Examples of State agency activities to improve nutrition productivity include:
-The State of Alaska adopted regulations permitting the consumption of fish and
wild game at nutrition sites if these products are certified by the State's Department of Environmental Conservation as having been dressed, butchered, and
stored properly.
-The Bureau of Maine's Elderly entered into a partnership with an employment
training program in fish processing which resulted in the free delivery of 5,000
pounds of fresh and frozen fish products to three area agencies.
-The New York City Department for the Aging is participating in a fund-raising
program with representatives of the food services and entertainment industries.
The program, which last year raised $590,000 for home-delivered meals on
weekends, has received advertising money from such sponsors as participating
restaurants, the Sweet and Low Co., and the American Express Co.
-In Massachusetts, the John Hancock Insurance Co. is cooperating with the
Boston Area Agency on Aging by providing evening meals to older persons in
its employee cafeteria.
In fiscal year 1983, the AoA completed a major evaluation effort: a longitudinal
study of the title III nutrition program's development over a 6-year period. Study
findins in the report entitled, "An Evaluation of the Nutrition Services for the Elderly,' show that in the congregate meal program three-fourths of the participants
may be considered priority participants by virtue of: (a) advanced age (41 percent
are 75-plus; the average age is 73; (b) low-income (52 percent are below $6,000 per
year; 75 percent are below $10,000 per year); (c) social isolation (55 percent live
alone; 66 percent are single); and (d) minority status (19 percent are racial and
ethnic minorities).
As compared with congregate meal participants, the participants in the home-delivered meals program are older (average age is 78 years), poorer (65 percent are
below $6,000 per year income level), and are in poorer health.
The study findings show that nutrition services do achieve a principal- goal of enhancing dietary intake. For example, calcium intake, in particular, is substantially
increased by program participation. Participants ranked the social benefits of the
program more important than the meal. Recipients of the home-delivered meals also
value the social contact by meal delivery personnel. Further, study findings show
that participants who use supportive services (e.g., shopping assistance, medical assistance and referral) are those who tend to most need them.
B. STATE AGENCIES ON AGING

Fifty-seven States and other jurisdictions receive support under title III of the act.
In fiscal year 1983, all States and jurisdictions operated under 3-year plans. The
1981 amendments to the act provide greater flexibility to State agencies by permitting them to elect durations of 2, 3, or 4 years for State and area plans. During
fiscal year 1983 none of the State agencies exercised their option by changing to
either a 2- or 4-year planning cycle.
State agencies are organizationally located in State governments either as independent agencies reporting directly to the Governor, or as components of larger
human services agencies. In fiscal year 1983, there was a total of about 1,700 persons on the staff of State agencies, including about 160 older persons. States have
established a total of 665 planning and service areas throughout the Nation.
In fiscal year 1983, States expended $34.9 million of title III and matching funds
for State agency activities. The activities undertaken include advocacy, provision of
assistance to area agencies, and development of the State plan.
In addition, State agencies used $3.8 million of title III-B (supportive services)
funds to establish and maintain long-term care ombudsman programs. The 1981
amendments to the act required States to extend their services and protection of
older persons to residents of certain types of boarding homes. Through their ombudsman programs, States have addressed such issues as nursing home regulations,
abuse of residents' personal funds, and restrictions on access to nursing homes.
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During fiscal year 1983, AoA compiled the State ombudsman reports for fiscal
year 1982. The compiled national report, AoA's second summary report on the nationwide ombudsman program shows that the rapid growth in the number of substate ombudsman programs reported for fiscal year 1981 continued in fiscal year
1982. There was a net increase of 31 local or regional ombudsman programs, bringing the nationwide total from 472 in fiscal year 1981 to 503 in fiscal year 1982. Of
the 52 State ombudsman programs, 41 had designated substate ombudsman programs, and most of the 11 States without substate programs reported other means
of providing statewide ombudsman coverage. Sixty percent of the local programs
were funded at levels above $5,000. Area agencies on aging were by far the most
frequent sponsors of local programs.
1
The total ombudsman program funding in fiscal year 1982 was $10.4 million, an
increase of $951,815 or 10.1 percent over the total $9.5 million reported for fiscal
year 1981. Over $600,000 of this increase was due to an increase in the commitment
of title III-B funds to the ombudsman program on the part of State and area agencies on aging. The national average percentage of State title III-B funds which the
States reported spending on ombudsman activities was 2.2 percent.
Nationwide, over 4,000 people worked on the ombudsman program in 1982. Over
400 professional staff members worked full time on the program, and another 441
professionals worked part time. The number of volunteers serving the program in
fiscal year 1982 was 3,252, almost double the number reported for fiscal year 1981.
As of October 1983, 18 States had reported that they had enacted State legislation
which provides specific State authorities for their ombudsman programs. Legislation
had been developed in numerous other States, and momentum in several States was
developing for its enactment. In fiscal year 1982, ombudsman programs in 13 States
were located outside of the State agency on aging, usually for the purpose of increasing the independence and/or authority for the program.
A total of 40,727 complaints were received and documented by ombudsmen nationwide during fiscal year 1982. The national average of complaints verified was 71
percent, and the average of verified complaints which were reported as resolved was
85.4 percent. A five-State sample of types of complaints indicated that the five most
frequent specific complaints involved medicaid eligibility and reimbursement, guardianship, inadequate hygiene care for residents, family problems, and lost or stolen
personal possessions.
In addition to their major responsibilities regarding State plan development, designation of planning and service areas, and funding of area agencies on aging, State
agencies on aging initiate collaborative efforts with other State agencies for system
development and coordination of services, initiate proposals for state legislative
changes, and develop programs to improve the lives of older persons. Examples of
selected activities are presented below:
-A pharmaceutical assistant program for the elderly was established by the
State legislature in Pennsylvania. The program is administered by the Pennsylvania Department of Aging. The program enables low- and moderate-income
older persons to purchase needed drugs with a $4 copayment.
-A number of State units of aging, for example, Florida, Utah, Oregon, and Wisconsin, have been actively involved in establishing and implementing medicaid
waivers for the provision of community-based care in their States. These waivers are intended to prevent unnecessary and premature institutionalization of
older persons.
-The Idaho Department on aging, along with a number of other State units on
aging, will be administering the 3 precent setaside for older workers of the Job
Training Partnership Act. Through contracts with the area agencies on aging,
recruitment and selection, workshops for individuals with special needs, on-thejob training in the private sector, and job development followup and evaluation
will be provided to eligible older workers.
-The Missouri Division of Aging, jointly with two area agencies on aging, initiated a small business micro-computer demonstration project. The project is designed to create second career training opportunities for persons 55-plus in the
field of micro-computer application.
-The New Jersey Division on Aging and the State Pharmaceutical Association
have implemented a geriatric patient drug counseling program in seven county
Offices on aging. Retired pharmacists. are being trained to be drug educators for
the elderly, providing one-on-one counseling to older consumers at title III nutrition sites and State housing projects.

I In

addition to title Ill-B funds, States and local governments use moneys from other sources,

for example, State taxes and funds from private and nonprofit sources.

-The West Virginia State Office on Aging is working with staff of region III,
AoA, and Temple University to conduct intergenerational workshops in the
State's 55 counties. In each workshop, administrators, educators, and practitioners in the field of aging will serve as catalysts to establish intergenerational
task forces and develop plans to establish at least one intergenerational program in each of the 55 counties.
-The Rhode Island Department of Elderly Affairs has instituted a "traveling
crime prevention program" to inform older persons throughout the State about
fraud and "con" games to which they may be vulnerable. The program is being
staffed by the State office and aging, the district attorney, and local police departments throughout Rhode Island.
-The State office on aging in Puerto Rico has entered into a cooperative agreement with the Veterans Administration which provides for the exchange of
staff and service resource information. Staff of both the Veterans Administration and the State office on aging receive ongoing training to determine the
most appropriate services for both veterans and nonveterans throughout Puerto
Rico. Physicians, nurses, nutritionists, and aging specialists at all levels are participating in this program.
-The New Jersey State Division on Aging has entered into an agreement with
the New Jersey State Bar Association to produce a guide to New Jersey laws
which affect the well-being of the elderly. The State bar association will develop
and produce informational materials regarding common legal issues and problems affecting the elderly. The materials will be provided to New Jersey's 21
area agencies on aging for distribution to older persons and service providers
having regular contact with the elderly.
C. AREA AGENCIES ON AGING

In fiscal year 1983, there were 662 area agencies on aging operating under title III
of the act. (As of the end of fiscal year 1983, there were 665 planning and service
areas. This difference was because State agencies on aging had assumed temporary
responsibility for operating service programs under title III in several planning and
service areas.) An area agency on aging may be a public or private organization, an
Indian tribe, or a sub-State regional body. Area agencies have the major responsibility for the administration of funds for title III-B supportive services and title 111-C
nutrition services. Area agencies receive their funds from the State agency and then
award grants and contracts to local supportive and nutrition service providers
under an approved area plan. Area agencies are responsible for providing technical
assistance to, and monitoring the effectiveness and efficiency of, their respective
service providers. Through their coordination and planning activities area agencies
address the concerns of older persons at the community level in their area. Area
agencies interact with other local public and private agencies and organizations in
order to coordinate their respective activities and elicit or "leverage" additional resources to be used on behalf of older persons.
In fiscal year 1983, there was a total of about 10,700 persons on the staffs of area
agencies, includingt about 2,900 older persons. The staffs are augmented by approximately 71,100 volunteers throughout the Nation.
Area agencies and single planning and service areas received a total of $614.4 million of title III funds during fiscal year 1983. Of this amount $569.6 million was used

for supportive and nutrition services and $44.8 million was spent for administrative
purposes. Area agencies augmented their title III funds through eliciting $704.6 million in support from other Federal, State, and community sources, an increase of 22
percent from fiscal year 1982.
Title III-B supportive services are designed to provide assistance to those older
persons in need. Most supportive services fall in three broad categories: access services, in-home services, and other community and neighborhood services. Access services include transportation, outreach, escort services, information and referral. Inhome services include housekeeping, personal care, chore, visiting, and telephone reassurance. Other community and neighborhood services are, for example, residential
repair, alteration and repair, health services, physical fitness programs, and preretirement and second career counseling.
.
Area agencies used a total of $230.7 million 2 for title III-B supportive services
during fiscal year 1983. The total number of older persons served in fiscal year 1983
2 State agencies on aging used an additional $3.8 million of title III-B supportive services
funds to establish and maintain long-term care ombudsman programs.

by these services is estimated at 9.1 million persons. This includes approximately 1.2
million minority (14 percent) and 4.2 million (46 percent) low-income older persons.
A total of about 8,200 providers participated in the delivery of supportive services to
these 9.1 million older persons.
Area agencies used $338.9 million of title III-C for nutrition services in fiscal year
1983-$264.1 million for congregate nutrition programs and $74.8 million for homedelivered nutrition services. The nutrition services programs served an estimated
203 million meals during fiscal year 1983 (including meals supported by, but not
limited to: Title XX-social services block grant, other non-AoA Federal funds, prior
year title III funds, and other State/local funds not included as part of fiscal year
1983 title III matching amounts). Approximately 3.4 million older persons were
served, including an estimated 1.9 million low-income (56 percent) and 595,000 minority older persons (18 percent).
Title III-C nutrition services were provided to approximately 2.8 million persons
over 60 and their spouses at about 13,100 congregate nutrition sites throughout the
country. These sites employed about 22,800 paid staff and about 199,000 volunteers.
An estimated 588,000 persons received home-delivered nutrition services from about
6,300 providers who employed about 13,200 paid staff and 102,000 volunteers.
In addition to managing the title III programs in their communities, area agencies on aging work with the State agencies on aging and other organizations in their
communities in developing and implementing service development programs. Examples of selected activities are presented below:
-The New York City Department for the Aging has established 24-hour access to
community and emergency services program. Older persons are being equipped
with electronic devices which contain red buttons which may be depressed when
an emergency situation arises. Depressing the red button triggers a call to a 24hour emergency response center which contains pertinent medical information
regarding each of the older persons carrying such devices. The response center
immediately responds to such emergency calls by telephoning the information
through direct hook-ups to local hospitals.
-Several area agencies on aging in Texas are recruiting elderly retired executives, blue-collar workers, professionals, and clerical staff to identify and help
provide solutions to problems in their communities as a result of a "think tank"
program initiated by the Texas Department on Aging. Because of the program's
success, "think tank" programs are being implemented in all area agencies
throughout the State.
-The Philadelphia Area Agency on Aging has begun a national minorities service project to conduct a secondary analysis of the 1980 census data on 10 ethnic
subpopulations and to use the results to develop a position paper outlining service issues and policy recommendations regarding the provision of services to minority older persons. The project will be conducted by the area agency in conjunction with the Mid-Atlantic Long-Term Care Gerontology Center, Temple
University.
-The Panhandle Area Agency on Aging located in Amarillo, Tex., developed a
community foundation where the elderly can will property and donate contributions to sustain all senior centers in the planning and service area. The longrange goal is to make senior centers self-supporting.
-Two title III funded day care centers in Sarasota and Venice, Fla., are being
staffed and operated entirely by older volunteers. The day care centers are designed exclusively for the frail elderly.
-In Tennessee, a nutrition service provider implemented a Pac-Meal program in
which one hot meal and groceries for four other meals are delivered weekly to
the isolated, rural homebound elderly in Fayette and Tipton Counties. Professional nutritionists carefully plan menus for the week's meals and include them
with the food. Workers who deliver meals to the blind homebound elderly describe the assembly of meals to them.
SECTION III. TITLE YI GRANTS TO INDIAN TRIBES
The purpose of the title VI program is to promote the delivery of nutritional and
supportive services for older Indians, comparable to services provided under title III
of the act. Title VI allows federally recognized Indian tribes to apply to the Administration on Aging for direct Federal funding. Although title VI-funded services
must conform with some title III requirements, title VI allows flexibility to tribal
organizations to tailor services responsive to Indian customs and cultures. This program started in fiscal year 1980.

The Older Americans Act Amendments of 1981 effected serveral changes in title
VI, including:
(1) Deletion of the requirement that persons served must be age 60 or older.
An "older Indian" may now be defined by each tribe, and about half the tribes
have established the age of 50 or 55 as the minimum age eligibility.
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lxTwo of the 83 title VI grantees have different definitions of age eligibility in their tribes
related to the type of service.
(2) Clarification that nutrition services must continue to be made available,
but need not be provided with title VI funds. Funds from other sources, except
title III, may be used. Nurtition services must be in compliance with the provisions of title III.
(3) Clarification that information and referral services must be provided, but
need not be financed with title VI funds if other funds are available.
(4) Provision that legal and ombudsman services are now optional. However,
when these services are provided, they must substantially comply with title III
requirements.
The tribes devoted 65 percent of the title VI funds to congregate and home-delivered meals. During fiscal year 1983, a service data report was published covering
the first 2 program years (ending September 1982). (This report covered 84 tribes.
One tribe decided not to continue in the title VI program after fiscal year 1982.) The
service data report included the following:
(a) The number of meals provided under the title VI program (from all
sources of funds) increased from 761,855 to 1,011,912 meals from the first to the
second years.
(b) The number of units of supportive service (e.g., transportation, information
and referral, homemaker, legal and ombudsman) increased from 397,097 to
607,054 units of supportive service.
(c) The number of different older Indians receiving congregate meals increased from 9,875 to 12,148, and the number of older Indians receiving homedelivered meals increased from 4,164 to 5,317.
(d) The number of different older Indians receiving supportive services increased from 11,092 to 12,885.
(e) In the second program year the estimated full-time equivalent number of
staff members (paid from title VI funds) was 3.3 persons per tribe.
During fiscal year 1983, AoA continued to implement a system for program monitoring and financial reporting that paralleled the system used in title III. AoA also
continued to administer a contract under its title IV-A education and training program to provide training and technical assistance to the tribal organizations for the
administration of their grants.
During fiscal year 1983, AoA was conducting an evaluation of the title VI program. The objectives of these evaluation are to determine to what extent title VI
and its regulations have been implemented; to identify help and hindrances to the
program; to assess client and provider satisfaction; and to recommend improvements
at project, tribal, and national levels of the program. This evaluation will be completed in early fiscal year 1984.
The title VI program participated in the OHDS Cooperative Management Initiative (CMI), an initiative to promote increased tribal control over Federal Indian programs and to promote program management through a more efficient use of resources. The OHDS agencies involved are the Administration on Aging, the Administration for Children, Youth and Families, and the Administration for Native
Americans. The six tribes which were in the CMI in fiscal year 1982 continued in
fiscal year 1983, and eight more title VI tribes decided to join this effort by September 30, 1983.
The 83 title VI grantees received a total of $5.735 million under title VI in fiscal
year 1983. (See appendix IV for summary and listing of fiscal year 1983 title VI
grantees.)

SECTION

IV. AoA DISCRETIONARY PROGRAMS
INTRODUCTION

Title IV of the Older Americans Act, as amended, authorizes a program of discretionary grants and contracts to support training and education, research and dem-

onstration, and other activities. The primary purpose of these activities is to develop
the necessary knowledge and information base to assist AoA and the State and area
agencies on aging to carry out the goals, objectives, and program services set forth
in the act. A total of $22,175,000 was available to support those efforts during fiscal
year 1983. This section describes the AoA activities during fiscal year 1983 for title
IV, part A-education and training, and part B-research, demonstrations, and
other activities. This section also included a description of the major long-term care
initiatives undertaken by AoA in fiscal year 1983. (Appendix V contains a summary
of the discretionary budget.)
The Administration on Aging participated in the Office of Human Development
Services fiscal year 1983 coordinated discretionary funds program. This program
provides opportunities for efforts which crosscut OHDS programs. A total of 77 new
awards in the amount of $5,190,914 were made for grants in education, training, and
demonstrations under this OHDS program. The Commissioner on Aging has final
authority for all AoA funds allocated under this program.
(Appendix VI contains a listing of all discretionary grants and contracts operational during fiscal year 1983. This listing includes an abstract of each project.
A. TITLE IV-A-EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Section 411 of the act authorizes the award of grants and contracts to assist in
recruiting persons to enter the field of aging, training volunteers and persons employed in or preparing for employment in the field of aging, to provide technical
assistance, and other activities related to such training. In fiscal year 1983, a total
of $5,681,497 was available to support education and training under this section of
the act. A brief description of major activities is presented below:
State education and training program.-This program provides funds to each

State agency on aging to support training and technical assistance to improve the
knowledge, skills, and performance of State and area agency and service provider
staff. States determine priority training needs and submit training plans based on
their needs. States then receive grants to maintain and improve the competency of
persons working in the field of aging. AoA provided support in the amount of
$2,244,009 to State units on aging in fiscal year 1983.

Gerontology careerpreparationprogram.-This program is focused on the develop-

ment and improvement of academic instruction programs for specialized training of
personnel in human service and multidisciplinary occupations and professions that
service or primarily benefit older people. In one element of this program emphasis
is on activities which support curriculum and faculty development, didactic and
field practicum course development and enrichment, coordination of student placement, and liaison and interchange of activities with aging agencies and service organizations. In this element of the program there were three new projects totaling
$212,625, and one continuation which received $5,000 in fiscal year 1983.
A second element of this program addressed the allied professions, particularly
professionals employed in the fields of housing, employment, and health, whose
daily decisions impact seriously on the well-being of older persons. The activities
funded under this category were designed to stimulate and support education and
training within associations in these allied professions. AoA sought to stimulate professionals' interest in the needs of older persons and to promote their utilization of
current knowledge. In fiscal year 1983, 28 projects were funded in the amount of
$1,908,586.
A third element consists of the Historically Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCU) Initiative. The purpose of this initiative is to develop innovative techniques
to increase the capacity of HBCU's to provide quality self-help education to older
persons in the areas of housing, employment, transportation, and health promotion.
In addition, the participating schools are developing methods for establishing and
maintaining linkages between HBCU's and private sector organizations. Six awards
totaling $399,658 were made to HBCU's in fiscal year 1983. Four projects funded in
fiscal year 1982 continued.
Technical assistance.-In fiscal year 1983, under contract with AoA, the Commu-

nity Nutrition Institute of Washington, D.C., technical assistance was provided to
525 State unit on aging, area agency on aging, and local service provider staffs in:
(1) Cost containment; (2) management; (3) home-delivered meals; (4) staff develop-
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ment; and (5) community resource development. This effort received funds in the
amount of $53,254 in fiscal year 1983.
In another effort, onsite technical assistance was provided to Indian aging projects
funded under title VI of the Older Americans Act. Also 3 days of training
were provided to the 83 tribal grantees on the existing operations manual. In addition,
the
contractor developed supplemental materials for the operations manual. In fiscal
year 1983, Ackco, Inc., of Boulder, Colo., received $181,435.
National continuing education and trainingprogram.-Thisis a
national training and technical assistance program designed to developmultiyear
and disseminate
instructional materials, including self-instructional activities for practitioners
in the
field of aging. Training programs funded under this program emphasize improvements of services provided through the act. Two projects were funded in fiscal year
1983 in the amount of $320,033. One project has designed, developed,
implemented the older adult services and information system (OASIS) and theand
is
providing training to State unit and area agency staff on ways to increasesecond
project
efficiency and increasing contributions from project participants.
Minority management trainingprogram in aging.-The purpose of this program is
to increase recruitment, training, and placement of minority individuals in
the field
of aging. In fiscal year 1983, AoA awarded a grant in the amount of $349,897
to the
National Center and Caucus on Black Aged (NCBA) for training of minority individuals (Native Americans, Hispanics, Blacks, and Asian/Pacific Americans) by placing
them in participating host agencies within the aging network and private sector
agencies.
Minority research associate program.-The purpose of this program
to recruit
minority social scientists to conduct aging research. In fiscal year 1983, is
AoA supplemented by $7,000 a previously awarded grant.

B. MULTIDISCIPLINARY CENTERS OF GERONTOLOGY
Title VI-A, section 412 of the act authorizes the award of grants to public and
private nonprofit agencies, organizations, and institutions for the purpose of establishing or supporting multidisciplinary centers of gerontology, and gerontology centers of special emphasis, for example long-term care.
1. National Policy Study Centers

In fiscal year 1983, AoA continued three national policy study centers the areas
of income maintenance, health, and employment, which were originallyin funded
in
fiscal year 1980. These three national policy study centers received new funding
during fiscal year 1983 of $775,149. During the past year the centers were engaged
in poicy analysis and development; policy research; and the preparation of personnel for undertaking work in these areas and for teaching these skills to others. Another important task was to respond to a limited number of requests from AoA for
assistance. Typically, these requests involved policy analysis.
A fourth policy study center on housing received $28,501 in fiscal
1983 to
complete a comprehensive framework on housing policy issues begun year
in the previous year.
The subject matter, location, activities and key products for the policy centers
during fiscal year 1983 are listed below:
Center on Income Maintenance located at Brandeis University.-The center in
fiscal year 1983, worked on: (a) The Relationship Between Social Security and Other

Pension Benefits, an analysis to clarify and quantify the impact of integration between social security and other pension benefits on Black and Hispanic older persons; (b) Special Corporate Retirement Benefits, a study of the impact of one corpora-

tion's retirement incentive scheme and development of an overview of the different
structure of special corporate retirement benefits, issues involved in implementing
them, and the feedback and consequences of implementation for both corporations

and retirees; (c) Access to Appropriate Services: Income, Demand, and Supply as Dimensions of Transportation Policy Development, an analysis that focuses on the in-

terplay of transportation demand and supply with the income status of subgroups
within the older population, the comparative advantages and disadvantages of
moving services versus moving people, and the profile of future policy issues that
are likely to emerge in the context of demographic and economic trends; (d) Implication of Regional Mobility for Targeting Policies to Subgroups of Older Persons,
an

examination of the impact of continuing migration by older persons (particularly
with respect to income and labor force participation characteristics); (e) Issues Involved in the Implementation of Targeting Strategies, an examination of the issues
involved in choosing among the various characteristics that can be used to define
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subgroups for targeting; and (f) Dissemination of the Policy Framework on Income

Maintenance, a policy framework to provide a concise overview of major issues,
problems, and potential remedial actions that bear upon income maintenance policies affecting older persons.

Center on Health located at the University of California, San Francisco.-The

center in fiscal year 1983, worked on: Osteoporosis/hip fracture; arthritis; sensory
limitations; health promotion; low-income, isolated elderly; health maintenance organizations/social health maintenance organizations; employment, retirement and
health; and board and care policies.
For each of these conditions, a literature review was undertaken, to assess causality along a variety of medical, social, environmental, and lifestyle dimensions. Existing interventions, resources, and programs designed to address the condition was inventoried and evaluated along with their actual or expected impacts on each condition. Emerging from this evaluation will be a series of specific policy options designed to address problems areas for consideration by AoA in the formulation of its
health policy and research strategies.
During fiscal year 1983, the center also expanded previously prepared policy
papers on exercise, nutrition, and drug education to address several additional substantive areas including: women's issues, rural issues, and minority issues.

Center on Employment located at the University of Southern California.-The

Center in fiscal year 1983, worked on: (a) Older Americans and Employment, an emon
ployment strategy developed for and in collaboration with the Administration will
Aging; (b) Low-Income Older Workers, an analysis of the working poor, which
include a view of this subpopulation in terms of their own self-reliance and self-sufficency; (c) Older Workers and Productivity, an empirical analysis of productivity differences by age using employer-based measures of productivity; and (d) Health,
the
Aging, and Work (in collaboration with the Policy Study Center on Health at The
University of California, San Francisco), analyses of the following issues:
demand for health and the retirement decision, work disability under conditions of
improving life expectancy, age and employer health care cost, and age, health and
productivity.
2. Long-Term Care Gerontology Centers

The Long-Term Care Gerontology Centers are also funded under title IV-A, Section 412. The centers are discussed in the Long-Term Care section of this report.
TITLE IV-B RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Title IV-B, section 421, research and development, authorizes funds to identify
and assess new approaches and methods for improving the life circumstances of
older persons. The primary objective of AoA-supported research is to develop new
knowledge that will increase the capacity of State and local agencies, in both the
public and private sectors, to assist older Americans in achieving and maintaining
economic and personal independence. Thus, the research program emphasizes collection and analysis of information on policies and programs affecting older persons;
the development of innovative programs to improve the lives of older persons; and
the dissemination of these findings and results for use in serving older persons, particularly by the aging network. In fiscal year 1983, a total of $642,305 was allocated
to initiate nine research and development projects and to continue one project. In
addition, 20 other research and development projects were operational with funds
from previous years.
These new and continuing research and development projects are categorized and
described below under five priority subject areas:
Housing and living arrangements.-Two research and development projects, total-

ing $158, 55 in this area include one to develop an elderly consumer guidebook on
housing options and another to develop and apply instruments to be used in urban
areas for assessing community elderly housing. Both the guidebook and assessment
instruments will be disseminated widely with the purpose of increasing the housing
choices of older persons.
Ongoing projects in the housing and living arrangements area cover several important subjects. In the field of congregate housing, under an interagency agreement between the Administration on Aging and the Farmers Home Administration,
nine model congregate housing facilities for the elderly in selected rural sites have
been established under the jointly sponsored national congregate housing program.
AoA funding in prior years of the nine current projects totals $1,175,550. In addition, a project in Massachusetts at a budget level of $180,000 from last year's (fiscal

year 1982) funds is examining the effectiveness of elderly congregate housing pro-

grams and the characteristics of seniors who adjust to the congregate housing setting.
In related housing areas, one project is testing the feasibility of transferring the
ownership of facilities housing older persons and other residents from absentee
landlords to tenant organizations or cooperatives. A second project is developing fire
safety education programs for older homeowners, and a third proposed a strategy
for the development of training and management tools for the managers of housing
facilities designed for older occupants. These three projects were funded in prior
years at a total of $225,570.
Income generation.-Three projects have been funded to develop and promote the
use of home equity conversion by older persons as a means of generating needed
income while continuing to live independently in their own homes. These projects
have a total budget of $417,791 of which $147,000 has been awarded to fiscal year
1983 for a new project for the dissemination and utilization of educational and
training materials on reverse mortgages sale leasebacks, and other home equity conversion instruments. A project that deals with developing public understanding of
home equity conversion received $1,520 in fiscal year 1983 funds.
Community-based and family-based care.-Three ongoing research and develop-

ment projects deal with improving community-based and family-based care for older
persons. Two projects, totaling $328,281 of AoA support from last year (fiscal year
1982), focus on the Wisconsin system of long-term care for the elderly. One project
analyzes the use of vouchers by older consumers in making effective choices of longterm care services.
The second project evaluates the Wisconsin community options program, which
attempts to transfer substantial authority for the provision of long-term care from
the State to the local level. The third project, funded previously at a level of
$153,742, is developing a reliable set of measures of elder abuse for use by agencies
working with older persons, along with a package of training materials in the use of
the index.
Improved management of nutrition and supportive services programs.-Four new

projects, totaling $232,625, were funded in fiscal year 1983 for the purpose of improving State and local management of aging projects. One is designed to evaluate
the impact of a fee structure on the utilization of the Illinois community care program for the elderly. The second project will develop a decision model for targeting
scarce resources on the basis of which services contribute most to the self-sufficiency
of older persons. The third project is developing and implementing an evaluative
framework that will provide program managers with reliable data on the functioning of an integrated service delivery network. The fourth project is testing a technology for measuring and improving the efficiency of human service programs.
Ongoing projects in this area include the support (jointly with the National Institute on Aging) of a national archieve of computerized data on aging, which received
a supplemental award in fiscal year 1983 of $20,000; and an assessment of a program of human services block grants transferred to county government which received initial AoA funding in fiscal year 1982 at a level of $100,000.
Voluntarism program.-Two awards were made by AoA in fiscal year 1983 totaling $82,805 in the area of voluntarism programs which assist older persons. The
first will develop a computerized data system on volunteer programs in New York
City, and the second will examine the effectiveness of peer volunteers in giving assistance to partially sighted older persons.
One other continuation project in this field funded in fiscal year 1982 for $179,266
is developing, testing, and documenting effective practices for recruiting, retaining,
and managing volunteers in aging services programs.
D. TITLE IV-B DEMONSTRATION AND NATIONAL IMPACT PROJECTS

Title IV-B, section 422, authorizes the award of grants or contracts to support
model projects which demonstrate methods to improve the well-being and independence of older persons. The program seeks to test and demonstrate effective new
mechanisms, systems, or approaches for providing and delivering services. The program is also designed to improve the coordination and quality of social and other
services for older persons, to facilitate the exchange of information, and to assist in
the national use of project findings. Section 424 authorizes the award of grants to
provide support to State and area agencies on aging to develop and provide legal
services and demonstration projects to expand or improve legal services to older persons with social or economic need. Section 425 authorizes the award of grants or
contracts to support innovation and development projects of national significance
which show promise of having substantial impact on the expansion or improvement
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of services, or multipurpose senior centers or otherwise promoting the well-being of
older persons. AoA invested $7,359,146 in fiscal year 1983 to support new and continuing demonstration and national impact projects.
Fiscal year 1983 continuation projects.-In fiscal year 1983, 42 previously funded
projects continued to function during all or part of the year. Thirty-two of these
projects received continuation funding in fiscal year 1983. The following are examples of current projects:
-National organizations. Projects in this category are designed to promote a
better partnership between AoA, national organizations, and the aging network
to improve capacity to plan for and deliver services to underserved older persons. Four national organizations which represent minority populations received funding during fiscal year 1983. Two other awards were made to organizations serving the older population in general. These six national impact
awards totaled $1,504,375 in fiscal year 1983.
-Legal and ombudsman services. In fiscal year 1983, AoA continued to provide

grants from title IV in the amount of $2,852,020 (this amount is not included in
the total shown above) to State agencies on aging to support the establishment
and development of State long-term care facilities ombudsman programs. In addition, the States spent $3.8 million from their title III-B allocations to operate
the State ombudsman programs. AoA also funded two legal services projects for
older persons, totaling $150,000.
-Program management improvements. There are five projects in this area. Four

projects are in their final phase of fostering the development of State and local
systems for improving data collection, storage, reporting, and computerization
of data pertaining to aging programs. Another project focuses on the development of management indicators to improve State administration and local service delivery. The funding level for fiscal year 1983 was $193,582.
-Services in rural areas. In fiscal year 1983, AoA continued support of five projects in the amount of $249,241 for services in rural areas. They are designed to
demonstrate models for effective linkages, joint planning, and coordination with
other local institutions and organizations. The projects will demonstrate how
rural area agencies on aging can perform a catalytic role in the community and
obtain support to carry out improved programs in conjunction with other public
and private organizations at the local levels.
-Voluntarism. AoA continued to support projects to stimulate voluntarism. Two
projects received continuation awards totaling $173,474 in fiscal year 1983. The
first is the National Voluntary Organizations for Independent Living for the
Aging (NVOILA) project, which stimulates national voluntary organizations to
encourage and help their local units develop and carryout new programs to help
older persons in their communities. The second project analyzed research and
practice materials on volunteers and natural support systems and developed
guidance for more effective use of volunteers in service to Hispanic older persons.
-Elderly abuse and mental health. In fiscal year 1983, AoA continued the sup-

port of the last phase of three projects which are examining the extent of elder
abuse, identifying mechanisms for treatment and prevention, and exploring
ways in which traditional protective services can be enhanced and coordinated
with other social services to provide services for older persons who are at risk of
abuse. The total funding in fiscal year 1983 was $221,893. AoA continued two
projects funded previously to improve mental health services for older persons.
These efforts focus on enhancing and increasing coordination between mental
health and aging agencies at the State, regional, and country levels, and facilitating linkages among local providers of mental health and aging services.
-Services to minorities. The five projects in this area continues to focus on improving the capacity of area agencies to serve minority older populations and
improve services to minority clients. These projects received additional funds in
fiscal year 1983 totaling $311,935.
-Public policy options. The three policy options projects continued to encourage
the use of government's broad powers (local, State, and Federal) to solve human
service problems without relying unnecessarily on direct use of public funds.
Public policy options (also referred to as "indirect services" and "governance")
are a supplement to direct delivery of services. SRI International, the National
Association of Counties, and the U.S. Conference of Mayors received as total of
$308,509 in fiscal year 1983 to strengthen the role of State units and area agencies in implementing indirect services. Eight specific sites have been receiving
technical assistance from the three organizations to develop policy options programs in the areas of housing, employment, and long-term care.

Fiscal year 1983 new projects.-Fifty-three projects, including projects funded
jointly with other agencies, received awards in fiscal year 1983. The following examples indicate the types of projects undertaken:
-Employment and income generation. Six new projects were funded in fiscal year

1983 totaling $410,276 to increase the economic self-sufficiency of older persons.
These projects focus mainly on promotion and provision of employment opportunties to enable older persons to enter or remain in the job market or to
assume positions not traditionally held buy older workers.
-Program management improvements. AoA made 18 new awards in this general

area totaling $1,511,905 in fiscal year 1983. Twelve of these awards, totaling
$920,885, support the development of State and local systems for improving the
collection, reporting, and utilization of data. These improvements, which generally involve the use of modern computer technology, will serve to improve targeting of resources, increase utility of information available, provide information to administrators and decisionmakers for decisions on policy, budget, administration, client tracking, and monitoring of agency performance. One of the
projects will integrate uniform service definitions, as a standard, into existing
computer information systems and replicate this approach as a cost-effective
means of achieving compatibility in reporting. The remaining group of six
awards, in the amount of $591,020, support the improvement of management
practices by developing performance-based contracting and evaluation, group
purchase models, cost containment in home care and service system assessment
procedures.
-Intergenerational relations. Two projects were funded totaling $145,199 in fiscal
year 1983. One project is designed to enhance the capacity of neighborhood centers to initiate and develop programs between the generations, especially with
low-income, isolated, minority elderly. The other project is developing models of
service-learning programs to demonstrate how nontraditional service organizations can assist in the delivery of services to the elderly.
-Targeting resources. In fiscal year 1983, six awards were made in the amount of
$592,686, which continue AoA's past efforts to develop products and strategics
for improved resources allocation and services to special populations. Examples
of targeting projects funded include a consortium of organizations that is developing strategies to enable area agencies on aging to improve services to minority elderly; another project is providing assistance to States in developing microcomputer simulations of the Intra-State Funding Formula to serve persons in
greatest economic or social need; and another project is focusing on visually impaired older persons by linking consumers, clinicians and the aging network at
five demonstration sites.
-Community-based and family-based care/prevention and intervention strategies.

In fiscal year 1983, six grants totaling $343,029 were awarded to projects demonstrating effective primary prevention and intervention strategies and ways to
increase the use of families and informal support networks to reduce dependency on social services. These projects focus on maintaining the self-sufficiency of
older persons through youth volunteers, developing models for respite care and
providing hospice services.
E. LONG-TERM CARE (LTC)

The Older Americans Act assigns AoA the responsibility to participate in departmental and interdepartmental activities which concern issues of institutional and
noninstitutional long-term health care services development. The 1981 amendments
to the act broadened the long-term care responsibility of AoA and State and area
agencies on aging to include "board and care homes" of the type covered by the
"Keys Amendment" to the Social Security Act. In fiscal year 1983, AoA spent a
total of $4,608,065 (including $1,890,000 for evaluation of the channeling demonstration) to initiate new projects and continue previously funded long-term care (LTC)
projects.
AoA's long-term care activities support the improvement of policies, programs,
and systems which enhance the opportunity for functionally impaired older persons
to secure and maintain maximum indepedence and self-sufficiency. The mission addresses basic goals of the Department-to serve those most in need-as well as the
goals of AoA-to insure that services or other appropriate assistance is available to
those older persons in need. The major thrust of the long-term care initiatives is to
help maintain older persons in the community and to the extent possible in their
own homes. AoA is concerned with developing more effective and less costly solutions for problems resulting from a rapidly increasing functionally impaired older

population and from the escalating costs of health care, personal care, and social
services which already exceed available public resources. These initiatives support
State and area agencies in planning, coordinating, and managing services intended
to address the problems of highly vulnerable older persons. AoA's long-term care
activities are:
1. National Long-Term Care Initiative

This departmental initiative is aimed at developing a knowledge base drawn from
research studies and demonstration projects to serve as a foundation for policy and
program development and capacity building at the State and local levels. AoA is
participating in this initiative along with the Health Care Financing Adminstration
and the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation. In fiscal year
1983, AoA supported this initiative with $1,890,000 of title III funds for the national
channeling demonstration evaluation. This initiative is comprised of the following
interrelated components:
a. Long-term care analysis project

(1) Report received from the Urban Institute contained an analysis and synthesis
of existing LTC data to make estimates of the distribution and mix of impairments;
the supply, utilization, and cost of formal and informal services; and the outcomes of
LTC services.
(2) The U.S. Bureau of Census is completing the editing of the final stages of the
data tapes on a national household survey to determine the incidence and extent of
functional impairment among persons 65 and over, and the need, demand, and utilization of health care, personal care, and social services.
b. Channeling demonstrations

The purpose of these demonstrations is to develop organizational structures and
operating procedures at the community level to match resources with identified
needs for various types of continuing care. The demonstration sites are also provide
technical assistance with the planning and implementation of their activities. Evaluation of process and outcomes is a major part of the demonstration effort.
The LTC channeling demonstration program is testing different models for linking older persons with appropriate types of long-term care at community-level sites.
Five of these sites are experimenting with a "case management" model while another five are using a "financial control" model. These two models share a core set
of functions: outreach, screening, comprehensive needs assessment, care planning,
and case management (arranging for services, monitoring, and reassessment).
The two models diverge in several important respects: Their authority to arrange
for services, their reliance on the existing services and public programs, and their
approach to cost containment. The "case management" model, through the core
functions cited above, relies on the case manager to negotiate access to existing
services and to make efficient use of them. The "financial control" model, in contrast, confers authority on the case manager to authorize and purchase services out
of a pool of funds without respect to many important existing program requirements, such as income eligibility. It does, however, impose strict controls on costs
through caps on program and individual expenditures, and requires cost-sharing by
clients with higher incomes.
The caseload target for each of the 10 channeling demonstration sites has been
reached and each site is fully operational. An evaluation interim process analysis
report has been published and disseminated.
2. Long-Term Care Gerontology Centers

By mobilizing the resources of a number of universities and collaborating with
community-based public and private sector agencies, the centers with support from
AoA undertook the following programmatic activities:
(a) Development of professinal and paraprofessional staff for the delivery of
health care, personal care and other services through career and continued education and training.
(b) Development of applied and clinical research to improve conditions for the
functionally impaired older persons.
(c) Development and evaluation of models for the provision of long-term care;
and
(d) Information dissemination and technical assistance to State and local
public and private agencies.

In fiscal year 1983, two more centers were funded in the amount of $699,523
which completes the plans for establishing one center for each of the 10 DHHS regions. The two centers are the University of Utah at Salt Lake City (region VIII)
and the University of Texas at Dallas (region VI). In addition four centers were refunded at a total of $2,018,542.
Each of the LTC gerontology centers is serving as a resource in its respective
region for State and local public and private agencies engaged in or planning services to functionally impaired older persons in their homes and in alternative living
arrangements, including institutions. The centers are establishing a two-way working relationship with State and area agencies in planning for, development of, or
changes to existing long-tem care systems. As a part of this effort, the centers are
providing technical assistance to the aging network on long-term care issues and
concerns.
Through research, education, and service activities involving university faculty,
agency planners, managers and paractitioners, these centers assist their local community, State and region in developing and implementing more cost-effective and
efficient long-term care policies, programs and systems. Centers serve as major resources to State and community agencies in efforts to address the long-term care
needs of older persons.
Many of the long-term care gerontology centers have been involved in developing
new approaches to address the problems of Alzheimer's disease. In particular, the
centers have been active in the development of model support group for families
and for the development of a model to train service providers to work with caregivers of dementia patients. Several research effors have begun to look at the
impact of Alzheimer's disease and related dementias on the role of the family.
Other efforts include the establishment of a network of Alzheimer's support groups
and a forum to facilitate information exchange in Alzheimer's disease among lay
and professional people.
SECTION V-EVALUATION

Section 206 of the act provides for the evaluation of the impact of all programs
authorized by the act. AoA's evaluation program in fiscal year 1983 involved the
continuation of projects that were funded in prior years. The following is a brief
description of these evaluation activities:
Longitudinal evaluation of the nutritional program.-This project, which was

funded during prior fiscal years, was a national longitudinal study of nutrition services provided under title III of the act. The study: (a) Assessed the utilization of nutrition and supportive services by program participants; (b) evaluated the operations, activities, and environments of congregate nutrition projects and meal sites,
as well as, home-delivered meals; (c) identified program characteristics and other
factors that influenced the composition of the participant population, the frequency
of their participation and the benefits they received; and (d) provided information
relative to participants' dietary status, degree of isolation, and capacity for independent living. This evaluation effort was completed in the spring of 1983. A brief
discussion of study findings are discussed in section II of this report.
Evaluation of State education and training program.-This study, initiated and

funded in fiscal year 1981 and completed this year, determined how the program is
performing in terms of agreed-upon objectives and performance indicators. The evaluation concluded that the program was very successful in providing training to
workers employed in the aging network. An estimated 11 percent of the aging network work force received training in the year surveyed (fiscal year 1982). A sample
survey of those workers participating in sponsored training showed 88 percent
judged the training to be relevant to their jobs.
Evaluation of title VI grants to Indian tribes.-This study funded in fiscal year

1982 is scheduled for completion in early fiscal year 1984. The objectives of the evaluation are to determine to what extent title VI and its regulations have been implemented; to identify helps and hindrances to the program; to assess client and provider satisfaction; and to recommend improvements at project, tribal and national
levels of the program. During fiscal year 1983, descriptive and quantitative information was gathered by reviewing documentation of grantee files and performing case
studies of 12 programs.
Evaluation of LTC channeling demonstrations.-This evaluation is discussed in

the long-term care section of this report.
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CONCLUSION

This report contains a comprehensive overview of the activities undertaken by the
Administration on Aging during fiscal year 1983. It highlights leadership and advocacy efforts; provides descriptions and data on titles III and IV; outlines AoA's discretionary program of training, research and demonstration including long-term
care; and describes AoA's evaluation activities.

APPENDIX I
FY 1983 BUDGET
ADMINISTRATION ON AGING.
State and Area Agency Activities 1/

$

21,673,000

Supportive Services & Senior Centers 1/2/

240,869,000

Nutrition Services 1/

381,099,000

Congregate Nutrition Services 2/
Home-delivered Nutrition Services

(319,074,000)
(62,025,000)
5,735,000

Grants to Indian Tribes
Training, Research & Discretionary
Programs and Projects
TOTAL

22,175,000
$671,551,000

1/ Up to 8.5% of the funds for Supportive Services and Senior
Centers, and for Nutrition Services, may be used for Area
Agency Activities.
2/ These figures include amounts for American Samoa not
shown on allotment tables (Appendixes II and III) which
meet the "hold harmless" provision of the Older Americans
Act. The figure for congregate nutrition services also
includes about $1.2 million which were set aside for
program evaluation purposes and which are also not
included in the allotment tables.
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Grants under Title
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1983 Title VI Regional Informatioi Chart
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APPENDIX IV
LISTING OF TITLE VI GRANTEES
FY 1983 Funding
Indian Tribe/Grantee

FY 1983 Funds

Keweenaw Bay Indian Community*
Baraga, MI

*

63,846

Stockbridge-Munsee Community
Bowler, WI

t

68,546

Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippiwas
Bayfield, WI

5

63,846

Inter-Tribal Council of Michigan,
Sault Ste. Marie, MI

Inc.

$

70,332

Wisconsin Winnebago Business Committee
Port Edwards, WI

*

61,966

Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians*
Philadelphia, MS

*

75,000

Eaqtern Band of Cherokee Indians
Qualla Indian Boundary Protects
Cherokee, NC

*

66,666

Tonawanda Band of Senecas
Basom, NY

*

63,846

Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians
Sault Ste. Marie, MI

$

68,546

Fond Du Lac Reservation
Cloquet, MN

*

70,332

Lac Courte Oreilles
Hayward, WI

$

68,546

Passamaquoddy Tribe
Perry, ME

$

63,752

Kiowa Tribe of Oklahoma*
Carneigie, OK

$

70,000

Santo Domingo Tribe
Santo Domingo Pueblo,

$

66,666

NM

(* Denotes Tribes participating in OHDS Cooperative Management
Initiative.)

Appendix IV
LISTING OF TITLE VI GRANTEES (cont.)
FY 1983 1Funding
Indian Tribe/Grantee

FY 1983 Funds

Pueblo of Taos
Taos, NM

$

75,031

Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma
McLoud, OK

$

94,864

Pawnee Tribe of Oklahoma
Pawnee, OK

t

79,731

United Tribes of Kansas and
S.E. Nebraska
Horton, KS

t

61,966

Otoe-Missouria Tribe
Red Rock, OK

70,426

Quapaw Tribe of Oklahoma
Quapaw, OK

71,366

Five Sandoval Indian Pueblos, Inc.*
Bernalillo, NM

87,500

Miami Tribe of Oklahoma
Miami, OK

79,731

Creek Nation of Oklahoma
Okmulgee, OK

94,864

Eight Northern Indian Pueblos Council
San Juan Pueblo, NM

63,846

The Chickasaw Nation
Ada, OK

65,726

Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin*
Keshena, WI

65,632

Santa Clara Pueblo
Espanola, NM

65,726

Appendix IV
LISTING OF TITLE VI GRANTEES (cont.)
FY 1983 Funding
Indian Tribe/Grant ee

FY 1983 Funds

Pueblo of San Juan
San Juan Pueblo, NM

$

68,546

Pueblo of Isleta
Isleta, NM

$

61,966

Seneca-Cayuga Trib e of Oklahoma
Miami, OK

$

70,332

Pueblo of Zuni*
Zuni, NM

$

87,500

Red Lake Band of C nippewa Indians
Red Lake, MN

$

73,246

Bad River Tribe
Ashland, WI

t

65,632

Seminole Nation of Oklahoma*
Wewoka, OK

$

73,246

Jicarilla Apache Tribe*
Dulce, NM

&

61,966

Osage Tribe of Okl ahoma
Pawhuska, OK

*

94,864

Pueblo of Laguna*
Laguna, NM

&

68,451

Mescalero Apache Tribe
Mescalero, NM

$

65,632

Citizen Band Potawatomi Indians
of Oklahoma
Shawnee, OK

$

70,426

Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma
Durant, OK

$

96,744

Appendix IV
LISTING OF TITLE VI GRANTEES (cont.)
FY 1983 Funding
FY 1983 Funds

Indian Tribe/Grantee
Omaha Tribe of Nebraska
Winnebago, NE

68,451

*

Mille Lacs Reservation Business Community
Onamia, MN

$

68,546

Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma
Tahlequah, OK

$

61,966

Flandreau Santee-Sioux Tribe
Flandreau, SD

t

63,752

Pueblo of Acoma
Pueblo of Acoma, NM

t

68,451

Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes
Pablo, MT

$

70,332

Prairie Band of Potawatomi Indian*
Mayetta, KS

.

61,966

Yankton Sioux Tribe
Wagner, SD

$

61,966

Northern Cheyenne Tribe
Lame Deer, MT

$

61,966

Blackfeet Tribe
Browning, MT

$

70,322

Southern Ute Community Action Programs*
Ignacio, CO

5

61,966

Uintah and Ouray Business Committee
Fort Duchesne, UT

$

68,475

Kickapoo Tribe in Kansas
Horton, KS

$

63,846

Appendix IV
LISTING OF TITLE VI GRANTEES (cont.)
FY 1983 Funding
Indian Tribe/Grantee

FY 1983 Funds

Chippewa - Cree Tribe
Box Elder, MT

*

66,666

Ute Mountain Ute Tribe
Towaoc, CO

t

66,666

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe
Eagle Butte, SD

$

63,846

Oglala Sioux Tribal
Pine Ridge, SD

4

66,666

Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes
Poplar, MT

$

65,632

The Navajo Tribe
Fort Defiance, AZ

*

68,451

Salt River Indian Community*
Scottsdale, AZ

$

67,000

Northwest Washington Service Unit
Bellingham, WA

.

66,666

Kodiak Area Native Association
Kodiak, AK

$

70,426

Shoshone-Bannock Tribes
Fort Hall, ID

$

70,426

Hupa Health Association, Inc.
Hoopa, CA

$

68,451

White Mountain Apache Tribe
Whiteriver, AZ

$

68,546

South Puget Intertribal Planning Agency
Shelton, WA

$

66,666

Appendix IV
LISTING OF TITLE VI GRANTEES (cont.)
FY 1983 Funding
Indian Tribe/Grantee
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
Fort Yates, ND
Papago Tribe
Sells, AZ
Pascua Yaqui Tribe
Tucson, AZ
Inter-Tribal Council of Nevada
Reno, NV
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla
Reservation*
Pendleton, OR
Yakima Indian Nation
Toppenish, WA
Quinault Indian .Nation
Taholah, WA

FY 1983 Funds

&

61,966

*

66,666

*

68,546

t

65,726

t

71,366

61,966
61,966

San Carlos Apache Tribe
San Carlos, AZ

61,966

Muckleshoot Indian Tribe
Auburn, WA

65,749

Puyallup Tribal Health Authority
Tacoma, WA

71,366

Lummi Indian Business Council
Bellingham, WA
Colville Confederated Tribes*
Nespelem, WA
Hopi Tribal Council
Kyakotsmovi, AZ
Washoe Tribe of Nevada and California
Gardnerville, NV

66,666
70,000
71,366
61,966

Appendix IV
LISTING OF TITLE VI GRANTEES (cont.)
PY 1983 Funding
Indian Tribe/Grantee

FY 1983 Funds

Eastern Washington Indian Consortium
Wellpinit, WA

$

68,451

Nez Perce Tribe of Idaho
Lapwai, ID

t

70,449

St. Croix Tribal Council
Webster, WI

t

63,846

30-831

O-84--6

APPENDIX V
FY 1983 TITLE IV

DISCRETIONARY BUDGET

ADMINISTRATION

ON AGING

5,681,497

Education and Training
Multidisciplinary Centers of Gerontology*

803,650

Research and Development

642,305

Demonstrations

7,359,146

Long-Term Care Projects

4,608,065

Legal, Protective and Ombudsman Services

2,852,020
65,315

Disaster Assistance
Miscellaneous Costs
TOTAL

163,002
$22,175,000

*Funds for the Long-Term Care Gerontology Centers are shown
under Long-Term Care Projects.

APPENDIX VI
ADMINISTRATION ON AGING
lpl11 op oin AcrIve AmDPi~smml) oiarrs
ike~rftl IeV of the Older AncaTiict
RElSEAiMIANDDI(Mu~r[IvTIM1S

MAiR AM)
ED) IWfFs

_____

WY 1951

fR4NDItO
F'102

If 1903

FY 19814
ADMAOF

91ON00
PiUUrf1CIN AND AINWXPLYAGENCY
OF
10I~/01/2lull1 l"'IIflJJ, [it
03/31/04
A 11010. SYSiUh CF Q15FhIIANS111P AND)
i'Wilwrim FOR nisAffm~ & F-flOui.
9fAdi00l
NATKS1Ad.
CtMiEi FOiRG'AW' CUMrS.
WUiJLTAM9ill]l VA
L.II_
'il1lE SOCIfAL
SERVICESSYSfTM

10/01/0203/21/1i4

t 120, 799

$35,055 (ADD)

$143, 701
$ 35.06t (AMX)

Ilia project will develop mrxdela for training
staff and striwcturinii systeiia for gluariianahip,
and advocacy for clients In need of protective
services. 'Ibis project In az.-spon-oed with thet
Adinistration for Deveiols-etal Disabilities.
liae project will develop "valaof inter-agency
mnordinatinn to establish systems for tile least
restrictive alternatives in prrceidigr for
protective service clients, lis project is
co-sponeored with the Adinist61ration for
ileveliientat D~isailities.

9&1005
CITY OF HIMlYORKDE1'AlRntUr Oil
ItSING, MW~YORK. NY
MHUM8IP R lAIISFE'R PfYMEL'

10/01/0210/31/83

$119,933
$20,000 iSS Act)

'liae object of this ownership transfer project
Is to 0011tirie thle use of lammingi stock that
is faced with foreclostare IV transfering
ownersh~ip to tennlant orgaizations or
cooperatives.
lis
project Is o-sjrntaored with
thle office of Ilkau ieveioplient Services.

PASAiS2im,CA

10/01/8209/30/H4

$45.149
$15,000 (SS Act)

Ibis project will estahlish a network of
clhnrdi-bsed issen services si wili ,lew-nstrate
Ilos mit cotmumitiea, in Amurica rui. irovide iinre
services of high.er .pmality at llover cet nearer
to where people live, lidse project is
mn sprassored with the Office of 1isen lDevelopmssct
Ser Vices.

GRAtIS
LISf OF OPD ClVB ANDPIADNNMED
Title IV of the Older Aericans Act
taer

ISARM
ANDlEMMiSTATItaS

SARF AND
END [WIS

FY 1991 &

FXINDIII
EY 1902

EY 1903

'

I 19G4

MIME

90PJ 1007
Q144DiTy (XlViL. INC..
PIK)ENX. AZ
WEl W1IllUSH PRWI]IL

N YOM9CITY VIPT. OF 1M"11
IIEJOCES, NUI3YOXU(NY
F!41A1. FIAAIIIer PiIA~rICES FOR

901141009
MIDo (I*ISSIClI CHiAINO.
li
MLIHIII,
41110 AGIN Sl11lIS iIMAIIITICI

$150,000
$75,000
$44,647

12/31/8205/31/84

90114)000O
09/30/0GOF WiND,
lIOCASDW3ARTFIA2l
12/31/83
AIMIiN, 1%
TI3AS 1484111H11 INIMITII SYff"2

09/30/6012/31/83

The project goal is to demonstrate methods that
will substantially increase the number of
volunteers in public ard private nom-profit human
service agencies. It will design ard implement a
demonstration of 1) an autounted data base with a
centralized clearinhouse for volunteers, and 2) a
is project
public service advertising capaign.
Io co-speasored with the Administratin for
Developmental Disabilities and the Office of luman
Develolnent Services.

$50,340
422,074 (ADD)
*34,146 (SS Act)

09/30/0202/27/04

pAernaM

ABSrRAOr

(Alm)
(ACYF)

A consortium of five States will identify undel
fiscal management practices for hve care that can
be adopted by them and other States. This project
is co-sprainored willi the Administratimn for
Developmental Disabilities ari Uie Office of human
Develolmeit Services.

$52,650

610,094

t20,770

lte project will develop, implement, test and
evaluate a statewide management informatIm system
in thes State agency m agins with%the ajplicatiiom
of conin.ter tednology.

185,240

44.515

$59,065

lhroughi the establislment of a statewide
onit-moott information system, the project will
huild the capacity of the State arel Area
Agencies no Aging in aOso to assess the
performance an aniipliance of service providers, and
diseminate data on coanditions of older persos
fiscal reports arnt Inigetd
Loxpare service report,
mnvacgagencies to improve aying services managemeit.

LISP OF OPDAcrIVE ANDPANNED GintS
UJnderTitle IV of the Older Americans Act
SPArF AND
ENDIMES
9MV91011
OFIce OF SENIOR1CITIZENiS
]MI~VITIES. MINIM41UMN.
All
SEIA(ICEMATArelkOrltl SMIH

09/30/1012/31/03

90611)015
D63'ARIM119OF SOCIAL-ANDIIPAI2I
SEI(VItES, (2.YIIPIA, Wh
MUMrA.lEAfi ANDMnIls SY9IH
13.fllfIlATllll

10/01/l112/31/83

90NIMI 6
mwAltm~r OF IIEAIII ANlDlU1.TAION~ SUML7SC, TAIJAIASSIE, Mt
USING1WhENAS~IA
TAXMU4Y FOR tUlIT
COST
ANAlYSIS

10/01/0112/31/03

FY 1981 &
DEFOR
$97,494

FUIXMMt3
FY 1912

EY 1903

EY1904
AlflitCT

75,O(x0

$63,179

-tle project will develop in an Area Agency as
Aging. a axrpiterized ctlent-tracking system, to
Le integrated with an existisg fisoal system,
formally linking the network of 31 service
providers to the Area Agency. tile is a pilot
demrmatratial and any be extended Statewide or
regionally.

aIlet

i1is project will develop a
for
effective collaboration lxetwen the aging aiid
mental health networks in order to increase
accessibility of the elderly to a fll
range
of mental health services.
$85,000

$15,02)

$42.560

T1is project will demonstrate a client-aseed
service unit-oat system uaing a standard
taxonomy for services amd cet
acmautlng at all
levels within tihe State. 'ie taxssmay for
services developed tby NA19IAand 4A will be
tested by nit of service at the client level axl
will he Siplemented.

lisr
or ciWO AcrivE ANDPLAMIED] GIWIS
tindler Title IV of the Older fleericalne Act
ETRrm AMD

IM

leIAla ANDr*2ISMTIC"
90AMD3026
SRI IurflII9aTIi..
man~f PAW. (A
ltg)IW]Lr MIVICE AI'PKITfES TO
VM1Md 5 -WEAED

$229.9.76

10/01/81111/30/83

N*WRICANBARASalIATICH.
IJATIIA. [All AflVXrx(1i
iXOJX_
;5E

10/01/81-

06/30/14

1154DIN

W)L baP -90 & IFY 191 Pbi99
$95,0lO

$130,000i

10/01/01102/284

W15.315

FY l9G4

Tis project is designed to strengthn and expand!
tile role of state units and area agencies In the
developitent. and Implemeentation of alternative
approaies to publicly financed services. Thle
pulic policy
project will develop Informatiom n
optirste for State mnd area agencies: improve
these agencies* understandling of puilic policy
optiosa as a eteans of addressing problemrs of the
aged; and prnvide support to lindividual. State anid
local inetwork maviters

$70,000O

ltile project will increase private sector Involvement in tile delivery of legal services to the
elderly.

$12, 696
$75,000

-The pirpoee of this project Is to increase the
knrwletlce of counnty of ficias s about alternatives
to poliically funded services and to develop
cooperatiosn between k coulty officials ansd State
i n developingU and iliementing
ant are agn
these a1 1 l,roacites. it a,.njie-titi with1 Sill
intenttinal sit the U.S. Confernce of Ktyre.,
NMxthas deveioped anl will be disem~ninating
info.at ion ten ptibll Icpolicy optins aM will he
asItInhg founr cntles lin nieustratinsij tile
allplication of thnese epproadues to spcific aneeds
Inrsas lit tiose areas.
of ohter

EUR

90MID313
01Nl'ls
NrNTIAL AsswimmTI~ OF
IeZARlII. llS.' * AO1l143l"i. DZC
INDISIX'T hWlNlCl APPh4VIEhI TO
OF (2115 AM)
PlIll1

..

ilr OF' (A-0) MACVEANDPIANN-2) GIlANT
tiner T-itle V ofthe
O derftaerFi~i-aq ct
SSEAiI ANM)

rIVrilAVaAs

SrARr AND
BID itAiL

______ENi
EY 1981 L

l
VT1982

PY 1983

FIEFOREAtqrP~r
9(WV)O33
M
ftf-ERR OF HAYORSiIESEhM~IAND
?2IkATIcfW, WAIiltflrU,
Wr
1IEflli SERVICEAPlIRnfW-F 'M
WrI~iliiN WF'DiE lEiS
iX

9W)037
SIXf41 fICIJZ'
IIMLXXX3.
141
WIAUEPPN
AND)'1118 r6=i. PlNM

10/01/a102/20/834

09/30/0212/31/83

$84.990

$90,813

$160.450

F

~l
lueproject Is Intended to strengten the
ability of Mayors and othner local officiate to
Identify And utilize alternatives to
tbi
fnnnding for atxcial services for older persons,
and to prcseote linkages meween locAl
governnnts, tine aging nnetn~rk anid the private
sector to uwtllIize reanotrcea to atklne.s tine needs
of the elderly. In crijnnct im with Sil
lnternatn-sl eal the Hitmnat
Asa1~atinn of
Cmneties, tine Confernsnce of lynrs has developed
and will be disesinating ifrniti-si cn publiic
POnicy cltisam anal will be assiating
four cities
in developning and dcaonntratlng the aijilimtion
of tnene approndies to specific prnAinnn of tine
elderly withnin tinme cities.
lbne roject "Ia is to niewxoistratni an effecntive
erdel for organizing volnunteers anid raising
snnurt I nronngn private sentor ccntriinticna.
AAERICNWiill
daveoqn, r~crinit. train, ansi strategically
stationl orpo of volointeeme In 26 sites
tnrcen4nct a runral xiaity.

0

it

LI1ST OF (WI) ACTIVE ANDOPIANM OPMS
thuler Title TV of the Older -Aisericaus Act

M-SAMI AN4DLmalmollT~es

ST~ ANDO
DID1 DATES

FY 1901 &.

1191111
FY 1902

Ft 19113

FV 19M'
ABSTlWT

M101IX
90A113040
09/30/82O 1WSK
NATIGNIJ.ASSOC~IATION
02/29/814
UtTtS CHJ MUM.13 WAHHIClrll DC
ASSISTSfMFS ID IEVI2P AND! APPLY
TMMrl4lcInStl2
l
A KV.D*W
90,6130G42
wIIis IS i"2Ajlivlr OP I1111 AM)
IEIAL SFllVi(VS. MIBIPM, WI

this project 411l develop aiid test two sets of
mneseent indlicators utilizing data In existing
Information systems, to serve as too~ls to
identify antievaluate activities aid performance
of social servie agencies.

$345, 760

09/30/0203/30/84

$99,083

10/01/8204/30/04

$112,799

project Is to enhance andl
,ile chiective of tis
Increase mental health services to the elderly
through more eftective coordinatlai hetweei
-atat health and aging agencies at the State,
regional. aid olaiLy levels. Ibils Is for tile
purpose of creatingj acceptable, accessible,
ost-efficient. and replicahle peer counseling
crAlb within the fradncrk of curent service
eyet tn.

15InIlS1E11R1.Y

90M43
OtIAIE ENiTALII. 111,
W111111
(91111130. M
ILCAI. AM1) AWAWIDlE lNk"MwT]a4
SYSflIM
91VJM147
OltREMlllS PA81"CItl -IIAU1 NI121L'y,
wI
a1391.
lsclltrive l)IljftFt. cOi"CIJNITIS
FOROIER PEIIS

03/01/8302/29/04

$74,000

Ilie puarpose of thle project is to-design and teat
a soacmnt Informat ion system using
Iriexspesive inipiter systems, including
the dcvelolenst of guidelines aid instructional
materials.
Ilie ijrantee with thle (ooperaticsi of the
University of Missouri is to icicistrate
teidique for lihe dovelient aidl ,til iztiisi of
iysl~al y limitrel llirsiuns lit a iooxk exiperieiice
In, a geriatric cenitr

IJSP OF OPD

AMPVE

AND PARIE)

GtlAnil

tIhder
Title IV of tie Older Americans Act
RESEAI

AND)DEM4S9iTAIONS

SfAIlM AND
i) lATES

FY 1901

&

FIENDIMt

FY 1912

EY 1983

FY 1984

ONYOW
9(W404
atltriNl A NXRHltMEM,
SEAI I, Wk
tIISINESS ANDSMIORWt A NVtlING

90Alt1O49
IMUMfl)ttElURIEItO
GCllV.lt OF
AMMiICA, NM~YCii, NY
ENWEf1ING
qIE CAPAMiY OF

90118050
FlORiDA IT2'. OF IIEAIIII AND
IMIIABILIiTATiVE, TAlIJULtEN, EL

901141051
AI11tI I 111) CII10S,
UtILMlitirEM-VIIE, VA
11IEA11 12L'yW
WhIC.CARtEPIMMIL

03/01/0307/31/85

01/01/03

tl23.671

Th1is project Is designed to create a broad
partnership between asmwanrcial coqaniee,
coemmity organizations and senior citizen
groupe to help ead of the three deal mre
effectively with future prdblems of time aging,
especially as these involve retriement, hosing.
anl the extension of Independent living. A
axrmsnity fair. "Senior thrId" will use
state-of-the-art tednlogy to bring together the
"eenior market" and those Wto sell in that market.

tso0 199

lteis project in to enhance the capacity of IMPA
affiliates to Initiate and develop
intergenerational activities between all age
groups, with particular eqisasis at los-inaise.
Isolated minority elderly.

01/01/0312/31/03

$Wo.
700

This project is developing a local network of
pdlic, private and volwntary participants utio
will collect and share information, identify
available resnirces, anl aevelip and laplement
plants of action design.l to aselat older people
to remain ininpoaelent nx] self stfficient.

01/0)1/03-

MR,325

12/31/03

05/31/04

11se project Io to develop a new Inter-agency
Ime Care Prm-ram.
lne tied Criess. Annixclaticn
for Retardel Citizens ml Iknapice
of Ploedmreot
will recruit awl train volunteera to assist
aisroxiuately 325 families with respite asl other
services designed to prevent or reuee
institutimmalization of vulnerable iequalations.
lites"lel will Ie evaliuntel, refinal, pactkaged
arN dlsseminated tlroug the tri-agency am-ined
netwrkm of esproxi-mtety 5600 organtizatiots.

LISf OF OPD ACTivE AND PIAh) GRAMS
thnder Title IV of thmeOlder Americans Act

Ifl ANDDI0aarMATICIS

NATIONALASSOCIATON OF AlE?
ON AGIlS. Vra~lfllti. 11C
MCE
puJpoi#3 B?8j&?fl AT Tim
or*14141T lLVlL

90AMWi153
AGIEM AING
ICiA IAM~ AWlS?
PAl 4lia) ELmoagf FismA. AmD

BrASR AND
END [MTES

01/01/83
12/31/83

01/15/8301/14/84

90114i54
VA
IWENIIATICtiAL
hliIN(l
EFiO~ns
EOLIANDIs AmncO?

t"WaxJ,
srllflftX

9010055
F(1115WICl FK)l AP1.IID IlESEAlEl.
D. C.
ISIININfIU.
GIIIATICM OF lS-eDMtWr TlIlUI
INIIEFRIA. cfxEflS

03/01/8302/29/84

03/01/8302/29/84

E1tlaN
EY 1981
IIEFOM

&

IY 1902

FE 1983

FY 1984

$129.969

$2,500
$2.500

(DO)
(AcA)

an effective
Several case notels and portfolios
management tedudques including resource
allocation will be ccoplied. analyzed and
dieseminated. These will serve as tednical
assistance materials to Area Agencies, helping
them to identify and adopt management tediques
Miid, will strengthen their capacity to manage
Ixiblic/private resources.

$96,682

indsproject will develop accounting procedures.
los cot software and tedmnical assistance
mannals a automated fiscal and management
information systems for small providers of
services.

$85.000

Tite

$P.100

t
lite project is to help indstrial councils
stimulate employment of Older Workers in selected
centers of lsiness and industry.

project will develop five service-learning
programs in allaboration with alumni dspters of
a national fraternity and demonstrate haw
non-traditional service organizations can assist
in the delivery of services to the elderly.

LhIT OF0l) ACTIVE A14) IMlILD CIMbS
UndeTr TLiteiV-of The -Older Aurcans-ct

DESIA1CIID ln 1113,r11ArUhIOUS
90AII0056
UNiIVERiSITY OF h11I.3iGAII,
AM ANMII, Ml

STARTAl4)
FtAJh)AZES PY 19011 &
IJEFORE

11J1111
FY 19012

VT1983

PYTV094
ABSRACT~

03/01/830.229/04

$671,099

ST'Oir,11iTIM EMPDM

90AMIl
lhATIOIAL. ASSCCIATIONi F STATE
UNITS 018, VIASiMIUMth, DC
ZiASIA lWA1IOlIAL
AG1113
OhIGAMIlATIi

901&10004
TIDE IlVlI 'MIl,
Pt1IElfIIME,
CA.IFORNIIA
AMSICU111IJli. ECIOhchIC
DEVEILVIIT PIME17f

ivoil/1- $839,199
03/31/84

019/Ill/0308/31/04

$298,562

$114,237
$58,951
$30,000

$40,0001'
$60h,lJ0h (MhA)
$75,000h Otro)

Ills Is an alctlon troject d"Hicpied
to help
laisimesesix
Indusckitry create ollortuiiities for
older workers utilizio.9 tie older Worker
Information System as a data blassq
for
dissemuination and organmizational activity.

IMSUAWill surVeY tile State Units 0onAging to
Identify, collect and analyze eseuplary stats
i51 icy aid program Innovations in t-ile areas of
service iMilrovesvuit, OMsI'o~mIset, lioining and
pidlic/private colliaoration. ifeports will be
disseminated aLxnht each priority area to tile
State Iits,
with on-goinlg consoltation slid
worksliiqis alid coferences to assist iet tie
adaptution of splecific elloulilary iruJects.
Ilie irvmsof tis
inrjet is to -. stihh i
small farm/smah I businiesa eiitniprisesa on tile
TIsl lIliser Indian 11irServatloii, W1iiidi Will
create leorsaeut wimubsidized mqlloyiwIt
olix~rtuities for hiidlai,
Including older
Inidians, laid generate reveniues to fundl social laid
llese.rvatiiai.
on
tile
tuisultY services

u~sr OF' (ID AL~f lE AMDPIA"lJA GRAMfI
lJuder Title IVJof the Older Awsricajia Act
UrARr AND
EN1D WESR YFI 1913116

RESEMUAIAMD1111,24WR1ATIOIS

I4UDIND

~W~T

RT IPitJ

AWARRCP

BEFUte

90PN2192
09/20/79liATICDiAI,INDIAN00-WIL C14 WIND].
07/31/64
AWIIUEIE1. Ifi
AINAXALY 'MOASSISI, ADZESS OC(1511
INDIANS10 ENrIMMM~r 0F
AMERICAN
(11101ANERICANS ALT

4954,984

$157,000
$4,011
(AMA)

$279,50W

1lue project provides lnforeatlIo and ted~icl
aesistance to the Indian end one-Indian aging
eervice network and facilitates the deveicpitent
of
Coxmecis aa of tribes in a State for the
purpe~e of hilancing their ability to represent
it aleo encorages the
lniian concerns.
davelolmsit of Indian profeselsials trained In
qercletoIongy. 'its grant was co-sponeored with
Lte Administration for Native Americans.

431.590

f,ies project addresses the roblems of service
neede aud expansion of service utilization amosig
indigetit Black elderly, the establihmnt of an
informaition resource center and the integration
of N2IIA operationtal efforts.

90AI42197
AND(JMNIR (14 tLAM
UhIACAI. CFUK315
tc
MIND.,VauhitrKVl
NATIcI4A.
WGIND OffIMUATIN

11/01/7905/15/84

$799,205

$269.390

9(WI.219a
ASoclCIII NaClUM. PIC PEPctULNS
KNPYORIS, 1119 AMIES. CA
l'itflT "MhAN A HAND

11/01/7905/15/04

$797.443

$220,000

$276,700

11,5 purpoate of tile~ project Is to Increase
sensitivity to and Identify the needs of Hispanic
elders in higt Iispanic population centers around
te country and to work with the aging network to
mals for mteetingj thocse
develop. an.d Ispletss.*t
needs.
It also prolinsee to strengthen its
retirrrco center tit Hispanic elderly.

11/01/7910/31/83

t697,413

$19,953

$178,422

litis project prolx~es to dis~~vr the indtigenxis
esistinej
suptport ayeteue of P/A crm,,tie
etlhduse tiue
iprove service delivery system.
c 1,lI ity of cxemssntity-baese providers .v.1
develop 1sxi icy recrmiendatioiis. All of the abolve
is at%attolupit to facilitate access to services

,

90AM2199
HAMMC4A.PWI~FIC ASIAN IJEIIY
IDSj ANKM!ES.
W.SLIIX (IOER

SPECIAl. SUIEiC FOlRGRInI'S.

CA

ICi.

auwil to involve

mters

plaieinwj andi ortjanitott

of the Asian l-stosuity in
aj

devulolisat.

1.1Sr 0F C1'I) ALqfIVE ND 'PlANNIO0801*73
tinder TiTLleiV-of-t-he -Older--A-serlfcea
RESSAIU~IAND

11SfIATIONS

Uiner AND
M8) tiDES

IY 1901 L

1INN
ET1982

FY 19013

08/01/7701/15/04

9001657
NmfIim. As01wLA7308 0? srArE
09/29/70
UITS 08 011111]. VARuITli* 13C
06/14/84
I)IVEiOPII A liATI08frl. [I'A AE AND
mAIPIltI S3111- RD limU'1I2rwlfiI
fl117W4 rnESCRIl'RlUS OF SERVICES

L476,777

IY 1984
I

MIM

90AI1184
NAFiclam. c11Dmil. 08 -11E GIOa
W131l1&I1U
wr
FM ri/WIIrARISM IN NM- 1014

Act

$125,705

*1817,761 0278,000X

$145,450

*499,574

--

-

Ilie [urpoe of tis
project Is to stImulate
national voluntary org..imt oiis to eniarnrage
and help their local uiats develop and arryut new p~rogras to help older persons In their
cossalties. Project will prortat coisisication
bietween IllOs
and the Aglrq INeturk in efforts to
foster self sufficiency and! esitin lusiepenilence
aiwong the aged.
lthe project goal Is to develop.
a naitliolde
aging services informationi
esta on
structural ard staffingj diarticlerietica of
State and area agencies. servicea ualdtheir
managetiient and oaete. and ci leot needs. Thise
fuirtherdevelop.nent wIll lurc~het (1) the
expenalon of thre use of the taxtes-ny
to other
states. (2) espanslsi of access to the data less
end increase in availability of data, (3)
Insuring interface aid o,rdlivatrrn with other
1111auts-rrted system. and (4) developing a
seaersirip fee amid cost shiarIng
strixcture to
radaer the data base aelf-eu 1 1-s~rtlug.
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$20,024
$55,000
$44,299 (SS Act)
$30,700 (ACrY)

1theproject analyzes both research ard practice
materials on volunteers and natural support
systems a-1 develops guidance for aore effective
wideepread use of volunteers in service to
Iiispanic Older Americans. This grant was
ou-sponsored with the Administratin for
Olildren, Youth and Families and the Office of
HIumaunDeveloment Services.

05/01/3
04/31/84

$30,000
$20,000 (SS Act)

11he grantee is joining with representatives of
private business to demmatrate the operation of
a statewide senior citizen discuat card program
and to make the sxdel available to other States.
Ibis project to co-sponsored with the Office of
limon ievealoswent Services.

12/30/02
01/01/m4

$36,772
$36,772 (AM)
$73,544 (ALYF)
$79,205 (SS Act)

The project will Involve examination ad
docunitaae tim of existiunj state-of-the art
social service management systems, developnent
of man-tedunical system assessment procedures.

09/30/0202/20l/04

$102.500

lile project proposes to facilitate interagency
0ealti
linkages aswg local providers of mental
and agingl services through replicauble methods of
kwelyeige transfer andi Inforantitn dissemination.
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$54.000
$36.000 (ADD)
4135.000 (ACvP)

09/30/8302/2R/85

$60.000*

09/30/6302/20/05

*200.2775

1110 CF,,-UW will Implement 1o-cit aiutasatis
agency maagemen~t ftuctiona throtufit an Interagency collaboration. It will inclurle fiscial.
maagement. client/service (lata angement.
This Project will provi(I nmlisitel lcm-,,st
respite care for families of inmired elderly
In a 4 step process, (1) a siel
of respite
care will be transferred frrsi develouisetally
disable pulinlatin to lgiiqlredl elderly In a
teat grotip in Kalamron: (2) auliovissal
Meteriala will be developel for training and
diaseminationi asst the saleli (3) training and
recrilsment workshops will he held In aeveral
sites to motivates educvate my] select ipotential
additictial sites sald (4) teiidal
assistance and
ccastaltatirn will be provided to facilitate the
development of 7 adlditionsal respite ware o~ops In
three locatios within Midjigan.
Mlds project detionsstrales new aiplicAti-is of
existing cxamp-ater tedsilo,]y in local services
to Lulemilloyed older workers. Project
(Abjecl ives are, (1) to increase the benefit
to older workters from progjrams of assessmehnt andI
J(A) seardsi training. throngh tine of specially
adapted onnyxiter-ltased inetrsscthss andi gujidance
software, manh(2) to stisuilate a insl.er natinsul
role for IraUstr anl government it In(issesinatlnit
of software ani orwitwiter ispiemenitatics eraela
uAlidsseet the special needs of r1.1cr mw~kers.
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09/30/0302/2o/os

t99.150-

This project ia designed to test the
feasibility of providing in iomecare to
terminally ill older prease who lack a family
or primary caregiver. A package of formal and
informal seqixt services will be designed to
sutstitute for the care nstally provided by a
primary caregiver.
IBoth the feasibility aill
cots of this method of hospice care will be
evaluated. If succesaful, the method will have
onsiderable impact for all older persons lacking
a family suplsort system.

OF MAI YORK,(1411
CITY UNIiVEM!ITY

10/01/83-

t69.999*

YOUl
NEW1
YORK,(

03/01/85

Project proposes to onmpare the effectivenese
of widowers ally self-help groaps over the
effectiveness of mixed widows/widowers
Ktst mixed sex groups experience bigh,
groull.
drop-out rates for widowers. This project is
seeking to ascertain the reasatls for the high
dro-out rate anl to develop effective strategies
designed to aosist widowers throuhn bereavement
arcl readjustment processes. 'ite project also
plans to disseminate its findings thretgxi a
Natiral Self-Help Clearinmtjonse.

t50.000*

Is Volunteer Incentive program will recruit,
train ate place volunteer caregivers to asist
the rural elderly.
Ih project will
oxordinate with the 1XIsintess and edUcatiosal
cornmnities to offer credits for voluniteers.
Theme crelits can be ued for discouints in
stores, reolut costs of menixership in fraternal
orgatiAtions, sal advanct etlocation. It is
premised that these crelits will 1,e at. incentive
to recruit and retain volunteers to provide
suirt
services to older lieratsus.
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09/301/0306/29/04

$49. 9705

Ibis project will Identify sandexamine, group
purchse practices that msybe appliclel for
tae Iy the aging notwiairk. lite project will
survey current group purdissue practices loth b~y
Ares Agjencies a"] other or 9 ,uliationss, sad will
develop Iteat practice "eas that amy be
replicable. Thle results of the proiect will he
disaceinate nationally to a variet-y of isexn
services agencies.

90AJI011
WNISVL OF JEISHi OWrAN12ATfIS
F 11010PAlE
WIJ19111 YOMfhVISITATICfI AMD
Aflcll*Ul Pll~FwricI

09/30/8312/31/114

t24, 8811
04,i080 (426)

Tie project proposes to demiwtrate how~a
ciasemity can esintain the self-sufficiency of
isolated elderly though the use of yraith
voltumteera to assist older perstsa in%creating
a safe hom
in vironsient as a way to reduce
accidents that lead to greater 1epeinleuce on
soial services. i4,rking with a Private Sector
ftesource
O~iunc1.briie repairs will he provided
at .,iniml ctet to older perasna by their peers.
S&tool credit will htegiven to the young3persona
who voiunteer &FYIwilt he trained to work with
the leniated elderly.

90AJ 1014
FIDRIIVAt*23.OF IlFAIflhl
L MtlIND., 09/ 3(/fi12/31i/114
SIIAWlO-lDY, IMMEM5S AM)
WISPITEP11711W4

W000-1
$34,500 (ACYF)

fIlila
jirojectis designedi to provide services
to develcpmtntally disalli older persons asul
the elderly parents of dvelqjsr,tally
disabled perarss. Services will iisKiini
provision of axoprstively staffed iea 1 ,lta cire
for the elderly; joh training for older parisrxs;
exansion of services for hrszwiaaal elderly, sod)
nesielting the use of fulilsfor steele services
to davelopiventally dialedi older adults.
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$125,000*

02/28/t5

09/30/8301/31/85

$95,2796

08/01/83-

$19,738'
$60,000 (ADD)

12/31/84

ABSrRACT

project will teut and refine an already
developed performance based wintractitng
packayn for use by tie Area Ajency and its
providers, asni will provide technical assistance
to help inplieent the system. Technical
assistance materialswill be disseminatol to the
aging network.
Working with Area Agencies and Nutrition
projects, tie project will establih a
cost-conscious, outcome oriented program
islawill be built upon an
evaluation process.
existing manIemnt informatial system.
Tle
evaluation data will be integrated into the
resource allocation, program planning,
contract ing,'managnemut and wmitoring activities
of the State anm Area Agencies.
latsis a jointly funded project between AoA
arxd ADD. '1le purpose of the project is to
examine the impact of closures and relocations
on clientv, including older persons, families,
and ei.1 loyees and to present iin innovative
strategy to emiltor closures nationally.
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$15,000*
$20,000 (426)
$25,000 (IOIs)

This project will develop and laplement a
systematic process to evaluate the livact of
various iuamn services on probleme of high
priority target client polvilations in four
different environments, I.e. counties in
Pennsylvania with different mixes of rural and
urban populations.

06/01/0307/31/84

$30,0000
$40,700 (ACYP)
$35,000 (AlA)

A demonstration of the use of comnercial
marketing techniques to develop a strategy for
disseminating information abxxut effective
program and fiscal management techniques for
community based organizations - including.
Aging Organizations.
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09/01/8300/31/04

$59.000

11se grantee wilt work with existing voluntary
ed o,,immity organizations to design a
replicable service mxdel to fill the gaps in
the coctinuum of care available to lpaired
older persons. Specifically. the project will
provide education and information to Individuale,
families, service providers, and health care
providers as to the options and services
available for the perecao no longer able to
maintain independent liviovl.

10/01/8309/30/04

$17,282-

Ils project is designed to combine the
resources of a rural ommnity in audi a way
as to provide a non-traditional method of
delivering adult day care services to Lie
elderly. Because of limited transportation ant
Lie lack of any centralized industrial area, a
centrally located adult day care program Is not
feasible. Thlerefore, available cousmnuity
resAirces will be used to train quallfied
tllividiuals to operate adult day care broies in
ius, tihe care-giving
their private homes.
facility will be located in the comumnity where
the elderly person lives, making access to tihe
service more cxavenieit for all involved.
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$i4275*

1his project is designed to link oxissnra,
clinicians, and the aging network in targeting
local resources o behalf of older persons
with lanl liisiraents. Five solel sites will be
used to de-istrate the efficacy of coAuining the
interests of visal impaired older aoxunmers with
the program resources of professionals in
eye/vision care arn aging agencies.

09/30/0302/20/05

$210.000-

thiler this project the Natimal Association of
Area Agencies on Aging, the Natioaal tlrlim
league. arnt the Coalition of Illopanic Mental
Health and lisan Services Organizatlas will
together develop producL and strategies that
will assist Area Agencies to serve hetter
minority older persons. 'irogi field visits,
minority sparorcl Oemmnity fortus, aid guidance
frmse
a broad basedTednical Advisory Team, the
project teas will develop, test, revise ad
Iublisha a fvmctional, tedmnical assistance
product, "Guide to Targeting Resources and
Services for At Risk Minrity Older Persons," for
nee by Area Agencies a Aging and other himan
services organizatilms.
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09/30/8309/30/84

$35,000*
$25,000 (426)
$40,000 (IIDS)

its project will attemnptto change current
public policy practice and management of
services for the homeless, so that private and
public sector resources are linked and
retargeted to provide humane, efficient, and
cost-effective services. hinsapproach will be
demonstrated throughout Greater Ioston and
directed at current and potentially homeless
persons, including the poor, elderly, youth and
families, and the developmentally disabled.

09/01/0308/31/04

$10,000.
$29,326 (426)
$10,000 (IDS)

This project's purpose Is to train interns
(students at IHampton Institute) to serve as
coordinatore of intergenerational projects
between youth-oriented progrars and the Peinsular
Agency on Aging, leading toward long-term
relationships between the young and the elderly.

$94,003$25,01 0 (426)
$50,000 (IlIDS)

lie purpose of this project is to develop a
client management system to assess and monitor
treatment for elderly, mentally ill persons,
minors and other dependent populations who are
unable to manager their omn affairs. Tlie major
objective is to Inprove management pract ice
through more efficient use of resources and
advanced cunaniter technology.
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$169,102*

$20,000*
$9,007 (ANA)

$32,241's

The purpose

of this project is to Improve the
utility of information available to
decision-makers at the local, state and
national levels. listwill be accomplished by
integrating uniform service definitions, as a
standard, into existing computer information
systems and replicating this approach as a
cost-effective means of achieving compatibility
in reporting.
This pilot program is designed to increase off
season employment, generatring income, and
develop a self-sustaining industry for older
Indiana.

1e purpose of this project to to develop a
coupater-based Statewide information
dissemination system to improveservices to
aged clients. Using the AGIET computer system
of the Cooperative Extension Service, the
operating program will provide a systematic and
rapid technique for referral and cane management
worl;ersto match client needs with locally
available service options.
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09/30/0302/29/05

$10,000*
$15,000 ills)
$10,000 (IDS)

l1he purpose of this project is to establish a
camnon pool of information on human services
to be used for planning, funding and
implementation decisions. The network Is being
developed by a coalition of the corporate sector
and State and local private and public
organizations. Wen developed, the system will
provide answers to questions on smaller
populations and geographic areas to major
corporate funders, mid-managers and
administrators.

purpose of this project is to improve
shelter and board to the City's homeless poor,
throuyh the application of business management
techniq ues. In cooperation with the Human
Resources Administration, the project will
develop: 1) performance indicators, trends and
goals 2) apply private management and
contracting practices to itprove cost
effectivenessa 3) examine feasibility of a
voucher system to house clients in
non-governmental shelters; and 4) develop
natching, case management and referral systems.
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$15,000*
$15,000 (426)
$21,000 (llDS)

hie purpose of this project i to provide
public and private hiuman services
administrators and decialon-makers with a
systematic information process for decisions
relating to policy, budgeting, adiinistration,
client tracking and monitoring of agency
11se result will be a simpl ified
performance.
information system for human service agencies for
coordinated allocation of resources.

9(Kl11019
UNITE H4AYOF AMERICA,
AIEXAllDltlA, VA.
FIG(SIllP: A TEN CITY DATA
IInOWRK

09/30/0301/31/05

$67,130'

The purpose of this project is to provide
Information on United Way Agencies to help
make informed policy decisions in the light of
the current flux in private and lsblic funding
streams. The system will be developed in ten
local United Ways and approximately 1,300
suqorted agencies, gathering information fran an
algeady established data lase. Aggregate
analyses of the Information will help local and
national planning in clarifying the evolving role
of the voluntary sector in human service delivery.
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$66,675*

$21,070$22,000 (IIS)
$20,000 (426)
0 (IIDS)

$50,000.
$25,000 (IIS)
$25,000 (426)
$49,000 (IIDS)

This

project will design, test, and iaplement
a regional human services information system,
including client characteristics, service
delivery, service effectiveness, and
utilization data. Its psrpose Is to: 1)
inprove targeting of resources; 2) reduce or
eliminate duplication of data; and 3) enqhtasize
to coupatibility of existing data sources with
the dissemination of Information.
1hie purpose of this project is to enhance the
utilization of an integrated State-wide client
Information System by local managers and
decision-makers. information will be provided
quickly in a format that can be used easily by
managers with specific questions about targeting
resources and setting priorities. Products to be
developed include a layman's manual and
specifications to guide progranmners.
The purpose of this project is to create a
automated reference library or
convein
knowledge system' on both social needs arnd
service programs throughout the State which all
groups can access for timely, concise information
to stua~ort decision-making. 1i1e most current
microconqgster technologies will be used to
lapleesnt the system. Remote terminal
teleconmnication access will be available to all
users.
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AlDSI(AT

M1fl1020
00HlJII FiIIATIONOF NF~I
.IEISY, OllAIM0,
NE-WJMSY
tDISOIPIUM HlPIlF01ATOii SYSTEI

09/30/8301/31/85

$21,350*
$70,000 (IIDS)

901111021
W1OEE aultfly, OFFICEOF 'lilY
09/30/03CTOlIlSSlUtitl,
WXMIEERi, 111.11
YOR0K 12/10/04
US~E
(P MAAlNEMIF'
lW lO
TIOlI
SYMUIIS

90MM6~i5
AMIERICANI
ASSOCATIOii (P RIETIRuED
PEIfL940, VIASIMlMr0K,D.C.
MODE~L
'AOiWltrE34 PllOrtXTVC
SERIVICE
PIO3ECr - PHiASE11

09/30/0302/20/05

$50,000*
$117,000 (iIDS/OPD)

-

$00,000

Tihe purpose of this project is to Isprove
delivery of services and allocation of
resources by developing an information system
which is based on relevant, accurate in-depth
data concerning residents, their needs and the
resources available. Field testswith
de-institutionalized mentally ill will be
expanded to include coupilation of data on all
residents and agencies for the use of major
funding and planning groups and social agencies.
lids project proposes to utilize outpute of
county welfare information system to develop
targeting strategies to meet the needs of
nultipoblem clients including older persons.
fy integrating data from various categorical
Information systems the project will identify
historical case/Individual service utilization
profiles and will asses the effects of service
delvery on client achievement of self support.
lidse
project will continue, leprove, and
disseminate uxiels for providing volunteers to
serve as representative payces for isolated,
vulnerable Social Security recipients. lie
work of these volunteers is designed to prevent
the suspension of Social Security checks, elder
exploitation and abuse, al premature
institutionalization.

LIST OF OPDACPIVEMIDPLAIllED GRAlfIS
Under Title IV of the Older Americans Act
START

ANIDDEISoRATIOIS
RESEARCH

ARID

DATES
E21D

ff-1981

FUNDIII_

&

Y-1982

PY 1903

FY 1984

ABSIIACr

BEFORE
90IU0011
01' MARVIND,
UNIVERNSITY
BALTIFONE,HARYIAID
ITERi]ACT'IVEMIE. P00
DISABL.EDASIITS
DEVENIIiHtEIWtAIJ.Y

90U10057
ASICIATI(41 OF STATE
NIATIONIAL
UITS ORlAGIIIE, IIASII-KIN, D.C.
NiEEfrTVEISS
11!hfl1~I~~
A6;EiEiFS
SERVICE
OF STATEUlIINAN
TII"iICI

09/30/8309/29/04

07/01/03-

$70,000*
$21,012 (ADD)

$112,1616

11/30/84

NE
AIDIIAEIhI(Wi'XSTl

UW IIEIAJ SCIEIIE
UUBEANJ
BESEARCII,VIASI~iE1011, D.C.
A DAT ACII VE, AIIAJYSISCurIIIY
IIICAI. AislsrAICEN5VRjI
ARIDTTTA

09/30/8309/29/04

$76,911

The

purpose of this project is to develop an
interactive counity adjustment model which
will effectively forecast service needs of and
enable rational planning for home-based
mentally retarded adults, and for the support
system needed to maintain them at home.
hIle purpose of the project is to increase the
effectiveness of state human service agencies
through the development of a mndel knowledge
transfer system for the dissemination and
utilization of existing research, demonstration,
evaluation, and training in two priority program
areas.
Under the AOA funded supplement,
the nureau of Social Science Research will
provide data, technical assistance, and the
results of micro-computer based simulations of
The purpose
Intra-State Funding Forulas (IFFs).
is to ilprove targeting capacity of the IFFs on
persons in greatest economic or social need.

LISf OF OPD ACTIVEAID PIAIOIED GtFFIS
Uruler Title IV of te Older Americans Act

RESFMACII
MID DEaIIArlOiS

SrAlfr AID
ENDDATES FY 1901 &
DEFORE

FIuIDIR;
FY 1902

FY 1903

910U0003
CKAWFlDE3I'MD
7RIlF.S OF OI3M.LIS,
(IAKIIJ.E, WASHINON
CiIEILAIS IRIIAI. MEDICAL.
CINIC

09/01/0300/31/04

$30,000'
$50,000
$15,000
$15,000
$60,000

90010010
WISCISmItj DlPA0TWllr OF iIF.A1.ili
MNDIiUM~I SEIIVICES,WhDEI,
WT0.
COlmOiOTYIMW~n TIc*1PICMMJ~
EVAIJIATIMO

09/30/8302/20/05

$23,271'
$15,000'

Pr' 1904

(AlA)
(IIS)
(426)
(IIDS)

(ADD)

lhe purpose of this project is to provide
medical treatment and services through a
coordinated service delivery mrdel. 1hia
effort will establish a self-aufficient medical
clinic as part of an economic development plan.
The purpose of this project Is to evaluate the
Conmesnity Integration Program which to
designed to move developmentally disabled
persons including older persons, from
institutions to a commnilty environment. Thie
program consists of conp~rehensive case management
and fiscal incentives to county agencies. The
evaluation will assess the adequacy of services
and fiscal incentives and the cost-effectiveness
of the program.

imir OF oI) Acriyx ANmPi~mun!4 cRArn
Unider 'Title TV of the Older Americium Act
iESAMIf AMe)11IMMiATItIS

STARr AND
Oil) MIMV.S FY 1981 &

lFt8)ltf
FY 1902

lFy 1983

FY 1984
Angp~c?

_

_

_

Bffulm

90CW*66
CM31h3 lUl 111411SEW1CE H~W13-93
Y4a)
100- YORKI.NEW4
SEiJCES/
KICiS3-OL14VIrElliA~~
FISrAI./Ail4IlfST!XfVM SYSIZL9
90CJ54
COMt4SSlCtl FOR OhIU)1001 ANM313)0.
JACKSN. H6
LJILIMA110 OF iWED~ 511)101
ZCiTiZENSAS-5-fii) rYYcASE RivlJi)11
90010001
nFARASEIATICiI.
ANMilICAN
MUM,~iO IL

09/30/8202/28/85

$216.605 (ArCYF)$320,835

09/30/8209/29/03

$13,700
$105.013 (ACYP lead)

09/01/82-

$72,700
$W0.000 (ADD)lead)
$57.035 (SS Act)
077.197 (ACYI')

12/31/83

huei is a croes-utting project, funded by ACYF,
Itoe project will develop
and coordinated by O.
and install .uicro-xs~sutar based client tracing,
fiscal. and administrative appliication systems in
14 Area Agencies on Aging and Hsead Start Agencies.
A demistration of the use of older people to
provide day care for dildren using private
Hla project In co-sponsored
sector tedutiques.
withu thue hieiniatration for Clildren. YouU% ausi
FumilIlea.
Ilue project will develop, for board AMd care
1) modiellegislationi for States on
ivweesu
stanadtrdl 2) profiles of csurrenut State
legislatinu 3) a report onulegislative isuuest
and 4) a report at alternatives to licensing fOr
enforcing standards, 1tis project is
-sjal~ored witl%the AdmInistration for
O3iildren, Youtth and Families. the Adinstration
for Thvlopasutal Disabilities andi the Office of
lDeVUulopi t Services.
IILUMIur

LISP OF OP!) ALTIVE Ala) PINNt1) GRWtS
Lh';der Tit!leIV of the Older Americans Ket
START AND

FUJNIN3
FY 1982

IESEMIll ANDU2hSritTICRs

FY 1983

IY104
AlsonnOFr

9(V11279
TIlE lllS,1211 OF fllE UIVERITY OF
MIiIIiN, Anfl AR11i)I. Kt

10/01/7702/28/84

$1,150,677
205,000

$399,317
W15.000

$ 20,000
.$149.930 (MIA)

AND -ro1Tctrimmritimm,AND
AlIVATICNINfif1J
(II
F AGING

90AII1003
OFFIcE OF PROGRAM4
INITIATIVES,
Winl)mi4 WI
WIIONIN VOIJIEii SYSIT1
INITIATIVE 13)111(112 TPEf1 NPPOT'C

901kI1004
WlllSOMSN
IAlfrl Or IIEAII
AM);BOEIAI.sElvicEs' NP,0101i, WI
slumt~ OF 110EWIS'XtlS
Q11411t1Y
0Pf ICNS PROGRAMW

This project supports and develope a natimal
ardilve of cxmsterizel data m aging. The
archive anusires, documents, processes, an
diatrinutes data of interest to researders and
program planners in the field of aging. 11is
grant was co-spmsored with the Natimal
Institute m Aging.

10/01/0202/20/84

$200,000W
$61,000 (AcD)t
$40,686 (SS Act)

This researd./dearnatratim project has been
dealine to respoxd to major public policy issues
In the field of lamg term support. 1isleproject
proposal envislona an alternative to the current
system for persns with ultiple, dcronic
disabilities, particularly trail elderly,
develonentally disabled, and physically disabled
persos. This project is ar-sRpssoral with the
Administratim for Develgrweental Disabilities and
the Office of Human Developetnt Services.

10/01/8201/31/84

$128,281

lt Winconsin Osrninity optins Program transfers
substantial authority fran the state to local
level and seeks to reform the tmg term care
delivery system currently based on categorical,
The purxose of this study
fragmital progras.
is to provide timely lessous for state sennagement
and implementatial of delivery system reforms
that pur.. a pitlooqhy of decentralizing
responsibility andresource anntrol to the local
level. Thie project is a-sponsored with the
Administration for Develogameital. Disabilities.

$29,916

(AlM)

GRANM
.IST OF OP) ACFIVE AND PWARttED
tUinder Title IV of the Older Americans Act
AND
1Mi IWIS

tKIDIMi

BrAl?
HwEAMI

AND leniftFrAINmS

90MtI009
5=11i C~ir.INA, MATE IUfIIAfIZATION
(XINIiA, B2
0111HISSlcli.
iItaN SFNiCS ttrIilMPATImH

ItI
R&LD
kuiti)ATIW,lIW.,
Outa.ERS LaNced
NkMYoml
Hr. vl3ue,
t(J)EIIUM7 I IfSIli
A OCUSWRIEi
OMENciS Fm~ifIMrERNEICIs

90"Wi135
NEW,YOK CITY FIRE DWAIMLtr,
WYX9UYN.NY
IOlt CITIZENi FIRE SA~h1Y
ffIlACTIC(d

EY 1901 .

EY 1982

EY

$93,916
93,914 (ACMY)

12/01/03
11/30/04

$7,000

07/01/0306/30/04

10/01/0203/29/04

FY 1983

$140,520

1984

anernaPr
mi rwr

Trhe Integrated Evaluation Systems (IES)
project involves development amxd
impleanentation of a state-of-the-art
evalmtive framework capable of providing
managero and decision-makere with reliable data
oxxncerning the fnctionin of an entire
integrated service delivery network.
Tlais project will develop a guidebook that
older consumers axasit alternative
will edate
living arrangements. assist amnsumere in
enterimg the marketplace with a clearer
aiderstanding of ow to locate, investigate, and
match exseting options with their personal needs
and cironmatances, and initiate efforts to
diesemnute the guidebook in cooperation with
other national organizations aid the media
outlets of Coinomners thiion.
Tie oate of thls fire safety education program
are to decrease the risk of death or injury by
fire to the elderly pollations of New York City
in their '.ees and increas tihe level of fire
safety awareness within nurnn9 Imes and other
institutines.
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x

1.1SF OF (WPI)AMFVEAND)PIAN!IW GRMSl
Undter Title IV of the. 5Older
c'

mRrcGrAlfr AND
IN21) IWIES

FY 19111L

ItWING
FY 1902

FY 1983

c

FY 19B4

illTMl~cr
90I40
l'UYNE SrNIE LI~fVERSITY,

uDrEMT, MI
i)LVEJIWI ANl Il3r"

l0/f'l/2-

09/30/14

$153, 742

OF I)ER AiIME3

9WM041
NATRIM~l CFHMM~
FURl IMiIM
wsmwki-mr.wAsifUitl,
DW8EL1W2
CeA PRWSSIaCs.

90119)042
llEFAjal TRIAI
INSrr1Vr.
RISAMI3
TRIAR)LE P'AM(. NC
VCi&WAMIE1 AND'IE I3ll19X

09/30/02[sc 10/30/03

$25.017

09/30/82-

$179. 266

01/31/84

lite objectives of this Project are to develop a
reliable and valid mnufre of eiler abuse for mse
byj agenclee wrking with lte elderly and to
provide inatructsal materials in tlhe use of the
Waes.
11,18 ProJect will provide managere with the
training and nagemet tools neeasary to
etippaort Isudepenudence and maintain hicqii quality
social and ph~ysical envlrsto.uts. A eerma goal
of this study is to develop lte snityprt syetema.
both Individual andl organiLionrsal, necessary to
help the manager oonvert isa or her new level of
skills into operational realIty. lidsa project is
O-apered with the Dlprteent of loiwing and
Urban Detveloimaent ting FPsal Year 1903 fivnda.
lte project is designed to develop, teat, and
document effective voltaiteer manage,eit
practices, and to disseminate Information, on
to others interested In starting or improving; a
volunteer program aiding tlhe elderly.

Llgfr OF (X'D ACTIVE AN rIANDII GRANIVS
Lhlder Title IV of the Older Americans Act
srAJ1!ANDMh~I
WY1981 L
Ml) nkls
IDMIiIE
90iliE043
AllAusA. M4

9011R1045
Q14uIArnI or~ W9SSkaumkrTS
EAIM. W.
CK3WRE.hTE iIMSDND, 1134DOES IT

11 19.2

10/01/0201/31/84

$iSO.77i

09/30/8212/30/03

$180,000

9fllif047
04/01/83
CWflRE FOR PARriAIix siarifm.
05/31/64
&mrA l43ICA. CA
siurrm7 malit
OMElRPAmfriml.
AND0cyNMwqY o3IlJSDRS
AIJJOrATES
FOR
_piiRAiW
YN A RI2IADILUtATIcfl
AP
9 VIRLMINIniudT
;F1

ry 1983

it,520

FY 194

lthis project will develop pchlic undlereteanling of
of
lease cguIty onversion~, demonstrate modxels
conerelcti for lcse-incxe elderly. and provide
training in conversion methods.
Thuis project will determine tAlether congregate
lI"Ising, hae been sucecessful In reduicing tire risk
of premature institutiatalization amngv thei
elderly, will provide a basis for making rational
decisiruis aixmtt the use of program reecaurcee arid
will result in a design/maunagemeent/servico
btaixk.

$72,005

ilds project proposes to establ ish a peer
voltuiteer project within te ctrrrent prrograms of
researchi service delivery of the Center for thre
Partially Sighited at thre Santa Monics hospital.
lite specific Ebiectives Of the project are to
involve thre participation of peer voluinteers in
thre program. expandi tire crtrretit Peer countselig
program, aisl arrive at the ast effietive motilad
of providing follow-up services to former
patietits.

itisr or opi] Acg
Y ADpIllM) (liwirs
IlkK~rFTrteT__ I o sOler Amner1ians ct
MERMIa

AM

D TlilWrAMItS

STARPAO)
EMdtMES

IT 1901 &

FINlDhIN
FY 1982
IY1983

FY 19014
AJIU5V=

9MMMS04
IIJINIS l*3?ARIMMx OF AIND.
SPlllllIsPM) IU.11121S
lIlt1AOF EIZ IIIIUSITI(li Ci
Wh-atM F-014
nEIZjio.Y
'110

10/01/8309/304

$32,226-

90AllD050
UIVERWISITY
O (IUKAIITNA IIEAMfI
WSIUM
CM., C*UA. CITY, COMA.
0n PIWLCT 01MOM2) PESMIflt
TAIrerlin MM. .g

09/01/01300/31/04

$54,509*

l1is project. will evaluate use impact Of a fee
atructusre On utilization of the, state
Depertasent's
Cxsmasity Care Program, for Use,
elderly. Data o seervie mse (saslte.
onets)
wilt b soljlected from a samsple of (M0 cliensst
an] follw-up instervies on a assh-ample of 300
will be avsdsscted to Identify theanatusre andi
exttit of faily
resources.
amparlemeo hetwees
cliensts WIo Bunt pay fees and] theee, hso do nt
wll be sisse.
'Ibis project will develop a decisicon model
sleaigned to improve the targetinsg of scarce
resurces to Increase social aid eoe-aeslc
self-assfficiency aong the eldlerly. The modal
io based On smuttiple regression and path ansalysia
Of an exsetinig slate baae - Use (MO, studly of lhe
Well
Bigof Older Pople In C!2 eland,
efficienst allocations of reeusarcea hasel on Uite
knoswledsgeof qIlent neesla Assd01slds Services
onstrlsstul moet to their self-asufficienscy.

90AM9051
tlAi(MA. QUIER FMl W~E
ITY
Q*IVIOSION.
011961, WIRXIINSISI
ff"2 117~lY IIMII
INVIRIONIQ, REF)USA., AND
?U1 -a.IR5

O9/30/83
09/29/64

$147,000-

Ibsa project wilts (a) provide issfnrmatrus
referral.* ant connetlug services to thea
genseral pslslic, thse Agisng Network. asel local
prograiss it Use area of Isuase qssty
wsnvorslin, (bs) sdevelop trainsis asri
661csatiresal materials os reverse mortgages. sale
leasacics, life estate piano,. deferresl pasyment
loans. sald reverse alssresl aljsreciatlim mortgagsje,
ant (c) orgassire training sessiss for aelecteds
repsresentatives of Area Asjessciee
on Aging,
trsssissq
asstiteorties. awli1sssal orgassizations is,
f~ve (5Il law esr providsletciissical
nussj.rt/kra1% siss to f Iv isars essIy onavss~ on05

LIST OF (I'D ACTIVE ANDPIAiMht3GKIJINS
tider Title IV of the older Americans Act

VSEqAK2IAM)DI!klWrli&TICNS
900W1002
q34n&EAm OF PI)Wfl)ANIA,
PhA
IImunUSIIai.
VkSIN OF IUtMA NSfJICES BIOM3

Acrlil
liEw volil criv vaikAJ
(fl11lP1UNTIrtI.NW YOW,( NY
QtCUrER NK~IWlU(CHIMAIIMRISH
" NE34I
YORK(
CITY

STARr AND
Im4 LawEs

09/30/6209/30/84

12/30/8212/29/83

_

_

_

FY 1902
IV 1981
n3Ewnli1E

FY 1983

Fy 1984

Olle "oa of this project, ia to undertake a
om,rehens ive assessment of state and federal
furnding streams in Pernnsylvania %bidiare passed
from or l1,rongh im state to the local level for
tUe provision of human skervices. almI to design
mechanisms for cosiolidating and/or transferring
resposibility to counties for those funding
Iuds grant was ca-apcsnsored with the
strees'sk.
Daveloluterit Services.
Office of Humean

$100,000
$100,800 (OPD)

t10,000
$20,000 (ALYF)

Inke aomputeriltation of the Mayr's Voluntary
Action Carter volunterairdata:l volunteer Job
banki cleairingbourse: agency latworki and
corporate conniectionis for city-wide use.

90012003
Wg-E-MIi THIAMIE. HI:
SEIL~E EEFICIENCYIIKiUVUNr
tI2rW~l4TI[N~i
91ykf06
II~l)S!ATS WIWJT0cm OF
WASIIINlUi, D.C.
14AY0115.
SVRhIAqIIIEl ASSUSSUI
iX*4IA1PI'Y EDIEIY !"!lSIMI

05/3t/04

09/30/0309/29/84

$51,974
$56,306 (ADD71)
$108.202 (O)
$79,205 (SS Act)

$151,355-

project Ia to demosatrate a
Isirixie of tis
system for mesuring efficiency of (lIDS programs
aim] develop srelf-sustaning adanlam for
tuntinned apt~dication.
1ile

'lite project will develop an Instrument to
assist Mayovrs andl Other local officials In
aseessiirj their iximnity's present elderly
houasing situation. 'Ilie utility and
practicality of this instrument will be
dentmistrated in three cities. Ilaingeximerience
gained from, the local detrnstration, sites. thle
Elderly lirshsin
Assessnsitt Plan,will biedeveloped
an]ldisscaiateil a, a naitionmal basis for city use
Irkassessent. plarmnir,e
cordination aim]
Jilementaticr of a cnrirensive strategy to
all-s older city residenits a widier rarejeof
lioisinjopt-iosa.

mlur OF (I'D Wrl"VE AM PIANIED) GIWOIS
Under Title IV of Ilea Ol-d-er leri-cans Act
frA~n' AMD
IM) IwliS
FY 19O1 &

Et*HAN3
IY 1902

Ff 1903

FY 1984

W0)12126

Sainwsr MISSSSIPPI AIiM MDJ.l1
(NI NIIFU, iEMi1IILE. MS
IAlbolaE(RFI WmUNFIsROATIciI

10/01/7909/30/04

1;181.665

Joint dm,intratii, between Ant and INIA to
develop new residential leousing optious.
including supportive services, for older
persons living In rural areas.

10/01/7903/31/84

$154.465

Joint demustration between WA and FmIA to
develop rem residenitial liosing options.
includinag eurpcrtive services, for older
persos living In ruralareas.

t197.620

Joint desrenatratiron between Aloft and R41Ah to
develop neweresidential la-ssing
options,
incliwling
suqpowrtive services, for older
personss living In rural areas.

$200,133

Joint defernsatratisa between AWAand INI1A to
develop new residential
-Iresng optirs,,
including supportive services, for older
peraim living lei rural areas.

901942127
1911113,
i4AIJE. WY
XC3NGM)AlI
iiIISIM FORflIE l2JDErLY

901942120
EAI2FEFImtIRE 0344141TY,
10/01/79N3X*)(t, VA
03/31/84
&JPPORr';ElN1OVZ FOR al(lRI-rAl's
llIim9 INl
MCIIIC 001l11Y V1143LNIA
901942129
AIIEANWVIY al AD1111OF' WlWlEfl,
GRAM,1) RAPIDS., HI
1.19<CURDY WlIRIJ31EXNE IKXISINU

10/03/7909/30/ 04

9(M12130
S(11111011"
Rio GRAPIH Qufl OF
Qu1E114131S,
[AS CRIPLES.Mi
r2J'jaLy cimn;aflNT IuiXR ml
i'gllr

10/01/7912/31/03

t192.933

Joint dees~nslration betweeni AA end E74IAto
develop new residential ls"a.ing qpt issu
Incliiiing suapportive services, for older
persons living In rural areas.

l39r, r O CV AMIIVE AMDl'iZ.1E13 OiAIS
IAler -Title TV of the.0lder Astericans -Act

RESAMI ANDr*.aSlMATIONS

ARIEAXIV AI
otEifKSI. lA

ON AO43).
SN

~tSUTO

9ftW4132
N114IAWSD~15 UFATE f(XWkIL CHi
AGMSL, aIIYUtD. Il
IIfAli
COMMA._
MIN
CAIUSII allamm

BMW~AND
END)oWI~s F 1901 L

10/01/7901/31/84

t253.RiS

10/01/7909/30/84

till.713

90AM42133
10/01/79C01111Y OF RIVERSIDEI.
03/31/84
RIVESIDEOS CA
Siil'otfr SEU/ICES FOR A 158W,
OamI flAil5 lIISI5)3 D1371Smwflm
90942 134
10/01/79OF SOCI1AL
EiPA
SOTillU~ D
03/31/84
PIERRE5, SD
Sk3IVILE.
OF, (XN3RNDAI
SERVICES10 I(SIIDiflS
Fk1151143 Pffj5)-rT. (3IMES MIX EAN17

~ARlITOf

$163,322

151
$209,

k1ft4llN3
11 1902

FF 1983

FY 1984

Joint dejasetraticsi between Ink and MI4A to
develop new residential hocusing optiais.
Includling supportive services. for older
persons livig In rural areas.
Joint deouatratioei between Ach and IIIIA to
develop new residential hceiing optlis.
inclthling supportive services, for older
persons living In rural areas.
Joi,,t demstration between ADAand EMIA to
develop new residential houisi options,
including supportive services, for older
persons living In rural areas.
Joint deersistiation between A and FlHlA to
develop new residential h ousing options.
including i 1 tjllve services, for older
pers,, livinig in rural areas.

U.se OF OPO) AL'IVE AtND PIAyI*7 GiW1TS
Tie
Older Aser
-~

tlaser
l9ESEAIfI AM)DEI3

aWMICHs

SFffrt ANI)
BID1iW=Y FY 1981 &

t~fh

HIIIINI
FY 19012

FY' 19013

-

t

-FYl'190f4

1IEAIM
90914)014
AI.IANCE OF lIMFNOftI(i AND0iftFEMM.10/01/81SYS1111, (XN13,
CIu 05/30/83
MANI~ OP WIU. INRINIATICtI AND)
IEMP.SYSI'IS5

9COM1J22
M1E UNMlRSITYOP FUIGAI,
AM4 ARDOR,911
NATIONIAL
CIlER JSFUWMA flltuilTlCN
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$70.060
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'Tis project Is ettaying six to ten selected
miet Informtlrsi arm] referral system in a
variety of settings slid oitiuaticta. deaoastrating
exenplary practices In serving tile needs of
the elderly. wtith special attentiet to le lr.
Isolaedx. Isuaired, a,.I to minorities particularly am-Fnsglish &peakhqx. it will
praltlce a" disseainate iusforeatlcn on tile
findings for tis by other ItLR systet to ipprove
services to the aged.

$44.966

$4.928

T'his project Is designeod to generate
col labsoratiosn a."n Immises ass nd wstr
labor. edlicatirsi and goverment ageis
t
Prcate euploymaent apportolnities for older
woirkers and their retentiwa In thke labor forme.
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$73.355

* 42.000

$32,976

147.575

W8.000

$43,S79

*55!i.000

*54.409

$49.912

12/31/03

10/01/iG12/31/83

10/01/0012/31/13

Into projecto goal Is to demnstrate tie
effectiveness of a mobille unit In providing Mull
Ibuas
day care services to titsrural 'elderly.
iprevel tivem
older people will receive
rehabilitative areS restorative care from tralmA
lite system Will be evaluated alml
volitnteers.
plans prepared for repicatcim.
lime project goal Is to mkniontrate tite
effect ivelmes of a two-way cattle
telcceesnlca~icmssystem for tibe In tim
ptovislun of service delivery Information to tio
Isolated rural elderly. Ihis 5etlwxI of
iforrnimtlam delivery to beling ccupired with titat
of list peer cotuielng method.
Ilia purpose of tis project In to create
tiM itlfte andl extent of elder
of
abumse, and to develop a system of
for prevention su l treatmet
aelitoda
alternAtive
of. nlttkne.
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$125,800

10/01/00O12/31/83

$66.335

10/01/0012/31/13

ABSrPN-'r
$105.800

466,000

$111,525

$60.456

line irris
ot tis
project io ti; develt~i aind
test two "ueta of coordlinated services for
greventin
detectiin and tivretment of elderly
sisnee. amd to produce a data Ins on lte
Inscideince aid canninn of alse andi nenjlwt, and
tine costs of services to sixised elders
disasters. (Unider Siectlnrn 310 of tiea Older
Amnrericarns Act.)

lible project Is desigjnedi to develop aupd
deterenstrato a viable etrategy for tine preveniti,
andwtreatment of elder abuse relying mnalnly on
lte existing service delivery system.

W3.000

472.8000

$72 .800

line objectIves of title project are to focns on
elderly minorities In aniwnnrirnd
racial ai cnlturalt grcxnpa predkslunate.
ln
project will (1) deterine attinidinal, cunltnr
anl liinitic
bairriern to serviinn tinese
minnorities andi feaslible 1nrogrnn m P tficntiouns,
anid (2) develop olntins of ccunssslty-nnsed m.1s
to test amd denionatrtt affectivimnee.

eere otnee

m.1S 01' orh Arrive m11)PIN~lEI) alsN
hilder Tie
lV of tile O1ler ?sierlcans Act
laIIIJIMAZIZ)
KOMI PiIMII~I
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12AM61,
NM31V014( ulMrHCVICH FOR1'11111
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HIRAI. KIM11 SIMMVIS

09/30/6012/31/03

331U)20)4
10/01/310MIN)VAllEY IIEAUIIi & M&2FAIIH
12/31/1)3
anlbII. WJM2.PA
MAvrvctI 0or (11eNTYk1 ,Stwvorrr
EillU.CY
-FRAIL.
KYWIM Wi iE f11W.

413.4003

$60.00f0

$812 970

ilia project In to develop, teat and descostrate
intervenition strategies that can be tiowd to
swiximize tie efficiency of exiating service
delivery systems. Incal capacity to provide
conpreliensive, omrdieted cervices to older
parmnai residingi li rural areas will lme eidinced
of ties Now York State Thiae
tlmrotyjh axirdinatos
Affairs CWiicil. State aidl area agencies on aging
ilia proc.ess wil
aid lewem services providers.
be evaluated ed plans developed for broider
api'l ivat ion.

tai.447

462,996

$49.464

liae project goa Is to activate natural coissamity
inupport grouips as participants end oAsesuts to
ameexisting service delivery system li order to
lie
mot time needs of Uies rural frail elderly.
project lisa organized mat trained cmeeulty
groim as voluanteers, io developig plns for
repicationi and will ccautiiiie project activity
after INderat [funds teiminmmte.
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ME&SS 13 HPID)1G. CFUUCMID! SOIA.

09IV4028
IlllE-iilliiAI W111CII. cl' AIIiam,
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12/31/83
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'1110 Weta is to ,Ieensstrate, ilhrocjli cKX .eat
efforts of the area agency "a ayltJ anal ties
cournty health uleprtment. metteexla to increase
access to eslstiocj siqllortive services by ties
rural Isolated elderly. Volivileers will tie
trained ndx used to provide services to older
persos li their les.
the synes will Ite
evaluated ead plans for eiplenatI a. dove lnpex.

$47,523

$43.933

$40.244

i60.000

*53,770

$52,505

'Ihe objective of tis project Is the
coodlIonation of mD"iual ndx arx:Ial services to
elderly lIeslyras over WS, with rsnentratirsu
ons bihsaian nKId Vintimelse laxmrnuts.
luilmalsi Is pieced on tressalietio, services.
9l1ingpsal newsletters an..! ties developmsent of
(I.-goiig soiport gronis.
'lisa project. will
develop3 private sector so 1 1 srt Ilirousi voliuite.
Involvement eim] producec a Ixrnklot entItledl
"lvety of &rvices to Elderiy Immilgrants.'

*54.611

$49,000

450.030

lies objective of this project Is to iplan for ai
hielp develop ciaqireeoalve, oex~rdinealeil eysems
of ceasumity care for tim elderly reeidensts one
gItain reservations Inmtis State of Ariexee,.

iar or~ OW Acrivi AiNDPinanu1E) 0tW4'ls
thier Title IV of the older tericmms Act
fix5J91I.113

09"30
SiM10ol CITIZENS wwXitC. OF
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4130.0c0
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$110,213

FY 19114
mlql IN'r
AFAS

*70,00

$64.120

*100.000

$73.210

liae objectives of tile project are to develop
iilspanim,-focused, culturally appropriate prograems
for elderly persons In Isolated areas. Ims
addition the project seeks to Increase Ltme
sensitivity of thme oitsuemty, area agency staff
aiKd professionals In time field of aginig to tie
rieeda of Mitican-lmericmi elderly.
liae objectives of tis project are to Increase
Lte ability air] cimimcity of time Pacific/Aiai
iaemmasity to provide coemaity bWsed voluntary
services to meat Lite needsa of their elderly.
ilba services will be enhianced timroauji tie use of
a veture capital aIpiroacli anid efforts to create
Iikatje between tim agitti network amid tim
i'acific/Astan cemmity nitilialmig time owminity
Imsed voluntary services network operated by Lte
Agencies.
lacific/Amiam

m.1s or om') Ag'ivis mN) Plixwn~ GiFIsi
-tie bid-orlwlnecmmnslict
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t424,.911

$514,9015

$425.000

$99,301

Ilia IACt Gerrmitoinxjy Cmk'ore reprecemit Lie
ccemtimm litmerenti of emlmmctlmjmmol
immstitmtommmm.
fitnteO nmmcl
cemmulties. lued Lim
Federal govermemt. lei h~eL-ter servisig ties
diamrm-mmim
III ill ml filmeticemAily Inealmeie ld
timrmecill otse~mrtempmrograms of remeeardm. tralim
service mmrmdml
tievellmimit almd temimiiel
emmeistammee.

$151.400
$360.41W

-ilia VIC~Gerremtolrxmiy Cm'mtereerepmresent Limo
cemiliod liitereato of edmmcmtlotmal
bmet Itmticmn. stames ea rxmi m'cemmitieg. mmmmml
fle
releral gverorememt. lit Iltter servimg
tme
tlmrmlicml y litl mmmlfmem.-imLie y lmmlrml .1.1
ilmrmerj c'mxcertm~m
programe of reeentdi, trami
ser21vice mmrxielfmmvelj~mimelit Ammctediem
asseitanmce.

$24.955
$324.576

Ilia. IC Germetoiomjy Cu~ilere, represmmt times
cmilm'l immteretm of
emmcmtmml iat iLltic,
States mmmcl
txrjmoudente.
m.1ctime Fm'.oral
rjcmvormmemlt. li mmKeiersorvitg Limocmmlim-A.,111
810c fmmmtimelniy iumllcemi elmimily tmmommyim
cotmcertemi prmqrmmmmofrmemei-cm. Lrmmimlmlj sem
mmuIXel
mI.Volopeelimmll: Mmmctemiummmmm emmaliwmm'.
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$523.071

$349,992

'lite IC (lercxtolocjy Centers repreasnt the
c-rnlI id nreats of edlicatflal [flat ittlons-.
states aold ce.sities. and thle Federal
gjwentilltnt. it better servilg Lte durculcatly IlIl
end fisctionally imlaired eldorly tiuromyli
concerted prmgress of research. training. eervio,
01,181. develoevicust aerN technical asaiet,.,.ce.

4573.5S3

. 11111

90(r2tS4
LIVEIISiTY Ce KANSAS,
KANlSAS CITY, KS5
Ift(1V JHChllS GUIZMulMY (MNI~t

09/30/7909/29/15

$629.522

,lite
LieC cretology Centers reproselit tile
ecubi.,al Interests of educatlraval Institutions,
States am] ccsesssities, end thle Federal
serving tile dirclcally IIl enI fusctlmrally
Inqkaired elderly Uiraughb comxerted programa of
researds, trainig, service avaiot develolvicitt si
ted,,mical asisatance.

$476.659

'liteI.14C Gerontology Centtera represenit thle
n,lu0ied Interests of enhicaticsiai Inutittiawmi,
States anN] cxvcnuities, nDi. thle F.ler.1
7woriile,t lit betor nervingj tile cdurtwilclly I I
elderly tlionjli
huini fisucticotoi y in 1
servi,
cruuceutec pixjramu of resenrcls * traili.
G5iainwi.
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09/30/79W9/29/115

4517,652

$573.695

Im 1.55 Gerontology Centers represent tie
C(imbined Interests of eilusmttiuutl Inatitutlonse
States ate) caserintlcs. sit] tlie Federal.
govertseit, In Ietter etvinj tIhe eluronlcalty I
andmfuuictlonnuuly Impaired elderly throng).t
erecertedprograms of reamrciv, training,. servl
vodoet ditVa1leit a8e0tedugica assistanuce.

09/301/7909/19/[15

$519,903

$573.690

Ilie INC GeroitoloWl caniters rep~resent Ilia
Lcbimed
Interests of eamlaInaotltutkgia.
States aevd commadeia~. m.) tlhe Folarat
(J.)ernme-I1t, in better serviij Ilia diramilcally I
and flsm-ontlnlly I0ail
oldorly tltronji
cxAicerted prorgrams Of renerdi. tralnity.1, servi
..oJs( dovelopaoiit noid todamical .tssintnmce.

$523.674

$573.344

'Iiae I.I (Jerattology Centters represent I-ho
cxsINKIe lInterest (i of lwatlimin 1 inttil logn,
States aw) xieu.tte
a,.] 1.1, Fal,ri
(Jwelmsent, li In Ltter evlsrj
Ilia clir(mejIllty I
aidl fluiCtloially Iniqvil eldeorly throuim
cvncarted pnojraes of researuil. trainlirj. servi
u.ieti devetql.nnit age) tei.J-ilt naiilatasc
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1633.361

$514,09B

'Iial VIC1tlerotutotojy (Cence seprcieit,
Ilia
Interests f iutikut 4,111, 1lat I I11 uluxu. St at enm
enuudulgued
Mm"Imutiault.",w] II.tFcIumrlt9 irawm
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$522,500

$573,521

InUtGeratitology Centers repereasnt. the
-iliae
cotislised Interests of edsscatlcwsat istitutiona.
StatALO ast ccsmsitles, asodties Fetral
(joverieatt li hotter servingj Clio chrcsscally Ill
ansi tsicticually Impaired eldeorly tbucoxjlt
tuscerted programs of researdt, trainissj. service
nxjlol davelcjuesstt emui tedsinIcat aesistasca.
allisle project tent a ccosnisity-tased mseiloodoiosjy ol
loexj term care for m~iloitainitty clircsslcally Ill,
fisseticusally impaired eld ' erly at Iscno by direct
service delivery nod lII ka as to service tlsrosyls
coordusmial process li h"Ills thes AM plays role

$(163,720

09/30/0209/29/04

$63,737

10/01/02
12/31/03

$99.022.

ilia objective Is to orsjaire a two-year tramisissj
prxjraS of preventive nosal tort servicest for
agissg
Interested lot carhosj for tir
tlso
pitrott at homeaan.) for healths nsa] social servics'
persoosae who work wills isese ftdlea.
1hes l'roject proja,)es to inviesrtatss a "csirc iver
nssjxsrt initiative," asises at lssstissuslereit ssssliss
asss val islt less lisa crust r il,sst i osf sisatssrss
qsslrot
syetnssato tis O'ke of tioa
oss1 1 .55t
asissito.
olsierlIy ay other di saliA
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$15,410

lise project will orient, educate and esItport
a rural cmmuznity witl) a preventive care type
of program designed to Implement a
famly-centered aroad,~ to aging andl aging
services. emlitsizing cotinselinsg and education

9W1110044
VIfSiM,

11)

$171.245

02/2n1/04

itilfl l'l IYiY a.
50111046
PACIFIC IK)i(I1DEST IW 'I
ChM
CurWU1Ol.iVEUITY OF w~ialtiial.
smIwriT.RMll
EMILY SIIli,
A L'itww~rlve

10/01/0201/31/05

$133,053

lisa0 "1a of tie project Is to esabliell a myete
swlsidst will deliver the life eunluiuscing services
adnlt residential day care to Raise, Mdain arei
older peupie.
'lita ojective Is to determine vtlster family
support strategies Mlikfi Increse family
resoirces can serve as an effective Incemntive I
enconasrge families to retains the primary
rosasrzsibility for t)"a care of their elderly
relatives.

91Wl'2053
91111y OF M11"1 il) 111W)
lEOVE1litmflr* flllmh. NC
li;1.1"
1 CASE GIllIAIIIC

09/30/7912/31/03

b139.051

$77.500

li,1eproject eidlviceas
the famully caability It
moidical scitol to lirovide oriesslatittfin
gariatrice/grsmtoioyy to medlical etudlenl.s
sssml
rem idente.

LISr OF OilD AOTIW AND PIANNIO)GRANIS
tinder Title WVof the Older Amirlcana Act

UmW TOM5 McAU
IBIs-100-0"133
112411. tN4IVEIIGY
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__
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$910.800

3/30/14

$750.800
(IL'FA)

70 1119
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FY 1983

JVT1914

165.66 (ASlE)

A~lrPACt'
Itoe objective of this onntract to to provide
training of personniel at, thes desnstration
sites and to perform qoality ontrol.

IIIIS-I00-0"136
STATE or RIinkl~P. IJU.I VwAIO
006090.18

Il"lqtSMTttN

*1.079.354 (AsiA)

09/25/8012/31/3

*850.800 iIICA)

SITE

iaSe-100-Ml-0137
TrAlE OF 2112111, IrUSnlEUJ HIAWII
OWM~lINl3 II

09/25/80-

11STIUI SrE

Mise program is designed to test wihether
Channeling is a cost-effective eetlss to
develop, coordinate and! manage long term care
services In ncs-filtitutirial. settings.
Channeling denotes systemitic client assessmenit,
care planning, an] case mtanagOert.
Mle progras is designed to test wheOther
(11annel iig is a coet-effective Method! to
develop. coiordinate aid manage lonig term care
services In non-finstititixiai settigs.
Lloavsellti detnotes systematic client assessmats
care tulaniiing, and cas~e mnnegeasiit.
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asium.w I191siliATI00 GITE

ItS'-llO-001-0146
ST-ATE(W PiltlStlUMiIA,
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09/25/0003/31/115

$1.0W9.005 (AoA)

Al~rlvC'
$700.000

$700.270 (AoA) $60)0.0139 '(ICTA)

$2.025.310 (IK7FA) $210,672 (ILFA)

(2FFA)

1191 Program 10 dealimew to tent tiether
01wantillily is a coaL.-gifeotive Metisod to
develop. tcorrdlisate ant munge l.vslj term carn
services ill siras-Ilsti tut Isgsat setting".
(3usnsselng detiotes Byatemattla clienit aseagn~nt
care planning, asal case 11"Dagemenit.
Ibts program Isa slsglial to teat i.*1.tlier
(3uanellng Is a cost-effective sastlsi to
develop, coordinate mt linnage longj term care
aervices In si-Inaitj tiltJllat Iet tings.
tlsanetvlbg denotes oyatea-sta client asesosment
care lallusling. alk] case sam"gesent.
lIsle program Is denlgesl
to teat Wtulisr
Ulanneeling 1a a cost-effective snilsol to
develop. coordlisate ansi meslaga Iraq term care
services in liall-lnotilttlal settings.
(Iiannellng densotes usatertsatle client aaeaenmt
care plaisnlng, as,! case, *nssagemcsst..
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IYNII,HN 03/30/85
OF E231R AFFAIiRS.
ke8OIMN
CSlA
CREATERl.YlEI
i-IISTRhTICI SIE

slaT OF

IS-l00-lO-0142
srATE or mis~nnttl utl13Aimwr OF
JACK14. MI
MIC1,i(S.
SOCIAI.
sITE
mmoy~iri1
vais
uwa11

09/30/8011/01/113

t2.414.260 $3,200.000

$1.890.0w0

$3.571.=0

(IKWFA)
$1.000000 (ISlE)

$976,778

6731.008
(IEFA)

t691,499
(ILTA)

$496,118
(1IEFA)

6765,061
(1 UFA)

objective of this ousitract ts to evaluate
Use Interventions In ters of service
utiliization. Impacts on clients and Informal
sq~prto w.2 mte.

Ilia

lists program is designed to teat siletther
Chanesoling is a coat-effective method to
develop. oordinate ant smanagelong term cae
services In noni-inst Iit tonal settings.
Cliansieling dessotes systematic clienit assessment.
care planning. en] cmse mnaemmist.
lids program is designed to test iwwtether
(3usveling In a cost-effective method to
develop. wwidinate an] munage long term care
services in si-inattutisnai settings.
Cloarsuel lno deontes systematic client assessment,
care planning, an] case manaljesmt.
lists program ts designedl to test .Asettwer
av~nseiing in a cost-effective methsoi to
develop, coirdinate aisl munagelc,,q term care
services in inii-institutionitt settitvgs.
... moetl
Co,tswaling less-tes systematic ctlit
Care piaas~sills! u cAse bulnviesnt..

u.fC
0'lMI
iMl TEI4 C'ARE
lliS-100-1s)O-43
srMrM OF NEU JERSEY. i"AIEWPmN
OF IXIMWSERVICES,MIiTIESE,
I1
OaIINOi11 i
STiAtir srro

SrAffr

AND
END Iii9MM

W 191 &

09/30/60-03/30/85

905.534

EIDIII
WV 1992

AND)PIha*W) (1aNMWM

W 1903

$1.002,283
(HCFA)

IDIS-100-OD-0144
STATEop tSSEAE, owice IE w1
09/30/0AGIN
NS
IAIT,
NI
T91E246 03/30/05
.Anneling
OMMING IEfJWNMITCl4 sres

429693

IDILS-100-A0-0145
AIE or A0t,
G2106I(1 CH
AGIN, IIIXD1 i SI,
0i19511ANIMA
)4D1 IATJ irm
1develop,

09/30/0003/30/65

$903.9183

10i13-100-101-0147
STrX* OF TOMS, iEPARGOW F
OIlANilknlas
IusJFa( TX
CIMOiRisINi
i
SIVATIW1Simp

09/30/8003/30/05

0.910

ki 068490
b250,000 (IMFA)
759:015 (ILmFA)
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This program is desiged to test %Awther
Channeling Is a cost-effective Methr to
develop, coordinate ard manage long term care
services in non-institutional settings.
Channeling denotes systematic client assessment,
care planning, and case management.
Ibis program i deaigned to test rdether
l a cost-effective metldwx to
develop, coordinate ar] manage long term care
services in non-Institutiavat settings.
Osanneling denotes systematic client asseeement,
care planning, am] case mannagement.
is program is designl to test Jhetler
Onsuroling is a cost-effective Mtisa to
coordinate ard manage long term care
services in non-inatittional settings.
Channeling denotes systematic client assessment,
care plasming, arx] case management.
Iis program is designmi to test wdether
Cuasueling is a cost-effective metisa to
develap, coordinate awl manage Irang term care
services in non-inatituotirst settings.
Canneling denotes systematic c lent assessment.
care planning, and case management.
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71da project will develop training standlards
for practitioners immthe aging netwoark lon
Peuvsylvmnia. 'lie two career areas to W~
addressixi ares Area Agency us Atging seiagosemmt
amid casework/cotaseeing.
lime project will
prodmieou 1) a sat of training standlards for each
of the career areas;, 2) a poition lisper on
lsuteutiin career ladders anid/or jdj enrI.dmenmt
for welit career areal 3) a position ipor us1
trainismmjneds, priorities. and mene to ilres
eads areal
the reuireeits
of Ltie stanilarda 1mm
aid 4) amid ovasInatcmu/d Isseititlosis docimmmi
O~dds will eiaible other aglencieso to replicate tme
experlice of title project. 1'essmylvania State
timiversity, e *nisnpie University, isayl time Uniivarity
of ittatlxirtfl serve as coupeiratimig
sid,<x-tictors with tisl project.
ltis project will develop two mdal traisimig
projects for nervice pirovidlers its immjiij. lime
project mills 1) imymilesize exietings
imiformmaiui asi traimimig eieds., 2) mleveliqm isa
ielilmmiit: a medael traiim
projraa. 3) evimlsmite
tme traisimj poujram,
atmxl 4) mdevelop aml
Imidexoist a dinaemimiiatiim plan for Ltie sK.lel
training prongram.
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10/01/02l02/29/84.

tUniversity of Southmernm
10/1/03Californmia. Los Imigelee, CA.
01/31/05
CARIEERI lllAINIM INl F2AJMCNcMil
11N1W

ifY1MlFlI
IMMRIE

Y 19812

VE 19113

FY Y904
ARql mN'r
AM
little project will work wil, time State nLuerd of
Dilrectors for C)burtivilty (biliegee; to develop a
cmmmirelienmiveatatewlda emiicatklomal program In
long term care IthimeI linthmecimmnimty colilegei
system.
lite project will lmvemtiory exi~otmmg
resoicee for lcmq torm. core eticmtlin ltime
caiummaity, college system,. cootict workeiope tot
comuwity college ftmlty. develniv a Imo-tege
plan for kxmmjterm catre emimmmticu. not evammotv
tile effectvenmess of tle pemnimmlgntl
implementation. activities.

$35.u

199,966*

lime project providsio for time aleealgim anot
Iplttlemmmat ic. of grndmmsate
level crioree wmrk
li. immimmit
ealticmticom wiid. Iitegrates preis~rinJ
iothi comumimity profeclutiftlo
nmi atimmlmot" lit
fectaL ltim leamrnmingmuiierlmcm for older
permome. A demmsmmeatrmmtiom
edmmemmtlmjn
center at
lmoal covilinty collegeen will im ccieatim.
lmrremmi lis centler, *Imltrmiqm exm1 uwemc.4!n now]
field work exlericmcces wemil lIne offered to
gramlmmmte
etmmmtet %Aile oildnr I~jile aure lenrim
imaIll, lrCaA i o t d11ci mmmwmpret imto kids,,
ni.d skills.
lime reaummit oflm prsmjct will 1,
coxtimmmmiumg
prmxjr.. minicjr-mdsmte immctrsmcti.,t. 5mm.
andammimic partmnersip will. time Ajmmg Ntwmark, a
200 olmier perectm.. Will have leattamsmulximt
protectinmg timeir imeallm.
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lie project cbjectiven IFIClIMia developmrent and
itt~l~ementationr of a trainig
protprasii for
professional ari voluniteers Ins thilted M~y arid
llealth Systers lljeircies anrd manere fin
commerce anid Induaitrys and establishkig of a
sitate asjemcy advisor to scientists antd engineers
air agingI Issues.

9a%110102
NEWANir, HLIMU~C
MN,SU NHil

SXIm atLl13rfl"t1frr

111FHO I 1111

Mlfl

09/30/03UNE-r0IT. H1OhiflM
02/20/05
WiAROM~l FOlR %VUIIMfIETIV ANM)NiOr. .. i. .nTii iN lAuW la-uTmutrr

lie project dijectiven Include assessment of
jcrterrcies and skills nreederd tby sociat
workers Ii workin with older peqrile.
Idenitificatlin of curricunla nreeds anid beist
practice conirseoit arid learning moedules aeetirr
tirerre nreeds. rlisesminrloai
of firihmgs. conirrt
of famnily rlsvelquirnrrt. developneirt of starnards
for stimmerrt field I
aO~iiitulri preparation of a
uxirtilrirzj edolrcatmirn prsjras.' includes
crnemriiat lir of case stridiea of 1 .rorraws pitaitj
career ladklers.
lia
imilorr of tis
grarnt I" to srsrsil iTO lawH
eriforccst jrofessmirals * thirlr vrrrl cAors
andI sltiderris to tire rstiial puileiis of liii,
elderly tiherebry rrniiirj
lait
lvrs
tel at inairsila withi tire eirierly Ill thei r jilw
errforOmsert Activities. A otxirtsr will Ire
irietratrid witrin therirl Ice ri
r l-n~its rvi luCrimvinral *rrttice arip larw tIifor-mnir~t
h~lsin ett
air l'rajraars at tinnt Orrl eujn.
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09/30/0309/30/04

$44 ,70f1'

lte "oa of tis project is to provide
senaitized. skillei older volosnteore tn are
trained In peer coutisel ing anil criminal.
jtistice procedures to podiate with. law
estforcettiont andl coort officials in behalf of
older victim,. witnesses, offesslers, andx the
indIigents.

09/30/03-

t49,9476

'11e goal of thin project Is to develop, train.
ai naquire aceditatirn for a trainig
iv! jroat aixssit wgierj nix] the elderly for liolics
officers fret Lte office of Poicyj officers
lStaimlardo and Training aipl to ilinsesinate tihe
traininig I~crgrae mitlitimida. lbe Sass filego
Pol icy fettartinnnt prvlK~sea to train. 225 parso
as Itart of this project.

i99.990*

,lbe goal of this project ia to isrovide
gercotological trainsiq to local officials anil
persaiel of city goversssensti. It will use
existig steserin sleveolpe previonitly bsy Lite
grasilee wi ths AM mrile project inilli-xri. aul te
training networks of ibolit lite grantten nel
stid-gjraoles (University of isylaoxi).
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Vila project: will Initiate curricula. courses
howl traiing ontenut Ic, social sciences anil
lcea-lth areas on aging. 'lts project se~eks to
prepare profession~als fit social work, low,
melclt. dentistry, ardiltect,,re. hieuan eology.
titlttess * phlWIc alonlistratlca,. ,eursln,t all le)
itoaltlt and adult educallon for working wit
mniority aged.
$99.,2151

wl)inuIH. 1).C.
(IlfliIIII
EIamricUy 11

9IWIU3JI.
11011111Shrle liii voirry.
lIllllIIE. MAIIYIJiI4)
(ML,2lfljlIMA. hiftAlNItI

02/23/015

1O/01/11310/01/04

UT isiji
Alsrliver

11"IN111

t25,5401

Ills project "joI Is to Im~prove the provision
of vision care for the otto. ly tiuicegyl
doevelolvient of rxitiAsuing educat ion, Iraiiti
ptiliiien for praiuticile ,cptceetrills.
Trainuing
will itw.-chie fast!liariiatiec with tice nrmat.,
processes of aqitti aginig network services,
i.ti'tt i oaeeilcatlu
ate! visit,, prcble
loravaisut anu"y the elderly. Aceredlttlirs, will
Ite solct for (Xtlit cyfi licalrci lits
at state
act.! regional. cecqreeocs of the Annot!iatirc now]
adicetis of optsrcry.
lIie geetxe of tis procject Is to ittjralt
tjorc"'tolreivit I tusttut inttlIhe ixisl tequ
A.,lnLctraticat t.rri,nia. Aim nt iell~Oc
fioje,t
airehL
isLk. t q Ovlfe-i.
If cI. i,Iv
it
de.livety systtese tot [ie 11-1-orly Icy G,-cecliziccJ
itch! traiingc
lrot Iipr.eettl
at.] fut, cc
Itt Alto field ctf luhitsic.n
1 ut-tellel
ndiii l tat icc. Projeect recI Isil will lei
til sscmelttd Lucroojliirthclc
acl,
act.!wholic Welais 'xsifet xhctr, hotul
ghtofohclhcehati!i.
II
'JlJiltll.]iitIc
ccf~cioclccie
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PuiicA zIN-filmi oF AwKilrivn
EXXIlrnTl(*, WillIM.rU D.C.
AIIitouLimiw. rizica luln iE
NJIHU 1 1PIOFSIIIaL IIUUNIII33

10/01/0301/31/05

$95.002

NL341*M1(0 6STulE l14VEi1T11y. lIM l0/Ol/03Ilims. NEWv tua1(D
02/20/05
iNti~nlill lull i-iryiingCi.

to9.9996

'lie acirposa of tis
project Is to bridge the
service gap betweel lostI tilt lommei zation aid
family care for rioral minority elderly by
Providiang a pool. of 60 Imammae-ore providers
trained to meet itedical rlsixrememit criteria.
Atriming package will lie developed stool
diseminated for line fin other similar rural. are
lime 1xam-rooe of
t project is to Improve Lime
ability Of practicinog arclmte to meel. tHe
fflivlrommmemtal. "eola of tHe eldiorly.
Ctjectivea Inclisle thmeuieveluamm
aid]
islsemmvmti
of a de-sigii givide. implemeemtatict
of nit lInformation sysitem reavlimmg aritects am
aglig service profelosioisals, nos] develoiemt 01
cuntimmilig edmicetloi program using miiterials
miovelolemimimmlartims gramut.

'iim miultipie goaels of huel irojm!L Iimclmmmot
1) Limedevelois-mwilt oif agingj cmmtelit lmt
c~itireAmk.2) faimlty trotiiqm
Imm
gorm-xitology. aumxi3) imrmmvslau oin commtimmiilm
emlmcatiom ammd
aseintaloeo to cosuotumity groimp.
Fielinasis will bM mA Billt i-Cmltmral. agimmg,
ealecially lliepaio
od tMtive Amoericii elder!-

at' o 0n) wrtw AND) Pixai lE iwyis
Uider Title IV of tile Older !iaar Cans Act
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01/31/05

$751,063*
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ilie project will develop a core curriculuma in
geriatric pliarmacy practice. M.1ilu will
eatiafy the miniml needs of geriatric
Itormacy. luA as%accositsairying Instrutionutal
a conitinuig
anual. in adldition,
prafeeonal edubcation program wilIt be lput ini
place, alonig with a geriatric coniniltati
ulr~ramsin coll aboratiil with tse
resist
Ot G 3 f CANIt lit ll'haCciete.
.ercall ocety o
lbe project dtijectives include1 aeeeeeeuut Of
the kiustieduje. skille and1 corpetucies needed
ty "ocupatioaa thuerapists In working witlh
deeign ruid
older people In differetit aettinsga:
davelrlamnit~of a currictilum that meete timese
aterflls
w.~ct~a
luseedi. andI dinsemaiitu of
to irdividuale a'.) linmtitlitioae. Grantee is
disixemlntatiaj
for
ity
asteieile.j reelpuualluil
materials after puroject oeipletiriu.

Ilie project dujetives i1Vucle

Lcitill'stA

flavelomlut of Uhe (Jrailmtcle attewiflo
ujernauitolojy p~rojram Ij' exteiisiCO linto licall.1%
it a cmv
Care, tmetal linal(il,* huu Isuta *odat
Itil,lesteiualui
lawt.e,iforcemcttt 1,rofeaim ktn.
ate
SI
11tah1
of
ivolVes ot"ImratiVe effortes
onmAuitsj. lot:al arva ;sq,4ueIes te agujig
liviait
ruute. Partial 111i1,1(m iutu] (utt esuhisr
t.] ste
for 25 ulutuuulu.
In .uvil~

1.8'01?,'
thxdur
Ol"lffl1tflhi
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10/01/0302/20/05

$69,7046

10/01/0310/01/f14

00,00106

Iias project imilifies an existing NMult

F.Iucation program IV imtrodoig aging relate.'
coureworke developing i Optionmal
special itaticon In gerontology, Imncreasinmg
facility awareness MR] kmxwlieltje In agilng and
elltahl lolmiIng linkages to state Cmyi local servi
systems. Grantee will li.st a New Eigiand
ilogirumal Vbrkalmcp for adult educators ai
disseinmate a i~fnmllxx-A aisi res.Amrce teik on
eduicat ional. gerontology.

9NIR12M0011
1

1lDMIllla CARIEMt P1"2 IN

liae ptirpoe of til
project fis to offer
geromtoiogiul career trainImv2 to minority
otablents and to provide sliout-ter. tmahming
for twiiq~ Nletwork j1ersnsel. Antilipateti
project proxmts incle
deveopsent of
edmi1cational certification etnmylarmlso
loplesentatram of a j(A) developnt program it
geronatology. aWe developint lmi ispleetati(
Of Continuing evcantis
rarses for Ntoxrk

9fWIU0iI7
III3ICINI,CiI,'J2J9JI,
(All()
M4l~rIlWin"ilry flhi1k"M
M Air

10/01/0309/30/04

t30,912"

liae Ismrix)Melf titl
project lot 1) to provideii
inf-.stiu
to mires, atlies. , cil
,u~korn
MRIw
profess ioan
I 1mmi.nlth cnre hmc,v11ingx
llmy"IcIa MR]ipiatrists Onmti Iulnle.a1sWO
Of fOnt core IV Older pars~xame,2) to,~ imo.
MIml
St imilatei lit itlkat[ icmOf i111is I IfoXVIt 11113
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M.1 3) to help twinsitaill . heAmlmllty maid"elf
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lIs project will deanenstrata a mtodel for
cotiasnity cooperatioi InI gerontologyV trainig
with tire consmumlty college as Its hub. 11be
modal links agingj service providers and crsity
citreglvers thirough tire catablilumnt of a
crrriuilty-baseit system for ilevelciacoit,
orsneol idation, dissemination atxd evaluation of
traiiimj resourIces In one lansulivilSrvice Area.

t46.2651

Iibe Tol of this project in to develop and
itegrate Into tire l'htysician Assistant's
curriculum approximately 25 didatio aos] 40
clinical locirs of content "n health care of
older persn.

tas.092-

ueimirlose of this project Is to develop a
mlel ostlimeing eductius Ctraliusng program
for practicig plhassncaits iIs thre Slate of
Orwyt.
riujective9 ineltule 5eve15915L'5,t aest
aspil
evaluAion of wedslar learnsie mteril
shesigis arm] condrit -of a ws~rknehscp that will rench
t sler thre gjrant wilts
1(1) practicltnj; l,1~rirts
activities sel f-Irtslaissinc after (psil es .xplisat in
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like purpose of til
grant ia to develop
cuicjula In geonxtology for rural areas
tmromgla a catisortim
of six comanmity colleges
and three universties. Gramnt will develop al
curriculal prpare a veimoeal to lay thmelti be.
replication, and
at mit lmnvitationnt
dinsemitiiir o miferemce for othier rural
eftmosrnity colleges.
lite goal of lite project In to eummne. tlos
qulity of ife[ of rural now] retiota elderly
Alaskans tisromejli a local IllIIne) voumnteer
corp, mjicl will deliver services, to thme elderi
In an lImternetive aixle using the states exieti
telsionilxsicatims, nmtowi. Prkoject nativities
Includle (1) adoaptini/deiquilmg auio-video
wouimles. (2) develoiping a u~rricuhum package I
training voliniteersj and (3) ro .rmltliog aol
traning a volivoteer ")pr.
Work willie
1 mrformed by lbs Instituste of IMwcial anmdMlocito
Reasearch, Depirteruit of hirl ThMucatiu
aol1
Instrue-otiol Teinvisiuxa Cemmlergall units of
(Juvrsity of Alanka.

ti113.000it

llme irlxyee of til
iprn oct in to coomiihimete
provide edimnist reLive inulltort for pincig
academia faculty anl resnrclo~or
fi 'iii mring
andI services provider amjemmcis aip]
ormjamitiottiomss for short term plantimm apilol
research eand teritiical assineice projects. I
Immtitst lonp vlools the coats of 12 foolbonmip
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**Ilo project objectives are to Identify current
* knowledge and skill needs of pihyalcan
assistants In workin with older people, to
Identity curricula content siatcing those
needs, develop nelular currienta where needed.
and dissemirate resuolte. Disominatina
utilizatiae activities include develoient of
eelf-aeaesamient examination qiueetions, continby
edscation workelaen nel self-paced learning

Ilia project objectives Include develoquent of
a looseleatf teextook, an Information l-oklet
ant audiovieal raterials for speech lntpuge pathololjiots. aniliologlsts, mod Aging
netwrnk perresonell nod faculty develoient for
pre-servico mol .x*,tln,,in j eduication at regional
nat national profesalaial meetilego.

9040096
SalSIEES OF ODI31U1lA illVEISITY,
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IERMAPY
GEIotiXIVY
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of
lie project crljectiven inclilo intrlmstion
a nm course into existiug Haiotere Iltmgre
Ptxpjanm ail devolaenmt of a field expericowe
senior center. Ilhe inlier
in a neihborivl
inchlea develceniiot of a cjguqnp program for
telihing tUe elderly to cqm with potelntial
pAblemtts affection ind1puntnt liviol*.
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Iliae project d~jectives are to develop
eg~lALvivt titerlale for iwo lit trainming
Imlniless svinageat Iwermsrel. cot Ag~ing
factors, to Isdlili a lsIKleIt Imeed onm thsee
Pimterlals for statewide distrilstiomi anid to
cmmdct for 12 Imemr wrkolmqme (or 1IX) Isasieaee
leaders. Older womrkmre arc expected to Ismefi
frau ciluged attitndt:s andl behaviors of himmulie
umanagers expausd to traimli
air] lIitetrotitma
utem le.

94WIOX90
FDilUMy ALMUNIVEmRIY.
TAIJAIMASER, k-ioninflA
(lEMMlIQU12Y AS APPI.IM1 UMAL_

10/01/0310/01/14
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lie
iamrme of til
project ie to isureass time
immuiherof minority proreseinnala inm timn agingi
field with applied Goocial Slcc
knwldegye.
'1i1 Ireu-term reatfmie In anticipated
revitalwutium of gradnmume p)rograms li inciole
tlmrray tralmiimj cir-reut faami y aend Ilm
mlevslcusmmt of activities form lerasms aethrij
demfiniltionms of soial hiliavior lit their later
years. Voltaitear retirees will part icijiale m,
ressmicen lit a siminar will. Ilia eldery.
A
progrns arxIt
will Is, mtvel-Ii,'
for ulhsusmlsmal
.mivl mtilivatiui by Smal. msilmtJes.
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liae project involves ltne tralninoc of service
providers. voinuteere. etnndeonts ens! family
miiejnlmrs of older peraeins to rednnce depvendency
annd prevent premnature Institutnt uimaticsn.
Efforts will bea made to strennjleii cnurriesdl noiml
field experiencesi of humn service and relatedl
areas of csncentration.
Flinancint assistance to
We provided to student., In gerontology related
fields.

11IVUwilIy OF IV".M AJiI.IIDIUI
IHXAS
C0003S.- aimtlI. I"lAIIIJ -

09/30/0309/29/04

014.9991

lite project weets the oreed for croses iltnnrat
* irofessionat traiulng related to older
Ilisixnfics by provldixj sennlnare and a traiingj
* maoinn is cross-cnnitnral service delivery
cnirricnola to edinatore anal traimners. Six
blnlngnnl lnrofesexnals will be tiaired to serve
iIl
l1apaic elderly.
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lie project is to provide occnnpaticnalt
linermnilsts noil tinerany sides mmmxi
nntlxr linalti
inrofeusionais practical reevannt exinerienvee
to istreontnen
kneilweinje anv nlevcloln nnniw skillIs lit
line geriatric field, line trliqn
will strens
pnrimary pnrevenntioni cxi early intervenntirno to
am~eliorate and ndelay tine esffect of tine nvjmn
piL~s )nr
reletitnt worknlsn. 1 nmaid one
evelnmatlon wrknlivi wilt Ime Lixionnntenl.
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09/30/0302/20/85

$37,500*(AoA)
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ite project objectives include using private
sector volunteers for skills training of
purchase of service administrators, fiscal
personnel and Doards of Directors. Scope
includes accounting, budgeting, personnel,
purchasing, real estate, insurance, fiscal
systems, fundraising and Board of Directors
recruitment for Cerontological and Child tielfare
agencies.

lte purpose of this project Is to demonstrate
in Pennsylvania the effectiveness of
cooperation among program staff from aging and
child care networks in developing
intergenerational programs involving older
adults and children. Tite project Is expected
to produce a direct, positive inpact on the lives
of older adults and young children and will also
increase the knowledge and skills of staff in the
aging amd child care networks. Project is also
degined to serve as a naeil for other states in
promot ing intergenerational programs.

9llAllfI02
SO~~~r6IA
XC1IET,
smiA31.l1fn, ixC
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04/01/8007/31/83

$223,512

$85,000

$19,999

Tie project will place 15 gerontologists each in
an agency setting to undertake apiled research
projects of instixdlate utility
in
and
program development. naned on the premise that
there Is a needl for strong] and dynamic
relationships between academic gerontologists and
directors of aging agencies, the program seeks to
effect a natually beneficial marriage between
theory ant)practice and
to encourage the
Interdependence of theoretical
research and
practical administration.
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Tihe program offers urdergraduate coursework at
the certificate, associate ard bachelor degree
levels for stalents who are currently working
or plan to work in the mental health field
serving older persons. The program is revising
Its curriculum to increase its relevance to the
aging services field.
The program trains social workers at the
master's levelwith special ephasis on
services for older persons. Iue program is
trses.
developinv new curricula for two
Training materials developed will be made
available for disseminatial to interested
organizatione.
Ibis project wills (1) Develop anli test
traininj agproadies that stress involvement of
"mtitatng structureso (family. durdree.
groups, voluntary associations.
neighlorlxxs
ethinic groups)I aru (2) train aging netwrk
professimials to work with mediating stu,,ctures.
It will disseminate nrricula anl provide
Lectuesial assistance to practitiouors an
volsteer. in ith the aging network ai, the
snaIitatinj etructusres themselves. Ilite project
covers pro profussmuskl training., csstisrriJ
massanity
ha:ation,
ran tedinical assistalw, to
organlzatinas in the N.Y. City area. Tecineicnl
<aehrruOi
involves faculty develymesrnt, classes
aI
a)rknweIvpablicationss, Ant coinultatin
with, aJiug network agencies.
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$5,000

Meli program In directed tovard developing
three training areas, (1) traloiqm program for
family members. friends, neighbors and
voliteers Ons provide care giving services to
the trail older persrawe (2) training program
for providers of homeecarol nd.(3) training
program targeted at mimritlea to develop and
promote protessieal. career leadership
capabilities.
Training materials beig produnced
In all three training area will be mde
available for dissemin~ation, to interested.
Ihe career preparation program of fers graduate
level cotrseweork for stulents sA, receive tqxm
ompletion of the program a Gerontology
Certificate. Coxurseweork is beig developed to
expand] the curriculm to include tice disciplines
of arditecture. engineering, aslx metital health.
Also, the program is offeringi a rSenior Center
Training Instituite for practitioners aid a
Qjoctsaer Drug FMocation program for visiting
nriec., pharmacists and State asul Area Agency
perao~el.
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Mw Gerontology Information and Training
Program will provide better-trained
practitioners for the network by developing a
continuing education curriculum and
instruction materials that responxd to
practitioers' needs. An off-campus loan system
and portable aslio-visnal equipment are Indisied
to make the utilization of the resource center's
holdings poselble in other settings. thrkahops
ani seminars will be used to present Information
to larger groups suct as (e.g. ministers. Black
families, other post-seaoelary gerontology
program directors, etc.). With proper follow-up
ant tednical aselstance, these efforts assist in
the development of alternative service providers
and the development of gerontology programs at
traditionally Black colleges.

The

proram Ia developing awl offering a graduate
curriculum at the master's level. Other program
dever 1 nt activities inclle development of
intenahip placement for stulents, faculty
training activities, recruitment of in-service
persamuel, awl creation of a find raising
cotittee for future financial support.
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$56,029
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'1169program of fere undergradlimate marsework
for career preparation tients. Continuing
training programs are being
developed aml offered to operators of atilt
homes. A omirce In Volumterisc Is also being
developed to strengthen services for minority
older persons, In particular, throogh tile
training of ministers and laity. Training
erelules
will be available for dissemsination to10
interested persos.
flbe program Is developing a airricuikzm for an
on-cames germontogy degree program am] a mobile.
off-aite training Institute for paraprofessionals
working with older persons In sociat and
health service agencies In nrrl areas.
Information aboAt the imiel ,nbiic training
Instituteamen training materials developed for
the mobile training instituate will be made
available to interecLed percrsic. 7his project
eemimasies recr,,ltacrt of minority attnlents.
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The program offers wdergraduate level
oursework with particular enohasis on the
needs of the black aged for mianority
attklento. In-servian training activities will
make available, at no a'et to participants,
selected Gerontology cairees for personnol
providing services to the linority aged.

10/01/02-

$25,545

mrses
The program offers career preparation
for social work students concentratilg in
gerontology. Program developtnent Is
cxwentratel on the establisletnt of a
volwuteerim carriculus through (1) developrcent
of a new course in "Volumteerism ard the
Elderly"i (2) developent of student field iork
experiences in volunteerise, and (3) development

02/29/84

PiRAN

of workshlps at

voloateerlam for aging agency

persiaatel.
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GlfilifXilGICM. CAREER
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$100,000

l1s program will train aol develop a
caputeicy-ased "Open Care for the Aging"
currictiltan dealgnal to prevent premature
iOtitutiraalization by suportion fami ly ale
50 paraprofessionals
other Mnskiity-taUsed care.
will he trained InI open care workshops uecitotl
for network agencies and material will he
disoernitsted thtrougl reports, a n1al, at a
slide/tape presenLation.
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'b~.00e Program 1s developing a StaftlardiffA
cn-site sodt training w'rkals- In aging for
O~llllln~
Al~g~i'IWAMI~mvollunteers and paraprofessk4)mis9 wl"
o erk with
l'EX11W4older
parson~s. The training wreiile will he
demnstrated tlhrongl. 18 waorkslips with%190
enrollees from the Dletroit area.
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T~he program oncentrates on developmen~t of
three new program aixxzieta. Thmea are 1) a
Professional Stilies
Certi ficate
design ------ed as an intaensivePr j,, r edi~n loajigreu
In gerontology for a wide range of hisisn service
professiceisis, and 2) recruiten t of sttudents
froms the aging netork eel other agencies aerving
older perwsa into the 1 4 umeentCertificate
Program of the dSc~mloTsncli
-Whrk ro
prac~t Ong professionals who lack minageent
skills.
lim program is oncen~trating x. offering
o~xirees leading to a certificate in
gerontologjy to new "~palaticeis. 71,
existing
gerontotefy curriculua Is Weng strengthenedi
byp developing new axtaes andi new Internship
eitesi and mxiras are beingj offered on, evenings
aid weekends andi In rural Incatis to rural
service providers a-1 other -ie-traditional
stlolents.
Ceitintsing ehlicatirs. in-service
iajrkaho,s are being offered to profensioals and
paralirofeasicsn 3 ls working with older persons.
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TIns program Is preparing minority researdert
through their participatial in conducting a
researdt project focusing an long-term care
for minority older persons. The career
preparation part of the program is concentrating
on developing the applied aspects of the
gerontology program. Gerentology faculty are
switching roles with gerontology practitioners.
11se faculty will work in the agencies an the
practitioners will tead, in the classrom.

10/01/8212/31/83

410.000

-s udergraduate career preparation is
concentrating on developing curriculIum aid
training materials a) rural aging with a goal
to txoxxwe a siational rural aging trainer for
Green 11usth. TrainIng materials developed will
he usrte available to interested persons. The
program is also canoinLrating at developlai a
life-long learning program to make it poss ibl
for preons workin with older persons to earn a
certificate or a degree.

10/01/0202/29/84

I;N00.000

1hisproject wills 1) establish an Ilepansic
Advisory kasicilfor the purpose of receiving
inpust from the Agisq Network ilialnicsa2)
deliver a series of workshaspe in El Paso and
at pereasurel in service
South Texas (imle
agenieis) 3) deliver a Bpring Institute on Aging
focusing onxtraininv ieIai of NeLtwrk staff; andi
4) To recruit aril train bilingtal social wrkers
for careers in the field of Argin].
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Ibis program cncentrates on the developuent
ard desonstration of an integrated int
for
career preparation thrajhi participation In a
three way partnership between the Center for
Studies in Aging, the aging network and service
systems for older persans, arn two- arl four-year
oileges. Six objectives lave been identified as
stepe leading to the developimet of the Bachelor
of Arts and Aptlial Sciences degree and the
Tecnical Certificate. Min notel opecifies
medranisme to keep the academic program
accessible to practitioners and to articulate
with csrsanity cotleges. tilo Center's experience
with this ate will he disseminated thrsgh
speeches at professional mootirge, articles in
professional journals ant tedanical assistance to
other edu.cetiat Institutions.

10/01/0202/29/84

$96.085

Mlie project is tavlertaking now program
initiatives to enhance career preparation and
career placement for gerontology atalents and
the existing interaction betwaon the Eill
Gerontology Center ed the aging network.
Specific project chjec.tives inhales develrwtent
of laproved policy/plannity in aging exntroe
serp.enel tie develgaicnnt anal testlg of a
teaching senior center aatel whid, wmtfid provide
ettalents preparing for wark in a wide variety of
professions field experience with older personal
ant the develqsenit within the teaching senior
center of an offcampias focal point for
in-service aint continuing edscation for planners
ad providers of aging services.
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This project will develop ard iplement a
three step paraprofessional, vocational and
career cumulative svlergraduate eduational
program. It will recruit and accept 30
traineea, provide a field practican experience
for 30 trainees tby ombiding the academic ard
practical wark experiences, continue and
stregthen the ongolg partnership between Weher
State College and the State Office and AAAa, and
provide job placement for trainees ho couplete
the program.
The purpose of this project is to increase the
numter of professionals trained in mesntat
health ant agin, aid to develop ard evaluate
program lnmovations that address traditional
barriers to mental health service use asid better
professional traintg. It wilt compile a
caselmok, footer ties with the Agiq network, and
administer an expaiee clinical training site.
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Ihe project "Older Mlt
Service of the University
of Mlssceri-St. Eoxia" Is to develop ard demrastrate tedniques of developing Iblic/private
partnership using nontraditional commusnity
resources to provide Informational. educational,
aid cultural services for older adults. Vbrklog
with the Fausss-Harr Departenwt Stores in St.
[exits ai with other buasinesses arl cultural,
educational aid service organizations, OASIS has
designed, developd. evidlasplesented the Older
MUlt Service and Information System (OASIS) in
the Famo-s-Barr Stores. 'ile effort calls for
expansion of thil activity, into Clevelanl,
Jacksonville, Baltimore at has Aajyeles.

$124.463

Mils

project Is providing training to State and
Area ltqenicy peraceseil on ways to increase project
efficiecy arnd increaehnl oastrilitiins fros
project participants. Uhe objective of this
effort is to limit redctions ln services causal
by lisited progrm resources.
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The program provides a 9-month management
training for minority Iividuals - Native
Americans. Hispanics. Blacks end Asan/Pacific
Americaxna by placing the. In pa.rticipating
host agencies within the aging netwo~rk aml
private ector agencies.
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lhis project is designied to motivate aud
educate 1(00 older fiersala to take time
Initiative for their hbealth care. lbe
objectives of Lte project are too (l).dintjga
Welmvorial patterns aimd attitUxen reqlardingj
health caret 12) demaonetrate the effectivetteas
bealh promotion inforantiuil
andy (4)
imoatitutiotalize the activities of the project
with local, eyntei of care for tite agod.
ilorou
worksimqa fit Mtinta area senior enters, Irtots
itulta for older pracamus aivi i the ccamaity, t
project wilt focus con pitysical fitness, untriti
edutcatiou, accident pirevention. cntrol of stre
and ooutrot of suhiatuipce abuse.
lthe project Is deaignedl to provide trainimg
for 300 older aeerameu that wll asiqist thm to
develo~p skills in sulm areas as jK1,
assessiment.* asertivcnens traiing
atlulivation cesapietirsi itnd job nseardo. Othe~r
gnuos of tihe project iow.clet
-to identify aqnuicles; Mtuiuh elirrt
curt/or
Improve programs Miui eqmasize tiamuij otldet
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Amtoricaus to he self sufficient int tie area of
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l1da project will link the needs of older Fxpie
with Mhe tedukolojy conwercialiraticit process.
tie earket needs will be converted Into Iprriucto
thiat cars be produiced an) warketed by private
sector cxsepan les.
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TOb foster productIve working relatiosipsh
between retired ecientific, L-usines trained
voivsteers and the aging network assi to Initiate
new partnershsips between the agingj network my]
the Inditiic are! private sector involved in
tedinoiajy transfer age! tedstnoiogicat Innovations.
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ilo 3 year training awl tecinical aesioetance
project Is designed to increase the capacity of
the aging network in managing nutrition services
for the elderly. In year t. three best practice
guides related to program, iscal, & site
ranagement were developed anl dietritatedl to the
network. In year 2 regional training on the
guides was held for key State & local staff & a
training guide was also disseminated to aging
network. In year 3 two regional
-site
assistance sesalons have been held in ead region
to provide in-depth help to State aol local staff
on priority enhject eatter araee identified by
the State Agencies an Aging and AoA iegional
offices.
ITis

contract provides training and on-site
tednical assistance to 83 Indian Triha
grantees uvler Title VI of the Older Americana
Act. Tie puirpose is to develop aol maintain
the capacity of the grantees to provide a
comprehensive ard coordinated system of
supportive and nutritional services to older
American Indians.
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lhe purpose of this Policy center io to engage
in policy analysis and development in
During FY 83, Center staff
enployment.
conducted studies of low Income older workers,
the relationship of health to the reitrement
decision, the changing health status of older
workers over time, older worker productivity,
health Insurance costs of older workers, and the
relationship between age, health, and
productivity.

07/01/8006/30/84

$193,034

$105,000

$245,253

$170,042

The purpose of this Policy Center is to engage
in policy analysis and development in health.
nuring FY 03, Center staff conducted studies
on arthritis, osteoporosis, hearing and vision
i 1aairment, the health of single-room occupants,
social/health maintenance organizations, and
health prountion strategies.
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$193,232
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lie larpese of this Policy Center is to engage
in policy analysis and develotenent in areas
related to incormemaintenace.
maring FY 03,
Center staff conducted studies of minority
pension coverage, eniployee ret Irenaent incentive
prograns, transportation demand, and targetig
Title III resources on lotw inene older persons.
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le purlese of this Policy Center is to engage
In policy analysis and develoenent in
housing. Inrting PY 03, Center staff cornleted
comprehensive framework on%hoising policy
insues.
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Grants are made to eadh State nd Territory to
support training ard tedinical assiatance to
inprove the skills, knowledge, arndperformance
of State and area agency, andl service provider
staff. In addition, this program promotee interard Intra-state activities whid bring together
the resources of agencies and organizations
ooncerned with education arnd training in the
field of aging.

09/30/83- t3.902.590
09/30/814

62.052.000

92.852.020

Awards are made to edau State and Territory to
address audea Ieaes as nurning home
regulationa. ahuse of residents' pereonal
funds, and restrictions on access to nursing
homes.
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FY 1904
In accordance with Section 310 of the Older
Americans Act, awards are unde to relatAirse
States for fursa made avallahle to area
agencies during any major disaster declared by
the President.
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SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
Administration
(SSA)
administers the Federal old-age, surviThe Social Security
vors, and disability insurance (OASDI) program (title II of the Social Security Act).
OASDI is the basic program in the United States that assures income to individuals
and families when workers retire, become disabled, or die. The basic idea of the cash
benefits program is that, while they are working, employees and their employers
pay earmarked social security contributions (FICA taxes); the self-employed also
contribute a percentage of their net earnings. Then, when earnings stop, or are reduced because of retirement in old age, death, or disability, cash benefits are paid to
partially replace the earnings that were lost. Current contributions are largely paid
out in current benefits. However, at the same time, current workers build rights to
future benefit protection.
SSA also administers the supplemental security income (SSI) program for aged,
blind, and disabled people in financial need (title XVI of the Social Security Act).
SSI provides a federally financed floor of income for eligible individuals with limited
income and resources. In most cases, SSI supplements income from other sources
including social security benefits.
The low-income home energy assistance program, which provides grants to States
to help low-income households offset the rising costs of home energy, is also administer by the Social Security Administration.
SSA shares responsibility for the black lung program with the Department of
Labor; SSA is responsible, under the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act, for
payment of black lung benefits to coal miners and their families who applied for
those benefits prior to July 1973, and for payment of black lung benefits to certain
survivors of miners.
Local Social Security offices process applications for entitlement to the medicare
program and assist individuals in filing claims for medicare benefits. Overall Federal administrative responsibility for the medicare program rests with the Health
Care Financing Administration, HHS.
Following is a summary of beneficiary levels, selected administrative activities,
precedential court decisions, and social security-related legislation enacted in fiscal
year 1983.
PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED BY THE

I. SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1983

The Social Security Amendments of 1983 (Public Law 98-21), enacted on April 20,
1983, restored the financial soundness of social security. The program had faced
severe cash shortfalls over the next few years as well as a large long-term deficit.
The legislation enacts the major recommendations of the National Commission on
Social Security Reform and makes comprehensive changes in social security financial methods and benefit structure.
The National Commission on Social Security Reform was established by President
Reagan in December 1981, to identify solutions to the social security financing problems that will assure both the financial integrity of the system and the provision of
appropriate benefits. The President, the majority leader of the Senate, and the
speaker of the House of Representatives each selected 5 members of the 15-member
Commission. The Commission reported its analysis and recommendations to the
President, the Congress, and the Secretary of Health and Human Services on January 20, 1983.
II. OASDI BENEFITS AND BENEFICIARIES

At the beginning of 1983, about 94 percent of all Americans age 65 and over were
drawing social security benefits, or were eligible to draw benefits if they or their
spouses retired; about 95 percent of the people who reached 65 in 1983 were eligible
for benefits. It is expected that 96 percent of the aged will be eligible for social security benefits by the end of the century.
At the end of September 1983, 35.9 million people were receiving monthly social
security cash benefits, compared to 35.6 million in September 1982. Of these
beneficiaries, 21.3 million were retired workers, 3.5 million were dependents of retired workers, 3.8 million were disabled workers and their dependents, 7.2 million
were survivors of deceased workers and 53,300 were uninsured individuals receiving
"special age-72" (Prouty) benefits.
The monthly amount of benefits paid for September 1983 was $13.6 billion, compared to $13.2 billion for September 1982. Of this amount, $9.7 billion was paid to

retired workers and their dependents, $1.3 billion was paid to disabled workers and
their dependents, $2.5 billion was paid to survivors, and $6.7 million was paid to
special age-72 beneficiaries.
Retired workers received an average benefit for September 1983 of $424 (up from
$417 in September 1982), while disabled workers received an average benefit of $440.
Retired workers newly awarded social security benefits for September 1983 averaged
$404, while disabled workers received an average initial benefit of $443. During
fiscal year 1983 (October 1982 to September 1983), $166 billion in social security cash
benefits were paid, compared to $152 billion in fiscal year 1982. Of that total, retired
workers and their dependents received $112.9 billion, disabled workers and their dependents received $17.6 billion, survivors received $35.1 billion, and special age-72
beneficiaries received $89.1 million. In addition, lump-sum death payments amounted to $206.4 million.
In January 1984, monthly benefits will be increased to reflect a 3.5-percent increase in the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Under the 1983 amendments future costof-living increases are provided for December of each year, payable the following
January (rather than for June, payable in July) as under prior law.
III. SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME BENEFITS AND BENEFICIARIES

The Social Security Amendments of 1983 provided for a general SSI benefit increase effective July 1983, which raised maximum monthly Federal SSI payment
levels from $284.30 to $304.30 for an individual and from $426.40 to $456.40 for a
couple. In January 1984, Federal SSI payment levels will be increased to reflect a
3.5-percent increase in the Consumer Price Index. As a result, the maximum payment will be $314 for an individual and $472 for a couple. These benefits are financed from general revenues.
During fiscal year 1983, about $8.9 billion in benefits (consisting of $7.2 billion in
Federal funds and $1.7 billion in federally administered State supplements) were
paid. Of 3.9 million beneficiaries on the rolls during September 1983, nearly 1.985
million were aged 65 or older. Of the beneficiaries aged 65 or older, 485,000 were
initially eligible to receive benefits based on disability or blindness before age 65.
Nearly 1.915 million beneficiaries were blind or disabled and under age 65. During
September 1983, Federal SSI benefits and federally administered State supplementary payments totaling $828 million were made. The total Federal and federally administered State supplementary payments in fiscal year 1983 represent an increase
of about $0.3 billion over fiscal year 1982.
January 1984 marks SSI's 10th anniversary. The SSI program, after its first 10
years of life, adheres to the basic principles on which the Congress built the-program. It has retained the simplicity of the flat grant approach and continues to
place emphasis on providing incentives to work and rehabilitation. By and large the
program still retains the characteristic of a program that supplements other
income: Recipients are still expected to seek all other benefits to which they are entitled and the SSI program is still expected only to bring them up to the nationally
established floor of income.
IV. LOW-INCOME HOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Beginning in October 1980, SSA was given Federal administrative responsibility
for a program of low-income home energy assistance. The program helps low-income
households meet the cost of home energy. Congress authorized, in the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, $1.875 billion annually for the Low Income Home
Energy Assistance Act for fiscal years 1982 through 1984. However, for fiscal year
1983 Congress authorized $1.975 billion. Block grants are made to States, territories,
and eligible applicant Indian tribes. Grantees may provide heating, cooling, energy
crisis intervention assistance and low-cost residential weatherization or energy-related home repair to eligible households. Grantees can make payments to households with incomes less than 150 percent of the poverty guidelines, or 60 percent of
the State's median income, or to households which contain an individual who receives supplemental security income, food stamps, aid to families with dependent
children, or needs-tested veterans benefits.
Low-income elderly households are a major target group for energy assistance. On
average, they spend a greater portion of their income for heating costs than other
low-income households. Grantees are required to target outreach activities to elderly
or handicapped households eligible for energy assistance. Grantees can elect to provide other forms of priority treatment to these households. For example, a number
of States provide the elderly and handicapped with easier application procedures,
higher benefits, or favorable assets or income standards.
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In fiscal year 1982, more than 40 percent of households receiving assistance with
heating costs included at least one person age 60 or over. Based on preliminary reports, the percentage was approximately the same for fiscal year 1983.
V. BLACK LUNG BENEFITS AND BENEFICIARIES

Although responsibility for new black lung miner claims shifted to the Department of Labor (DOL) in July 1973, SSA continues to pay black lung benefits to a
significant, but gradually declining, number of miners and survivors. (While DOL
administers new claims under part C of the Federal Coal Mine Safety and Health
Act, SSA is still responsible for administering part B of the act.) During September
1983, about 338,000 individuals (210,000 age 65 or older) received $87.4 million in
black lung benefits which were administered by the Social Security Administration.
These benefits are financed from general revenues. Of these individuals, 96,000
miners received $42.2 million, and 143,000 widows received $45.2 million. About
85,000 of the miners and 125,000 of the widows were age 65 or older. The miners
and widows had 99,000 dependents. During fiscal year 1983, SSA administered black
lung payments in the amount of $1.1 billion.
Black lung benefits will increase by 3.5 percent effective January 1984 due to an
automatic general benefit increase adjustment under the law. The monthly payment
to a coal miner disabled by black lung disease will increase to $315.60 from $305.
The monthly benefit for a miner or widow with one dependent will be $473.30 and
with two dependents will be $552.20. The maximum monthly benefit payable when
there are three or more dependents will be $631.10.
VI. SSA ADMINISTRATIVE GOAIS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During fiscal year 1983, SSA emphasized the continuing improvement of systems
performance, fiscal integrity, and the disability insurance program. Attention was
also given to implementing the provisions of the 1983 amendments stemming from
the recommendations of the National Commission on Social Security Reform.
Implementation of the 5-year systems modernization plan initiated in 1982 continues. This plan concentrates both on improving systems performance in the short
term and on ultimately bringing SSA's archaic systems capability current with
modern systems technology.
Measures taken in 1983 to improve fiscal integrity were concentrated in the areas
of overpayment avoidance and debt management. Quality appraisal data indicate
that the majority of overpayments in the title II (old-age, survivor.4, and disability)
programs are caused by beneficiary failure to report earnings. Therefore, the agency
has emphasized reporting requirements and earnings enforcement operations. Vigorous debt collection, tempered with careful attention to beneficiary rights, has also
been emphasized and resulted in a 30-percent increase in debt collections during
1983.
In the disability program, SSA undertook a number of initiatives designed to improve the disability review process and related areas, including face-to-face interviews at the start of the review and reducing the number of beneficiaries subject to
review. Additionally, a package of major disability reforms was initiated, including
the start of a comprehensive review of disability policy and procedures.
SSA implemented the provision of Public Law 97-455 (see section IX) relating to
continuing payment of disability benefits during appeal, and initiated pilot projects
to test the provision for face-to-face evidentiary hearings.
Further review of the disability, as well as all SSA programs, to assure that service is uniform, courteous, sensitive, and dignified, is one of the agency's priority
goals.
VII. COMMUNICATION AND SERVICES

InformationActivities

A wide variety of informational materials was produced in connection with
changes under Public Law 98-21, the 1983 Social Security Amendments. The informational material, including new releases, radio spot announcements, and about 4
million copies of a leaflet explaining the major provisions of the amendments, explained how this law changed the social security programs. In addition, over 100
million copies of about 50 publications were produced in 1983 explaining social security, SSI, and medicare.
SSA also produced audiovisual materials to keep the public informed about social
security programs. These include films, television spots, radio programs, and spot
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announcements in English and Spanish. Among these is a 23-minute film, "Socia!
Security: A Plan for All Seasons,' hosted by Bob Hope and Marie Osmond, whih.i
illustrates the role of social security in every age of people's lives. Also, seven 15minute programs were produced and broadcast by 500 cable systems across the
country. Each program covered a different subject; the final program explained the
1983 amendment and how they strengthened the social security system.
Coverage of Federal,State, Local, and Nonprofit Employees

The Social Security Amendments of 1983 mandated coverage for Federal employees hired after December 31, 1983 and for several categories of current Federal employees, effective January 1, 1984. Coverage was extended to employees of the legislative branch not covered by the civil service retirement system on December 31,
1983 and to all current Members of Congress, the President, the Vice President,
Federal judges, and most executive level political appointees.
In addition, the amendments mandatorily covered all nonprofit employees effective January 1, 1984, and prohibited States from terminating social security coverage for State and local employees.
Because of these and other changes affecting public and nonprofit employees, SSA
took several actions to insure that these employees were informed about the value
of social security and their rights and responsibilities under the program. SSA
worked with the Office of Personnel Management and the Internal Revenue Service
to assure that affected employers and employees were informed of the changes. Special information packages and training guides were developed and made available to
Federal agencies, and information leaflets directed to State and local nonprofit employees were updated.
SSA is continuing to work with national organizations to insure that information
about social security will be made available to all newly covered employees. SSA
will also work with State officials and organizations to assure that State and local
employees are kept informed about the advantages of social security coverage.
The Year of Disabled Persons-ContinuingInitiatives

In the fall of 1980, SSA joined other Federal Government agencies in setting up
its own agencywide program to support the 1981 worldwide observance of the International Year of Disabled Persons (IYDP). The success of that effort resulted in a
decision to continue the program throughout 2 additional fiscal years. Priority areas
included: Removal of architectural barriers to make offices more accessible to disabled persons, the fostering of a better understanding of the abilities of handicapped
employees, and making available equipment and devices to assist handicapped persons to perform tasks that were difficult or impossible for them to perform.
RepresentativePayee Initiatives
SSA/VA pilot project

The Social Security Administration/Veterans Administration (VA) Interagency
Task Force has agreed on a pilot project in the Chicago and Dallas regions to increase mutual assistance between the two agencies in cases where a representative
payee is needed for a beneficiary of both programs. The project's primary purpose is
to determine the value of increased cooperation and exchange of information in the
representative payee area where both SSA and VA benefits are involved. The 6month project started December 1, 1983.
SSA/AARP pilot project

The Social Security Administration is working with the American Association of
Retired Persons (AARP) in a pilot project where AARP finds, trains, and monitors
volunteers who serve as representative payees when SSA cannot locate a suitable
payee. The project seeks to develop an all volunteer model delivery system and to
demonstrate its effectiveness in Washington, D.C., and two replication sites in rural
western Virginia and Baltimore, Md.
VIII. PRECEDENT-SETTING COURT DECISIONS THAT AFFECT THE ELDERLY MADE DURING
FISCAL YEAR 1983

Mathews-Government Pension Offset Provision

Under the Government pension offset provision, a person's social security spouse's
benefit is reduced by the amount of any pension he or she may receive based on his
or her own work in Government employment not covered by social security. The
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provision contains an exception clause allowing people who were eligible for their
Government pensions before December 1, 1982, to receive full social security
spouse's benefits if they can meet the eligibility criteria under the law as administered by SSA in January 1977. Since, under the rules in 1977, a husband had to
receive one-half support from his wife in order to be eligible for a spouse's benefit,
most men cannot qualify for the exception and cannot receive full security spouse's
benefits.
On August 24, 1982, a U.S. district court decision (Mathews et al v. Schweiker)
held that the exception to the pension offset is unconstitutional because it has the
effect of continuing the one-half support test, which applied only to males and
which was found to be unconstitutional by the Supreme Court. The district court
also declared unconstitutional the separability clause enacted as part of the exception. (Congress, in anticipation of a constitutional challenge, had legislated that,
should be the exception be found unconstitutional, the offset would become immediately effective for everyone without exception.) The effect of the court's striking
down both the exception and the separability clause would be to require SSA to pay
full husband's benefits to all members of the class.
On October 12, 1982, the district court granted the Government's motion for a
stay of the court order in this case pending appeal to the Supreme Court, which
heard this case on December 5, 1983.
Buffington-Personal Conferences

In June 1979, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Yamasaki that SSA must provide
a title II beneficiary with an opportunity for a prerecoupment personal conference
before a request for waiver of an outstanding overpayment can be denied. SSA and
plaintiffs' attorneys differed in the interpretation of the Supreme Court's decision.
SSA has interpreted the Court decision as requiring SSA to provide an individual
an opportunity for a personal conference. The plaintiffs' attorneys view Yamasaki
as requiring SSA to automatically schedule a personal conference in every case. At
the direction of the Court, procedures implementing automatic scheduling of a conference have been ordered in the State of Hawaii.
In June 1982, the Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the district court and held that
SSA is required to automatically schedule a personal conference in Hawaii. SSA recommended seeking Supreme Court review of Yamasaki, but the Solicitor General
declined to appeal that case.
On October 28, 1983, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals granted plaintiffs' motion
for summary affirmance of the district court's order in Buffington. On this nationwide class action, the district court had ruled, following Yamasaki, that SSA must
automatically schedule a prerecoupment oral conference when a written request for
a waiver determination on an overpayment of title II benefits cannot be granted.
SSA was required to and did implement the district court's order nationally on
April 11, 1983. Personal conferences are now automatically scheduled in title II
overpayment cases where waiver cannot be granted in an initial paper review. SSA
recommended against seeking Supreme Court review in Buffington and the Solicitor
General did not appeal that case.
IX. SUMMARY OF LEGISLATION ENACTED IN FISCAL YEAR 1983 THAT SIGNIFICANTLY
AFFECTS SSA

Public Law 97-377 (H.J.Res. 631), Making Further Continuing Appropriations for
Fiscal Year 1983 and Also Making Certain Changes Affecting the SSI and AFDC
Programs-Signedon December 21, 1982

Provides that from December 18, 1982, to September 30, 1983, SSA will not count
as income for SSI and AFDC purposes, home energy assistance which is provided by
a private nonprofit organization, or by an entity whose revenues are primarily derived on a rate-of-return basis regulated by a State or Federal governmental body, if
the appropriate State agency certifies that the assistance is based on need as determined by the provider.
Public Law 97-424 (H.R. 6211), the Surface TransportationAssistance Act of 1982Signed on January 6, 1983

Excludes privately funded home energy assistance from income counting for SSI
and for AFDC (at State option) if, as determined under Federal regulations, an appropriate State agency determines that the assistance is based on needs and:
-Is furnished in kind by a private, nonprofit organization; or
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-Is furnished in cash or in kind by a home heating gas or oil supplier, or by a
publicly regulated or municipally owned utility providing home energy.
The exclusions will be effective for home energy assistance received in months beginning on or after the month of enactment (January 1983) up to July 1, 1985.
Requires that the Secretary report to the Congress prior to April 1, 1985, on the
implementation and the results of these exclusions together with a recommendation
as to whether the exclusions should be extended.
Public Law 97-455 (H.R. 7093), a Virgin Island Tax Bill Containing Provisions To
Modify the Social Security Disability Review Process and the Public Pension Offset
Provision-Signedon January 12, 1983

Permits, on a temporary basis, a disability insurance beneficiary who is found not
to be disabled to elect to have benefits and medicare coverage continued through
the administrative law judge (AIA) hearing, effective for benefits beginning January
1983 with respect to termination decisions made by State agencies between January
and October 1983, but the last month for which payment could be continued would
be June 1984. (See Public Law 98-118, below.)
Requires the Secretary to provide the opportunity for a face-to-face, evidentiary
hearing during reconsideration of any decision that disability has ceased, effective
with respect to reconsiderations requested on or after a date to be specified by the
Secretary, but no later than January 1, 1984.
Requires the Secretary to take necessary steps to assure public understanding of
the importance Congress attaches to the face-to-face reconsiderations discussed
above, including advising beneficiaries of the procedures during the reconsideration,
of their opportunity to introduce evidence and be represented by counsel at the reconsideration, and of the importance of submitting all evidence at the reconsideration.
Permits the Secretary of HHS to reduce, on a State-by-State basis, the flow of
cases sent to State agencies for periodic review of continuing eligibility, even if this
means that the initial periodic review of the rolls cannot be completed within 3
years. Under the law, decisions on State periodic review levels would be based on
such factors as State workloads and staffing requirements.
Requires the Secretary to make semiannual reports to the Senate Committee on
Finance and the House Committee on Ways and Means on the results of continuing
disability investigations. The report is to include the number of such investigations
which result in termination of benefits, the number of terminations appealed to the
reconsideration or hearing levels or both, and the number of reversals on those appeals.
Modifies the exception clause in the spouse's governmental pension offset and extends it, for a 7-month period, to those becoming eligible for a public pension based
on noncovered employment between December 1, 1982 and July 1, 1983. Under the
modification, only those (both men and women) who met the one-half support test
(as it applied to men in January 1977) were excepted from the offset. This provision
was further modified by Public Law 98-21, summarized below.
Public Law 98-21 (H.R. 1900), Social Security Amendments of 1983-Signed on April
20, 1983

Major provisions of the legislation follow:
Covers under social security the following groups: (1) All Federal employees hired
on or after January 1, 1984; (2) current employees of the legislative branch not participating in the civil service retirement system on December 31, 1983; and (3) all
Members of Congress, the President and the Vice President, Federal judges, and
other executive-level political appointees of the Federal Government, effective January 1, 1984. (See Public Law 98-118 for a modification of this provision.)
Covers under social security on a mandatory basis all employees of tax-exempt
nonprofit organizations as of January 1, 1984.
Prohibits States from terminating social security coverage for State and local employees.
Eliminates windfall social security benefits for workers who are first eligible after
1985 for both a pension from noncovered employment and social security retirement
or disability benefits.
Requires the Secretary of HHS, in consultation with the Senate Finance Committee and the House Ways and Means Committee to report on specific recomendations
to implement an earnings sharing plan.
Eliminates virtually all remaining gender-based distinctions.

Continues social security benefits for disabled widow(er)s and surviving divorced
spouses upon remarriage after entitlement to benefits.
Increases benefits for disabled widows or widowers who become eligible for benefits before age 60.
Permits a divorced spouse age 62 or over and who has been divorced for at least 2
years to draw spouse's benefits whether or not the former spouse who is eligible for
retirmeent benefits has retired or applied for benefits.
Provides a different method for computing widows and widowers benefits that will
increase benefits for many people whose spouses died before reaching age 62.
Changes the earnings test for beneficiaries age 65 and over so that $1 in benefits
will be withheld for each $3 of earnings above the annual exempt amount, beginning in 1990.
Increases the delayed retirement credit from 3 percent for workers reaching full
retirement age (age 65) before 1990, to 8 percent for workers reaching full retirement age after 2007.
Delays the June 1983 cost-of-living adjustment unitl December (January 3, 1984
checks) and provides for future adjustments on a calendar-year basis, payable in
January rather than July of each year.
Advances scheduled increases in social security tax rates. Social security tax rates
(which include the hospital insurance tax rates) for employers and employees will
increase to 7 percent in 1984, 7.05 percent in 1985, 7.15 percent in 1986-87, 7.51 percent in 1988-89 and 7.65 percent in 1990 and thereafter.
Increases tax rates on self-employment income equal to the combined employeeemployer rates and provides credits against tax liability to offset part of the increase.
Reauthorizes interfund borrowing among the three social security trust funds for
calendar years 1983 through 1987.
Requires operations of the four social security trust funds to be shown as a separate function within the Federal budet for fiscal years 1985-92 and removes operation of the trust funds from the unified budget beginning in fiscal year 1993.
Requires the chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate
Finance Committee to appoint a panel to conduct a study concerning the establishment of the Social Security Administration as an independent agency.
Transfers to the social security trust funds from the general fund lump sum payments for: (1) The value of the additional social security benefits arising from pre1957 gratuitous military service wage credits; (2) the amount equivalent to the combined employer-employee social security taxes on the gratuitous military service
wage credits for the period from 1957-83. Reimburses the trust funds on an annual
basis for employer-employee taxes on such wage credits for service after 1983.
Provides for cost-of-living increases based on prices or wages-whichever is lessif the trust funds fall below a specified level.
Beginning in 1984, includes up to one-half of social security benefits as taxable
income for taxpayers whose adjusted gross income combined with half their benefits
exceeds $25,000 for a single taxpayer and $32,000 for married taxpayers filing jointly. Benefits received by married taxpayers filing separately would be taxable without regard to other income. Appropriates estimated tax receipts to social security
trust funds.
Raises the retirement age in two stages to 67 by the year 2027. Workers born in
1938 will be the first group affected by the gradual increase. Benefits will still be
available at age 62, but with greater reduction.
Suspends benefits (with certain exemptions) to aliens receiving benefits as a dependent or survivor of an insured worker (whether or not the worker is a U.S. citizen) when the alien beneficiary has been outside the United States for 6 consecutive
calendar months.
Extends the current limitation on payment of disability insurance benefits to convicted felons while in prison to include old-age and survivors insurance benefits.
Requires the Secretary of HHS to conduct a comprehensive study and analysis of
the implications of the changes in retirement age for those individuals affected by
the provision for increasing full retirement age who, because they are engaging in
physically demanding employment or because they are unable to extend their working careers for health reasons, may not find their work lifetimes are increased as a
result of general improvements in longevity.
Establishment of a system under which the States can voluntarily contract with
HHS to supply information derived from official death certificates to facilitate comparison with benefit program records in order to prevent payments from being
made to deceased persons.

Issuance of all new and replacement social security cards issued after October 30,
1983, on banknote paper, so as to be as counterfeit proof as practicable.
The law makes other changers in social security, medicare, and supplemental security income. For instance, it provides for increase in SSI benefit rates in July 1983
by $20 for an individual and $30 for a couple. Future automatic SSI cost-of-living
increases will be made in January.
Public Law 98-118 (H.R. 4101), Extension of Supplemental Unemployment Benefits
(ContainingTwo Social Security Amendments)-Signed on October 11, 1983

Provides a 67-day extension (from October 1, 1983 to December 7, 1983) of the temporary provision in Public Law 97-455 to continue disability payments during
appeal.
Modifies Public Law 98-21, the Social Security Amendments of 1983, to delay for
2 years (from January 1, 1984 to January 1, 1986) the effective date of the provision
to treat as wages for social security purposes compensation paid to retired judges for
periods when they assume a judicial workload.
Public Law 98-213, (S. 589), CapitalImprovement Projects on Guam-Signed on
December 8, 1983

Contains a social security-related amendment to delay the date of full application
of the U.S. social security system to the Northern Mariana Islands to January 1 of
the first calendar year following termination of the trusteeship of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (rather than the date of termination of the trusteeship as
approved by Public Law 94-241.)
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION
LONG-TERM CARE

The mission of HCFA is to promote the timely delivery of appropriate, quality
health care to its beneficiaries-approximately 47 million aged, disabled, and poor
Americans.
Medicaid and medicare are the principal sources of funding for long-term care in
the United States. The primary types of care reimbursed by these programs of
HCFA are skilled nursing facilities (SNF's), intermediate care facilities (ICF's), and
home health services.
HCFA's Office of Research and Demonstrations (ORD) conducts studies and projects that demonstrate and evaluate optional reimbursement, coverage, eligibility,
and management alternatives to the present medicaid and medicare programs. ORD
also assesses the impact of beneficiary access to services, health care providers, and
the health care industry.
DEMONSTRATION ACTIVITIES

In 1983, HCFA continued a number of demonstrations aimed at testing the effectiveness of community-based and in-home devivery systems for long-term care services. There projects focus on the coordination and management of an appropriate
mix of health and social services directed at individual client needs. Since some of
these projects were scheduled for completion in late 1983 and early 1984, HCFA initiated the development of demonstrations which will test the cost effectiveness of
prospective payment approaches for home health agencies.
Studies and demonstrations are being conducted to assess the impact of new reimbursement strategies to promote cost containment and foster quality of care. Efforts
are also underway to identify more effective long-term care quality assurance techniques and to improve the statistics and baseline information upon which future assessment of needs, problem identification, and policy decisions will be based.
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES-1983
NATIONAL LONG-TERM CARE CHANNELING DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

This intradepartmental effort was launched in an attempt to test the ability of
community-based long-term care projects to address many of the inefficiencies in
the existing long-term care system and assess the factors which influence their
structure. The program includes the close cooperation of HCFA, the Administration
on Aging, and the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation
(ASPE) which was designated the lead agency in the effort. A steering committee of
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senior policy officials in these agencies has been established under the chairmanship
of ASPE to set broad goals and provide policy guidance regarding the program. A
management team has also provide established, composed of senior staff in each
participating agency, which has responsibility for providing technical direction and
management on all aspects of the program. The department announced implementation of the program on September 30, 1980.
The national long-term care channeling demonstration program includes the following three components:
1. ChannelingDemonstrations

The term "channeling" refers to the organization or operating system required in
a community to insure that a client receives the long-term care services he/she
needs. Each project site in the national demonstration will provide outreach/care
finding, screening, comprehensive client assessment, and case management.
Ten States were awarded contracts to participate in this demonstration program.
Five States were designated as basic model projects in which channeling sites would
provide only the core channelling functions: outreach, screening, assessment, and
case management. In addition, these sites were also awarded a specific amount of
gap-filling service funds. The five basic model States are Maine, Kentucky, New
Jersey, Texas, and Maryland. Sites in these States began serving clients in February
1982.
The remaining five States-Pennsylvania, Ohio, Massachusetts, Florida, and New
York-were designated complex model projects. These projects modify the basic
model approach by adding three program elements: Expanded medicare and medicaid service coverage, authorization to approve reimbursement for services, and limitations on per capita expenditures. By June 1982, the complex model sities began
serving clients. The demonstration will continue to operate through March 1983.
2. Evaluation Contract

A contract was awarded to Mathematica Policy Research, Inc., to conduct the
evaluation. Mathematica is collecting uniform data from the 10 projects on client
characteristics, outcomes, and service and administrative costs. In addition, the evaluator will assist the projects in utilizing procedures for randomizing the potential
client population into experimental and control groups. The total research sample is
4,900 clients which includes 2,100 control group participants. While Mathematica
will submit interim reports during the course of the demonstration, the final evaluation report will be available in early 1986. The evaluation will attempt to answer
the following-term care policy questions:
-Is channeling a cost-effective long-term care policy intervention, and is it relatively more cost effective for certain types of channeling interventions and certain subgroups of the target population?
-Does channeling reduce institutionalization and increase the utilization of community and informal health and social services by clients?
-Does channeling reduce the public costs of long-term care; how does it affect
private expenditures for services; what are the costs of channeling itself and
what determines these costs?
-Does channeling result in reduced functional deterioration, improved quality of
life, and lower mortality for channeling clients as compared to the control
group?
-Does the channeling intervention and variations of it strengthen the capacity of
the long-term care system to meet client needs in an efficient and effective
manner, and what approaches to implementing channeling would be most effective for national replication?
3. Technical Assistance Contract

A technical assistance contract was awarded to Temple University Institute on
Aging to provide support to the demonstration projects in developing uniform assessment and data collecion procedures. Temple has the responsibility for conducting quality control reviews.
AFDC HOMEMAKER/HOME HEALTH AIDE DEMONSTRATION

Section 966 of Public Law 96-499, the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980, authorized the Secretary to enter into agreements with States for the purpose of conducting demonstration projects for the training and subsidized employment of AFDC recipients as homemakers and home health aides. Each State will train approximately

500 AFDC recipients as homemaker/home health aides to provide supportive services to elderly and disabled individuals who, without these services would require
institutionalization. The medicaid program pays for the costs of the demonstration
project, including the wages and employment costs of the AFDC participants. The
Federal medicaid match was increased to 90 percent as an incentive for State participation. The project includes a 6-month planning and developmental period, a 3year operational phase, and a 6-month wind-down period for the purpose of final
reporting and 'evaluation. The demonstration began in January 1983. The seven
States selected for participation are Ohio, New Jersey, Arkansas, Texas, South Carolina, New York, and Kentucky.
Two major issues will be examined in this demonstration:
-The extent to which training AFDC recipients as homemaker/home health
aides is feasible and results on continued, nonsubsidized, productive employment for the trainees; and
-Whether the provision of homemaker/home health aide services to elderly or
disabled individuals, who would otherwise not receive these services, results in
a lower use of institutional care, under the assumption that they would be reasonably anticipated to require institutional care.
In terms of expected results, three issues emerge: (1) The first phase will examine
feasibility issues such as how many and what kind of AFDC recipients apply and
are accepted into the program, how effective is the training, and whether the availability of subsidized services expands the home care service population; (2) in the
interim phase, the employment status of the trainees and the institutional status of
the service recipients will be investigated (e.g., do trainees continue in the program,
what services do clients receive and for how long?); and (3) the final evaluation
phase will thoroughly examine the net cost effectiveness of the program in reducing
welfare dependency and institutionalization/care costs for service clients. Final results are expected by December 1986.
LONG-TERM CARE PROJECT OF NORTH SAN DIEGO COUNTY (CALIFORNIA)

This project is in its fourth and final year which will end January 15, 1984. It was

conducted by the Allied Home Health Association (AHHA), a certified medicare
home health agency. The hypothesis the project tested was that a coordinated
system of long-term care service delivery, providing continuity of care with a wide
array of in-home, community-based, and institutional resources, stressing client education for selfcare and client participation in care plan development, would result in
clients achieving and maintaining optimal health status and functional independence and would assist in containing the overall costs of health care. Eligibility
under the project was limited to individuals age 65 and over who were enrolled in
medicare and who met one of six special criteria concerning the need for long-term
care services and risk of institutionalization.
The project built upon the existing scope of medicare-covered home health services provided by AHHA, the Visiting Nurse Association of San Diego, and San Diego
Home Patient Care. Through this delivery model, the project linked an existing information and referral network with a centralized single entry system. AHHA directly provided case management and client assessment servcies and developed each
patient's plan of care. In addition, AHHA also contracted with 19 suppliers of social
and health services for the direct delivery of waivered services to clients under the
project and coordinated service delivery with a multitude of other community-based
organizations.
Contract services under the demonstration ended for all project clients on September 30, 1983, with case management services being available through October 31,
1983, to assure successful placement of clients in the community. No significant
problems in client placement were experienced. The project is now preparing its
final report which is due by March 1984. Berkeley Planning Associates (BPA) is performing a separate evaluation of this project as part of its cross-cutting evaluation
of 14 long-term care projects. BPA's evaluation report is expected in April 1984.
TEXAS, "MODIFICATION OF THE TEXAS SYSTEM OF CARE FOR THE ELDERLY: ALTERNATIVES
TO THE INSTITUTIONAL AGED"

The Texas Department of Human Resources (DHR) is currently in the fifth year
of a demonstration project which is designed to reduce the growth of nursing homes
in Texas while at the same time expanding access to community care services for
needy individuals. The demonstration was initiated as a result of a State legislative
mandate which required DHR to eliminate one of the two medicaid intermediate
care facility (ICF) levels of care (the ICF-II level) and provide community-based

services to deinstitutionalized patients. For individuals who are deinstitutionalized,
a care plan is developed and arrangements for in-home services through community
service providers are made. The following services are provided: Medicaid home care
benefits, medicaid personal care benefits, title XX adult in-home services, and section 1115 waivered community-based in-home supportive services.
Substantial progress has been made over the first 4 years in implementing the
project. Of the 15,486 individuals in the "ICF-II cohort" group in March 1980, only
5,642 (or 36.4 percent) were still receiving ICF-II services in January 1983. Another
1,724 "special II's" were also receiving ICF-II services as of that date. The institutional population decreased 11 percent from March 1980 to January 1983, from
64,881 to 57,754, and acutal monthly expenditures for all institutional services were
virtually equal, i.e., $37.7 million in January 1983 versus $38 million in March 1980.
(If inflation were taken into account, there would be a significant reduction in
monthly expenditures.)
In February 1983, a monthly average of 42,500 individuals were receiving community-based services, up 12.5 percent from 37,200 in March 1980. Moreover, these
services were supporting many individuals who qualified for institutional care. (An
estimated three of every four of the community care recipients qualified for the institutional care services that were available before the program was restructured.)
CALIFORNIA MULTIPURPOSE SENIOR SERVICES PROJECT (MSSP)

The State of California multipurpose senior services project (MSSP) implemented
a State statute (AB 998) in eight sites across the State. Each site provides single
entry access to the health and social services system through case management,
care planning, and needs assessment. Sites provided direct services and contracted
with local providers for services. Among the services were: Adult social day care,
protective service, in-home support services, legal services, nonmedical transportation, and meal services. Eligibility was limited to individuals age 65 and over who
were eligible for Medi-Cal (medicaid) and who were at risk of institutionalization in
an acute care facility or a skilled nursing facility. The project served approximately
1,900 experimental patients and 2,500 control patients.
During the final year of the project (which included a 6-month extension), the
focus of the project has been upon termination procedures, evaluation, and writing a
final report. Contract services under the demonstration ended June 30, 1983, with
case management services being available through September 30, 1983, for clients
requiring followup assistance.
As of July 1, 1983, arrangements for approximately 65 percent of the demonstra-

tion client population to receive services in the community were made in accordance
with each client's plan of care. The remaining 35 percent of the demonstration clients were determined eligible for continued services under the State's approved section 2176 home and community-based services program. No major problems in the
termination process were encountered. The State is now completing its evaluation
and preparing its final report which is expected in April 1984.
NEW YORK

CITY,

DELIVERY OF MEDICAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES TO THE HOMEBOUND
k
ELDERLY

The New York City Department for the Aging is testing a method of providing a
spectrum of medical and social services to homebound chronically ill persons 65 and
over who are entitled to medicare and who have limited or no access to medical
care. Services provided through the medicare waivers are the core around which
other community services are obtained for project clients. These services are: (1)
Homemaker services; (2) personal care services; (3) transportation and escort services; (4) drugs and biologicals; and (5) case management and client assessment. Four
neighborhood-based service sites conduct centralized intake, assessment, care planning and reassessment and monitoring.
The project is in its final year and is scheduled to end March 31, 1984. Throughout the project, the four service sites each served 100 experimental clients (totaling

400 for the project) with a comparison group of 200 clients. However, due to the
shortage of skilled nursing facilities and other long-term care resources in the New
York City area, termination of clients from the project began in May 1983, as beds
and other resources became available. By the end of December 1983, less than 120
clients remained in the project. The project's final report is due by March 1, 1984. A
separate evaluation is also being performed by Berkeley Planning Associates.
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SAN FRANCISCO, MT. ZION HOSPITAL LONG-TERM CARE DEMONSTRATION DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT

The Mt. Zion Hospital and Medical Center completed a medicare demonstration
under section 222 of the Social Security Amendments of 1972 that implemented a
hospital-based long-term care services delivery system in a designated service area.
A consortium of five service providers under the direction of Mt. Zion cooperated to
provide a range of health and social services to the frail elderly in the designated
catchment area. The project received waivers to provide certain health-related and
social services which are not otherwise provided under medicare. The project provided services to more than 200 participants. After an 8-month wind-down period,
the operational phase of the project ended on June 30, 1983. The project submitted a
final report describing the demonstration and its effects on December 31, 1983.
NEW YORK, MONROE COUNTY I AND II

The New York State Department of Social Services is demonstrating alternative
approaches to delivering and financing long-term care to the adult disabled and elderly medicaid population of the county. The project has developed the assessment
for community care services (ACCESS) model as a centralized unit responsible for
all aspects of long-term care for Monroe County residents 18 years of age or older
who are medicaid eligible and have long-term health care needs. ACCESS staff provides each client with comprehensive needs assessment and case management services. This Monroe County long-term care project was expanded in 1982 to include
case management and patient assessment services for the county's medicare population in need of long-term care. The addition of the medicare project to the Monroe
County program enables the project to work toward an integration of medicare and
medicaid long-term care services in the county and hopefully to simplify program
administration. During 1983, the project began operating at full caseload. The demonstration has been extended until 1986 to assess the project's effects over time on
the health care system.
HOME HEALTH AGENCY PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT DEMONSTRATION

A contract was awarded in December 1983, to Abt Associates, Inc., for development and implementation of a demonstration testing alternative methods of paying
home health agencies (HHA's) on a prospective basis for services furnished under
the medicare and medicaid programs. The initial phase of the project will involve
the development of the specific payment methodologies; establishment of a research
design and evaluation strategy; design of a process to monitor the quality of care
provided under the demonstration; development of data collection and status reporting plans; and identification, selection, and training of participating HHA's. The
payment methodologies will then be tested for 3 years to determine the effects on
medicare and medicaid expenditures, quality of care, and HHA operations.
DEVELOPMENT OF HOME HEALTH AGENCY COMPETITIVE BIDDING MODELS

During 1983, HCFA developed a request for proposals that will result in a contract to design alternative models of competitive bidding for home health agency
services under the medicare and medicaid programs. The contractor will be required
to analyze strengths and weaknesses of possible models, including possible effects on
access to and availability of services, and on medicare and medicaid expenditures.
The contractor will develop in detail several models selected by HCFA and establish
and research design and implementation strategy that could be used by HCFA to
test the bidding models in a demonstration project.
PROJECT PENTASTAR-FLORIDA ANCILLARY COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES

The Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is conducting a
demonstration project in five counties under section 1115 of the Social Security Act.
The purpose of the project is to develop and test ancillary community care services
for the chronically impaired elderly aged 60 and over. All eligible clients receive a
comprehensive medical-social assessment administered by a physician and social
worker. The participating counties are responsible for the development of client
care plans based on the assessment, case management, and contracting for services
with local providers. The total number of project participants is 971 with 761 randomly assigned to the experimental group and 210 assigned to the control group. All
sites reached full caseload by June 1982. The project is currently in its fourth and
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final year. The operational share of this demonstration officially ended on December
31, 1983, and the project expects to submit their final report by April 1984.
NEW YORK STATE, LONG-TERM HOME HEALTH CARE PROGRAM-NURSING HOME WITHOUT
WALLS

The New York State long-term home health care program (LTHHCP), also known
as the "nursing home without walls" program, was established in 1978 by the New
York State Legislature. The State received from HCFA section 1115 waivers permitting medicaid to reimburse for 10 additional services under the demonstration.
The program provides for a voluntary alternative to institutionalization for medicaid clients who meet the medical criteria for skilled nursing facilities (SHF's) or intermediate care facilities (ICF's). A maximum expenditure for home care has been
set at 75 percent of the reimbursement rate in a locale for SNF or ICF levels of
care. The purpose of the program is to reduce fragmentation in the provision of
home care services to the aged disabled through a single entry system which coordinates and provides these services in several sites throughout the State.
During the initial years of the project, the program experienced slow caseload
buildup and extensive delays in implementing the waivered services. However, by
the end of the fourth project year (September 1982), 17 sites were actually operating,
and the caseload reached 983 patients. The project is currently in its last phase of
the demonstration and is expected to submit the final report by the end of March
1984. This final project year will allow the project to complete its reassessments of
comparison and program clients, transmit data to the evaluator, Abt Associates,
Inc., and prepare a final report. New York State has expanded the program
statewide and is continuing to provide services under the authority of section 2176
(home and community-based services) of the 1981 Omibus Reconciliation Act. Abt
Associates, the project evaluator, expects to submit the final report by the end of
March 1984.
SOUTH CAROLINA COMMUNITY LONG-TERM CARE PROJECT

The South Carolina Department of Social Services was awarded a section 1115
grant in September 1979, to conduct a demonstration to test community-based client
assessment, services coordination, and provision of alternative services. In September 1981, the project received section 222 waivers to address the needs of project clients who are eligible for both title XVIII and title XIX benefits. It is anticipated
that these changes will increase the utilization of home care services and, thereby,
reduce reliance on acute care settings and lower the incidence of conversion from
medicare to medicaid in nursing homes in the project area. The project's catchment
area covers three counties: Spartanburg, Cherokee, and Union.
HCFA approved the State's request for a continuation through December 1984.
The project is conducting an internal evaluation to determine the cost effectiveness
of community-based services in meeting the needs of the clients. In November 1983,
the project submitted a preliminary report to HCFA on the first year cohort after 18
months of project participation. This report indicates that the project is targeting to
a very functionally impaired population whose medicaid service costs and costs for
case management are less than the medicaid costs for the control group.
THE SOCIAL/HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION DEMONSTRATION

A grant was awarded to the University Health Policy Consortium at Brandeis
University in the spring of 1980 to develop and implement the concept of the social/
health maintenance organization (S/HMO) for long-term care. The S/HMO is a capitation-finance delivery approach to the organization of health and social services in
which an elderly population, including those at high risk of institutionalization, is
voluntarily enrolled by a managing provider entity into an integrated service
system. It is designed to address two of the most pressing problems in long-term
care: (1) the fragmentation of services, and (2) the fragmentation of funding sources.
The concept promises to intregrate health and social services as well as acute care
services.
All basic acute hospital, nursing home, ambulatory medical care services, and personal care support services, including homemaker, home health, and chore services,
would be provided by or through the S/HMO at a fixed annual prepaid capitationsum. Other offered services would include emergency psychiatric, meals (home delivered and/or congregate), counseling, transportation, information, and referral. The
provider either may employ staff or establish contracts with other providers for the
services. In the S/HMO model, financial, programatic, case decisionmaking, and

management responsibility rests with the provider entity. The S/HMO provider will
be at risk for service expenditures and will be responsible for brokering other
needed services not covered but which are available from other community providers. Financial risk is defined as absorption of agreed-upon costs which exceed a capitation agreement.
It is hypothesized that the S/HMO will reduce the number of expensive institutional days for enrollees as well as encourage significant changes in utilization patterns.
Four sites were selected for paticipation. They will all use common assessment instruments, comparable experimental populations, compatible management information systems, and a common evaluation strategy. The Kaiser Foundation Health
Plan in Portland, Oreg., and the Ebenezer Society/Group Health Plan of Minneapolis, Minn., are health maintenance organizations which are adding long-term care
services to their service package. Elderplan, Inc., sponsored by the Metropolitan
Jewish Geriatric Center in Brooklyn, N.Y., and the Senior Citizen Action Network
(SCAN) of Long Beach, Calif., are long-term care providers which will be adding
medical servicesto their packages.
The demonstrAtion will provide answers to questions about cost-benefit effects of a
S/HMO; the effects of integrated care on the elderly and -on service costs; the adminstrative feasibility of the S/HMO model compared with the fee-for-services
model; and the effects on quality of care.
The first S/HMO site is expected to be operational by the summer of 1984.
NEW YORK STATE CAPITATION PAYMENT SYSTEM FOR LONG-TERM CARE

The purpose of this demonstration is to reduce the backup of hospitalized medicaid patients awaiting placement to subacute levels of care. To accomplish this the
New York State Department of Social Services and the Rochester Area Hospitals
Corp. (RAHC) are developing a reimbursement system which provides positive incentives for appropriate placement. The eight-member hospitals of RAHC are part
of another HCFA demonstration which sets an all-payer cap on the revenue the hospitals can receive. Using data from a base year, the payments for medicaid alternative care days will be carved out of the revenue cap and used by the hospitals to pay
for nursing home days or alternative care days for those patients who cannot be
placed. The payments to the nursing homes will be based on a point system similar
to the one used in West Virginia and Maryland to reflect the additional care needed
by the patients. The hospitals will be at risk for any cost incurred above the cap.
Two major questions to be addressed by this project are:
-Are the average per person expenditures for long-term care lower for demonstration participants?
-What effect does capitation reimbursement have on the delivery of long-term
care?
This demonstration is still in the developmental stage. Due to a recent fluctuation
in the number of alternative care days, negotiations are continuing on the choice of
the base-year period.
INCENTIVE PAYMENTS FOR CALIFORNIA NURSING HOMES

The California skilled nursing incentive payment project is designed to test a
system of incentive payments as a means of encouraging skilled nursing facilities
(SNF's) in San Diego to admit and provide quality care to severely dependent patients now being backed up in hospitals because of the amount and cost of care
these patients require. Effective April 19, 1981, HCFA approved waivers of certain
statutory requirements for this project so that the California Medicaid State Agency
might set nursing home payment rates which exceed the medicaid reasonable cost
requirements by the amount of the incentive payments. The total funding for this
project is paid through a contract between the National Center for Health Services
Research (NCHSR) and a private firm, Applied Management Sciences, Inc. (AMS).
Under the demonstration, AMS randomly selected SNF's for the treatment and
control groups. Based on periodic patient assessments by specially trained nurses,
the 18 tro-*zekt group SNF's received admission, discharge, and outcome incentive
payments tfor achieving patient-specific outcome goals). The operational phase of
the project lasted from May 1981 through April 1983. Currently, project staff at
NCHSR and AMS are editing the study data and laying the groundwork for the
analyses. The NCHSR final evaluation report is projected for late 1984.

HUD/HHS DEMONSTRATION FOR THE CHRONICALLY MENTALLY ILL

Thir demonstration project is a joint effort between the Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) and the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to allow the chronically mentally ill to live more independently in the
community through the provision of residential housing and services. Project coordination is carried out by an interagency work group from HUD and HHS, Health
Care Financing Administration (HCFA), National Institute of Mental Health, and
the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation.
In fiscal years 1978, 1979, and 1980, HUD approved section 202 direct loan reservations and section 8 rental assistance setasides for 229 sites in 39 States. HCFA is
committed to the provision of section 1115 (medicaid) waivers to permit reimbursement for services not currently included under the State's medicaid plan. Of the 26
HUD-approved States that initially indicated their interest in requesting waiver approval, 12 States (Minnesota, Georgia, Tennessee, Vermont, the District of Columbia, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Arkansas, Washington, Connecticut, and Maine) have submitted applications and received medicaid waiver-only
grant approval by HCFA. During the course of this demonstration, the waivers will
cover reimbursement for services at each site for a period of 3 years.
The objectives of the waiver-only grants are to determine the cost effectiveness of
providing care to the chronically mentally ill in residential settings and to determine the increase in functional independence and quality of life of the residents.
CASE MANAGED MEDICAL CARE FOR NURSING HOME PATIENTS

On July 1, 1983, HCFA granted medicare and medicaid waivers to the Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare, Medical Care Division, to permit fee-for-service
reimbursement for the provision of medical services by physician-supervised nurse
practitioners/physician assistants to residents of nursing homes. This will permit increased medical monitoring that will generate cost savings due to fewer hospital admissions and hospital outpatient visits. For those requiring a hospital admission, the
physician-supervisor will be the admitting physician, thus providing a continuity
that is frequently lacking in the present system of medical care. Massachusetts has
conducted a pilot program in 10 nursing homes with medical services provided by
the Urban Medical Group. This program will be expanded to serve a patient population of approximately 700 patients. In addition, other medical providers will be
added, and ultimately 6,500 patients are expected to be served by 11 providers (individuals or groups of physicians). The objectives of the demonstration are: to explore
the feasibility and desirability of the use of nurse practitioners/physician assistants
to provide medical care to residents of nursing homes and to test cost effectiveness
of this delivery system.
ON LOK'S AT-RISK, CAPITATED PAYMENT DEMONSTRATION

As of November 1, 1983, in response to the congressional mandate of section 603(c)
(1) and (2) of the Social Security Amendments of 1983, HCFA granted medicare
waivers to the On Lok senior health services and medicaid waivers to the California
Department of Health Services. Together, these waivers will permit On Lok to implement an at-risk, capitated payment demonstration in which 300 frail elderly individuals are provided a comprehensive array of health and health-related services.
Under On Lok's Community Care Organization for Dependent Adults (CCODA)
demonstration that began in 1979 and ended on October 31, 1983, a single source,
cost-based, reimbursement system (medicare) was used to provide funding for all
health and health-related services to On Lok's CCODA participants who were certified by the department of health services as eligible for institutional placement at
the time of admission. Reimbursement for services was provided by HCFA under
section 222 waivers.
This new demonstration will maintain On Lok's comprehensive community-based
program but will modify its financial base and reimbursement mechanism. All services will be paid for by a prospective capitated rate from both medicare and medicaid (Medi-Cal). Based on service and cost data from the CCODA demonstration, a
total monthly capitated rate of $1,400 was projected. The medicare rate is based on
95 percent of the adjusted average per capita cost (AAPCC) for medicare's institutionalized population. Individual participants may be required to pay copayments,
spend-down income or divest their assets based on their financial status and eligibility for either or both of the progrims. On Lok has accepted total risk beyond the
capitated rates of both medicare and Medi-Cal.

RESPITE CARE CO-OP FOR IMPAIRED ELDERLY

This feasibility study is expected to develop a model cooperative to provide respite
for family caregivers of impaired elderly. The model relies on volunteer
caregivers with a minimum number of paid staff to coordinate the process.family
The objectives are: To study the feasibility and cost of developing a model cooperative
signed to prevent exhaustion of family members, to eliminate the need for more detensive and/or expensive care, and to prevent unnecessary institutionalization inof
the elderly. The model is envisioned as a cooperative committee composed of impaired elderly, their family caregivers and representatives from community
cies. The committee, with a. program coordinator, works to establish policiesagenprocedures and to recruit families to participate. Family members pay for care and
received with care given. The co-op model is professionally guided self-help and volunteerism, with the caregiver as both service provider and service recipient. The evaluation will provide data to measure satisfaction and impact on well-being of clients
and caregivers, cost effectiveness, and avoidance of use of more costly and restrictive living circumstances.
THE EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE FAMILY SUPPORT STRATEGIES

This project is designed to study the effects of vairous support programs provided
to families that care for their elderly members at home. The support programs
include:
(1) Paid respite care in various settings, up to a maximum yearly dollar limit
per family.
(2) Family training and case management; and
(3) Paid respite care in conjunction with family training and case management.
The purpose of providing the support programs is to encourage
enable family
members to maintain their rule as primary caregivers in order toand
prevent or delay
the permanent institutionalization of their elderly relatives.
The Long-Term Care Center and the Institute of Aging of the University
ington (Seattle, Wash.) are cosponsoring the project, which will be offeredof WashKing County area. To take part in the project, a dependent family member in the
be:
(1) Age 65 or over; and (2) entitled to hospital insurance (medicare, part A) must
or eligible under the medicaid program. Three providers will participate in the project
to
offer families a choice of paid respite care: Community Home Health Care, Northwest Day Health Center for Adults, and Northwest Progressive Care (a nursing
home which offers both skilled nd intermediate levels of inpatient care).
The design for this project calls for a total population sample of 600 family units
(each consisting of an elderly dependent member and a family caregiver).
The
family units will be randomly assigned-either to one of several experimental
groups receiving one or a combination of the support programs (500 family units) or
to the control group (100 family units). Families receiving paid respite care alone or
the mix of paid respite plus training/case management services (200 family units)
may use any combination of the paid respite care up to a maximum dollar limit per
family (an annual limit of about $900). The service phase of the project began in
January 1984, and will continue through June 1985. The final evaluation report is
expected in late 1986.
NURSING HOME SURVEY/CERTIFICATION AND INSPECTION OF CARE

There have been three States involved in survey/certification and inspection of

care demonstrations. The Wisconsin nursing home quality assurance project was
completed in 1982. Under this experiment, the State performed a streamlined
survey process that also met the requirements of medical and independent professional review in an attempt to improve the quality of nursing home care. The Massachusetts survey by exception project developed and tested a method of conducting
nursing home surveys so that the intensity of the regulatory effort was matched to
the needs of particular facilities. The New York State nursing home quality assurance program tested the simplification of the federally mandated periodic medical
review/independent professional review processes in nursing homes and combined
the process with the annual facility survey. Surveyors used 11 sentinal
events (SHE), such as accidents, decubitus ulcers, and medication regimen to health
mine if nursing home patients are receiving adequate care. Facilities found todeterhave
fewer than the average problems in these areas received a less than full facility
survey. This combined medical review and survey method reduces surveyors' time
and allows
State personnel to focus on facilities and patients with major problems.

The State has indicated that it is taking more corrective actions than usual as a
result of the new processes, but that fewer facilities are being cited for minor problems.
An evaluation of the Wisconsin project was conducted by Wisconsin Health Care
Review, Inc. Further analyses of this project and the evaluation of the Massachusetts and New York projects are being performed under a contract with Mathematics Policy Research, Inc. The evaluation contractor will complete data collection this
spring on all three projects. The evaluation will determine:
(1) The reliability and validity of the new methods compared to the old ones.
(2) The effectiveness of the new methods in eliminating or sanctioning poor
quality care; and
(3) The actual and potential cost savings of the methods.
In addition, the contractor will compare and contrast the methods used in these
three different projects to estimate how the quality assurance process can be improved to reduce costs and allow the States appropriate flexibility.
In addition to these demonstrations, the Massachusetts statistical quality-control
approach to inspection of care project began in February 1983. The main objective of
the project is to verify that patients in nursing homes are receiving appropriate care
at the appropriate level, without reviewing every patient. Current law requires a
review of all patients in a facility to verify the appropriateness of care and placement. This project will use statistical sampling techniques to achieve these goals so
that surveyor time can be reallocated to other quality assurance activities. Criteria
have been developed for determining which facilities are appropriate for the sampling process. The procedures for sampling patients, including safeguards to control
statistical biases, have been.refined. The project became operational in August 1983,
and will be completed in 1986. This project will have a separate evaluation.
NEW YORK STATE CASE MIX PROSPECTIVE REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM FOR LONG-TERM CARE

The New York State Department of Social Services was awarded a section 1115
grant, effective August 7, 1983, to develop, test, and refine a long-term care prospective reimbursement system based upon clusters of patient characteristics. This is a

3-year grant being conducted by the New York State Department of Health and
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. The system will build upon the results of research

conducted at Yale University which developed clusters of patients in relation to
staff resources used (resource utilization groups, RUG's). The purpose of the project
is to promote efficiency by associating payment levels with patient characteristics

which indicate the amount of actual services needed by patients.
The first step is to validate the RUG's determining whether additional or different patient clusters are appropriate for New York. Data will be collected on 4,000
patients and staff from 40 facilities stratified by level of care, ownership, region,
size, current case mix intensity, and a willingness to participate in the project. From
these data, patient groups will be developed using AUTOGRP (a clustering program). These patient clusters will be compared to those derived at Yale, using Klastorin's techniques to demonstrate whether the same patients would be grouped in
the same RUG under each system.
The second step will be to analyze the nursing home resource consumption in relation to the new patient classification system. The analyses will break down total
facility costs into those which are related to case mix and those which are not. Data
from certified facility cost reports and other sources will then be used to calculate a
dollar value per relative value unit for each RUG or case mix index value.
The third and final step in the development phase will be to translate the case
mix and cost information into a reimbursement system. The State prospective reimbursement rate will incorporate: case mix intensity, fixed cost of the group of services shared across all residents, and overhead expenses related to facility characteristics.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR LONG-TERM CARE DEMONSTRATIONS

During 1983, HCFA devoted substantial staff resources to the development of the
guidelines and specifications for the award of contracts to test prospective payment

systems and to develop competitive bidding approaches for home health agencies. In
December 1983, Abt Associates, Inc., was awarded the prospective payment demonstration contract. HCFA staff will be working closely with the contractor during the
next 16 months to develop the specific payment methodologies to be tested, to establish the research design and evaluation strategy, to develop the data collection and
status reporting plans and to identify, select, and train the participating HHA's. In
mid-1984, HCFA will award a contract to design alternative models of competitive

bidding for home health agency services under the medicare and medicaid programs. HCFA staff will work with the contractor to develop in detail several models
and establish a research design and implementation strategy that could be used to
test the bidding models in a demonstration project.
We will continue our efforts to test the cost effectiveness of community-based care
as an alternative to institutionalization. Significant staff resources will be devoted
to the ongoing monitoring of the HCFA supported demonstrations. In addition, staff
will work with the national channeling demonstration sites during the steady-state
phase and will provide intensive technical assistance to the States and sites as they
develop their plans for transition and termination.
We will also continue our studies and demonstrations which encourage the development of informal and voluntary supports that complement the existing formal
service network in allowing individuals to remain at home as an alternative to institutionalization.
LONG-TERM CARE RESEARCH

tong-term care research in ORD can be classified according to four objectives:
veloping prospective payment systems for long-term care; promoting alternativesDeto
long-term care; assessing and evaluating long-term care programs; and supporting
data development and analyses.
I. PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT

In the area of prospective payment, studies of case-mix differences and their incorporation into payment systems are being conducted. This also includes analyses
of State medicaid payment systems.
Case-Mix Studies
The escalation of nursing home expenditures and the demand for services make it
essential that methods be developed which insure that long-term care resources,
which will become increasingly scarce, be properly matched with those most in
need. The current payment system has been criticized for failing to differentiate according to the resources consumed by each nursing home resident, e.g., payment is
the same for patients having less intensive needs compared to patients with "heavy
care" requirements. This has resulted in problems of access to care for the latter
group of patients. In order to solve this problem, appropriate systems to quantify
the long-term care needs of the elderly patient are required.
A variety of methods, including case-mix, have been designed which evaluate resource consumption of nursing home patients with the goal of developing more appropriate payment systems. The "Developments in Aging" report (1983) described
HCFA's case-mix studies at the University of Colorado and Yale University. During
1983, ongoing work at the University of Colorado provided additional case-mix comparisons of medicare and other nursing home patients and comparisons of patients
in hospital-based and freestanding nursing facilities.
The University of Colorado sampled 600 patients in high volume medicare skilled
nursing facilities (SNF's) in five States (California, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan,
and Texas), and 600 nonmedicare patients in hospital-based and freestanding nursing homes in 10 States (Arkansas, California, New York, Michigan, Minnesota, Colorado, Florida, Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Ohio). From these studies of case-mix differences, the following patterns emerge:
(1) Medicare patients are more seriously ill from a medical perspective and
possess greater rehabilitation potential than other long-term care patients.
(2) Nonmedicare patients tend to be more dependent in functioning, as measured by activities of daily living (ADL's), and have more traditional long-term
care problems (impaired mobility, depression, mental problems).
(3) These differences between medicare and other patients exist for both hospital-based and freestanding SNF's, but they are more pronounced for hospitalbased SNF's.
(4) In general, patients in hospital-based nursing homes tend to be more dependent in ADL's, have more traditional long-term care problems, and have
more medically oriented problems than do patients in freestanding nursing
homes.
(5) This pattern of differences between hospital-based and freestanding patients is more pronounced for nonmedicare than for medicare patients.
(6) Further evidence from these studies indicates that these case-mix differences are responsible for differences in resource consumption. Medicare patients

and hospital-based patients are more costly to treat than other patients. Unfortunately, we cannot precisely quantify the size of these differences in a way to
incorporate them directly into a prospective payment system at this time.
Medicaid Payment Studies

Several States are currently using different methods of nursing home payment for
medicaid patients, some of which incorporate case-mix. Studies are underway which
are evaluating the design and implementation of these systems and their effectiveness in achieving the goals of containing costs, maintaining or improving quality,
and insuring access.
The University of Colorado was recently awarded a 4-year grant to compare longterm care payment systems in seven States. West Virginia, Ohio, and Maryland will
be used as examples of case-mix States. Florida and Colorado will be studied as
States with facility-specific prospective systems that do not incorporate case-mix directly but still treat direct patient care costs separately from other cost centers. Arkansas and Utah will be used as States that utilize class rates for either the entire
payment rate or the noncapital rate components. Results are expected in 1988.
The University of Southern Maine is studying the recently implemented nursing
home prospective payment system in Maine. The study will conduct a 3-year preprospective payment and 3-year postprospective payment impact analysis on cost, quality, and access. Results are expected in early 1987.
II. PROMOTING ALTERNATIVES IN LONG-TERM CARE

Research activities in this area can be classified into two major divisions: Community-based alternatives to institutional care; and alternatives to current financing
mechanisms of long-term care.
Community-Based Alternatives

While nursing home care is appropriate for a small subset of the elderly population, evidence indicates that a substantial proportion of those who have been institutionalized could have continued to reside in the community with adequate support.
Most aged persons with functional limitations prefer to remain in the community as
long as possible. Noninstitutional approaches are being developed with the objectives of avoiding or delaying unnecessary institutionalization, maximizing the
independence and well-being of the elderly, and providing care in the most cost-effective manner.
Current studies focusing on community-based alternatives to institutional care include such issues as family caregiving, utilization of home health services, determinants of public and private contributions in long-term care provision, and provision
of noninstitutional services by nursing homes.
A study by Abbott Northwestern Hospital will replicate the methodology used in
another HCFA funded study (Hunter College, 1982) to examine the family caregiving system of the elderly in Minnesota. Unlike the Hunter College project, the
sample for this study will be drawn from hospital patients rather than from clients
of home health and other community-based agencies. It will also include rural as
well as urban residents. Results are expected in late 1986.
The Community Service Society is examining the effects of provision of home
services programs to functionally disabled adults in New York City. Initial findings
from the Community Service Society study show that 60 percent of the disabled elderly were discharged from hospitals without having home services arranged for
them by the hospitals. It also found that hospitals primarily used their limited resources to arrange for institutional placements. Final results are expected in late
1984.
The University of Maryland is examining determinants of public and private contributions to long-term care of the elderly who are disabled by hip fractures. The
impact of family size and composition, social support, family economic resources,
and the aged individual's physical and mental health will be analyzed in terms of
the decision to enter a nursing home or return home. The results are expected in
late 1986.
A study by the North Carolina Health Care Facilities Association is examining:
(1) Willingness of North Carolina nursing homes to provide noninstitutional services
(e.g., home health, adult day care, and nutritional services); and (2) changes in
demand for noninstitutional long-term care services as a result of the home and
community-based waiver program, authorized by section 2176 of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981. Results are expected in late 1984.

Alternative FinancingMechanisms

With the rapid escalation of public expenditures for long-term care and the projected growth in the elderly population, many different alternatives to current financing mechanisms are being investigated. Two studies have recently begun which
are examining the potential for increased family support, either through tax incentives or cost sharing under family responsibility laws. The market for long-term
care insurance is also being assessed.
In the first study, the Center for Health and Social Services Research, Inc., will
evaluate four State tax incentive programs (Idaho, Iowa, Arizona, and Oregon) for
encouraging informal caregiving assistance ot the elderly. Results are expected in
late 1986. The second study by the Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for the aged is
studying the potential of alternate payment schemes for long-term care by children
of elderly. The research will: (1) Provide an estimate of children's resources available to share in the costs of long-term care; (2) assess the attitudes of those children
toward family responsibility proposals for sharing long-term care costs; and (3)
assess the market for long-term care insurance. Results are expected in mid-1985.
III. PROGRAM ASSESSMENT STUDIES

Medicare Studies

Another group of research studies investigate specific aspects of medicare longterm care policies. For example, as requested by section 904(c) of the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1980, the University of Colorado is conducting
the evaluation of the "swing-bed" program under medicare and medicaid. Among
the issues to be examined in this evaluation are: The effect of such programs on
availability and effective and economical provision of long-term care services;
whether such programs should be continued and whether eligibility to participate in
the program should be extended to other hospitals, regardless of bed size or geographic location, where there is a shortage of long-term care beds. Results are expected in late 1985. A second study mandated by section 122(j)(1) of the Tax Equity
and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, is evaluating the implementation, cost, utilization, and quality of care rendered through the new medicare hospice benefit. This
study will be available by December 1985.
ORD is continuing work on three studies concerning coverage and reimbursement
of home health services. Two studies, mandated by Public Law 96-499, the OBRA of
1980, assess medicare home health coverage for respiratory therapy and registered
dietitian services. The third study, mandated by Public Law 97-414, analyzes current and alternative payment methodologies for home health services. All three
studies will be submitted to Congress during 1984.
Medicaid and Other Public Programs

In recent years, a number of different programs have been initiated by Federal
and State governments to improve the delivery and financing of long-term care
services. There are several projects underway to assess such programs. The University of California at San Francisco is examining the impact of State discretionary
policies in medicare/medicaid, title XX, and supplementary security income affecting long-term care services in eight States (California, Florida, Massachusetts, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin). Preliminary findings indicate that general fiscal conditions explained a great deal of each State's program
changes over the period. States without severe economic crises made few changes in
medicaid and social services. Despite differences in economic conditions, States
maintained the same rank order in program "generosity." The States with more
generous programs remained so. The final report is expected in mid-1984.
Virginia Commonwealth University is assessing Virginia's preadmission screening
program for nursing home placement. Preliminary findings suggest there was no
evidence that the screening program affected the mortality experience of those
denied admission to nursing homes. Although functional status declined over time,
there was no evidence that the screening program contributed to any decline for
those denied admission to nursing homes. The evidence indicates that the screening
program reduced total medicaid expenditures. The final report is expected in mid1984.
A third study by La Jolla Management, Inc. is evaluating the section 2176 home
and community-based waiver program. It will address such issues as appropriateness of targeting recipients, elements of program success, cost shifting, and cost im-

availaplications. The results are expected in late 1986, but interim reports will be
ble.
Another program assessment study involves the mentally retarded and developfor the
mentally disabled (MR/DD). Services provided in intermediate care facilitiesmedicaid
mentally retarded (ICF/MR) are one of the fastest growing benefits in the
program. The University of Minnesota is updating the only national information
and developmentally
system on long-term care services for the mentally retardedstatistical
offices have
disabled. National surveys of residential facilities and State
are available from
Findings
trends.
been conducted to monitor deinstitutionalization
terms of its impact
a preliminary analysis of 26 States' responses to section 2176 in
on the mentally retarded. It found that almost 62 percent of the States studied
Case manageplanned to serve the MR/DD population under the waiver program.
For the
ment was the service most often included in the States' waiver requests.requested
MR/DD groups, habilitation services were the second most frequently
service. States generally planned to move the MR/DD population to less intensive
types of long-term care facilities under the waive since return to the client's home
was not feasible for most cases. The final report is due in late 1984.
Expansion of the Role of Nurse Practitioners
HCFA is also investigating the expanded role of nurses in the long-term care
area. A study by the Rand Corp. is evaluating the potential of the use of geriatric
nurse practitioners (GNP) for improving outcomes of care and containing costs in
of
skilled nursing facilities. Rand is assessing this potential by evaluating the effectsthis
the Mountain States Health Corp.'s GNP demonstration project. Results of
study will be available in late 1986.
IV. DATA DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS

In the past, information on the health status and health care utilization of the
surlong-term care population has been drawn almost exclusively from cross-section data
veys, such as the National Nursing Home Survey. While useful, cross-section
have limitations. Two longtitudinal survey efforts will provide a better picture of
the transitions of disabled elderly between the home and institutions and between
the hospital and long term care institutions.
Longitudinal Surveys and Analyses
The Long-Term Care Survey interviewed 6,000 disabled elderly living in households in 1982 to determine the extent of their dependencies, utilization of both informal and formal services, and their income and assets. Descriptive reports will be
produced beginning in the spring of 1984. Currently planned are reports on demographic characteristics, ADL s, and instrumental activities of daily living (IADL's),
formal and informal support services, and income and assets. In 1984, these same
resurpersons will be resurveyed to determine how they have fared since 1982. The
to
vey will enable us to identify the most important factors that enable persons
remain in the home. In addition, those persons who are in institutions, as well as
persons who were not previously disabled, will be included. This entire sample
should provide a total picture of the functionally limited elderly.
The Admissions Cohort Survey, a part of the 1987 National Nursing Home
Survey, is tracking persons for a minimum of 12 months after admission to nursing

homes. This survey focuses on the transitions that occur 12 months after a nursing
home admission.
Longitudinal analysis and projections are also being conducted under a grant to

for
Duke University. The grantee has developed state-of-the-art statistical methods disusing mortality data to estimate and project the incidence of specific chronic
eases (e.g., cancer). The grantee will use HCFA-sponsored survey data, including the
Long-Term Care Survey, to forecfast future changes in health status of the aged
population and service needs.
Other HCFA DataActivities
planned for 1984 include reports on long-term care
activities
Other HCFA data
services and development of national medicaid statistical systems.
Certain information concerning long-stay hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, and
home health services is routinely abstracted from the medicare claims payment
system and reported by HCFA. Data relate primarily to length of covered stay,
amount reimbursed for services, and types of faci'ties. Trend data is routinely
available for these items.

HCFA is continuing work to enhance national medicaid statistics by obtaining
person-level data from State medicaid management information systems (MMIS).
Major project goals include the development of uniform data sets among participating States; production of standard reports describing enrollment, use, and expenditures under medicaid; and support for special studies that focus on important
policy,
program management, or other research issues for medicaid. HCFA has obtained
MMIS data from five States: California, Georgia, Michigan, New York, and Tennessee for the years 1980 and 1981 and is now planning to request 1982 data. Data
are
extracted for enrollees, providers, and claims for all types of medicaid
including long-term care. While these data will be used for many purposes,services,
one of the
key uses will be to analyze the use and expenditures of long-term care services
to study the total care provided to institutionalized individuals under medicaid. and
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE, AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOL

ABUSE AND ALCOHOUSM
Alcohol problems among elderly Americans are of increasing concern. The
tional Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) supports research Nadetermine the incidence and prevalence of alcoholism and alcohol abuse among to
elderly and to gain a better understanding of the causes and consequences of problem
drinking in this population. The following activities were carried out during
fiscal
year 1983.
NATIONAL ALCOHOL RESEARCH CENTER ON THE ELDERLY

The NIAAA supports a National Alcohol Research Center
the University of
Florida which focuses on the causes and consequences of alcoholatabuse
in the elderly. This population is considered to be subject to a heightened vulnerability
hol problems. Eight separate research activities are conducted at the center. to alcoSocial,
psychological, and biological antecedents are examined in various subpopulations
human subjects. Also, animal studies are undertaken to evaluate the interaction of
between alcohol abuse and aging in producing pathological changes in organ
This research is carried out in collaboration with the University's Center forsystems.
Gerontological Studies. The eight components for this center are:
-Two epidemiological/etiological studies: (1) Data collected on the prevalence and
incidence of alcohol abuse among elderly individuals in Florida and comparisons are made with other age groups; (2) a social-psychological theory of alcohol behavior among the elderly is developed and tested longitudinally.
-Changes in drinking behavior after retirement: A longitudinal prospective study
for measuring human time allocation to alcohol consumption and other activities is developed for use in a sample of retired persons. Postretirement changes
in drinking behavior are related to preretirement activity patterns.
-Human autopsy study: Histology, synaptic receptors, membrane structures: The
combined and separate effects of alcohol and aging are investigated at the cellular level using brains obtained during autopsy from aged and younger subjects.
-Comparisons of changes in aging human and rat cells induced by ethanol:
Membrane fluidity (structure) and phosopholipid metabolism are examined
in
human and rat blood cells and mast cells during aging and in connection with
alcoholism after baseline values are correlated with physiological and psychological data obtained from human subjects.
-Development of model of chronic alcohol administration in aged rats: A model
of chronic alcohol abuse is developed in an aging inbred rat strain to investigate
the hypothesis that chronic alcohol administration results in severe pathological effects on the tissues of the aged animals.
-Chronic effects of alcohol and aging; autonomic control of the heart: Ethanolinduced anatomical, electro-physiological, mechanical, and receptor mediated
changes are examined in the heart of adult and old rat to develop an animal
model for alcohol-induced heart disease with aging as a compounding risk
factor.
-Alcohol-aging interactions in rat hippocampus: The rat hippocampal region of
the brain is used as a model system to compare the pathological changes in neuronal morphology and function induced by chronic ethanol exposure in young
and aged animals.
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1983 WORKSHOP ON ALCOHOL PROBLEMS AMONG THE ELDERLY

NIAAA, in collaboration with the National Institute on Aging (NIA) and the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) organized a workshop on the Nature and
Extent of Alcohol Problems Among the Elderly which was held at the Washington
University School of Medicine in St. Louis, Mo., on November 3-4, 1983. The workshop is seen as the first step in encouraging increased research in this important
area and providing an increased focus on the elderly in the extramural grant program.
Papers were developed for the workshop using new data on problem drinking obtained from the epidemiologic catchment area grantees of NIMH. Other papers included those from NIAAA's Elderly Center and from the Boston normative aging
study supported by the Veterans' Administration.
Collaboration with NIA to foster alcohol research pertaining to the aging continues with the expectation that this will lead to increased knowledge in the area. Publication of the proceedings from the workshop is designed to provide a knowledge
base on which to build research, and to stimulate research interest in this area.
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT DEMONSTRATION

The NIAAA and the Health Care Financing Administration continued a 4-year
demonstration in six States of extending benefits to include alcoholism treatment
services in outpatient and nonhospital residential treatment programs. Presently
medicare and medicaid generally do not reimburse for alcoholism treatment in
other than a hospital setting. Nonhospital settings for treatment are significantly
less expensive and more widely available.
Under the demonstration, initiated in fiscal year 1981, alcoholism treatment services are being provided by almost 80 programs in the following States: Connecticut,
Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, and Oklahoma. Connecticut and Oklahoma are demonstrating the expansion of covered services under medicare only and
the program in Oklahoma has an Indian patient emphasis.
In the past 15 months of the demonstration, over $1 million in services for medicare beneficiaries were furnished to and about twice that amount in medicaid services were furnished some 3,000 medicare and medicaid eligibles. Almost one-half of
the medicare eligibles receiving alcoholism services under the demonstration were
under 65, thus qualified for medicare due to a major and longlasting disability.
An evaluation of the demonstration results is ongoing and will determine the
extent to which the following demonstration objectives are met:
-Provide payment for alcoholism treatment in freestanding facilities.
-Assure, through quality control, a system of effective and efficient service.
-Provide appropriate treatment emphasizing nonphysician personnel.
-Document the role of nonphysician personnel in treatment administration.
-Develop beneficiary awareness programs appropriate to the populations served.
-Provide ready access to services to all eligible persons in target area.
-Analyze and evaluate all available data under separate evaluation contract.
-Recommend, based on demonstration, revisions in current medicare and medicaid legislation and policies that will result in lower cost delivery of quality services.
EPIDEMIOLOGIC RESEARCH

The NIAAA collaborates with the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) in
the collection and analysis of alcohol-specific data. Two surveys, underway in 1983,
will provide valuable information on the prevalence and the nature of alcohol problems among the elderly.
(1) HANES I Followup Survey: The NIAAA is collaborating with the NCHS to
gather alcohol use data in their Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys
(HANES), with special work related to the elderly. A cohort from the HANES I has
been identified and is currently being reinterviewed about health practices, habits,
and problems over the intervening years. Those lost to followup because of death
will also be a party of the analysis. Cause of death and contributing conditions as
well as proxy information about the decedents will be compiled and analyzed. This
survey will yield longitudinal information about alcohol problems and health effects. A data tape summarizing the Northeast sample subset will be available in late
1983; the complete data set will be available in late 1984. This survey was both for
the longitudinal dimensions of potential analysis and for the opportunity to assess
mortaility patterns within the original sample, particularly among older age groups.
The inclusion of proxy respondents for decendents will allow dietary intake, lifestyle

habits, and previous or chronic morbid conditions to be related to both cause of
death and to life expectancy, and subsequent analysis will be oriented to determination of risk factors and their contribution to premature death.
(2) National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), 1983 Alcohol Supplement: The
NHIS, 1983 Alcohol Supplement is currently in the field and being administered to
over 25,000 randomly selected adults. The survey is the largest and most comprehensive ever conducted of its kind, and will provide baseline information about the
underlying alcohol consumption patterns of the society. Its sheer size will also allow
estimates to be generated at the regional level of analysis. Equally important is the
opportunity to develop baseline estimates of alcohol consumption, alcohol-related
health and social problems, hospitalization rates, and estimates of changes in drinking patterns over time for a wide variety of age groups differentiated by race and
sex. Because of its size, the survey will be invaluable in establishing baseline levels
for older Americans. Over 10 percent of the sample should be 55 years of age or
older. Data will be available for analysis in late 1984.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE
The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) performed the following activities
relating to the elderly during fiscal year 1983:
-NIDA awarded a grant to Duke University Medical Center to evaluate the effects of diazepam on skills that are related to driving. Diazepam is often prescribed for effects may lead to impairment of driving skills.
-NIDA awarded a grant to the University of California at Berkeley to examine
the ways elderly people cope with stress. The study will identify cases of drug
abuse, evaluate sources of stress in the day-to-day lives of the elderly, and the
effects of chemical abuse on coping processes, morale, and health.
-NIDA has provided technical assistance to the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for revising the publication entitled: "Elder-Ed: Using Your Medicines
Wisely." FDA will distribute this publication through its consumer education
program.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY

The goal of the alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health block grant is to have each
State decide what mental health services are to be provided, to whom, and in what
areas. The State is able to set priorities for use of Federal funds in areas determined
appropriate, and for population groups determined to be most needy.
Applications from the States for the alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health services (ADAMHS) block grant funding have mentioned the needs of the elderly. The
States have sought technical assistance from the Office of State and Community Liaison. Concurrently in an effort to disseminate information to the field, the Office of
State and Community Liaison distributes a one-page information sheet which highlights any particularly useful, innovative, or relevant piece of information.
CENTERS FOR STUDIES OF THE MENTAL HEALTH OF THE AGING

The Center for Studies of the Mental Health of the Aging is the focal point for
aging programs at NIMH.

The Center for Studies of the Mental Health of the Aging stimulates and supports
research; the training of researchers and clinicians; the development and dissemination of information to researchers, clinicians, and the public; and consultation with
service planners and providers over the design and delivery of health services to the
elderly. In its total center activities, the goal is the integration and mutual reinforcement of research, education, and services consultation around particular
themes and center priorities such as the major mental disorders, health and behavior, or family stress and burden. As a national center, the goals of program development activities have been:
-Leadership in anticipation and stimulation of significant research directions.
-The development of collaborative activities whereby the full power of Institute
and PHS program perspectives could be brought to bear upon issues of mental
health and aging; and
-The contribution of research and clinical insights to the policy processes around
such diverse issues as: reimbursement, service development, and the design of
policy relevant demonstrations.
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A major thrust of the Center program has been collaboration with the pharmaceutical industry, corporations, foundations, and other private sector programs in
the development and support of research and the dissemination of materials and information. This type of program orientation is built upon aggressive outreach and
stimulation of particular types of research by the Center staff and strong promotion,
guidance, and consultation over particular directions of research. Staff involvement
has resulted in a comprehensive and well-articulated research program which would
be unattainable through more reactive channels relying strictly upon investigatorinitiated applications to determine the direction for the program.
This report provides information on program developments in the area of research, research training, and clinical/services training, and also provides information on developments in mental health services to the elderly.
Program Guidelines

The research program of the Center for Studies of the Mental Health of the Aging
is divided into five general areas of support: epidemiology, clinical research, treatment assessment studies, services research, and prevention and behavioral studies.
The Center supports those studies which have a primary focus on the mental health
and illness implications of the aging process and of old age. A wide-ranging, multidisciplinary set of theoretical applied, and policy studies is funded. Almost all of the
Institute's research support programs are involved in the NIMH/ADAMHA-wide,
coordinated effort. In this way, NIMH has not only mounted a targeted effort to address issues in aging thrugh its Aging Center, but has also brought the strengths of
all its generic programs to bear on mental health and aging programs. In addition,
the Center is active in stimulating collaborative efforts between different Federal
programs and agencies. Diverse strengths and resources are brought together
through the program coordination plan developed by the NIMH Center for Studies
of the Mental Health of the Aging. The Center's research program emphasizes the
following subjects:
-Causes, treatment, and prevention of Alzheimer's disease, senile dementia, and
related disorders-with attention to differential diagnosis and memory-enhancing agents.
-Causes, treatment, and prevention of depression in older person-including investigations of the relationship of depression to suicide, alcoholism, medical disease, and other behavioral disorders.
-Psychopharmacology and polypharmacy.
-Behavioral medicine and the interface of physical illness and mental disorder in
later life.
-Chronically mentally ill elderly.
-Treatment, intervention, clinical trials, and service delivery models for the elderly.
-Effects of families, support systems, and self-help groups on the care of older
persons with significant mental disorders.
-Prevention of pathology among elderly at risk for mental illness.
-Geriatric mental health academic awards for the support of teacher/investigators in psychiatry and psychiatric nursing.
These areas of support have emerged and been refined through a considerable
amount of interaction with the field and with staff of other agencies in Government.
These activities have included a general conference on research directions for the
newly established coordinating responsibilities of the Center (1975) followed by two
more targeted conferences on senile dementia, assessment, housing for deinstitutionalized elderly, depression, the chronically mentally ill elderly, and others. In addition, staff of the Center had key participation in the Secretary's Committee on
Mental Health and Illness of the Elderly (1978), the President s Commission on
Mental Health (1978), and the White House Conference on Aging (1981). The research objectives and portfolio of the Center has been examined as part of the Institute's senior consultant and cluster group reviews in the areas of service, research,
and behavioral science. The reports of these efforts have contributed to setting the
research agenda for the Center.
These activities have been developed in the face of substantial need in the field of
mental health and aging.
-Five percent of the Nation's aged live in institutions. Of these, about 12 percent
are in mental hospitals, with the remainder in nursing and other types of
homes for the aged and the chronically ill.
-The elderly comprise 6 percent of admissions to State and county mental hospitals and 28 percent of the resident patients.

-Approximately 80 percent of those aged 65 or older who live in nursing and personal care homes have some degree of mental impairment. The national expenditure for nursing home care is estimated to exceed $20 billion annually.
-Only 3.8 percent of the outpatient psychiatric service admissions are aged 65
and over.
-An estimated 10 to 25 percent of the aged in the community have some degree
of mental impariment.
-The death rate for suicide among the elderly is highest at age 55 and over (18.5
per 100,000 as compared with 12.6 per 100,000 for all ages).
-Approximaely 44 percent of all male admissions aged 55 and over to inpatient
services of State and county mental hospitals had a primary diagnosis of alcohol
disorders.
These data are far less comprehensive than the ideal. The Center is moving
toward remedying this situation through activities which include special supplements to the epidemiological catchment area (ECA) projects for the oversampling of
the elderly, financial support of the mental status and depressive symptomatology
portions of the Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (HANES-I) followup, and
support of the mental health assessments of the National Nursing Home Survey.
These latter studies are being carried out by the National Center for Health statistics which will provide the data tapes to NIMH for refined analysis and estimation
purposes. Data delivery is scheduled for 1985 (HANES) and 1986 (Nursing Homes),
and through these, the Center anticipates being able to make estimates of the prevalence and cost of mental disorders in the elderly.
ProgramActivities
One new program, the geriatric mental health academic award, was initiated in
fiscal year 1983 and made 10 awards, 6 to psychiatrists and 4 to nurses. The purpose
of this award is to assist in the development of a research-oriented resource person
in geriatric mental health in academic settings. Upon completion of the award, the
nominee is expected to function as: (1) A researcher in geriatric mental health; (2) a
developer of other researchers with interests in geriatric mental health; and (3) an
introducer of research findings in geriatric mental health to other clinical teachers
and researchers in the academic setting. This academic award will support an experienced faculty member, who is a psychiatrist or psychiatric nurse, in the development of necessary expertise in the research aspects of aging and mental health.
This award, made to an institution, provides a superior candidate with the opportunity for up to 3 years of special study and supervised experience to prepare the individual to assume a faculty leadership role in geriatric mental health.
CollaborativeActivities
Cofunding with other NIHM, PHS, and HHS programs, or programs outside
HHS-not all research in mental health and aging can or should be supported or
administered by the Aging Center. In fields with strong, well-established technologies, such as psychopharmacology and epidemiology, specialized expertise already
exists in other programs. Consequently, the Center has made significant financial
contributions to the epidemiological catchment area studies for the oversampling of
the elderly and to several psychopharmacological investigations to extend their concern to older patients. Similarly, certain research issues are best conceptualized as
life-course or adulthood issues in which the elderly fit only as part of the study. In
these types of circumstances, the Aging Center has established mechanisms for joint
funding, while still maintaining fiscal control of the funds. Projects have been confunded with other programs of the NINM, with the National Institute on Aging,
with the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and
Stroke, with the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, with the National
Center for Health Statistics, with the Administration on Aging, and with the National Institute of Handicapped Research of the Department of Education. In this
way, the total aging effort of the Institute is expanded and multiplied.
Interagency Collaboration
Among the many specific examples of collaborative projects, two are especially notable. First, in the area of senile dementia, the NIMH Aging Center, in collaboration with two NIH Institutes (National Institute on Aging and National Institute of
Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke), sponsored two international conferences on Alzheimer's disease/senile dementia. These conferences, the first
ever held, helped establish the state-of-the-art in research, treatment, services, and

policy in this disease. Second, in the area of service delivery, a regional training
conference cosponsored by the Administration on Aging and the NIMH, was held as
the first formal step toward local-level collaboration of aging and mental health
services. This approach was repeated two more times so as to gain coverage of the
entire Nation. A manual has been prepared and will be published after it has been
approved by the Administration on Aging.
Relationships With the National Institute on Aging

The mandate given to the NIMH by the Congress is to conduct a program of research, training, and services for the prevention and treatment of mental illness
and for the maintenance and improvement of the mental health of the Nation.
Since persons 65 years of age and older now constitute approximately 11 percent of
the population and display the highest incidence of new cases of psychopathology, a
significant portion of the NIMH effort should be directed toward the mental health
problems and needs of this age group. The basic focus on NIMH efforts must be on
mental health. When applied to this age group, the essential considerations are the
manner in which aging affects mental health and the influence of mental health
upon aging.
In this context, NIA's interest starts with the aging process itself, whereas
NIMH's approach begins from the perspective of the mental health and illness of
older people. From another vantage point, while NIA looks at biomedical, social,
and behavioral aspects of aging with regard to development, NIMH studies adaptive
and aberrant psychosocial functioning of the elderly with attention to ctiology, prevention, treatment, and service delivery as they relate to mental disorders in later
life. The two Institutes also differ in a fundamental structural sense. NIA's focus is
targeted specifically toward research and research training, while NIMH's Aging
Center program encompasses services and clinical training in addition to research
and research training efforts.
Since 1974, staff of the NIMH Center for Studies of the Mental Health of the
Aging have served on the Interagency Committee on Research in Aging. This committee, chaired by the Director, NIA, and in conjunction with the National Advisory
Council on Aging, helped define the research goals of the NIA and now meets regularly for purposes of coordination and consultation.
In addition, staff of the Center, together with NIA staff, also serve on the Interdepartment Committee on Aging, conducted under the auspices of the Administration
on Aging.
Finally, a considerable array of formal and informal relationships exist between
the NIMH Center for Studies of the Mental Health of the Aging and the National
Institute on Aging. Research applications of interest to both organizations are
dually assigned. On occasion, projects with dual assignments, approved by the primary Institute but for which sufficient funds are not available, have been transferred to the secondary Institute for funding consideration.
CollaborativeActivities With the Private Sector

During the past year, a publication for physicians on the treatment of depression
was completed and distributed to 150,000 primary care physicians in a collaborative
venture with the Ciba Pharmaceutical Co. A similar book on sleep disorders was
also completed and will be distributed during the coming year.
Staff also worked with more than 25 major pharmaceutical companies in developing and standardizing methods for drug studies in the elderly and in publishing and
distributing the definitive reference book in the field, entitled "Assessment in Geriatric Psychopharmacology."
The Alzheimer's Disease Task Force

In April 1983, the Secretary of HHS established a task force on Alzheimer's disease. The task force is chaired by the Assistant Secretary for Health, and membership includes the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, the Surgeon
General, the Directors of NIMH, NIA, NICHDS, NIAID, the Commissioner on
Aging, and representatives of the Veterans Administration and Health Care Financing Administration. Staff support is provided by NIMH. The task force will coordinate research on Alzheimer's disease, share information, identify promising research directions, and provide a vehicle for translating the research into policy and
program.

Conferences

In fiscal year 1983, one center-sponsored conference was held and two others were
planned. "Psychodynamic Approaches to Treatment of the Elderly" was held in
fiscal year 1983 and focused on needed research in psychodynamic psychotherapy.
Papers from the conference will be published in fiscal year 1984.
The Center convened the first National Conference on Mental Illness in Nursing
Homes. Over 100 scholars, researchers, and providers convened for 3 days to review,
analyze, and evaluate the existing research findings and recommended to NIMH a
research agenda for mental illness in nursing homes. Seventeen commissioned
papers and 17 workshops were held in which issues pertaining to mental health research in nursing homes were discussed.
The Center for Studies of the Mental Health of the Aging has established mental
health research in nursing homes as one of its 1986 initiatives. The general aim of
this initiative is to improve the mental health status of residents in the Nation's
23,000 nursing homes through a targeted program or research in one or more of
four areas-(1) quality of care/quality of life issues, (2) economic and cost issues surrounding nursing home care of the mentally ill, (3) mental health personnel including family adult caregivers, and (4) collection and analysis of data pertaining to psychosocial needs/functioning.
Treatment of Alzheimer's Disease

The pace has accelerated dramatically in the search for an effective treatment for
Alzheimer's disease. During the past year, several findings that may prove highly
significant were reported. First, studies with the cholinergic drug, physostigmine,
alone or in combination with the cholinergic agent lecithin, demonstrated that clinically modest but reliable improvements in memory can be produced in some patients with Alzheimer's disease. Early findings from studies with lecithin combined
with the "metabolic enhancer" piracetam also suggest that this combination may be
of some therapeutic utility. During the coming year, support for carefully controlled
double-blind studies (Ferris Corkin) to test these findings will continue. Another
finding or possible significance emerged from a small study suggesting that the
opiate antagonist naloxone may be effective in treating Alzheimer's disease. A
larger, well-controlled study is now underway to test that possibility (Reisbeco).
Other studies now underway are exploring diverse approaches to treatment, including the possibility that certain brain peptides or their analogs may be effective in
treating memory impairment (Tinklenberg). On the very frontier of technology, yet
other studies (Ferris) are using position emission tomography (PET) to determine
the nature of brain metabolic changes in Alzheimer's disease and examine how
these changes might be altered by various experimental drugs.
Treatment of Psychosis, Depression, and Sleep Disorders in the Elderly

Studies recently completed (McNair) suggest that certain widely used tricyclic antidepressants (e.g., amitriptyline) can induce market memory and learning impairments in elderly subjects although other (e.g., desipramine) are far less troublesome.
A study to be completed this year will examine the utility of using a different type
of antidepressant, monamine oxidase inhibitors, in aged patients (Georgatis).
Sleep disorders are extremely common in the elderly and treatment frequently
problematic. For example, the most widely prescribed medication for sleep, flurazepam, remains in the body much longer in elderly than in young patients and may
cause several major problems including incapacitating daytime drowsiness. Studies
are now underway to examine the problems associated with pharmacologic treatment of sleep disorders and alternative drug treatments to those that are currently
standard (Shader, Tecce, Prinz, and Rickels).
In treating psychotic disorders in elderly persons, the major problem is the possibility of inducing the serious neurologic side effects that constitute tardive dyskinesia. A major study is now underway (Yesavage) to determine whether this problem
can be controlled by carefully monitoring drug plasma levels and lowering dosage
accordingly.
Future Directions

The research budget of the Aging Center has remained relatively static over the
past years. This stabilization of funds has been matched by concentration and stabilization of the research program. However, the program is now in a position where
the cumulative findings are leading to exciting new developments and capabilities
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in the field. These activities are incorporated into three initiatives for fiscal year
1984.
MENTAL HEALTH AND AGING CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER

The past years of NIMH support of research in aging have seen a dramatic increase in the investment and sophistication of clinical research. This growth is now
at a point where mental health clinical research centers in aging are both feasible
and desirable. Systematic planning by the Aging Center and appropriate units of
the Division of Extramural Research Programs, conferences on clinical issues, and
site visits to ongoing clinical research centers were all carried out. A plan for the
program was discussed by the National Advisory Mental Health Council at its December 1983 policy meeting. Like other mental health clinical research centers,
those devoted to aging have as their major objective the development and support of
capacity, building activities in research and training. These activities: assignment of
inpatient beds, development and use of standardized assessment and diagnosis, and
support of pilot projects are all meant to form the basis for a coherent and wellintegrated research program. A program announcement was issued for the first submission date of March 1, 1984. Grants will be made to one of two mental health and
aging clinical research centers in fiscal year 1984.
Health and Behavior Research
This initiative will extend the collaborative model established between the Aging
Center and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute examining the behavioral
and emotional consequences of hypertension control to other issues and other NIH
Institutes. Approaches discussed with other Institutes involve: (a) research on the
mental health consequences of physical diseases or conditions (e.g., sensory deprivation arthritis, diabetes, fractures); and (b) research on the physical health consequences of mental health problems (e.g., the relationships between stress and a variety of physical health consequences). Special attention will be paid to drug effects,
drug-drug interactions, and unanticipated side effects. A conference will be held in
fiscal year on this issue.
The fiscal year 1984 activity is seen as anticipating the PHS Health and Behavior
Initiative for fiscal year 1985 where the specific focus is on topic areas for projects
which cut across the interests of two or more PHS agencies. Several aging projects
are contained in this initiative: psychiatric and behavioral symptoms associated
with post menopausal estrogen replacement therapy, psychological, behavioral and
psychosocial phenomena that affect the clinical course of elderly persons with hearing or visual impairment; behavioral and somatic side effects of drugs used by the
elderly; drug use, misuse, abuse, and related health issues in the elderly; and aging
and alcohol usuage. Thus, the model for cofunding and collaboration established as
the core of the Center program has been extended as a PHS-wide goal.
Hip Fracture
Hip fracture is a common and devastating illness, striking 200,000 persons in the
United States every year. It has been estimated that a white woman 35 years old
has an 8 percent chance of having one hip fracture in her life; a white man has a 3
percent chance. Morality 1 year after fracture ranges from 12 to 67 percent. The
current cost of hip fracture treatment is estimated to be approximately $1 billion,
excluding surgeons' and nursing home fees. This diagnosis now ranks 10th in terms
of total patient-days in general hospitals. With the mean age of hip fracture victims
in the seventies, and the expectation that the elderly population will double in the
next 50 years, this disease will take on even greater significance in the future.
The Surgeon General has long been concerned about the incidence of hip fracture.
This year he asked the Center on Aging, NIMH to explore what kind of preventive
measures could be directed at hip fracture and if deemed appropriate to organize a
demonstration project. On September 19-20 a planning meeting was held at NIH to
bring together a group of experts from various disciplines, as well as concerned government agencies to make recommendations to the Surgeon General on the shape
that such a preventive effort would take. The meeting was cosponsored by OSC,
NIA, AoA, and NIMH.
The single most important causative factor in hip fracture is probably fragility of
bone secondary to osteoporosis. Unfortunately, at present there is not adequate
treatment for osteoporosis. Because of this any hip fracture reduction program will
be directed at other intrinsic (host) and extrinsic (enviromental) factors. These range
from improving balance and coordination to eliminating stair hazards and inad-

equate illumination. Building on the recommendations of the planning meeting the
next step will be to organize a trial of the prevention program in a city. The final
shaping of the program, as well as the choice of the city are underway now.
THE CHRONICALLY MENTALLY ILL ELDERLY

This initiative is just now in the planning stage and will focus upon the aging of
those suffering from lifelong chronic mental illness or emotional disorders, particularly schizophrenia. This activity will be coordinated with the Center's ongoing program interest in nursing homes and will include attention to epidemiology, services
research, and psychosocial/behavioral studies.
A first step, the Center has initiated a series of activities on services research for
the mentally ill elderly. Two projects, one with the National Association of State
Mental Health Program Directors and one with the National Council of Community
Mental Health Centers, are designed to stimulate mental health service research
grant applications through the development of cooperative relationships between
basic and applied researchers and service providers.
DISSEMINATION

While conferences remain a significant focus of dissemination activity to the research and practice communities, the Center has had to curtail much of its other
program development in this area due to the freeze on publications across the Department. Two professional staff, both part time, have major involvement in this
activity by providing one on one consultation to students, practitioners, planners
and others. In addition, Center staff has organized professional symposia at meetings: Gerontological Society of America, National Council on the Aging; National
Council of Community Mental Health Centers; American College of Neuropsychopharmacology; American Psychological Association; American Psychiatric Association; American Orthopsychiatric Association; and others. The freeze has not completely ended Center publication activity, however, for collaboration with the private sector has allowed some of this to continue. Finally, we hope that the Secretary's Task Force on Alzheimer's Disease will provide a new or renewed mechanism
for direct government sponsorship of dissemination-oriented activities, at least in
this significant area.
CLINICAL TRAINING

Various national conferences and commissions addressing mental health and
aging training and personnel issues have identified several areas in need of program
support:
-A cadre of expert facilty in mental health and aging (career teachers). The faculty development award is designed to prepare teachers of geriatric mental
health in clinical training centers where no local resource faculty currently
exist.
-Centers of excellence in mental health and aging, with particular emphasis on
postgraduate specialty training through fellowships. Posgraduate specialty
training in academic geriatric mental health is designed to further develop
training programs that are already active in the dissemination of mental health
skills and knowledge by increasing the pool of potential faculty members
through specialty training; may include a range of other postgraduate training
experiences.
-Attention to mental health and aging in the basic training of mental health
care providers. Geriatric training models are designed to provide training experience to the nonspecialist in geriatrics and at the same time stimulate the development of model materials and curricula for the incorporation of geriatric
mental health skills and knowledge in the general training of the four core disciplines.
Approximately 50 awards were made in fiscal year 1983 for the above three clinical training programs together, these grants distributed among the four core mental
health disciplines of psychiatry, psychology, social work and nursing. Continuation
of these activities is anticipated in fiscal year 1984. Currently, the first three clinical
training areas above are being addressed.
Other areas identified for program support are:
-Continuing education in mental health and aging for those clinicians already in
the field.
-Inservice or setting specific training in mental health and aging (e.g., for nursing home personnel).
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-Training for families assisting elderly members.
-Curriculum development addressing all of the above in addition to other areas
of need.
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has been very active in developing programs to meet the special needs of the elderly. As the percentage of elderly in the
Nation's population continues to increase, more attention is being devoted to and
considerable progress has been made in providing assistance toward resolving problems wherever possible. Among the major target areas identified are nutritional
needs, drug metabolism differences, patient education needs, and economic limitations. Some of the major initiatives that are underway at the FDA are described
below.
HEALTH PROMOTION CONCEPTS

The FDA recognizes the importance of communicating health promotion concepts
to all groups, but especially to the elderly population groups.
In September 1983, FDA awarded a contract to provide elderly citizens with increased education foods, drugs, and medical devices. The contractor will also design,
develop, and disseminate information which will be tailored to the language levels
and health interests of the elderly. Specific product areas for which materials will
be developed include nutrition and the elderly, pharaceuticals and medicaitons, and
medical augmentary devices/aids for the elderly. The program will serve as a prototype for other organizations providing health promotion programs for this group.
Specifically, the program will:
-Provide information on areas of high significance: food (sodium, nutrition and
special diets, food and drug interactions, convenience foods), drugs (prescription
and OTC drug selection and use, patient informaiton, generic equivalents, adverse reactions reporting, misuse and self-medication, tamper resistant packaging), and medical appliances (intraocular and contact lenses, hearing aids).
-Demonstrate instructional materials that are highly visual and easily comprehensible.
-Demonstrate effective techniques and approaches to reach the elderly population and provide effective feedback to FDA.
-Enlighten elderly consumers on policies and issues whcih have a direct impact
on their well-being; and
-Provide opportunities for the elderly to express their concerns on how FDA regulates products.
Other programs which have been udnerway for some time have also been focused
specifically on the special needs of the elderly population.
Tamper-resistant packaging (TRP) requirements for drugs promulgated by the
FDA have been evaluated with respect to whether elderly persons will be able to
manipulate the TRP packaging to open medications. TRP requirements are being
tailored to these needs wherever possible.
PATIENT EDUCATION

Information about current drug use is a major focus of improving health. Because
the elderly are prescribed more drugs than any other segment of the population,
this program is of particular importance. the National Council on Patient Information and Education of which FDA is a member has developed a program entitled
"Ask the Doctor," which seeks to instruct patients of the five important questions
people need to be aware of when taking medication:
(1) What is the name of the drug and what is it supposed to do?
(2) How and when do I take it and for how long?
(3) What foods, drinks, other medicines, or activities should I avoid while
taking this drug?
(4) Are there any side effects, and what do I do if they occur?
(5) Is there any written information available about the drug?
This year FDA, with the cooperation of the Social Security Administration, enclosed a pamphlet with the July mailing of all social security checks in the Nation.
The pamphlet alerted recipients to the importance of knowing about medication and
provided a contact address for requesting a free brocure on this subject.
The FDA Committee on Patient Education continues as last year in its efforts to
promote voluntary efforts to provide information about medications. Numerous ini-

tiatives in the private sector have resulted in more drug information for all aspects

of the population, and excellent programs specifically oriented toward the elderly
are now available. These include a wallet-size identification card on which persons
can list, for emergency use, their current medications and specific medical conditions. The card, developed by the National Council for Patient Information and Education which FDA is reprinting and distributing, also reiterates the five questions of
the Ask the Doctor program.
In cooperation with National Institute on Aging (NIA), FDA has developed the
"Age Page," a flier which seeks to alert and educate older persons about drug and
medical information of interest to them. One issue recently published focused on the
safe use of medicines by older people. In addition to presenting information of particular interest to the elderly, it is printed in large type and offers large type publications for additional information.
PREMARKET TESTING GUIDELNES

Specific guidelines are being developed by FDA for the premarket testing of drugs
in the elderly. Because matabolic changes usually occur during the aging process,
safe procedures for testing drugs in the elderly are particularly important. FDA
held a National Consumer Exchange meeting on Drug Use in the Elderly in October
1983, at which the guidelines were discussed. Representatives of some of the most
active groups promoting attention to drug use in the elderly were present to exchange views with the Acting Commissioner on this and other topics.
The FDA continues to provide Institutional Review Board (IRB) education. This
aspect of drug testing and research is particularly important to institutionalized patients, a category comprised of a large number of elderly persons, to insure adequate
protection for informed consent FDA continues to work closely with the National
Institutes of Health to develop and distribute information sheets to clinical investigators and members of the IRB community.
INTERAGENCY COOPERATIVE EFFORTS

FDA continues to participate in meetings of the ad hoc Interagency Committee to
further strengthen our liaison with the NIA. The meetings have focused on the development of new drugs for diseases found more frequently in the aging segment of
our population, development of geriatric labeling, review of information related to
drug use in the elderly, and review of issues related to drug studies in the elderly.
In addition, the PHS-Administration on Aging (AoA) Working Group continues to
develop specific health goals related to elderly populations, as well as materials relevant to their focus: drug use and misuse in the elderly. A major national objective
in the area of drug use and misuse is the availability and aproper use of medications for the treatment of medical conditions that are widespread in the elderly population. Components of these objectives include:
-The knowledge by professionals and scientists of physiological drug activity in
the elderly.
-The proper dispensing of medications to the elderly by professionals.
-The provision of information to the elderly about the drugs they consume.
-The acquisition by the elderly of information related to the drugs they consume.
-Diminished incidence and severity of adverse drug reactions (single drug, drugdrug, drug-food, drug-alcohol); and

-Appropriate
overuse, etc.).

consumption of drugs by the elderly (compliance, self-medication,

Identified research objectives for drugs and the elderly include: Specific physiologic and pharmacacodynamic responses to drugs in the elderly; drug surveillance studies in elderly populations; drug testing in the elderly population; study of prescribing
patterns by physicians to the elderly; and effective educational techniques with the
elderly.
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE COST (MAC)
The elderly in our population, as users of more medications than other groups,
benefit more directly from FDA's review of drugs to establish therapeutic equivalence. Name brand drugs, often marketed at high cost, can in many cases be substituted with a lower cost generic equivalent. This is the basic philosophy underlying
HHS' MAC program, through which a maximum cost is established for drugs paid
for under tax-supported reimbursement programs such as medicare and medicaid.
Continuing review of marketed drugs enables the FDA to expand its listing of therapuetic equivalents, thereby providing more assurance to the elderly that the drugs

they need to take can be obtained at the lowest cost with no sacrifice in effectiveness.
PATIENT EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER (PERC)
This center, organizationally a part of FDA's Committee on Patient Education,
has focused on developing a bibliography for professional education purposes, which
specifically relates to geriatric applications of drug prescribing and usage. The bibliography is computerized and with its keyword search capability, it is a valuable
information resource for health professionals.
DRUG PRODUCT LABELING

FDA is currently developing proposed regulations which would require a geriatric
use section in drug product labeling. This will highlight currently known information about specific prescribing differences for geriatric patients and will hopefully
encourage the development of additional data related to geriatric use. By highlighting this information, physicians will more easily be able to differentiate recommended dosage variations, etc., which are unique in geriatric patients.
MEDICAL DEVICES OF PARTICULAR BENEFIT TO THE ELDERLY

Data on intraocular lenses (IOL's) continues to demonstrate that a high proportion (85 to 95 percent) of the patients will be able to achieve 20/40 or better vision
with the implanted lenses, and that few (3 to 5 percent) will experience poor visual
acuity (20/200 or worse). The data also demonstrate that the risks of experiencing a
significant postoperative complication are not great. Furthermore, many of the complications result during the early postoperative period and are associated with cataract surgery, and the incidence of these complications is generally not affected by

IOL implantation. Approved lenses have a significent impact on the health of elderly patients having surgery to remove cataracts. The IOL's because they are safe and
effective, aid elderly patients by increasing the options available to maintain their
sight and thus their ability to drive and otherwise lead normal lives. The costs of
IOL implantations are competitive will available options, particularly when the continuing costs of contact lens care accessories, such as cleaning and storage solutions, disinfection solutions, or heat disinfection units are considered.
HEARING AIDS

Hearing aids enable senior citizens with amplification impairment to do more
than just cope with their disability. They provide them with the ability to carry on
useful and functional lives. Our older citizens become very fearful when they cannot
hear sounds they once heard. They slowly retrogress, spending more time at home
withdrawing from society and from family members. Eventually, they may become
nonfunctional and require care. Communication is their window to the enjoyable aspects of life; when they lose it, the process of degeneration may slowly take over.
Hearing aids can restore amplification and bring the familiar sounds back into their
lives. The day-to-day problems of the hard of hearing can be eliminated with hearing aids, enabling them to enjoy and participate in all there is around.
FDA requires a prospective purchaser of a hearing aid to undergo a medical evaluation no more than 6 months before the sale of a hearing aid to determine the
cause of the hearing loss. However, an informed adult, 18 or older, is permitted to
waive the medical evaluation requirement. .
PACEMAKERS

Dysfunctions of the electrophysiology of the heart can develop with age, be caused
by disease, or result from surgery. People with this condition can suffer from fainting, dizziness, lethargy, heart flutter, and a variety of similar discomforts or ills.
More seriously, such life-threatening conditions as congestive heart failure or fibrillation can occur. FDA is responsible for policy on the safety, efficacy, and labeling of
cardiac pacemakers.
The modern pacemaker is designed to supply stimulating electric pulses when
needed to the upper or lower chambers of the heart, or with some newer models,
both. It has corrected many of the above pathological conditions for a larger number
of people. Approximately half a million elderly persons have pacemakers. At
present, an estimated 125,000 pacemakers are implanted annually, 30 percent being
replacements. An estimated 74 percent of these are for persons 65 years of age or
older. Without pacemakers, many of these people would not have survived, others
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are protected from life-threatening situations and, for most, the quality of life has
been improved. Pacemakers can make life more enjoyable for the patients by enabling them to lead more active lives which require less care. In general, it can be
said that pacemakers contribute to the physical and mental well-being of the elderly
in our population.
RADIOLOGICAL DEVICE PROGRAMS OF BENEFIT TO THE ELDERLY
Sensorimetric technique for the evaluation of processing (STEP)-a study of X-ray
film processor operations in selected diagnostic radiology facilities showed variations
in processor performance that may be indicative of unnecessarily high patient exposures. As a result of this study, FDA, in cooperation with the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors, Inc., developed and begun pilot testing a sensorimetric technique for the evaluation of processing. The procedure takes less than 5
minutes, gives an immediate indication of processing speed, and will identify overprocessing or underprocessing. Pilot testing of the STEP procedures continues and
current plans call for providing training shortly to all States.
TELERADIOLOGY

Teleradiology is the electronic transmission of radiographic images from remote
clinics without specialty services to medical centers where radiologists are available.
This program, initiated in 1982, has been expanded and continues to provide improved services and image quality, thus improving the physician's diagnostic reference.
The teleradiology system was developed to provide access to radiology services to
military personnel and civilians in remote areas. This system would be particularly
helpful to the elderly living in isolated areas. A field trial of the system was conducted in which X-ray examinations (performed at clinics located 10 to 150 miles
from the site where the images were to be interpreted) were sent by television
camera and special telephone lines to be stored on magnetic discs. During regular
reading times, radiologists calfed up the radiographs on the discs and displayed
them on video monitors for interpretation. A priority mode was available for emergency cases. Throughout the field trial, data were collected on the technical performance of the system, and a panel of senior radiologists reviewed a sample of the
5,000 cases to determine the accuracy of video interpretation. FDA has established
an archive consisting of the 500 cases which were reviewed during the field trial
which will be made available to qualified investigators interested in furthering the
development of teleradiology.
HEALTH FRAUD

FDA has developed an agencywide comprehensive umbrella consumer education
program which encompasses all aspects of health fraud, but focuses on deceptive
medical devices, misrepresented drugs, and food fadism.
Health fraud, or quackery is a widely used terms that means different things to
different people. FDA's Committee on Quackery defined quackery as: "The practice
of making false, misleading, or deceptive nutritional health, or cosmetic claims for
FDA-regulated products which are regarded as worthless for such intended uses by
experts qualified by scientific training and experience to evaluate their safety and
effectiveness."
Health, fraud may be a serious and oftentimes expensive problem for the elderly.
For example, the National Arthritis Foundation estimates that the American public
pays from $5 to $10 billion a year for health frauds.
It can also pose direct and indirect health hazards as well as economic losses, to
those who are misled by promises of quick and easy cures and unrealistic physical
transformations. The more serious forms of health fraud involve products and
present direct or indirect health hazards. The former are products which, even
when used as directed, have the potential to cause injury or death. The latter includes products offered for diagnosis or treatment of serious ailments, such as
cancer, but that are ineffective for such use. Using these products may delay obtaining recognized medical treatment.
FDA will always respond to complaints about products that cause injuries or pose
other serious health hazards. In addition, one of the objectives of FDA's consumer
education program is to provide guidance that helps consumers recognize quackery,
evaluate claims, and make informed decisions for themselves.

FOOD PROGRAMS FOR THE ELDERLY

FDA has been involved in cooperative programs with the Federal Administration
on Aging (AoA) to help open lines of communication and training between personnel involved in food services programs for the elderly and State and local food officials. In addition to providing food, handling training, and seminars, FDA has engaged participation in management training and certification in food protection
sanitation. The agency routinely makes available copies of FDA codes and guidelines as well as periodic listing of training programs.
Because AoA furnishes home-delivery means (meals-on-wheel program) and there
exist unique programs in equipment and transportation, FDA has assisted with development of, in conjunction with the University of Colorado, a new training program (slide show) specifically designed to meet the needs of personnel involved in a
home-delivery program. This will help to insure safer food delivery systems to a population which relies on this food assistance.
SODIUM

FDA has underway a major initiative oriented toward educating consumers about
the relationship between sodium and hypertension. Because many persons suffering
from hypertension fall into the elderly category, the agency has specifically geared
certain aspects of the program toward older Americans. In addition to promoting
voluntary sodium content labeling, FDA has published a number of educational materials. One of them, "Sodium Facts for Older Citizens," addresses the educational
needs of this specific group. In addition, the agency has contracted with the National Urban League for a pilot study on a program targeted toward a number of specific groups including the elderly black population.
FOOD LABELING

Nutrition information is of particular value to older persons, many of whom are
advised by their physician to restrict consumption of salt and other food components. Thus, the sodium labeling and cholesterol labeling programs, when finalized,
are expected to have a major impact on health. EDA published in the Federal Register a proposed rule concerning the declaration of sodium content of foods and label
claims concerning the declaration of sodium content. The purpose of this is to
amend the food labeling regulations to provide more sodium information to consumers so that they can make wise food choices, and have the information they need to
follow low-sodium diets prescribed by their physicians.
The proposed regulations define terms denoting levels of sodium and specify the
maximum levels of sodium that a serving may contain when these terms are used
on the product label.
These rules, when finalized, will require the declaration of the sodium content on
food labels which contain nutrition information. Nutrition information is required if
a processor adds nutrients to a product or makes nutritional claims about it. However, the voluntary inclusion of salt/sodium information on a product label does not
require the manufacturer to provide full nutrition labeling. In addition, the agency
is recommending the voluntary inclusion of potassium content information in nutrition labeling because people with kidney and some other diseases who must control
their sodium intake must also control their potassium intake. Also, people with high

blood pressure and other related health problems often use potassium in place of
sodium.
Many major food manufacturers have voluntarily included sodium information on
food labels since FDA began the sodium education program last year. In 1983, approximately one-third of the processed foods FDA regulates bears voluntary sodium

labeling, compared to only 13 percent in 1981. In addition, several manufacturers
are marketing (or considering) foods that are low in sodium, and some are conduct-

ing sodium education campaigns.
FDA also is working on a proposal that would amend current regulations to re-

quire cholesterol and fatty acid content of foods to be included as part of nutrition

labeling when claims about these substances are made. Most consumers, but especially the elderly, are vulnerable to misleading claims about the value of particular

methods in preventing or treating heart and artery disease. Cholesterol and fatty
acid claims have the potential to be misleading in this regard. Nutrition information about cholesterol and fatty acid content on the food label would minimize the
potential for deception and aid individuals on fat-modified diets.

TOTAL DIr STUDIES
The FDA revised the total diet studies program to reflect changes in current food
consumption data developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculturea (USDA) and
the National Center for Health Statistics, analysis of individual foods (rather than
the previous food grouping or "composites"), and computerized data manipulation to
permit the determination of daily dietary intakes of contaminants and elected nutrients for almost any population or age group in the United States.
Since the 1960's this program-also known as the FDA Market Basket Study-has
enabled the agency to measure the levels of pesticides, industrial chemicals, toxic
chemicals, radionuclides, and essential minerals in the diets of various components
of society. The revised program will enable the agency to determine dietary intake
by almost any age population group in the United States. The program will help to
identify any problems that may exist specifically relating to elderly populations.

HEALTH RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
The Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) provides leadership
and direction to programs and activities designed to improve health services for all
people in the United States and to develop health care maintenance systems which
are adequately financed, comprehensive, interrelated, and responsive to the needs of
individuals and families in all levels of society. Specifically, the agency: (1) Provides
leadership and supports efforts designed to integrate health services delivery programs with public and private health financing programs including the health
maintenance organizations; (2) administers the health services block grants, categorical grants, and formula grant-supported programs; (3) provides or arranges for personal health services including both hospital and outpatient care to designated
beneficiaries; (4) administers programs to improve the utilization of health resources
through health planning; (5) provides technical assistance for modernizing or replacing health care facilities; (6) provides leadership to improve the education, training,
distribution, supply, use, and quality of the Nation's health personnel; and (7) provides advice and support to the Assistant Secretary for Health (ASH) in formulation
of health policies.
The areas of responsibility as outlined above are carried out by four Bureaus
within HRSA as follows: Bureau of Health Professions, Bureau of Health Care Delivery and Assistance, Indian Health Service, and Bureau of Health Maintenance
Organizations and Resources Development. The activities of each Bureau have a significant impact on programs and services for the elderly throughout the Nation.
These activities for 1983 are reported below.
BUREAU OF HEALTH PROFESSIONs (BHPr)
The Bureau of Health Professions provides national leadership in coordinating,
evaluating, and supporting the development and utilization of U.S. health personnel. It assesses the supply and requirements of the Nation's health professions and
develops and administers programs to meet those requirements; collects, analyzes
data, and disseminates information on the characteristics and capacities of health
professions production systems; and develops, tests, and demonstrates new and improved approaches to the development and utilization of health personnel within
various patterns of health care delivery and financing systems. The Bureau provides
financial support to institutions and individuals for health education programs, administers Federal programs for targeted health personnel development and utilization, and provides technical assistance to national, State, and local agencies, organizations, and institutions for the development, production, utilization, and evaluation
of health personnel.
Fiscal year 1983 program activities directed toward the development of professional personnel to provide health care to the aged include:
(1) Activities under training authorities targeted specifically for geriatric endeavors.
(2) Activities under training authorities for primary care, nursing, and other
health professionals under which geriatric training may be provided.
(3) Other activities aimed at enhancing the qualifications of future health
care providers.
GERIATRIC EDUCATION CENTERS

Four geriatric education centers were funded for the first time in fiscal year 1983
under section 788(b) of the PHS Act, an authority which includes a focus on extending geriatric training. The centers are located in the following cities and institu-
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tions: Ann Arbor, Mich. University of Michigan; Boston, Mass. Harvard Medical
School; Buffalo, N.Y. State University of New York; Los Angeles, Calif., University
of Southern California.
The awards are for 3 years; the first year grants totaled about $870,000.
The four centers are to be prototypical regional resources providing multidisciplinary training for health professions in geriatric care. They will provide comprehensive services to the health professions educational community within designated
geopraghical areas. Activities include faculty training in medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, pharmacy, nursing, and related allied and public or community health disciplines. Other purposes are the provision of technical assistance in the design and
conduct of inservice and continuing education programs for practicing health professionals and assisting health professions schools in the selection, installation, implementation, and evaluation of appropriate geriatric course materials and curriculum
improvements.
PRIMARY CARE TRAINING

Family medicine residency training grants amounting to more than $1.7 million
were awarded specifically to support geriatric activities. These 52 grants represent a
fivefold increase over the previous year's awards for this purpose. Supported activities range from elective course offerings to compensation for geriatric consultants
and instructors.
Grants awarded for predoctoral training in family medicine include 47 projects
which intend to provide curriculum materials in geriatrics and gerontology to more
than 850 undergraduate medical students. In addition, awards of about $140,000 to
18 departments of family medicine will strengthen clinical geriatric teaching.
General internal medicine and general pediatric grant awards to 22 residency programs support experiences with the aged through electives and/or optional rotations for about 125 residents.
Twenty-five projects in the physician assistants program are providing didactic
and clinical medicine lectures and other geriatric educational experiences. An estimated $52,100 will be spent for these efforts. This is a substantial increase over such
activities in fiscal year 1982.
Five area health education center programs received about $290,000 for geriatric
training, involving an estimated 3,600 persons. The largest recipient was the University of Maryland at Baltimore, which received $195,000 to continue development
of a program which includes graduate and undergraduate medical training, as well
as education and clinical experiences in caring for the elderly to students in dentistry, nursing, pharmacy, social work, and law in six community-based ambulatory
care centers in medically underserved areas in the Baltimore metropolitan area.
Training in geriatric dentistry occurs as part of the dental general practice residency program. These activities are conducted in hospitals and include comprehensive dental services to elderly persons.
NURSE TRAINING

A sizable portion of nursing activity in fiscal year 1983 was directed toward geriatric and gerontologic research and education. This work involved the following
major activities:
-The nursing research program supports both the development of knowledge underlying problems of the elderly and the investigation of interventions affecting
the well-being of elderly populations. In fiscal year 1983, six nursing research
grants, amounting to over $630,000, supported research on topics such as "Assessment of the Functional Capacity of the Hispanic Elderly ' and "Effects of
Preventive Care Exercise on Elders."
-The advanced nurse training program awarded over $1.2 million to support gerontological and geriatric nursing concentrations as part of master's and doctoral
level nurse training programs.
-Eleven geriatric nurse practitioner grants were funded in the amount of $1.4
million in fiscal year 1983 to provide special preparation in the care of well and
frail elderly receiving care in a variety of settings.
-Special project grants amounting to about $360,000 were awarded to three university-based nurse training programs. These projects are aimed at: (1) A continuing education gerontology training program for nurse educators, (2) a nurse
assessment/management program for use with the frail elderly, and (3) a continuing education program for registered nurses through the use of cable television and videotape rentals to health agencies and other institutions.
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-A geriatric educational program for registered nurses is being developed and
implemented with contract support. It includes 20 modules involving three
major topics: (1) Skilled gerontologic nursing care, (2) education and supervision
of health care personnel to provide quality care to the elderly, and (3) administration and management of health care delivery systems serving aged populations.
-A nursing practice center is being developed, implemented, and evaluated
through contract support. The center will demonstrate and test innovative
methods of providing nursing services including improvement of the delivery of
ambulatory nursing wellness care for an identified population of older citizens.
OTHER TRAINING SUPPORT

An analysis of resources used in geriatric dental education will be made as the

result of a survey of the 60 accredited U.S. dental schools. The supporting contract
equaled about $40,000. Findings will be available in the fall of 1984.
Surveys are also being designed to assess the status of geriatric curricula for the
following health professions: allopathic and osteopathic medicine, nursing, podiatry,
pharmacy, and physical and occupational therapy. The supporting contracts
amounted to about $48,000. Findings from these surveys are expected early in 1985.
An evaluation of the effects of grants awarded in fiscal years 1979 and 1980 to 27
projects to develop and implement interdisciplinary geriatric curricula is underway.
Particular attention is being focused on the current utilization of the geriatric educational materials developed and the extent the institutions adopted the proposed
training. The contract involves $112,265.
OTHER ACTIVITIES

A literature review of the "Geriatric Specialty" presented facts and expert opinions concerning the establishment of a medical specialty in geriatrics. The paper
gave high priority to efforts toward improvement of the geriatric capabilities of all
physicians. A second paper describing some selected nontraditional health care
models in the area of congregate housing, home health care, and nursing homes is
also being developed.
A review of the status of geriatric dental education examined the dental care
needs of the elderly. It also discussed potential approaches to addressing these
needs, particularly for training dental personnel.
An interagency agreement between the Division of Nursing and the National
Center for Health Statistics provided $300,000 in fiscal year 1983 to extend the 1984
National Nursing Home Survey. Additional data will be collected concerning types
of nursing home personnel, staffing and vacancy rates, employment conditions, and
the recruitment and retention of registered nurses.
Two national conferences are being planned for fiscal year 1984. The first conference will include staff from the four geriatric education centers who will exchange
progress information on such topics as faculty development and recruitment, curriculum development, clearinghouse activities, and problems encountered in providing technical assistance to other health professions educational institutions. The
second conference will address current and long-range requirements in geriatric
education, strategies for targeting training on national long-term care priorities,
and the need for acquisition and dissemination of information relating to the preparation of practicing health personnel to better serve the aging population. Invitees
will include key representatives from leading institutions in geriatric education and
from professional associations, Federal agencies, and other organizations.
BUREAU OF HEALTH CARE DELIVERY AND ASSISTANCE
HRSA continued its support for a variety of health care programs which were
widely used by older Americans in fiscal year 1983. (About 400,000 people 65 years
of age or older were among the 4.5 million people treated in the 530 community
health centers (CHC) and 128 migrant health centers (MHC) which were funded by
the Bureau of Health Care Delivery and Assistance, formerly the Bureau of Community Health Services.) In fiscal year 1983, a total of 2,835 National Health Serv-

ice Corps (NHSC) professionals served in health manpower shortage areas providing

care to nearly 2.3 million people. As described below, the health care programs and
services offered by HRSA were used by older Americans who were among the medically underserved and statutorily defined beneficiary population groups served by
HRSA. Ninety-nine grants were awarded in fiscal year 1983 to expand the Nation's

capacity to provide home health care services. Approximately 60 to 70 percent of the
population served by the home health care services program are age 65 or older.
COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS

In fiscal year 1983, a total of 530 CHC's located in medically underserved areas
provided a range of preventive, curative, and rehabilitative services to 4.5 million
persons. About 9 percent of those served were age 65 or older. Formal and informal
linkages existed between some centers grantees, the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA), and the Administration on Aging (AoA) to augment the number of social
and nutritional programs available. These include the food stamp program, the
meals-on-wheels projects, and programs in which the CHC provides service to seniors in congregate housing and sponsors multiphasic screening clinics in senior citizen centers and recreational areas. Other linkages include transportation arrangements with long-term care institutions and individual service arrangements with
nonprofit senior centers and home health agencies. Special efforts have been made

to integrate home health services into an overall health, care package as evidenced
by the certification of several CHC's as medicare home health providers.
MIGRANT HEALTH

The MHC program provides health care services for migrant and seasonal farmworkers and their families. Migrants live and work in predominantly rural areas
where health resources are frequently scarce. The elderly migrant, beset by increasing health problems, is placed in a vulnerable position-faced with inadequate
health resources and manpower, and language and cultural barriers. The MHC program authority, section 329 of the PHS Act, as amended November 1978, includes
language that broadens eligibility to include a significant number of elderly and disabled. With that legislative authority, the MHC program can serve "individuals who
have previously been agricultural workers but can no longer be employed as migrant farmworkers because of age or disability, and members of their families
within the area it serves." In fiscal year 1983, services were provided to 416,000 migrant and seasonal farmworkers through 128 projects. It is estimated that about 2
percent of the migrant and seasonal farmworkers being served in projects funded
with section 329 funds are 65 or older.
THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS

The mission of the NHSC is to provide health manpower to American communities and population groups whose health needs are not otherwise fully met. The
NHSC places physicians, dentists, nurse practitioners, and other health professionals in areas that have health manpower shortages. Older Americans with special
health needs and reduced mobility need primary care providers close at hand. The
Corps worker closely with the CHC and MHC programs and provides assistance in
recruiting health manpower for these programs.
In fiscal year 1983, the NHSC affirmed its commitment of health care to the elderly. The Corps focused on geriatric medicine and other gerontological issues at the
NHSC regional inservice conferences for providers and emphasized geriatric health
concepts. Through various programs in communities, Corps assignees reach the elderly with programs such as nutrition counseling, high blood pressure screenings,
physical therapy, and stroke prevention.
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE

The Indian health program provides health services to approximately 905,000
American Indians and Alaska Natives, who reside within the geographic area of
about 500 federally recognized tribal entities located in 28 State including Alaska. It
is estimated that 5.2 percent (70,600) of the American Indian and Alaska Native
population is 65 and over. (Based on a 1980 census, age distribution for American
Indians and Alaskan Natives residing in 28 States in which IHS has responsibilities.) There is a preponderance of younger persons in the IHS population; the
Indian and Alaska Native median age is 22 which is lower than the median age of
30 of all races in the United States. However, attention is being focused on the
needs of the elderly primarily as a consequence of both the yearly Indian Conference on Health of the Elderly conducted by the National Indian Council on Aging
and titles III and VI of the Older Americans Act.
Specific services and interagency linkages have been geared to serve the special
health needs of the elderly. Services offered in conjunction with the Administration
on Aging include congregate meals, meals-on-wheels, minor home repair, shopping
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assistance, transportation, health surveillance, outreach, part-time employment, and
inservice training for titles III and VI personnel. Other linkages include the IHS
medical and social service surveillance for nursing home and extended medical care
patients, and assistance in obtaining services under medicare, medicaid, the USDAadministered food assistance program, Veterans Administration, and other Federal
and State programs.
BUREAU OF HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS AND RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

In recognition of the advantages of health maintenance organization (HMO) membership to medicare beneficiaries, section 1876 of title XVIII of the Social
Security
Act was amended in the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982.
amendments are intended to encourage and facilitate medicare enrollmentThe
in
HMO's. The Office of Health Maintenance Organizations (OHMO) is working closely
with the Health Care Financing Administration to implement the amendments and
anticipates that the determination of organizations eligible to provide services to
medicare beneficiaries will be integrated with the OHMO responsibility to designate
federally qualified HMO's under title XIII of the Public Health Service Act.
HMO's are interested increasingly in expanding their services to the aging. For
the elderly, the comprehensive services (including preventive health services)
available from an HMO federally qualified under title XIII are a significant incentive
to
join an HMO.
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON AGING
INTRODUCTION

Each year, as we learn more about the burgeoning costs of medical care,
importance of understanding the process of aging becomes more apparent to the
health
care planners and others responsible for providing health services. The proportion
of older persons in the United States-defined as those over 65-has grown from 4
percent in 1900 to almost 12 percent in 1983. It is estimated that in 2030, 18.3 percent of our population will be over 65 and, of these, 10 percent will be over 85.
These changes in the structure of our society have profound implications for our
health care system, a system that will face the dilemma of caring for increasing
numbers of people over the next 50 years.
Defined most broadly, the health care system includes both short-term hospital
and long-term institutional care as well as social supports for older persons
and
family members that may assume more responsibility for caring for aging friends
and relatives. To plan and make decisions that are rational, beneficial, and cost effective, health care administrators, physicians, nurses, social workers, and others
will need to rely on accurate scientific research on the disease states common in the
aged and the changes that occur as part of normal aging.
The National Institute on Aging (NIA), the newest of the National Institutes of
Health (NIH), is responsible for conducting and supporting biological, behavioral,
social, and epidemiological research and training on all aspects of the aging process.
During 1983, the numerous NIA research projects have shed light on some of the
many mysteries of the aging process. The institute has also continued to encourage
the academic community to make geriatrics a more prominent part of their educational and research programs.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
NIA SPONSORS ASSESSMENT TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE
The constant expansion of our older population poses a major challenge to health
care planners, especially those concerned with long-term care. The cost alone is

staggering. In 1980, $22 billion were spent on nursing home care and by 1990 nursing home costs are estimated to soar to $75 billion annually. As a society we are
relatively unprepared for this wave of older people.
From a medical point of view, there is a need to adequately assess the functional
status of the older patient. Often, the first interaction between patient and physician is crucial. A comprehensive evaluation of the patient's functional capacities as

well as his or her social support system establishes a rational basis for treatment
plans geared to the patient's biomedical, psychological, and social needs. If this kind
of evaluation is not made, correctable problems may be missed or the patient may
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not receive the specific level and type of care needed. Various evaluation instruments, collectively known as assessment technology, have been developed to guide
comprehensive assessment of older patients.
It is against this backdrop that the NIA, the NIH Office of Medical Applications
of Research, the American Medical Association, and the National Center for Health
Services Research sponsored a joint conference in Bethesda, Md., to look into the
state of the art of assessment technology and how it is employed in clinical, educational, and administrative settings. The conference, attended by 637 health professionals, administrators, and planners and other persons from across the Nation, was
held on June 29 and 30, 1983. The goals of the conference were to heighten the
awareness of health professionals to the importance of comprehensive assessment of
elderly patients, to identify and describe a sample of assessment instruments which
are now available, and to circumscribe the state of current research in the assessment field. Proceedings of the conference were published in the November and December issues of the Journal of the American Geriatrics Society.
BALTIMORE LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF AGING CELEBRATES ITS 25TH ANNIVERSARY

In September 1983, the Gerontology Research Center's (GRC) Baltimore Longitudinal Study on Aging (BLSA) celebrated its 25th anniversary in Baltimore, Md.
More than 400 BLSA volunteers and family members, NIA staff, and guests attended the 3-day silver anniversary program during which speakers detailed progress in
human aging research. Speakers included Dr. Lewis Thomas, chancellor of the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, and various GRC researchers who highlighted BLSA research findings from the past 25 years. Dr. Nathan Shock, NIH scientist
emeritus and founder of the study, received the Founder's Award for his pioneering
work.

Before the BLSA was established in 1958, most research on aging involved sick,
institutionalized elderly. The BLSA set out to measure physiological and psychological functions in community-living volunteers over long periods of time and to address questions such as: How do the changes that occur with normal aging differ
from those associated with disease? How does one's age affect the course of various
diseases? Why do some individuals keep their physical and mental health better
than others?
To answer these and other questions required volunteers willing to travel to Baltimore to undergo extensive physical examinations, take tests of memory and learning abilities, and answer detailed questions about their social and behavioral patterns. The BLSA's first volunteer, Dr. W. W. Peter, a retired Public Health Service
physician, enthusiastically recruited many of his colleagues to participate in the
small project. In 1978, the BLSA was expanded to include women. Today, over 1,000
volunteers, ranging in age from 20 to 96 years, return to the GRC on the average of
every 2 years for 2V2 days of testing.
NIA SPONSORS PHARMACOLOGY SEMINAR

In August 1983, the biomedical research and clinical medicine (BRCM) program of
the NIA sponsored a satellite seminar to the Second World Congress on Clinical
Pharmacology and Therapeutics. The subject of the semiar was "Aging and Drugs
That Influence Noradrenergic Systems in Man." Speakers from several countries

and the United States convened in Bethesda, Md., to discuss such issues as the effects of aging on drug pharmacokinetics, pathophysiology of altered cardiovascular
system response, and pharmacokinetics in the central nervous system in relation to
the blood-brain barrier and aging.
NEW PROGRAM ANNOUNCEMENTS AND GRANT MECHANISMS DEVELOPED

In 1983, the NIA announced its interest in supporting research on genetics, molec-

ular and cellular biology; health behaviors and aging; clinical testing of orphan
products for rare diseases; social evnironments influencing health and effective
functioning in the middle and later years; and aging and visual perception.
A Special Emphasis Reserach Career award (SERCA) for social and behavioral scientists in behavioral geriatrics research was announced in November 1983. This
award offers the opportunity for social and behavioral scientists to acquire supplementary biomedical research training and interdisciplinary research experience in
order to pursue a research career in aging and health promotion.
The Institute also initiated two new grant mechanisms, the small business innovative research program and the Physician Scientist Award. The purpose of the small
business program is to stimulate technological innovation among the private sector,
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specifically among businesses that operate with 500 or fewer employees or businesses owned by minority or disadvantaged persons. The Physician Scientist Award provides up to 5 years of support for newly trained clinicians to develop into independnet investigators, to obtain research experience under the sponsorship of a basic research scientist, and to initiate a research program.
MUSEUM PROGRAMS OPENED TO THE ELDERLY

The Information Office, NIA, has worked cooperatively with the Smithsonian Institution and a number of other organizations including the Johns Hopkins Medical
Institutions, the National Council on Aging, and the Grand Peoples Company of Los
Angeles to organize a series of seminars on museum programs for the elderly. In
these seminars gerontologists outline the process of aging, and museum programs
for the elderly are described or visited. So far, two seminars have been held, one in
San Marino, Calif., in October 1982, and one in Washington, D.C., in August 1983.
Over 75 museums have sent educators to attend and to bring back information
about developing special programs. In some cases the programs are targeted for an
elderly audience and in others the elderly are recruited to serve the museums. Some
programs are designed to allow museums to go into retirement settings or nursing
homes. These seminars have served to increase greatly the consciousness about the
elderly and to encourage museum personnel to view older people both as an important audience and as a resource for their institutions.
NIA COSPONSORS SHOPPING MALL EXHIBIT PROVIDING HEALTH INFORMATION

In a continuing effort to work collaboratively with the private sector, the NIA Information Office has joined forces with Pfizer Laboratories in sponsoring a traveling
shopping-mall exhibit featuring free health information for older people. Pfizer designed and built the exhibit, and printed 145,000 copies of a brochure compiling all
21 of the NIA's Age Page fact sheets. (The Age Page is a series of practical healthinformation flyers on such topics as high blood pressure, nutrition, exercise, dental
care, etc.) In addition to providing Pfizer with the Age Pages, NIA staff assisted in
the design of both the exhibit and the brochure.
The shopping mall festival program is being sponsored by the American Association of Retired Persons in cooperation with the shopping center network. The network's research department preselected shopping malls which serve the 50- to 70year-old populations in particular.
The exhibit began a 20-city tour of the United States in September 1983 and will
continue through March 1984. It is expected that as many as 1.5 million consumers
will pass by the exhibit during the tour.
This program allows the Institute to reach a wide audience of older Americans at
vitually no cost to the government. The Information Office continues to seek similar
programs in order to meet its responsibilities in the area of health promotion.
NIA ASSISTS IN INTERAGENCY HEALTH PROMOTION/DISEASE PREVENTION EFFORTS

The Institute has been significantly involved in the Public Health Service/Administration on Aging collaboration on health promotion efforts involving the elderly.
An NIA staff member chaired one of the four work groups (injury prevention and
control) which comprise the collaborative venture between PHS and AoA and submitted a report on that area to the Surgeon General. In addition, the Institute has
supported, along with other agencies, a special consultant group on hip fracture reduction, an outgrowth of the injury control initiative. The NIA is currently involved
in preparing for the National Media Campaign on Health Promotion and Disease
Prevention for elderly to be initiated in May 1984 and retains responsibility for im-

plementing recommendations for the injury prevention initiative.
NEW NIA DIRECTOR APPOINTED

On July 1, 1983, Dr. T. Franklin was appointed director of the NIA. He formerly

served as a professor of medicine and a professor of preventive, family, and rehabilitation medicine at the University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry. He
was also codirector of the Center on Aging, University of Rochester Medical Center.
He replaces Dr. Robert L. Ringler, who served as acting director for the Institute
from July 1982 through June 1983.

TEACHING NURSING HOME PROGRAM ENTERS SECOND YEAR

The teaching nursing home program, an innovative project designed to bring together nursing home patients and researchers at medical schools, enters its second
year with the award of three new grants.
Five institutions in Boston-the Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for Aged, Beth
Israel Hospital, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, and
Boston University's School of Medicine-will participate in the first program.
Among the areas that the Boston investigators will emphasize are the neurological
and endocrine changes seen in the brains of Alzheimer's patients and the effects
that antidepressant medications have on these changes. They will also explore the
connection between blood pressure and loss of consciousness in the elderly, and the
diagnosis and treatment of urinary incontinence. Another study will examine the
effects of sun exposure and diet on vitamin D levels in older people.
The Department of Epidemiology and Community Medicine at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, will receive the second grant. Cooperating in
the program will be the University's Office of Geriatric Medicine, the School of
Nursing, and four area nursing homes. The Cleveland project will include a followup to a 1975 study on the physical, metal, economic, and social status of medicare
participants in the Cleveland area. The investigators will also investigate age-related changes in the strength and endurance of the respiratory muscles.
The third grant will be awarded to the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine's program in gerontology and geriatric medicine. This project will involve the
University's Department of Nursing and School of Public Health, the Baltimore
City Hospitals, and the Baltimore City Hospital's Mason F. Lord Chronic Care facility. Research will concentrate on the effects of aging on the cardiovascular, neurological, and hormonal function in obese individuals, The investigators will also examine the potential benefits of exercise and weight loss for older people in terms of
sleep-related problem, cardiovascular fitness, and cognitive functions such as
memory and learning.
All three projects will be funded for a 5-year period
The institutions awarded grants last year, and Albert Einstein College of Medicine and the Philadelphia Geriatric Center, continue to make progress, the former
in the areas of drug treatment for memory loss in patients with senile dementia,
correlations between cognitive changes in Alzheimer's disease and genetic factors,
osteoarthritis, and problems of balance and gait, and the latter in the areas of urinary tract infections, cognitive therapy for stroke rehabilitation, and sleep apnea,
among others.
With cooperation from the Beverly Foundation, the NIA plans to sponsor a major
conference on the teaching nursing home concept in March 1984. This conference
will present existing approaches to research in this setting and will explore the
challenges for future research and educational opportunities.
NIA SPONSORS WORKSHOP ON LIVING ALONE IN MIDDLE AND LATER LIFE

During the transition from childhood to adulthood and again during the later

years, Americans are more likely to live alone than during other periods in the life

course. In September 1983, the NIA's behavioral sciences research (BSR) program

hosted a workshop to examine what is known about the living arrangements of the

older population and the consequences of living alone. Institute-supported investigators from a variety of disciplines met to discuss current research as well as research
needs related to the growing number of persons, particularly women over age 75,
who live alone. The discussion focused on trends in living arrangements, factors influencing those trends, and the effects, or possible effects, of living alone on social
contacts, psychological well-being, diet, general health, and the need for and use of
services.
RESEARCH TOPICS IN WORK AND RETIREMENT DISCUSSED AT INSTITUTE-SPONSORED
CONFERENCE

Also in September 1983, the BSR program provided an opportunity for NIA-supported scientists to share information on their research findings and goals in the
areas of work and retirement. Discussion focused on factors involved in the decision
to retire, and on the social, psychological, economic, and health consequences of
work and retirement. Participants also discussed current research in the exciting
but relatively unexplored area of voluntary activities and other forms of unpaid employment, as well as the need for research on the implications for older people of
technological changes in the workplace, the experience of older women approaching
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retirement, the implications of population aging on work organization, and a range
of other issues.
RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
TRANSPLANTED NERVE CELIS ENHANCE MEMORY IN ANIMALS

During the past few years, investigators around the world have successfully transplanted brain tissue from one animal to another. With support from the NIA, Dr.
John Sladek, Jr. and his colleagues at the University of Rochester, New York, have
begun to study the ability of transplanted nerve cells to restore or enhance memory
in aged rats.
The investigators compared three groups of animals: 3-month-old rats, 26-monthold (or aged) rats, and 26-month-old rats that had received surgical grafts of young
healthy brain tissue containing norepinephrine. Norepinephrine is one of several
neurotransmitters known to affect memory. On a test of the rats' memories, the
normal aged rats performed poorly, but the aged rats hosting the grafts performed
much like the younger animals. According to the investigators, these animals exhibited "perfect memory" 24 hours after training.
The brain may be the ideal host for transplanted tissue. The blood-brain barrier is
so efficient in its role as the brain's protector that it keeps out antibodies which
normally gather at the site of a foreign substance in other parts of the body. To a
certain degree, however, the aged brain presents more of a challenge to investigators. The success of a transplant depends upon the brain's ability to form new communication pathways quickly and efficiently. Studies by Dr. Sladek and others suggest that the aged brain does have this flexibility.
Dr. Sladek's future studies will focus on the long-term survival of grafted tissue in
older animal brains. Clearly, the age of the donor is more important than the age of
the recipient and, at least in Dr. Sladek's studies, the age of the recipient does not
preclude success. If this continues to prove true, then such studies may have impor-

tant implications for preventing memory loss and for treating Alzheimer's disease
and other diseases of aging.
SCIENTISTS REFINE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN TYPES OF MEMORY LOSS IN ALZHEIMER'S
DISEASE

Loss of memory is the first, the most obvious, and, ultimately, the most debilitating sympton of Alzheimer's disease. Much research on the disease has focused on
patient's progressive loss of memory for recent events, names, faces, and places.
It may be, however, that certain pieces of memory remain intact even when Alzheimer's disease strikes. According to investigators at the University of Pittsburgh
in Pennsylvania, studies of Alzheimer's disease may be concentrating too heavily on
episodic memory with relatively little attention given to the role of semantic
memory. Episodic memory is the system of recalling specific things and events that
is severely compromised in Alzheimer's disease. Semantic memory is the system for
coding information within an organized framework that tells a person, for example,
that a broom is used to clean or that a doctor works in a hospital.
Dr. Robert Nebes and his colleagues are trying to determine if semantic memory
is affected in Alzheimer's disease. The investigators selected 18 patients with a diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease and 18 healthy volunteers and compared their performance on several memory tests that required an automatic response. In tests of
memor in other laboratories, volunteers are often required to pay close attention
while 'learning" the task, or to consciously code or recall new information. On the
basis of these preliminary tests, the investigators determined that semantic memory
is largely unaffected in the early stages of Alzheimer's disease. This finding agrees,
in essence, with work by Dr. Kathryn Bayles (see last year's "Developments in
Aging") which showed that moderately impaired Alzheimer patients were often
unable to name common household objects, but could frequently substitute a word
which described the object or name a similar object.
In future studies, Dr. Nebes will attempt to explore semantic memory more fully
and to examine the changes produced by normal aging. If such studies can describe
how memory is affected, the findings may prove useful as a means of diagnosing
Alzheimer's disease or monitoring the progress of the disease.
NEW SURGICAL PROCEDURE ALLOWS DIAGNOSIS OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE IN ANIMALS

Last year's "Developments in Aging" highlighted studies by NIA grantee Dr.
Dennis Selkoe who isolated the rigid spiral-like protein structures which appear in
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the brains of Alzheimer victims. Now, with continued Federal support, Dr. Selkoe
and his colleagues at the McLean Hospital in Belmont, Mass., have developed what
may become a definitive diagnostic test for Alzheimer's disease.
Protein structures in the brain, called paired helical filaments, clump together in
large masses to form the neurofibrillary tangles seen in Alzheimer's disease. Over
the past two decades, the presence of these tangles in parts of the Alzheimer brain
have been linked to the severity of intellectual impairment in the disease and to
brain cell death.
In animal experiments, Dr. Selkoe and his colleagues have developed an antibody
which can selectively label the paired helical filaments which characterize Alzheimer's disease, and can clearly distinguish these structures from normal brain
proteins. Before this pioneering work, studies had consistently suggested that virtually all proteins in Alzheimer tissue were similar to proteins in healthy aged brain
tissue.
Because this new procedure entails surgical removal of a small section of the
brain, the investigators caution that the current value of their work is somewhat
limited. For the present time, their findings provide a powerful tool for studying the
basic changes that take place in the brain as Alzheimer's disease progresses. Their
findings might also help quickly identify Alzheimer's disease at autopsy. Before this
work can proceed in living individuals, however, careful and sensitive attention
must be given to the benefits and risks of using brain biopsy for diagnosis.
HOME CARE VISITS TO ELDERLY VIEWED AS A USEFUL ALTERNATIVE TO HOSPITAL VISITS

The traditional thrust of medical care has focused on acute illnesses. This emphasis, due in part to the dramatic onset and defined course of most acute diseases, has
dictated clinical and research strategies directed at rapid diagnosis and cure.
As the population of this country grows older, however, the focus is shifting from
acute, short-term illnesses to chronic and degenerative diseases. In an effort to explore the new approaches for patient care that this shift requires, Dr. Andrea
ankar, an NIA postdoctoral fellow at the University of Michigan's Institute of Gerontology in Ann Arbor, is examining the potential role of home care visits for patients with severe chronic diseases.
Dr. Sankar's work suggests that home visits can help identify situations in the
patient's physical and social environment that may affect the course of the disease
or its treatment. This is especially true for patients restricted to their homes by
severe illnesses. Home visits can provide information on the patient's diet, drug
intake, and family interactions which might not show up during the course of conventional examinations in a hospital or office setting, and may suggest changes in
care not previously indicated. Home care visits also can help prevent unnecessary
hospital visits.
This study also indicates that the home may play a role in the training of health
professionals. During home visits, students have a unique opportunity to observe the
complexities of not only chronic disease, but the aging process as well. Just as the
hospital ward provides experience in the treatment of patients with acute illness,
the home may provide experience in the care of patients with chronic diseases.
NEW INSIGHTS GAINED INTO TASTE MECHANISMS

"Food just doesn't taste as good as it did when I was younger."
This problem, often vocalized by older people, is not just a figment of the imagination or a result of increasing dissatisfaction with life in general. Scientists are finding that by old age most people have lost some of their taste acuity. Even greater
losses occur in the capacity to perceive and identify odors. Smelling food is a large
part of its enjoyment. Because of these decrements, many older people do not eat
enough food to meet their nutritional needs. This, in turn, can lead to poor health.
Declining ability to taste and smell food is a part of normal aging. But for many
older people the problem is compounded by disease or use of medications, both of
which can adversely affect these senses. Among the diseases that can alter taste,
smell, or both, are flu, liver disease, kidney failure, nervous disorders such as Parkinson's disease, endocrine problems such as diabetes and hypothyroidism, high blood
pressure, asthma, cancer, and many others. Radiation therapy and drugs such as
diuretics, anticoagulants, antihistamines, muscle relaxants, and antibiotics can
affect the capacity to taste and smell. Nutritional deficiencies and overuse of vitamin and mineral supplements also can interfere with these senses.
With grant support from the NIA, Dr. Susan S. Schiffman of Duke University in
Durham, N.C., is investigating the complex mechanisms by which taste and smell
occur, and developing ways to help people who suffer losses.

Taste is transmitted through taste buds located on the tongue, lips, and cheeks,
and on organs such as the pharynx, larynx, and esophagus. Each taste bud consists
of about 50 cells arranged in a pear-shaped format. These cells have a lifespan of
about 10 days and are constantly being replaced by new ones. This renewal process
can be affected by nutritional and hormonal states, radiation, drugs, and age. Scientists have generally believed that only receptors on the cell surface were involved in
taste perception. However, Dr. Schiffman recently found evidence that sodium
transport is directly involved in the perception of taste in both humans and rats.
This means that flavor molecules actually enter cells that make up the taste buds.
Dr. Schiffman discovered the role of sodium transport in taste by conducting an
experiment in which she placed the diuretic amiloride on the tongues of human volunteers (a harmless procedure) and then tested their ability to perceive a variety of
flavors. Amiloride inhibits the transport of sodium ions, which carry taste components into cells. The diuretic did not affect the ability of the volunteers to taste
bitter or sour flavors. But it did reduce the intensity of salty and sweet flavors.
These results show that taste is perceived through a complex mechanism in which
different taste components use different pathways to enter the cells that make up
the taste buds. It is even probable that more components are involved in taste than
just the four common identified ones-sweet, salty, bitter, and sour. If these various
taste elements and their pathways can be mapped, it may be possible eventually to
correct or treat the taste losses and malfunctions suffered by older people.
In the meantime, Dr. Schiffman says that people who have taste and smell disorders can do several things to improve the palability of food. First, they can alternate
bites of different foods. When several bites of the same food are taken, the flavor is
stronger in the first bite than in the following ones. Second, food should be chewed
thoroughly. Chewing breaks down food, allowing more molecules to interact with
taste buds.
In another approach to the treatment of taste and smell losses, Dr. Schiffman is
developing simulated flavor and odor enhancers that can be added to foods to increase their appeal. These additives are made by analyzing the taste and smell components of natural foods and then duplicating them in the laboratory. Additives
could also be used to improve the appeal of bland, but nourishing, foods such as soybean products. Textured vegetable protein, for example, could be made to taste like
ham or sausage by adding the desired flavor artificially. Dr. Schiffman is interested,
too, in developing flavor-enhanced sauces that could be added to cooked meats and
vegetables for a tastier meal.
. INCOME AND LIVING ARRANGEMENTS RELATED TO DIETARY HABITS OF ELDERLY

Low income is strongly related to poor dietary habits among the Nation's elderly
people, but living arrangements also affect their food consumption patterns, according to a recent report by investigators receiving grant support from the NIA.
Dr. Maradee A. Davis of the University of California in San Francisco and her
associates at the University of Texas in Austin analyzed the dietary practices of
older adults in various types of living arrangements to find out which individuals
have the highest risk of consuming low quality diets and might benefit most from
nutrition programs and dietary counseling. The scientists used data collected in the
first National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES I) conducted by
the National Center for Health Statistics from 1971 to 1974. That survey obtained
information on the nutritional and general health status of people in the United
States aged 1 to 74.
Dr. Davis' study focused on information provided during that survey by 3,477
adults between the ages of 65 and 74. Data on their age, sex, economic status, and
living arrangement were collected during a home interview. Then the participants

visited the examination site where a dietitian asked them to recall everything they

had eaten during a previous 24-hour period and how often they had consumed certain foods during the preceding 3 months.
A thorough analysis of the data showed that poverty is strongly related to poor
nutrition among the elderly. However, the type of living arrangement also has a
significant effort on food intake. The people in this study who had the best dietary
habits were those who lived with a spouse. Older people who lived alone, with another relative, or with someone else had less adequate diets than those who lived
with a spouse. This finding was particularly true for men. Women who live alone or
with someone other than a spouse are better nourished than men in comparable situations, probably because women develop better shopping and cooking skills when
they are young.
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For men, being poor and living alone constitute a double jeopardy. Individuals in
this category have the least adequate diets. Their intake of milk products, fruits,
vegetables, meat, poultry, and fish is the lowest of any group. They are also more
likely than others to get less than two-thirds of the recommended dietary allowances (RDA's) for protein, calcium, riboflavin, vitamins A and C, and other nutrients.
The study provided information about a variety of dietary practices. Diversity in
the choice of foods was low for some people. Ten percent of the elderly people surveyed reported eating five or fewer different foods each day. However, no evidence
was found that those who live alone limit their diets to easily prepared foods such
as bread, cereal, and beverages (the so-called toast and tea syndrome). Bread accounted for 21 percent, and cereal for 5 percent, of the total foods consumed.
Thirty-five percent of the population surveyed had an average of fewer than one
serving of milk and milk products each day; 20 percent ate fewer than one serving
of meat and fish; 10 percent had fewer than one item from the fruit and vegetable
category; and 7 percent averaged fewer than one serving of bread and cereal.
The two food groups most neglected by people with low incomes are the fruit and
vegetable group and the meat, poultry, and fish group.
This is the first reported investigation of the relationship between living arrangements and dietary practices. The information gained should assist health care workers in identifying segments of the elderly population whose nutritional needs are
not being met.
NEW LONG-LIVED CELL LINE ENABLES STUDY OF DNA IN HYBRID CELLS

One way to investigate the complex phenomenon of human aging is to study the
basic units of life-cells. The billions of cells that make up the human body live
varying amounts of time. New ones are reproduced and old ones die in a continuous
cycle throughout life. As cells age, they generally lose the ability to reproduce themselves. Scientists assume that the aging process is due in part to the loss of division
capacity in cells that normally are required to divide, such as endothelial cells that
line blood vessels, liver cells that regenerate the organ following damage, and
immune system cells. On the other hand, sometimes old cells undergo changes that
cause them to proliferate uncontrollably, resulting in cancer.
Ideally, studies to determine how and why the proliferative nature of old cells
changes would be conducted in living people. Because of obvious practical and ethical constraints on such experimentation, scientists instead use cells that are obtained in very small quantities from human blood, blood vessels, skin, liver, and
other tissues. These cells are cultured in laboratory dishes where they reproduce,
doubling and redoubling their numbers for a limited time, and then "grow old" and
die. During the brief lifespan of the culture, scientists can use it to study various
aspects of cell aging.
However, there are several drawbacks to the usefulness of these cell cultures in
certain types of studies. For example, most cultures are not available to investigators until the cells have completed 10 to 20 "population doublings," and 30 doublings are often required before enough material is available to work with. Since
cells are normally capable of achieving only 50 to 60 doublings before they die, it is
nearly impossible for scientists to obtain young cloned cell cultures that have special properties they wish to study.
An answer to this problem was found by NIA grantee Dr. James R. Smith of
Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, Tex., and his associates. They isolated a
long-lived human cell line which will go through 100 or more population doublings,
permitting many studies that could not have been done before.
Using the new cell line, the scientists then created a number of hybrid cells by
fusing normal cells with others that proliferate uncontrollably. The latter included
tumor cells and cells induced by a virus or carcinogen to divide abnormally. They
found that the hybrids, which contain DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid, the cell's genetic
material) from both the normal and the abnormal parent cells, proliferate normally.
This means that the normal DNA, which dictates regulated cell proliferation, is
dominant over the abnormal DNA from "immortal" or cancer-type cells. The results
indicate that limited division is a process which is programed in the DNA of normal
cells. In rare cases, it is possible to change this process so that cell division is abnormal (as in cells derived from tumors), but these changes are defective and can be
corrected by introducing normal cell DNA.
Dr. Smith and his research team plan to design future experiments to pinpoint
the DNA in normal cells that limits cell division and to determine what controls
and regulates that DNA. When those controls are found, scientists may be able to

selectively manipulate the division of cells in living individuals. It might be possible
to stop abnormal cells, such as those in tumors, from dividing, and to stimulate cell
division in areas where it is desirable, such as the denuded patches inside blood vessels where atherosclerotic plaques develop. The formation of those plaques could
then be averted.
SPECIFIC DNA CHANGES FOUND IN AGING, BUT NOT IN YOUNG CELLS

Further evidence that genes, the basic units of heredity, play a role in aging has
been found by researchers receiving grant support from the NIA. Drs. Samuel Goldstein, Robert Reis, and their associates at the University of Arkansas for Medical
Sciences and the Veterans Administration Medical Center in Little Rock found that
extrachromosomal circular copies of an unstable sequence in human DNA are amplified in aging cells, but not in young ones.
Genes consist of long segments of DNA molecules. They are arranged in collections called chromosomes within each body cell. When they are not storing an individual's hereditary information, the genes direct the production of substances
needed by the body to grow and thrive.
DNA molecules can be arranged in two different ways. They can form unique sequences or highly repeated sequences such as structural and regulatory DNA. Using
a model system of cultured human skin cells, Drs. Goldstein, Reis, and their research team explored the stability of the highly repetitive DNA sequences in aging
cells. When human cells are grown in laboratory clultures, the "age" in the sense
that they reproduce themselves about 50 times and then "senesce," or die. During
early passage of these cells (the vigorous reproductive period), they are considered
young, and during late passage (as their replicative lifespan declines), they are
termed old.
The research team probed the total cellular DNA of several cell strains throughout their reproductive lifespan by using a technique involving a specific cloned sequence of DNA ("Inter-Alu") interspersed among the highly repetitious "Alu" DNA.
They found that, as the cells aged, there was progressive amplification of small circles of Inter-Alu-like DNA that exist outside the main DNA complex within chromosomes. The chromosomal copies of this DNA sequence, however, did not change appreciably during the cells' aging process.
The researchers then extended their studies to living individuals. They examined
the DNA content of lymphocytes (white blood cells that are vital to the body's defense against disease) from healthy young and old people. The results were similar,
but even more dramatic. In cells from people aged 61 to 91, they found that the
Inter-Alu-like DNA present outside the chromosomes was amplified in amount. No
comparable changes were discovered in lymphocytes from individuals who were 21
to 31 years of age. The fact that the amplification of circular DNA was seen in two
different systems, laboratory cultures and cells from living people, indicates that the
phenomenon may be a common event in aging cells. Both systems are important
models for the study of human aging.
The amplified DNA circles could cause degenerative and malignant changes that
accompany aging, or they might be a secondary phenomenon reflecting a general
loss of genetic stability during the lifespan. In any event, the scientists believe their

findings reveal a remarkable potential for structural change in the human genome,

or genetic makeup.

NIA GATHERS DATA ON INCIDENCE AND PREVENTION OF HIP FRACTURES

Approximately 200,000 hip fractures occur each year in the United States and it
is estimated that medical treatment for each one costs approximately $10,000. Hip

fractures occur primarily in older women. Using data from the National Center for
Health Statistics, investigators Drs. Jacob Brody, Mary Farmer, and Lon White of

the epidemiology, demography, and biometry (EDB) program of the NIA have examined age, race, and sex as they relate to hip fractures in Americans. Their study
suggests that the roles of race and sex are more complex than generally supposed,
since age-specific risks appear to be similar among black males, black females, and
white males. White females appear to be at approximately twice the risk of the
other groups at every age. Rates of hip fracture increase with advancing age in all
groups at essentially the same rate. Controlling for age, scientists have found that
white males, black males, and black females have comparable rates. Existing studies
have shown that black males have greater bone density than either white males or
black females, therefore it is reasonable to ask why black men have the same rate
of hip fractures. Better measures of bone density would help to answer this question
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and research is needed to investigste the various biological, social, and environmental factors which influence the risk of hip fracture.
Another analysis of the rate of development of hip fractures shows that rates rise
from a baseline rate of about 3 cases per 100,000 white women in 35- to 39-year-olds
to 22 fractures at ages 40 to 44. The rates then continue to accelerate smoothly
throughout and following the menopause years. Debate continues on the most effective prevention strategy for such fractures, with estrogen administration being the
most classic, although potentially hazardous, mode, Recent EDB studies show that
intervention should be targeted as much as 15 years earlier than presently begun
and that studies should be conducted to determine if improvement of diet, exercise,
use of mineral supplements, and perhaps hormone therpy begun in the fourth or
fifth decade of life might diminish the risk of a fracture in late life. Postponement
of the onset of hip fractures for 5 to 6 years among these women would reduce the
overall occurrence by about 50 percent.
STUDY OF HOUSING INVESTIGATES "LIFE-CYCLE LOCK-IN"

In 1982 there were an estimated 15.2 million households in this country headed by
people age 65 or older. Many of these elderly, especially the 70 percent who are
homeowners, live in housing that may be inappropriate for their current needs and
capabilities. A large number also reside in inner-city neighborhoods where they may
be frequent targets for crime. But despite reductions in family size, income, or physical health, relatively few older people move to more suitable housing. This phenomenon is known as life-cycle lock-in.
Dr. Sandra J. Newman and James Reschovsky from the Survey Research Center
at the University of Michigan's Institute fo Social Research in Ann Arbor, recently
completed an NIA-funded study of the possible economic causes and consequences of
lock-in. Using previously collected data, they calculated the benefits and costs of
moving for samples of elderly and nonelderly households.
Results indicated that, on the average, there can be significant benefits associated
with moving for elderly homeowners. The costs of searching for other housing, however, seem to be the primary obstacle to such moves. The study suggests that search
costs are higher for the elderly than for younger people, in part beacuse they tend
to have poorer access to transportation, and possibly because they are in poorer
health. Actual moving costs and costs of selling a home appeared to have little
effect.
The study also examined a group of elderly who rent housing. It appears that the
majority of these people would not benefit economically from moving. Such individuals often enjoy sizable rent discounts because of long-term tenancy or pay smaller
rents because of the low market value of the buildings they occupy. Thus, these
renters may be reluctant to move, even if it would mean leaving large, unmanageable homes or unsafe neighborhoods.
The psychological costs of moving away from familiar neighborhoods and homes
where families were raised are often identified as a major deterrent to moving. Dr.
Newman and Reschovsky found that these costs have only a small negative effect,
although they admit that this result may reflect their inability to assess such costs
accurately.
The authors conclude that low and moderately priced housing should be provided
for the elderly. They also suggest efforts to provide assistance to pqople who would
benefit from moving.
I
LIVING ALONE DOES NOT LEAD TO ISOLATION FOR MANY OLDER PEOPLE

During the course of a lifetime, a person faces certain changes and events that
are stressful. It has been proposed that support from others may act as a "buffer" to
protect the individual from the stress of retirement or the death of a loved one, for
example. Research has suggested that this social support may help speed recovery
after surgery, protect against depression, and even reduce physical symptoms
brought on by grief.
At the University of Michigan's Institute for Social Research in Ann Arbor, NIA
grantees Drs. Philip E. Converse and Duane Alwin are testing the idea that social
support may also contribute to feelings of well-being. To do this, they are investigating the effects of living alone versus living with others. This is an important consideration since the number of elderly living alone has been steadily increasing.
It is often assumed that individuals who live alone are socially isolated. However,
initial results based on data from a 1978 national survey indicate that people who
live alone actually may have more friends and more contact with those friends. Drs.
Converse and Alwin found that widowed men and women living alone are no less
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likely than those living with others to be in contact with relatives, friends, and
neighbors. Rather than isolating individuals, living alone may encourage them to
develop and maintain friendships.
The investigators also reported little evidence that living alone adds to problems
of adjustment and adaptation. With the exception of individuals who have never
married and men who are separated from their wives, people who live alone seem to
have positive attitudes about life. Thus support from friends may prevent living
alone from being as psychologically harmful as previously thought.
ANALYSIS SHOWS THAT INCREASED PERIOD OF CHRONIC ILLNESS ACCOMPANIES LONGER
LIFESPAN

NIA scientists have analyzed morbidity and mortality data from the National
Center for Health Statistics and have found that the number of very old people is
increasing rapidly, that chronic diseases will probably occupy a larger proportion of
the lifespan, and that needs for medical care in later life are likely to increase substantially. This complex issue has immense implications for health care planning.
As outlined by Dr. Edward Schneider of the biomedical research and clinical medicine program and Dr. Jacob Brody of the EDB program, NIA, any increase in the
numbers of chronically ill older persons or any lengthening of the period of chronic
illness will be extremely expensive for our society. Life expectancy has increased
dramatically from about 48 years in 1900 to today's figures of approximately 71 for
males and 78 for females. While this finding perhaps squares with popular thinking
about old age and illness, it challenges the assertions of other more optimistic gerontologists who hypothesize that, although people may be living longer, the onset of
serious illness is being pushed back until just before death.
The investigators point out that the mortality rate of persons over age 65 is decreasing faster than that of any other older age group. In addition, interviews with
members of older populations during the past decade have revealed no substantial
change in the percentage reporting poor health and no decline in morbidity and disability. If the percentage of the elderly who are in poor health remains the same or
increases and the number of individuals at advanced ages continues to increase,
more people will spend longer proportions of their lives afflicted with chronic diseases.
The only approach that can forestall these consequences of increased life expectancy is for substantial progress to be made in the prevention, treatment, or management of the common chronic diseases of aging.
BASIC INFORMATION ON OLDER ADULTS GATHERED

A resource book containing the first baseline, that is descriptive, data on 10,000
people over age 65 living in their own homes in three communities is in press. These
data were gathered as part of an investigation of health, social issues, and aging by
the NIA's EDB program and investigators from Harvard University (Boston, Mass.),
Yale University (New Haven, Conn.), and the University of Iowa (Iowa City). This
working document will include 150 basic charts giving prevalence data on many
characteristics and health problems of older people.
For example, data from this major study show that the vast majority of older persons show little decline in their ability to move around and function normally until
they reach their eighties. The ability to walk a half mile, climb stairs, and do heavy
work around the house without assistance is retained by the majority of people
almost throughout life. Even after the eighties most people can continue to carry
out these actions without assistance. Reports from the University of Iowa show that
for all persons over 65, 79 percent of the men and 71 percent of the women can walk
a half mile. Eighty percent of the men and 65 percent of the women interviewed by
the Harvard researchers can walk a half mile, as can 83 percent of the men and 68
percent of the women interviewed in the Yale study.
Similar information on hearing and vision, chronic diseases, depression, sleep patterns, and use of alcohol and drugs will help to establish baselines that will allow
researchers to compare their own samples to population norms. Details of social
functioning, using such measures as contacts with friends and family, presence or
absence of a confidant, and religious affiliation, will also be reported. This is the
first volume of an anticipated series; later volumes will interpret the information
provided.
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NIA INVESTIGATORS EVALUATE ECONOMIC STATUS OF ELDERLY

It is commonly believed that the elderly are adversely affected by inflation, a
belief based on the assumption that they live on "fixed dollar" incomes. The results
of a recently completed NIA-funded study, however, suggest that the economic
status of many elderly actually improved during the record inflation of the 1970's.
This improvement was due primarily to an increasing reliance by the elderly on
Federal programs, such as social security, which are adjusted in response to rising
prices.
NIA grantees Dr. George Maddox, from the Center for the Study of Aging and
Human Development at Duke University Medical Center, Durham, N.C., and Dr.
Robert Clark, from the Department of Economics at North Carolina State University in Raleigh, analyzed data from several existing surveys to determine the effects
of inflation on the economic well-being of the elderly. They found four major sources
of income for older people: (1) Federal programs (e.g., social security, medicare, and
food stamps), (2) wages, (3) accumulated assets (e.g., savings, stocks, and bonds), and
(4) employer pensions. During the inflationary period of the 1970's, wages and interest rates rose with prices, Federal benefits were maintained by indexing and legislatively mandated adjustments, and pensions also increased (although not at the same
rate as prices). Thus it appears that the nominal or cash income for many elderly
increased along with rising prices. Adjusting the cash income for increased leisure
time as well as the growth of Federal benefits suggests that real economic gains
may have been even higher than nominal gains for the elderly.
Drs. Maddox and Clark also examined the question of whether an increase in
nominal or cash income means a corresponding increase in real income or purchasing power. In assessing purchasing power trends, it is difficult to determine the appropriate index necessary to correct for increases in nominal income. The Consumer
Price Index (CPI) is primarily used for this purpose, although some economists
argue that it underrepresents specific price increases for the elderly (e.g., food, housing, and medical care). The investigators reviewed a number of recent studies that
compared the CPI with other indices specially designed to represent elderly consumers. They found only minor differences between the CPI and the other indices, indicating that the CPI is a reasonable guide to measure real income for the elderly.
Using the CPI to adjust the cash income of the elderly, the researchers concluded
that the real income also increased significantly for older people during the 1970's.
The results of this study have implications for future policy. The elderly are not a
homogenous population, and various groups differ in the levels and sources of their
incomes. The low-income elderly, who primarily rely on government programs indexed to increase with prices, have been afforded a measure of protection against
inflation. Higher income groups, who derive more income from private pensions,
probably have become more vulnerable in real income due to inflation.
Another measure of the economic status of a particular population is the incidence of poverty within that population. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the
number of poor people age 65 and older fell from 25.3 percent in 1969 to 14 percent
in 1978, a decrease of nearly 45 percent. This compares with a modest drop from
12.1 percent to 11.4 percent for the general population during the same period.
Based on this, one might conclude that the relative economic condition of most elderly improved during the 1970's.
The elderly are not a homogenous population, however, and various groups fared
much differently. NIA grantee Dr. William J. Serow, from the Florida State University Center for the Study of Population in Tallahassee, examined the composition of
the elderly poor between 1969 and 1978. Using published data from the 1980 Current Population Survey by the U.S. Census Bureau, Dr. Serow found that decreases
in the numbers of elderly poor were greater for men than for women, greater
among members of families than among unrelated individuals, and greater for
whites than for blacks. In each case, the group with the greater decrease in poverty
was the group that was better off to begin with in 1969.
Race appears to be the factor most related to poverty status for the elderly. Regardless of sex or family status, older nonwhites were not only more likely to be
poor, but were also subject to a relative decline in their economic status over the
decade. Dr. Serow cites lower paying jobs during prime working years, which result
in benefit levels based on lower earnings, as a primary cause for the decreased economic level of the nonwhite elderly.
Current population projections indicate a relative increase in those segments of
the older population more likely to be poor. During the 1970's, the number of nonwhite elderly increased at more than twice the rate of white elderly, the number of
unrelated individuals increased more than two and a half times the rate of family
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members, and the growth of older women outpaced that of older men by more than
50 percent.
Serow's conclusions raise some interesting questions about entitlement policies for
the future. In genaral, it is the elderly poor, and in particular elderly nonwhites,
those living alone, and older women, who are most likely to be totally reliant on
social security and/or supplemental security income for retirement income. Proposals aimed at curbing Federal deficits with across-the-board decreases also may have
the effect of worsening the lot of the elderly poor and widening the gap that exists
between the poor and nonpoor segments of the older population.
INCREASES IN CALCIUM CONCENTRATIONS BOOST LEARNING IN AGED RATS

It is known that a variety of normal functions, critical to the life of brain cells,
are controlled by calcium. Typically, calcium concentrations in the cell are maintained at a very low level, increasing only when the cell is stimulated and prepared
to release key chemicals (neurotransmitters) to other cells or to other parts of the
cell. At this point, it becomes crucial for calcium concentrations to increase temporarily.
Several studies of the aging brain have suggested that calcium activity decreases
with aging, possibly compromising cell communications. At the same time, studies
of Alzheimer's disease and its possible causes have consistently highlighted a drop
in the activity of acetylcholine, one of several neurotransmitters that is partially
invluenced by calcium.
At the Burke Rehabilitation Center in White Plains, N.Y., scientists are building
upon these earlier findings in their attempt to stimulate calcium concentrations and
increase the synthesis and release of acetylcholine. Dr. Gary Gibson ans his colleagues have discovered a close link between the drop in synthesis and release of
acetylcholine in healthy aged rats and certain learning and memory problems.
Since both synthesis and release of the neurotransmitter are dependent upon calcium concentrations, the investigators injected the rats with a drug which stimulated oxygen metabolism, increased calcium concentrations, and, in turn, improved old
rats' performance on certain tests which involved learning.
Previous studies of possible drug treatments for Alzheimer's disease have pursued
a variety of approaches. Some investigators have attempted to increase acetylcholine synthesis indiscriminately in all cholinergic cells. Others are trying to prevent
the otherwise fast breakdown of acetylcholine once it is synthesized. Still others
hope to treat Alzheimer's disease by influencing the target cells' ability to respond
to acetylcholine. Finally, a group of investigators are focusing on possible means to
increase the ability of the cell to produce acetylcholine only when it is needed. Dr.
Gibson and his colleagues have found a means to selectively pinpoint the sites at
which neurotransmitter is released and to program its release when the cell is
active. The investigators are hopeful that this approach will ultimately benefit Alzheimer patients by allowing treatment with a minimum of side effects.
FORGETFULNESS COMPARED IN YOUNG AND OLD VOLUNTEERS

How often does the average person forget a name or a face or an unimportant
detail of some event? For a young or middle-aged person, such an incident might go
unnoticed or, at most, become the subject of an ageist joke about early "senility."
For an older person, however, the slightest lapse of memory is often taken too seriously, making the person acutely aware of his or her own aging, and sometimes resulting in further memory problems.
In order to detemine how people react to occasional forgetfulness, NIA grantees
Drs. Eugene Lovelace and Paul Twohig at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville interviewed a group of approximately 50 individuals ranging in age from 54 to
85 years. The investigators asked the volunteers how frequently they forgot things,
what kinds of things they forgot, and what kinds of memory aids (mnemonics) they
used to guard against such failures.
Results of this study verified earlier work by other investigators in the field. In
general, older people reported a greater tendency than younger people to forget and
more frequent problems remembering a word while engaged in conversation or
while performing an act. A significant percentage of the people interviewed made
lists and wrote notes to themselves or jotted things they needed to remember on a
calendar. This was particularly true of the better educated volunteers. Older subjects were less likely than younger subjects to try to remember things by using
mind games, such as making up a rhyme or a story.
Dr. Lovelace's study is one of several supported by the NIA which attempts to
examine subjects outside the laboratory, presenting them with real-life situations.
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For some time, research has shown that older persons have certain problems with
memory. Studies like this one can indicate the severity of those problems and how
people are affected by them in their daily lives.
INVESTIGATORS EXAMINE AUTOMATIC MEMORY RESPONSE IN HUMANS

During the past several years investigators from a variety of diiciplines have been
looking at human memory to determine what happens along the route of acquiring,
storing, and retrieving information. One interesting area of inquiry suggests that
certain kinds of information may become part of a person's memory without any
conscious effort. Drs. Denise Park and J. Thomas Puglisi at the University of North
Carolina in Charlotte have conducted a series of studies on this automatic information processing system to determine if there is a part of memory that does not fail
in old age.
In one such study, the investigators asked two groups of volunteers to view a
series of slides. The first group was instructed to remember the projected word or
picture as well as its location on the slide; the second group was asked only to remember the word or picture. Regardless of age, the volunteers in both groups were
more likely to remember the location of the item after they had been asked to do so.
In a similar test, subjects were shown more than a dozen common objects or cards
with the names of objects spread across a table. In this more complex task, however,
a conscious effort to remember the location of the item did not improve memory in
either young or old, but subjects of all ages found that the objects were easier to
remember than the words. This finding suggests that placing items in a certain way
could serve as a memory aid for older people.
Older people may or may not automatically record a picture or an object that has
some meaning, but such objects may make it easier for them to remember things.
According to Drs. Park and Puglisi, this may have implications for those who wish
to communicate important information to elderly audiences. In future studies, the
investigators will try to determine if they have found a piece of the memory system
that is not adversely affected by aging.
COMMONLY PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS FOUND AMONG CERTAIN PATIENTS
UNDERGOING CORONARY ANGIOGRAPHY

In the United States each year, about one-half million people with a history of
chest pain (angina) undergo expensive and sometimes painful surgery called coronary angiography. This involves threading a catheter from an artery in the arm or
leg into the heart and taking X-rays of the arteries after injection of a special dye.
It is the only way to conclusively diagnose coronary artery disease (CAD) and to determine if coronary artery bypass surgery is necessary. Most patients referred for
this test have classical symptoms of CAD, yet recent studies show that 15 to 20 percent of them have undiseased arteries.
In an effort to develop ways to detect which patients are likely not to have CAD
and therefore might avoid this surgery, Drs. Paul Costa, Bernard Engel, and other
scientists at the NIA's Gerontology Research Center (GRC) in Baltimore, Md., examined the physical and psychological complaints of patients who had angiography.
The investigators analyzed diaries kept by 83 men and women with an average age
of 56 years who underwent coronary angiography. They also conducted psychological tests and took medical histories.
They found that patients who were free of CAD had more psychological and physical complaints than those with severe disease. They more often reported stabbing
pain, dizziness, weakness, or palpitations and more frequently noted feeling angry,
annoyed, tense, fearful, or anxious. They generally scored lower on tests of emotional stability and more often experienced chest pain not associated with exertion. Patients with significant disease tended to report more frequent anginal attacks, especially following walking or other exercise.
In the future, Drs. Costa, Engle, and their colleagues will investigate whether or
not these findings hold true for patients reporting chest pain for the first time. They
will also try to determine at which point in the diagnostic process these evaluations
could be useful. The scientists conclude that it may be valuable for physicians to
evaluate behavioral and personality characteristics of some patients with chest pain
before doing angiography.
STUDIES EXPLAIN WHY LOWER DOSES OF ANESTHETIC DRUGS ARE NEEDED IN THE ELDERLY

It is well established that as people get older they generally require lower doses of

anesthetics and other drugs. Doses of anesthetics which are safe and effective for

younger persons can produce undesirable and sometimes dangerous side effects for
the elderly, such as prolonged hospital recovery, heart attack, kidney failure, or
even death. It has not been well understood, however, why smaller doses are
required for older persons and often it is not known exactly what doses are the most
safe and effective.
In a series of studies under way at the University of California, San Francisco,
and Stanford University School of Medicine in Palo Alto, NIA-supported
scientists
are uncovering some of the reasons for these additional risks and are developing
safer procedures for administering anesthetics to the elderly.
Dr. E. I. Eger and his colleagues at the University of California, San Francisco,
are evaluating how are affects solubility in blood of all the potent inhaled
tics. These investigators compared four groups of subjects including infants, anesthechildren
from 3 to 7 years old, young adults between the ages of 20 and 40, and people
over
75.
Young adults displayed the highest anesthetic blood solubility, with reductions in
the younger and older populations. In the elderly, solubility was reduced
10 to 15
percent compared to younger adults. Since the lower capacity to dissolve an
thetic results in an increase in the percentage of saturation of the anesthetic inanesthe
blood of the elderly, it makes more of the dissolved anesthetic available to the brain
in these patients. Thus at least one of the reasons the elderly require smaller anesthetic doses is that they show a change in the blood solubility of anesthetics.
Dr. D. R. Stanski and his colleagues at Stanford University Medical
studied how the injected anesthetic thiopental (Pentothal) is distributed Center
through the
bloodstream to body tissues in different age groups and how some of these
tissues
repond to the drug. Thiopental is the drug most commonly used to induce anesthesia in surgical patients, after which inhaled anesthetics are used to maintain the
anesthesia.
Blood flow in the elderly geneally is diminished and this reduces the efficiency
of
transfer of anesthetics from the blood to other tissues. However, despite
the reduced
transfer efficiency, normal levels of anesthetics are reached in the brain
and the
heart. Dr. Stanski and his colleagues hypothesize that this is a result of the differential decrease in blood flow with aging. Since circulation is reduced to a considerably
greater extent in organs such as the kidney and liver than in the heart and lungs,
removal of anesthetic by the kidney and liver is reduced, leaving a greater percentage of anesthetic available for transfer to the brain and heart.
It has long been assumed that older people required lower doses of drugs because
the human brain becomes more sensitive to drugs with age. Using electroencephalograms (EEG) and sophisticated computer techniques to relate blood levels of the anesthetic thiopental to induce changes in brain waves, Dr. Stanski and his colleagues
were able to estimate the brain's sensitivity to this anesthetic. They found no
change in brain sensitivity with aging.
Thus, although the older brain is not intrinsically more sensitive to anesthetics,
age-related changes in blood flow increase the effects of thiopental.
Armed with more specific knowledge about how the body handles this substance
with increasing age, the investigators are using computer simulations
and other
techniques to develop more scientifically based guidelines for its administration.
ELDERLY MAY NOT REQUIRE FORCED FLUID INFUSION DURING AORTIC RECONSTRUCTION
SURGERY

Kidney malfunction or failure after surgery is more common in the
a
group which already has age-related decreases in kidney function. It elderly,
had been
thought that scanty urination during surgery was associated with developing
kidney
malfunction, and many patients are infused with fluids to produce more uurination
during surgery to avoid this perceived problem.
This procedure has its own risks because the resulting increased fluid intake
causes the heart to work harder, which could lead to heart attack or heart failure.
However, it had always been assumed the procedure was necessary to prevent dan-

gerous kidney malfunction or failure.
At the University of California, San Francisco, NIA grantee Dr. Michael F.
Roizen
and his colleagues assessed urine output in 137 aged patients during aortic reconstruction (heart) surgery and then compared urine output with kidney function
in
these patients during 7 days following surgery. They found no correlation
between
urine flow during the surgery and subsequent kidney function in patients who
were
treated with fluids or drugs and those who were untreated. The investigators
have
concluded that the potentially hazardous procedure of infusing the patient
with
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excess fluids or using certain drugs to produce urination during aortic reconstruction surgery is not necessary.
Since the main cause of illness or death following aortic reconstruction surgery is
myocardial infarction (heart attack), this study should help reduce the incidence of
this dangerous side effect of surgery. These findings also may have additional important implications if similar results are observed with other types of surgery.
NIA STUDIES BRAIN METABOLISM IN DOWN'S PATIENTS

An NIA study suggests that brain glucose utilization is elevated by 30 to 40 percent in young adults with Down's syndrome. This syndrome is the most common
form of mental retardation with a known cause. Down's patients older than age 35
frequently show the mental symptoms of Alzheimer's disease.
Dr. Stanley Rapoport, an intramural scientist with the NIA Laboratory of Neurosciences in Bethesda, Md., working with the cooperation and assistance of the National Institute of Arthritis, Diabetes, and Digestive and Kidney Diseases and the
Nuclear Medicine Department of the Warren G. Magnuson Clinical Center, NIH,
measured brain metabolism in four Down's patients younger than 35 years of age,
in one 51-year-old patient, and in health age-matched volunteers. Measurements
were performed under resting conditions by means of positron emission tomography
(PET), a technique used to study brain function in healthy and diseased people.
PET uses a chemical analog similar in structure to glucose to monitor metabolic
activity in different regions of the brain. Glucose, or sugar, is the main source of the
brain's energy. A radioactive positron-emitting label on the chemical allows specific
areas of the brain to be visualized by computerized image-processing.
The current study measured glucose metabolism in the cerebral hemispheres, the
upper portions of the brain which are responsible for thought processes, organized
motor behavior, sensation, speech, and hearing.
The results revealed a higher level of glucose metabolism in the brains of the four
younger Down's patients (ages 19 to 27) than in healthy subjects of the same age.
These results indicate that glucose is used excessively by brains of young adult
Down's patients, and that the mental retardation of Down's syndrome may be associated with a metabolic alteration in the brain.
The investigators also looked at a 51-year-old Down's patient and found that glucose utilization was lower than in the younger Down's patients. another study by
Dr. Ranjan Duara and colleagues, also of the NIA Laboratory of Neurosciences,
shows no age-related decline in brain metabolism in healthy individuals. Taken together, these findings suggest that brain activity declines as Down's patients age.
The findings are also consistent with recent evidence that many brains from older
Down's patients exhibit the nerve cell degeneration and reduced activity of enzymes
that characterize Alzheimer's disease.
Although the NIA scientists are cautious about drawing conclusions from their
results, their findings clearly indicate that PET can be employed to examine brain
function in Down's syndrome and other diseases.
RESEARCHERS DESIGN TESTS TO REFINE ASSESSMENT OF MENTAL PERFORMANCE

Mental deterioration is one of the most feared problems of old age. Yet studies of
"normal" versus pathological deterioration have been few. The NIA's EDB program
is working with intramural investigators Drs. Robert Garrison and William Castelli
of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute and contract-supported researchers
Drs. Edith Kaplan and Philip Wolf at Boston University to analyze data previously
collected on over 2,000 persons in the Framingham Heart Study and to allow continued study of selected groups using neuropsychological tests and neurological examinations. Such tests measure specific mental capacities that may serve as predictors
of dementia. Because highest scores on the tests are usually related to high educational levels, this aspect has been controlled, allowing the investigators to isolate
changes in performance directly associated with age. By controlling for this factor
such tests will generate fewer false-positives and thus more confidence may be
placed on the assessment of dementia in specific populations.
Performance on every test decreased modestly with advancing age. Although English as a mother tongue is often considered very important in the results of such
tests, it was found to be less important than either age or education. This study will
eventually establish predictive indicators for dementia in an aging population, as
well as relate dementia to overall health, sleep, dietary patterns, and cardiovascular
and cerebrovascular disease.

SKELETAL MUSCLES OF OLD RATS ADAPT TO EXERCISE

The ability to exercise strenously decreases with aging as a result of waning
cardiovascular strength, deconditioning, disease, and other factors.
But scientists are
finding evidence that the basic capacity to engage in mild to moderate
exercise
continues well into the later years.
In a recent study of exercising rats, NIA grantee Dr. John Holloszy and
his research group at the Washington University School of Medicine in St.
Louis found
that the respiratory capacity of skeletal muscles does not decline progressively
with
aging when exercise is performed throughout life. This capacity plays an important
role in determining an animal's ability to engage in endurance exercise.
Dr. Holloazy's study compared the levels of mitochondrial
present in the
foreleg muscles of young and old rats following a swimming enzymes
program in which the
animals exercised for 3 hours each day, 5 days a week, beginning
6 months of
age. The enzymes are indicators of respiratory capacity, with higher at
levels linked to
increased ability to perform. The scientists found that, following
the exercise program, the enzymes increased to about the same levels in the muscles
month-old rats. Thus, if a lifelong exercise program has been adhered of 9- and 24to, aging does
not appear to adversely

affect the muscles' respiratory capacity.

REPORTS OF BOWEL PROBLEMS INCREASE IN WOMEN WITH
AGE

Intramural scientists Drs. Lon White and Jacob Brody of the NIA's EDB program
have analyzed information on bowel function obtained from
12,120 NHANES-I (first
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey) participants
aged 30 to 72. Although concern about bowel function, constipation in particular, increased
with advancing age, there was no clear trend toward a diminished frequency
of defecation.
A sex difference was observed, with women reporting a lesser frequency
of bowel
movements than men at all ages.
Reported use of pills and medicines also increased with advancing age
and was

greater for females than males. The use of pills or medicines for bowel problems
was associated with the complaint of constipation but did not appear to
affected
by marital status, physical activity, race, or education. Among women be
themselves as troubled by constipation, the age-specific prevalence of describing
medication use increased from 12 percent at ages 35 to 44 to 26 percent as "regular
ages 65 to
74. Since excessive laxative use does occasionally precipitate
directly cause serious intestinal, renal, cardiac, and neurologic illness, this studyorsuggests
stantial number of older women might benefit from counseling directed atthat a submore appropriate use of such medications.
SEXUALITY OF OLDER WOMEN INVESTIGATED

New evidence has emerged indicating that sexual pleasure among older women is
not compromised over time. Similarly, menopause does not appear
to alter significantly the sexual habits of aging women.
While myths prevail, not much is known about the sexuality of older females. It
has been suggested that certain physiological changes that may occur during
after menopause-hot flashes, a decrease in vaginal lubrication, and a decreaseand
in
vaginal flexibility-can contribute to a decline in sexual satisfaction in older
women.
Preliminary investigations conducted by Dr. Frances Purifoy

at the NIA's GRC in
Baltimore, Md., are providing evidence to the contrary. Dr. Purifoy
interviewed 144
women of varying ages, all participants in the Institute's Baltimore Longitudinal
Study of Aging (BLSA). The subjects were divided into three groups, older women
aged 60 to 79 years, middle-aged women of 40 to 59 years, and younger women aged
-20
to 39 years.
Dr. Purifoy found that the majority of elderly women did report some decrease in
sexual desire, degree of arousal, and frequency of or capacity for orgasm. In addition, 71 percent of the oldest group reported a decrease in vaginal lubrication, compared to 55 percent of the middle-aged and 13 percent of the younger women.
Despite these changes among the oldest females, almost three-fourths said they
noticed little or no difference in sexual satisfaction over time. And, surprisingly,
82
percent reported that menopause had produced either a negligible effect or, in some
instances, a positive effect on their sexuality. About one-fourth of the latter cited a
decreased concern over menstruation or birth control as the reason behind this favorable change.
In summary, though most of the older BLSA women underwent some physical
changes apparently related to menopause, their degreee of sexual satisfaction
did
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not drop off in most cases. Age also did not appear to have a marked effect upon
their quality of sexual pleasure, according to the participants.
While these early findings are encouraging, birth-cohort differences may have influenced how these data were relayed to the investigator. For example, different
generational expectations and attitudes about sexual habits may influence how the
women report their experiences during an interview. These important considerations are under further study at the GRC.
NIA SCIENTISTS STUDY EFFECT OF AGE ON HEARTBEAT RATE

Normally, during coughing, physical exercise, and other types of body stress, the
heart automatically begins to beat faster. This cardiac acceleration is an important
part of the body's adaptation to stress. Previous studies comparing young and old
men showed that cardiac acceleration during stress declined with aging. They did
not demonstrate whether these declines were abrupt and therefore likely to be associated with disease or were gradual with aging. It was also not known whether
women experienced the same declines.
At the NIA's GRC in Baltimore, Md., Dr. Jeanne Y. Wei, in collaboration with
scientists at Beth Israel Hospital, Harvard Medical School, and the Veterans Administration Outpatient Clinic in Boston, studied age-related changes in heart acceleration in 220 healthy, active, community-living men and women ranging from 20 to
90 years of age. Their purpose was to establish a range of normal responses for men
and women in different age groups. They measured response to cough, which is considered a good indicator of the heart's capacity to accelerate.
The subjects, mostly volunteers in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging,
had passed thorough medical examinations to eliminate heart and other diseases.
After resting for 15 minutes, they were instructed to cough forcefully three times,
with a rest of about 3 seconds between each cough. After the third cough, the heart
rate rose rapidly and consistently in every subject, a normal reaction to mild stress.
Heartbeat rates were monitored and correlated with age for all subjects.
Dr. Wei and her colleagues found a continuous decline with aging in the peak
heart rate. Heart rate increased about 29 beats per minute for those in their twenties. It was about 17 beats for volunteers in their fifties, and about 7.6 for those 80
years of age and over. The elderly also took longer to reach peak response but there
was very little change in rate of return to normal resting heartbeat rate. There was
also a decreased variation in resting heartbeat rate with advancing age. No differences in responses were observed between men and women in each decade.
Resting heart rates before coughing ranged from 44 to 96 beats per minute and
did not differ significantly with age. Thus, the differences in heart rate increase
were not due to lower resting heart rates, but were actually related to aging. There
were also no significant changes in resting heart rate between sessions in any subject.
The scientists also found an age-related increase in systolic blood pressure (the
force of the heartbeat pushing blood into the vessels) but no significant change in
diastolic level (the pressure when the heart is at rest between beats). At each decade
of life, men tended to have slightly higher systolic and diastolic pressures than
women. Systolic levels were significantly higher in men in the fifth and ninth decades, whereas diastolic levels were higher in the fourth decade only. However, for
all ages, there was no significant correlation between blood pressure and peak heart
rate.
This study establishes ranges of normal heart rate responses to stress for men and
women across the age range. It also shows that the heart's response to stress can be
measured by a very simple test.
Dr. Wei and her colleagues postulate that the decreased variation in resting heart
rates with advancing age and the decreased ability to raise heart rate may share a
similar mechanism. Further studies may yield clues to the cause of these changes
with aging and help discover why many elderly people suffer decreased heart function and such problems as dizziness and fainting upon rising.
STUDIES IN FRUIT FLIES PROBE GENETIC CONTROL OF AGING PROCESSES

The theory that heredity strongly influences longevity is widely accepted among
scientists. However, there are many unanswered questions about how genes exert
their influence on lifespan. For example, how many genes determine longevity? Is
lifespan controlled by a few major ones or by a larger number of less important
ones? Are these genes located on particular chromosomes? Can the genes that control longevity be pinpointed?

One way to approach these questions is to study the lifespans of lower organisms
living under controlled conditions in laboratory settings. Fruit flies are ideal for
such investigations because they have a short lifespan, permitting the study of
many generations.
With grant support from the NIA, Dr. Leo S. Luckinbill at Wayne State University in Detroit is making progress in determining how genes control lifespan in these
insects. Dr. Luckinbill has succeeded in producing strains of the fruit fly that have a
greatly enhanced lifespan. This has been accomplished by reproducing populations
at an advanced age in life, favoring long-lived individuals and their progeny. By contrast, other fly strains, reproduced early in life, show normal life expectancy. This
research shows that the selective breeding of fruit flies in old age postpones senescence and death.
Dr. Luckinbill also found that when long- and short-lived strains are crossed, they
produce offspring with an intermediate longevity. This finding demonstrates that
lifespan is under genetic control.
The fruit fly strains that have been developed during the course of this study will
serve as valuable new tools for research on the ways in which genes determine longevity. Future experiments will also try to identify the biochemical and physiological differences between short- and long-lived strains and to determine how specific
genes are responsible for the variations.
NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
The National Cancer Institute (NCI) funds many areas of research concerned with
cancer and aging. These include epidemiologic studies that help to assess the agespecific occurrences of some cancers; basic biological studies that seek to define the
cancer process in individuals of all ages; and studies that address the particular
problems of the older cancer patient-including prevention, detection, treatment,
and support systems.
CANCER INCREASES WTrH AGE-WHY?

Do aging and cancer necessarily go hand-in-hand, or do both result from similar
processes? Do the body's natural defenses against cancer relax with age? These are
among the questions being explored at many levels of research.
Many cancer occur more frequently with advanced age; the incidence of prostate
cancer, for example, rises sharply for men after age 40. But some epidemiologic
studies are now looking at possible causes other than age. NCI grantee Dr. Brain E.
Henderson and associates at the University of Southern California Cancer Center,
in Los Angeles, looked at a number of factors-besides age-that might help to account for the development of this cancer. They were able to rule out industrial exposure to cadmium-a chief suspect-among the men they studied. They also cast
doubt on sexual transmission of an infectious agent by looking at a group of Catholic priests who, they found, had no lack of this disease. The researchers are still examining a third hypothesis concerning endocrine function. So far, they have found
suggestive evidence that vasectomy, which is accompanied by reduced prostatic
function and size, may protect against the development of prostate cancer.
In Honolulu, NCI grantee Dr. Laurence N. Kolonel and associates at the University of Hawaii are prospectively following two groups-one of 50,000 and the other of
5,000-on whom they have collected extensive dietary information. They have found
a positive correlation between dietary fat intake and prostate cancer in men over
69, lending further support to the hypotheses that age per se is not necessarily the
cause of this cancer. They have also found a positive correlation between breast
cancer risk and dietary fat and animal protein in postmenopausal women, particularly Japanese women, suggesting again that age per se does not cause cancer, and
that protective mechanisms may be found.
A similar epidemiologic study suggesting that a "western" diet high in cholesterol
may increase breast cancer risk in postmenopausal women was performed by NCI
grantee Dr. Brain MacMahon, of the Harvard School of Public Health in Boston,
who studied women from rural areas of Greece.
Heightened interest in aging has also led cancer researchers to reexamine carcinogenesis mechanisms in animals of different ages. Associates of NCI grantee Dr.
Anthony E. Pegg of Pennsylvania State University at Hershey Medical Center studied how a nitrosamine that produces intestinal tumors affects different tissues of
young and old rats. They found that the livers of old rats were more efficient than
those of young rats at repairing some damage to DNA structures, though old rats
sustained more damage to some other DNA structures. They are now looking further at this nonuniform pattern of DNA damage in rats of different ages.

Ways to improve the outcome and the quality of life of cancer patients, particularly older patients, are always being sought by NCI investigators. ParticularlyT.encourCohen
aging results were found in a study performed by NCI grantee Dr. Harvey
and associates of the Southeastern Cancer Study group at Duke University in
Durham, N.C.
They looked at 280 patients with multiple myeloma, a cancer with increased incidence in the elderly, to assess how age affects treatment. All were being treated
with a combination of drugs, and patients at high and low risk were represented
equally among all the age groups.
The investigators found that response rates after 6 months were equally good for
all ages, and those patients over age 70 stayed in remission somewhat longer than
the others. Survival was also equivalent for these older patients.
When the different-aged patients were matched for prognostic factors, the older
patients in the study responded "at least as well" as the younger patients, the investigators found. Moreover, there were no significant differences in toxicity among the
different age groups.
"These findings are in contrast to the widely held belief that older patients
cannot tolerate chemotherapy," Dr. Cohen said. They suggest, on the contrary,
"that the elderly patient with myeloma may be expected to respond and survive,
without excessive toxicity, at least as well as a younger counterpart with similar
prognostic factors."
An added advantage of a study such as this is that it may impel researchers who
deal with other forms of cancer to reexamine their expectations and practices regarding older patients and may result in more aggressive-and successful-therapy
for many older patients with other cancers.
NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH STATISTICS
As one of the principal Federal statistical agencies, the National Center for
Health Statistics operates a diverse program of data collection and analysis activities. Data on the health characteristics of the older population are available from
almost all of the Center's data systems. The following special activities were begun
in 1983 and will be continuing through 1984.
1986 NATIONAL MORTALITY FOLLOWBACK SURVEY
During 1983, planning was initiated and will continue in 1984 for a national mortality followback survey to be conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics in 1986, the first such survey in 18 years. The followback survey broadens the
information available on the characteristics of mortality among the population of
the United States from the routine vital statistics system by making inquiry of the
next of kin of a sample of decedents. In view of the fact that two-thirds of all deaths
in the Nation in a year occur at age 65 or older, tentative plans for the 1986 survey
provide for the study of health and social care provided to older decedents in the
last year of life. This is a period of great concern for the individual, the family and
community agencies, and a period of large expenditures. Agency program planning
and national policy development on such questions as hospice care and home care
can be enlightened by the data to be secured by the mortality followback survey.
Tentative plans also call for an inquiry aimed at providing information on the potential for greater efforts to prevent premature death.
1985 NATIONAL NURSING HOME SURVEY
During 1983, planning began for the 1985 national nursing home survey (NNHS),
for which a major pretest will be conducted during 1984. The NNHS was first conducted in 1973-74 and then conducted again in 1977 in order to provide comprehensive national data on a continuing basis to meet the needs of those who set standards for, plan, provide, and assess long-term care services. The NNHS is a series of
nationwide sample surveys of nursing homes, their residents, and staff. The purpose
of the surveys are to:
-Collect national baseline data on characteristics of the nursing home, its services, residents, and staff for all nursing homes in the Nation, regardless of
whether or not they participate in Federal programs such as medicare or medicaid.
-Collect data on the costs incurred by the facility for providing care by the major
expenditure groupings-labor, fixed, operating, and miscellaneous costs.
-Collect data on certification for participation in the medicare and medicaid programs (such as the utilization of certified beds and the the health of residents
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receiving program benefits) so that all data can be analyzed by certification
status.
-Provide compatable data for valid trend analyses on a variety of topics (for example, the impact of legislative changes in standards and in reimbursement on
the growth of facilities and the impact of institutionalization on the health of
the aged); and
-Interrelate facility, staff, and resident data to reveal the relationships that exist
between, utilization, services offered, charges for care, and the cost of providing
care.
For the initial survey conducted in 1973-74, the universe included only those
nursing homes that provided some level of nursing care, regardless of whether or
not they were participating in the medicare or medicaid programs. Thus, homes providing only personal domiciliary care were excluded. Beginning with the 1977
survey, the universe was expanded to include all nursing, personal care, and domiciliary care homes, regardless of their participation in medicare or medicaid. Homes
that provide room and board only are excluded.
At the time of the 1977 survey, as sample of discharges was added to the survey to
permit comparison of residents of nursing homes and persons discharged from a
nursing home in the year prior to the survey. Pretesting for the 1985 survey incudes
addition of a sample of admissions to nursing homes in year prior to the survey in
order to describe better the patterns of admission and discharge, and also a brief
psychological assessment of a sample of current residents.
1984 NATIONAL HEALTH INTERVIEw SURVEY SUPPLEMENT ON AGING
The national health interview survey will field a supplement on the elderly population of the United States in 1984. During fiscal year 1983, the supplement was developed and pretested. Field work will begin in January 1984 and conclude in January 1985. This supplement will focus on a wide range of health information about
the elderly population. A sociodemographic health profile of the handicapped by
type of impariment will be a major component of the survey. This supplement will
also permit the analysis of acute and chronic conditions unique to the elderly population. Followup of residents to the 1984 supplement on aging is also planned.
There has been increasing interest on the part of clinical and research gerontologists in the use of functional assessment in the care of the elderly. For example, the
NIH technology assessment conference on evaluating the elderly patient showed
that comprehensive assessments of functional status can be used clinically to increase appropriateness of long-term care placement, to plan and evaluate treatment,
and to monitor charge over time. Using data from longitudinal studies, preceived
health status has been demonstrated to be a good predictor of mortality. However,
there is little data on the ability of functional scales to predict future institutionalization.
The investigation of the relationship between these functional scales and future
institutionalization that can be made from a longitudinal study of the respondents
to the "supplement on aging" will provide the information necessary to develop interventions which will decrease the probability of institutionalization of postpone
the time at which it occurs.
The 1984 NHIS "supplement of aging" will provide unique baseline data which
can be used to investigate the impact of current functional and health status on
future institutionalization. This data base is especially suitable as a baseline for followup because it is derived from a national probability sample and because the supplement was designed to provide a multidimensional assessment of functional
status. In additional to the well-known measures of activities of daily living, the
functional status questions can identify less severe levels of dysfunction along any
of the dimensions. This is particulary important for classifying functional status
among the noninstitutionalized population and is essential for the assessment of the
causes of institutionalization, as well as the development of intervention strategies.
NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH
The National Center for Health Services Research (NCHSR) seeks to create new
knowledge and better understanding of the processes by which health care services
are made available and how they may be provided more efficiently, more effectively,
and at a lower cost. NCHSR investigates problems of the aging by meeting with
State and local policymakers through its User Liaison Program, conducting research
in the Division of Intramural Research, and funding investigator-initiated research
through the Division of Extramural Research.
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DIVISION OF INTRAMURAL RESEARCH
A survey is underway to provide information for assessing consumer interest in
purchasing insurance for long-term care. The information will serve as input to the

development of marketing strategies for such insurance. The survey is a self-admin-

istered questionnaire being conducted as an add-on to the main consumer survey of

some 1,500 elderly owners of private insurance policies being conducted by HCFA.
A study to test the effectiveness of an incentive payment system designed to encourage more appropriate use of nursing homes, better outcomes in nursing home
patients, and reductions of hospital backups. Nursing homes will be paid bonuses for
admission of "heavy care" patients, and for meeting patient care goals including discharge. The activity is jointly funded by the State of California and a HCFA waiver.
A national long-term care survey is underway to examine patterns of multiple dependency and their resource implications, and to project the need for home health
care and other community services and personnel.
DIVISION OF EXTRAMURAL RESEARCH

Projects that received funding in fiscal year 1983 include:
-The sponsorship of the preparation of papers on iatrogenic disease in the elderly and geriatric medicine for presentation at the annual Geriatrics Society
meeting. Papers presented at this conference will address both the incidence
and implications of iatrogenic disease in the elderly, as well as discuss strategies for the investigation of this complex problem.
-An investigation of the impact of qualitative aspects of peer and family relationships as a mediator of psychological and physical well being and of health
care system utilization for elderly people who are capable of independent living.
-Funds to Johns Hopkins University to perform a secondary analysis of an earlier study of the elderly. These findings contribute new empirical evidence on the
degree to which transportation barriers or physical infirmities impact on doctor
visits.
-Research to isolate, analyze, and compare specific factors related to caregiver
strain in providing for care at home for both mentally and/or physically impaired elderly. Forty pairs of disabled elders and their adult caregivers are to be
recruited to create two discrete groups of 20 with the following characteristics:
A group with moderate to severe cognitive impairment but relative independence in self-care and activities of daily living, and a group with severe functional impairments but absence of cognitive impairment.
-A project to demonstrate that there are positive and congruent relationships between self-perceived health measures and clinically assessed health measures
for poor, elderly blacks. This will be done by analyses of baseline data collected
on the health of poor, elderly blacks living in two contiguous census tracts in
Newark, N.J.
Projects ongoing in fiscal year 1983 with previous years' funding:
-An inventory of State policies relative to Federal long-term care programs; an
assessment of the effect of these policies on the availability, utilization, and
public cost of long-term care services; and development of a context within
which State and Federal policy choices concerning long-term care will be examined.
-A study at approximately 35 nursing homes in the Baltimore-Washington area
to demonstrate the improvement of drug use and its effect on certain patient
outcomes and variables through drug use review feedback mechanisms, and

educational programs designed for physicians, nurses, and patients.
-The evaluation of the practice, outcome, costs, and benefits of the employment
of pharmacists to prescribe and monitor patient drug therapy in skilled nursing

facilities (SNF's).

-The evaluation of the impact of a newly developed physician-nurse practitioner/
social worker team approach for chronic or terminally ill patients who wish to
receive home care rather than institutional care.
-The assessment of the results of a longitudinal panel study of health care and

social service needs of noninstitutionalized elders in Massachusetts.

STATE AND LOCAL USERS LIAISON AcrIvITIES
Two meetings were held with State and local government officials to identify further policy issues, operational problems, and related information needs of State and
local government. Research issues in long-term care were identified and research
strategies proposed. Issues within the category of long-term care included nursing

home programs and alternatives to institutional care; home health and hospice care
programs; and the problems of caring for the mentally ill and mentally retarded.
Ongoing consultation to State and local officials with respect to information and
data needs on aging for policy and managerial decisionmaking.
NATIONAL EYE INSTITUTE
Eye diseases associated with aging are a major cause of blindness in the United
States. The three most common age-related disorders-aging-related maculopathy,
senile cataract, and glaucoma-are responsible for at least a third of all blindness in
this country. In addition, medical expenses connected with these age-related disorders constitute a major portion of the $14 billion that Americans spend annually for
eye care. For example, each year age-related eye disorders necessitate about 7 million visits to doctors offices and half a million eye operations.
The National Eye Institute (NEI) supports research aimed at improving the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of age-related eye diseases, thus reducing the toll
of visual loss from these disorders.
A major research advance in the recent past has been the discovery that appropriately timed argon laser treatment can prevent many cases of visual loss from agingrelated maculopathy. This eye disease, which is also known as senile macular degeneration, selectively destroys the portion of the retina (the light-sensing tissue at the
back of the eye) that provides the central vision used in reading and driving.
In May of 1982, a nationwide clinical trial1 sponsored by the NEI yielded the finding that the risk of blindness from the most sight-threatening form of aging-related
maculopathy could be reduced by 89 percent through treatment with the argon
laser. Now the investigators and clinics participating in this study are evaluating a
newer laser-the krypton laser-to determine whether it can benefit some patients
whose disease could not be safely treated with the argon laser.
In addition to these studies involving the laser treatment of aging-related maculopathy, the NEI is conducting or supporting a number of investigations to learn more
about the factors responsible for its development and discover a means of preventing it. A particularly important research project begun this year is a clinical trial to
determine whether protecting the retina from possible damaging effects of light can
slow or halt the progression of the disease. In this trial, now being conducted by
Drs. Muriel Kaiser-Kupfer and Monique Roy of the NEI Clinical Branch, patients
with aging-related maculopathy that is not yet treatable by laser will wear special
glasses and take medications called antioxidants that counteract some of the potentially harmful effects of light on retinal cells. If these measures prove effective, they
may allow older people to take measures that will reduce their risk of visual loss
from aging-related maculopathy.
The NEI also supports a wide range of studies on other age-related diseases of the
eye. In its cataract research program, the NEI supports studies to improve the treatment of cataract and obtain a better understanding of the causes of this disorder in
the hope of developing a means to prevent aging-related cataracts altogether or at
least slow their progression. The NEI research program on glaucoma, another agerelated eye disorder, seeks to improve the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of
the various forms of this disease, which together are a major cause of blindness in
the United States.
Thus aging-related diseases of the eye receive strong emphasis in the NEI's research program, and NEI-supported studies of these diseases are helping to reduce
the social economic burden imposed by these disorders.
NATIONAL HEART, LUNG, AND BLOOD INSTITUTE
The prevention and treatment of cardiovascular diseases among the aged present
unique problems not only about how to treat, but also whether to treat.
Hypertension, or high blood pressure, is associated with increased risk of heart
attacks and strokes. Hypertension is more prevalent among the elderly, a significant number of whom have a unique form of hypertension in which only the systolic
pressure is elevated. The systolic blood pressure is shown by the top number of the
two that are used to report blood pressure. This condition, called isolated systolic
hypertension, is defined as a systolic reading (top of the two numbers) of 160 mm of
mercury or more and a diastolic reading (bottom of the two numbers) of 90 mm or
' The research centers participating in this grant-supported project are located in Baltimore,
Md.; Chicago, Ill.; Cleveland, Ohio; Detroit, Mich.; Iowa City, Iowa; Madison and Milwaukee,
Wis.; Miami, Fla.; New Orleans, La.; Oklahoma City, Okla.; Portland, Oreg.; and St. Louis, Mo.
The study chairman is Dr. Stuart Fine of Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore.

less. Isolated systolic hypertension is uncommon in individuals under 50 years of
age.
Isolated systolic hypertension is thought to be the result of changes in the large
arteries in the body brought about by arteriosclerosis (hardening of the arteries) in
which the elastic fibers of these blood vessels are replaced by less flexible tissue. A
number of studies confirmed that elevated systolic blood pressure is a risk factor in
itself, similar to the more accepted risk of elevated diastolic blood pressure. Standard antihypertensive drugs are effective in lowering systolic blood pressure, but the
risks and possible benefits of treating isolated systolic hypertension in the elderly
are uncertain.
To study the risks and benefits of treating this condition in the elderly, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI), in conjunction with the NIA and
the National Institute of Mental Health, conducted a 4-year pilot study, the systolic
hypertension in the elderly program (SHEP). Five clinical centers were involved,
along with a coordinating center and a behavioral evaluation laboratory. Each of
the clinical centers recruited a minimum of 100 patients for participation. Preliminary results of the pilot study indicated that patient compliance with the doubleblind drug treatment was successful, and reductions in systolic hypertension were
achievable. Based on the results from the pilot study, the NHLBI advisory council
has approved a full-scale clinical trial, now in the planning stages, to test whether
treating isolated systolic hypertension will reduce the incidence of fatal and nonfatal stroke.
One of the general phenomena of the aging process is a general decline in cardiovascular performance, including a slowing of the heart rate and a decrease in cardiac output. Dr. Douglas Schocken and his colleagues in the Department of Medicine,
Cardiology Division and Radiology-Nuclear Medicine Division of the Duke University Medical Center, Durham, N.C., tested the hypothesis that physical conditioning
in the elderly can improve cardiac output. The researchers recruited subjects 65
years old or older who were without indications of ischemic heart disease or other
cardiovasular conditions.
The 27 participants underwent an initial radionuclide angiocardiogram to establish baseline cardiac function. These subjects participated as a group in three exercise sessions every week for 12 consecutive weeks. Exercises, including initial
"warm-up" and concluding "cool-down" portions, were conducted on bicycle ergometers. A total of 24 subjects completed the program, attending 90 percent or more
of the exercise periods.
Results of the study showed that physical conditioning, as measured by comparing
initial ergometer workload with that at the conclusion of the exercise program, had
been achieved. A repeat angiogram, however, showed that the decreased cardiac
output persisted in the volunteers. Resting heart rate before the exercise program
(70 beats per minute) remained unchanged (72 beats per minute after the program),
as did the blood pressure (134/74 before and 138/77 after the program). The investigators concluded that although older persons can attain physical conditioning, the
age-associated deterioration in cardiac performance does not improve; thus, the deterioration is not associated with physical deconditioning in the elderly.
Syncope, or fainting, remains a prevalent and potentially dangerous phenomenon
among the elderly, which in many cases defies explanation. With NHLBI funding,
Dr. Lewis Lipsitz and other investigators from the Hebrew Rehabilitation Center for
the Aged, Brigham and Women's Hospital, and Beth Israel Hospital; the Charles A.
Dana Research Institute and Harvard-Thorndike Laboratory of Beth Israel Hospital
and Harvard Medical School; and the Geriatric Research Education Clinical Center
and the Veterans Administration Outpatient Clinic, in Boston, studied the presence
of lowered blood pressure in the elderly after eating.
The study groups consisted of 30 elderly patients who experienced syncope, 21 elderly who had no history of syncope, and 24 young healthy volunteers. Pulse and
blood pressure were measured before meals and then at intervals for up to 60 minutes after eating. The elderly persons who had experienced syncope showed a decline of 15 mm of mercury in systolic pressure and 11 mm in diastolic pressure by
35 minutes after meals. This change was found in both groups of elderly patients,
those who had experienced syncope and those who had not. The young healthy volunteers showed an insignificant increase of 1 mm of mercury in systolic pressure.
Blood pressure measured at the same time and with the same interval in elderly
persons who were not given a meal showed no change.
The results of the study, the investigators say, indicate that many older people
experience a significant decline in systolic blood pressure after meals, a phenomenon that is not observed in young persons or in elderly persons who have not
eaten. Further research in the decline in blood pressure in the elderly following

meals should concentrate on whether this phenomenon is associated with syncope
among this group.
Other age-related phenomena are associated with control of breathing and its effects on oxygenation of the body. The changes that occur with increasing age may
be important in explaining respiratory failure in the elderly person. To examine the
changes that occur in the respiratory system of the aged, and to pinpoint the factors
responsible for the decreased response to lack of oxygen or excess carbon dioxide,
researchers from the Cardiovascular-Pulmonary Division of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, compared a group of elderly persons with a group of younger
ones. The ten elderly subjects were aged 65 to 79, were not obese, had no history of
cardiopulmonary, cerebrovascular, or other chronic disease, had never smoked, and
had maintained a degree of physical activity throughout their lives, though they
had not engaged in any regular athletic training, including jogging. A group of
young individuals, 22 to 29 years of age, served as a control group and also were
required to meet the same criteria as did the elderly.
All of the participants were given lung function tests and chest X-rays prior to
the beginning of the study. On the day of the test they were asked to refrain from
drinking any beverage containing caffeine or from taking aspirin. The test was designed to increase levels of carbon dioxide and decrease levels of oxygen over a
period of time, by the use of a device to allow rebreathing of used air. Devices were
used to measure the patient's response to these changes in oxygen and carbon dioxide.
Results of the study showed that the elderly did indeed show a significantly decreased response to these changes when compared to the younger control group. Response among the elderly group was only 50 percent of the level of response of the
control subjects. The investigators were unable to establish a single factor that explained the response, but reported that any number of factors might have been responsible. The receptors that normally detect elevated levels of carbon dioxide or
lowered levels of oxygen might be less responsive in elderly persons. Mechanical
properties such as strength of the respiratory muscles or the mechanical properties
of the respiratory system may also have contributed. It was the investigators' opinion that diminished neural stimulation to the respiratory muscles most likely contributed to the decreased responses, but whether the fault lies in a lowered ability
to detect elevated carbon dioxide or decreased oxygen or whether, if the ability to
detect them remains intact, the fault may be in the processing of this information
within the central nervous system is not known. The decreased response of the respiratory system in the elderly may have important implications for the occasions
when the elderly patient is stressed by illness.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ARTHRITIS, DIABETES, AND DIGESTIVE AND
KIDNEY DISEASES
The National Institute of Arthritis, Diabetes, and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
(NIADDK) conducts and supports many basic studies that examine metabolic processes through all developmental stages of life, including aging. Examples include
studies of liver changes in rats as the animals develop and age; studies of insulin
resistance in rats as they become older and more obese; studies of age-related
changes in androgen (male sex hormone) metabolism in adult and elderly men with
benign prostatic hypersplasia (BPH).
Two NIADDK grantees at the Salk Institute in La Jolla, Calif., Drs. Roger Guillemin and Wylie Vale, reported independently that they had isolated and then synthesized a molecule that acts to release growth hormone from the pituitary gland.
This peptide chain, named GRF for growth hormone releasing factor, may be able to
stimulate release of growth hormone to reverse thinning bones caused by osteoporosis and to treat tissue-wasting conditions that occur in old age.
Other recent advances related to aging have come in two major diseases, osteoarthritis, or degenerative joint disease, and osteoporosis.
In osteoarthritis there is breakdown of cartilage that cushions the joints, followed
by bone overgrowth at joint margins. Several investigators are studying normal and
degenerative cartilage to establish the cause(s) of osteoarthritis. Using a guinea pig
model with surgically induced osteoarthritis, Dr. Edith Schwartz and colleagues at
Tufts University, Boston, Mass., have shown an enhanced synthesis of collagen, a
protein substance of cartilage. However, neither the structure nor the relative composition of the major and minor collagen components was altered. The accuracy of
these results as compared to previous studies was enhanced by in vivo labeling with
radioactive precursors. One major defect appeared to be associated with factors that

contribute to the proper aggregate formation and integration of proteoglycans in to
the cartilage matrix.
Studies at the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston performed by Dr. Henry
J. Mankin indicate that not only is there a quantitative variation in osteoarthritic
chondrocyte (cartilage cell) sulfate metabolism as compared with normal individuals, but there is likely to be some qualitative variation in the way the sulfate is
utilized and more particularly the size of the proteoglycans being synthesized in this
disease.
Dr. Van C. Mow at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., is performing
medical testing on osteoarthritic cartilage gathered during total knee joint replacement surgery. Early results show no significant variation in the mechanical properties or composition from five different anatomic sites. At West Virginia University
in Morgantown, Dr. Eric Radin is characterizing the mechanical stimulus necessary
to induce cartilage damage. In all cases bone changes preceded cartilage alterations.
Osteoporosis, a progressive loss and weakening of bone, is a major medical condition affecting millions of postmenopausal women. Some of the factors that may influence the disease are impared calcium metabolism, vitamin D deficiency, decreased estrogen production, and lack of exercise.
At Creighton University, Omaha, Nebr., NIADDK grantee Dr. Robert P. Heaney
has used total-body calcium measurements to show no significant loss of total bone
density before menopause. Total body calcium levels have a high correlation with
height and weight. Beyond age 50 the average loss in women was 0.8 percent per
year of skeletal calcium. In contrast, Drs. B. Laawrence Riggs and Lee J. Melton,
III, at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn., have demonstrated a slow linear loss of
bone beyond age 25. In comparing bone loss in women and men, greater differences
were observed in loss rates in the thigh bone than in the spine. This could account
for the fact that hip fracture incidence rates are 8 to 1.
One important question regarding prevention and therapy of osteoporosis is the
recommendation for increased exercise. A large-scale study is in progress at the
University of Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania, headed by Dr. Rivka B. Sandler, which
compares postmenopausal women randomly assigned to sedentary or walking programs.
Grantee Dr. Harr K. Genant, a radiologist with the University of California
Medical School in San Francisco, and colleagues have developed a computerized
tomographic (CT) scanning technique that can measure the mineral content of
spinal bone. Amenorrheic women (women who do not experience menses) lost 30
percent of spinal trabecular bone mineral and 13 percent of peripheral bone mass as
compared to age-matched normal women. These results indicate that spinal measurement of bone density is an accurate method for predicting vertebral bone loss.
Dr. C. Conrad Johnston, Jr., at Indiana University in Bloomington, has determined that bone mass in young diabetics is depressed, without evidence of impaired
overall growth or delayed maturation. Age of these patients has a strong correlation
with bone density, that is, the older patients had less dense bones. Higher insulin
levels and number of episodes of hyperglycemia were correlated with slow bone
growth.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NEUROLOGICAL AND COMMUNICATIVE
DISORDERS AND STROKE
increasingly prone to disorders of the nervous system.
are
they
As Americans age,
The National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke
(NINCDS) conducts and supports research on a broad range of neurological disorders affecting the elderly, including Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, hearing impairment, stroke, and cerebrovascular disease.
ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE AND THE DEMENTIAS

At the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., Drs. Donald Price and Joseph
Coyle, who are supported by the NINCDS and the NIA, have confirmed suspicions
that a specific area of the brain called the nucleus basalis is the first region to degenerate in Alzheimer's disease. This brain area is part of the body's cholinergic
system and produces enzymes that lead to the production of acetylcholine, the
chemical that brain cells use to communicate with each other.
In an experiment designed to confirm the breakdown in the cholinergic system of
Alzheimer s disease patients, the Johns Hopkins team injected a toxin into the nucleus basalis area of the monkey brain. Then, with the aid of electrodes, they pinpointed the precise areas of the brain where cholinergic activity would normally be
seen, and found such activity markedly reduced in the areas damaged by the toxin.
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These findings were further confirmed by behavioral changes seen after the animals' cholinergic systems were altered by laboratory techniques. The behavioral
studies were carried out by NINCDS grantee Mr. Mahlon Delong and National Institute of Mental Health intramural scientists Drs. Mort Mishkin and Tom Aigner.
In other studies of Alzheimer's disease at Johns Hopkins, NINCDS grantee Dr.
Marshal Folstein has found that the disorder appears to run in families more often
than had been thought, suggesting a genetic link. As more Americans are now
living to older ages, Dr. Folstein suggests that the chances are increasing for the
disease to crop up in susceptible families.
The research that yielded these surprising results is the first community study of
the prevalence of all types of dementia. Both neurologists and geneticists worked as
a team to obtain the data.
NINCDS intramural research scientist Dr. Bruce Schoenberg and colleagues are
using a number of approaches to estimate the mortality and morbidity of Alzheimer's disease in several population groups in the United States. They have found
that the disease is slightly more frequent in women than in men, and that in one
Mississippi county studied, it is equally common in blacks and whites. An epidemiologic study in Isreal reveals that Jews from the United States and Northern
Europe have a greater incidence of Alzheimer's disease than those who come from
North Africa or Asia. NINCDS intramural scientists and their Israeli colleagues are
attempting to confirm and explain these observations.
Taking another approach, NINCDS and NIA grantee Dr. Robert Katzman of the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine and Yeshiva University in New York is studing
risk factors that may influence the development of dementia in a group of 400 80year-old volunteers. The group is examined regularly, and a data base is being developed which will permit indentification of such changes as altered sleep patterns
or variations in immunological status prior to development of dementia. Dr. Katzman and associates are attempting to devise diagnostic tests to identify the disorder
in its early stages.
NINCDS is the national focal point for the establishment and development of
positron emission tomography (PET), a revolutionary brain-imaging technique, now
being used in clinical research on Alzheimer's disease. Scientists on the NINCDS
intramural research staff have developed a high-resolution scanner called the
Neuro-PET; using this advance scanner, NINCDS intramural scientists Drs. Thomas
Chase and Giovanni Di Chiro this year found abnormalities in the parietal region of
the brain in Alzheimer's disease patients. This advance has important implications
in the search for the primary neurotransmitter abnormality in Alzheimer's disease;
identification of this abnormality may pave the way for eventual treatment of the
disorder.

STROKE
Scientists have long known that there is an increased incidence of stroke in patients with diabetes. Recently, NINCDS grantee Dr. Fred Plum and colleagues at
Cornell University Medical Center found that stroke is not only more common in
diabetic patients, but also more severe. Evidence points to accumulated lactic acid
resulting from high blood sugar as the cause of the damage, and this finding applies
to all stroke patients with elevated blood sugar, not just diabetics. If this theory is
proved, buffering agents to absorb the acid might be used to reduce serverity of a
stroke.
Another unexpected finding from the Cornell group is that brain damage from
stroke progresses slowly, perhaps over days. Physicians had formerly believed that
stroke was a sudden event, causing damage quickly. If instead stroke is a progressive disorder, physicians might be able to intervene with appropriate therapies as
soon as the stroke is diagnosed, preventing some of stroke's serious consequences.
Control of circulation to the brain is crucial in the care of stroke patients.
NINCDS grantees at Cornell believe that for the first time they have pinpointed the
area of the brainstem that is responsible for its own independent regulation of the
brain's tiny blood vessels. If the neurotransmitters involved in this delicate mechanism can be identified, ameliorating chemicals might be introduced in the first
stages of stroke and brain damage lessened.
The Cornell team also determined this year that a low dose of aspirin-one 40-mg
baby aspirin daily-seems to help protect men against stroke. The evidence is inconclusive in women.
Dr. Plum and his colleagues have also been using to advantage a stroke data bank
developed at Cornell and supported by the NINCDS. Detailed records on past stroke
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patients permit these scientists to forecast, to some degree, the degree of recovery
that stroke patients can expect, or the types of subsequent problems.
The problems of patients who suffer cardiac arrest have also been examined by
Dr. Plum. Such patients suffer some loss of memory because of an interruption in
blood flow to the brain. Therapies to restore impaired memory are being tried, with
sporadic success.
HEARING Loss

Impaired hearing is often a source of distress to the elderly. NINCDS grantees Dr.
Ruth Gussen of the University of California at Los Angeles and Dr. Harold Schuknecht at Harvard University in Boston have been studying the cochlear nerve in
elderly patients. Hitherto unknown information was revealed this year after intensive examination of auditory neurons, cells in the ear that help us hear. The studies
offer hope for more widespread use of cochlear implants, devices that provide artificial hearing sensations to the profoundly deaf.
Conventional hearing aids often do not work too well in the elderly. In an effort
to improve this situation, NINCDS grantees Drs. Anna Nabelek of the University of
Tennessee in Knoxville and Harry Levitt of the City University of New York are
seeking ways to modify hearing aids to decrease echoes and overcome other difficulties that hearing aid users experience in noisy situations.
PARKINSON'S DISEASE

Parkinson's disease is a neuromuscular disorder affecting nearly half a million
Americans over age 50. This crippling disorder costs the Nation some $2.5 billion
yearly. The clinical signs of the disease-tremor, rigidity, and difficulty in initiating
movements-become more severe with age.
While the cause of Parkinson's disease remains elusive, scientists now know that
the brain cells that produce dopamine, a chemical vital to movement, simply cease
working Parkinson patients. Drugs are commonly prescribed, among them L-dopa,
in an attempt to compensate for the dopamine deficiency. These medications have
helped control the tremor and rigidity characteristic of Parkinson's disease, but
their beneficial effect decreases in time. Disabling side reactions are frequent, and
often so severe that medication must be discontinued.
Several NINCDS-funded investigators seek to improve the pharmacological approach to control of Parkinson's disease. At the Mt. Sinai School of Medicine in New
York, Dr. Melvin Yahr and his associates have recently found that a drug called Ldeprenyl is useful as an additional agent in controlling "on-off" symptoms in patients on long-term L-dopa treatment. Another class of drugs, the ergoline derivatives, is being studied by these scientists. Early studies show that one of these drugs,
pergolide, has few side effects and is effective in low doses.
At the Johns Hopkins University, NINCDS grantee Dr. Henry Wagner, Jr., and
colleagues this year produced the first images of dopamine receptors in the living
brain. The images are computer reconstructions of cross-sections of the brain, and
are made by injecting radioactively labeled chemicals that bind to brain receptors
A PET scanner then records the position of the radioactive emissions. In the resulting images, dopamine receptors are clearly concentrated in the basal ganglia, the
brain region where disruptions have been associated with Parkinson's disease. This
new technique will be utilized to study the mechanisms that go wrong in Parkinson's disease, and to work toward a cure for the disease and a means of prevention.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ALLERGY AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES
The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) devotes a significant percentage of its research support to health concerns of older and elderly
populations. Included among these are studies on influenza, hospital-associated infections, and basic research on the aging immune system.
Epidemiological studies have shown that influenza viruses continued to circulate
this year and produce epidemics in the human population, particularly among the
elderly. Although last winter's epidemics were not particularly severe, several
strains of influenza-A viruses (Philippine-like, India-like, and Singapore-like) were
pinpointed as producing outbreaks of varying severity.
Several important advances were made in influenza research this year. Rapid
progress, particularly by Drs. Robert Lamb and Purnell Choppin of The Rockefeller
University, New York, N.Y., was made in the molecular and biochemical characterization of influenza viruses. This research, accomplished using recombinant DNA

technology, will have great significance in continuing efforts to develop antiviral
drugs against influenza viruses.
Last year clinical trials demonstrated the effectiveness of the antiviral drug rimantadine in preventing and treating influenza-A. Additional studies this yearsupported by NIAID's Development and Applications Branch, headed by Dr. George
Galasso-showed that another drug, ribavirin, was also effective in the treatment of
influenza-A and influenza-B when administered as an aerosol. This is also a promising first step in the development of new methods of drug delivery for the treatment
of severe respiratory infections.
Vaccine development continued to have high priority, and significant gains were
made toward the production of a safe and effective influenza-A vaccine. Vaccines,
called cold-adapted vaccines and given as nose drops, are being developed because of
their ability to survive in the cooler region of the upper respiratory tract. Such vaccines are currently being evaluated in NIAID clincial trials coordinated by the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Preliminary results indicate that the vaccines are
both effective and safe.
NIAID scientist Dr. Brain Murphy, and colleagues at the University of Maryland,
College Park, University of Rochester, New York, and University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, have completed clinical trials of another experimental cold-adapted flu vaccine. Preliminary results show that this vaccine, developed from a weakened (attenuated) strain of a live avian virus, protects human adults against the flu better
than currently available flu shots made from killed virus. In addition, these studies
showed that recipients of this vaccine shed less virus than those given the conventional flu shots. These results suggest that the live virus vaccine may prevent the
spread of flu virus more effectively than the killed vaccine. Studies are now under
way to determine how long the new vaccine is effective and how well and safely it
can stimulate antibody production in high-risk populations such as the elderly.
Dr. R. A. Garibaldi and his associates at the University of Connecticut Health
Center in Farmington are studying the causes of postoperative infections. They
found a striking association between infectious complications and the age of the patient, duration of surgery, and severity of the underlying disease. Dr. Garibaldi has
also shown that unnecessary, prolonged, or inappropriate use of antibiotics to prevent postsurgical infections has contributed to excessive hospitalization costs. Patients who received inappropriate prophylaxis were more likely to acquire infections
with antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Bacteria such as Staphylococcus aureus, enterococci, and enterobacter were the most predominant microbial offenders.
CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL
As part of the Center for Disease Control's (CDC) efforts to prevent unnecessary morbidity and premature mortality and improve the quality of life, CDC conducts several activities addressing health problems of special concern to the elderly: demonstration programs for preventing injuries, diabetes control projects, development of a model nutrition education program, and the development of guidelines for immunization against influenza and pneumonia and other adult immunizations.
Falls and burns are injuries seriously affecting the elderly. Over half of all fatal
falls involve persons 75 years of age or older. In collaboration with the Administration on Aging and the National Institute on Aging, CDC provides technical assistance for community-based demonstration programs for preventing injuries. The program involves comprehensive, community-wide outreach, identification of risk factors and persons at high risk of injury, and development of interventions to make
the environment safer.
Since the complications of diabetes (renal failure, blindness, amputations, and cardiovascular disease) are major causes of death and disability for the elderly, epidemiologic studies are being conducted through the CDC diabetes control program to
identify risk factors amenable to intervention. Further study of hypertension, blood
glucose control, self-care, and periodic screening for complications will improve the
scientific foundation for reducing morbidity.
Evaluation of the nutritional status and assessment of the consequences of lifelong nutritional habits on health are important issues for the elderly. In recent
years, CDC has developed a nutrition education program for the elderly and has
been improving its nutritional status surveillance systems.
The persons primarily affected by influenza are the chronically ill and the elderly. The risk of death from pneumonia is 2.5 times higher for those aged 65 to 74 and
10 times higher for those 75 to 84 than for the population as a whole. CDC's Immunization Practices Advisory Committee has developed draft recommendations re-
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garding adult immunizations for influenza, pneumococcus, and other vaccines appropriate for adults. CDC is working with other parts of the Public Health Service
and the Health Care Financing Administration to develop strategies for immunizing
high risk populations, particularly the elderly.
OFFICE OF COMMUNITY SERVICES
The Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) Act authorizes the Department of
Health and Human Services, Office of Community Services to make grants to States
and Indian tribes or tribal organizations. The States and tribes have the authority
and the flexibility to make decisions about the kinds of local projects to be supported by the State or tribe, using CSBG funds. The purposes of the CSBG program are
to:
(1) Provide a range of services and activities having a measurable and potential major impact on the causes of poverty in local communities; and
(2) provide activities designed to assist low-income participants, including the
elderly poor in areas such as employment, education, housing, health, nutritious
food and energy assistance.
Using CSBG funds, the States provide direct funding for a wide variety of programs in local communities. These programs are designed to improve the lives and
living conditions of poor persons, including the elderly. In addition, States, may
transfer up to 5 percent of their allotment to programs and services provided under
the Older Americans Act of 1965. In fiscal year 1982, the last year for which we
have figures, $525,747 of CSBG funds were transferred by three States (Arkansas,
Kentucky, and Wyoming) to area offices on aging for programs serving the elderly.
The CSBG statute and the implementing regulations do not include a uniform reporting requirement for grant recipients about activities paid for with CSBG funds.
Thus, it is not possible for OCS to provide specific, detailed information about programs affecting the elderly that may funded by the States or Indian tribes.
It is possible to generalize from the purposes of the CSBG statute and the fiscal
year 1984 CSBG applications submitted to OCS, that a significant number of CSBG
State or Indian funded programs in local communities are targeted toward the lowincome elderly.
An illustrative, but not inclusive, listing of the kinds of programs and/or activities affecting the elderly and supported by CSBG funds is:
(1) Feeding programs; congregate and meals-on-wheels; canneries, commodity
gardening; food banks.
(2) Geriatric day care and senior services centers.
(3) Employment and recreation; senior crafts.
(4) Consumer education.
(5) Homemaker assistance/chore services.
(6) Commodity food distribution.
(7) Emergency loans or grants.
(8) Transportation; escort, dial-a-ride.
(9) Referral to other programs, particularly health-related.
(10) Energy crisis intervention and weatherization.
(11) Home repair.
We are currently working with the National Governor's Association (NGA) to collect CSBG program data from the States on a voluntary basis. The NGA survey results should be in by the end of January 1984 and should provide us with more specific information on the amounts of CSBG monies that were applied to the problems
of the elderly during calendar year 1983.
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
INTRODUCTION

The mission of the Inspector General (IG) is to prevent and detect fraud and
abuse in the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) programs and to
promote efficiency and economy in its operations. It is the Inspector General's responsibility to report to the Secretary and to the Congress any deficiencies or problems relating to HHS programs and to recommend corrective actions.
The HHS Inspector General's office is the first statutorily enacted office of its

kind. It was created by Public Law 94-505 enacted on October 15, 1976, and was the
result of a Congessional initiative inspired at least in part by disclosures of fraud,
abuse, or waste in Federal/State medical and welfare programs. The legislation
places equal emphasis on the Inspector General's obligation to prevent or detect

wrongdoing and his obligation to make recommendations for program improvements
in HHS.
A basic philosophy of the Office of Inspector General (OIG) is to work in a coordinative and cooperative way with other Departmental offices to accomplish its mission except when such a relationship would compromise OIG independence. Close
working relationships have been established with the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), the Social Security Administration (SSA), and other major
components of the Department in order to maximize resources devoted to common
problems.
ORGANIZATION
The Inspector General's office is organized as follows into four major divisions:

Audit, Investigations, Health Financing Integrity, and Program Inspections.
The OIG Office of Audit (OA) prepares or reviews about 4,000 audits annually
which cover all aspects of HHS operations.
The Office of Investigations (01), headed by an Assistant Inspector General is responsible for reviewing and investigating all allegations of a potentially criminal
nature, which involve HHS programs or activities.
A subdivision of the Office of Investigations is the State medicaid fraud control
unit program (SMFCU). Its responsibility includes coordinating the program; to
work with the States to improve the detection and elimination of fraud against HHS
programs; and to emphasize the importance of developing and conducting an inhouse audit/investigation training program in cooperation with other SMFCU's.
The Office for Program Inspection (OPI) directs a small staff of senior analysts
who conduct specialized program and management analyses covering all programs
of HHS.
The Office of Health Financing Integrity (OHFI) is devoted to carrying out a variety of audit and inspections type activities intended to detect and resolve issues of
fraud, abuse and mismanagement within the Medicare and Medicaid programs.
AcTIVITIES

OIG presently has a number of projects underway or completed which have an
impact on the aged. These projects include:
OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS

The Office of Investigations is currently operating several projects in addition to
its regular caseload designed to detect and prevent fraud in the social security and
medicare programs. Such protection activities maintain the integrity of the trust
funds supporting these programs, to keep them intact and solvent. Activities such as
project spectre prevent retirement, survivors and disability insurance (RSDI) benefits from being sent to decreased persons and converted by relatives to their own
use, thus draining the trust fund. Pursuit of unscrupulous medical providers not
only protects the trust fund but also targets those who abuse both the medicare
system and elderly patients by subjecting them to unnecessary, painful or even dangerous treatment. Full integration of the Social Security Field Integrity and HCFA's
Office of Program Validation staffs into the OIG has brought valuable expertise and
other resources to bear on such problems of fraud, waste and abuse in the social
security and medicare programs.
OFFICE OF AUDIT

1982 marked the start of a major redirection of audit resources into the Department's largest and most expensive responsibility-social security and health. In consonance with this redirection, many audits took on a new form. Past audits were
financial in nature with emphasis on allowability of charges. The thrust of our new
audits is to go beyond the transaction and search out problem areas from a larger,
more systematic perspective. For example, auditors are looking at whether: (1) Various procurement and billing practices are efficient and economical, and (2) legislation resulted in the most efficient and economical delivery of health services.
This redirection now firmly in place, has shown spectacular results with estimated savings of $959 million for fiscal year 1983. These savings represent areas where
Department managers have made formal commitments to implement audit recommendations. Actions taken or planned should: (1) Prevent improper expenditures/
obligations in the future, and/or (2) improve agency systems and operations thereby
avoiding unnecessary expenditures.
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Following are examples of reviews under way having impact on the elderly. As
will be shown, our objective has been (and will continue to be) to find ways to cut
costs without cutting benefits or quality of care:
-Mandating second surgical opinions for certain elective surgeons in medicare
and medicaid. The Office of Audit believes this action would not only reduce the
health risk of unnecessary surgery but would annually save the programs $94.7
million and $63 million respectively. Recommendations call for HCFA to seek
legislation to mandate such a program.
-Limiting reimbursement for pacemaker monitoring. Most pacemaker monitoring is done by phone on a monthly basis, with little or no physician involvement. We believe medicare could save $194 million over the next 5 years by: (1)
Limiting reimbursement to bi-monthly calls during the first 4 years after implant (a more reasonable rate given recent advances in pacemaker technology),
and (2) reclassifying this service from a "phsician service to the less costly (and
more appropriate) "routine medical service.
-Rounding down medicare part B claims. Audit estimates medicare could save
about $255 million over a 5-year period if payments for add-penny claims were
rounded, on a per claim basis, to the next lower whole dollar. The effect of such
a policy on the individual beneficiaries or physician suppliers would be minimal-about 30 cents per claim. We are proposing that HCFA seek authority to
institute such a practice.
-Improving pricing practices for urological and nutrient supplies. With improved
pricing practices for purchase of such nursing home supplies, we estimate medicare could save $17 million annually. Recommendations call for regulatory
change and interim controls.
-Eliminating use of hazardous X-ray equipment. Portable X-ray equipment manufactured before 1974 is exempt from stringent FDA safety standards-and
need only meet the less strict State standards. Audit found that some providers
of X-ray services to nursing home patients were using the older, less safe equipment thus exposing patients to unnecessary radiation hazard. Recommendations will call for the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to seek legislative
authority to see that all portable X-ray equipment meet current FDA safety
standards and that in the meantime HCFA revise regulations to see that no
medicare/medicaid patients are subjected to such hazard.
-Audit also noted instances where providers were using veterinary X-ray equipment which is not certified for human use and represents a definite health
hazard to nursing home patients. We altered both FDA and HCFA to this situation and both offices are taking action.
OFFICE OF HEALTH FINANCING INTEGRITY

The Office of Health Financing Integrity (OHFI) was established within the OIG
in January 1983. Staff time is spent between investigating instances of suspect
health provider fraud and inspections. A large volume of OHFI's caseload requires
recommendations to HCFA and the Secretary so that civil money penalties, sanctions, and/or overpayments can be established.
Inspections are conducted in a variety of ways and for a variety of purposes. However, the overall intended purpose of inspections is to ensure that the medicare and
medicaid programs are operating with maximum efficiency and in such a way as to
detect willful wrongdoing on the part of the health provider community.
The OIG conducts inspections and studies of health program operations and regulations to identify systemic problems so as to minimize the possibility of fraud,
abuse and waste. The major findings of OHFI's activities were:
-$304 million yearly could be saved by ensuring medicare is the secondary payor
for beneficiaries with employed spouses.
-Millions will be saved through changes made to the Medicare prospective payment regulations in the areas of coding, accounting practices, etc.
-$21.9 million overpayment identified as the result of a speciality hospital not
having an approved utilization review plan in effect.
-$15 million could be saved through a change in regulations for medicare coverage of oxygen concentrations.
-$9.8 million could be saved in medicare and medicaid by a medical center improving its delivery of care.
One of the most effective measures available to the OIG in the war on fraud and
abuse is to sanction providers and practitioners by removing them from the
program(s). In addition to eliminating them from the program(s), it acts as a deterrant to other members of the health care community. There were 230 providers and

practitioners sanctioned during fiscal year 1983, and over 67 percent of these were
for periods of three years or more. Some of the more significant sanctions were:
-The owner of a portable X-ray company was suspended from the medicare program for a period of 30 years as a result of his conviction of crimes relating to
his participation in the medicare and medicaid programs.
-The owner of an outpatient medical clinic was suspended from the medicare
and medicaid programs for a period of 20 years. This individual was convicted
of fraud, and demonstrated a complete disregard for the well-being of the medicare patients treated at the clinic.
-The owner of a taxicab services company was suspended from medicare and
medicaid for 10 years. He fraudulently billed inflated mileages for medicaid
transportation services.
-A physician was suspended from the medicare and medicaid programs for 10
years on the basis of his conviction for mail fraud and submission of false
claims under the medicaid program.
Another activity the IG carries out on a regular basis, is the review of individual
medicare/medicaid cases. For this period, the review identified over $45 million in
medicare overpayments and cost avoidance, and over $8 million in medicaid cost
avoidance and overpayments.
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL
Gray Panthers Update (D.C. Cir. 1982)

In Gray Panthers II, the court of appeals held that the combination of the new
and more comprehensive part B explanation of medicare benefits (EOMB) notice together with the toll-free telephone system proposed by the Secretary and full written review procedures appear to satisfy the requirements of due process for the majority of medicare claims involving less than $100. Nevertheless, the court again remanded the case to the district court to determine in the first instance whether this
latest EOMB form satisfies the stringent notice requirements of due process. The
lower court was specifically instructed to use the Secretary's form, as opposed to the
one submitted by the Gray Panthers, as a basis for deciding whatever additional improvements may be needed. For a minority of cases, such as those in which credibility or veracity are determinative, the court of appeals said that it may be necessary
to provide for informal face-to-face hearings. The district court, however, was instructed to ensure that such cases are both sufficient in number and reasonably segregable from the remainder of the claims to justify different treatment. With regard
to relief, the appellate court held that the district court retains equitable discretion
to determine which members of the nationwide class-consisting of all medicare
beneficiaries who were not afforded an opportunity for a hearing on a claim involving less than $100 at any time on or after March 21, 1976-are entitled to the new
procedures.
Heckler v. Ringer, S. Ct. 82-1772

The Supreme Court has granted certiorari in the Secretary's appeal of a ninth
circuit ruling that allowed several beneficiaries and their physician to directly challenge the Department's ruling on medicare coverage for bilateral carotid body resection outside of the administrative appeals process prescribed by the statute and regulations. The ninth circuit had held that the statutory limitations contained in 42
U.S.C. § 405(h) did not apply to "procedural" challenges to the Secretary's ruling
and that the district court had both 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1361 jurisdiction to hear
the plaintiffs challenge. In its June 27, 1983 Order, the Supreme Court has accepted
two issues for review:
(1) Whether the district court had jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 or 1361
to consider respondents' claims for reimbursement under the medicare program, not withstanding the preclusion of judicial review provision in 42 U.S.C.
405(h).
(2) Whether respondents' failure to exhaust their administrative remedies
barred them from seeking review of the denial of their medicare reimbursement
claims under 42 U.S.C. 405(g).
College of American Pathologists v. Heckler (D.D.C.), 83-1081

The U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia denied an application by the
College of American Pathologists (CAP) to enjoin implementation of the hospitalbased physicians regulations, 48 Fed. Reg. 8902 (March 2, 1983). CAP and individual
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pathologists brought the action on April 13, 1983, challenging the treatment of most
clinical pathology procedures as hospital services rather than part B physicians'
services, the conditions for recognizing consultations in the area of clinical pathology, the reimbursement provisions for leased departments of hospitals, and the prohibition against charges by physicians to Medicare beneficiaries for hospital services.
The court held that pathologists quality assurance services could not be billed
under part B as a professional component of each clinical pathology test. In addition, the court held that clinical pathology services could not be billed as physicians'
services under Part B even when performed by a physician because these services
ordinarily do not require performance by physicians. Further, the court held that
consultations concerning clinical laboratory tests must be requested by patients'
physicians in order for pathologists to bill under part B for interpretations or analyses of test results.
On the regulatory change to the payment mechanism for leased hospital departments, which requires that departmental overhead borne by lessees-such as the
costs of equipment, supplies, and technicians' salaries-be reimbursed under part A
on the basis of the lessee's actual costs, the court cited the frequent abuses in this
area and upheld this change. On the regulatory prohibition against charges to medicare beneficiaries by hospitals, physicians, or others for services that the act defines
as hospital services, including most clinical pathology services, the court rejected a
claim that this interferes with the practice of medicine. The court found that such
charges to patients by hospital-based physicians were equivalent to charges by the
hospitals themselves, because the charges arise from services performed by the physicians for the hospitals pursuant to contracts with the hospitals. Moreover, allowing such charges would vitiate beneficiaries' statutory entitlement to Medicare payment for hospital services. The case is on appeal.
Colonial Penn Insurance Co. v. Heckler (3rd Cir. 1983), 83-1385

Colonial Penn sought to enjoin implementation of a medicare regulation, 42
C.F.R. §405.323(b), which provides that medicare payment will not be made for services covered by a private insurance company under an automobile or no-fault insurance contract, even if the policy and State law provide that payment by the private
insurers in excess of, or secondary to, medicare payments. The court of appeals
ruled that the regulation's change in the order of medicare payments was brought
about by an amendment to the medicare statute itself pursuant to §953 of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980, Public Law 96-499, and that Colonial Penn had
not shown that it possessed a constitutionally protected property interest affording
it a basis for challenging Congress's right to change the medicare law.
Kronv. Heckler(E.D. La. 1983), 80-1322
Payment for medicare services in a hospital is limited to 90 days during a benefit
period, referred to as a "spell of illness," plus 60 lifetime reserve days which can be
used in any spell of illness after the first 60 days have been used. 42 U.S.C.
§ 1395d(a)(1). Although there is no limit on the number of spells of illness available
to an individual covered by medicare, under § 1395x(aX2) a spell of illness will not
terminate (and so a new spell of illness with resumed medicare benefits cannot
begin) until the patient has spent 60 consecutive days "on each of which he is neither an inpatient of a hospital or of a skilled nursing facility."
In Kron v. Heckler the district court held that the medicare statutes do not permit
the use of one set of standards for determining whether a nursing home is a skilled
nursing facility for spell of illness purposes and another inconsistent set of standards for purposes of certifying a facility as a medicare provider of services. While
the court did not explicitly hold that the Secretary must use the exact same criteria,
the classification criteria for benefit purposes may not result in facilities which are
certified as intermediate care facilities being classified as skilled nursing facilities
for determining the end of a spell of illness. Accordingly, individuals residing in certain facilities which were previously classified as skilled nursing facilities for benefit
purposes will not be able to end a spell of illness and become entitled to a new benefit period. The district court also held that the notice form informing plaintiff of the
denial of part of her claim for hospital benefits is defective because it does not explain the reason for denial.
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copy of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's (HUD) 1983
annual report to the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging.
Very sincerely yours,
SAMUEL R. fIERCE, Jr., Secretary.
Enclosure.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN:

1983

ANNUAL REPORT TO THE SENATE SPECIAL COMMITEE ON AGING
INTRODUCTION

The Department of Housing and Urban Development's (HUD) efforts to serve the
elderly are characterized by concern to maintain and focus housing and services
while achieving necessary budget savings. Under the leadership of Secretary Pierce,
HUD has acted to assert administrative responsiveness and direction, to insure
housing production, to provide opportunities for necessary auxiliary services, to
assist the elderly it serves, and to pursue extensive research aimed at improving the
quality of life of aging Americans.
This report to the Special Committee on Aging of the U.S. Senate is organized to
show the pattern of HUD service, and the sections of the report are ordered to give
a comprehensive view of HUD policy and programs. Coordination of services for the
aging has been given administrative priority by being located in the Office of the
Secretary, under the direct supervision of the Deputy Under Secretary for Intergovernmental Relations. Programs of direct loans and loan guarantees to provide adequate production of housing for the elderly are being maintained, and various offices of HUD are exploring methods of servicing the elderly we house. HUD also has
encouraged use of community development funds to assist the elderly. Finally, there
is a presentation of current and projected research aimed at identifying useful ways
of improving housing and services for the elderly.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development has entered the current
period of Federal fiscal restraint confident that programs for the elderly will provide the flexibility and level of support necessary to meet the housing needs of the
elderly in the 1980's.
I. INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

In March 1981, Secretary Pierce established the Office of the Deputy Under Secretary for Intergovermental Relations as a new office within the Office of the Secretary. This office serves as the focal point for secretarial dealings with the White
House, with other Federal agencies, with State and local officials, and with public
interest groups on intergovernmental policy matters.
The office's responsibilities, as they relate to the elderly, include maintaining contact with public interest groups representing the elderly and responding to their
concerns about Department programs, working with the White House and HUD
program offices to insure specific attention to the elderly population's concerns, and
handling casework problems involving elderly populations. This office works closely
with the Administration on Aging (AoA) in order to better coordinate elderly housing initiatives. This office also continues to work with other Federal agency offices
which work with the elderly, and directly with elderly individuals who have housing
concerns.
II. HOUSING

A. Section 202-Direct Loans for Housing for the Elderly or Handicapped

While HUD intends to rely on existing housing in its assistance programs, the administration recognizes the special needs of the elderly. Therefore, HUD has continued to support the section 202 program. The section 202 program was first enacted
as a part of the Housing Act of 1959 to provide direct Federal long-term loans for
the construction of housing for the elderly or handicapped. The program was intended to serve elderly persons whose income was above public housing levels but still
insufficient to obtain adequate housing on the private market. The section 202 program was amended by the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 to
change the method of determining the interest rate (which had been set at 3 percent
statutory maximum in 1965) and to permit the use of section 8 housing assistance
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payments for projects constructed or substantially rehabilitated under the program.
In fiscal year 1983, the interest rate was 9% percent. It will continue at that level
for fiscal year 1984.
By containing construction costs of 202 projects, the administration reduced per
unit cost from $45,000 to $41,000, and thus was able to provide 800 more units in
fiscal year 1983 for the funds appropriated. Further cost savings will occur due to
our regulations to mandate competitive bidding for projects now under development.
Because of the Department's outreach efforts, minority sponsors received almost
22 percent of the awards, for more than 28 percent of the units to be built. The
Department exceeded its minority outreach goals by conducting a series of regional
informational conferences designed specifically for minority organizations.
Since reactivation of the program in 1974 through fiscal year 1983, almost $6 billion has been reserved, representing 2,451 projects and 147,070 units. For fiscal year
1983, 322 projects with 14,035 units received fund reservations for $633.3 million.
Approximately $666 million (estimated to finance the development of 14,000 units)
will be available for fund reservation in fiscal year 1984.
The 1984 Appropriations Bill for HUD provides that the first $1,926,400,000 of
budget authority recaptured and becoming available in fiscal year 1984 shall be
available only for section 202 projects. Unless this provision is changed by the Appropriations Committee, funding will be difficult, because all section 202 funding
will be contingent upon recaptures. Much of this recapture money must come from
public housing authorities, which have little incentive to seek recaptures for the
benefit of nonprofit sponsors of section 202 projects. HUD will approach Congress to
waive the requirement to use only recaptured funds for section 202.
B. Section 231-Mortgage Insurancefor Elderly Housing

Section 231 of the National Housing Act, as amended, authorizes HUD to insure
mortgage loans used for construction or rehabilitation of rental accommodations for
older persons (age 62 years or older-married or single). Section 231 is HUD's principal program designed solely for unsubsidized rental housing for the elderly. Nonprofit as well as profit-motivated mortgagors are eligible under the program. Section
231 also permits the construction of congregate housing projects. Since inception
through fiscal year 1983, 513 projects were insured under the section 231 program,
providing 67,936 units for the elderly. In fiscal year 1983, nine projects containing a
total of 1,708 units were insured.
C Sections 221(d) (3) and (4) of the National HousingAct-Mortgage Insurance
Programsfor Multifamily Housing

While these programs are not specifically for the elderly, they are available to
nonprofit and profit-motivated mortgagors as alternatives to the section 231 program. Sections 221(d) (3) and (4) authorize the Department to provide insurance to
finance the construction or rehabilitation of rental or cooperative structures. Special
projects for the elderly can be provided under these programs, and may include the
special features such as congregate facilities. From the program's inception through
fiscal year 1983, a total of 10,281 projects containing 1,191,200 units have been insured. More than 10 percent of these units have elderly occupants.
By notice to the field, HUD has created the retirement service center program as
an expansion of the services offered by the 221(d)(4) insurance program. Facilities
under this program are limited to market rate elderly tenants. Projects built under
this program will provide apartment units with meals, services, and an amenities
package which exceeds any normally insured under 221(d)(4). Retirement service
centers will bridge the gap between the totally independent living arrangements on
noncongregate housing for the elderly and the health-care-oriented nursing home.
D. Section 223(f)-Mortgage Insurancefor the Purposeof Refinancing Existing
Multifamily Housing Projects

This program offers mortgage insurance for existing facilities, including housing
for the elderly, where repair needs do not warrant substantial rehabilitation. The
program can be used either in connection with the purchase of a project or for refinancing only. To the extent that real estate liquidity is enhanced, section 223(f) encourages investment in residential real estate of all kinds. Prior to its addition to
the National Housing Act in August 1974, project mortgage insurance could be provided only for substantial rehabilitation or new construction.
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E. Section 232-Mortgage Insurance for Nursing Homes/Intermediate Care Facilities

The primary objective of the section 232 program is to assist and promote the construction and rehabilitation of long-term care facilities. The vast majority of the
residents of nursing homes and intermediate care facilities are elderly. Since the
program's enactment in 1959 through fiscal year 1983, the Department has insured
1,435 facilities, providing 171,902 beds, for a total of $2.27 billion. In fiscal year 1983,
62 facilities, providing 8,972 beds, were insured for a total of $262.3 million.
The 1983 HURRA legislation provides for a special program for the elderly which
permits units with shared bedroom and bath facilities along with central kitchens
only (there will be no individual kitchens in the units). These are called "board and
care" units and will provide 24 hour staffing for oversight of the residents. There is
no medical component and no certificate of need is required. The facilities must be
licensed by the State.
F Section 242-Mortgage Insurancefor Hospitals

Under section 242 of the National Housing Act, the Department insures mortgages to finance the construction or rehabilitation of nonprofit and proprietary hospitals, including major movable equipment. From the program's inception through
fiscal year 1983, 209 hospit-ls, providing 56,418 beds, have been insured for a total
of $3.8 billion. In fiscal year 1983, 19 hospitals, providing 7,745 beds, were insured
for a total of $998.1 million.
G. Section 8 Rental Assistance

The section 8 program provides rental assistance for lower-income families, with a
priority for very low-income families. In general, assisted families pay up to the
greater of 30 percent of income (phased in by 1 percent increments from 25 percent
each year) or welfare rent with any increase brought about by the change of legislation being capped at 10 percent per year, and HUD makes up the difference. As of
August 31, 1983, there were 1,940,925 units reserved under the program. Of those
units, approximately 41 percent are occupied by the elderly. Normally, elderly occupancy percentages are slightly higher than those for reservations.
Based on tentative evaluation of appropriation and authorization language for
fiscal year 1984, approximately 100,000 incrementally assisted units are expected to
be reserved. This number includes 14,000 section 202 units. Authorization is provided also for shared housing for elderly families under the section 8 existing housing and moderate rehabilitation programs. Shared housing arrangements can contribute to reduced housing costs, companionship, and security for elderly persons. In
addition, assistance will be extended under the section 8 existing housing program
to single room occupancy housing. This would meet the needs of many lower-income
elderly households.
Under the section 8 new construction program, elderly families had to move from
their homes into a project in order to receive assistance. Extensive use of section 8
existing certificates and the voucher program will benefit eligible elderly families by
permitting them to receive assistance without moving.
H Congregate Housing Services Program

The congregate housing services program is designed to test the cost-effectiveness
of providing supportive services for the elderly and handicapped under HUD auspices, which prevent or delay unnecessary institutionalization. Under this program,
HUD extends multiyear grants (3 to 5 years) to eligible public housing authorities
and nonprofit section 202 borrowers for meals and other supportive services to the
frail elderly and nonelderly handicapped residents. As of 1983, all fiscal year 1979
money has been committed to grantees, except for about $100,000 of reserve funds
remaining of that legislatively required to cover the cost of inflation and other adjustments. Thirty-five 3-year grants are serving approximately 1,600 residents; two
grantees have yet to start up. An additional $10 million was made available in fiscal
year 1980. Of this amount, $6.6 million was allocated in fiscal year 1981 for 5-year
grants, which are now serving approximately 800 residents in 18 projects. In July
1982, $2.85 million of fiscal year 1980 funds reserved for new construction projects
was allocated by competitive selection for eight grantees to serve about 200 people.
$4 million was appropriated for fiscal year 1983. Of this amount, about $3.2 million has been obligated to continue 24 fiscal year 1979 grants which expired in 1983.
Three grantees have yet to negotiate their continuations. Four grantees were selected in the fiscal year 1983 rural demonstration and will receive about $470,000.
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These selectees will begin negotiating for firm commitments this fall. Operations
should commence by spring of 1984.
I. Evaluation of Home Equity Conversion Mortgages for the Elderly
HUD proposed a full demonstration of home equity conversion mortgages, but
Congress turned the proposal down. As part of the fiscal year 1984 housing authorization legislation, the Department plans to conduct an evaluation of the existing use
of home equity conversion mortgages. These mortgages are designed to help elderly
homeowners who wish to remain in their homes, but need to convert some of their
equity into income to meet increased living expenses, pay for housing repairs, and
help pay for other major one-time expenses.
The Department will report to Congress on the evaluation results, including the
extent to which such mortgages improve the financial situation or otherwise meet
the special needs of elderly homeowners; on the risk incurred by mortgagors in
using such mortgages; and on the potential for market acceptance. The Department
will make recommendations in regard to safeguards to minimize risk to mortgagors
and to possibly establish a Federal insurance program for the mortgages.
J. Manufactured Home Parks
the 1983 legislation amended section 207 of
administration,
the
of
request
At the
the National Housing Act to permit mortgage insurance for manufactured home
parks exclusively for the elderly.
K. Minimum Age Covenants ("Retirement Villages'9
As the result of a White House initiative, FHA single-family insurance is available for retirement villages exclusively for occupancy by the elderly. HUD can insure
subdivisions and planned communities which restrict ownership to those above a
certain age, and which restrict the occupancy and the duration of visits by children.
L. Pet Ownership
The housing legislation provides for pet ownership in assisted rental housing for
the elderly and handicapped, and for the establishment of reasonable rules for the
keeping of pets by tenants in such housing.
III. PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING

The Office of Public and Indian Housing was established October 1, 1983 following
a reorganization ordered by the Secretary. In order to provide additional focus on
the management of public and Indian housing programs, a new Assistant Secretary
position was created. Senate confirmation occurred in September 1983. All other
housing programs will remain under the jurisdiction of the Assistant Secretary for
Housing.
A. Public Housing
Public housing was created by the United States Housing Act of 1937 and has
always included the elderly as eligible residents. In 1956, the Congress authorized
public housing especially designed for the elderly, incorporating safety and security
features. Handicapped persons of all ages with low incomes are statutorily included.
Public housing agencies (PHA's) develop and operate the housing, which is financed
through direct HUD loans and the sale of bonds and other obligations. The Federal
Government makes annual contributions to repay the PHA's borrowings and, with
operating subsidies, assures that low rents and adequate services are available. In
1970, legislation was enacted encouraging PHA's to develop congregate rental housing for the elderly and handicapped. Congregate housing differs from the usual multiunit housing in that the living units may not have individual kitchens, but must
have a central kitchen and dining facility to serve communal meals. Supportive
services may be provided by the PHA's, but most are provided by local social service
agencies funded by the Older Americans Act and titles XIX and XX of the Social
Security Act.
As of September 30, 1983, approximately 536,000 units of low-income public housing, or 45 percent, were occupied by the elderly. These figures do not include elderly
occupancy of section 8 units owned by PHA's.
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B. Indian Housing

The Department provides housing assistance for elderly Indians and Alaskan Natives pursuant to the U.S. Housing Act of 1937, as amended. The Indian housing
program is similar to the public housing program. Indian housing authorities operate rental and homeownership programs on reservations. As of October 1, 1983,
there were almost 170 Indian housing authorities operating approximately 49,200
units of Indian housing, of which about 3,200 units specifically house elderly families. Approximately 13,400 units are in the pipeline and will be available for occupancy within the next 3 years. Of these units in development, about 10 percent are
for the elderly.
In collaboration with the State of Alaska, the Department has initiated an elderly
demonstration project. The State of Alaska proposed, and HUD approved, a partnership to build a 120-unit low-income housing project for elderly Alaskan Natives in
Anchorage (to be owned and operated by the Cook Inlet Housing Authority). The
State of Alaska is contributing 75 percent of the development funds and HUD is
contributing the remainder. Our Anchorge office has operational oversight for the
project during its development. The project is scheduled for completion in fall, 1984.
We view this demonstration as a means to meet joint responsibilities to house lowincome Indians families which can be repeated in other States with the resources to
enter into such partnerships. The Department will encourage tribes with substantial
and available assets to contribute in the future to similar partnerships to increase
the number of new Indian units.
IV. COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Community Development Block Grant Program

The community development block grant (CDBG) program is a major source of
funds for cities to conduct a wide range of community development activities. The
CDBG program makes available approximately $3.5 billion annually to communities. Approximately $2.5 billion of this sum goes to 732 cities and urban counties by
entitlement with individual amounts determined by formula. The balance, approximately $1 billion, goes to small cities under 50,000 population. Beginning in fiscal
year 1982, most of the $1 billion for small cities' use was allocated to States for their
distribution to small communities according to the States' own selection systems.
HUD area offices distributed the remainder through competitions in their areas of
jurisdiction. Block grant funds must be expended to help low and moderate-income
households, to eliminate slums and blight, or to meet other urgent community development needs. The primary objective of the legislation is the development of
viable urban communities by providing decent housing, a suitable living environment, with expanding economic opportunities, principally for persons of low and
moderate income. This section describes CDBG entitlement program expenditures
that aid or benefit the elderly. The following section will describe benefit to the elderly from the CDBG small cities program.
Elderly persons benefit directly and indirectly from a variety of CDBG funded
projects. However, because of the decentralized nature of the CDBG program and
because local communities are not required to report program beneficiaries by age,
it is impossible to estimate exactly what proportion of CDBG funds directly addresses the needs and problems of the elderly. Available information does show, however,
that slightly more than $16 million, or approximately 1 percent of all fiscal year
1982 CDBG entitlement program funds, were budgeted specifically for assistance to
senior centers. Metropolitan cities planned to use 0.4 percent of their funds for this
purpose and urban counties 2.6 percent. Another major source of elderly benefits in
the CDBG program is local funding for housing rehabilitation activities, which represent approximately 35 percent of all CDBG entitlement spending. Although the
exact amount cannot be determined, a significant proportion of this funding benefits
the elderly. For example, many communities use CDBG funds to make home improvement grants, write down the interest rate of conventional home improvement
loans, forgive repayment of home improvement loans, and provide weatherization
services for elderly owners and renters
In addition, significant amounts of CDBG entitlement spending for neighborhood
improvements, public services, and other public works indirectly benefit the elderly.
In 1982, CDBG entitlement cities and urban counties allocated about $14 million for
public housing modernization, $214 million for the provision of public and social
services, $31 million for neighborhood facilities, $11 million for the removal of architectural barriers, $3 million to centers for the handicapped, and $107 million for
other public facilities. Again, it is not possible to estimate the total CDBG benefits
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to the elderly from these types of projects. However, entitlement cities in recent
years have annually directed about 57 percent of their funds to areas in which at
least 10 percent of the population was 65 or more years of age.
B. CDBG Small Cities Program

Beginning in fiscal year 1982, States were given the option to take over administration of the small cities CDBG program; 37 States exercised this option while 14
States elected to continue having HUD area offices manage and administer the program. Although the eligible activities are the same for both the entitlement and
State-operated small cities programs, States may restrict the activities funded, or
structure their competitions to favor a few activities important to their States. The
37 States distributed 75 percent of the $1 billion allocated to the small cities program through their own mechanisms. With the exception of a few States that allocated their funds directly to cities by formula or through regional organizations,
most States distributed these funds through a competition among their small communities.
As in the CDBG entitlement program, elderly persons benefit directly and indirectly from a variety of small cities CDBG funded projects. Since the bulk of the
money is distributed by States and they are not required to report in a systmatic
fashion who benefits from the activities of their grantees, the exact level of benefit
to the elderly cannot be determined. However, it is known from fiscal year 1982 information voluntarily submitted by States, that public facilities and improvements
projects among small cities grantees included at least 18 senior citizen center projects receiving an average of more than $50,000 in CDBG assistance. States also
awarded substantial sums of CDBG funds for other activities that provided some
benefit to the elderly, most notably housing rehabilitation which received $64 million in CDBG funds, although it is not possible to estimate the amount of these
funds that actually benefited the elderly.
C. Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) Program

Cities and urban counties which meet minmum standards of physical economic
distress are eligible for urban development action grants (UDAG's) to assist economic development projects in their community. Communities that fail to meet the community, wide test for eligibility but have small area within their boundaries that
have large numbers of lower-income persons, are eligible to apply for grants under
the "pockets of poverty" provisions enacted in 1979. The purpose of the UDAG program is to upgrade the economic base of these cities and provided permanent jobs,
especially for low- and moderate-income persons. Urban development action grants
are awarded through a nationwide competition that considers such factors as the
relative distress of the city, amount of private funds leveraged by the UDAG grant,
number of jobs created and severity of economic problems of the locality.
In fiscal year 1983, 542 projects were given preliminary application approval;
these projects involved $735 million of action grants. Since the inception of the program, UDAG awards have help communities develop downtown and suburban shopping areas, community centers, and other public facilities that have indirectly benefited the elderly. In addition, since 1978 79 action grant projects in over half of the
States and Puerto Rico have been awarded funds to assist meeting the needs of elderly persons and households. Examples of fiscal year 1983 action grant projects receiving preliminary approval that directly benefit the elderly are:
-Chicago, Ill.: To expand a health center, construct a 180,000 square foot geriatric center with a sufficient number of beds and skilled nurses to acommodate
250 persons, develop 120 apartments for the elderly, and rehabilitate a vacant
office building for this new use.
-Barton, Vt.: To construct a new 60-bed nursing home and convert the existing
facility to a community care home.
-Johnstown, Pa.: To construct a 323-space parking garage and 15,320 square foot
office and commercial space for the new mercy hospital.
D. Section 312 Program

The section 312 rehabilitation loan program, as established by the Housing Act of
1964, provides direct loans to eligible property owners to assist them in rehabilitating single family and multifamily residential properties and neighborhood-scale
nonresidential properties. The program has recently operated in conjunction with
and in support of other community development programs, primarily the community development block grant (CDBG) and the urban homesteading programs. Most

section 312 loans in the past have gone toward single family loans. The 1981 amendments, however, removed restrictions on the amount and circumstances fro multifamily lending. The fiscal year 1982, rehabilitation loans were made at low interest
rates (3, 5, and 11 percent) depending upon the family income for residential single
family properties, or upon the type of property for other loans. The term of the loan
is the shortest reasonable term consistent with the borrower's abilitly to pay, but in
no instance is it more than 20 years.
In fiscal year 1982, the section 312 program made available to localities a total of
$49.4 million. These funds came almost entirely from repayment proceeds from previously originated loans and recoveries of prior years' obligations. These funds were
used to make 757 section 312 loans. Although no data are available on the ages of
the recipients of these loans, in recent years, approximately one-sixth of section 312
loans were made to elderly homeowners.
V. LABOR RELATIONS

The Office of Labor Relations is continuing to work with public housing authorities to assure the continuation of the practice of having "live-in" maintenance staff
in housing for the elderly. This practice insures the timely response of housing authority personnel to the emergency, as well as routine, needs of residents. It is also
a significant security feature in buildings housing elderly residents. Research and
analysis showed this to be a fairly widespread local sector initiative and to be much
more cost effective than Federal subsidy programs. This office has worked to make
sure that a live-in worker is protected from having his apartment treated as income
for social security tax and other tax purposes.
VI. POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH

Title V of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970 authorizes and directs
the Secretary to undertake programs of research, studies, testing and demonstration
relating to the mission and programs of the Department. Section 815 of the Housing
and Community Development Act of 1974 specifically encourages demonstrations related to the housing problems of the elderly and handicapped. The focus of this program related to the elderly and handicapped is to design, conduct and support research and demonstration projects whose results will improve housing conditions
and related housing and community services for the elderly, the handicapped, and
other members of special groups.
The Office of Policy Development and Research is currently sponsoring several
projects related to the housing problems of the elderly. During fiscal year 1983, the
evaluation of the congregate housing services program (CHSP) continued. Additional
data was collected that will be used to measure CHSP program impacts on rates of
institutionalization, hospitalization, mortality, physical functioning, and health
status, whether the services were substituting for privately provided supportive
services (i.e., from friends or family), and whether the services were being targeted
to the most needy. The completed results of all analyses will be submitted to the
Department in December 1984.
Several new projects also began in fiscal year 1983. One project will examine the
impacts of the cost containment measures instituted in the section 202 program. A
second project is investigating the possibility of starting several self-sufficient businesses, to be operated by elderly residents of HUD sponsored housing, which will
provide services such as transportation and day care to project residents. A third
project, undertaken with the Consumers Union Foundation, will result in preparation of a guidebook for the elderly and their families on how to make retirement
housing choices. Finally, locally sponsored solutions to the housing problems of the
elderly will be surveyed and those solutions will be documented by the U.S. Conference of Mayors in a handbook for use by potential sponsors of similar projects.
Another focus of the research program is on the handicapped; much of that research has major implications for the elderly who face many of the same problems
that the handicapped face. In fiscal year 1983, we completed the congressionally
mandated preparation of standards and criteria for housing for the chronically mentally ill. We also began a project to prepare a handbook which will give local governments guidance on selecting and implementing a methodology for surveying the
needs of their handicapped citizens.
VII. FAIR HOUSING AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

Congress passed the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 to prohibit discrimination on
the basis of age in programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance. The

Department of Health and Human Services is the agency responsible for coordinating the governmentwide implementation of the Age Discrimination Act. HUD published its proposed Age Discrimination Act implementing regulation in the Federal
Register in November 1980. We project that the final regulation will be ready for
publication by March 1984. During the past year, HUD received 15 complaints alleging age discrimination in obtaining housing. All 15 complaints were referred to the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) and 10 have been resolved
through their mediation. The remaining five have been returned to HUD for further investigation.
ITEM 8. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
JANUARY 12, 1984.
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Clark
Secretary
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN:
cerning information for the Special Committee on Aging annual report on "Developments in Aging: 1983," and he has asked me to respond. We were quite pleased
about the fine coverage you gave Interior in your 1982 annual report, and we are
happy to submit developments for this year.
The reports from our bureaus and offices on the developments in aging in their
programs and services are contained in attachments A-O. Some of the highlights in
the report are:
(1) Increase of Interior employees over age 70 by 1 percent from last year to 300
employees, with 13 over age 80 (eight born in 1900 or before).
(2) Actions on aging in the Secretary' s Human Relations Office for the aging.
(3) Use of the Federal Employees Part-time Career Employment Act of 1978.
(4) Medical examination and reemployment of disabled annuitants from the

Morsey v. Andrus decision.

(5) Promotion and employment outreach activities for the aging.
(6) Application of the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 on Interior's financial assistance programs.
(7) Architectual accessibility for the aging.
(8) Facility construction, tutoring, and volunteer opportunities for senior citizens
in youth programs.
(9) Use of experienced scientific personnel in mining activities.
(10) Recreation, accessibility, and employment for the aging in reclamation projects.
(11) Numerous services provided senior Indians.
(12) Employent of 84 persons over age 60 (three over age 70), supervisory training
in aging awareness, and policy and procedures review in the new minerals management operation.
(13) Employment, recreation, tours, materials, and the Golden Age Passport for
the elderly in the fish and wildlife refuges.
(14) The 3,000 volunteers program that doubled the past year and the senior community service program in nine States giving on-the-job skill training in land management activities.
(15) Forty-five service awards to 34 employees, 30-year awards to 156, 300 reemployed annuitants, use of experienced technocrats and scientists, Peace Corps collaboration, publications, and liaison with retirement organizations in geological
survey programs.
(16) Status of programs for the aging in the trust territories.
(17) Day camps, senior citizen centers, hospitals and nursing home outreach, 2.7
million lifetime Golden Age Passports issued, accessible facilities, aging demographics in the 1982-83 nationwide recreation survey, and technical and financial assist- ance to
States and communities in the national parks program.
We are proud of the attention Interior is giving to the needs and issues of gerontology, and we will strive to continue the emphasis. Thank you for the interest of
your committee in our efforts and programs for the aging, and if you would like
further information, please contact Dr. Andy Adams (343-5521) who provided me
staff support for this report.
Sincerely,

RICHARD

R. HrrE,

PrincipalDeputy Assistant Secretary
for Policy, Budget and Administration.

Attachments.

ATTACHMENT

A

Memorandum to: Dr. Andy Adams, Staff Assistant, Office of Policy, Budget and Administration.
From: Director of Personnel.
Subject: Report on developments in aging, 1983.
This is in response to your memorandum of November 14, 1983, requesting information necessary to develop the 1983 report to the Senate for the Committee on
Aging.
In the Department we announce positions, except firefighters and law enforcement positions, as open to all applicants regardless of age. As of September 30, 1983,
there were 300 employees on the rolls who were over 70 years of age or older. This
represents a 1 percent increase from the previous year's report. Of the 300 employees 13 were in their eighties and 8 of these employees were born in 1900 or earlier.
The average grade of these employees was 11.3. The type of appointments
varied, i.e., career, career-conditional, intermittent, temporary, and part time. also
Public Law 95-437, the Federal Employees Part-time Career Employment
of
1978, provides career part-time employment opportunities in positions throughActGS15 (or equivalent) subject to agency resources and mission requirements. This program is attractive to older persons with the skills, experience, and qualifications to
reenter the job market on a part-time basis.
As a result of the decision in Moysey v. Andrus, the regulation on medical
reexamination of annuitants who are age 60 and over has been revised. Under the
revised regulations, any annuitant who is age 60 or over may now request a medical
reexamination to determine if he or she has recovered from the disabling condition
on which his/her annuity is based.
In a disability retirement study conducted by the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM), it was determined that OPM policy discouraged the reemployment of disability annuitants by limiting such employment to temporary appointments of less than
1 year. This policy resulted in many annuitants being retained on disability retirement longer than was necessary. The revised disability retirement regulations now
permit a disability annuitant to be reemployed in any position for which he/she
is
qualified, with the kind of appointment otherwise appropriate under the circumstances. The reemployed annuitant will have his/her pay offset by the amount of
annuity allocable to the period of reemployment. A disability annuitant so employed
may request to be found recovered at any time, and when the nature of the appointment is such that it would otherwise be subject to retirement deductions, OPM will
terminate the annuity as of the date of its administrative finding of recovery and
the agency shall commence retirement deductions as of the same date.
These revised procedures will encourage reemployment among the employable disability annuitants while protecting the right to future benefits of those not fully recovered.
If you have any questions, please call Donna Walters, of my staff, on 343-7764.
ATTACHMENT B
Memorandum to: Policy, Budget and Administration Staff Assistant.
From: Office of the Secretary, Human Relations Officer.
Subject: Report on developments in aging, 1983.
Pursuant to the Department of Interior's mandate in personnel actions, which
embraces the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-259)
amending the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-454)
and other statutes, court decisions, and Executive orders, the following actions in
the Office of the Secretary and other departmental offices (OS/ODO) during 1983
related to the aging:
(1) For its May meeting of EEO counselors and Human Relations coordinators,
3,000 page compendium on human relations was prepared and distributed whicha
contained a whole section on the myths and realities associated with the aging.
(2) The OS/ODO and Solicitor's EEO policy statements which include age among
the protected classes were reissued.
(3) A chronology of selected actions of the executive, legislative, and
branches of Government from the 1700's to 1983, which was updated by the judicial
Human
Relations officer and disseminated throughout the Department, includes relevant
actions on age.
(4) The OS Human Relations Office continued to process complaints of discrimination, including counseling and precounseling, on the basis of age.
(5) Age is one of the continuing factors in the selection of human relations coordinators and counselors in the OS/ODO.

(6) Community relations activities included meetings, forums, and lectures intended to enhance outreach efforts concerning age and other human relations-related
subjects.
ATTACHMENT C

Memorandum to: Staff Assistant, Policy, Budget and Administration.
From: Personnel Officer, Office of the Secretary.
Subject: Report on development in aging, 1983.
The Division of Personnel Services is pleased to respond to your request for information for the Senate Special Committee on aging. The Division has no programs
which are specifically aimed at the aging, but adheres strictly to all laws and regulations regarding nondiscrimination. The elderly are provided equal access in all
promotion and outreach activities. During fiscal year 1983, the Division took the opportunity to reemploy two annuitants who were still able to make valuable contributions to the mission of the Division on a short-term basis. In all aspects, we believe our internal policies are in conformance with section 3307 of title 5, United
States Code.
ATTACHMENT D
Memorandum to: Staff Assistant, Policy, Budget and Administration.
From: Assistant Director, Financial Assistance Programs, Office for Equal Opportunity.
Subject: Report on developments in aging, 1983.
In response to your memorandum of November 14, 1983, subject as above, the following actions detail our activities pertaining to problems and opportunities of older
people.
We continue to await word from the Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) as to when we may publish in the Federal Register, Interior's final rule for
enforcement of the Age Discrimination Act of 1975. The act prohibits discrimination
on the basis of age in programs and activities receiving Federal financial assistance.
At the time of last year's report, we had been requested by HHS to not publish our
final rule until they had resolved a dispute with the Office of Management and
Budget (OBM) concerning the rule's self-evaluation requirement.
In a letter dated May 17, 1983, HHS informed us that the dispute with OMB had
been resolved. However, HHS has been sued, along with OMB, by several advocacy
organizations for the elderly. The primary concern of the suit is the desire for swift
adoption of individual agency regulations to enforce the act. Until such time that
the suit against HHS and OMB has been resolved, HHS will not approve Interior's
final regulations which were submitted to HHS on January 3, 1980. Once this rule
has been published, we will be able to apply the provisions of the act to Interior's
Federal financial assistance programs.
We have and are still making informational materials available to recipients
which state the nondiscrimination policy of the Department, i.e., that all financially
assisted programs must be operated free of discrimination, including discrimination
on the basis of age. These materials, a poster and brochure, have been widely disseminated and are still being requested in large numbers by recipients.
A complaint alleging discrimination on the basis of age which was filed with us
during fiscal year 1982, is still pending. The complaint alleged discrimination
against a recipient of Federal financial assistance from this Department. To date,
we are still attempting to settle the complaint with the recipient.
We have devoted a significant amount of time to discussing with recipients ways
to make their programs accessible to the handicapped. Recipients have been encouraged to utilize methods and equipment such as ramps for the wheelchair bound,
audiovisual materials for the hearing impaired and large print materials or readers
for the visually impaired. Since a large percentage of the aging population of this
country experience many of these disabilities, these types of accommodations will
succeed in making recipient programs more accessible and enjoyable for aging
Americans.
We will continue our efforts to insure that aging Americans have an opportunity
to participate freely in State and local programs that have received financial assistance from the Department. If we may be of further assistance, please let us know.

ATTACHMENT E
Memorandum to: Dr. Andy Adams, Staff Assistant, Policy, Budget and Administration.
From: Director, Office of Youth Programs.
Subject: Report on developments on aging, 1983.
This is in response to your November 14, 1983, memorandum which requested information in regard to the Office of Youth Programs activities in respect to the
aging conducted in 1983.
In general, the Office of Youth Programs' special emphasis through the Job Corps
Civilian Conservation Centers is directed toward the development of young adults of
out Nation through education, vocational training, and useful work experiences.
At the Department of the Interior, these efforts are directed chiefly toward the
conservation of out natural resources.
However, the following examples are provided as indications of the extent our Job
Corps Centers support aging concerns:
(1) Through our vocational skills training programs, constructed a community
park facility for the residents of Grand Juction, Colo. Constructed senior citizens
parks in Cascade Reservoir and Parma, Idaho, constructed facility additions and rehabilitation work for senior citizens centers in Othella, Soap Lake, and Moses Lake,
Wash. Supplies and materials for all of these projects were provided by cities and
senior citizens groups, with the construction labor performed by Job Corps members. The approximate value of these projects was $83,000.
(2) Many Job Corps Centers have utilized senior citizens volunteer members as
participants in the center's big brothers program, members of the community relations program, tutoring, and clerical support.
(3) One center has employed two senior citizens through the "Green Thumb" program.
The Office of Youth Programs will continue our efforts to be responsive to the
needs of the aging.
ATTACHMENT F
Memorandum to: Andy Adams, Staff Assistant, Office of the Assistant SecretaryPolicy, Budget and Administration.
From: Director, Bureau of Mines.
Subject: Report on developments in aging, 1983.
In response to your memorandum dated November 14, 1983, the following annual
report on "Developments in Aging" is submitted for fiscal year 1983.
As a scientific organization, the Bureau of Mines values the technical expertise
that usually typifies the person who has had long and extensive experience in research, analysis, development, assessment, and related activities. The Bureau utilizes highly specialized technical and scientific expertise of senior individuals
through the reemployment of annuitants, advisory committee memberships, and
faculty member appointments.
The Bureau of Mines internal and external employment policies have been reviewed; no evidence of age discrimination was found. Individual retirement counseling is available for interested employees. The personnel staff provides advice, counsel, and assistance to all employees, including senior employees, regarding their
needs.
ArACHMENT G
Memorandum to: Dr. Andy Adams, Staff Assistant, Policy, Budget and Administration.
From: Acting Chief, Division of Personnel Management.
Subject: Report on developments in aging, 1983.
In response to your memorandum of November 14, 1983, we are attaching the
subject report for the Bureau of Reclamation. If we can be of any further assistance,
please let us know.
Attachment.
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION REPORT ON DEVELOPMENTS IN AGING, 1983

The Bureau of Reclamation shall continue in its efforts to support those programs
which provide meaningful opportunities for older Americans, particularly in the
areas of employment and recreation.

In employment, the Bureau stresses equality for all applicants and employees.
regardless
Almost all vacancy announcements are open to all qualified individuals,
spectrum of occupations. We
of age. The Bureau employs older persons in aasbroad
members of boards and commisutilize retired individuals in consultant roles,
or adsions, and as reemployment annuitants in a variety of technical, scientific, has
ministrative professions. Also, the Bureau, through its citizen's award program,
the Reclamation program.
recognized several senior citizens for their contribution to
in
At Reclamation projects throughout the 17 Western States, we shall continue inindividuals,
our efforts to make Bureau facilities more accessible to handicapped
designed or modified
cluding those who are senior citizens. Facilities are being citizens
with physical
where possible to accommodate Bureau employees or other
impairments.
Recreation opportunities are also available at Bureau facilities for water-oriented
retired
activities such as fishing, boating, and camping which traditionally attract
citizens and other older Americans.
The Bureau of Reclamation has national responsibility for administering the
water resource programs in the 17 Western States and we shall remain committed
to providing equality and beneficial opportunities to all citizens, including the growing senior citizen population.

ATrACHMENT H
Memorandum to: Dr. Andy Adams, Staff Assistant, Policy, Budget and Administration.
From: Director, Office of Surface Mining.
Subject: Report on developments in aging, 1983.
above.
Reference is made to your memorandum dated November 14, 1983, subject
for
Attached is the Office of Surface Mining report on "Developments in Aging"
fiscal year 1983.
Attachment.
OFFICE OF SURFACE MINING

The Office of Surface Mining (OSM) has no programs which are exclusively oriented toward older citizens
to applications
Managers have been encouraged to give impartial consideration
older
from older citizens, along with restructuring full-time positions in order that
citizens might fill these positions on a part-time basis.
are provided
Consistent with OSM s policy of nondiscrimination, older citizens
are advised of the
equal access to employment opportunities. All grant recipients
and opportunirequirement to prominently post information regarding equal access
ty.
ATrACHMENT I
Memorandum to: Dr. Andy Adams, Staff Assistant, Policy, Budget and Administration.
From: Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary-Indian Affairs (Operations).
Subject: Report on developments in aging, 1983.
Although the Bureau of Indian Affairs does not receive a specific appropriation
reservations,
for assistance programs exclusively aimed at aged residents of Indiansocial
services,
older Indian are beneficiaries of a range of Bureau sevices, including
housing services, law enforcement services, and Indian education programs. normally
Indian tribes wishing to administer special programs for tribal elders Services,
and Human
look to the Administration on Aging, Department ofofHealth
the Older Americans Act is
for grant funds to operate such programs. Title VI
to older American
designed specifically to assist Indian tribes in providing services
administering
presently
are
country
the
of
parts
all
in
tribes
Numerous
Indians.
title VI programs.
assistfinancial
of
The Bureau's Division of Social Services administers a program
of which is custodial care
ance to eligible Indian people, one pertinent component and
protection provided to
for adults. Custodial care in essentially nonmedical care
mental impairment, that
an eligible client when, due to age, infirmity, physical, orThis
care may be provided
client requires care from others in his or her daily living.
an instituin the most appropriate nonmedical setting, including the client's home,
tion, or other group care setting.
adThe Bureau also requests an annual appropriation of funds for social services to:
ministration, i.e., "all other social services." These particular funds are utilized

245
(a) Administer the grant assistance program, (b) provide counseling services to social
services clientele, and (c) assist tribes in development of social services programs. It
is the Bureau's position that this appropriation for social services administration,
i.e., "all other social services," provides budgetary authority to assist tribes to develop aging services programs. In this latter regard, the tribes may "band" or prioritize
Bureau social services administration funds at the agency or tribal level so that
these funds may be utilized for aging services program development. This "banding"
or prioritization procedure would essentially result in the tribe shifting available
funds from a low priority activity to a higher prioritized activity. The procedure
does not provide additional money, but merely shifts money from one use
to another.
ATTACHMENT J
Memorandum to: Staff Assistant, Policy, Budget, and Administration.
From: Assistant Director for Administration, Minerals Management Service.
Subject: Report on developments in aging, 1983.
Although the Minerals Management Service (MMS) has no mission-related programs which are designed to meet the needs of older Americans, we believe our current personnel management program does address the needs of older MMS employees and applicants for employment. Further, as a recently formed organization,
we
are pleased to have a fresh opportunity to institute personnel programs and policies
which can address the needs of older persons and assure the full continuing use of
their expertise by the MMS.
With respect to current personnel programs, every effort is made to assure
consideration, including no discrimination based on age, for all employment fair
or
training opportunities. Vacancy announcements and other similar notices concerning MMS personnel programs and activities include, as appropriate, a notice of nondiscrimination. Further, we have inspected the facilities occupied by the MMS, and
we have determined that there are no barriers which would discriminate against
handicapped or older persons. We have reviewed our policies as they relate to older
persons and find no policies which illegally discriminate based on age. The results
of
the MMS's efforts to assure equal opportunity for older persons, and to continue
using their expertise is evidenced by the number of reemployed annuitants and the
number of older persons employed by the MMS. As of November 12, 1983, the MMS
had 37 annuitants on the employment rolls. Further, 84 of our employees are 60
years of age or older and 3 are over 70 years of age.
With respect to the future, it is our intent to make full and effective use of the
expertise of older persons through the reemployment of annuitants and other
appropriate means.
In the area of employee counseling, including retirement counseling, we intend to
assure that supervisors and personnel specialists are sensitive to the needs of older
employees, and we intend to continue to review our policies and inspect our facilities to assure that there is no discrimination against older persons.
In conclusion, the MMS is committed to providing equal opportunities
all
Americans and we recognize the special contribution older persons can make for
to our
society.
ATTACHMENT K
Memorandum to: Dr. Andy Adams, Staff Assistant, Policy, Budget and Administration.
From Acting Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Subject: Report on development in aging, 1983.
Attached is the Fish and Wildlife Service report on developments in aging, 1983.
Please direct any questions concerning the report to Norma Opgrand, Office
of
Public Use Management, 653-2220.
Attachment.
REPORT ON DEVELOPMENTS ON AGING, 1983

The Fish and Wildlife Service (FES) administers over 480 wildlife refuges and fish
hatcheries where the elderly have an opportunity to participate in numerous
recreational opportunities such as bird watching, wildlife photography, fishing, camping,
swimming, and clam digging.
The Service continues to improve the facilities on field stations to provide
and safe access to the buildings, grounds, trails, and boardwalks that are openeasy
to
the elderly. Examples of those improvements include convenient, close-in parking

spaces to avoid long walks, modified curbs to provide access to sidewalks and walkways, ramps, lowered telephones for ease of use, handrails and rest benches, widened entrances to restrooms, and signs redesigned with larger print and contrasting
colors to enable the elderly to easily read the signs.
Over 1,100 elderly and handicapped individuals utilized the facilities at the National Fisheries Center, Leetown, W. Va., in fiscal year 1983. The extended walkways and platforms into the fishing ponds at the center provided the elderly with
easy access and maneuverability while fishing.
During fiscal year 1983 over 100 elderly people participated in the FWS volunteer
program. The Service volunteer program coordinator is actively working with the
American Association of Retired People (AARP) to increase the number of older
Americans in this volunteer program. The volunteer coordinator will submit an article to the AARP magazine, Modern maturity, describing the FWS volunteer program in an effort to encourage more retired people to become volunteers in the
FWS.
The Golden Age Passport for individuals over age 65 continues to be widely used
by the elderly. This passport enables senior citizens to purchase items such as books
and pamphlets, that are sold at the national wildlife refuge visitor centers, for 50
percent of the retail cost.
Special tours are offered by many wildlife refuges for nursing home residents and
other retired people. Some refuges provide transportation for the elderly when there
are activities at the refuge that are of special interest to older Americans.
The Service recognizes the value of older employees. Personnel management practices include a strict adherence to nondiscriminatory hiring and job retention. Currently the Service employs two individuals over the age of 80 and 15 individuals
over the age of 70. Nine employees have over 40 years of service and 156 employees
have over 30 years of service. The Service employs 80 individuals who are reemployed annuitants.
ATTACHMENT L

Memorandum to: Staff Assistant, Policy, Budget and Administration.
From: Deputy Director, Bureau of Land Management.
Subject: Report on developments in aging, 1983.
This is in response to your memorandum of November 14, 1983, requesting a
report on Bureau activities for the aging in 1983. The volunteers program and
senior community service program are two programs in BLM which have sucessfully utilized the services of older persons. Their activities are described below.
VOLUNTEERS PROGRAM

During 1983, BLM managers continued to give special attention to inviting and
making good use of the services of older persons as part of the Bureau's program for
recruiting volunteers of all ages.
The Bureau's policy is to seek out and invite volunteers to assist field managers
in a wide range of natural-resources management activities including service to recreational visitors throughout the Western public lands managed by BLM.
For instance, during the year:
-BLM's sucess in attracting older (55 and above) volunteers nearly doubled, over
1982, and the percentage of older volunteers with BLM increased-from less
than 8 percent to more than 12 percent. Overall, BLM utilized nearly 3,000 volunteers during the year.
-The older volunteers' work included serving as "campground hosts" (assisting
in management of campgrounds) and improving and maintaining trails, river
shorelines, and other recreational areas; improving fish and wildlife habitat,
protecting and identifying Indian rock-art sites and other archeological and historic areas, and working on soil and water conservation, and forest and range
improvement projects.
-In BLM's California Desert District, a group of volunteers led by an "over-55"
desert history buff and with a high proportion of senior members, restored a
120-year-old wagon route across the Mojave Desert for use as a 20th century
recreational trail. The 400-member group, known as Friends of the Mojave
Road, first identified the 130-mile-long east-west route, then marked its track
with rock cairns and restored it so it can be enjoyed by hikers or visitors in
four-wheel-drive vehicles, and finally published a map and guidebook to the
route's unparalleled desert natural attractions as it traverses the East Mojave
National Scenic Area.

-In the Bureau's Yuma (Arizona) District, dozens of "Snowbirds" served as BLM
volunteers during the 1982-83 winter months. Their contributions will benefit
visitors to this area for many years. Snowbirds are retired couples, for the most
part, who escape the northern snows by migrating to the Southwest, including
the lower Colorado River area near Yuma in their motorhouses, campers, and
trailers, to enjoy the mild desert winters. When BLM people met with a group
of them and asked for assistance in maintaining BLM campgrounds they were
using, their response was immediate and positive. Twenty-five of them volunteered to set up crews to maintain campground toilets and other facilities. "Our
volunteer agreements with these older folks lasted 6 months without a hitch;
their response was heartwarming," a BLM staffer reported. When BLM staff
asked for volunteers to assist in building campground "ramadas"-facilities
that provide shade and tables-again a flock of Snowbirds responded. Their
crew consisted of six regulars plus drop-ins. They poured the concrete, did the
carpentry and painting, and operated the heavy equipment. They were on the
job 6 to 8 hours a day, put up four big ramadas, and their work was fully professional in every respect. In midwinter the Yuma District had about 50 older volunteers working about 400 hours a week. Last summer BLM's Yuma District
staff began receiving postcards from some of "their" Snowbirds, expressing
thanks for the satisfaction they had found in their volunteer work, and saying
they were looking forward to seeing their BLM friends and doing some more
work next winter.
-At BLM's first volunteers program workshop for volunteer coordinators and
line managers, the most popular of a series of concurrent discussion groups
turned out to be one on "Attracting and Working With Older People." During
the workshop BLM officials from a dozen States began planning with a representative of the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) for cooperative joint projects through which AARP members may serve at BLM areas on
future projects of mutual interest. There will be followup local meetings between BLM and AARP representatives and articles in BLM and AARP publications on opportunities for older volunteers to serve both natural resources
and people on the public lands.
-At the Bureau's request, the Congress authorized reimbursement of BLM volunteers' out-of-pocket expense incidental to their volunteer service during fiscal
year 1984. In requesting this authority (which other Federal land agencies have
had for many years) BLM officials emphasized their interest to use it to enable
people with limited financial resources to become volunteers for the public
lands. We have found that many retirees and other older persons, who have the
skills, knowledge, and experience in working with other people that qualify
them for particularly useful volunteer assignments with BLM-as well as free
time-are simply unable to pay the transportation expenses and other out-ofpocket costs that inevitably are involved in doing volunteer work. Thus, our
guidance to field managers for using this new authority emphasizes our intention to enable older citizens, and others with limited means, to serve others
through our volunteers program.
SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM

During 1983, BLM also expanded its participation in the senior community service employment program (SCSEP). By year's end Bureau field offices in nine States
were serving as hosts for 25 such workers-in cooperation with Green Thumb, Inc.,
the American Association of Retired Persons, and several State government agencies who are among the program's sponsors.
Under the SCSEP program, men and women 55 and older receive on-the-job training to upgrade existing skills or learn new skills as they work up to 20 hours a week
at minimum wage. With BLM, these older workers serve as warehousemen, carpenters, clerks, typists, radio, and maintenance shop workers. Without exception,
Bureau field managers who have taken part in the program since 1982 consider it
successful and want to continue their participation. Many SCSEP workers have
worked out so well, the Bureau has hired them as regular employees.
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ATTACHMENT M
Staff Assistant, Policy, Budget and AdministraAdams,
Memorandum to: Dr. Andy
tion.
From: Acting Assistant Secretary, Territorial and International Affairs.
Subject: Annual report on developments in aging.
In answer to your memorandum of November 14, 1982, this office has nothing to
add to the 1982 report on Developments in Aging.
Programs for the aged are carried out by the governments of the territories and
the constitutional governments within the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
Programs carried out by these governments in 1983 have been substantially the
same as those in 1982, and the figures regarding participation in those programs
can be taken to be approximate.
Attachment.
REPORT ON DEVELOPMENTS IN AGING

The 1982 activities for the elderly for Guam include the following:
(1) On September 3, 1981, at the Conference of the Association of Pacific Basin
Chief Executives, the governments of American Samoa, Guam, the Commonwealth
of the Northern Mariana Islands, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and the
Federated States of Micronesia, officially incorporated themselves under the name
of the "Pacific American Territories on Aging Council" (PATAC). At that conference, a resolution was passed requesting endorsement, support, and commitment
from these Pacific governments to PATAC's goals "to assist, formulate, and enhance
the voice of the Pacific governments in policies relating to the aging and the aged."
(2) PATAC seeks policy changes on issues concerning health care, housing, and
transportation:
(A) The proposed policy recommendations are "to modify Federal legislation
and attendant regulations to improve health care delivery systems so that these
systems are more relevant to meet specific needs of our elderly and clearly
define the Older Americans Act and applicable regulations to include and support the comprehensive health systems often inadequate or absent in respective
areas.
(B) With regard to housing, PATAC "requests that Federal policymakers be
more sensitive to the traditional extended family system among Pacific Islanders, and that Island planners be given the option to formualte the best possible
programs to meet the elderly's needs and to utilize and maintain the familial
cultural ties."
(C) PATAC recommends that "special consideration must be given to develop
alternative modes of transportation compatible with the Archipelago of these
Pacific Islands."
(3) "PATAC recommends that the Administration on Aging within the U.S. DeU.S. Congress
partment of Health and Human Services draft and forward to theprovide
a special
proposed legislation that would amend the Older Americans Act to
provision or introduce a new and separate title for the Pacific Island elderly."
(4) PATAC strongly supports the following solutions regarding funding: "(A) That
authorization be granted for utilization of existing funding sources under the act
for
(the Older American Act) to provide constructive program implementation
Admeaningful and relevant services responsive to Pacific Island needs, (B) that the
ministration on Aging establish effective interagency agreements with other nationone
al agencies whereby unused funds committed to a program for the elderly in
to anagency that is not being implemented on the local level may be transferred Pacific
the
other agency which could better utilize existing funding, and (C) that
of
Basin Governments identified with PATAC be given priority on the reallotment
Federal funds under the Older Americans Act for use by other State offices on
aging."
The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (TTPD

reAs the termination of the U.N. trusteeship becomes reality, many program
need for
sponsibilities are being transferred to the three new governments. The
training of staff in each of the new governments remains an important issue. Consequently, a prime focus in 1982 is the continuation of 1981 program initiatives.
The TTPI is providing the following summary of its programs for the elderly
during 1982. With funding from the U.S. Departments of the Interior and Health
and Human Services, the Trust Territory Office on Aging (TTOOA), sponsored programs in each of the three governments within the 'TPI: The Republic of Palau,
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the Republic of the Marshall Islands, and the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM).
In each of these governments, aging program coordinators and elderly advisory
counsels have cooperated in assessing the needs of the elderly and delivering services. The interaction of traditional and elected leaders, aging program personnel and
the interaction of traditional and elected leaders, aging program personnel and the
elderly themselves, resulted in the identification of the concerns of elderly and the
development of programs which acknowledged those concerns through supporting
existing services and supplying needed resources not currently available.
Employment opportunities were provided for a total of 263 elderly, most of whom
worked as cultural teachers. Others contributed to their communities as cooks, carpenters, beautification workers, homemakers, and senior center recreation and program staff. A highlight of the employment program is the increasing focus on the
skills of the elderly, evidenced by the overwhelming community support of activities
such as the craft fairs in Palau at which the elderly program enrollees showcase
their talents. To improve the health and general well-being of the elderly, nutrition
programs were sponsored in each of the governments, with new services initiated in
Kosrae (FSM), and Ebeye (Marshall Islands). Home-delivered meals were provided to
1,025 homebound elderly. Congregate meals were served in multipurpose senior centers to a total of more than 1,880 who were able to gather for food and fellowship. In
the FSM, homes of 173 elderly were renovated in order to provide a safer, healthier,
and more comfortable environment for frail elderly. To provide improved comfort,
health and independence for more than 2,182 disabled elderly, the geriatric home
health program afforded homemaker assistance, rehabilitation therapy, family
counseling, health education, and nursing/dental care for appropriate referrals.
Transportation and legal services were given to 737 elderly. Information and referrals programs provided improved access to services for 293 elderly.
Commonwealth of the Northern MarianaIslands
I. Program authority and history

The Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands Government became eligible to apply direct funding to operate the various services and activities affecting
the elderly as a result of the signing of the covenant to establish a Commonwealth
of the Northern Mariana Islands in political union with the United States of America under section 703(a), relative to availability of Federal programs and services
and that of the Older Americans Act of 1965, as amended, and other Federal acts
affecting the elderly. The followings are the current acts and programs operating in
the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.
II. Older Americans Act of 1965, as amended

The act provides assistance in the development of new or improved programs to
help older persons in the areas of community planning and services, training, research, and development of programs.
III Programs
Title III B, social services program.-This section of the act provide broad range of

services and activities in the areas of transportation, outreach, and information and
referral services.
American Samoa

During fiscal year 1982, American Samoa continued to implement fiscal year 1981
aging program initiatives which provided supplemental nutrition through cold and
hot meals, transportation for those otherwise unable to absorb the cost involved,
provided legal services, health aides, and renovation to homes occupied by elderly
people. While the program has been multifaceted, it has been necessarily modest
due to the limited resources available to American Samoa. Nevertheless, program
accomplishments are considered essential to meet the minimal needs of the eligible
people in American Samoa.
Demographic data continually indicates the elderly population in American
Samoa is increasing at a rapid rate. Considerable stress is therefore placed on the
limited fiscal and human resources, thereby making the critical issues in aging
more difficult to address and more complex to resolve.
Economic security: The Territorial Administration on Aging has identified and operated under a primary objective of developing local, State, and Federal policy recommendations affecting the income of elderly Samoans. The diminishing amount of
public funds available for financing programs for the elderly has created an urgency
in developing equitable distribution methods. Inflation was recognized as the elderly's greatest barrier to attaining economic security, a barrier which is rapidly esca-
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lating and creating a situation where poor and middle-income older persons alike
are experiencing increasingly greater difficulty in meeting essential needs.

ATTACHMENT N
Memorandum to: Staff Assistant, Policy, Budget and Administration.
From: Director.
Subject: Report on developments in aging, 1983.
The National Park Service has long recognized its responsibility to provide opportunities for all the Nation's citizens to participate in and enjoy the programs provided throughout its system. In 1979, the Service created a new Branch of Special
Programs and Populations with specific responsibilities to monitor and coordinate
systemwide efforts on behalf of special groups such as disabled and elderly persons.
Since that time, considerable action has taken place at the national, regional, and
local park levels to fulfill this commitment. A number of our parks have developed
specific programs for senior citizens. These programs include special activities such
as day camps for seniors, the provision of senior centers, special tours and programs, as well as outreach efforts where park personnel go into convalescent hospitals and nursing homes to present programs usually provided at the park.
At the present time, efforts are being made to increase the numbers of older citizens in the Service's volunteers in the parks program. Another major effort of the
National Park Service as it relates to senior citizens is the operation of the Golden
Age Passport program. The Golden Age Passport is a free lifetime entrance permit
to those parks, monuments, and recreation areas administered by the Federal Government which charge entrance fees, and is issued to citizens or permanent residents of the United States who are 62 years of age or older. It also provides a 50percent discount on Federal use fees charged for facilities and services such as
camping, boat launching, and parking. The Golden Age Passport was originally authorized in 1973 as a 1-year privilege, but was converted to a lifetime passport in
1975. Since that time, over 2.7 million lifetime passports have been issued.
In the past few years, the National Park Service has made increased efforts to
make our facilities and programs more accessible to and usable by individuals who
have mobility, visual, or hearing impairments. These program modifications have
included adaptations for wheelchair users, captioning of some audiovisual programs
for the hearing impaired, large type material for persons with visual difficulties,
and audio messages for the blind. Since a sizable percentage of the aging population
experiences some of these disabilities, these modifications do make the parks more
usable for the elderly as well.
In 1984, the National Park Service, in cooperation with the Forest Service, the
Bureau of Land Management, the Administration on Aging, and the Bureau of the
Census, will release the results of the 1982-83 Nationwide Recreation Survey.
Among other findings, information on the aging population's outdoor recreation
pursuits, preferences, constraints, and concerns will be distributed to park, recreation, and aging services professionals in and out of government. Also available will
be an examination of the role of clubs and organizations in providing recreation opportunities for senior citizens, and of the function of the elderly in transmitting outdoor skills to succeeding generations.
Pursuant to the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act, the National Park Service provides technical and financial assistance to the States for the development and
implementation of State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plans (SCORP's). A
major function of such plans is to assure that the outdoor recreation needs of the
aging and other special populations are adequately addressed by recreation providers in the public and private sectors.
The two grant programs, the land and water conservation fund and the urban
park and recreation recovery program, require States and communities participating to examine the recreation needs of senior citizens as part of their overall recreation planning and program development. Many facilities build or rehabilitated have
provided access for senior citizens. The urban park program has given special priority, through the program's innovation grants, to projects providing programs to special populations including senior citizens.
The National Park Service is proud of its accomplishments and is committed to
continued efforts in providing opportunities for all Americans.
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ATrACHMENT 0

Memorandum to: Staff Assistant, Policy, Budget and Administration.
From: Acting Director, Geological Survey.
Subject: Report on developments in aging, 1983.
The Geological Survey has a strong and ongoing commitment to utilize the knowledge and scientific expertise of its older employees. In response to your request for
information concerning activities in the Survey which focus on opportunities for
older people, we are pleased to provide a review of our activities and services for the
elderly.
The Geological Survey has no specific programs directed exclusively toward the
aging. Instead, we prefer to accept the impact of aging by directing our efforts
toward the recognition and utilization of the talents of older workers. Appropriate
annual ceremonies are held to honor the meritorious service and special achievements of all employees, and provide awards for length of service. Much of this effort
to recognize employees and their contributions to the agency involves older employees. Since our last annual report, 156 employees have received 30-year service
awards, and 34 employees have received 40-year service awards. This demonstrates
the Survey's dependence upon the skills and abilities of its older employees, and
shows the employees' willingness to remain in a working environment that continues to allow them to make a positive contribution to agency programs. Such
achievements are a personal measure of the productive career development of many
of our older employees.
Because of the continuing demand for scientific excellence in many of the Survey's operating programs, there is a strong need for the appointment and retention
of experienced and creative employees. The Survey continues to practice sound and
effective personnel management policies with respect to age discrimination, in particular, and constantly strives to assure fair and equitable employment consideration for all candidates, regardless of age.
The Geological Survey is particularly proud of the fact that over 300 of its employees are reemployed annuitants. Real strength is derived from using the experience and knowledge of such employees, because their abilities are based upon years
of research and personal development. As a scientific agency, we believe the necessary foundation for a comprehensive study of the Earth's past, coupled with a successful and ongoing search for its future resources, lies in employees whose careers
are in a state of growth and developing maturity. The former Directors, Assistant
Directors, Division Chiefs, and many other older members of our staff are working
here because they have no desire to stop the challenging growth and development of
their careers. Concurrently, the Survey continues to provide sincere interest in and
support of their scientific endeavors. The expertise which older workers possess is a
valuable fund from which younger employees can draw enrichment.
During the past year, we transmitted a request to our operating divisions to
inform their retirees and prospective retirees of the need for and possibilites of volunteer service with the Peace Corps to further America's relations with developing
countries. We do not have a record of the actual response among older employees,
but we were pleased that our retired employee groups felt this was important
enough to include in their newsletters.
Our retired employee organizations, while operating on an informal, unofficial
basis, have proven to be a strong and positive manifestation of interest and concern
for one another and the Survey. Sponsored by their former operating divisions, the
activities these groups initiate allow retirees to maintain contacts with their professional colleagues and continue to support activities of mutual interest in the Earth
sciences. Many retirees are continuing their scientific research and exploration on
individual projects, and are often called upon by the scientific community to present
their findings at professional meetings.
In addition to reports on reunions, parties, picnics, travel, and retirement plans,
these newsletters serve as valuable points of contact to keep retirees informed of
professional activities. The influence of these publications is far reaching and difficult to measure. Several of these publications, for example, have circulations of 600
or more.
The retiree organizations are valuable to the Survey for the good will they create
and because they serve as collective resources for use by the general scientific community, as well as by the Survey. Many retirees make themselves available to serve
as lecturers in local colleges and high schools. One retiree, for example, was recently called upon to substitute on the faculty of the University of Maryland, on an
emergency basis, because of the loss of a regular faculty member. Others make
themselves available to return as volunteers to lead tour groups through our Na-
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tional Center in Reston, Va. The Director of the Survey also uses the expertise of
older employees and retirees as consultative sources for valuable information
needed to make decisions on the operation of the agency. All of this, we believe,
demonstrates the high level of regard and trust in which the Survey holds it older
employees and retirees.
The Geological Survey continues to be very proud of all of its employees, and considers those of a more mature age to be particularly valuable to the past success of
our mission. Because of our trust in their abilities and the depth of their scientific
achievements, we intend to continue to rely upon our older workers and retirees,
and continue to ask them to apply their knowledge and skills to help the Survey
meet the technical and scientific responsibilities assigned to us by the Nation.
In summary, it is the ongoing policy of the Geological Survey to view the contributions of older employees and retirees as a positive and valuable resource to be
depended upon and used effectively to advance the world's knowledge of the earth
sciences.
ITEM 9. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
DECEMBER 13, 1983.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In response to your request to the Department of Justice, I
am pleased to present the Justice System Improvement Act Agencies' submission
for the 1983 edition of "Developments in Aging."
The JSIA Agencies are particularly concerned about the problem of fear of crime
among our elderly citizens. Nowhere is our society's reaction to the fear of crime
more apparent than among the aging. This is true, in part, because the elderly are
actuely aware of both their vulnerability and of the devastating impact even a socalled "minor" crime may have on their lives. In addition, elderly crime victims are
all too often treated within the criminal justice system with the same insensitivity
that abounds elsewhere in our society.
Through the various initiatives detailed in the enclosed report, the JSIA Agencies
are working to collect information about these elderly crime victims, improve criminal justice services for them, and help make their communities less frightening and
safer places to live.
Thank you for your interest in the programs of the Justice System Improvement
Act Agencies. If I can be of further help, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Lois H. HERRINGTON,
Assistant Attorney General.

Enclosure.
JUSTICE SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT AcT AGENCIES
The Justice System Improvement Act Agencies include four agencies within the
Department of Justice coordinated by an Assistant Attorney General. Their mission
is to help State and local governments improve the administration of their criminal
and juvenile justice systems, conduct research in criminal and juvenile justice, and
compile and disseminate criminal and juvenile justice statistics. These agencies are:
The Office of Justice Assistance, Research, and Statistics (OJARS); the National Institute of Justice (NIJ); the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS); and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP).
The following are the activities of the agencies on behalf of older Americans.
OFFICE FOR VICTIMS OF CRIME

The OJARS Office for Victims of Crime was created in July 1983, by Assistant
Attorney General Lois Herrington to implement the recommendations of the President's Task Force on Victims of Crime. The task force was created in April 1982 to
report to the President on the problems of crime victims. It found that elderly crime
victims were likely to suffer the most from their experience. Elderly victims are
seldom able to absorb the economic loss from a crime without tremendous hardship.
To an elderly crime victim, this can mean that he or she is unable, at least temporarily, to buy food or pay the rent. All too often, the task force found, elderly crime
victims become more fearful, isolated, and alone as trips outside the home are reduced.
The task force also found that elderly crime victims are often the most poorly
treated client of the criminal justice system. Elderly victims afflicted with any of
the infirmities of the aging process-slow of speech, hard of hearing, or impaired
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vision-are often discounted as witnesses as police, judges, and lawyers fail to distinguish between mental capacity and physical infirmity.
The task force proposed a host of recommendations for Federal, State, and local
government and to her organizations to improve the treatment of crime victims. In
implementing these recommendations, the priority interests of the Office for Victims of Crime include:
-Training of law enforcement personnel. The office is working on guidelines on
dealing with crime victims for police officers, sheriffs deputies, prosecutors,
judges, defense lawyers, and others. Sensitivity to the particular needs of older
crime victims will be emphasized.
-Model legislation. The President's Task Force on Victims of Crime outlined 12
recommendations to be incorporated into potential model legislation, including
legislation to protect against the disclosure of victims' addresses; require victim
impact statements at sentencing; provide for the protection of victims; and develop and implement guidelines for the fair treatment of crime victims and witnesses. The office is working to establish guidelines in these areas.
-National Resource Center for Victims of Crime. The office is working to establish a clearinghouse for information concerning victim/witness assistance,
victim compensation programs, and organizations that provide services for
crime victims and witnesses.
Data is being collected on existing programs and projects that assist crime victims
and witnesses as part of the process to establish the center. The center will serve as
a liaison and provide coordination between national, State, local, and private sector
organizations that work to improve services for victims and witnesses. In addition, it
will monitor the status of compensation programs and victim/witness legislation
and maintain a directory of State, local, and private sector programs and experts in
the field to facilitate communication and the transfer of expertise in the area of
victim services. The center will provide assistance to groups seeking to improve or
implement programs to help victims.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S TASK FORCE ON FAMILY VIOLENCE

OJARS is providing financial, administrative, and staff support for the Task Force
on Family Violence, which was created by Attorney General William French Smith
in September 1983, to advise him on specific steps that can be taken to improve
services to the victims of family violence. Creation of such a task force was called
for by the President's Task Force on Victims of Crime.
The Attorney General's Task Force on Family Violence is examining the problem
of family violence, especially the mistreatment of the elderly and spouse and child
abuse. It also is exploring the role of the Department of Justice and other Federal
agencies in providing aid to family violence victims and coordinating government
and other resources. After holding hearings in six cities in late 1983 and early 1984,
the task force will present its report to the Attorney General.
It is expected that the hearings will stimulate public awareness of the problem of
family violence and that the findings and recommendations of the task force will
provide useful information to policymakers in drafting legislation or establishing
programs or policies to combat the problem and improve services to victims.
CRIME AGAINST THE ELDERLY

Data gathered by the Bureau of Justice Statistics' National Crime Survey show
the rates of crime against the elderly are comparatively low. However, BJS reports
that the elderly are more susceptible to crime that is motivated by economic gain,
such as muggings, purse snatchings, and wallet snatchings. Although these crimes
may not be violent, they may cause considerable fear in victims. For example, when
a purse is snatched or a pocket picked, the direct contact with the offender may be
very frightening even though it results in no physical injury. And the economic loss
involved may be particularly damaging to a person who is living on a fixed income.
Other data collected by the Bureau show that:
-In 82 percent of crimes of violence against the elderly the offender is a stranger,
compared to 66 percent among the victims in the general population.
-About 12 percent of the crimes against persons 65 years old or more result in
hospitalization.
-The yearly average crime victimization rate for all violent crimes is 37 per 1,000
fcr people under 65 years old. For people 65 years old and more it is 8 per 1,000.
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REDUCING THE FEAR OF CRIME

National Institute of Justice studies have shown that good architectural and environmental design can greatly increase the inherent physical security of communities in which people live. With this information, communities in which elderly
people live in large numbers could be designed to give the senior citizen a greater
sense of well-being.
The Institute is currently conducting an experimental program in Newark, N.J.,
and Houston, Tex., designed to reduce the fear of crime in inner-city neighborhoods,
preserve commercial vitality in these areas, and, possibly, have an effect on the
crime rate itself. Results of the experiment are expected in late 1984.
FOSTER GRANDPARENTS

The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention is jointly supporting
with ACTION a unique juvenile delinquency prevention project involving volunteers
in the foster grandparents program. Under the program, volunteer "grandparents"
are assigned two delinquent youths whom they see 2 hours a day, 5 days a week.
The foster grandparents offer counseling and guidance, help with schoolwork, take
the youths on field trips, and generally provide moral support. The program not
only helps the delinquent youths, but also the senior citizen volunteer-many of
whom feel they have nothing to do after retirement and sense a loss of direction in
their lives.
CRIME PREVENTION

OJARS supports the National Citizens' Crime Prevention Campaign, which seeks
to promote citizen participation in crime prevention activities and provides information-through public service advertising and published materials-on how citizens
can protect themselves from crime. The campaign features the floppy-eared dog
named McGruff who urges the public to help "Take a Bite Out of Crime" by participating in neighborhood block watches, citizen patrols, escort services, and other activities and by taking simple precautions. For example, these tips are offered to
senior citizens:
-Have social security or retirement checks sent directly to your checking or savings account.
-Ask a friend to go with you when you go out. Some communities have "Dial-aRide" minibuses especially for senior citizens who would otherwise have to
travel alone.
-Never trust strangers or casual acquaintances who tell you how you can "get
rich quick" or who ask you to give them large sums of money, even for what
seem to be good reasons. Don't be taken in by their warmth or friendlinessyou may never see you money again.
The campaign publishes a number of informational booklets, including "Senior
Citizens Against Crime." The booklets and additional information about the Campaign can be obtained by writing McGruff, Box 6000, Rockville, Md. 20850.
PUBLICATIONS

The JSIA Agencies have produced a number of publications relating to crimes
against the elderly and programs to combat these crimes. Some of these are: "Crime
Against the Elderly in 26 Cities"; "Crime and the Elderly"; "Crime Prevention
Handbook for Senior Citizens"; "Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design"; Crime Victim Compensation; and "Criminal Justice and the Elderly": "Selected Bibliograph." Copies of these publications are available from the National
Criminal Justice Reference Service, Box 6000, Rockville, Md., 20850.
ITEM 10. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
FEBRUARY 2, 1984.
MR. CHAIRMAN: Enclosed is a summary of the programs and activities of the
Department of Labor for 1983 related to aging.
Described in the report are programs administered by the Employment and Training Administration, the Employment Standards Administration, and the pension
and welfare benefits program.

DEAR

I trust this information will be of assistance to you in preparing your report, "Developments in Aging."
Sincerely,
RAYMOND J. DONOVAN, Secretary.

Enclosure.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION PROGRAMS
INTRODUCTION

The Department of Labor's Employment and Training Administration provided a

variety of training, employment, and related services for the Nation's older citizens
during the past year through the following programs and activities: The senior community service employment program (SCSEP); programs authorized under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA);' the Federal-State employment
service system; and research efforts.
SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

The senior community service employment program (SCSEP), authorized by title
V of the Older Americans Act, offers subsidized part-time employment to lowincome persons age 55 and over. Program participants work an average of 20 hours
per week in schools, hospitals, senior citizen centers and in projects concerned with
home health care, fire prevention and beautification. SCSEP participants also receive personal and employment-related counseling, job training, referral to unsubsidized jobs and yearly physical examinations.
In fiscal year 1982, a total of 54,200 participants were served by the SCSEP at a
cost of $277.1 million. Table 1 shows SCSEP funding, enrollment, and participant
characteristics for fiscal 1982.
TABLE

1.-Senior community service employment program:Funding, enrollment, and

participationcharacteristics-fiscalyear 1982
Funding.....................................................................................
.................

..

$277,100,000

Enrollment:
Authorized positions established.....................................................54,200
Unsubsidized placements.................................................................
.. 10,568
Characteristics (percent):
Sex:
Male............................................................................................... .34
Fem ale........................................................................................... .
Educational Status:
8th grade and less................................................................
.........
9-11........................................................................................
..........
High school graduate or equivalent..............................
.........

1-3 years of college ........................................
4 years of college or more
....................................
Veteran ...........................................................................................

........

Ethnic group:
White ............................................................................................. .
Black ......................................................................................
..........
Hispanic ........................................................................................ .7
American Indian/Alaskan Native ..................................
..........
Asian/Pacific Islands.........................................................
.........
Economically disadvantaged ...............................................................
Poverty level or less ............................................................................
Age:
55-59 ......................................................................................
..........
60-64 ......................................................................................
..........
65-69 ......................................................................................
..........
70-74 ......................................................................................
..........
75 and over.....................................................................
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration.

66
33
22
30

11
4
13
67
21
2
3
100
81
23
29
23
16
9

' The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) was phased out in 1983 and activities under the new Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) were initiated throughout the year.
The JTPA program became fully operational on Oct. 1, 1983.
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COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT (CETA) PROGRAMS

Fiscal 1983 was a year of transition in which programs authorized by the CETA
were phased out and the programs authorized by the new Job Training Partnership
Act (JTPA) were phased into operation. The JTPA programs became fully operational on October 1, 1983.
The JTPA differs from previous CETA programs in the following ways:
-The new act concentrates on training, rather than income maintenance.
-JTPA targets resources on those who need and can benefit from training.
-JTPA emphasizes services that are essential to increasing skills and competen-

cies, reducing administrative and other nontraining activities to a minimum.
-The new act involves private sector employers in every phase of program plan-

ning, administration, monitoring, and assessment.
-JTPA establishes a new delivery system involving a partnership between state
and local governments and, at the local level, between locally elected officials
and the business community.
-JTPA

substantially increases the State role in overall program management

and monitoring, with a corresponding reduction in the role of the Federal Government; and
-The new act introduces performance standards which measure participants' increased employment and earnings and reduced welfare dependency.
The act makes training services available to eligible older workers through the

basic grant programs for training services for the dislocated workers. In addition,
three percent of each State's grant for the disadvantaged worker training program

is available for training older workers for employment opportunities in private businesses.
CETA ConsolidatedGrants2
Although CETA programs were phased out in fiscal 1983, CETA continued to provide activities and services for persons of all age groups over the year-including
services to older Americans.
Under CETA, participants were provided with work and training services such as
institutional and on-the-job training, work experience, job search assistance and supportive services. Table 2 shows the estimated numbers of persons 45 years old and
over who participated in regular CETA programs and in the private sector initiative
program in fiscal 1983.

TABLE 2.-CETA ENROLLMENT ESTIMATES,' FISCAL YEAR 1983 (CONSOLIDATED GRANTS)
Item

titlesIt-B/C.
Previous
grants:
CETA
andVII
IV-A,
served
Number

Total participants ............................................................................................................................
45 to 54 years ...............................................................................................................................

55 and over ....................................................................................................................................

Percent

1,O53,100
42,200

100
4.0

18,900

1.8

forthe fourthquarter.
andprojections
June30,1983,
datathrough
Basedonactual
Administration.
andTraining
ofLabor,Employment
U.S.Department
Source:

CETA SECTION 308

Section 308 of CETA authorized programs to facilitate increased labor force participation of low-income persons aged 55 and over. Late in fiscal 1982, the Department awarded two demonstration grants to the CETA Private Industry Council
sponsors in Broward County, Fla. and San Diego, Calif. These projects, completed in

fiscal 1983, permitted the sponsors to undertake special efforts for low-income persons age 55 and over. The projects included such activities as multi-media campaigns, employer seminars, and individual training and employment efforts for
older workers.
Promotional materials generated by the projects have been provided to JTPA program operators for their use in undertaking activities to serve older workers.
2

Previously, titles II-B/C, IV/A, and VII.

THE FEDERAL-STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE SYSTEM

The national network of public employment service local offices offers employment assistance to all jobseekers, including middle-aged and older jobseekers. Services include job placement, employment counseling, occupational testing, job development, job search assistance, labor market information and referral to training
and employment programs administered by State and local governments.
As of June 30, 1983 (latest available data), State employment service agencies
placed about 309,600 individuals age 40 and over in jobs (40 percent of all older
workers referred to job openings by the Employment Service). In addition, about
38,200 older individuals were placed as the result of job development efforts, representing about 12 percent of all applicants age 40 and over placed in jobs. About 9
percent of all older applicants were referred to other agencies for services to enhance their employability. Table 3 shows details of employment service activities to
assist older workers through the third quarter of 1983.

TABLE 3.-EMPLOYMENT SERVICE ACTIVITIES TO ASSIST OLDER WORKERS, FISCAL YEAR 1983
(THROUGH JUNE 30, 1983)
service
agencies
Services
provided
byState
employment
Newapplicants andrenewals.............................................................
Individuals referred to job openings...................................................
Individuals placed
in a job.................................................................
Individuals counseled..........................................................................
Individuals placed
after counseling.....................................................
Individuals tested

I............................................................................

Individuals
served
Total
12,117,585
4,565,008
2,038,406
504,501
93,102

Individuals referred to supportive services.........................................

Age
40and
over

Age
55and
over

2,558,207
778,562
309,635
107,793
15,071

700,539
185,259
76,186
27,026
3,345

394,799

59,304

9,346

829,815

228,462

69,756

1Aptitude,
proficiency
andother
testing.
Source:
U.S.
Department
ofLabor,
Employment
and
Training
Administration.
RESEARCH

In fiscal year 1983, a study was completed, based on one of a series of ongoing
National Longitudinal Surveys, which examined the movement of a national sample
of older men into retirement. 3 The analysis focused on their reasons for retirement,
their post-retirement labor market activity, income and satisfaction with retirement.
In addition, a series of research studies on older workers, jointly sponsored by the
Employment and Training Administration and the National Commission for Employment Policy, were issued during the year. The reports are:
'Estimated Effects of 1983 Changes in Employer Health Plan Medicare Payment
Provisions on Employer Costs and Employment of Older Workers," Joseph M. Anderson et al., ICF, Inc.
"Age, Productivity, and Earnings: A Case Study of a High Tech Firm," Paul J.
Andrisani and Thomas N. Daymont, Center for Labor and Human Studies, Temple
University.
"Sources of Labor Market Problems of Older Persons Who Are Also Women,
Handciapped, and/or Members of Minority Groups," Robert L. Clark, North Carolina State University.
"Restructuring Social Security: How Will Retirement Ages Respond?" Gary S.
Fields and Olivia S. Mitchell, Cornell Univeristy.
"Emerging State and Local Roles in Developing Options for Older Workers: Practice and Potential," James 0. Gollub, SRI International.
"Older Workers' Responses to Job Displacement and the Assistance Provided by
the Employment Service," Terry R. Johnson et al., SRI International.
"Older Workers in the Market for Part-Time Employment," James M. Jondrow et
al., the Public Research Institute.
"Retirement and Older Americans' Participation in Volunteer Activities," Carol
L. Jusenius, National Commission for Employment Policy.
I "From Work to Retirement: The Experience of a National Sample of Men," Center for
Human Resource REsearch, Ohio State University, February 1983.
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"Multiple Liability? A Survey and Synthesis of Research Literature Pertaining to
Labor Market Problems of Selected Goups of Older Workers," Andrew I. Kohen,
James Madison University.
"A Human Resource Management Perspective on Work Alternatives for Older
Americans," Carolyn E. Paul, Andrus Gerontology Center, University of Southern
California.
"Coordination and Cooperation Between SCSEP and CETA Operations," Cilla J.
Reesman, Kalman Rupp, Richard E. Mantovani, Westat, Inc.
"Innovative Employment Practices for Older Americans," Lawrence S. Root and
Laura H. Zarrugh, Institute of Gerontology, University of Michigan.
"Eligibility and Participation Rates of Older Workers in Employment and Training Programs," Kalman et al., Westat, Inc.
"Factors Affecting the Participation of Older Americans in Employment and
Training Programs,' Kalman Rupp et al., Westat, Inc.
"Age Discrimination and Labor Market Problems of Displaced Older Workers,"
David Shapiro, The Pennsylvania State University and Steven H. Sandell, National
Commission for Employment Policy.
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION PROGRAMS
The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 was enacted by Congress "to
promote employment of older persons based on ability rather than age; to prohibit
arbitrary age discrimination in employment and to help employers and workers find
ways of meeting problems arising from the impact of age on employment."
On July 1, 1979, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) assumed enforcement responsibilities previously carried out by the Department of
Labor under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA), as amended. The ADEA prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of age in private
sector and State and local government employment. (The EEOC had assumed resector,
sponsibility on January 1, 1979, for enforcement of the ADEA in the Federal
for which the Civil Service Commission had previous jurisdiction.) Under Presidential Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978 which made these transfers, the Department
of Labor continues to be responsible for research regarding older workers, including
studying the effects of the 1978 ADEA amendments, and for the educational activities for older persons.
The 1982 DOL final report to Congress on Age Discrimination, as required by the
1978 ADEA amendments, developed recommendations for legislative, administrative
and private sector activity to assist in achieving these objectives. Ihese recommendations were based on the Department's national ADEA studies, other public and
private sector studies of retirement and employment, and periodic consultations
with other government agencies, national employer trade associations, trade unions,
national organizations representing older persons and State and local government
representatives. The recommendations were in two major areas-legislative and
policy; and education, information and research-and were as follows:
LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY

(1) Eliminate the mandatory retirement age by amending the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act to cover employees 40 and over.
The elimination of mandatory retirement will result in increased employment of
older workers, but will not significantly affect employment opportunities of other
labor force groups. Employers have not experienced major administrative difficulties or increased costs with mandatory retirement at age 70 and do not anticipate
major changes in employee retirement patterns if mandatory retirement is eliminated. However, concern has been expressed about possible difficulties related to hiring
and promoting employees aged 70 and older.
Enacting such legislation will prohibit arbitrary discharge, demotion or salary reduction for all employees over 40 years of age and will effectively protect them from
losing jobs on the basis of age.
(2) Retain the executive exemption in the Age Discrimination in Employment Act,
allowing compulsory retirement of certain executives at age 65 or over.
The exemption is particularly important for large firms with complex personnel
systems where top management decisions are significant for the national economy.
Retaining the exemption is therefore in the Nation's overall economic interest. The
current limitation of the exemption to executives only between 65 and 70 would be
changed to include all executives 65 and over.
(3) Temporarily retain an exemption in the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act at age 70 for tenured faculty members at institutions of higher education.
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Due to lack of experience with an age 70 mandatory retirement criterion (which
became effective for all covered institutions only on July 1, 1982) predicting futr
faculty retirement patterns without any mandatory retirement age is extremely difficult.
The tenured faculty exemption should therefore be continued at age 70 for a temporary period during which colleges and universities could develop policies to minimize the consequences of the future elimination of mandatory retirement.
(4) Congress should review major policy issues related to the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act.
Further information is needed to assess the consequences of the act and evaluate
the merit of additional legislative changes in terms of effects on employers and employees. Issues of particular importance are: (a) The effects of providing pension
credit for employment beyond age 65; (b) the administrative and cost consequences
of hiring and promoting older workers at age 70; and (c) the consequences of current
ADEA procedural provisions permitting jury trials and liquidated damage awards in
age discrimination litigation.
The Department of Labor recommended that Congress review these issues in
order to evaluate the need for further legislation.
(5) Make technical changes in the Age Discrimination in Employment Act to indicate that the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is responsible for enforcement.
EDUCATION, INFORMATION, AND RESEARCH

The 1982 DOL report indicated that much more information and research were
needed to assist business firms in recognizing and implementing programs and policies for older workers. In 1983, the Department of Labor addressed this objective
through:
-Conducting research sponsored by the National Commission on Employment
Policy on participation of older workers in employment and training programs;
problems of older workers related to plant closings and layoffs; labor market
problems of older women, older persons who are members of minority groups
and older handicapped individuals; part-time employment; and other areas.
-Supporting a continuing longitudinal study of middle-aged and older workers.

-Providing support for a variety of research and demonstration projects focusing
on such areas as alternative work arrangements, part-time employment and retention of older workers.
The Department plans to enhance these efforts through conferences, publications
and technical assistance.
The Department will encourage private sector firms to (1) disseminate information on viable older worker policies and programs to other business firms and (2)
provide firms with examples of effective programs and policies.
PENSION AND WELFARE BENEFIT PROGRAMS

Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs (PWBP) is a part of the Department of
Labor's Labor-Management Services Administration. It is responsible for enforcing
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). PWBP's primary responsibilities are for the reporting and disclosure and fiduciary provisions of the law.
Employee benefit plans, generally maintained by employers or by employers and
unions, must meet certain standards set forth in ERISA. These standards are designed to insure that an employee actually will receive the benefit promised under
the plan. ERISA applies only to private sector plans.
The requirements of ERISA differ according to whether the benefit plan is a pension plan or a welfare plan. Both pension plans and welfare plans must comply with
certain provisions of ERISA governing reporting and disclosure to the government
and to participants (title I, part 1) and fiduciary responsibility (title I, part 4). Pension plans must comply with additional ERISA standards (contained in both title I,
parts 2 and 3, and title II) including who must be allowed to be a member of a plan
(participation), when a participant's right to a benefit becomes nonforfeitable (vesting), and how the employer is to finance benefits offered under the plan (funding).
The Departments of Labor and Treasury have responsibility for administering the
provisions of title I and title II, respectively, of ERISA. The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) is responsible for administering title IV, which establishes an
insurance program for certain benefits provided by specified ERISA pension plans.
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REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE STANDARDS

ERISA requires that plans disclose to participants and report to the Federal government information about plan provisions and financial status. Certain plans must
submit an annual report. The report is a financial statement; defined benefit plans
must also submit a certified actuarial report. The report generally includes a statement of plan assets and liabilities, a statement of the transactions involving conflict
of interest situations and other information regarding the administration of the
plan. Annual report forms are simplified for small plans, and a number of paperwork reductions have been instituted since ERISA's passage.
The annual report is submitted to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and shared
by the ERISA agencies. This information is used for enforcement and research. The
plan administrator submits the annual report to the IRS and furnishes participants
and beneficiaries with a summary plan description (SPD) written in a manner calculated to be understood by the average person. The SPD contains a description of
benefits, the requirements for eligibility and procedures for presenting claims for
benefits. In addition, participants may request, or in some cases, must receive a
statement of their individual benefits. Reduction of unnecessary paperwork, to the
extent consistent with assuring necessary information is submitted to enforce the
law, was a top priority in 1983 and will continue to be so.
MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR PARTICIPATION AND VESTING

The IRS, for the most part, enforces the ERISA minimum standards. ERISA sets
forth certain standards regarding the age and service requirements which an employee can be required to have completed before being allowed to participate in the
employer's pension plan. The basic rule is that an employee cannot be denied membership in the plan, merely on account of age or service, if he or she is at least 25
years old and has worked for the employer for one year.
Certain other ERISA provisions govern when a plan participant must gain a nonforfeitable right to that portion of the retirement benefit provided by the employer's
contributions to the plan. (The participant's own contributions are always
nonforfeitable.) In this regard, the plan must provide that an employee gains a nonforfeitable right to this portion of his or her retirement benefit according to a schedule which is not less generous than one of the four set forth in ERISA.
MINIMUM FUNDING STANDARDS

ERISA sets forth certain rules regarding the financing of pension plan benefits
that basically apply to those plans which promise participants a defined periodic
payment upon retirement. In plans of this type, the employer's contributions are
determined actuarially (i.e., using certain assumptions concerning mortality, interest, turnover, etc.) to calculate how much is needed in order to insure sufficient
funds to provide for the benefits promised by the plan. ERISA provides rules governing what sorts of actuarial assumptions and funding methods are appropriate
and established penalties for failure to comply with these standards. These funding
rules are enforced by the IRS.
FIDUCIARY STANDARDS

ERISA sets certain standards regarding the investment and utilization of plan
assets with which fiduciaries of employee benefit plans must comply. These standards include that plan assets be invested "solely in the interest" of plan participants
and beneficiaries and that plans be maintained for the exclusive benefit of the participants and their beneficiaries. ERISA provides that fiduciaries adhere to standards regarding the safeguarding and diversification of plan assets that would be followed by a "prudent" investor. ERISA also sets forth certain rules governing activities that (unless specifically exempted) may not be carried out by certain individuals
and groups (including fiduciaries) who, because of having a potential conflict of interest with the plan, might cause the plan to operate in the interests of themselves
rather than in the interests of the plan participants and beneficiaries. These activities are known as "prohibited transactions," and persons who violate them are subject to a tax imposed by the Internal Revenue Service.
Civil actions may be brought by the Secretary or plan participants and beneficiaries for a breach of fiduciary duty. The Department places great emphasis on enforcing these fiduciary provisions. In fiscal year 1983, it restored $13.5 million in
plan assets and prevented an additional $38 million from being imprudently or otherwise illegally used in prohibited transactions.

PLAN TERMINATION INSURANCE

Title IV of ERISA establishes a benefit insurance program administered by the
PBGC, an indpendent nonprofit entity with a board of directors consisting of the
Secretaries of Labor, Commerce, and Treasury. This insurance program is applicable only to certain pension plans which promise a defined benefit upon a participant's retirement. Employers who maintain these covered plans are required to pay
a per-participant premium to the PBGC to finance this coverage.
The guarantee program itself differs according to whether the plan in question is
a single-employer plan or one maintained by more than one employer. In the case of
a single-employer plan, the PBGC will guarantee, to a certain prescribed level, the
payment of a participant's nonforfeitable benefit in plans which terminate with insufficient assets to meet their obligations to pay these benefits. In the case of a
multi-employer plan, the PBGC also guarantees benefits, at a prescribed level, lower
than in the single-employer situation. In this case, however, it is the inability of the
plan to pay participants their guaranteed amount rather than termination that triggers financial assistance.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PWBP conducts a coordinated program of research through contracts and inhouse
studies. The research program develops data on employee benefit plans which can
be used as the basis for program modifications or policy decision. It also analyzes
economic issues related to retirement decisions and income. The following studies
were completed in fiscal year 1983: (1) Pensions and the age of retirement, (2) inflation, portfolio balancing and pension indexation, (3) inflation and pension benefits,
(4) the industrial demand for retirement aged labor, (5) structural retirement
models, and (6) multiemployer pension plans under collective bargaining.
INQUIRIES

PWBP publishes literature and audiovisual materials which explain in some
depth provisions of ERISA, procedures for plans to effect compliance with the act,
and the rights and protections afforded participants and beneficiaries under the
law. In addition, it deals with many inquiries from older workers. During fiscal year
1983, the national and field office staff of PWBP responded to over 75,200 inquiries
from plan participants, beneficiaries and other persons interested in the administration of plans. Among the publications disseminated, the following are designed exclusively to assist the public in understanding the law and how their pension plans
operate:
- What you should know about the pension and welfare law (English and Spanish
versions).
-Know your pension plan.
-How to file a claim for benefits.
-Often asked questions about ERISA.
ITEM 11. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
DECEMBER 27, 1983.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your letter of November 1 in which you invited Federal agencies to report on their activities on behalf of older Americans. We
believe you will be interested in the enclosed resolution, which was cosponsored by
the United States and adopted without a vote during the current 38th session of the
U.N. General Assembly. The resolution follows up on several important areas of
concern which emerged during the 1982 World Assembly on Aging.
Sincerely,
W. TAPLEY BENNETT, Jr.,
Assistant Secretary,
Legislative and IntergovernmentalAffairs.
Enclosure.
QUESTION OF AGING
The GeneralAssembly,
Reaffirming its resolution 37/51 of 3 December 1982, in which it endorsed the International Plan of Action on Aging adopted by the World Assembly on Aging, held
at Vienna from 26 July to 6 August 1982, and called upon Governments and the

Secretary-General to make continuous efforts to implement the principles and recommendations of the Plan,
Recalling Economic and Social Council resolution 1981/87 of 25 November 1981,
in which the Council decided to convene in 1984 an International Conference on
Population, and also recalling the Vienna International Plan of Action on Aging,'
which acknowledges that aging is a population issue that affects development and
requires increasing international assistance and cooperation,
Recognizing the significant contributions of the World Assembly on Aging and the
United Nations Trust Fund for Aging in the promotion and strengthening of international cooperation in this field,
Conscious of the positive response of many countries to the World Assembly on
Aging and the recommendations of the Plan of Action and of the need to provide
national authorities, at their request, with assistance in their efforts to implement
the Plan,
Noting with satisfactionthat many Governments have retained or established national mechanisms to facilitate the planning, implementation, and coordination of
the activities recommended by the Plan of Action,
Recognizing the role played by the United Nations and the specialized agencies
through their efforts in the field of aging and the need to strengthen this role, especially at the regional level, in order to ensure the implementation of the Plan of
Action and the systematic and efficient functioning of the technical advisory and
coordination services of the United Nations,
Acknowledging the role played by the international network of existing information, research and training centres in exchanging information and experience at the
international level and in stimulating progress and encouraging the adoption of
measures to respond to the economic and social implications of the aging of populations and to meet the needs of older persons,
Noting that the Plan of Action recognizes the relationship between aging and
youth, particularly as it relates to intergenerational matters,
Recognizing that women have a longer life expectancy than men and that they
will increasingly constitute a majority of the older population,
2
1. Takes note of the report of the Secretary-General on the question of aging.
2. Affirms that the question of aging should be considered in the context of economic development, political, social, and cultural systems and social values and
changes.
3. Calls upon Governments to continue to make efforts to implement the principles and recommendations contained in the Vienna International Plan of Action on
Aging in accordance with the economic, social, and cultural circumstances of each
country.
4. Invites Governments to retain or establish, in a suitable form, mechanisms at
the national level to promote the implementation of the Plan of Action.
5. Urges the Secretary-General to continue his efforts to ensure the effective implementation and followup action to the Plan of Action and to maintain the impetus
generated by the Trust Fund for Aging at the national, regional, and international
levels.
6. Requests the Secretary-General to continue to promote the Trust Fund so as to
assist countries in formulating and implementing policies and programmes for
aging.
7. Requests the Secretary-General to continue his information exchange activities
through, inter alia, the international network of existing information, research, and
training centers and to convene, using voluntary contributions, meetings of the
members of this network, as appropriate, to strengthen these activities and to promote technical cooperation among developing countries.
8. Urges the Secretary-General to include advisory services to developing countries that request them in technical cooperation programs to the extent feasible
under the funding of those programs.
9. Requests the Secretary-General to ensure, as requested by the Plan of Action
that the question of the aging of populations is brought to the attention of the appropriate United Nations bodies responsible for the preparation of the International
Conference on Population and that the question of aging will be considered under
the appropriate agenda items of the Conference itself.
10. Also requests the Secretary-General to continue to promote, in cooperation
with the national committees concerned, joint activities in the field of aging and
I Report of the World Assembly on Aging (U.N. publication, Sales No. E.82.I.16), chap. VIA.
2A/38/470.
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youth, particularly as they relate to intergeneration matters, especially during the
International Youth Year.
11. Further requests The Secretary-General to examine the gender-based difference in longevity and the impact of the increasing number and proportion of older
women on living arrangements, income, health care, and other support systems, and
to bring the question of older women to the attention of the preparatory body for
the World Conference to Review and Appraise the Achievements of the United Nations Decade for Women in 1985 for its consideration.
12. Urges the United Nations Fund for Population Activities, in cooperation with
all organizations for internation population assistance, to continue its assistance,
within its mandate, in the field of aging, particularly in developing countries.
13. Invites the regional commissions to review the objectives of the Plan of Action

and contribute to their realization and to organize the conduct the regional periodic

review and appraisal of the Plan in coordination with that at the international
level.
14. Also invites the specialized agencies and other intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations concerned to be actively involved, in a coordinated manner,
in the implementation of the Plan of Action.
15. Requests the Secretary-General to submit to the General Assembly at its
thirty-ninth session a report on the measures taken to implement the present resolution.
16. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of its thirty-ninth session the item
entitled "Question of aging."
ITEM 12. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
JANUARY

9, 1984.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am pleased to forward to you the enclosed report which

summarizes significant actions taken by this Department during 1983 to improve
transportation facilities and services for older Americans. The report is being forwarded to you in response to your recent letter to Secretary Dole, requesting information for part 2 of the committee's annual report, "Developments in Aging." I
hope you will find this information helpful.
If we can assist you further, please let us know.
Sincerely,
MATTHEW V. SCOCOZZA,
Assistant Secretary for
Policy and InternationalAffairs.
Enclosure.
SUMMARY OF AcTivrrlEs To IMPROVE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY
INTRODUCTION
The following is a summary of significant actions taken by the U.S. Department

of Transportation during 1983 to improve transportation for elderly persons.' The
information included in the report was furnished by the Office of the Secretary and
by the following operating elements of th Department: Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), and Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA).
REGULATIONS

Office of the Secretary
On September 8, 1983, the Department of Transportation published in the Federal
Register a notice of proposed rulemaking to improve mass transportation services
for persons with disabilities. Under the proposed rule, recipients of Federal financial
assistance for mass transportation from the Department of Transportation may
meet their obligations for service to persons with disabilities by equipping 50 percent of their buses with wheelchair lifts; by establishing a paratransit or special
service system, or they may establish a mixed system that would combine elements

IMany of the activities highlighted in this report are directed toward persons with disabilities. However, more than one-third of the elderly have one or more disabilities and will benefit
from these activities.
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of accessible bus and paratransit service. Whatever type of system is established,
the system must, subject to a cost ceiling, meet six service criteria set forth in section 317(c) of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982. The system must
serve the same geograhic area as the recipient's service for the general public, at
the same times, and at comparable fares. There cannot be waiting lists for eligibility
or restrictions or priorities based on trip purpose. Finally the waiting time for service must be reasonable. The Department of Transportation expects to publish a final
rule during calendar year 1984.
Federal Highway Administration

The Federal Highway Administration published a notice of proposed rulemaking
on "Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities" in the Federal Register on August 11, 1983.
The notice requested comments on policies and procedures relating to the adequacy
of pedestrian accommodations and bicycle facilities on Federal-aid highway projects.
A provision was added that requires curb cuts and other appropriate measures in
all Federal-aid highway projects that include pedestrian facilities. We also asked for
comments on Federal participation in the cost of these facilities.
POLICIES

Federal RailroadAdministration

Amtrak continued throughout fiscal year 1983 its systemwide policy of offering to
handicapped and elderly persons a 25 percent fare discount on round trip purchases,
subject to some restrictions. Senior citizen and handicapped passengers are permitted stopovers as part of their round trips, but are not permitted to combine their 25
percent discount with any other discounts.
ARCHITECTURAL BARRIER REMOVAL ACTIVITIES

Federal RailroadAdministration

Amtrak is continuing to make modifications to its passenger railroad stations, vehicles, and services in line with Amtrak's transition plan submitted in accordance
with the Department's regulation implementing section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973. All new Amtrak stations and rolling stock have been designed to be
accessible to persons with disabilities.
CAPITAL ASSISTANCE

Urban Mass TransportationAdministration

Under section 16(b)(2) of the Urban Mass Transportation Act, the Urban Mass
Transportation Administration provides assistance to private nonprofit organizations for the provision of transportation services for the elderly and persons with
disabilities. In fiscal year 1983, over $24 million were obligated under the section
16(b)(2) program. These funds were used to assist in the purchare of vehicles for the
provision of transportation services for elderly and persons with disabilities.
UMTA initiated development of a section 16(b)(2) circular to provide a comprehensive source of guidance to the States and nonprofit organizations on grant application procedures and program administration. This circular, "Section 16(bX2) Capital
Assistance Program Guidance," will provide streamlined procedures to reduce the
administrative burdens of the States as well as the nonprofit organizations. The circular will be published early in 1984.
The UMTA section 18 program provides funds to States for planning, capital, operating, and administrative expenditures to assist State and local agencies, nonprofit organizations, and operators of public transportation services in rural and urbanized areas under 200,000 population. A significant number of elderly persons residing in rural and small urban areas are served by agencies funded under this program. Implementation of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982
strengthened the section 18 program by: (1) Establishing section 18 funding as a
fixed percentage of the overall UMTA formula funding leval; and (2) giving Governors greater discretion to allocate UMTA funds among urban and rural areas
within their States according to where the transportation needs are greatest.
A new UMTA circular, 'Section 18 Program Guidance and Grant Application
Instructions," was issued September 26, 1983. The circular streamlines the Federal
role in the grant application and review process, and offers States the option of combining the annual funding requests under section 18, 16(b)(2) and section 8 (planning
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funds) in a single consolidated grant application. The circulars for both section 18
and 16(bX2) were developed with the intent of making the two programs as administratively compatible as possible.
RESEARCH AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Federal Highway Administration

A report on "Synthesis of Safety Research Related to Traffic Control and Roadway Elements" was completed in 1983. The report synthesizes research findings on
the safety effects of specific design and control features and should help public officials, highway administrators, engineers, and researchers in their engineering decisions. A section on "Pedestrian Ways" discusses transportation-related accidents involving elderly persons and pedestrians with disabilities.
A study sponsored under the National Cooperative Highway Research Program
and conducted by the University of Tennessee involved a sensitivity analysis of the
cost-effectiveness of three techniques for providing barrier-free transportation for
persons with disabilities. These techniques are (1) modifying existing fixed route bus
systems, (2) specialized door-to-door transportation services, and (3) subsidies to persons with disabilities to enable them to use available taxi services at lower fares.
The study prepared guidelines for conducting cost-effectiveness analysis of these
three service options at the local level. This sensitivity analysis was done as part of
the continuing study entitled "Cost Effectiveness of Transportation Services foi the
Handicapped."
Another study, entitled "Traffic Safety and Exposure of Elderly Road Users," was
initiated. This study will: (1) Determine a profile of traffic accidents involving the
elderly, (2) develop measures of traffic hazard exposure for the elderly, and (3) develop accident rates for the elderly for given traffic volumes and situations.
Urban Mass TransportationAdministration

A study entitled "Program Analysis and Strategic Models for Section 19 Program
Development and Implementation' is underway. Section 19 prohibits discrimination
on the basis of age, as well as on other grounds, with respect to participation and
benefits under projects, programs, or activities funded by UMTA. The study will describe legal authorities and standards of proof relevant to programmatic acreas and
classes of persons protected by section 19 of the Urban Mass Transit Act, analyze
current trends in court cases and legal analyses which affect civil rights planning
and remedies, and provide models which will include a range of remedies for violations and alternative approaches to enforcement.
Another study in fiscal year 1983 entitled "Equal Opportunity Officers' Training"
touches on age discrimination by acquainting grantees' equal opportunity personnel
with the civil rights compliance structure and processes at State and local levels.
Other research and technical assistance activities initiated by the Urban Mass
Transportation Administration to improve transportation services to the elderly and
individuals with disabilities are as follows:
-Developed a planning manual to provide directions on the design of "user-side
subsidy" projects. The user-side subsidy is designed to provide financial assistance to elderly and handicapped travelers, in contrast to the usual practice of
subsidizing transportation providers (for example, local transit agencies).
-Provided technical assistance to local public agencies and transit operators who
were attempting to develop or to improve transportation services for the elderly
and persons with disabilities.
-Initiated a project to improve the coordination of local social service agencies
which provide transportation for the elderly and persons with disabilities; and
-Developed and tested emergency procedures for evacuation of passengers from
subways, rail rapid transit, streetcars, and buses.
DEMONSTRATIONS

FederalHighway Administration

Three cities-Baltimore, New Orleans, and Seattle-have prepared final reports
on how they developed pedestrian accessibility networks for elderly persons and persons with disabilities. FHWA will use the cities' experiences to update its "Priority
Accessible Networks" manual and to prepare a slide-tape presentation illustrating
the accessibility problems encountered and how they were solved.
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FHWA completed a "Designer's Guide for Elderly and Handicapped Accessibility
on Pedestrian Crossing Structures." The guide identifies features which facilitate
the use of crossing structures by elderly persons and persons with disabilities.
FHWA initiated a project to synthesize experiences gained by cities and other
local jurisdications nationwide during implementation of improvements for pedestrians, including the elderly and persons with disabilities. The study findings will be
incorporated into an updated edition of the FHWA's "Model Pedestrian Safety Program' manual.
TRAINING

Federal Highway Administration
The Federal Highway Administration conducted two courses in fiscal year 1983
that included discussions of transportation problems of the elderly and persons with
disabilities. The courses are "Improving the Effectiveness of Public Meetings and
Hearings" and "Social Considerations in Highway Project Development." In all, approximately 200 people from Federal, State, and local transportation agencies participated in the eight presentations of these courses.
INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

Office of the Secretary
State and local interest in meeting the transportation needs of the elderly continues. During 1983, the Department of Transportation has continued to release material on options for serving senior citizens through its technology sharing program.
Many of the documents focus on how transit systems can function effectively in
rural or small urban areas where many elderly citizens live:
-The Department's technology sharing program is disseminating a series of reports prepared by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration entitled
"Paratransit: Options for the Future." The "Overview" report, and the documents on "Paratransit in Rural Areas" and "Paratransit Services for the Transportation Handicapped" are relevant to those transportation systems serving
the elderly.
-The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and the Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) have collaborated on the issuance of a series of
three manuals on driver training and insurance cost reduction for social service
and specialized transportation systems: "Driver Selection and Training for
Human Services Agencies," "Implementing Driver Selection and Training for
Human Service Agencies: Administrator s Guidelines," and the "Training
Manual for Human Service Risk Managers." The manuals were prepared by the
University of Tennessee with funds provided by HHS, and they are being distributed by DOT to the constituents interested in these topics.
-The technology sharing program is disseminating the report of a project completed by the University of California-Irvine dealing with the use of existing
taxi services to serve the elderly and persons with disabilities. This study, entitled "Taxi-Based Special Transit Services," is the followup to a successful
project on the use of taxis in small communities.
-To improve the quality of data used in planning services for the elderly,
UMTA s special studies in transportation planning (SSTP) program funded the
development of a guide to standard techniques for data collection. This guide,
entitled "Planning Services for Transportation-Handicapped People: Data Collection Manual," has been completed and will be distributed through technology
sharing.
-A study of the transportation problems that are unique to older Americans,
funded by the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Governmental Affairs, drew
heavily on the results of the Mini-Conference on Transportation for the Aging
sanctioned by the 1981 White House Conference on Aging. This study, entitled
"Transportation for Older Americans: Issues and Options for the Decade of the
1980's,' is now being prepared for publication and distribution by the technology sharing program. Its data on demographics, system effectiveness, and the
perceptions of elderly persons should be especially useful to people involved in
longer term planning efforts at the State and local levels.
-A recent study of State and local government technical assistance needs
stressed the utility of case study materials in helping these governments solve
their transportation problems. The technology sharing program has reprinted
two especially good State-sponsored collections of case studies of rural transit

systems, many of which primarily serve the elderly. Indiana produced "Transit
Works: 10 Rural Case Studies," and Pennsylvania developed the report "Rural
Management Assistance Project: Paratransit Case Studies."
Many of the materials described above, as well as other manuals and studies completed previously on this topic, were distributed at the conference resource centers
for the Sixth National Conference on Rural Public Transportation, and at the Ninth
National Conference on Specialized Transportation. The materials were also distributed at State-level sessions in Alabama, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Oklahoma, Oregon, Tennessee, Washington, Wisconsin, and Virginia.
The Department has continued its support of the six-State initiative to simplify
bookkeeping and accounting procedures for small bus operators and social service
transportation systems. The Transportation Accounting Consortium, consisting of
Arkansas, Iowa, Massachusetts, Michigan, North Carolina, and South Carolina has
developed a draft report on these simplified procedures entitled "Simplifying
Human Service Transportation and Small Transit System Accounting: A Six-State
Perspective." The draft was distributed extensively at several of the meetings noted
above, and is now being revised to reflect practitioner comments received. UMTA is
funding the consortium to conduct technology transfer activities and help other
States to test and adopt the simplified procedures.
ITEM 13. DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
DECEMBER

20, 1983.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am pleased to submit the Treasury's report for "Develop-

ments in Aging" on the Department's activities during 1983 which affected the
aged. I hope our report will be of use to the Special Committee on Aging and others
studying the problems faced by older Americans.
With Best wishes.
Sincerely,
DONALD T. REGAN, Secretary.
TREASURY AcrivrEs IN 1983 AFFECTING THE AGED
The Treasury Department recognizes the importance and special concerns of older
Americans, a group that will comprise an increasing proportion of the population in
decades ahead.
The Secretary of the Treasury is managing trustee of the social security trust
funds. Although the trust funds have been experiencing serious financial difficulty,
the Social Security Amendments of 1983 have restored the financial soundness of
the old-age and survivors insurance and disability insurance programs for many
years into the future. This improvement has been achieved through a combination
of increased taxes, general revenues, and a slowing in the growth of future benefits.
The Treasury Department has responded to hundreds of letters from elderly citizens
about these changes in social security.
One area of major concern to the elderly is the taxation of social security benefits.
Beginning in 1984, single persons with $25,000 or more in income and married couples with $32,000 or more in income could have up to one-half their social security
(and railroad retirement tier I) benefits included as taxable income for Federal
income tax purposes. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Publication 553 explains
this in more detail.
During 1984, the IRS will be revising its forms, publications, and other informational material to reflect changes brought about by the social security amendments.
Special activities of the IRS diring 1983 directed toward helping persons 65 and over
are detailed in the next section. Activities of other Treasury ager zies which affect
older Americans are summarized in the last section of the report.
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE ACTIVITIES AFFECTING THE AGED

The Internal Revenue Service places considerable emphasis on informing older
Americans of their tax rights and responsibilities. IRS also continues to make special efforts to inform those individuals who, because of immobility, impaired health,
or other factors, may miss out on benefits to which they are entitled unless IRS
reaches them directly.
IRS assistance to older Americans through the tax counseling for the elderly
(TCE) program has been growing since the program's inception in 1980. Fiscal year
1983 was another successful TCE year as the number of Federal income tax returns
prepared by TCE volunteers increased by a substantial 28 percent over those pre30-831

0-84-18

pared in 1982. Many TCE volunteers also helped the elderly in preparing their State
and local returns. In addition, volunteers helped elderly taxpayers in the computation of their estimated tax for the upcoming tax filing season.
The IRS issued a number of informational materials targeted toward older Americans on the following topics:
-Single taxpayers age 65 and over are not required to file a Federal income tax
return unless their income for the year was $4,300 or more (as contrasted with
$3,300 or more for single taxpayers under age 65). Married taxpayers who could
file a joint return are not required to file unless their joint income for the year
was $6,400 or more if one of the spouses was 65 or over, or $7,400 or more if
both were 65 or over. This is because all taxpayers age 65 or over get an extra
personal exemption of $1,000. (See Publication 554 for further information.)
-The special tax credit for the elderly enables persons 65 and over, and also persons under 65 who had taxable pension or annuity income from a public retirement system, to reduce their taxes by as much as $375 if single, or $562.50 if
married and filing a joint return. (See Publication 524.)
-After December 31, 1983, the credit for the elderly will be modified. Individuals
65 and older will continue to be able to take the credit. In addition, individuals
under 65 who have retired with a permanent and total disability and receive
income from a public or private employer because of that disability will be eligible for the credit. However, individuals under 65 who receive a taxable pension
from a public retirement system will no longer be eligible for the credit unless
they meet the permanent and total disability requirements. (See Publication
553.)
-For houses sold after July 20, 1981, those age 55 and over are allowed a once-ina-lifetime exclusion of up to $125,000 of gain on the sale. (See Publication 523.)
-Some of the income received in retirement years is free from Federal income
tax. This includes part or all of social security payments, railroad retirement
benefits, payments from a general welfare fund, and payments for blindness.
(See Publication 525.)
-After December 31, 1983, a part of social security benefits and tier I railroad
retirement benefits may be taxable. (See Publication 553.)
-If both the taxpayer and his or her employer paid part of the cost of the taxpayer's pension or annuity, the taxpayer will not pay tax on the part of the pension
or annuity that represents a return of the taxpayer's cost. (See Publications 567
and 575.)
-After December 31, 1982, payers of pensions and annuities generally will withhold income tax from the payments unless the retiree notifies the payer that he
or she does not want tax withheld. If the retiree previously filed Form W-4P to
have income tax withheld from periodic payments, the retiree may not have to
file a new Form W-4P if he or she wants to continue to have income tax withheld. The retiree should file a new form if he or she wants to increase or decrease the amount withheld (See Publication 505.)
-Tax issues of particular interest to handicapped and disabled people are covered
in Publication 907.
All publications are available free of charge. They are used extensively in taxpayer education programs, often in cooperation with organizations interested in the
problems of retired persons.
IRS uses the electronic and print media, specialized newsletters, and organizations serving older Americans to communicate tax information of interest to the elderly:
-Tax problems of Americans 55 and older was the subject of a 1-hour special cablecast noon to 1 p.m., Sunday, March 20 and again from 12:30 to 1:30 R.m.,
Monday, March 31 (all times e.s.t.). "Taxes at 55? You've Finally Arrived, addressed such issues as medicare deductions, a new tax allowance for working
couples, the sale of a home, exemptions from withholding on interest and dividends, tax treatment of pensions, and other tax benefits for persons in this category.
-Benefits for older Americans were also included as part of a 2-hour tax clinic
aired on Public Broadcasting System, and also in the audio cassettes of tax
instructions distributed to libraries.
-To publicize the tax counseling for the elderly program, in which nonprofit organizations provide free tax information and assistance to individuals age 60
and over, the IRS distributed a 12% minute film entitled, "A Right Good
Thing." The film, which describes tax situations frequently experienced by the
elderly and depicts how the older taxpayer can get assistance at a local TCE
site, is available free of charge to any interested group or organization.
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-To further publicize TCE and other tax benefits for the elderly, one filingseason TV spot, one cable TV "informercial," and three radio spots were produced, as well as an illustrated drop-in ad for distribution to magazines. A taxpayer information materials (TIM) package containing two news releases, a
newsletter item, and three live-copy radio spots was also prepared.
-One filmed television public service announcement (PSA) was produced and
sent to each of the three major networks and approximately 2,000 television stations nationwide. Statistics from Broadcast Advertisers Reports, a firm which
tracks the play of commercials and PSA's, indicate that these "Benefits for
older Americans" PSA's were used extensively.
-Three recorded radio PSA's (one in English, one in Spanish, and one with country music background) were sent to the major networks and to about 6,700 local
radio stations. Live copy radio material provided to these outlets was also
widely used.
-Materials for the print media were provided to newspapers, periodicals, and
newletters nationwide. Print material was also sent to senior citizens and retirement organizations such as the American Association of Retired Persons,
National Council of Senior Citizens, National Retired Teachers Association, and
to State offices which service the elderly. A newspaper supplement with an article directed toward older Americans was sent to over 9,000 local newspapers.
The following are additional activities in which IRS engaged during calendar year
1983 which benefit elderly taxpayers:
-IRS continues its emphasis on securing ground floor space or, alternatively,
easy access to elevators as an aid to elderly and handicapped taxpayers.
-During the year, IRS Inspection continued its efforts to warn senior citizens of
the danger of being defrauded by "confidence" men impersonating IRS employees. Five articles on the subject were published in newspapers and periodicals.
There are several cases pending grand jury action involving attempts to defraud
the elderly by impersonating IRS employees.
FORMS ACTIVITIES FOR THE ELDERLY

The inside front cover of the Form 1040 package highlights several changes and
important reminders for older taxpayers.
Taxpayers on social security and others who do not have to report taxable pensions may want to file the "short form" this year as the interest and dividend
ceiling has been removed. They may now file Form 1040A even if they had interest and
dividend income over $400.
IRS has also made it easier to compute the tax. A single tax table now covers
incomes up to $50,000 with the tax rate reduction built into the table. The IRS will
even compute the credit-for-the-elderly for the taxpayer.
Form W-4P, which is used by retirees to withhold income tax from a pension or
annuity, has been revised. The new form has a simplified and shortened worksheet
which should save retirees a considerable amount of time in determining how much
to have withheld.
OTHER TREASURY ACTIVITIES AFFECTING THE AGED

Other agencies of the Treasury also have an impact on the elderly as part of their
specific functions. Developments during 1983 included:
-Treasury continued its expansion of the direct deposit program for Federal recurring payments. This program offers an added measure of convenience and
security to many people, including retirees, who depend on regular government
payments, by permitting direct deposits into a personal checking or savings account. The service was implemented in 1975 and now includes social security
benefits, supplemental security income, civil service retirement, railroad retirement, Veterans Administration compensation and pension payments, certain
military active duty and retirement and Federal salary payments. As of September 1983, over 20.1 million recipients have enrolled in the program, representing over 38.9 percent of total recipients. Since 1977, a nationwide educational campaign has been underway to inform recipients about the advantages of
the program. The Treasury's goal is to have 80 percent of all eligible recipients
enrolled in the program by 1990.
-The Bureau of Government Financial Opeations has continued a longstanding
record of reliably meeting issuance schedules for Government payments. The
majority of these payments are to elderly beneficiaries who depend on receiving
their payments on time each month. In fiscal year 1983, the Bureau issued over
700 million payments-about 80 percent involving social security benefits, rail-
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road retirement, civil service retirement, veterans benefits, and supplemental
security income. Coupled with programs such as direct deposit to insure reliable
delivery after issuance, the Bureau is continuing efforts to improve service to
recipients of Government payments.
-Millions of Americans have bought and held U.S. savings bonds over the past 40
years as a means of supplementing their retirement income. The tax-deferral
and exchange privileges of these bonds have been particularly beneficial to retired individuals. In addition, the variable rate feature, introduced on November 1, 1982, enables bond owners to keep pace with market yields in times of
high interest rates. Under the terms of the Treasury's variable rate offering,
the bonds are also protected by a guaranteed minimum yield, should market
rates decline substantially.
-The Office of Business and Consumer Affairs works with groups concerned
about the elderly. The office arranged for Secretary Regan to address the legislative council of the American Association of Retired Persons in February. His
address included a wide range of issues affecting the elderly, including tax indexing, social security, and withholding on interest and dividends. Secretary
Regan also addressed the National Council on Aging's annual conference in Detroit in March. His remarks focused on the Federal budget's impact on older
people.
The Office of Business and Consumer Affairs continued to work with the American Association of Retired Persons to encourage participation with the Internal Revenue Service when they were developing the exemption certificates for withholding on interest
and dividends. Copies of these certificates were made available to this group.
-The Office of Comptroller of the Currency sponsored meetings on the implications of bank deregulation for bank customer groups (including older Americans) in five cities: New Orleans, La; San Diego, Calif.; Minneapolis, Minn.; Chicago, II; and Houston, Tex. Representatives of older Americans' groups were invited to and actively participated in all the meetings, along with representatives from small business, local government, and community groups.
The Comptroller continued to enforce the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and regulation B as part of its supervisory responsibilities for all national banks. The law and its implementing regulation rohibit a creditor from discriminating against an applicant on a
prohibited basis regarding any aspect of a credit transaction. Prohibited basis includes
age, provided that the applicant has the capacity to enter into a bidding contract. Enforcement of the law is carried out during regular examinations of national banks.
-The Treasury also continued to protect elderly recipients of Government payments through the vigilance of the Secret Service. During fiscal year 1983, the
Secret Service closed 57,414 social security check forgery cases and 8,136 supplemental security income forgery cases. Most of these checks were issued to retirees. Approximately 78 percent of all check cases were cleared, that is, the identity of the forger was discovered.
-The Bureau of Engraving and Printing acknowledges that there are certain portions of the population that have special needs with regards to paper currency.
Over the past 12 years, the Bureau has conducted several studies into methods
to assist the sight-impaired in denominating currency. These studies were conducted with several groups of citizens in mind: (a) Persons blind since birth, (b)
those blinded later in life, and (c) the partially sighted. The latter two groups,
especially, have many members who are aged.
In the most recent study of devices to assist the sight-impaired, the currency of 54 nations was reviewed to identify potentially useful features. Several options incorporated
intaglio
in foreign currency were evaluated, including: (a) Visual mechanisms including
colors, offset tints, and large distinct numerals; (b) tactile mechanisms such as braille-like
symbols, clipped corners, and different size currency; and (c) aural mechanisms which
would produce sounds or signals for different denominations.
Any feature selected should assist the largest segment of the target population yet
impact Bureau production and currency circulation as little as possible. Visual
mechanisms assist those who have some vision. Tactile mechanisms have the potential
to assist only those-who have been blind since birth and who are trained in braille. The
aged frequently lack the sensitivity of touch to adequately read braille imprinting. In
aadition, foreign nations have indicated that generally, braille symbols wear quickly on
notes, thereby losing their usefulness as notes lose their "crispness."

Electronic currency readers (or aural devices) appear to offer the most potential to
aid the aged who have visual handicaps. The Bureau has recommended the development of an inexpensive hand-held, electronic device to denominate currency based
upon commercially available technology. Development of such a reader is being pursued by the American Foundation for the Blind.
-The U.S. Customs Service has a red/green passenger processing concept, which
includes an organized system of high- and low-risk roving inspectors. In this
system which has been implemented in many airports nationwide, the inspectors assigned to the low-risk category are available to assist the elderly with
their baggage and to expedite them through Customs.
Customs district directors are authorized to donate seized perishable items to charitable institutions, including homes for the elderly.
Finally, the Department of the Treasury makes every attempt to participate in
the governmentwide effort to end discrimination against particular groups, including the aged, in employment and in the accessibility of public information and facilities:
-Throughout the Department's facilities, architectural modifications and new
buildings include ramps, security bars in restrooms, and other aids to insure
that Treasury facilities are usable by all individuals.
-In employment, Treasury offices and bureaus have implemented a part/time
employment program (PTEP) as a result of Public Law 93-437 (October 1978).
The program gives special attention to groups such as older people. Although
the opportunities for employment in general, including part time, are currently
uncertain due to budgetary and staffing constraints, the PTEP has helped retirees and the elderly obtain meaningful employment. The employment of the elderly benefits both the individual, by supplementing his or her income, and the
agency, by adding productive employees to the regular work force.
ITEM 14. ACTION
DECEMBER 15, 1983.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am pleased to respond to your letter of November 1 requesting the submission of ACTION's annual report on programs and services for
the elderly to the Special Committee on Aging.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
THOMAS W. PAUKEN,

Enclosure.

Director.

OLDER AMERICAN VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS (OAVP)
Each of the older American volunteer programs provide opportunities for utilizing
the resourcefulness, ingenuity, and skills of persons 60 years of age and over to provide services within their communities. Through their volunteer activities, they
strengthen their own and their community's sense of worth by giving their time in
the service of others.
Participation in the foster grandparent program (FGP) and the senior companion
program (SCP) is limited to persons whose income is not more than 125 percent of
the poverty line established by the Department of Health and Human Services as
amended annually. They receive a stipend of $40 or a 20-hour week. The stipend is
not considered income for tax purposes nor does it affect eligibility for other Federal
or State programs. Retired senior volunteer program (RSVP) volunteers receive no
stipend. There are no educational or experience requirements for enrollment in any
of the OAVP programs. All volunteers serve under the sponsorship of local organizations. Categorical grants are awarded by ACTION to private nonprofit organizations and public agencies to recruit, train, place, and support volunteers. Day-to-day
supervision is provided by volunteer stations which are public or private nonprofit
agencies and organizations such as hospitals, day care centers units of local governments, and community social service programs. ACTION provides technical assistance to sponsors and training for project staff. Funding is shared between the sponsor and ACTION.
ACTION is committed to the principle that the satisfaction of each volunteer is a
direct result of his or her involvement in activities which will improve the lives of
others and enrich their own. Older American volunteer programs seek to:
-Encourage the recognition of the older person as a solution to problems rather
than as a problem.
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-Promote OAVP projects to develop program activities which include increasing
the self-reliance of those served and mobilization of local resources to meet community needs.
-Coordinate OAVP program activities with other ACTION programs and with
programs of other governmental and nongovernmental agencies.
-Encourage volunteer assignments in RSVP and FGP which increase intergenerational contacts.
-Encourage volunteer assignments in SCP and RSVP which provide for the involvement of the volunteers in the provision of long-term care to the in-home
elderly.
-Encourage increased State and local funding of OAVP and OAVP-type projects.
The OAVP concept has been greatly expanded by the use of the State and local
mony to increase non-ACTION OAVP-type projects or to supplement existing
ACTION projects. Some 48 State governments and many local governments are providing approximately $17 million this year for this purpose. These funds are in addition to the required local matching funds provided by all project sponsors. Since
most State and local sponsors wish to be identified with one of the respective OAVP
program titles, they have entered into written memoranda of agreement with
ACTION. These memoranda allow the local projects to use the generic Federal program name and make the volunteers serving in these projects eligible under the
income disregard provision of ACTION legislation with respect to foster grandparent and senior companion programs. Project staff participate in ACTION training
activities, receive program assistance materials and utilize the technical expertise of
ACTION staff.
Volunteer total and funding for fiscal year 1983 was:
$27,445,000
RSVP (332,000 volunteers)..........................................................................
48,400,000
FGP (18,350 volunteers)...............................................................................
12,016,000
SCP (5,250 volunteers).................................................................................
FOSTER GRANDPARENT PROGRAM

The foster grandparent program (FGP) was originally developed in August 1965 as
a cooperative effort between the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW). It was given legislative authority
under title VI of the Older Americans Act, as amended, and transferred to the Administration on Aging (AoA) in HEW in 1969. In 1971, under Reorganization Plan
No. 1, the program was transferred to ACTION
FGP enables low-income persons, aged 60 and over, to remain active in their community through person-to-person service to children with special or exceptional
needs in health, education, welfare, and related settings. Foster grandparent services are focused on children suffering from a variety of impairments and disabilities
including the: Mentally retarded; autistic; emotionally disturbed; visually handicapped; learning disabled; epileptic; and those suffering from cerebral palsy, visual,
hearing and speech impairments. Other children served include those who have
been abused or neglected, juvenile delinquents, runaways, teenage parents, and
those in need of protective intervention in their homes.
The volunteer service opportunities provided by the program are intended to
renew the sense of dignity and self-worth, alleviate some of the consequences of poverty and loneliness, and imporve the psychological outlook and physical well-being
of its participants.
To accomplish its legislative mandate and enable low-income persons to participate, the program provides a number of benefits to foster grantparent volunteers.
These include: A $2 stipend for each hour of service, transportation assistance to
and from volunteer assignments, accident and liability insurance, annual physical
examination, and a noon meal on the days they serve. In addition, foster grandparents are recognized for their services at annual recognition events organized by
local program sponsors.
Foster grandparents serve 20 hours weekly, normally 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week, or a total of 1,044 hours of service per volunteer per year. Ideally, foster
grandparent volunteers spend 2 hours giving special attention and affection to each
of two children on a daily basis. Children are assigned foster grandparents on the
debasis of their potential for improvement in personal or social adjustments, skill are
velopment, and to help prevent or delay institutionalization. Volunteer services
provided through local public and private nonprofit agencies, or proprietary health
care facilities, known as volunteer stations. These volunteer stations must comply
with any licensing or certification requirements of State and local governments in
their area. Program policy prohibits the involvement of foster grandparents in activ-
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ities that would supplant the hiring or result in the displacement of employed workers, or impair existing contracts for services.
Foster grandparents provide a whole range of individual services to their assigned
children including, but not limited to: Individual child counseling,
motor skills stimulation, development of basic learning skills, assistance in the implementation
of individual care plans, teaching English as a second language, helping incarcerated
youths prepare for independent living, and acting as adult role models by
emotional support and empathy. Prior to assignment, foster grandparent providing
volunteers
receive 40 hours of orientation in program policies and procedures. Thereafter,
volunteers receive 4 hours monthly inservice training.
At the end of fiscal year 1983, there were 243 FGP projects operating through
grants awarded by ACTION to qualified public and private nonprofit agencies
which
administer the program locally. These projects which operate in all 50 States,
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands, support over 18,000 the
foster
grandparent volunteers who, on a given day, service approximately 65,000 children.
Federal funding for the fiscal year was $48.4 million provided under a continuing
resolution. Several State governments, including California, Washington, New
York,
Oklahoma, New Mexico, Texas, Tennessee, Michigan, and Wisconsin, continued
to
appropriate varying sums to support additional foster grandparent
volunteers
in
their respective States. As in previous years, Michigan appropriated funds
to support seven State-funded projects in 1983.
Coordination of program activities with other Federal agencies also continued
in
fiscal year 1983. The program renewed an interagency agreement with the Administration for Children, Youth, and Families (ACYF) that provides funding
support of
foster grandparent volunteers specifically assigned to service special or exceptional
needs of children in a number of Head Start sites. In addition, an agreement
with
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) of
the Department of Justice was implemented, placing foster grandparent volunteers
in a
number of local juvenile justice programs. In addition to increasing the number
of
volunteer participants, these cooperative efforts with other agencies have
enabled
the program to offer a broader range of service opportunities to its participants.
SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAM

The senior companion program (SCP) offers volunteer opportunities to low-income
adults age 60 and older. Senior companions provide person-to-person
assistance and
companionship primarily to older adults to help them achieve and maintain
independent living.
The senior companion program has grown from 18 pilot projects and 1,000
companions in fiscal year 1974 to 85 projects (76 ACTION-funded and senior
ACTION funded) and approximately 5,250 senior companions as of October 9 non1, 1983.
The operating ACTION budget in fiscal year 1983 was $12,016,000.
The program demonstrates older persons can play a critical role in providing
support to older persons with physical and psychological impairments. SCP
fosters
independence and enhances the self-esteem of senior companions
designing volunteer roles which utilize their skills and training to improve thebylives
uals served and impact on community problems. The program serves of individa variety of
ethnic groups reflecting the rich diversity of the older population:

Percent of SC

Volunteers by
Ethnic Group

Other/White
63%
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impaired
The SCP assists in the long-term care needs of moderately and generally
adults, focusing on older adults whose physical, mental, and emotional impairments
Senior companions are placed
put them at risk of inappropriate institutionalization.
social servin or through volunteer stations which provide direct health care and
ices. Each is linked to Federal, State, and local long-term care networks.organizations
A bar graph depicting the primary public and private nonprofit
placethrough which senior companions serve illustrates the variety of community
volunteers.
to
ments available
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Approximately 75 percent of all ACTION-funded senior companions are assigned
to assist older persons to remain in their own homes..
In Niagara Falls, N.Y., 85 senior companions provide services to more than 200
frail elderly. The primary goals of this project are to facilitate discharge from acute
care hospitals and prevent unnecessary readmissions. Senior companions meet patients prior to discharge and continue to serve them during the crucial transition
period to their own homes. The hospital administration has observed that many patients have been discharged who otherwise would have remained in the hospital or
inappropriately placed in nursing homes.

Nationwide, there are 63 acute care hospital volunteer stations. Preliminary data
from a sample of these stations indicate volunteer assignments focus on the frail
elderly who live alone. Eighty-five percent of the clients served live alone, are 75 to
79 years of age, and remain in the hospital an average of 12.5 days, 2 days longer
than most persons 65 and older.
There are positive indicators that senior companions can have an impact on reducing average length of hospital stay days, inappropriate referrals to nursing
homes, and hospital readmissions. One example is the SCP of Altoona, Pa., where 22
senior companions serve clients in two acute care hospitals.
Most of the medical staff at the area Veterans Administration Medical Center
were convinced Nick, a 65-year-old patient, would never return home. A recent
stroke combined with an ongoing organic brain problem had left him incapacitated.
A long-term internment in a nursing home seemed the only alternative.
But Nick wanted to go home and be with his wife. The medical center staff decided to test the possibility of home care by assigning him a senior companion. A 66year-old female volunteer was selected. Under hospital supervision, she experimented with short-term home visits. The companion helped the client's wife overcome
fears about emergency care and, building on training provided by the hospital, instructed her on tell-tale signs of an oncoming seizure. She also taught her physical
therapy exercises to enhance Nick's mobility and helped with household management activities.
This procedure continued for 7 months. Gradually, Nick's health began to improve. Home stays grew longer. Last Christmas, Nick was discharged from the medical center. The companion still visits with him 2 days per week and expects the
time will soon come when Nick and his wife will continue on their own.
Prevention of substance abuse among the elderly is another of the programmatic
goals of the senior companion program. ACTION has provided information on training to all senior companion project directors in this area and the project directors,
m turn, have been training the volunteers. The program focus is on the misuse and
abuse of prescription drugs, over-the-counter drugs, and alcohol. Many of the volunteers who are serving in this area were former abusers themselves. A lifelong alcoholic who became sober and joined the Omaha, Nebr., SCP 7 years ago has helped
25 elderly recovering alcoholics live productive lives is an example.
Charlie Mimms was an active alcoholic over 50 years until he began a rehabilitation program at the North Omaha alcoholism counseling program, an outpatient
treatment facility for low-income persons. He heard about SCP from a former heavy
drinker during his first year of treatment. He joined because of a desire to help
other elderly alcoholics.
The first person assigned to Charlie was a man who the companion had known for
years. "He had been a drinking buddy of mine," Charlie remembers. "After I talked
to him, the counselor was able to get him into treatment."
Another elderly man kept slipping. Charlie finally realized the problem was that
this man had a friend who also drank. Charlie was able to convince both of them to
get treatment. There has been many breakthroughs since, a tribute to the perseverance of a former abuser able to reach people health care professionals have been
unable to help.
Almost 50 percent of all senior companions serve in rural areas. For the most
part, coordinated home health care services for older persons are nonexistent and
senior companions are called upon to fill gaps in the system.
Seventy-six-year-old Glenna Spaur, a companion who serves through the Buckhannon, W. Va., SCP project, is typical of the volunteers who serve in isolated areas.
Recently, one of Mrs. Spaur's clients, a frail 80-year-old woman with multiple
physical problems who lives alone, fell and broke her hip. Neighbors called Mrs.
Spaur because they knew she was the person closest to the woman.
Mrs. Spaur arranged for an ambulance which took her to a small community hospital in her hometown of Weston. Doctors were not able to treat the injury and referred her to a hospital in Clarksburg, 25 miles away. Mrs. Spaur arranged for another ambulance to take her client to Clarksburg. Mrs. Spaur followed in her car.
During hospitalization, Mrs. Spaur was asked to take part in the care plan conferences in which she was able to provide valuable personal information to the nursing
and social work staff.
Following hospitalization, the client was transferred to a nursing home because
she needed skilled, professional care during convalescence. Mr. Spaur visited regularly. She also took care of the client's apartment, arranging for the payment of
bills and other home management chores, so when she was ready to leave the nursing home, there was a home to come back to.

National interest in Alzheimer's disease has resulted in more assignments with
organizations that help affected individuals.
When 64-year-old Betty Parsley joined the SCP in Columbus, Ohio, she had never
heard of Alzheimer's, but she learned very quickly. In 3 years, she's had five clients.
"That may not seem like many," she explains, "but each assignment is very demanding."
family
Referrals to the senior companion program have come from Alzheimer's
in the Cosupport groups and health professionals. At least five other companions
lumbus project have been assigned clients with Alzheimer's.
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Other common problems are that the client often mistakes a spouse
or forgets who the senior companion is.
he
"No matter what, you never disagree with the client. No matter how infantile exor she may become, you always remain calm, patient, and avoid confrontations,"
plained Mrs. Parsley.
The senior companions serve clients under a written plan of care in patient-release programs in acute care hospitals, mental health, and other long-term care
settings.
facilities to make the transition and adjustment of living in lessbyrestrictive
linking clients to
In all placements, the senior companions serve as advocates
appropriate services and assuring that they receive needed benefits to which they
are entitled.
Senior companions receive a stipend of $40 a week for 20 hours of service. They
days of service,
are also provided or reimbursed for transportation and meals for
insurance
orientation, or training. Volunteers are covered by accident and liability
and receive annual physical examinations. Senior companions are also provided 40
hours of orientation and 4 hours monthly inservice training.
RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
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The retired senoir volunteer program (RSVP) was established to provide
fully in the life of
of opportunities for persons, aged 60 or over, to participate moreRSPV, over 332,000
their community through significant volunteer service. Through
many of
older Americans are making significant contributions toward addressing
volunthe problems of their communities. In turn, the program enables these senior
teers to find the usefulness and dignity they seek.
1971, it was
RSVP was originally authorized in 1969 and funded in 1971. In July
RSVP celebrattransferred from the Administration on Aging to ACTION. In 1981, communities
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ed its 10th anniversary. Over the last 12 years, several thousand
over the country have benefited from the efforts of RSVP volunteers.
RSVP is inherently a local community program. Each RSVP project is locally
support of the budget
planned, operated, controlled, and supported. The non-Federal
Project sponsors
is not required to be more than 10 percent during the first year.
each of
are expected to increase local support of the project budget by 10 percent
the second and third years, assuming at least 30 percent financial responsibility
each year thereafter.
A person 60 years of age or over is eligible to enroll in the program. There are no
income, education, or experience requirements. Orientation, inservice training, and
compensation,
recognition are provided for the volunteers. Volunteers serve without
and volunteer assignbut transportation assistance is provided between their homes
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ments when needed. Accident, personal liability, and, when appropriate, excess
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life.
RSVP promotes older citizens as a resource capable of improving community
other similar settings, asThey serve inhospitals, schools, courts, crisis centers, and
desisting clients of all ages. They are involved in projects dealing with health care
livery, energy conservation, operation of food co-ops, and fixed income counseling.
In 1983, RSVP emphasized expansion in services to youth, consumer education,
contriin-home care, and crime prevention RSVP volunteers have made significant
volunbutions in these and other areas. To focus on one, crime prevention, RSVP
probation,
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efforts have resulted in a 21-percent reduction of theft and property crime, according to the sheriff's department. In addition, these volunteers have:
-Fingerprinted 850 children as part of a child safety effort called "Operation Fingers."
-Conducted 14 neighborhood watch seminars.
-Made 1,098 vacation house checks.
-Installed 450 smoke detectors in the homes of other seniors.
On the other side of the country, in Richmond, Va. RSVP volunteers are working
in the police department itself where they review an average of 90 crime offense
reports daily. They abstract information from the reports and chart it in logbooks,
thus facilitating crime analysis. In a recent month, the police department, aided by
this data, called for five stakeouts which resulted in three arrests.
Some of the work volunteers do require very specialized training. About 17 RSVP
volunteers in Detroit are assigned to work in the courts with first-time juvenile offenders. Working with professional counselors, the volunteers carry a caseload of 6
to 10 young offenders whom they see weekly in their paraprofessional role of volunteer probation officers.
As a further expansion of concern about juvenile justice, there is an interagency
agreement between ACTION and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention (OJJDP) of the Department of Justice through April 1984. ACTION received a grant from OJJDP to expand RSVP projects in Georgia, Seattle, Louisiana,
Camden, N.J., and Pensacola, Fla., to test the idea of using older Americans as volunteers in the juvenile justice system.
RSVP is a very diverse program. In El Paso, RSVP opportunities have been developed for people who are often overlooked as potential volunteers. Nursing home
residents, the homebound, and the handicapped, are being recruited for a variety of
placements.
The volunteers, many of whom are Mexican-American, are involved in different
activities. Some include:
-Volunteers in a nursing home have taken charge of a "county store" which
sells incidental items and candy to other residents.
-A woman confined to a wheelchair volunteers at the information desk of a hospital and a blind RSVP volunteer tells stories to children in a day care center.
Another blind volunteer works as a peer counselor with others who are blind.
-Homebound volunteers participate in a telephone reassurance program. In the
process of reassuring others, they are reassured themselves that they are not
cut out of the stream of life, that they are not denied the chance to be helpful
to others.
In 1982, RSVP embarked on a cooperative demonstration effort with the senior
companion program (SCP) in the provision of services in need of long-term care to
remain in their own homes, and two RSVP projects participated. These demonstration efforts examined various policy questions and tested specific variations in program models and volunteer service activities and are now being evaluated.
Through an interagency agreement with the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, ACTION received an $86,400 grant for RSVP to fund seven RSVP
projects to provide a variety of volunteer services in assistance to a number of Head
Start programs.
This enabled RSVP to recruit volunteers who are now providing tutorial assistance in early childhood education, assistance in speech therapy, help in coordination
of activities for handicapped children, and help in supervision of children's meals,
games, and reading activities.
Since 1971, the retired senior volunteer program has experienced considerable
growth. At the beginning of 1972 there were 34 RSVP projects and 1,816 RSVP volunteers. By the end of fiscal year 1983, with a budget of $27.4 million, there were
728 federally funded projects and over 332,000 RSVP volunteers participating nationwide.
There are RSVP projects currently operating in all 50 States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands.
Older Americans are a national resource of tremendous worth. And as the need
for volunteer service becomes even more pressing, the experience and ability of
more than 332,000 RSVP volunteers will become increasingly valuable.

OLDER AMERICAN VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS (OAVP)
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ITEM 15. CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD
DECEMBER 15, 1983.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your letter of November 1 requesting our

submission for your committee's annual report entitled "Developments in Aging" by
December 19, 1983.
In accordance with your request, I have enclosed our report for inclusion in the
committee's report.
Please let us know if we can be of further assistance.
Sincerely,
DAN MCKINNON, Chairman.
Enclosure.
The Civil Aeronautics Board approved a new rule 3 years ago prohibiting discrimination against air travelers predicated on the person s age. This action was undertaken in furtherance of the Board's implementation of the Age Discrimination Act
of 1975 (ADA) 42 U.S.C. 101. The rule was sent to Health and Human Services
(HHS) for approval in April 1980.
On July 10, 1981, the Board's General Counsel sent a letter to the Secretary of
HHS reminding him that our rule had been pending at HHS for 15 months and
asking that we be allowed to issue our rule without the self-evaluation requirement,
which is the subject of a dispute between HHS and the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB). By letter dated August 3, 1981, the Assistant General Counsel, Civil
Rights Division, replied that HHS expected to resolve the dispute with OMB soon
and requested that we not publish our final age discrimination regulations until this
occurs. On May 17, 1983, the Board received a letter from the Director, Office of
Civil Rights of Health and Human Services, stating that their review process had
been complicated by the pendency of litigation filed February 2, 1983, in the District
Court for the District of Columbia against HHS and OMB. The suit was brought by
several advocacy organizations for the elderly seeking a swift adoption of individual
agency regulations to enforce the ADA. HHS believes they have acted properly in
implementing the ADA and are defending against the plaintiffs allegations. Further, HHS stated that "as soon as this litigation is resolved, they will move promptly to approve all regulations submitted for review or advise of the required revisions." We have received no further word from HHS.
During fiscal year 1983, the Board received eight complaints from elderly passengers who had experienced age-related problems with air transportation. The complaints were satisfactorily resolved on an informal basis obviating formal enforcement consideration.
In the few matters that came to the Board's attention in fiscal year 1983, there
does not appear to be any pattern or practice of age discrimination in the airline
industry, including any carriers receiving Federal financial assistance. Therefore
active intervention by the Board has been required.
ITEM 16. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
JANUARY 27, 1984.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is pleased to respond
to your request for a statement describing Commission activities during fiscal year

1983 affecting the interests of older persons. Please accept my apology for any inconvenience our delayed response may have caused.
As you know, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is an independent Federal
agency established by Congress to study and collect information on discrimination
and denial of equal protection of the laws, to appraise the laws and policies of the
Federal Government, to serve as a national clearinghouse for information on civil
rights, and to report to the President and Congress. The Commission's jurisdiction
covers matters involving discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, national
origin, age, handicap, and in the administration of justice. Please note that the
newly reconstituted Commission has neither accepted nor rejected the policy positions discussed below.
In November 1982, the Commission issued part II of the two-part study on racial
and ethnic discrimination in federally-assisted programs for older Americans. Entitled "Minority Elderly Services: New Programs, Old Problems-Part II," the report
contains the results of a national survey of Federal, State, and local agencies on
aging. Part II also discusses minority experiences in connection with employement,
grants and contracts, and service delivery in Older Americans Act programs. The
Commission concluded that although minority elderly persons can be found among
program participants, full participation by minorities is a goal not yet met.
During fiscal year 1983, the Commission continued to monitor legislative, legal,
and regulatory developments affecting Federal enforcement of prohibitions against
age discrimination. Throughout the year, in correspondence with Federal officials
and in several public statements, the Commission made clear its concern that the
U.S. Government's position in Grove City v. Bell, a case involving title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972 currently before the Supreme Court, could seriously
weaken enforcement of the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, as well as title IX, title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
The Commission also reviewed and evaluated how well the Department of Health
and Human Services has coordinated enforcement efforts under the Age Discrimination Act and concluded that HHS has failed to do so effectively ('Federal Civil
Rights Commitments: An Assessment of Enforcement Resources and Performance,"
1983, pp. 65-70).
Finally, the Commission continued to respond to requests for information on age
discrimination and the 51 State advisory committees to the Commission continued
to monitor activities affecting older persons. Where feasible, the Commission maintained its effort to include in research projects and investigations those concerns related to the Commission's jurisdiction over age discrimination.
If you have any questions regarding the Commission's report or if I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me at 523-5571.
Sincerely,
LINDA CHAVEz, Staff Director.
ITEM 17. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION
JANUARY 3, 1984.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for once again providing the opportunity for the

Consumer Product Safety Commission to be included in the Senate Special Committee on Aging's annual report, "Developments in Aging." The Commission has a special interest in making the older consumer more safety conscious. A special information and education priority project has been initiated at the Commission for 1984
and 1985 which will focus on safety in the home for the older consumer.
Our submission for the committee's report is enclosed. Please let me know if you
have any questions.
Sincerely,
NANCY HARVEY STEORTs, Chairman,
Enclosure.
CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION REPORT ON AcrIvrrIES RELATED To OLDER
CONSUMERS
The Consumer Product Safety Act (Public Law 92-573) was enacted in 1972 in rec-

ognition of the need for Federal regulation to insure safer consumer products. The
act established the Consumer Product Safety Commission and charged it with the
mission of reducing the number and severity of consumer product-related injuries,

illnesses, and deaths. An amendment to the CPSA requires the Commission to "consider and take into account the special needs of the elderly and handicapped to de-

280
termine the extent to which such persons may be adversely affected by (a Consumer
Product Safety) rule."
Our activities, including injury-data collection, research studies, standards development, and information and education programs, are not directed solely to programs for the benefit of our older Americans. However, improving product safety
for the elderly is an important continuing objective of the Consumer Product Safety
Commission. While none of the laws administered by CPSC apply solely to the elderly, the Commission recognized that the elderly are particularly vulnerable to injuries associated with various home structures, including bathtubs, showers, floors,
stairs, unvented gas space heaters, and upholstered furniture. Moreover, the Commission has an active interest in the safety of older consumers and has given priority attention to this important task.
INJURY DATA COLLECTION

The Commission's primary source of information on product-related injuries in
the National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS). The NEISS is designed
to have a statistically selected set of 73 hospital emergency rooms located throughout the country which report to the Commission, on a daily basis, data on productrelated injuries treated in those emergency rooms. The Commission estimates that
622,400 persons 65 years of age or older were treated for product-related injuries in
hospital emergency rooms in the United States and the U.S. Territories in calendar
year 1982. The elderly were hospitalized for these injuries at a much higher proportion (20 percent) than the population as a whole (5 percent). Injuries associated with
stairs, steps, floors, or flooring materials were suffered most frequently by the elderly. Other major product categories associated with injuries which particularly affect
the elderly are those most commonly found in and around the home, including
chairs, beds, doors, ladders, bathtub and shower structures, knives, rugs and carpets.
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE ELDERLY

The Commission recognizes that many products used by the total population of
consumers may present special problems for the elderly. The elderly, therefore, comprise a group which the Commission focuses on, as a matter of policy, in carrying
out its mission to reduce the unreasonable risk of injury from consumer products.
The Commission has formally recognized the unique needs of the elderly and special population groups in selecting project priorities. The "vulnerability of the population at risk" is one of seven factors which the Commission weighs in determining
priority projects.
1983
The Commission has noted that elderly consumers are frequently the victims in
fires from wood-burning heating equipment and upholstered furniture. Wood-burning heating equipment and upholstered furniture flammability continued to be two
of the Commission's 1983 project priorities. Our wood-burning heating equipment
studies have shown that many fires result from improper installation, use, and
maintenance of appliances, chimneys, and chimney connectors. This information
was taken into consideration during the Commission's development of a mandatory
labeling rule for wood and coal stoves requiring that extensive safety information be
provided to consumers. The Commission is also working with upholstered furniture
manufacturers in the development of a voluntary industry program to produce upholstered furniture that is more resistant to cigarette ignitions.
Residential wiring (fixed wiring, circuit breakers, light fixtures, receptacles, etc.)
is believed to be responsible for 10 percent of all residential fires or approximately
58,000 fires. These fires were associated with 1,400 injuries and 500 deaths. Many of
these fires occur in older homes owned by elderly persons whose electrical systems
are old and deteriorated. The Commission is continuing to study the potential fire
hazards associated with deteriorated electrical systems.
The Commission also has found elderly consumers to be particularly vulnerable to
stairway accidents resulting in an estimated 2 million injuries and 1,000 deaths annually. Commission staff has begun to develop a plan on how to get appropriate organizations and groups to implement recommendations to improve new stairway
safety designs focusing on reducing injuries, particularly to the elderly.
1984
The Commission has designated the safety for older consumers project for priority
attention in fiscal years 1984 and 1985. This 2-year effort will focus on safety in the

home. Since most elderly consumers are not living in housing specifically designed
to accommodate their needs, special attention may be needed to upgrade the safety
of products they live and work with-stairs, baths, carpeting, lighting, flammable
fabrics, heatin equipment, and other items. Early in fiscal year 1984, CPSC staff
will develop a 'home safety checklist"-a series of simple, inexpensive recommendations for improving home safety.
To bring about actual improvements in the homes of older Americans, the Commission plans to conduct a pilot "home safety aduit" program in two sites: Philadelphia, Pa., and Green Bay, Wis. Working closely with State and local agencies on
aging, groups and organizations which represent the aging, and local community
networks, older consumers in the area will be contacted and invited to participate
in the pilot program. Of those who respond positively, a sample of 2,000 homes will
be selected for safety audits.
The safety auditors themselves will be older Americans. Using materials and a
training program provided by CPSC, safety auditors will be trained to conduct visits
and inspections of residences occupied by the elderly. The safety auditors will use
the checklist developed by the Commission to walk through the home with the residents, noting obvious hazards or opportunities for simple, inexpensive modifications
to improve safety. A copy of the checklist will be left with the homeowner.
If the pilot program is successful in helping older consumers to eliminate potential hazards in their homes, the Commission plans to work with other Federal,
State, and local agencies throughout fiscal year 1985 to promote similar programs in
communities across the country.
INFORMATION AND EDUCATION

In October 1982, the Commission launched a 2-year smoke detector information
and education program. It was the Commission's top priority information and education program during fiscal year 1983. Because fire is the second most frequent
cause of accidental death in the home for persons of all ages-with the elderly being
the age group with the highest death rate-the Commission's goal was to increase
the number of homes with properly installed and maintained smoke detectors to
provide early warning of fire. It was estimated at the start of the program that 40
percent of the population did not have smoke detectors, and that the elderly, particularly low-income elderly, were an age group which especially needed to be targeted for assistance in this area.
CPSC's program consisted of encouraging and cooperating with State and local
programs around the country, and of working with fire departments and other organizations to provide information about smoke detector programs, and to promote
giveway and low-cost sales programs for elderly and low-income persons. Between
October 1982 and September 1983, an estimated 1,589 communities and 26 States
conducted smoke detector programs, and (by conservative estimate) over 1 million
smoke detectors were given away or sold at discount. Millions of pieces of literature
about smoke detectors were distributed in door-to-door campaigns, much of it reprinted at local expense from CPSC information and brochures.
Several Senators and Members of Congress provided support for the program
through their newsletters and local offices. The media provided good coverage
of
campaign, encouraged by visits of CPSC Commissioners around the country, and the
by
the issuing of proclamations by mayors and executives of many towns and counties.
The American Association of Retired Persons, working with CPSC staff, developed a
large-type safety alert on smoke detectors which was made available to millions of
AARP members and other senior citizens. Other organizations working with senior
citizens carried safety messages about smoke detectors in newsletters
magazines, and several participated in local community campaigns, along withand
consumer
organizations, businesses and industries, and many service organizations. Examples
of the kinds of local efforts which were generated by this effort was a program in
Eureka, Calif., where a local foundation contributed $20,000 for the purchase of
smoke detectors, the area agency on aging, with the help of local organizations identified persons over 60 who needed them, and local fire departments did the installations. In another community a medical center purchased 325 smoke detectors for
the elderly living in the community surrounding the medical center, and the firefighters union donated time to install the detectors. The smoke detector campaign
will continue through September 1984, and getting smoke detectors into the homes
of elderly persons will continue to be a major goal of the program.
During fiscal year 1983, the Commission developed plans for a major
year
1984 information and education program on the safety of senior citizens. Ifiscal
As part of

IDescribed in separate section of CPSC report.

this planning, CPSC Commissioners and staff engaged in such activities as the following:
-Commissioners talked about CPSC's interest and plans for a senior citizen home
safety program in speeches and public appearances around the country.
and
-CPSC's regional representative in Seattle joined business, government,
senior citizen leaders on the planning committee for the first Senior World's
Fair, January 13-15, 1984.
-CPSC had an exhibit on household falls at the 1983 annual conference of the
National Council on Aging in Detroit.
-In California, a CPSC public affairs specialist helped public health officials
on fire, falls, and home
design a safety curriculum for seniors which focuses
safety; it is available for use by health agencies and fire departments.
-CPSC redesigned with larger type its brochure on "Poison Prevention Packaging: Alternatives for Olders Consumers and the Handicapped."
In fiscal year 1983, the Commission made its toll-free hotline even more accessible
to consumers by changing the number to the easy-to-remember acronym 800-638CPSC. The hotline, which serves all 50 States, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands,
information about
gives older consumers an easy way to contact the Commission for
also
hazardous products, recalls, or safe use of consumer products. The Commission
maintains a teletypewriter for hearing-impaired persons, with a toll-free number of
800-638-8270 (Maryland only: 800-492-8104).
ITEM 18. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
JANUARY 9, 1984.
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DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This
which we enclose a report on the continuing success of older worker activities at the
Environmental Protection Agency.

Sincerely yours,

WILLIAM

D.

RUCKELSHAUs, Administrator.

Enclosure.
1983 SENIOR ENVIRONMENTAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES REPORT
The Senior Environmental Employment (SEE) Corps was created in concert with
State environmental agencies and the financial aid of the Administration on Aging,
meaningful
Department of Health and Human Services. The Corps hasin provided
Jobs relating to the
part-time employment to several hundred older Americans
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In addition, our former Office of Noise Abatement and Control developed a cadre
servof senior citizens to combat noise pollution. Some were volunteers and are stillOther
ing as noise counselors in 50 or more communities throughout the country.
as
older workers, who are paid by Department of Labor title V funds, are serving
asnoise representatives, giving technical assistance to States and communities ordeals
sisting in noise surveys and public education. Yet another SEE Corps program
with solid and hazardous waste disposal methods. The senior citizens work with Federal, State, and local governments and civil organizations to establish proper disposal procedures for the waste.

EPA has supported other environmental activities funded by title V including
older worker programs in Florida, Alabama, California, Iowa, New Jersey, a"
Washington. In addition, the Agency has helped to support poison-alert programs at
the local level, and the monitoring of landfills to measure the gases seeping from
underground to surface.
For the past several years, the Congress has sponsored a bipartisan program designed to acquaint selected senior citizens with the working of the legislative
branch. This program, called the congressional senior citizen intern program, has
historically included information sessions with several executive branch agencies
who have programs on aging. As a result of the success of the SEE Corps, EPA was
asked to participate in the program. The program provides EPA with an excellent
opportunity to acquaint the 350 or so distinguished older Americans with the history, objectives, and goals of the Agency, as well as the opportunities that the SEE
Corps can afford them and their fellow senior citizens.
EPA has recruited and trained throughout the country a nucleus of senior citizens whom we can call upon from time to time to do surveys to generate pesticide
usage data. This allows EPA to establish statistically valid information which will
permit States to monitor the kinds and amounts of pesticides being applied and aggregate State data on pesticides.
EPA has developed a film called "SEE-It's Working." It is about SEE workers
and how States have benefited from their talents and skills under the SEE Corps. In
addition, we have published a pamphlet on the SEE Corps.
EPA is very committed to the Senior Environmental Employment (SEE) Corps,
the utilization of the wealth and experience possessed by older workers. We believe
that the SEE Corps provides excellent opportunities for older citizens to participate
in the benefits of the program, while improving environmental quality for everyone.
ITEM 19. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Enclosed is the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's submission for inclusion in the committee report, "Developments in Aging."
Sincerely,
PHYIms BERRY,
Enclosure.

Director,Office of CongressionalAffairs.

ADMINISTRATIVE CHARGE PROCESSING
INTRODUCTION

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission continues to vigorously enforce
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA). ADEA enforcement is increasingly a larger share of the Commission's workload. Fiscal Year 1983 marked the
fifth consecutive year in which the number of ADEA charges filed with and resolved
by the Commission increased. Last year over 18,000 ADEA charges were filed with
the Commission, compared to 5,300 in fiscal year 1979.
At the beginning of fiscal year 1983, EEOC's headquarters offices were reorganized; a reorganization of field units is to be implemented in mid fiscal year 1984.
The changes will permit the Commission to improve management accountability,
insure uniformity in programs, and efficiently allocate resources to meet shifting
workloads.
I. INTEGRATION OF STAFF COMPETENCIES
A. HeadquartersReorganization

In October 1982, the Commission's headquarters was reorganized structurally and
functionally. A major part of the reorganization was the establishment of the Office
of Program Operations; all of the Commission's private and public sector nonlitigation enforcement programs were consolidated in this office. Program Operations has
the responsibility for the administrative charge process in all EEOC field offices, as
well as the systematic program, the State and local FEP program, and Federal

sector complaint processing and affirmative action requirements.
The Director of Program Operations has three Regional Program Directors reporting to her. Each Regional Program Director, located in Washington, has oversight
responsibility for the field offices in a geographical third of the country. Currently,
the Commission has 48 field offices-22 district and 26 area offices. It is in these
30-831 O-84-19

field offices where the intake of charges, factfinding, and conciliation effortsintake
the
expertise
place. Within the Office of Program Operations, staff with special Directors
to imADEA has been assigned to each of the three Regional Program
prove oversight of the field office activity under that statute.
B. Field Reorganization
In January 1983, the Commission passed a field reorganization proposal which has
now been implemented on a pilot basis in three district offices (Philadelphia, St.
Louis, and Phoenix) and which will be implemented nationwide in mid-fiscal year
1984. The cornerstone of this reorganization is the establishement of a professional
staff in field offices capable of investigationg and resolving charges and complaints
received under title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the ADEA, and the Equal
Pay Act.
Since the Commission first assumed responsibility for enforcement of the ADEA
in 1979, age processing units have been maintained distinct from other enforcementa
programs. The Commission chose this structure so that the statute would receive
high level of attention and the Commission could develop employee units with particular expertise in the ADEA. In the last 4%/2 years, the Commission has acquired
that expertise. The agency has secured favorable decisions from the Supreme and
appellate courts; it has issued procedural guidelines on ADEA charge processing,
undertaken scores of directed investigations, and each year has accepted and processed record numbers of ADEA charges.
The Commission feels that given current resources it can no longer dedicate staff
to exclusively to one function. The Commission is ever mindful of developing a backlog of charges be they title VII, age, or equal pay. To aviod this and keep charge
inventories current, field managers have stressed the need for greater flexibility in
be implemented
assigning personnel. The field reorganization was designed and will
so that managers can assign staff to process any administrative charge and perform
managers
all phases of the process-factfinding, investigation, or conciliation. Field generalist
will be able to shift personnel according to workload. To accomplish this
was begun
approach to charge processing, training of professionals in the field
during fiscal year 1983 and is to be expanded during this fiscal year. Particular emphasis in training will be placed on the special procedural and substantive issues
which arise under the ADEA.
II. INCREASE IN ADEA CHARGE PROCESSING ACTIVITY

A. Charge Receipts
Initial analysis of fiscal year 1983 yearend data shows that there was a marked
increase in ADEA filings. EEOC field offices and State and local fair employment
agencies experienced a 63 percent increase in the number of charges and complaints
filed under the ADEA over the preceeding year. EEOC alone received almost 50 percent (18,087 versus 11,063) more ADEA charges in fiscal year 1982. Over the last 4Y2
years the number of ADEA charges filed with the Commission has grown from 5,374
in fiscal year 1979 to 18,087 last year or a 330 percent increase.
ADEA charges have also become a great proportion of the Commission's overall
administrative workload. In fiscal year 1979, ADEA charges accounted for approximately 14 percent of the Commission's intake. Last year the figure had risen to 25
percent.

ADEA FILINGS COMPARED TO CHARGE FILINGS WITH THE COMMISSION
yearFiscal
1979

............................................
receipts ..............
ADEA
receipts....................................................
charge
EEOC
of total charges 3........................................
aspercent
charges
ADEA
data.
unreconciled
'Preliminary
charge
filings.
title VII/ADEA
andconcurrent
ADEA
21ncludes
3Approximate
percentages.

1980

28,779
5374
40,653 59,248
15
14

'1983

1981

1982

29,479

211,063 218,087
70,252
54,145
25
20

56,228
17
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ADEA CHARGES RECEIVED BY DISTRICT OFFICES
Compared
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Fiscal
year
year1980receipts,
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first
EEOC's
1983receipts
of ADEAresponsi

Atlanta .............................................
..
Baltimore ..................................
..
Birmingham
..................................................
Charlotte
...................................................
Chicago ....................................................
Cleveland ..................................................
Dallas .....................................................
Denver ..............................
Detroit
....................................................
Houston
....................................................
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..................................................
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..................................................
Memphis.......... .........
..............................
Miami
....................................................
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.................................................
NewOrleans
.................................................
NewYork
...................................................
Philadephia .................................................
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....................................................
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.................................................
St. Louis ...................................................
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Total...............................................
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806
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921
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890
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565
748
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774
882
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21,536

474
558
1,483
399
777
815
821
18,087

349
483
353
334
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520
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274
250
413
297
274
464
317
296
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1,077
739
272
251
505
172
8,779

'Unreconciled
data.
2465 of these
charges
werefiledagainst
one company
andan additional
481charges
werefiledagainst
the unionat the company.

B. Charge Closures

Initial analysis of fiscal year 1983 data also shows that the district and area
EEOC offices also increased by 65 percent the percentage of ADEA charges and
complaints closed during this past fiscal year as compared to fiscal year 1982. A
total of 13,644 ADEA charges and complaints were closed during fiscal year 1983. In
fiscal year 1983, the Commission had closed 8,266 ADEA charges. The average processing time for ADEA charges fell from 212 days in fiscal year 1982 to 167 days in
fiscal year 1983.
III. DIRECTED INVESTIGATIONS

All 22 district offices initiated directed investigations during fiscal 1983. Most of
the offices began upward of 10 investigations. The majority of these investigations
involved State and local governments which rely on State and municipal ordinances
prescribing mandatory retirement ages or age limits for hiring for certain public positions, e.g., police and fire officers. The results of the directed investigation program in terms of the Commission's litigation are discussed elsewhere in this report.
Some district offices were able to obtain voluntary compliance with the ADEA without resort to litigation. One district office indicated that as a result of its investigation, the State legislature will amend its laws to conform to the ADEA.
IV. CHALLENGES TO EEOC'S AUTHORITY TO ENFORCE
THE ADEA

During the last half of fiscal year 1983, following the Supreme Court's ruling in
efforts were slightly hampered by challenges to the Commission's jurisdiction to enforce the ADEA. During fiscal year 1983, field managers encountered 13 situations
in which respondent employers refused to cooperate in an investigation or conciliation attempt with the Commission, on the ground that EEOC did not have authority
Immigration and Naturalization Service v. Chadha, the Commission's enforcement

to process ADEA cases. The Commission's General Counsel has sent comprehensive
directions as to how to respond to these challenges. Moreover, as more courts rule

Chadha inapplicable to the Commission's ADEA enforcement authority, the issue
seems to be fading.
V. REVISIONS TO THE ADEA COMPLIANCE MANUAL

EEOC field offices currently process cases under title VII, the ADEA, and the
As
Equal Pay Act using procedures described in three separate compliance manuals.
restructuring
by
enforcement
EEO
enhance
to
initiative
Commission's
a part of the
its field offices, Program Operations is consolidating EEOC compliance procedures
into one manual for use by all field staff. Preparation of the consolidated manual is
well under way.
Generally, common procedures will be adopted, except where the special provisions of each statute require differences. The new procedures will assure a more
of
complete initial interview of ADEA charging parties, including consideration
whether alleged violations have adversely affected other older workers. Closer attenfully
tion will be given to the development of ADEA cases which will be even more
investigated. Local litigation plans in each district office will appropriately include
cases under this statute. Finally, standards for settlement of cases will be redefined
to provide greater assurance that there will be an appropriate resolution for every
ADEA case.
VI. FEDERAL SECTOR ADEA PROCESSING

Federal employees and applicants for Federal jobs who believe that they have
the
been discriminated against on the basis of their age in employment may initiate that
believe
who
employees/applicants
by
used
that
as
process
administrative
same
9.1
they have been discriminated against under title VII. During fiscal year 1982,
on
percent of the allegations made in formal complaints filed with agencies were
the basis of age. Data for fiscal year 1983 are not yet available.
ADEA CASES LITIGATED BY THE APPELLATE SERVICES DIVISION
During the past year, the U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeals and the Supreme Court
rendered decisions in approximately 10 cases in which the Equal Employment Opcourts directly
portunity Commission participated. The EEOC appears in the circuit
located in
through its Appellate Services Division of the General Counsel's Office
Washington, and in the Supreme Court through the Solicitor General of the United
decisions and
States. In both courts, the EEOC defends its successful lower court
seeks to overturn unfavorable ones, as well as appears as amicus curiae in private
of the Age
litigation involving legal questions that are important to the enforcement
et seq. The
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, as amended, 29 U.S.C. 621 courts.
EEOC also participates as amicus curiae in important cases in the State
I. COURT DECISIONS

A. Constitutionalityof the ADEA and Statutory Construction

(1) EEOC v. Wyoming, 103 S. Ct. 1054 (1983). The Supreme Court held that the
extension of the ADEA to cover employment practices of State and local governments was not an unconstitutional infringement of the 10 amendment.
in
(2) Anness v. The Steelworkers, 31 FEP Cases 1447 (6th Cir. 1983). Provision
1978 ADEA amendments which postpones effective date of amendments where emon September
ployment is governed by collective bargaining agreement "in effect"
1, 1977, does not apply to agreements signed after that date but made retroactive to
September 1.
B. Scope of PrivateLawsuits
(1) Burns v. Equitable Life Assurance Society, 696 F.2d 21 (2d Cir. 1982). Private

ADEA actions, formally commenced in district court, may continue notwithstanding
a later filed Government suit arising from the same facts.
(2) EEOC & Matheny v. Zippo Mfg. Co., 713 F.2d 84 (3d Cir. 1983) (rehearing
denied). The third circuit ruled that a "hybrid" economic realities test emphasizing
the right to control is the appropriate one to use in determining whether individuals are employees or independent contractors under the ADEA.

Rights Commission v. Kennebec Water Power Co. (Maine Su-

(3) Maine Human
that the
preme Judicial Court) (November 15, 1983). The Maine Supreme Court held
State act which did not incorporate the age 40 to 70 limits of the ADEA was intend-
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ed by the Maine Legislature to protect citizens of all ages and that it was not preempted by the ADEA.
C. The Bona Fide Occupational Qualificationand Business Necessity Defenses
(1) EEOC & County of Allegheny v. Pennsylvania, 705 F.2d 679 (3d Cir. 1983). The
ADEA is violated by a 35-year-old maximum hiring age for police officers.
(2) EEOC v. County of Los Angeles, 706 F.2d 1039 (9th Cir. 1983). Age less than 40
years old held not a "bona fide occupational qualification" for hire into positions of
deputy sheriff and helicopter pilot. Government employment statutes with maximum hiring ages for comparable Federal employees held not to establsih FBOQ for
State and local positions.
(3) EEOC v. Western Electric Co., 713 F.2d 1011 (4th Cir. 1983). Court of appeals
overturned as clearly erroneous district court decision that the company violated
the ADEA by demoting and/or retiring older supervisors on the basis of age during
a 1974-76 reduction in force in its nine-State southern region.
(4) EEOC v. University of Texas Health Science Center, 710 F.2d 1091 (5th Cir.
1983). The fifth circuit upheld, as not clearly erroneous, the district court's holding
that the University of Texas' hiring ceiling of age 45 for campus police officer was a
FBOQ under the Age Act.
(5) EEOC and Thurston v. TWA & ALPA, 713 F. 2d 940 (2d Cir. 1982), pet. for reh.
denied, 32 FEP Cases 1185 (October 1983). Court of appeals directed that summary
judgment be entered in favor of EEOC that TWA and ALPA violated the ADEA by
refusing to allow captains to transfer into flight engineer vacancies effective after
their 60th birthdays and by retiring them instead.
(6) Leftwich v. Harris-Stowe State College, 702 F. 2d 686 (8th Cir. 1983). The court
held that defendants' need to reduce costs did not establish a business necessity defense for its policy of reserving a certain number of positions for nontenured faculty
members, which had a disparate impact on older professors.
D. The Right to a Jury Trial
(1) EEOC v. Correy Jamestown Corp. (3d Cir. decided October 17, 1983). The EEOC
has a right to a jury trial when it sues on behalf of an individual employee for violations of the ADEA.
II. CASES IN WHICH THE EEOC HAS PARTICIPATED, BUT THE COURT HAS NOT YET
RENDERED A DECISION

(1) EEOC v. Borden, Inc. (9th Cir.). Issue: Whether denial of serverance pay to
pension eligible employees violates the ADEA.
(2) EEOC v. Chrysler Corp. (6th Cir.). Issue: Whether the district court abused its
discretion in granting a preliminary injunction requiring Chrysler to offer employees who had been involuntarily retired during Chrysler's reduction in force the opportunity, which was offered to younger employees at the time of the reduction in
force, of going on layoff status with the possibility of recall.
(3) EEOC v. City of Altoona (3d Cir.); EEOC v. City of New Castle (3d Cir.). Issue:
Whether city's adherence to State Statute requiring that the first to be laid off be
the oldest and most senior of those eligible for pension violates the ADEA.
(4) EEOC v. Wayne County Community College (6th Cir.). Issue: Whether a college
president is a policymaking appointee and therefore not protected by the ADEA.
(5) EEOC v. Westinghouse Electric Corp. (3d Cir.). Issue: Whethr denial of severance pay to pension eligible employees violates the ADEA.
(6) Gathercole v. Global Assocs. (9th Cir.). Issues: One, Whether district court correctly held Global was not entitled to a BFOQ or good faith defense as matter of law
simply because its contract with the Army provided that pilots would not be employed past their 60th birthdays. Two, Whether jury properly awarded back pay
beyond date plaintiff's FAA flight certificate expired.
(7) Monroe and EEOC v. United Air Lines (7th Cir.). Issues: One, Ts age below 60 a
BFOQ for the position of flight engineer? Two, Did United violate the ADEA by refusing to permit age 60 captains to transfer to flight engineer positions, while permitting younger captains to make such transfers?
(8) Pan American World Airways v. New York State Human Rights Appeal Board
(N.Y. State Court of Appeals). Issue: Whether the complainants' state claims of age
discrimination were barred by the settlement of a suit by the Federal Government
under the ADEA, where the complainants were not parties to the Federal action
and did not obtain relief under the settlement.
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AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT ACT LAWSUITS FILED IN FISCAL YEAR
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During fiscal year 1983, the Commission filed 33 lawsuits under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA). In addition, five other ADEA cases were approved for litigation by the Commission, but were not filed. Two of the unfiled cases
were resolved during presuit discussions, and another case is still involved in such
discussion. The remaining two cases have already been, or soon should be filed in
the current fiscal year.
The following is a descriptive list of the actions filed in fiscal year 1983.
City of Bellflower. C.D. Cal., No. 82-5688-RMT, filed November 3, 1982. Los Angeles district office. One-on-one: Refusal to promote the charging party, age 62, to the
position of public works inspector for the stated reason that he "would probably
retire in a couple of years."
Marshall Field & Co. N.D. Ill., No. 82-C-7032, filed November 14, 1982. Chicago
district office. Pattern-or-practice: Termination or demotion of approximately 230
upper- and middle-management executives during an internal reorganization. Consolidated with a pending private action on behalf of 55 of the aggrieved individuals.
City of Waco & State of Texas. W.D. Tex., No. W-82-CA-242, filed November 22,

1982. Dallas district office. Pattern-or-practice: Refusal to consider a retired Army
NCO, age 44 and with extensive military police experience, for employment as a
police officer solely because of age.
Lilly IndustrialCoatings, Inc. S.D. Ind., No. IP82-2266-C, filed December 17, 1982.
Indianapolis district office. One-on-one: Refusal to hire the charging party, age 50,
into technical position for the reason-stated in writing-that "young and much
less experienced people" were being sought.
City of Portland.D. Ore., No. 83-50, filed January 13, 1983. Seattle district office.
Pattern-or-practice: Threatened involuntary retirement of police captain, age 64,
pursuant to city ordinance.
Ingersoll Johnson Steel Co. S.D. Ind., No. IP83-269-C, filed February 24, 1983. Indianapolis district office. Pattern-or-practice: Termination and partial replacement
of 21 salaried employees within the protected age group. Statistics are supported by
evidence of discriminatory motive. Consolidated with pending private action on
behalf of seven of the aggrieved individuals.
ITT Hoffman Specialty Corp. S.D. Ind., No. IP83-442-C, filed March 28, 1983. Indianapolis district office. One-on-one: Failure to promote charging party, age 57, to
customer service manager. A less senior and less experienced employee, age 26, was
promoted instead.
National Cash Register Co. S.D. Ohio, No. C-3-83-299, filed April 4, 1983. Cleveland district office. Pattern-or-practice: Challenge to policy of removing company
pilots from flight status at age 60.
El Paso Natural Gas Co. W.D. Tex., No. EP-83-CA-108, filed April 11, 1983.
Dallas district office. Pattern-or-practice: Challenge to policy of removing company
pilots from flight status at age 60.
Robertson Heating Supply Co. N.D. Ohio, No. C-83-1778A, filed April 27, 1983.
Cleveland district office. One-on-one: Involuntary retirement of charging party, age
66, who had been repeatedly told that he could work "only 1 extra year after
normal retirement age (i.e., age 65)."
Pennsylvania State Police. M.D. Pa., No. 83-0321, filed May 9, 1983. Philadelphia
district office. Pattern-or-practice: Challenge to State law which requires that all
State police officers retire at age 60.
Montgomery Ward & Co. N.D. Cal., No. C-83-2423-SC, filed May 13, 1983. San
Francisco district office. One-on-one: Highly qualified senior employee, age 58,
passed over for selection as manager of newly combined departments in favor of a
less qualified junior employee, age 30.
Natural Gas Pipeline Co. E.D. Ark., No. LR-C-83-444, filed May 17, 1983. New
Orleans district office. Pattern-or-practice: Challenge to policy of removing company
pilots from flight status at age 60.
Brockway Glass Co. & Glass Bottle Blowers Ass'n. W.D. Pa., No. 83-1401, filed

June 9, 1983. Philadelphia district office. Pattern-or-Practice: Collectively bargained
policy of refusing transfer rights to employees who were eligible for retirement.
City of Knoxville. E.D. Tenn., No. 3-83-364, filed June 3, 1983. Memphis district
office. Pattern-or-Practice: Challenge to policy of retiring uniformed police and fire
department personnel who have attained at least age 60 and completed at least 25
years of service. Consolidated with pending private lawsuit on behalf of 39 aggrieved
individuals.
Cudahy Foods Co. W.D. Wash., No. C83-855V, filed June 22, 1983. Seattle district
office. Pattern-or-Practice: Policy of refusing severance pay to employees who were
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already eligible for retirement (at least age 55 and at least 10 years of service) at
the time of a plant closing.
Indiana Dept. of NaturalResources. S.D. Ind., No. IP83-858C, filed June 27, 1983.
Indianapolis district office. Pattern-or-Practice: Challenge to State statute which requires all State conservation law enforcement officers to retire at age 60.
Chrysler Corp. N.D. Ga., No. C83-161A, filed June 29, 1983. Atlanta district office.
Pattern-or-Practice: Involves former policy of involuntarily retiring any nonunion,
salaried employee who was selected for a reduction in force and who was already
eligible for early retirement.
Nash Phillips/Copus. W.D. Tex., No. SA-83-CA-1308, filed June 1983. Houston
district office. One-on-one: Failure to hire charging party, age 63, as construction superintendent. The hiring official stated that CP was "too old."
Rinker Materials Corp. S.D. Fla., No. 83-0348-CV-JAG, filed July 6, 1983. Miami
district office. One-on-one: Refusal to hire charging party, age 50, for a management
trainee position on the stated ground that he was overqualified.
Borough of Ambridge. W.D. Pa., No. 83-1721, filed July 12, 1983. Philadelphia di"trict office. Pattern-or-Practice: Challenge to policy of involuntarily retiring fire department personnel at ages 55-60, based on length of service.
780 Villa Street Corp., d.b.a. Blue Ox Restaurant. N.D. Ill., No. 83-C-4761, filed
July 12, 1983. Chicago district office. One-on-one: Refusal to reinstate charging
party, age 54, to waitress job after authorized medical leave. CP's replacement was
age 21.
Central New York Health Systems Agency, Inc. N.D. N.Y., No. 83-CV-833Munson, filed July 18, 1983. New York district office. Pattern-or-practice: Action to
enjoin discriminatory annual review policy which is applied only to employees age
65 and older.
California Office of State Fire Marshal. E..D. Cal., No. 5-83-856-LKK, filed July
28, 1983. San Francisco district office. Pattern-or-Practice: Challenge to policy of requiring State fire marshals to retire at age 65.
WNEW-AM/Metromedia, Inc. S.D. N.Y., No. 83-CIV-5679-Knapp, filed July 29,
1983. New York district office. One-on-one: Termination of charging party, age 55,
from his position and replacement by an individual age 34.
Old Dominion Freight Line, Inc. M.D. N.C., No. C-83-781-G, filed August 9, 1983.
Charlotte district office. One-on-one: Termination of the charging party, age 50,
from his position as a local driver for overtly age discriminatory reasons.
City of New Castle. W.D. Pa., No. 83-1899, filed August 1, 1983. Philadelphia district office. Pattern-or-Practice: Challenge to city ordinance requiring police officers
to retire upon attaining age 65.
Mayor and City Council of Baltimore. D. Md., No. H-83-2945, filed August
1983. Baltimore district office. Pattern-or-Practice: Challenge to city ordinance 12,
requiring school crossing guards to retire at age 60.
California Public Employees Retirement System. E.D. Cal., No. 83-943-MLS, filed
August 22, 1983. San Francisco district office. Pattern-or-practice: Challenge to State
statute requiring municipal "public safety" employees to retire at age 60.
Indiana State Police. S.D. Ind., No. IP-83-1207-C, filed August 29, 1983. Indianapolis district office. Pattern-or-Practice: Challenge to State law which requires all
State police officers to retire at age 55.
Anheuser-Busch, Inc., D. N.J., No. 83-3416, filed September 21, 1983. Philadelphia
district office. Pattern-or-Practice: Involves policy of refusing to pay medicare part B
premiums for employees aged 65 or older, while paying all medical insurance expenses for younger employees.
Crevier v. City of East Providence. D. R.I., No. 83-0470-S, motion to intervene filed
September 26, 1983. New York district office. Pattern-or-Practice: Challenge to city
ordinance requiring all police department personnel to retire at age 65.
Mississippi State Tax Commission. S.D. Miss., No. J83-0717 (B), filed September
26, 1983. Birmingham district office. Pattern-or-Practice: Challenge to newly instituted policy of requiring revenue inspectors and enforcement officers to retire upon
attaining age 65.
AGE DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT

Acr MONETARY RELIEF IN FISCAL YEAR 1983
During fiscal year 1983, the EEOC recovered a total of more than $24.6 million
through litigation under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, an increase
of
about 15 percent over monetary recoveries through ADEA litigation in fiscal
year
1982.
The following is a descriptive list of the cases resolved in fiscal year 1983.
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12,
City of Hamtramck. E.D. Mich., No. 81-71353. Detroit district office. October
1982. Involuntary retirement of assistant fire chief, age 60. Dismissal, stipulation of
compliance; $70,000 for charging party.
office. OcCorry-Jamestown Corp. W.D. Pa., No. 80.142 (Erie). Philadelphia district
in force. Dismissal
tober 18, 1982. Involuntary early retirements during a reduction cash,
$20,105 in adof claim on behalf of one of the aggrieved individuals; $5,000 in
ditional pension contributions.
Yellowstone County Commissioners. D. Mont., No. CV81-231-BLG. Denver district
of age
office. October 20, 1982. Refusal to promote police officer to sergeant, becausehad
alwho
party,
charging
for
$3,216
compliance;
of
stipulation
Dismissal,
(54).
ready been promoted with retroactive seniority.
Angeles district
California Youth Authority. C.D. Cal., No. 82-4786-MRP. Los
office. November 8, 1982. Mandatory retirement of a supervising cook, age 65. Dismissal, stipulation of compliance; $20,220 for charging party.
Roadway Express, Inc., E.D. N.C., No. 80-114-Civ-8. Charlotte district office. November 12, 1982. Forced retirement of terminal manager, age 57, after a visiting corporate official commented that the job was "young man's work." Dismissal; $45,122
in pension contributions for the charging party.
United Air Lines, Inc., N.D. Ill., No. 79-C-1572 (on appeal, 7th Cir.) Chicago district office. November 12, 1982. Policy of mandatory retirement at age 60 for nonpilot, permanent flight engineers (second officers). Supplemental judgment after trail;
$2,335,795 for former employees.
Consolidated Edison of New York. S.D. N.Y., No. 80-1292. New York district
emoffice. December 14, 1982. Pattern of involuntarily retiring older managerial
$852,750 in cash and $852,750 in addiployees during a reduction in force. Dismissal; individuals.
tional pension contributions for 137 aggrieved
Sun Oil Co. (Delaware).N.D. Tex., No. 3-74-1164-C. Dallas district office. December 17, 1982. Termination of high-ranking employees during a management reorganization in an effort to obtain a "better age mix." Dismissal; $353,064 for two aggrieved individuals.
Rockwell International Corp. E.D. Tex., No. TY80-403-CA. Dallas district office.
December 21, 1982. Termination of oldest and most senior supervisor, age 61, during
a reduction in force. Dismissal; $9,000 for charging party.
office.
City of Bellflower. C.D. Cal., No. CV-82-5688-RMT. Los Angeles district
January 5, 1983. Refusal to promote CP, age 62, to public works inspector for the
decree;
stated reason that he "would probably retire in a couple of years." Consent
next va$1,500 in cash for charging party, immediate salary increase, promotion to
cancy as inspector.
San Diego Transit Corp. S.D. Cal., No. 81-0206-GT(1). Los Angels district office.
January 13, 1983. Refusal to hire retired high school mechanics teacher, age 60, for
a position as mechanic. Dismissal; $7,023 for charging party.
Town of Chesterton. N.D. Ind., No. H81-398. Indianapolis district office. January
13, 1983. Involuntary retirement of supervisory radio dispatcher, age 60. Consent
decree; $4,107, plus righful place reinstatement for CP.
NRC Corp. D. Del., No. 79-18. Philadelphia district office. February 14, 1983. Involuntary early retirement of production supervisors during a reduction in force.
Dismissal; $80,000 for four aggrieved individuals.
Filer Highway District. D. Idaho, No. C81-1166. Seattle district office. February
less
28, 1983. Layoff of oldest and most senior road crew supervisor, age 64, while
senior supervisors with similar ratings were retained. Injunction; $4,500 for charging party.
March 25,
Liggett & Myers, Inc. M.D. N.C., No. C-74-163-D. Trail Headquarters.
during a reor1983. Pattern of terminating older sales and management employees and
$3 million
ganization of sales department. Judgment after trail; $7 million cash
in pension contributions for 107 formers employees.
WKYC-TV3 Division of NBC N.D. Ohio, No. C81-1378. Cleveland district office.
video
March 28, 1983. News film editor (age 56) denied transfer into comparable
Dismissal,
tape editor position during changeover from film to video tape format.
for
stipulation of compliance; $9,200 in cash and $9,700 in pension contributions
charging party.
Wayne County Community College. E.D. Mich., No. CA-82-72679. Detroit district
office. March 28, 1983. Board of trustees refused to renew contract of a college president, citing his age (then 63) as one reason. Dismissal; $110,000 for charging party.
Joe Harding,Inc. W.D. Mo., No. 81-5077-CV-SW-4. St. Louis district office. April
pen1, 1983. Failure to credit salary increases earned after age 60 when calculating
sion benefits at "normal retirement age" of 65. Dismissal, stipulation of compliance;
$4,000 for the estate of the charging party.
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South Dakota Board of Regents. D. S.D., No. CIV-8-3058. Denver district office.
April 4, 1983. Age 65 mandatory retirement for college/university faculty members,
despite the absence of "unlimited tenure" protections. Dismissal, stipulation of compliance; $16,200 in cash and $350 in additional pension contributions for charging
party.
Lilly Industrial Coatings, Inc. S.D. Ind., No. IP82-2266-C. Indianapolis district
office. April 15, 1983. Refusal to hire charging party, age 50, into technical position
on ground that "younger and much less experienced people" were wanted. Dismissal; $11,000 for charging party.
State of Michigan, Dept. of State Police. E.D. Mich., No. G81-756-CA5. Detroit dis-

trict office, April 21, 1983. Challenge against State law requiring State police officers to retire upon attaining age 56. Dismissal, stipulation of compliance; $330,000
for five persons.
Western Electric Co. E.D. Mich., No. 80-71257. Detroit district office. April 25,
1983. Demotion of oldest and most senior supervisor during a reduction in force. Dismissal; $70,000 for charging party.
Western Electric Co. D. N.J., No. 81-3985. Philadelphia district office. April 28,
1983. Demotion of an older supervisor during a reduction in force, while a younger
supervisor was retained. Dismissal; $2,000 for charging party, who had already returned to a supervisory position.
NCR Corp. S.D. Ohio, No. C-3-83-299. Cleveland district office. May 12, 1983.
Policy of mandatory retirement for company pilots at age 60. Consent judgment;
$35,000 in additional pension contributions for charging party.
Maricopa County. D. Ariz., No. 82-1088. Phoenix district office. May 13, 1983. Refusal to transfer part-time clerical, age 65, to a full-time job. Dismissal, stipulation
of compliance; $1,100 for charging party, who was also placed on full-time status.
City of Portland.D. Ore., No. 83-50. Seattle district office. May 13, 1983. Involuntary retirement of a police captain, age 65. Consent decree; $234 for charging party,
who missed only 1 day of work before preliminary injunction was obtained.
Lawrence Academy. D. Mass., No. 77-Civ-2313. New York district office. June 2,
1983. Refusal to hire retired professor for a teaching position, because of his age
(then age 62). Dismissal; $5,000 for charging party.
Shasta Beverages, Inc. D. N.J., No. 82-613-HLS. Philadelphia district office. June
13, 1983. Involuntary early retirement of five division sales managers and replacement by younger individuals. Dismissal, stipulation of compliance; $200,000 for five
persons.
Pan American World Airways, Inc. N.D. Cal., No. C81-3636-WAI. San Francisco

district office. July 21, 1983. Refusal to allow pilots to bid into flight engineer positions at age 60, in order to avoid mandatory retirement rule for pilots. Dismissal,
stipulation of compliance; $250,000 for five aggrieved individuals.
Kellogg-American, Inc. W.D. Pa., No. 81-105. Philadelphia district office. August 3,
1983. New corporate president, age, 43, forced to high-level executives to take early
retirement at age 58. Consent decree; $250,000 for two charging parties.
City of Knoxville. E.D. Tenn., No. 3-83-364. Memphis district office. August 11
1983. Policy of retiring police and fire department employees who have reached at
least age 60 and completed at least 25 years of service. Consent decree; $88,918 in
cash and $452,428 in additional pension contributions for 20 aggrieved individuals
represented by EEOC.
United Air Lines, Inc. N.D. Ill., No. 81-C-7300. Chicago district office. August 25,
1983. Involuntary retirement of two employees at age 65, after effective date of the
amendment extending ADEA protections up to age 70. Judgment after trial;
$356,218 for two charging parties.
Bristol Spring Manufacturing Co. S.D. N.Y., No. 78-686-H. New York district
office. September 13, 1983. Charging party, then age 61, fired 2 weeks before his retirement benefits would become vested under a pension plan. Consent decree: $6,000
for charging party.
ITT-Hoffman Specialty Corp. S.D. Ind., No. IP83-442C. Indianapolis district office.
September 15, 1983. Failure to promote charging party, age 57, to customer service
manager, less experienced employee, age 26, was promoted instead. Dismissal;
$12,500 for charging party, who was promoted.
Sandia Corp. D. N.M., No. 75-150. Phoenix district office. September 19, 1983. Pattern of discrimination against individuals over age 52 in terminating engineers
during a reduction in force. Judgment after trial: $7,500,000 for aggrieved individuals.
Zim American-Israeli Shipping Co. S.D. N.Y., No. 81-Civ-6025-L. New York dis-

trict office. September 20, 1983. Age 65 mandatory retirement of shipping agent.
Consent decree: $66,000 for charging party.
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Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. D. N.J., No. 81-3200. Philadelphia district office. September 20, 1983. Older sales managers discharged or forced to take early retirement
during a management reorganization. Consent decree: $90,000 in cash and $22,500
in additional pension contributions for nine aggrieved individuals.
ITEM 20. FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN:

DECEMBER 19, 1983.
1, 1983, reNovember
of
letter
your
to
response
This is in

comquesting fiscal year 1983 information regarding initiatives or programs by this
mission that impact either directly or indirectly on the elderly.
While the Federal Communications Commission does not focus solely on the needs
of the elderly, certain of its actions indirectly affect this important segment of the
population. Therefore, the staff summary of FCC activities affecting the elderly has
been enclosed for you to incorporate into the Senate Special Committee on Aging
report, "Developments in Aging."
and
During the past several years, the Commission has participated in legislation
of which inrulemaking designed specifically to help the handicapped, categoriesSince
a significlude the deaf and hearing impaired, blind, and physically disabled. consideration
cant proportion of people aged 65 or older falls into these categories, to the elderof telecommunications needs of the handicapped is a matter of interest
ly community, although perhaps not specifically directed to the elderly.
We at the Federal Communications Commission will continue our efforts to be attentive to telecommunications matters that affect the elderly.
Sincerely,
MARK S. FOWLER, Chairman.
Enclosure.
STAFF SUMMARY OF FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

AcnvrrlES

AFFECTING

THE ELDERLY

The FCC fiscal year 1982 report on this subject discussed several initiatives not
completed; an update on these issues includes:
The "Telecommunications for the Disabled Act of 1982" as signed into law on Janis of
uary 3, 1983. This major piece of legislation, for which the FCC is responsible,
speech,
direct import to the aging. The disabled are defined as those persons whose also
vision, hearing, or mobility is impaired. Since a large proportion of disabled rulesfall
to
into the category of aged, the law is of great interest to that group. Specific
implement the act include:
-Telephone companies will be required to make available a hearing aid compatiteleble telephone, on request to each user who cannot otherwise obtain such a

phone.
-Telephone

companies will be required to notify regulatory authorities 6 months

in advance of the proposed termination of specialized operator and directory assistance for users of telecommunications devices for the deaf.
-Those companies which supply telecommunications devices fo the deaf (TDD's)
will be required to supply information on the use of TDD's.
loca-After January 1, 1985, all telephones which are installed in "essential"
tions must be hearing aid compatible.
-All coin-operated and "emergency use" telephones, which were installed prior
to January 1, 1985, must be converted to hearing aid compatibility by that date.

confir-Adoption of a uniform, nationwide technical standard which will allow
mation of whether telephones are acutally hearing aid compatible.
-All telephones offered for sale after June 1, 1984, will be required to be accompanied by package labeling or written statements notifying the prospective purchaser whether or not the telephone is hearing aid compatible, and if not, disclosing that the instrument may not be used as "essential"; and
-Companies may offer specialized telephone equipment, either on a tariffed or
untariffed basis as each State may direct.

Under the Second Computer Inquiry, a petition for waiver of FCC rules impacting

upon the aged was awaiting a decision from the Commission. On December 28, 1982,
this waiver was adopted. It deals with providing specialized telephone equipmnet
under special pricing arrangements; once provisions of the above-cited legislation
are enacted, the waiver will no longer be necessary. It therefore serves as an interin
measure until the law is implemented.

The general inquiry initiated by the FCC in 1978 into the matter of telephone
services for the deaf and hearing imparied, which was a precursor to the legislation
enacted by the Congress, was therefore terminated in May 1983.
The FCC also completed its rulemaking concerning use of subcarriers by FM radio
stations. In the past, a number of FM stations offered radio reading services for the
blind on their subcarrier facilities. The new rules expand the potential uses of subcarriers and make available a second subcarrier on each FM broadcast channel.
This provides additional basic transmission facilities, one of the most important factors in adding new services of value to the elderly.
Recent technological developments have made it possible to operate subcarrier
signals on the television audio channel in a manner similar to that of FM subcarrier signals. Such subcarriers would be useful for a variety of applications, including
TV stereo and separate programing not related to regular television. This, then, appears to offer further opportunity for increasing the number and geographic availability of transmission facilities for providing service to senior citizens. Potential
use of the aural baseband is great, since each of the 786 commercial stations for
and
273 noncommercial stations now on the air could be providing subcarrier service.
Thousands of hours of service could be provided at virtually no technical cost. The
FCC initiated a rulemaking to study television audio subcarrier authorization in
August 1983 and expects to complete this proceeding early in fiscal year 1984.
The FCC proceeding to authorize teletext was completed in early April 1983. Teletext is a new form of communication that involves the transmission of textual and
graphic data on the vertical blanking interval (VBI)-that portion of the TV signal
that appears as a black bar when the picture rolls-of the video portion of the TV
signal. The rules for this service provide a broad-based authority that facilitates use
of teletext for closed captions and for full screen informational text services such as
news, weather, and sports reports, consumer services, and community bulletins.
These kinds of services can significantly extend and enhance access of deaf and
hearing-impaired persons to electronic mass media sources. Also, closed
caption
services on the line 21 Telecaption system continue to be available.
In April 1983, the Commission also proposed providing additional interim frequencies in the 46 and 49 MHz bands (currently assigned for government use)
for cordless telephone operations. The advent of widerspread cordless telephone availability
may prove especially useful to the elderly. The telephone is often a primary link
for
the senior citizen to the outside world, and cordless telephones allow quicker access
to those with limited mobility.
ITEM 21. FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
DECEMBER 21, 1983.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In response to your letter of November 1, 1983,
I am pleased
to forward the enclosed staff summary of Federal Trade Commission activities
affecting the elderly for the year 1983. As this enclosure indicates, many of the Commission's efforts to promote a free and fair marketplace are particularly significant
for elderly consumers.
I hope this information will be helpful to the committee. Please let me know
if we
can provide any further assistance.
By direction of the Commission.
JAMES C. MILLER III, Chairman.
Enclosure.

STAFF SUMMARY OF FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACTIVITIES AFFECTING
THE ELDERLY
HEALTH-RELATED ACTIVITIES
Since consumers aged 65 and older spend almost three times as much
per capita

on health care as other adults, FTC initiatives designed to benefit purchasers
health care have particular significance for the elderly. The FTC's health-related of
activities address nearly every facet of health care delivery that is of concern
to older
Americans.
Home Health Care
Home health care agencies, which offer skilled nursing and other health services
to patients in their homes, can provide some elderly persons with an important
alternative to hospitalization or nursing home care. Home health services
offer not
only the possibility of reduced health care expenditures, but also can enable
some

people who would otherwise require institutional care to remain at home. In a proceeding before the Virginia Health Commissioner to determine whether or not a petitioning home health care provider would receive a certificate of public need
authorizing it to operate in Northern Virginia, the FTC staff filed comments urging
that home health care agencies not be excluded from market entry as a result of
unduly strict application of certificate of need requirements. The staff concluded
that preventing qualified firms from entering the home health care market would
be likely to injure consumers through higher prices and limited access to home
health services.
Life Care Facilities
"Life care" is a concept whereby a senior citizen, at a certain minimum age, may
purchase a life lease in a living unit through the payment of an entrance fee and
the obligation to pay monthly service fees. In addition to the life lease, the resident
is entitled to various services and amenities, including guaranteed lifetime nursing
care.
In 1983, the FTC concluded an investigation of certain practices by Christian
Services International, Inc. (CSI), which has developed, marketed, and/or managed
approximately 200 life care homes in 15 States. CSI's homes guarantee lifetime
living accommodations, meals, and medical services to its residents, who must pay
entrance fees, ranging from $15,000 to $100,000 and monthly service fees ranging
from $250 to $500. At the conclusion of the investigation, the Commission and CSI
entered into a consent order. 1
The complaint released with the consent agreement alleged that CSI unfairly and
deceptively implied in advertisements and promotioal material that many of its
homes are affiliated with religious organizations. In fact, CSI has no religious affiliation. Under the consent agreement, the company may not represent that any religious group is affiliated with its life care homes or is legally or morally responsible
for the homes' bebts, unless that is the case. Also, CSI must provide prospective residents with a statement detailing any religious affiliation or explaining that there is
none.
The complaint also charges CSI represented there is little or no financial risk in
entering into a life care contract. Under the agreement, the company may not make
this claim. CSI must disclose to prospective residents that entering into the contract
may involve significant financial risk, and they should seek independent advice
before signing.
Nursing Homes
There are currently about 23,000 nursing homes in the United States providing
care to approximately 1.4 million eldely residents. The Commission is engaged in an
industrywide investigation to determine whether significant consumer protection
problems currently exist in the nursing home industry. Allegat ons have been made,
for example, that some nursing homes fail to disclose important information to potential residents prior to admission, and conceal inflated prices or charges for services not rendered by failing to provide itemized bills to residents. The investigation
will collect evidence on the incidence of these and other alleged practices and their
potential for injury to prospecive and actual nursing home residents. This information will be used to determine whether there is a need for additional Commission
action in this area and, if so, what form that action should take.
Commission staff is also developing a program to present testimony and make appearances before State and Federal agencies with nursing home regulatory responsibilities concerning competition and consumer protection issues involved in nursing
home regulation. As a part of this program, the Commission staff will be participating in a 22-month study of nursing home regulation to be conducted by the Institute
of Medicine, National Academy of Sciences. The study, funded by the Department of
Health and Human Services, will address several questions related to the objectives
and effectiveness of current nursing home regulation, including how it affects satispolicies and regulations
factory quality of patient care, and how Federal and State
2
should be modified to best achieve regulatory objectives.
' Consent agreements are for settlement purposes only and do not constitute an admission by
the company that it violated the law. When issued by the Commission on a final basis, a consent
carries the force of law with respect to future actions.
order
2
These Commission initiatives were undertaken as a result of the Commission's evaluation of
a draft staff report. The draft staff report and several accompanying memoranda were released
in September 1983.

PrescriptionDrugs

Persons aged 65 and over comprise 11 percent of the population, but pay 25 percent of the national prescription drug bill. Consequently, savings on prescription
drug purchases are especially significant for elderly consumers. In 1979, the FTC
staff completed an examination of State laws which prevent pharmacists from substituting lower cost generic drugs for brand name pharmaceuticals, and concluded
that modification of these State laws could result in significant consumer benefits
with no compromise in the quality which consumers receive. The Commission's
staff, in conjunction with the Food and Drug Administration, proposed a model drug
product selection statute for consideration by the States, and the staff continues to
provide assistance to States contemplating legislation on this issue.
Several States have adopted the model law in whole or part. The Commission's
Bureau of Economics has been studying the effects of the various State drug product
selection laws including the model law on the extent of drug substitution and on
drug prices. The study is nearly complete and a report should be available in 1984.
Hearing Aids

The majority of hearing aids are purchased by the elderly. Statistics indicate that
over 40 percent of persons over 65 have some type of hearing impairment. In 1975,
the Commission began a rulemaking proceeding dealing with the advertising and
sale of hearing aids. The proposed rule would provide consumers with a 30-day trial
period during which a consumer could return the hearing aid and receive a refund
of 90 percent of the purchase price. The Commission is expected to consider the proposal in 1984. Among the questions that the Commission will consider are whether
the record demonstrates that deceptive and unfair practices are prevalent, whether
the practices are best addressed by a rule or on a case-by-case basis, and whether
the benefits of the proposed rule would outweight its costs.
Vision Care

Over 90 percent of persons aged 65 and over wear corrective lenses. The FTC has
two programs designed to lower the price of vision care. The first, the "eyeglasses
rule,' gives consumers the right to obtain a copy of their prescription after having
their eyes examined, thereby enabling them to comparison shop for eyeglasses. The
FTC is examining staff proposals to amend the prescription release requirement
contained in that rule. These proposals would give consumers the right to: (1) Retain
a copy of their eyeglasses prescription after it is filled; and (2) obtain a copy of their
complete contact lens prescription at the conclusion of the fitting and dispensing
process. If adopted, this amendment would enable consumers to comparison shop for
duplicate or replacement pairs of eyeglasses or contact lenses.
The second vision care program, known as "eyeglasses II," is examining several
additional proposals aimed at increasing competition and lowering prices in the
vision care market. That investigation is focused on restrictions that inhibit the socalled "commerical" practice of optometry, including restrictions that prevent optometrists from practicing under a trade name, working for a lay corporation, locating their practice in a commercial setting, and operating branch offices.
Dental Care

Slightly over half of all persons aged 65 and over have lost their teeth, and approximately half of this group needs denture care, either because they have no dentures at all or because the dentures they do have are so ill-fitting as to be beyond
repair. The cost of denture care and the maldistribution of dentists in certain parts
of the country (most notably in rural and inner-city areas) may prevent elderly consumers from obtaining denture care. Preliminary evidence from Canada suggests
that consumer costs may decrease and access to denture care may increase where
dental laboratory technicians, known as "denturists," are permitted to provide dentures directly to consumers. In the United States virtually all States prohibit nondentists, from selling dentures directly to patients and require that dentures be
fitted only by dentists. The FTC is seeking to gather evidence to determine the potential effects on consumers of permitting denturists to offer their services directly
to the public.
The Commission's staff is also examining the effects on consumers of certain restrictions (similar to those described in the discussion of "eyeglasses II" in the section of vision care) on the "commercial" practice of dentistry in general. These types
of commercial dental practices were examined in a report prepared for the FTC
called "Entrepreneurial Trends in Health Care Delivery: The Development of Retail
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Dentistry and Freestanding Ambulatory Services" which was published in July
1982.
Laser Facelifts

Older Americans, like other age groups, are interested in ways to improve their
appearance. Therefore, they may be susceptible to fraudulent claims about supposedly new and effective ways to reduce or eliminate wrinkles.
An increasing number of health care practitioners, beauticians, and cosmetologists have been claiming that they can perform facelifts using a low-powered or
"cold" laser. Advertisements for laser facelifts usually claim that this is a revolutionary new method of removing wrinkles, and that it is a painless, less costly alternative to surgery.
FTC staff investigated such claims by several health care practitioners and found
that the practitioners had no reliable evidence to support their claims about the
procedure's effectiveness. The practitioners entered into a consent agreement with
the FTC requiring them to have scientific tests or other reliable evidence to support
their claims. The consent agreement was widely circulated along with a consumer
education brochure advising the public about the unsubstantiated nature of the
claims. In addition, staff have been working with State attorneys general and professional licensing boards to eliminate deceptive claims about laser facelifts.
End Stage Renal Disease

In 1972, Congress established the end stage renal disease program as part of the
medicare program. Over 60,000 people suffer from this disease, which is chronic
kidney failure. Dialysis treatment can be provided in a hospital, at a freestanding/
independent facility, or at home.
The FTC commissioned a study that examined how a more competitive approach
would address important policy issues of medicare's end stage renal disease program. The final report, released in August 1983, found that increased competition
among providers of end stage renal disease dialysis services could reduce consumer
costs and improve consumer choice of services.
The report analyzes the program and suggests ways it might be changed to introduce more competition and consumer choice. The report discusses alternative reimbursement schemes and points out the advantages and disadvantages of various
methods. It also deals with the role regulatory mechanisms may play in limiting
competition.
DECEPTIVE ADVERTISING PRACTICES BY PROFESSIONALS

As major consumers of health care services, the elderly can be significantly disadvantaged when health care professionals engage in deceptive advertising practices.
The laser facelift problem is just one example of a deceptive advertising practice
that is used by some health care professionals.
FTC staff have initiated a project to monitor and systematically review advertising by health care professionals. The staff is working with representatives of health
professional groups to learn more about the nature of deception in the context of
professional advertising.
ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT IN THE HEALTH CARE SECTOR

The FTC's health care antitrust activities are aimed at promoting valuable compe-

tition in markets for health care goods and services in order to lower costs, improve

quality, and preserve consumer choice. Law enforcement activity in fiscal year 1983
focused on challenging restraints on truthful advertising by health care professionals, conspiracies to obstruct insurers' cost-containment programs, and anticompetitive mergers by hospital chains.
Advertising Restrictions

The FTC issued three consent orders in fiscal yer 1983 prohibiting associations of
health professionals from restricting truthful advertising by their members. These
orders-entered against the Michigan Association of Osteopathic Physicians, the
Washinton, D.C. Dermatological Society, and the Association of Independent Dentists (Pueblo, Colo.-enable physicians and dentists to advertise information of great

importance to older Americans, such as prices for routine services, office hours,
proximity to public transportation, and whether they accept medicare assignment or
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offer discounts to the elderly. The associations are not prohibited from
sonable ethical guidelines to protect the public from false or deceptiveadopting reaadvertising.
Conspiracies To Block Cost-ContainmentPrograms

On February 17, 1983, the Commission issued decisions in two cases
challenging
boycotts aimed at health insurers' cost-control efforts. In Indiana
tists, the Commission found that the federation had conspired withFederation of Denits members and
others to frustrate cost-containment efforts of insurers
collectively refusing to
submit existing X-rays to dental insurers who use them tobydetermine
bursement is warranted. This decision is on appeal to the U.S. Court whether reimof Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit. In Michigan State Medical Society, the Commission
ruled that
the society violated the antitrust laws when it threatened on behalf
of its members
to boycott the Michigan medicaid program and Blue Cross/Blue
Shield of Michigan
unless they adopted reimbursement policies favored by the society.
FTC entered consent orders against the Texas Dental Association In addition, the
and the Association of Independent Dentists (Pueblo, Colo.) that prohibit the associations
from
threatening or coercing third-party payers.
HospitalMergers

The FTC has charged two of the Nation's major hospital chains with violating
the
antitrust laws through their acquisition of competing hospitals.
law judge issued a decision on July 27, 1983, ruling that AmericanAn administrative
Medical International's acquisition of a hospital in San Luis Obispo, Calif., was likely
to substantially lessen competiton. The judge also held that AMI has illegally
nopolize the delivery of acute-care hospital services in the San attempted to moLuis Obispo area.
The decision is currently on appeal to the Commission. The second
case challenges
the acquisition by the Hospital Corp. of America of two other
hospital chains.
NON-HEALTH-RELATED ACTIVITIES

Funerals

The Commission began its funeral industry rulemaking proceeding
in 1975. Based
on a record developed over several years, the Commission
found that certain
common business practices used by funeral directors restricted the
consumers' abilities to choose the funeral goods and services they want, and hindered
competition. As a result, in July 1982, the Commission approved the healthly price
"funeral rule."
The funeral rule is intended to increase consumer access to accurate
information
prior to, and at the time of, purchase. The rule would:
Require
funeral directors to
provide consumers with itemized, presale price disclosures; prohibit
misrepresentations of legal and cemetery requirements and of the preservative
of embalming, caskets, and vaults; prohibit funeral directors from or protective value
requiring a casket
for cremation, or any other tie-in arrangements; prohibit funeral
directors from
charging for goods and services not specifically ordered, such as embalming;
and require funeral directors to give, on request, price information over
On September 30, 1982, the rule was submitted to the Congressthe telephone.
for review in accordance with section 21 of the Federal Trade Commission Improvements
Act of
1980. The review period terminated on May 15, 1983, with neither
gress having passed a resolution of disapproval. However, a court House of Conthe rule was filed. On June 6, 1983, the Commission established an case challenging
the rule of January 1, 1984. Subsequently, in response to petitions effective date for
requesting a stay
of the rule until after the court has had an opportunity to issue
a decision,
mission announced its decision to postpone the effective date of portions the Comof the rule
until April 30, 1984. However, those parts of the rule requiring that
ers refrain from making specified oral or written misrepresentations funeral providare scheduled
to become effective on January 1, 1984, as previously determined.
In addition to the funeral rule, the FTC has issued a consent order
designed to
preserve price competition in the burial casket manufacturing
industry. Gulf &
Western Industries, Inc., one of the Nation's largest casket manufacturers,
was ordered to sell its Alabama casket manufacturing facility
an FTC-approved buyer
who would operate the facility as a viable competitor. to
order settled charges
brought by the Commission in 1981 that Gulf & Western'sThe
acquisition of two compa3Both matters
are currently
as to the merits of the cases. in litigation, and the Commission expresses no view whatsoever
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nies in the casket industry was likely to lessen competition and create a monopoly.
The FTC has approved the sale of the Alabama facility to a newly formed company.
Delivery of Legal Services

The Commission's staff is currently conducting an investigation to determine
whether various public and private restrictions have hindered the development of
legal clinics and closed-panel third-party payment plans for legal services. Legal
clincis and closed-panel plans reputedly offer reduced fees and increased access to
high-quality legal services. These advantages may be of particular benefit to the elderly, whose income often exceeds limits established by government-sponsored assistance programs, yet may be insufficient to cover the high costs of private legal
assistance. The final report should be available in 1984.
Credit

The FTC enforces the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of a number of factors, including age. While Federal law permits a
creditor to consider information related to age, credit cannot be denied, reduced, or
withdrawn solely because an otherwise qualified applicant is over a certain age.
Furthermore, retirement income must be included in rating a credit application,
and credit may not be denied or withdrawn because credit-related insurance is not
available to persons of a certain age.
In 1983, the Commission filed an age discrimination complaint against Aristar,
Inc. The complaint charged that Aristar's subsidiary, Blazer Financial Services,
denied loans to elderly people, including those who relied on public assistance or
retirement benefits, because of their age or because they were not employed full
time. According to the complaint, Blazer treated elderly credit applicants less favorably than similarly qualified younger applicants. The Commission settled these
charges through a consent decree, under which Aristar paid a $90,000 civil penalty
and is enjoined from such practices in the future.
In addition, the Commission's staff is pursuing several nonpublic investigations of
creditors for possible illegal discrimination against elderly consumers. These cases
involve such issues as alleged discouragement of elderly people from submitting applications, refusal to consider income from retirement sources, and imposition on elderly borrowers of harsher repayment terms that are not justified by legitimate
creditworthiness considerations.
Mobile Homes-Sales and Service

Mobile homes comprise a substantial portion of the low- and moderate-income
housing stock, and a large proportion of mobile homeowners are elderly persons. In
August 1980, the FTC issued a staff report recommending adoption of a proposed
trade regulation rule that was intended to improve warranty service on mobile
homes. Although nearly all new mobile homes were sold with a written warranty,
the rulemaking proceeding attempted to determine whether service under these
manufacturers' warranties may be inadequate. In its report, the staff recommended
a rule that, among other things would set 30-day time limits within which mobile
home manufacturers or their service agents must complete warranty repairs. Staff
is now reevaluating its recommended actions in light of public comments received
on the staff report. The staff expects to present its final recommendations to the
Commission in 1984.
Mobile Homes-Formaldehyde

The presence of formaldehyde gases in the ambient air in mobile homes, as well
as in other housing, has become a controversial health issue in recent years. Medical experts are particularly concerned about the possible effects of formaldehyde on
the elderly. The Consumer Federation of America petitioned the Commission to initiate a rulemaking on this subject in January 1983. The Commission denied this petition because the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has an
ongoing rulemaking proceeding proposal to set product standards for mobile home
formaledhyde emissions. HUD is also considering whether mobile home manufacturers should be required to inform consumers of the alleged dangers of formaldehyde.
The Commission has directed the staff to monitor developments and gather additional information on this subject. This information may form the basis of a comment to HUD concerning the desirability of a warning label, or, if appropriate, may
be used in planning Commission policy in this area.

Real Estate "Loan" Transactions

During the past few years there have been increasing numbers
foreclosure actions by lenders. This has resulted in "new" businesses that can ofgenerally
scribed as "foreclosure help" companies. These companies advertise and offerbe deforeclosure help to homeowners in financial difficulty.
In October 1983, the Federal Trade Commission obtained a preliminary injunction
against one such company-R. A. Walker & Associates, Inc. The Commission
that the company orally represented the transactions entered into as "loans,"alleged
in fact the transactions were "sales." A number of elderly consumers were when
among
those affected by the alleged misrepresentations that were used to drain
accumulated equity from the consumers' homes.
CONSUMER EDUCATION ACTIVITIES AFFECTING THE ELDERLY
In addition to its law enforcement and economic research
activities, the FTC is
involved

in preparing and disseminating numerous publications, public affairs programs, and informational flyers of significant interest to the elderly.
consumer education activities cut across and support all FTC programs. SomeThese
of the recent
consumer education activities include:
Complaint Resolution

In 1983, the FTC worked with the American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP) to develop and distribute "How To Write a Wrong," a booklet which
plains how to complain effectively about consumer problems and get results. exbooklet contains information about two types of merchandising frequently aimedThe
at
the elderly-door-to-door sales and mail-order promotions. It also explains
when,
where, and how to complain. This booklet is a component of a slide-tape
program
developed by the AARP for use in its 5,000 local offices around the country.
The
FTC and the AARP have distributed approximately 50,000 copies of the publication
in 1983. The AARP has just reprinted 100,000 copies.
Funerals

The FTC is developing consumer television and print education materials to
explain key elements of the funeral rule. Television public service announcements
and
the consumer brochure will be distributed in 1984.
Health

The FTC, in cooperation with the American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP), is developing a guide on shopping for professional services
in the health
care area, i.e., doctors, dentists, pharmacists, and vision care specialists.
completion of the booklet in 1984, it will be distributed by both the FTC and Upon
the AARP.
Housing

In cooperation with the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP),
the
Commission is developing two booklets explaining housing options
the elderly.
One will discuss independent living; the other will consider assisted for
Such information is important, as well over 90 percent of persons older than living.
live in some
form of "independent" housing. When the booklets are completed in 65
1984, they will
be distributed by the AARP and the Commission.
ITEM 22. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
DECEMBER 19, 1988.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In response to your November 1, 1983, request
for information about our fiscal year 1983 work affecting the elderly, we are enclosing
list of
issued reports with summary information (enclosure I) and a list of relevant aongoing
assignments (enclosure II). We are also including information about our internal
activities that involve the elderly (enclosure III).
Sincerely yours,
RICHARD L. FOGEL, Director.
Enclosures.

ENCLOSURE

I.-General Accounting Office elderly related reports issued during the
period October 1, 1982 through September 30, 1983

Audit of Medicaid Costs Reported by Autumn Hills Convalescent Centers, Inc.,
Houston, Tex. (HRD-83-9, October 14, 1982)
Although the central office costs reported by Autumn Hills for 1978 and 1980 included significant amounts of unallowable and questionable costs, under Texas' ratesetting methodology these amounts had no effect on what Autumn Hills and other
homes in the State were or will be paid. GAO believes the State should modify its
approach to auditing nursing homes to focus on those facilities whose reported costs
are most likely to have the greatest impact on the payment rates.
One Autumn Hills home has had a history of inadequate nursing staff to meet
State standards, and this problem was also identified during the more recent period
covered by GAO.
Inadequate Internal Controls Affect Quality and Reliability of the Civil Service
Retirement System's Annual Report (AFMD-83-3, October 22, 1982)
The Office of Personnel Management did not establish adequate internal control
and reporting procedures to insure the reliability of the financial and actuarial information it presented in the civil service retirement system's annual report for
fiscal 1980, required by Public Law 95-595 and published in February 1982.
GAO found that:
-Controls over computer programs used in performing actuarial valuations were
weak.
-Poor recordkeeping and processing delays resulted in unreliable records of accounts receivable; and
-Relevant information, considered essential for a fair presentation of the annual
report, was either omitted or not adequately disclosed.
OPM agreed with the basic thrust of this report and has already taken action or
plans to act to correct many of the problems discussed.
Multiemployer Pension Plan Data Are Inaccurate and Incomplete (HRD-83-7,
October 25, 1982)
The Multiemployer Pension Plan Amendments Act of 1980 made major changes
to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act. The Internal Revenue Service
and the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation are primarily responsible for administering and enforcing the amendments, and they need complete and accurate data.
Multiemployer plans are required to report annually to these agencies.
There is no assurance that all multiemployer plans are reporting as required and,
when they do report, data are often missing or inaccurate. In an October 1981
report, GAO pointed out that these same conditions generally existed for data required to be reported by all types of pension plans. This report discusses the continued need for data management improvements.
Officials of the two agencies told GAO that they would continue efforts to improve
data management.
Concerns About Controlling Union Employees' Benefit Funds by the Carpenters
Collection Agency, Youngstown, Ohio (HRD-83-8, November 12, 1982)
The Collection Agency, established by union affiliates, collects payments from employers primarily for union employee fringe benefit funds. It is administered by five
trustees who are also union trustees of one of the benefit plans served by the Collection Agency. Operating costs are paid from interest earned on employer payments
before disbursement to the funds.
The Department of Labor determined that some fringe benefit fund trustees violated their fiduciary responsibilities under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act; however, Labor did not take aggressive action to correct the violations.
Also, the Collection Agency may have violated the Labor-Management Relations
(Taft-Hartly) Act by Accepting employer payments.
The Elderly Should Benefit From Expanded Home Health Care but Increasing
These Services Will Not Insure Cost Reductions (IPE-83-1, December 7, 1982)
Because families and individuals prefer to have a choice among long-term care
options, a larger demand for home health care is likely throughout the 1980's. The
growth in the size of the disabled elderly population, high government expenditures

for nursing home and hospital care, and a desire to improve elderly health status all
have created interest in expanding or revising the current home health care syst, .
GAO found that when expanded home health care services were made available
to the chronically ill elderly, longevity and client-reported satisfaction were improved. These services, however, did not reduce nursing home or hospital use or
total service costs. More research is needed in two areas in which potentially positive findings are indicated: The effects of expanded home health care on those elderly highly at risk of placement in nursing homes, and on hospital admission and
readmission rates and lengths of stay.
The growing public support for wide diversity in long-term care services indicated
that the critical policy issue is not whether expanded home health care services
are
less costly than institutional care but, rather, how these services should be organized for maximum efficiency and effectiveness.
Hospital Links With Related Firms Can Conceal Unreasonable Costs and Increase
Administrative Burden, Thus Inflating Health Program Expenditures (HRD-8318, January 19, 1983)
GAO reviewed five hospitals to identify transactions with organizations related to
the hospitals by common ownership or control that had not been properly disclosed
by the hospitals or identified by the intermediaries and that resulted in medicare/
medicaid overpayments to the hospitals. Problems were identified in each hospital,
and resulting excessive claims for payment quantified as of July 1982 totaled over
$1.2 million. Related organization transactions not only conceal unallowable costs
and increase medicare/medicaid reimbursements, but also increase the administrative burden on claims payers because of the need to identify and analyze such transactions. Because the transactions are often complex, medicare and medicaid
paying
agents miss some, and overpayments result.
Improving Medicare and Medicaid Systems To Control Payments for Unnecessary
Physicians' Services (HRD-83-16, February 8, 1983)
Some services provided to medicare and medicaid recipients by physicians or suppliers are medically unnecessary and, under the law, should not be paid for by these
programs. This report discusses the systems to identify, prevent, or recover
payments for unnecessary services and describes how they can be improved to reduce
program costs.
Eligibility of Civil Service Annuitants, Survivors, and Employees for Medicare
(HRD-83-26, March 10, 1983)
In January 1983, Federal employees began paying the medicare hospital insurance tax of 1.3 percent on the first $35,700 of their wages and thus become eligible
for medicare hospital insurance based on their Federal employment.
This study shows that, as of December 1981, about 81 percent of the civil service
annuitants, survivors, and employees age 65 and older were eligible
for medicare
hospital insurance benefits. About 79 percent of those eligible were eligible
on their
own account and not as a dependent of another person. Individuals who were
eligible on their own account had earned fewer quarters and had paid less in hospital
insurance taxes than a random sample of all medicare beneficiaries who were
eligible on their own account.
Issues Concerning Social Security Benefits Paid to Aliens (HRD-83-32,
March 24,
1983)
There has long been congressional concern about aliens who
only long
enough to become eligible for social security benefits and then returnwork
their native
countries to collect the benefits for themselves and their dependents.to In
1981, the
Social Security Administration paid nearly $1 billion to 313,000 beneficiaries
living
abroad, more than 60 percent of whom were aliens. Alien retirees aboard generally
have worked less time in covered employment, have paid less taxes to social security, and have more dependents than the average retiree, frequently adding such
dependents after retirement.
GAO's study also identified an inconsistency between the Social Security Act and
the Immigration and Nationality Act-aliens are allowed to
earn social security
credits under the former act while violating the latter. Accumulation
of credits by
the payment of benefits to aliens who worked illegally in the United States
could be
costly to the trust funds.
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Inaccurate Fund Transfers Between Social Security Administration and Railroad
Retirement Board (HRD-83-2, April 4, 1983)
Since 1958, the Social Security Administration (SSA) has paid more than $17 billion to the Railroad Retirement Board through an annual fund transfer (financial
interchange) required by law. The interchange is designed to place the social security program in the same financial position in which it would have been if railroad
employment had not been excluded from social security coverage.
GAO found that the Board, which performs all the interchange calculations,
makes frequent errors, uses a statistical method that makes imprecise estimates,
and includes inappropriate factors to calculate the amount due. As a result, both
over- and underpayments are made by SSA. GAO estimates that the net effect of
such errors and inefficiencies in one financial interchange was that SSA paid the
Board about $40 million more than it should have.
GAO recommends that the Board improve its calculations accuracy and that SSA
do more to insure that the amount it pays the Board is proper.
Most Civil Service Disability Retirement Claims Are Decided Fairly, But
Improvements Can Be Made (FPCD-83-1, April 13, 1983)
a sample of applications for benefits under the Office of Personnel
analyzed
GAO
4,
Management disability retirement program for the 1-year period ended March
1982. At least 90 percent of OPM's decisions were consistent with program eligibilIn particity criteria. However, GAO believes that some improvements can be made.forms
and
ular OPM should develop better psychiatric criteria, use revised claims
instructions, and inform applicants of specific reasons for the denial of their initial
claims.
Additionally, in fiscal years 1981 and 1982, the Merit Systems Protection Board
reversed about 50 percent of the 1,172 appealed disability decisions. Although OPM
has proposed some actions to alleviate this situation, it needs further strategies for
evaluating and defending disability decisions that are appealed to the Board.
OPM management already has made substantial progress toward improving its
disability retirement program; it plans still further actions.
Action Needed To Reduce, Account for, and Collect Overpayments to Federal
Retirees (AFMD-83-19, June 28, 1983)
milThe Office of Personnel Management reported overpayments of about $214
service
lion to retired Federal civilian employees and their survivors, from the civil1982.
Alretirement and disability fund, during the 5 years ended September 30,
might
though OPM has recovered a substantial portion of these overpayments,to itprevent
have avoided some of the overpayments if better controls had been used
dual payments and promptly identify deceased beneficiaries.
to
GAO found that (1) little emphasis was placed on eliminating benefit payments
were
individuals no longer eligible, such as deceased beneficiaries; (2) overpayments
not accurately recorded and reported, once identified; and (3) prompt, aggressive
action was not taken to recover overpayments.
GAO recommends establishment of adequate internal controls to minimize, account for, and collect such overpayments from the fund.
Need To Eliminate Payments for Unnecessary Hospital Ancillary Services (HRD83-74, September 30, 1983)
About 6 percent of the charges for ancillary services provided to a sample of medicare beneficiaries at 16 hospitals represented unnecessary care. All of the unnecessary care was paid by medicare because of the absence of effective medical necessity
reviews.
for
Medicare's new prospective reimbursement system will provide an incentive
howevhospitals to eliminate unnecessary ancillary services. A remaining problem,
on costs
er, is that the reimbursement rates under the new system are based in part
of providing unnecessary care. GAO recommends that HHS eliminate the cost of
such care from the data base used to establish the rates.
GAO also noted that the medicaid program was vulnerable to the payment for
unnecessary ancillary services.
Letter Reports
GAO's Major Activities in Aging During Fiscal Year 1982 (HRD-83-25, December
17, 1982).
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Improper Hospital Charges for Priority Tests Claimed for Medicare Reimbursement (HRD-83-36, January 13, 1983).
Opportunities To Reduce Medicare Costs Under the End State Renal Disease Program for Home Dialysis Patients (HRD-83-28, January 21, 1983).
Response to Questions Concerning Percentage Contracts and Limited Service Contracts Under Medicare (HRD-83-30, February 2, 1983).
Circumstances Under Which Nonprofit Hospitals Are Reviewing and Deciding To
Terminate Social Security Coverage (HRD-83-42, March 2, 1983).
Saving Possible by Modifying Medicare's Waiver of Liability Rules (HRD-83-38,
March 4, 1983).
GAO Staff Views on the President's Fiscal Year 1984 Budget Proposals (OPP-831, March 4, 1983).
Updated Estimates of the Savings if the Social Security Benefit Formula Which
Favors Short-Term Workers Was Revised (HRD-83-54, May 6, 1983).
VA Is Making Efforts To Improve Its Nursing Home Construction Planning Process (HRD-83-58, May 20, 1983).
Death Benefits Restored to Veterans' Widows Whose Remarriages End (HRD-8351, May 27, 1983).
Federal Funding of Long-Term Care for the Elderly (HRD-83-60, June 15, 1983).
Comments on a Health Care Financing Administration Regional Office Report on
New Jersey's Diagnostic Related Group Prospective Reimbursement Experiment
(HRD-83-63, June 15, 1983).
Self-Employed Fiscal Year Taxpayers Can Receive an Advantage Compared to
Self-Employed Calendar Year Taxpayers at the Social Security Trust Funds' Expense (HRD-83-45, June 30, 1983).
Analysis of Durable Medical Equipment Claims at Kansas City Blue Shield
(HRD-83-73, July 8, 1983).
Comments on the Legislation Intent of Medicare's Hospice Care Benefit (HRD-8372, July 12, 1983).
Medicare/Medicaid Funds Can Be Better Used To Correct Deficiencies in Indian
Health Service Facilities (HRD-83-22, August 16, 1983).
Effect of Requiring New Federal Employees To Be Temporarily Covered
Social Security and Civil Service Retirement (OCG-83-1, August 31, 1983). by Both
ENCLOSURE II.-General Accounting Office audits in process which concern the
elderly

Review of Social Security Administration's Title II Computerized Application Systems.'I
Survey of Retirees' Dependents' Benefits.
Review of Social Security Administration's Earnings Recomputations.'
Review of Social Security Administration's Annual Reporting Requirements and
Earnings Enforcement.
Review of the Railroad Retirement Board's Awards of Disability Claims.,
Review of Medicare Reimbursement Differential for General Practitioners and
Specialists.
Review of Physician Reimbursement in the End Stage Renal Disease Program.
Review of Utilization Review Efforts for Respiratory/Inhalation Terapy.
Review of Medicaid Reimbursement Systems for Nursing Homes.
Review of Cost Increases Resulting from Purchases of Hospital Assets.'
Survey of Medicare/Medicaid Controls Over Payments for Prosthetic Lenses.
Survey of Purchasing Arrangements Under Hospital Full-Service Management
Contracts. 1
Survey of the Cost of Cardiac Pacemakers and Related Services Under Medicare.'
Survey of Third Party Liability for Medicare/Medicaid Crossover Claims.
Followup Review of Durable Medical Equipment.'
Survey To Identify What Can Be Done to Contain Total Health Care Costs.
Survey To Identify What Can Be Done to Contain Total Health Care Costs.
Survey of Payment Controls for Inpatient Hospital Visits.
Survey of the Impact on the Medicare and Medicaid Programs of Individual State
Licensing Sanctions.
Prospective Reimbursement for Home Health Care.1
Survey of Carrier Controls Over Medicare Part B Duplicate Payments.
Monitoring HCFA's Hospice Program Evaluation Project As Required by TEFRA.
Review of the Impact of Diagnostic Related Groups on Qualify of Care.1
' Being performed at the request of committees or individual Members of Congress.
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Survey of Medicaid Waivers Granted by HHS Under Sections 2175 and 2176 of
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981.
Survey of Alcohol Abuse Detoxification and Rehabilitation Services.
Survey of Medicare Part B.
Review of Effects on Medicare/Medicaid Costs of Hospital Conversions From Not
For Profit to Proprietary Status.
Survey of Costs in Ambulatory Versus Inpatient Surgical Settings.
Survey of SSA's Corrective Action Planning Process and Followup Actions on
GAO Recommendations.
Assessment of Eligibility Verification Techniques for Insuring Entitlement Program Integrity.
Followup on Agencies' Action on Questionable Benefit Payments and on HHS'
Action To Implement Requirement for Death Certificate Reporting.
Review of Recovery Techniques in Public Assistance.
Survey of the Office of Human Development Services' Coordinated Research and
Demonstration Grants Management.'
Review of National Institute of Mental Health Clinical Training Program.'
Review of Veterans Administration Retroactive Benefit Payments.
Review of Inconsistent Veterans Administration Pension Program Provisions.
Review of the Department of Labor's Management of the Senior Community Service Employment Program.'
Survey of Labor's Investigation of Allegations of Abuse of Trust Funds Involving
the Southern Nevada Culinary Workers and Bartenders Pension Trust.'
Survey of Labor's Coordination With Justice on Criminal Investigations.'
Review of Labor's Solicitor's Handling of Non-ERISA Allegations of Union Corruption.'
Review of Labor's Handling of Corruption of Union Pension Funds.'
Request for GAO To Update Labor's Overseeing the Management of Teamsters'
Pension and Health and Welfare Funds.'
Review of the General Rules for Employers' Multiemployer Pension Plan Withdrawal Liability.'
Review of the Special Rules for Construction, Trucking, and Entertainment Industries' Multiemployer Pension Plans. '
Review of the Actuary's Role in Administering Multiemployer Pension Plan.'
Impact of Multiemployer Amendments on Pension Benefits.'
Review of the Distribution of Terminated Pension Plan Assests.'
Review of Reorganization Provisions of the Multiemployer Pension Plan Amendments Act.'
Survey of the Department of Labor's Enforcement and Administration of ERISA.'
Review of Multiemployer Pension Plans' Financial and Statistical Data Gathered
During MPPAA Study.'
Followup on GAO Recommendations To Improve FLSA Enforcement.'
Legislative Changes Needed To Financially Strengthen Single-Employer Pension
Plan Insurance Program.'
Review of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation's Progress Toward Improving Accounting and Internal Control Weaknesses.
Evaluation of Low-Income Weatherization Program.
ENcLOsuRE III.-General Accounting Office activities affecting the elderly
Effective May 15, 1983, the Comptroller General created the position of Assistant
to the Comptroller General for Retirement Matters. The Assistant to the Comptroller General for Retirement Matters is responsible for monitoring activities in the
Congress and the executive branch dealing with Federal retirement matters, providing the Congress with GAO's views on proposed changes, and keeping GAO staff informed of activities in this area.
In continuing our policy regarding employment of the elderly, during the period
January 1, 1983 through November 28, 1983, GAO appointed 644 persons to permanent and temporary positions. Of that number, 36 persons were age 40 and older. As
of November 28, 1983, GAO had 1,905 persons age 40 and older (36 percent of our
work force) on the rolls.
Equal employment opportunity and merit promotion, two programs covered by
GAO orders, provide the basis for our policy regarding employment of the elderly.
Our policies and practices prohibit age discrimination in employment and in selection for job vacancies. In addition, our Civil Rights Office provides information and
advice to persons regarding complaints of alleged age discrimination.

Employees nearing retirement age have available individual preretirement counseling. In addition, GAO provides semiannual preretirement seminars. The seminars
are intended to help employees:
-Calculate retirement income available through the civil service and social security systems and understand options involving age, grade, and years of service.
-Understand health insurance and survivor benefit plans.
-Acquire information helpful in planning a realistic budget based on income, tax
obligations, and benefits and make decisions concerning legal matters.
-Gain insights and perspectives on adjustments to retirement.
-Increase awareness of those community resources which might support preretirement planning, second careers, and financial planning; and
-Increase awareness of lifestyle options during the transition from work to retirement.
Also, the employee health maintenance examination, a comprehensive and professional medical examination, is available on a 2-year cycle for all employees age 40
and older.
ITEM 23. NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
JANUARY 3, 1984.
am pleased to report to you on the fiscal year 1983 activities of the National Endowment for the Arts concerning arts programing that involves older Americans.
As you know, there are 26 million Americans aged 65 and older, and they form an
increasingly large proportion of our population (over 10 percent in 1980, and by 2030
over 20 percent, according to the Bureau of the Census forecasts). For arts organizations, this trend is important because older Americans represent high audience potential given their available leisure time. And for older people, art is important as a
means of enriching and enhancing life's later years.
More and more older people seem to be discovering and developing their own
abilities as artists. According to the National Council on Aging's Arts Center, the
number of senior center directors nationwide who report engaging one or more professional artists has increased by 20 percent during the past 2 years. Concurrently,
artists seem to be discovering in increasing numbers that their work with older
adults enhances their own esthetic vision and enriches their craft. Many cultural
organizations, including museums, are adapting their facilities to older adults, sponsoring outreach activities, and initiating volunteer programs for older people.
These themes were addressed in the first National Symposium on Access to Cultural Programs, which we sponsored in July 1983. Convened at Indiana University
in Bloomington, it brought together 200 arts administrators from art agencies across
the country to share successful efforts in making the arts availabe to special constituencies. Methods for reaching older audiences and perspectives of older artists
were among the key topics discussed at the symposium.
In addition to this special initiative, Endowment support for a variety of projects
in fiscal year 1983 benefited older Americans. It is difficult to estimate the total
number of Endowment-supported programs that serve older Americans, as people of
all ages benefit from Endowment grants. However, during fiscal year 1983, approximately 73 grants totaling $1.6 million were awarded to arts groups for projects that
specifically involved older people. In our fellowship categories, 65 older artists (55 or
older) were awarded $744,000.
The Arts Endowment is committed to the precept that older Americans should
have equal opportunity to participate in the full range of our cultural resources. We
will continue our commitment to involve older people in the arts through advocacy
and support as outlined in this summary.
I am grateful for the opportunity to provide this information to you. Please advise
me if I may be of further assistance.
Sincerely,
F. S. M. HODSOLL, Chairman.
Enclosure.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I

SUMMARY OF

AcrivrriEs

RELATING TO OLDER AMERICANS, FISCAL YEAR

1983

The Endowment's basic mission includes broadening the availability and appreciation of the best of our Nation's art among all people nationwide. As noted in the
Endowment's mission statement (adopted by our National Council on November 5,
1983):
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"The Endowment's programs are aimed at benefiting all people of this Nation regardless of sex, race, creed, national origin, handicap, age, or habitat."
With regard to making the arts available to older Americans, the Endowment has
advocated and supported programs that increase the involvement of older people in
the arts. The preponderance of our work in this area is through the Office for Special Constituencies. This Office was established in 1976. Its purpose is to provide advocacy, technical assistance, and funding to assist the development of projects and
models which provide greater access to the arts for older Americans, disabled persons, and institutionalized populations. This Office serves as an advocate and catalyst of support from the Endowment's discipline and partnership programs and from
the arts world and its supporters generally.
The liaison with Endowment arts and partnership programs is key, for we emphatically reject the notion that special or different arts programs should be developed for special constituencies, and choose instead to find ways to open the already
existing programs of highest quality to as many older Americans as possible.
Creative expression in its most developed forms, and its highest levels of accomplishment, deserves a place in these programs. The carving for inspiration, and for
joy, has no bearing on a person's age or whether they have an impairment. We are
convinced that the arts can offer a way of staying more fully alive-to everyone.
Most Americans won't settle for less.
Nonetheless, in our work, we have found that while the doors of a symphony hall,
a museum, or a theater are theoretically open to all, some people are more likely to
enter than others.
The Endowment supported a Survey of Public Participation in the Arts which collected data in 1982. For the most part, this survey indicates that participation in
arts activities declines with age. For example, approximately 15 percent of people
between ages 35 to 54 attended live theater performances as compared to 12 percent
between ages 55 to 64, 10 percent between ages 65 to 74 and 5 percent between 75 to
96 years old. Again, 22 percent of the general public visited art galleries and museums as compared to 14 percent between ages 65 to 74, and only 8 percent of the
people in the 75 to 96 age range.
This skew indicates that older people are underrepresented in arts audiences; we
believe efforts should be made to reach them. They are a potential market for the
arts. Record numbers of older Americans are participating in adult education today:
Approximately 678,000 in 1981, or nearly triple the number 12 years ago. Also,
household income of persons age 55 or more in 1980 was more than $400 billion, or
nearly 20 percent of total 1980 U.S. household income-divided equally between the
55 to 65 age group and those 65 and over. In short, finances, leisure time, and interest in education among older people all indicate that they are important factors in
the arts marketplace.
In recognition of both the importance of older people as audiences and of the arts
to older persons, the Endowment supported in fiscal 1983 a number of programs.
SYMPOSIUM ON ACCESS TO CULTURAL PROGRAMS

In fiscal year 1983, our major initiative for special constituencies was to sponsor
the first National Symposium on Access to Cultural Programs. Convened at Indiana
University in Bloomington, the symposium was our first occasion to share directly
with grantees lessons learned from 4 years' experience in promoting access to arts
programs. More than 200 State and local arts agency administrators from as far
away as American Samoa, shared and discussed the latest information about successful efforts to make arts programs available to special constituencies. Most of
these projects were supported in part over the past 4 years by the Endowment.
Workshops were held in design, performing, visual and media arts. There were
other workshops involving public and legislation affecting arts access and arts outreach efforts. This symposium revitalized accessibility efforts of State agencies and
arts groups, and infused with new energy the network of expertise and support that
exists to make the arts available.
As part of the opening meeting, we made a point of featuring an older citizen who
became involved in professional theater. Ed Rawson is 83, and since retiring has
toured with Chicago's Free Street Threater. When forced into retirement at age 66,
Mr. Rawson tackled the "attitude barrier" on his own. He explained, "I revised my
r~sumb so that I was only 57 and after a month of job searching, Monsanto hired
me. Five years later, when reviewing my records, they were shocked to discover that
I was 71 years old, and changed my status to 'self-employed' just to keep me on for
another 5 years." When Mr. Rawson finally did retire, he began acting in a theater
group called Free Street Too. As a result, many opportunities have come his way,
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including a part in an Ibsen play at Goodman Theatre. He feels that his arts
experiences are the highlights of his career.
Members of our National Council on the Arts were major contributors to this
event including Celeste Holm, who delivered one of the keynote addresses,
and
Jessie Woods, who moderated a funding panel on accessible programing.
A special
panel session, featuring the National Council on Aging's Arts and the
Aging Center,
explored avenues for arts organizations to gain technical assistance.
The final workshop dealt with the real and the practical challenges of accessible
programs-led by the Deputy Chief of the Department of Justice's Coordination
Review Section, and the head of the Endowment's Special Constituences Office. and
This
session focused on the need for more collaboration and sharing among
arts groups
and among arts and special constituency groups. There was a consensus
that the
Arts Endowment should strongly express the intent to protect the concept
of access
and a resolution to that effect was passed. It was apparent to the participants
those organizations requesting Federal funds should clearly understand that that
they
would be expected to comply with legal requirements of the Endowment's
504 regulations.
This landmark symposium generated a renewed awareness of access needs,
and
disseminated successful ways to meet those needs to State arts agencies,
service organizations, artists, and arts administrators throughout the country.
DESIGN AND AGING

Unfortunately, many practicing architects do not appreciate the changes
ditions which characterize old age in America, or the relevance of these userand concharacteristics to architectural design practice.
As indicated in my 1982 activities report, our Special Constituencies Office
has
been working with the American Institute of Architects (AIA), to improve
design
relative to older people. As a direct result of the exploratory symposium
that
convened at AIA on "Design for Aging" in June 1982, the institute submitted was
a proposal to the Administration on Aging (AoA) for an extensive design effort.
Subsequently, AIA received a $95,000 grant from AoA to make architects
aware of the building-related needs of older persons, and to provide architects more
with
useful guidance, information, and training in design for older people. The American
Institute of Architects Foundation will prepare practical guidelines and
building
design information, and develop a pilot workshop on elderly conscious
design.
The Endowment is working closely with AIA to expand on several of the projects.
PROGRAM ACCESSIBILITY

Access to cultural programs is often denied older adults because of architectural,
attitudinal, and logistical barriers. The Endowment's 504 regulations, which
date nondiscrimination of people with disabilities, and our related technical manassistance work is benefiting those older persons with impairments.
The Endowment contracted with Barrier Free Environment, Inc., in Raleigh,
N.C.
to update our technical assistance materials for Endowment grantees. They
will produce a comprehensive publication in May 1984, on how to make the visual, performing, literary, design, and media arts accessible to people with disabilities.
In addition, the Special Constituencies Office continues to develop model
through the Endowment programs that demonstrate the best ways to make projects
arts programs more available to special constituency populations. The projects are
documented and disseminated to arts groups through various publications, conferences,
and through our recent symposium on "Access to Cultural Programs" as outlined
in
this report.
In fiscal year 1983, a total of 29 models were sponsored through four programs
totaling $266,000. For example:
Honolulu Symphony Society in Hawaii, developed and implemented a program to make symphonic music more accessible to Hawaii's older population.
This program includes a planning committee of older citizens; transportation
and from subscription concerts; community concerts; reduced ticket prices; to
and
an expanded docent program.
The Two Penny Theatre in Vermont, presents ALMANAC, a theatrical anthology of Vermont folklore, song, and history using information collected from
older persons throughout Vermont. ALMANAC is performed by a mixed company of three older Vermonters and two Two Penny actors, and is presented in
nursing homes, nutrition sites, senior centers, and other places where older citizens congregate. Older persons also participate in making costumes and sets.
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Senior Concert Orchestra in New York, engages older musicians to perform
free public concerts in various borough auditoriums in New York City and Long
Island. Special promotional efforts are made to reach older audiences, including
preconcert visits to senior centers and nursing homes.
ENDOWMENT FUNDING

It is difficult to estimate the number of Endowment-supported programs that
serve older adults, since people of all ages benefit from Endowment grants awarded
to a multitude of museums, theaters, perfoming arts groups, media, and other arts
organizations. The Endowment, for example, supports touring groups which bring
the performing arts to people in smaller communities who otherwise might not
travel to a large city to attend cultural programs.
In addition, the Endowment awarded approximately 138 grants totaling $2,376,547
in fiscal year 1983 that specifically involve older people as participants or audiences.
For example, the Endowment has supported the National Council on Aging's
Center on Arts and the Aging for the past 9 years. The Center's Director works effectively with aging and arts organizations to create a national awareness on the
importance of including quality arts programs as an integral part of activities supported by State and local aging agencies.
The Center's major functions are dissemination of resource information, providing
technical assistance, and convening or assisting with seminars and workshops for
approximately 3,000 individuals or organizations each year. With the burgeoning
number of arts and aging programs, the Center's role as a clearinghouse and information exchange has increasing significance. Artists working with older adults, in
their eagerness to learn what others in their discipline are doing, are significantly
increasing the number of information requests. The Conter is currently engaged in
a major information gathering phase to update and expand its knowledge of all
arts/aging programs that will result in the publication of the "Resource Guide to
People, Places, and Programs in Arts and Aging" in the summer of 1984.
The quarterly newsletter, "Collage," with a current circulation of approximately
1,600, serves as an information exchange, and contains a broad range of practical
information about resources, programs, and materials.
Other examples of Endowment-supported efforts that benefit older people are
listed by arts discipline as follows:
Dance
Changing Times Tap Dancing Co., in New York, is conducting five performance

workshops devoted to tap improvisation and composition which ranges from traditional hoofing to experimental uses of tap dancing. Older hoofers join emerging
choreographers to seek new, cross-generational dances, vocabularies, and techniques.
University Foundation in Chico, Calif., is preparing a 1-hour program on Hanya
Holm, who is in her seventies, in recognition of her active involvement and achievements in modern dance and American musicals. Ms. Holm's significant contributions to dance have had major impact on this art form.
Design Arts

Pittsburgh Presbytery in Pittsburgh, Pa. is examining spatial considerations relating to older person's fear of losing privacy and independence in "shared living" situations. A handbook on spatial components of shared living will be produced and professional workshops for housing practitioners will be sponsored.
Expansion Arts

Bronx Museum of the Arts in New York, is expanding its afternoon instruction
workshops to include adult workshops in the evening. The museum's daily visitors
consist primarily of minorities and older residents.

Mandala Folk Dance Ensemble, Inc., in Cambridge, Mass. is expanding its 8-year-

old access program for older people. It provides transportation and tickets to attend
Mandala performances for over 400 senior residents from Roxbury, South Boston,
and other blue-collar and minority neighborhoods. Folk performances will tour nursing homes with participatory workshops.
NYC Hispanic American Dance Co. in New York, provides classes in ballet, Span-

ish dance, modern, Dunham technique, and gymnastic dance to students from age 6
to senior citizens. Tuition is kept low and scholarships are provided to students demonstrating need, talent, and dedication.
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Printmaking Workshop in New York, has an outreach program that teaches linoleum block print, lithography, etching, monoprint, silkscreen, calligraphy, and drypoint to children, adults, and older persons. Classes will be followed by an exhibition
of the works produced in the classes.
Folk Arts

American Place Theatre in New York, presents a traditional medicine show which
showcases performers who once worked the medicine show circuit. Lectures, demonstrations, exhibits, an illustrated booklet of scholarly articles and archival audio
tapes are additional components of the show.
Channel Five KNPB in Reno, Nev., is producing a half-hour video tape on Lige
Langston who was born in 1908 on a homestead in Nevada. Mr. Langston is one
of
the few rawhide workers who continues to work rawhide and cowhair into cowboy
gears, a skill that has long been necessary in "cow country" worldwide.
Center for Southern Folklore in Memphis, Tenn., is producing an Old Daisy Traditional Performing Arts Series in the Old Daisy, a 1920's movie theatre. The project
features documentation of area traditional artists-plus 30 weekend performances
presenting genres associated with historic Beale Street and traditions of the midSouth.
Fenway Community Development Corp. in Boston, Mass., held a five-part neighbor-

hood cultural festival featuring musician, poet, and painter, Howard Armstrong
who is the last active member of Martin, Bogan and the Armstrongs; on of the
oldest Afro-American string band in the country. The group came out of retirement
in the early 1970's to preserve the troubadour tradition in American folk music, and
now works with a group of younger folk musicians to disseminate this rapidly disappearing muscial style.
Film Arts Foundation in San Francisco, is producing a 30-minute film documenting the daily rituals and cultural heritage of the Cape Verdean American folk
artist, Juaquin Miquel Almeida. This 84-year-old folk artist is a master at handcarved whaling ships and other vessels relevant to the livelihood and history of
Cape Verdean Americans.
Film Arts Foundation in San Francisco, is producing a 27-minute documentary
film for national public television about the life and music of Howard Armstrong,
leader of the last black string band still performing in the United States. Mr. Armstrong is a 72-year-old musician and an expert on black history, culture and folklore.
Inter American University of Puerto Rico in San Juan, is sponsoring a

series of
workshops on the art of fine hat weaving taught by two senior women weavers
from
Cabo Rojo. This art form will be the central theme of the Straw Festival in Cabo
Rojo.
National Council for the TraditionalArts in Washington, D.C., conducts a tour

of
cowboy acts that present outstanding practitioners of oral and musical skills ranging from the "big windy" story, humorous anecdotes and poetry to narrative ballads, western fiddling, and slack-key guitar.
New Mexico Arts Division in Santa Fe, N.Mex., is producing a 28-minute film "La
Musica de los Viejitos," featuring older Hispanic folk musicians of New Mexico
and
southern Colorado.
Nooksack Indian United Methodist Church in Bellingham, Wash., teaches youth

traditional fishing methods and how to make traditional bailers and shovel-nosed
river canoes, before the expertise, skill, and knowledge are lost.

Literature
Arts & Humanities Council of Greater Baton Rouge in Louisiana, sponsors three

weeklong residencies by three nationally prominent writers (e.g., Allen Ginsberg,
Mona Van Duyn, William Stafford or Grace Paley). Each writer gives public readings, conducts writing workshops, and participates in discussions and conferences
with local writers. The audience will consist of local professional writers, students,
and members of the general public.
Hawaii Literary Arts Council in Honolulu, sponsors 10 mainland
(e.g.,
Denise Levertov, Peter Matthiessen, William Stafford, May Swenson,writers
and David
Wagoner), who will be in residence to give readings and conduct writing workshops.
The writers will travel to other parts of the State, working with audiences they do
not normally reach.
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Media

Mr. L. T. Hurwitz, age 74, in New York, is developing a script for a feature film
on the life of John Brown.
Museum
DeCordova and Dana Museum and Park in Lincoln, Mass., provide studio art

scholarships and transportation for low-income senior citizens, and workshops to interest and educate them concerning the museum collections.
Henry Street Settlement in New York, provides gallery visits, films and slide
shows, talks and performances, and festivals to older persons in New York's multiethnic, low-income neighborhoods.
Museum of Fine Arts in Santa Fe, N. Mex., mounted its first exhibition of works
by Georgia O'Keefe, a resident of New Mexico since 1929. Works will span a period
from 1917 to 1970's.
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, Tex., opened the first comprehensive retrospective
of Lee Krasner's work on her 75th birthday. All phases of her mature career are
represented.
Music
Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra in New York, brings together children with

chronic heart disease, nondisabled children and older people to enjoy concerts and
rehearsals by the Buffalo Philharmonic. This intergenerationla group gathers 1
hour before each event to meet with the musicians and conductor.
Charlotte Symphony Orchestra in North Carolina, performs three daytime con-

certs especially designed for older persons in North and South Carolina that feature
older guest artists and involve audience participation. Older citizens usher, take reservations, and assist with the promotional mailing prior to each concert.
Ensemble of Santa Fe, Inc., in Santa Fe, N. Mex., takes its chamber music concert
series and community outreach programs into schools, senior citizen centers, and
nursing homes.
Phoenix Symphony Association in Arizona, provides an education service and audience development program for older adults. The program includes admission,
transportation to four "Classic Series" concerts, and preconcert events.
Santa Barbara Symphony Orchestra in California, has developed a preconcert

project that informs and educates older and disabled people through six Sunday
matinee concerts. A docent team, consisting of orchestra musicians and visually impaired members of the Braille Institute, visit homes and hospitals to present demonstrations about future concerts.
Savannah Symphony Society in Georgia, reaches underserved populations by integrating special constituencies into its existing audiences through ticket distribution
to 32 area agencies and providing transportation through the Senior Citizens, Inc.
The ensemble presents preconcert visits, printed and taped program notes, and docents are trained to assist disabled and older concert-goers.
Strings for Schools, Inc. in Malvern, Pa., presents over 257 chamber music performances in public schools and institutions serving older and disabled persons
throughout the five-country region in southeastern Pennsylvania. Presentations include instructive discourse between performers and audience.
Theater

Tears of Joy Theatre in Vancouver, Wash., introduces and involves older persons
in the art of puppetry. Puppet shows are presented at nutrition sites, followed by a
discussion and workshop. Older adults then develop scripts, make puppets, and perform plays at nursing homes in the community.
Visual Arts
Port Authority of Allegheny County in Pittsburgh, Pa., commissioned five artists,

including 69-year-old Romare Bearden, to design, fabricate, and install works of art
at three major downtown Pittsburgh sites in conjunction with the construction of a
13-station Light Rail Transit (LRT) system.

ITEM 24. NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
DECEMBER 19, 1983.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am pleased to enclose a report which summarizes major
activities for or about the aging supported by the National Endowment for the Humanities in 1983.
It is my hope that you and your committee will find this summary of our activities and plans useful. Please let me know if we can be of any further help to your
committee.
Sincerely,
GEOFFREY MARSHALL,

Deputy Chairman.

Enclosure.
REPORT ON

AcnivrrlEs

AFFECTING OLDER AMERICANS IN

1983

I. INTRODUCTION

The National Endowment for the Humanities, estabilshed by an act of Congress
in 1965, exists to carry out two fundamental objectives:
(a) To assist scholars and teacher in the humanities, and the institutions
which nourish their work, in investigating the key questions in their scholarly
disciplines and to help them communicate the products of their work through
more effective teaching and publication; and
(b) To foster throughout the Nation an awarness of the importance and
value of the humanities for contemporary life in America.
In carrying out its congressionally mandated mission of furthering the understanding of the humanities in the United States, NEH responds to humanities scholars, and institutions' needs and interests primarily as they are expressed in unsolicited applications for specific projects. Therefore, the agency does not usually set
aside fixed sums of money for work in any discipline or for particular areas of the
country or groups. As a result, there is no single program for senior citizens using
funds specifically allocated for that group; nor is there a program within the agency
expressly designed to support the study of the aging process or of elderly people.
Rather, both of these interests can be pursued through the full range of Endowment
programs, depending on the project's goals and formats.
Although the Endowment does not have specific programs for or about the aging,
NEH supported products of all types (such as print materials, museum exhibitions,
radio and television programs) are helping to bring the humanities to senior citizens. In addition to using NEH products, older Americans participate in NEH-supported activities, including scholarship, formal education programs, and discussions
of ublic policy and other questions illuminated by the humanities.
Some of the ways in which older persons participate in the Endowment's programs are discussed in section III of this report.
II. NEH ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES CONCERNING THE ELDERLY

In 1979, in order to insure that older Americans would have access to Endowment
funds and programs, the Endowment developed and published in the Federal Register its proposed regulations under the Age Discrimination Act of 1975. As a result of
this publication, comments on the proposed regulations were received and considered. During fiscal year 1984, the Endowments Equal Opportunity Office will be
preparing regulations in final form for publication in the Federal Register.
In the fall of 1980, NEH and the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA),
Administration on Aging (AoA), and the White House Conference on Aging staff the
veloped a memorandum of understanding outlining long term, comprehensive deprograms of cooperation in the area of humanities, arts, and aging.
A cooperative plan containing an outline of upcoming activities concerning
the
aging resulted from regular meetings of NEH and AoA. The Endowment also sponsored an miniconference on the use of the humanities by the elderly in February
1981, and Endowment staff attended the December 1981 White House Conference
on
Aging.
Through its Office of Program and Policy Studies, NEH supports research on conditions in the humanities, including studies providing a wide range of demographic
data on individuals pursuing advanced degrees in the humanities or those working
in humanities institutions. Since 1977, for example, NEH has supported the survey
of doctorate recipients which gathers data on the characteristics and career patterns
of humanities Ph. D.'s. Manipulation of the data base can provide analyses
of the
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salaries, type, and location of employment for Ph. D.'s of any age category. A similar survey, directed to State and local historical organization professionals, provides
demographic data in that sector as well.
III. PARTICIPATION BY OLDER AMERICANS IN NEH PROGRAMS

The Endowment welcomes applications from persons of any age. Through the regular selection process which emphasizes quality and the centrality of the humanities in proposed projects, NEH funds proposals involving older individuals as
project directors, project personnel, or consultants. Also eminent and respected
older scholars often serve the Endowment by acting as specialist reviewers and panelists in judging project proposals. Blyden Jackson and Germaine Bree, both in their
midseventies, are examples of eminent older scholars, in the fields of literature and
French, who have served as consultants in education projects funded by the Endowment.
The summer seminars for college teachers program last year included a total of
83 seminar directors, of whom two were over 70, four were between 65 and 69, and
eight were between 60 and 64. For the same period, 38 participants in seminars
were over 55 years, 16 were between 60 and 64, and three were over 65 years.
Older Americans without scholarly, training also make essential contributions to
many of the Endowment's projects. For instance, projects for the creations of Native
American language dictionaries and tribal histories frequently use elderly members
of the tribe as consultants or informants. In another example, a project titled "The
Pear Garden in the West: America's Chinese Theater, 1852-1982," made possible by
a grant of $33,280, is using the elderly to help interpret museum exhibitions at
seven locations around the country. The exhibit focuses on the role of Chinese theater, particularly Cantonese opera, in the life of Chinese immigrants and Americans
as a whole. Jack Chen and Wylie Wong, at 75 and 65 respectively, are the project's
energetic codirectors. The result of this effort will be of interest to the elderly. This
project illustrates how older Americans serve as both active participants and audiences for many Endowment-funded projects in the humanities.
Certain efforts in education programs and all of the activities supported by NEH
to increase understanding of the humanities among the general public reach large
numbers of older Americans.
Continuing education.-Many institutions of higher education, including community colleges, are offering courses for credit that make use of NEH supported media
productions and accompanying printed materials. Some of these courses are particularly suited to. those elderly students whose mobility may be limited by health or
transportation problems since the courses do not require attendance on campus. All
provide good opportunities for continuing a lifelong education.
The Endowment's concern with continuing education has gone beyond courses
tied to NEH-funded media productions. In 1979-81, the Endowment conducted a special initiative on continuing education. This initiative included seven regional workshops, each with participants from about 25 institutions, with discussions focusing
on fashioning programing to meet the needs of a variety of audiences, including the
elderly. In the wake of these conferences the Endowment has funded many applications in the area of continuing education. The resulting activities and courses are
targeted to adult audiences and are often of special interest to the elderly.
The Endowment has recently revised the makeup of its Education division. There
is now an education program for nontraditional learners. While this program embraces a large audience, it is also expected to serve older Americans. The program is
designed to help improve the quality of education or decrease the unit cost of instruction at institutions-colleges, libraries, and museums, for example-that already have progrms for nontraditional learners. As with all Endowment programs,
projects funded must be intellectually substantial and thoroughly grounded in the
scholarship of the humanities.
Two grants were made in fiscal year 1983 to support instruction for homebound
persons or others who cannot attend class on a college or university campus. First,
the International Consortium for Telecommunications in Learning is preparing a
television-assisted course entitled "America at War and Peace," with a focus on a
social history of periods of U.S. involvement in warfare. Second, the University of
Oklahoma is now beginning to offer an off-campus course, "Civic Literacy," which
explores the intellectual history of the U.S. Constitution and will be available in 2
years for use by other colleges and universities across the United States.
Media program.-The quality radio and television productions supported by the
Endowment (e.g., "American Short Story," "Odyssey, "Realizations: Growing Old
in America," "Life on the Mississippi," and "Castle") are especially appreciated by

older people, many of whom cannot or prefer not to leave their homes. Specific
formation on media programs and any adjunct material produced is provided to inall
organizations working for special groups, including the elderly.
Humanities radio programing, like the weekly series of 52 3 0-minute programs,
"Soundings," which features discussion with scholars on recent research in
ciplines in the humanities, serves a wide audience. including the visually the discapped, who might have limited access to the humanities in other media. For handimany
elderly people confronting problems such as impaired vision and reduced mobility,
these Endowment-funded programs provide access to information as well as
a mechanism for communicating with others.
Museums program.-In this program, the Endowment is making an effort to reach
the elderly by encouraging museums or historical organizations receiving
funding to waive entrance fees for senior citizens and others on certain days. project
Other projects supported by NEH are designed either to increase understanding
of the special problems and challenges facing the understanding of the special problems and challenges facing the elderly or to provide learning experiences in the
manities for older citizens. These are described in section IV of this report. In hution, regrants of NEH funds through humanities communities based in the addihave supported many locally-initiated-and-conducted projects of these kinds, States
some of
which are described in section V.
IV. SPECIFIC NEW GRANTS SERVING THE ELDERLY

Beginning this fall and continuing until the fall of 1985, an Endowment grant of
$577,525 to the National Council on Aging for its senior center humanities program
has the potential of involving thousands of older Americans in the humanities
through activities held at 180 sites (including senior citizen centers, nutrition
day care programs, and nursing homes). Trained volunteers use a thematically sites,
nized anthology of literary works. One anthology now being prepared is on orga"The
Search for Meaning," and draws upon Conrad, Kant, Camus, and others. In addition, during 1983 the Endowment made awards for projects designed-in whole or
in
part-to increase knowledge about aging or to provide special materials or activities
for older persons and for projects which involve the elderly as resources. Examples
of this type or program for 1983 follow.
A. Examples of GrantsAbout Aging or the Elderly
A grant of $51,540 will support scripting of two teleplays in a six-episode series of
1-hour dramatizations of American short stories concerned with the theme
of old
age. Stories will be selected from the works of such writers as John Steinbeck, Edith
Wharton, John Sayles, and Mary Wilkins Freeman.
A grant of $15,000 will provide support for a film about three elderly Ozark
cians whose experiences reflect the unique cultural, historical, and creative musiinfluences which have shaped the lives of the people in this area.
B. Examples of Grants for Older Americans or Using OlderAmericans as Resources
Ruth Rubin (77 years old) received a grant of $35,000 to help prepare the publication of an anthology of Yiddish folksongs selected and transcribed from her own
field collection begun in 1948. Dr. Rubin interviewed many older persons in collecting her materials. The anthology will bring together folksongs of high esthetic
quality, revealing the East European culture which produced them and the New World
people who preserved them.
Teaneck Public Library in New Jersey is using a grant of $81,070 to create a traveling exhibit, an audio-slide show, and video tape, which, using oral histories, will
depict a period of growth and integration in Teaneck. The project will use older persons as resources and will be of special interest to the elderly.
With a grant of $173,383, Fisk University library will offer a series of 15 lectures
on black folk culture. In addition to other types of research, project staff will collect
folklore from older area residents. All lectures will be audio and video taped for use
during a summer outreach component geared to senior citizens.
Joseph H. Silverman at the University of California, Santa Cruz, received a grant
to provide supplementary support for work on an edition of Judeo-Spanish traditional ballads. Older persons are valuable resources in this project.
V. STATE PROGRAMS AND THE AGING

The State programs division of the Endowment makes grants to humanities councils based in the 50 States, Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia, and the Virgin

Islands. These councils, in turn, respond to competitive applications from institutions and organizations within the State for humanities projects of broad benefit to
the citizens of the State. Each State group may determine the kinds of humanities
activities it wishes to support. Some of the projects funded across the country focus
on public issues or matters of contemporary concern to society. Therefore, many
projects deal with the topics of biomedical ethics, death and dying, the status of the
family within the society, and with other isues of particular concern to the elderly
as well as to the general population. Below are presented some examples of projects
which are specifically directed toward the elderly or projects which are specifically
directed toward the elderly or focus directly on the problems of the elderly rather
than on the galaxy of related issues of health care, family, etc., mentioned above.
Examples of State Humanities Projects Directly Affecting Older Citizens

Based on information submitted by the State-based councils so far, approximately
110 State regrants aging projects were undertaken by 30 councils in 1983. The following examples suggest the variety of activities supported, especially those whose
content and concepts might be duplicated in other communities.
Although the variety of these projects can only be suggested here, they generally
include one or more of the following features: Exploration of the values and assumptions implicit in our behavior toward the elderly at present, exploration of attitudes
toward aging in other cultures or in other periods of American history, and programs of personal enrichment in the humanities directed specifically to elderly audiences.
Alabama (Committee for the Humanities in Alabama): The Alabama Council of
Local Governments sponsored a history project specifically designed to reach senior
citizens in rural communities. An historian traveled to rural sites with a slide and
oral presentation on topics related to theme of "American History's Impact on Individual Values." The sessions followed lunch and sparked lively discussion with the
audience.
Kentucky (Kentucky Humanities Council, Inc.): The Kentucky Humanities Council funds an elderhostel program which supports a variety of activities for senior
citizens including seminars on campuses, lectures, and guided tours of historic sites
throughout the State. One seminar on the theologian Thomas Merton involved a
weeklong intensive study with presentations from scholars of philosophy. Participants enjoyed the opportunity for concentrated study and discussion in a university
campus setting. Another project was a tour of the homes of four prominent citizens
including the State senator, Henry Clay. The tour was guided by an historian who
supplied insights into the lives and times of the individuals.
Maine (Maine Humanities Council): Sparked by community interest, the Hancock
County Extension Association is sponsoring an in-depth study of the place of the elderly in several communities in the county. Scholars of history, anthropology, and
literature are examining documents such as court records, census information, letters, diaries, and photographs, and are performing oral interviews with third generation volunteers for each community. They hope to provide a more complete picture of the development of the county and will share the fruits of the study through
eight public presentations.
New Mexico (New Mexico Humanities Council): Senior citizens centers throughout the State have found the council's speakers bureau to be an excellent source for
programs. On center in the southern part of the State which has a large population
of Hispanic Americans used the "American Short Story Series" films followed by
presentations from a scholar of literature. The series became an examination of
American culture as well as an examination of literature. Highlands Senior Citizen
Center brought a scholar on the works of Charles Dickens to discuss the author's
use of comedy, treatment of women, and reasons for his current popularity. Specific
novels were included under each topic.
Ohio (The Ohio Humanities Council): A 1-day conference for educational administrators, community leaders, representatives of cultural institutions, and administrators of facilities for senior citizens in the greater Cincinnati area gave these individuals time to plan for coordinated programing for seniors. All were interested in
sharing resources and have formed a coalition to organize projects.
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ITEM 25. NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
DECEMBER 29, 1983.
In response to your request for an update of National Research Council activities and programs related to aging, I am happy
to provide a
summary of current activities.
The National Research Council is the principal operating agency of the
Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering. AlthoughNational
executive agency of the Federal Government, the National Research Council, not an
in conjunction with the Institute of Medicine, draws upon a wide cross-section
of the Nation's scientists, engineers, and medical professionals for advisory
services to executive branch agencies and the Congress, as provided by its congressional
charter of
1963. In this capacity, a number of National Research Council and Institute
of Medicine reports have been published related to aging.
Currently, the National Research Council is in the process of establishing
a research agenda that would integrate all aging-related activities of
the institution. In
this process, discussions with various Federal agencies are under way
for
support
of
these initiatives in such areas as diet, nutrition, and aging, and
environmental pollutants and aging.
Significant activities undertaken during the past year and planned for
the future
and summarized in the attached report.
Yours sincerely,
FRANK PREss, Chairman.
Attachment.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN:

CoMMrrEE ON AN AGING SocIry

The Committee on an Aging Society was established by the Institute
of Medicine
in 1982 to explore the societal implications of the changing age
of society and to administer an academywide effort to identify and todistribution
aging in an aging society. The committee organized a series of study problems of
which is devoted to one theme encompassing a cluster of related meetings, each of
issues. The meetings are to be followed by reports, including a public policy
perspective on the
issues.
The theme of the first symposium held in May 1983 was "Roles of
Older Persons
in the Aging Society."
The focus of the May symposium was narrowed to issues associated
with unpaid
productive roles for the elderly in the light of changing social circumstances.
These
issues remain largely unexamined despite their importance. It is
an area that is
being profoundly affected by the demographic and social changes taking
place. For
example, the traditional source of volunteers to staff a wide variety
organizations, and to provide informal support to the noninstitutionalof community
has been housewives. But this source of volunteer manpower has been frail elderly,
cause over 50 percent of married women now work at paid jobs full shrinking betime and the
fraction is growing. At the same time, the growing number of relatively
tired persons of both sexes may constitute a potential source of volunteershealthy reof these roles. Also, the growing requirements for noninstitutional care for many
of the frail
elderly probably can be met only with increased reliance on unpaid
labor-i.e., older
people helping each other. These are illustrative of a broad spectrum
of needs and
opportunities for unpaid service with important public policy implications.
Four papers were commissioned by the committee as follows:
(1) "Some Sociodemographic Observations Relating to Unpaid Productive
Roles in
an Aging Society," by George C. Myers and Kenneth G. Manton of
the Duke University Center for Demographic Studies.
(2) "Unpaid Productive Activity Over the Life Course," by James N. Morgan
of
the Institute for Social Research, University of Michigan.
(3) "The Economic of Volunteerism: A Review," by Carol Jusenius, staff economist
at the National Commission for Employment Policy.
(4) "The Older Volunteer Resource,' by Jarold A. Kieffer, a consultant
who was
director of a study entitled "Older Americans: An Untapped Resource,"
done by the National Committee on Careers for Older Americans and which was
published in
1979.
The report of this symposium is now in preparation.
A second symposium held in July 1983 and entitled "Health
Disease in an
Aging Society" had two foci: Issues of health care for the elderly, and
especially the frail
elderly requiring long-term care, and the distinctions between the
and those of disease on functional status of the elderly. Four paperseffects of aging
were commissioned on the first topic as follows:
(1) A paper by Anne Sommers of Rutgers University entitled "Financing
LongTerm Care: Institutions, Incentives, Issues."
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(2) A paper by Sidney Katz of Brown University entitled "Active Life Expectancy."
(3) A paper by David Rabin of Georgetown University entitled "Waxing of the
Gray, Waning of the Green,' which addresses the issue of the growing needs for a
combination of medical and social services for a substantial fraction of the very old
and of the absence of any institutional arrangements to meet these needs.
(4) A paper by Barbara Silverstone entitled "Informal Social Support Systems for
the Frail Elderly."
Three papers were commissioned on the second topic:
(1) A paper by Edward Lakatta entitled "Health, Disease and Cardiovascular
Aging."
(2) A paper by Robert Katzman entitled "Aging and Age Dependent Disease: Cognition and Dementia."
(3) A paper by Dan Blazer entitled "Depressive Illness in Late Life."
The report of this symposium is now in preparation and should be ready for publication in early 1984.
FUTURE PLANS

If resources permit, the committee plans to conduct four more symposia-two
each in 1984 and 1985-and then issue a final report reviewing its accomplishments
and suggesting further activities that should be addressed by various units of the
National Research Council and the Institute of Medicine.
The committee selected two topics for the next symposia:
(1) The environment for living in the aging society. This is meant to encompass a
broad array of issues such as housing for all age groups-not just the elderly-communication, transportation, and community facilities. The symposium would examine the way various public policies-Federal, State, local-affect the location and
characteristics of housing and other aspects of the built environment. This is an extremely broad area and an expert planning committee, working with a subcommittee of the Committee on an Aging Society, would be expected to select perhaps five
or six topics with major public policy significance on which to commission papers.
The tentative date for the symposium is March 1984.
(2) Age distinctions and the law, an explanation of legal and ethical issues in the
aging society. This symposium, scheduled for the fall of 1984, would address a broad
set of issues that are raised by the present legal structure in the face of the changing age distribution of society.
For 1985, two additional topics will be selected by the committee at its next meeting. Among the topics under consideration are:
(1) The changing family in an aging society, with emphasis on th changing characteristics of the post-world War II baby boom generation, particularly the women
who have undergone profound changes in lifestyle, educational attainment, roles in
the labor market, etc. When this new generation becomes the elderly component of
our society (over 20 percent of the population by the year 2020), there will be major
differences from the current elderly population, with important public policy consequences.
(2) Economic consequences of an aging society. This is a very broad topic and the
committee wishes more time to subdivide it and make a decision on what aspects
merit particular attention.
(3) Education in an aging society. This is another broad topic requiring further
consideration by the committee before final selection as a symposium topic.
PoucY ANALYSIS FOR AN AGING POPULATION
The Committee on National Statistics of the Commission on Behavioral and Social
Sciences and Education is exploring statistical programs in policy analysis for an
aging population. The committee has documented existing data sets on aging, reviewed major trends that affect policy on aging, and convened a conference in April
1983 to assess the extent of the statistical programs.
The 30 conference participants included representatives of Federal agencies responsible for statistical programs, policy analysis, or research on aging; congressional staff; academicians from fields, including social work, economics, gerontology, demography, statistics, sociology, and health services; and representatives of professional organizations concerned with gerontology.
Although extensive data on the elderly are available, the meeting participants
identified many areas in which data collection, analysis, and statistical methodology
could be improved. For example: In policy analysis, long-term care issues require
recent data on the age distribution of people in nursing homes and data on the relaSTATISTICAL PROBLEMS IN

tionship of institutionalization to the need for social support services that might
have provided a less expensive form of care; and medicare/medicaid issues require a
joint distribution of uses of medical care (including information on health for all
possible capabilities) and status of economic security (including information on
wealth, income, and support from relatives). Methodological topics requiring further
research include linking and merging data bases, projections of life expectancy and
need for long-term care, the potential of microsimulation models, and analysis of
longitudinal studies.
There was consensus at the meeting that our decentralized Federal statistical
system and the lack of emphasis on policy-relevant statistics require an independent
group with expertise concerning integrated statistical systems and methodology to
address effective strategies for providing statistics needed for policy development for
the elderly. Negotiations concerning a formal study of "Statistical Problems in
Policy Analysis for an Aging Population" are under way with several agencies of
the Federal Government interested in problems of aging.
COMMIrTEE ON HEARING, BIOACOUSTICS, AND BIOMECHANICS

A second committee of the Commission on Behavioral and Social Sciences and
Education, the Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics, and Biomechanics (CHABA),
has reestablished a Working Group on Speech Understanding and Aging. Members
of the committee, appointed for a 3-year term beginning October 19, 1983, represent
psychoacoustics, audiology, speech reception, and medicine as they relate to aging.
The task of the working group is to update a 1975 CHABA report entitled
"Speech Understanding and Aging," which reviewed the results of major studies in
the area, including the difficulty of the aged in understanding degraded speech or in
listening to speech where noise interference is occurring. The 1975 report also addressed the problems of those aged listeners who have unique language backgrounds
or short-term memory problems requiring redundancy in the speech message.
The National Institute of Aging has requested a review of research produced in
the past 8 years to update the 1975 report. A new feature of the report will include
the difficulty of understanding speech for aged persons having an overlay of hearing
impairment.
Of assistance to the activities of the working group will be a commissioned paper
which will discuss the difficulties of relating sensory thresholds and speech reception testing to the ability to understand everyday speech. Improved criterion measures have been developed recently that go beyond the typical questionnaires which
ask for self-evaluation of the ability to understand everyday speech of peer evaluation of this ability.
Completion of a report on speech understanding and aging is projected for late
1984.
NURsING HOME REGULATION

The Health Care Financing Administration has asked the Institute of Medicine
and the National Academy of Sciences to conduct a study of nursing home regulation. The study is to serve as a basis for adjusting Federal (and state) policies and
regulations governing the certification of nursing homes so as to make those policies
and regulations as appropriate and effective as possible. The certification process includes standards of operation, criteria, assessment procedures, surveillance, enforcement policies and procedures, and sanctions.
The study will address four sets of questions:
(1) What are the objectives that certification policies and regulations should seek
to achieve?
(2) How effective are the various approaches to the certification process in assuring satisfactory quality of patient care in nursing homes? To what extent is patient
care quality influenced by such other factors as reimbursement policies, bed supply,
institutional ethos, etc.?
(3) What are the current role relationships of the Federal and State governments
in the certification process? What should they be? How are licensure and certification related?
(4) How should current Federal and State policies and regulations be modified to
best achieve the objectives that should be sought through the certification process?
The study commenced on October 1, 1983, and the final report is due on July 31,
1985.
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ITEM 26. OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS
DECEMBER 5, 1983.
the "Report of
enclosed
have
I
request,
your
to
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In response
Activities of the United States Office of Consumer Affairs During 1983 Relating to
Older Consumers."
My office is pleased to have the opportunity to contribute to the committee's
concerns of
annual report on aging. I am keenly aware of the problems, needs, and
our elderly consumers. In 1984, my office will expand its activities to provide even
greater assistance to elderly consumers.
Sincerely,

VIRGINIA H. KNAUER,
Director, and Special Adviser to
the Presidentfor Consumer Affairs.

Enclosure.
REPORT OF AcTIvrriEs OF THE U.S. OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRs DURING 1983
RELATION TO OLDER AMERICANS

of the U.S. Office of Consumer Affairs (USOCA) is Virginia H.
Consumer
President has also designated Mrs. Knauer as the chairperson of the
consumer
fairs Council, established by Executive Order 12160. Mrs. Knaueranddirects
administrative
affairs activities at the Federal level. OCA provides the staff
support to carry out these responsibilities.
OCA encourages and assists in the development and implementation of programs
of
dealing with consumer issues and concerns; advises agencies on the effectiveness
officials by
their consumer programs; exchanges views with business and industry
and inencouraging the development of voluntary employment, consumer protection
formation programs; serves as the focal point for the coordination and standardizaThe Director
Affairs. The
Knauer, who is also Special Adviser to the President for Consumer
Af-

contion of Federal complaint handling efforts; works to improve and coordinate
State
sumer education at the local, State, and Federal levels; and cooperates with
orgaizaand local government agencies, and voluntary, consumer and community
tions in the delivery of consumer services and information materials.
The major activities focus on voluntary mechanisms, marketplace innovations,
information and
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develop dialogs. OCA activities also focus on helping State and
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OCA worked with the American Association of Retired Persons in developing a

program to increase seat belt usage by the elderly.
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agencies and local government consumer offices to improve the
elderly and disadvantaged consumers.
Meetings and Conferences
meetings with representatives of aging constituency
convened
Director
The OCA
and seek
organizations to underscore the administration's concern for the elderly
their support and views on aging policies.
the National
OCA developed and moderated a consumer education workshop at
Council on the Aging's annual conference which was held March 14 in Detroit.

OCA convened a meeting which highlighted George Washington University's
paralegal training program for seniors to acquaint Federal officials and leaders of
aging organizations with the program and discuss how the program can be improved
and expanded to serve seniors throughout the country. OCA is assisting the university in identifying public and private funding sources.
OCA convened a meeting with representatives from the American Home Sewing
Association and aging organizations to discuss setting up a "Sewing Hotline." The
hotline would bring together experienced seamstresses with individuals who may
need their services. The American Association of Retired Persons supports the hotline as a vehicle for assisting the elderly.
OCA developed a workshop on "Who Is the Older Consumer" for the May 12 Society of Consumer Affairs Professionals in Business meeting. The workshop focused
on the role of elderly consumers in the marketplace.
The Deputy Director discussed OCA's programs and activities which impact on elderly consumers at the Council of Better Business Bureau's older consumer conference. The conference was held December 8 in Arlington, Va.
In 1984, OCA will participate in a conference focusing on senior citizen discount
programs which will be held in St. Louis, Mo. OCA will also work with government
agencies, aging organizations and the private sector in developing a national directory of senior citizen discounts.
Energy Conferences
On October 4, OCA joined with the Administration on Aging, American Association of Retired Persons, and the American Gas Association in sponsoring a conference on hypotermia and the elderly. Over 70 representatives from government,
health service, aging, and private sector organizations attended. Conference participants discussed forming public/private partnerships to educate the public on the
dangers of hypothermia and focusing national attention on the need for low-reading
thermometers in hospitals to detect hypothermia. OCA is working with aging organizations, energy suppliers, and thermometer manufacturers in developing model
education programs and encouraging wider use of hypothermic thermometers.
OCA participated in the Energy and Aging Consortium's third national conference which was held November 1-3 in Miami Beach, Fla. The theme "Building Partnerships for Local Initiatives," focused on solving energy problems. The first two
conferences, which OCA cosponsored, focused on the identification of energy problems by energy suppliers and aging organizations. In addition to participating in
conference planning, OCA convened a workshop on energy planning and distributed
educational materials to the 160 participants.
INFORMATION AND EDUCATION

Consumer News, OCA's monthly newsletter, carries articles of general interest to
consumers. The following articles were of special interest to elderly consumers:
January.-Discussed the new law which makes it easier for hearing aid wearers to talk on public and emergency phones. The same issue publicized a 400page consumer reference book entitled, "About Your Medicines."
February.-Provided tips for owners of kerosene heaters, many of whom are
elderly consumers.
March.-Reported the results of a survey on consumer frauds against the elderly. The same issue summarized the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's new
rules which provide a wide range of home banking services that are especially
helpful for the homebound customer.
April-May.-Carried the President's older Americans month proclamation.
The same issue discussed tamper-resistant packaging and State restrictions on
eyeglasses.
June.-Announced the availability of the American Association of Retired
Persons' publication entitled, "Policy Wise: The Practical Guide to Insurance
Decisions for Older Consumers." The same issue carried OCA's special report on
"Heat Stress."
July.-Discussed the Consumer Product Safety Commission's assessment of
the safety of kerosene heaters.
OCA has updated the Consumer's Resource Handbook which contains a section on
aging and refers to other sections in the Handbook of interest to the elderly such as
health care, social security, and veterans affairs. The State and local directory section lists government offices responsible for coordinating services for the elderly.
The handbook is being widely distributed to aging organizations and State and area
agencies on aging.
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OCA printed and distributed The Difficult Consumer Problem * * * Where To Go
When All Else Fails. The directory lists third-party dispute programs and trade associations which seek to resolve consumer disputes in an equitable manner. The
booklet is particularly useful for the elderly.
OCA updated and reprinted the Energy Consumer Guide. The reprint entitled,
Your Keys to Energy Efficiency, lists agencies and organizations which provide
useful information on everything from household energy-saving tips to energy conservation projects sponsored by local community groups. The booklet, which is being
distributed to aging organizations, also provides information on the dangers of hypothermia and heat stress.
OCA updated and reprinted the Federal Directory of TDD Numbers for use by the
hearing impaired. The directory is being distributed to disabled consumer organizations and State and local government rehabilitation agencies. The directory is helpful to many elderly citizens who have hearing impairments.
OCA is working with government and the private sector in developing a Directory
of Projects With Industry and Business Partnerships for the Disabled. The directory
will assist the disabled and service providers in identifying training opportunities,
jobs, and other related services. The elderly disabled will find the directory useful.
Mail Fraud

Mail fraud is one of the most significant problems facing the public, particularly
elderly consumers. OSA submitted testimony in support of S. 450 to the Senate Subcommittee on Civil Service, Post Office and General Services. The legislation insures
that consumers, who have limited mobility because of age, illness, or disability, can
rely on the integrity of our mail services. OCA's testimony was cited during Senate
debate on the legislation. The bill was signed by President Reagan in November.
National Consumers Week

OCA coordinated National Consumers Week which was held April 24-30. The
President and many Governors and mayors issued proclamations and community
classes, workshops, contests, exhibits, and displays were held throughout the country. Many of the activities addressed issues of interest to the elderly. OCA is coordinating 1984's National Consumers Week which is scheduled for April 23 through 29.
INTRAGOVERNMENTAL ACTIVITIES
Committees

OCA was represented on the following committees which have a special impact on
the elderly:
The Energy and Aging Consortium is a network of 40 government, aging, and
private sector organizations which have joined together to help the elderly cope
with rising energy costs.
The Information and Referral Consortium is a network of government, aging,
and private sector organizations which provide information about and develop

programs which strengthen information and referral systems throughout the
country.
Executive Order

The OCA Director is designated by the President to be the chairperson of the Consumer Affairs Council, established by Executive Order 12160. Executive Order
12160-the Consumer's Executive Order-is a directive to Federal agencies to institute consumer programs which are effective and responsive to the needs of consumers. This action is a logical progression from the consumer representation plans of
the 17 executive branch departments and agencies developed in 1976.
The order addressed the problems of citizens in achieving adequate participation
in government decisionmaking processes. For example, agencies are required to develop information materials to inform consumers about their procedures for participation. Elderly consumers have been identified as a constituent group which should
be reached with information. Under the order, agencies must insure that groups
such as the elderly are being reached.

ITEM 27. PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY CORPORATION
DECEMBER 20, 1983.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The attached report is in response to your letter of November 1, 1983, requesting an annual update of PBGC's activities during fiscal year 1983
which affected the elderly.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to provide you with this report on our
program.
Sincerely yours,
EDWIN M. JONES,
Enclosure.

Executive Director.

PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY CORPORATION AcTivrrEs DURING FISCAL YEAR 1983
AFFECTING THE ELDERLY
Title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) established the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) to administer a pension
plan termination insurance program covering ta--qualified, defined benefit pension
plans. The program provides termination insurance for single-employer plans and
plan insolvency insurance for multiemployer plans. Under both of these insurance
programs, PBGC's primary purpose is to guarantee payment of basic benefits as
mandated by law (ERISA) to eligible participants whose defined benefit pension
plan has terminated or become insolvent. As a result, our program has a direct
bearing on the lives of millions of elderly Americans.
The single-employer pension benefit program covers approximately 28.4 million
participants in approximately 105,000 defined benefit plans. PBGC insures the payment of promised pension plan benefits to them, up to the limits guaranteed by
ERISA, if the defined benefit plan covered by the program terminates without sufficient assets to pay such benefits. In such cases, PBGC assumes trusteeship of the
plan and makes basic benefit payments from PBGC funds as required by law.
Since the enactment of ERISA in 1974 to the end of fiscal year 1983, PBGC has
received about 50,200 notices of plan termination in the single-employer program.
About 98 percent of such terminated plans had sufficient assets to pay all guaranteed benefits. PBGC reviews final distribution of plan assets as a check on whether
the distribution has complied with statutory requirements including those provisions which establish the amount each participant is entitled to upon termination.
With respect to insufficient plans, the PBGC is trustee of about 800 pension plans
paymg about 60,000 plan participants over $140 million annually in benefits. Had
PBGC not existed, many of these people might not have received any retirement
benefits, or less benefits, when their pension plan terminated.
In September 1980, the Congress amended ERISA, to establish a new multiemployer plan insolvency insurance program. This program insures the benefits of approximately 8.7 million workers who are participants in about 2,500 multiemployer
pension plans. Under this program, PBGC provides financial assistance to multiemployer plans lacking sufficient funds to pay benefits. As of the end of the 1983 fiscal
year, PBGC had loaned approximately $1 million to two multiemployer plans.
In the past year the PBGC has continued to receive considerable publicity mostly
due to the number and size of company bankruptcies and pension plan terminations. We are working to processs these terminations as quickly as possible to insure
that plan participants receive in a timely manner benefits to which they are entitled under PBGC's insurance program. In this connection we are also endeavoring
to help plan participants, employers, the general public, and plan administrators
better understand PBGC's role in insuring pensions payable under private, defined
benefit pension plans.
During fiscal year 1983, PBGC continued to seek congressional approval of an increase in the premium employers pay to the single-employer program from $2.60 to
$6 per employee annually. PBGC is now reassessing its premium needs in light of
the fact enactment of such an increase did not occur during 1983. Our Corporation,
although a Federal agency, receives premiums only from employers in the private
sector. We do not use or rely on funding from Federal taxation.
In addition to the requested premium increase, PBGC continued to seek congressional approval of proposed legislative amendments to the single-employer program.
These amendments are intended to minimize program abuse, encourage the maintenance and continuation of voluntary defined benefit pension plans, and assure the
timely and uninterrupted payment of pension benefits to participants and beneficiaries.
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The PBGC's goal from a financial viewpoint is like that of any well-run insurance
company. It is to make sure that it is financially sound to the degree that we can
with certainty protect the pension benefits of 37 million American workers and elderly retired persons who are insured by our program. PBGC will continue to do its
best to properly perform its role and responsibilities in the pension field.
ITEM 28. POSTAL SERVICE
DECEMBER 21, 1983.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your letter of November 1 concerning
the Postal Service's programs directed toward helping the elderly.
Because of its convenience, senior citizens are heavy users of the mail. Since
many of them live alone and are limited to fixed incomes, shopping by mail provides
an ideal way for them to obtain products and services at a minimum of cost and
effort.
In addition to providing a universal, affordable means of communication for all
citizens, the Postal Service offers specific programs designed to assist the elderly
and handicapped in their use of the mail system and to protect the well-being and
quality of life of individual elderly and handicapped citizens.
The Postal Service has found that its stamps-by-mail program, available to all
postal customers, has proven to be an especially popular and useful shopping tool
for both elderly and handicapped individuals.
The stamps-by-mail program is designed for those city delivery customers who
find it inconvenient to purchase their postage stamps at the post office. Since many
elderly people encounter difficulties in getting to local post offices, this free service
can be used to obtain whatever stamps they need without leaving their homes. The
same has held true for many years for rural customers who have been able to purchase stamps and many other postal services from their carriers.
Postal customers can enjoy this service by obtaining Postal Service form 3327,
stamp-by-mail, from their letter carrier or by calling their delivery station and requesting the form be delivered the next day at their residence.
The customer can then give a sealed envelope with a check or money order for
the desired amount of stamps to their letter carrier or drop it into any collection
box. The stamp order will be processed by our retail employees and delivered the
next day with the regular mail.
Unfortunately, as many elderly citizens are so dependent on the mail for their
shopping needs, they are attractive targets to those few individuals who operate
mail-order swindles. Through mail fraud and misrepresentations of products and
services, these unscrupulous promoters not only cheat the public, they cause
damage to the reputation of the legitimate mail-order industry as well.
There are several types of fraudulent promotions which, by their nature, tend to
focus on the elderly. One of the most prevalent is the work-at-home scheme. The
senior citizen who is living on a fixed income and seeking additional means for supplementing his or her income may be enticed by an advertisement which promises
enormous earnings while working from the convenience of home. The scheme begins
with the promoter requiring an initial fee of anywhere from $5 to $25 before information about the plan is sent. The fraud often continues as a pyramid operation
whereby the consumer involves others in the scheme, resulting in funds being generated for the promoter but not the respondent.
Many senior citizens worry about illness and being unable to pay for medical expenses that medicare will not cover. Health insurance is available which is supported to pick up where medicare leaves off; however, many such policies offer inadequate coverage or the type of coverage may not be right for the individual.
Individuals approaching retirement or those who are already retired may respond
to what appears to be an attractive land sales deal. The advertisement for a warmer
climate, low down payments, and easy monthly installments appears enticing until
the purchaser discovers that the land is located in an isolated area or in a desert
wasteland and cannot be resold for even a fraction of the price paid.
Another fraud perpetrated against the elderly is the mail-order sale of worthless
pills and devices which promise to rid the aged of needless suffering. Probably the
cruelest of those medical frauds are those which offer hope for the cure of cancer,
diabetes, and other major illnesses. The ailments and afflictions that are part of
aging will motivate the elderly to look for a magical cure to alleviate arthritic pain,
restore lost vigor, and improve impaired sight or hearing. Most of these pills and
devices have not been tested by medical authorities, are worthless, and could be injurious to health.
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In an effort to heighten public awareness to mail fraud and
postal-related
crimes, the Postal Services selected and trained Postal Inspectorsother
across the country
as crime prevention specialists. Working with other Federal and State
and
consumer groups, one of their missions is to educate and inform the agencies
They
also work with the media, and have appeared on hundreds of TV andpublic.
radio interview programs and prepared articles for numerous newspapers and magazines.
The
Service is currently writing a script for a slide presentation which will be developed
by the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP). The script will deal with
those mail fraud schemes which are targeted at the elderly. Upon completion, the
slide presentation will be distributed by the AARP for showing to members of their
organization, which consists of more than 8,000 chapters.
Despite the existence of such preventive efforts, the number and
of mail
fraud schemes unfortunately insure that some people will continue variety
to become victims of mail fraud promoters. In dealing with this, the Postal Service
a twopronged attack. Criminal prosecution is considered under the mail frauduses
title 18, U.S. Code, section 1341-which provides penalties of up to 5 years statuteprison
and a $1,000 fine to those who use or cause the mails to be used to further ainfraudulent scheme.
Second, and perhaps more important to the consumer, action is possible under the
postal false representation statute, title 39, U.S. Code, section 3005. This section
mits the Postal Service, upon proper showing before an administrative law judge,perto
withhold and return to the sender, mail addressed to anyone whose advertisements
soliciting moneys through the mails contain false representations. In addition,
the
Postal Service, through the appropriate U.S. attorney, may request the U.S. district
court in the judicial district where the promoter receives mail to issue a temporary
restraining order and preliminary injunction. This, in effect, stops the delivery
of
responsive mail pending completion of section 3005 administrative proceedings and
any appeal from them. During 1983, the Postal Service strongly supported
and
was
heartened by the enactment of Public Law 98-186, legislation which made needed
amendments to the false representation statute.
Additionally, many poor and elderly Americans depend upon
receipt of a
monthly check in the mail as their sole source of income. It is these the
individuals who
suffer the most when their checks do not arrive as scheduled. Each year,
the Postal
Service delivers hundreds of millions of U.S. Treasury, State, and local
welfare
checks with only a very small number being stolen. Although the number stolen
in
relation to the number mailed is minimal, the Service still considers this a significant problem and recognizes the impact the loss has on the victims, particularly
on
elderly persons who are dependent on the check for subsistence. The Postal Service
also delivers millions of personal and commercial checks and other valuable items
such as savings bonds, money orders, credit cards, and food stamps, all of which are
appealing targets for mail thieves.
A slide presentation entitled "Protecting Your Mail" will be shown
our prevention specialists to the public, especially those individuals who arebyrecipients
of
monthly checks delivered through the mails. The presentation gives information on
how citizens can take steps that will help prevent the theft of their mail.
In addition to prevention efforts, a series of programs to combat
problem of
mail thefts has been developed. Postal Inspectors cooperate closely the
with the U.S.
Secret Service and local police in investigating the forgery of checks believed
stolen
from the mails. They also work with officials of check-issuing agencies to improve
procedures for the prompt charge-back of checks and referral of information whenever theft from the mails is involved. The Postal Service has encouraged
development of better photo- and signature-identification cards. The assistancethe
housing authorities has been enlisted for the installation and maintenance ofofpublic
more
secure mail receptacles and handling procedures.
A brochure has been developed which cautions senior citizens and others against
various postal offenses, including mail fraud and mail theft. Entitled "A Consumer's
Guide to Postal Crime Prevention," the brochure furnishes tips which will help consumers from being victimized by these types of crime. Finally, the Postal Service is
a member of the Crime Prevention Coalition, a national organization designed to
provide crime prevention tips to the public. The coalition conveys messages to the
public using "McGruff, the Crime Dog," the symbol for crime prevention.
The Postal
Service is also a member of many other national, State, and local organizations
dedicated to the prevention of crime.
As noted earlier, a significant number of our Nation's elderly live
In view
of the hardship this could mean in cases of accident or injury, thesealone.
citizens
now
have the opportunity to voluntarily participate in the carrier alert program.

The carrier alert program, begun during fiscal year 1982 and expanded during the
current fiscal year, involves cooperation at the local level between postmasters,
members of local branches of the National Association of Letter Carriers, and community service agencies to offer an alert mechanism to elderly and handicapped citizens. These latter individuals register with the local community sponsoring agency
which insures that a special decal is placed on the registrant's mailbox to alert the
letter carrier. Since accumulations of mail often signal an accident or illness, the
carrier who notices such an accumulation will notif the agency for followup attention. Hundreds of instances have been reported where letter carriers have saved
lives or given necessary assistance to individuals participating in the program. Carrier participation in the program is strictly voluntary and expansion of local programs depends upon local carrier union branches and sponsoring agencies. In recognition of the value of the program, the Congress passed and the President signed
Public Law 98-187, designating the week of December 4 through 10, 1983, as "Carrier Alert Week."
Finally, the Postal Service is continuing its policy of reviewing existing delivery
service on a case-by-case basis where special accommodations may be necessary
when the current location of a mail receptacle poses a hardship for a handicapped
or otherwise infirm customer. Exceptions to the existing delivery policy are usually
granted for such individuals who are unable to get to their mailboxes and who do
not have a neighbor or relative to assist them.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM F. BOLGER,
Postmaster General.

ITEM 29. RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In response to your letter of November 1, 1983, we are en-

closing a report summarizing the U.S. Railroad Retirement Board's program activities for the elderly during fiscal year 1983.
We look forward to your committee's report on "Developments in Aging: 1983."
Sincerely,

BEATRICE EZERSKI,
Secretary to the Board.

Enclosure.
U.S. RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD
The U.S. Railroad Retirement Board is an independent agency in the executive
branch of the Federal Government. The Board's primary function is to administer
comprehensive retirement-survivor and unemployment-sickness benefit programs
for the Nation's railroad workers and their families, under the Railroad Retirement
and Railroad Unemployment Insurance Acts. In connection with the retirement program, the Board has administrative responsibilities under the Social Security Act
for certain benefit payments and railroad workers' medicare coverage.
Because of its experience with railroad benefit plans, the Board has been given, in

recent years, administrative responsibility for certain employee protection measures
provided by other Federal railroad legislation, such as the Regional Rail Reorganization Act, and the Bankrupt Railroad Service Preservation and Employee Protection
Act.
RAILROAD RETIREMENT LEGISLATION

Legislation amending the Railroad Retirement and Unemployment Insurance
Acts, and the Internal Revenue Code, was enacted into law with the signing of the
Railroad Retirement Solvency Act of 1983 on August 12, 1983.

The legislation increases railroad retirement taxes, defers certain cost-of-living increases, modifies early retirement provisions, subjects railroad retirement annuities

to Federal income taxes, and provides other measures designed to place the railroad
retirement system on a sound financial basis. Without the enactment of this legislation, the Board would have been required by law to substantially reduce railroad
retirement annuities beginning October 1, 1983.
Social security amendments enacted in April 1983 had already effected changes in
railroad retirement taxes and benefits through coordinating provisions in the Railroad Retirement Act. Under the two-tier railroad retirement system, the tier I portion of a railroad retirement annuity is generally equivalent to a social security
benefit, and based on both railroad earnings and nonrailroad wage credits. Tier I

railroad retirement taxes are at the same rate as social security taxes and increase
when social security taxes rise. The tier II annuity portion is computed under a separate formula base on railroad service alone and funded by additional retirement
taxes. In some cases, a vested dual benefit payment, funded by general revenue appropriations, is also added to the annuities of those who had vested rights to both
social security and railroad retirement benefits before 1975. The following summary
describes provisions of this legislation of most interest to older Americans in the
railroad community.
Benefits
Cost-of-living adjustments

The 1983 Social Security Amendments deferred July 1983 cost-of-living increases
to January 1984 and required that future increases be made in January of subsequent years. This deferral applies to railroad retirement tier I annuity amounts as
well as social security benefits. The Railroad Retirement Solvency Act correspondingly changed the future payment dates of tier II cost-of-living increases from July 1
to January 1, with the first increase payable on January 1, 1985. The Solvency Act
also required that the dollar amount of the next 5 percent of tier I cost-of-living increases be subtracted from tier II benefits. Since the January 1984 increase was 3.5
percent, a further tier II offset will be made in 1985 so that the total offset is 5
percent of the 1983 tier I amount.
Early retirement

The act modified early retirement provisions for 30-year employees attaining age
60 after June 1984. Under the new law, certain reductions will be made in the tier I
portions of their annuities if they retire before age 62. The reductions will not affect
tier II benefits. Those employees who acquired 30 years of service and attained age
60 before July 1, 1984, may still retire at any time with full benefits, as under prior
law.
The tier I benefits of employees with 30 years of service, who attain age 60 between July 1, 1984 and December 31, 1985, will be reduced by 10 percent if the employee retires before age 62. The benefit amount will be frozen until the employee
reaches age 62, at which point it will be recomputed to reflect increases in national
wage levels; thereafter, it will rise with increases in the cost of living.
The tier I benefits of employees with 30 years of service, who attain age 60 on or
after January 1, 1986, will be reduced by 20 percent if the employee retires before
age 62. No reduction is made if the employee retires at age 62; in such cases benefits
are computed the same as under prior law.
The effect of this legislation on a spouse's benefit depends on the employee's age
and service. If the employee is not affected by the new provisions, the spouse is not
affected. If the employee is affected and retires before age 62, the spouse of such an
employee will receive a reduced tier I benefit, even if the spouse does not retire
before age 62.
Spouse eligibility

Under prior law, a spouse was not eligible for an annuity unless the employee and
spouse were living together, or the spouse was supported by the employee, on the
date an application for a spouse annuity was filed. This requirement was eliminated
by the new law.
Disability waitingperiod

The solvency Act requires a 5-month waiting period for railroad retirement disability annuities, just as the Social Security Act requires for disabiliy benefits.
Military service credits

The act eliminated annuity reductions made under prior law when military service was counted as railroad srevice and was also the basis for benefits under another
Federal law.
Divorce

The new law requires the Railroad Retirement Board to honor court orders that
treat non-tier I railroad retirement benefits as property subject to division in proceedings related to divorce, annulment, or legal separation.
Disabled widow(er)s

As a result of the 1983 Social Security Amendments, age reductions applied to disabled widow(er)s' annuities, for months the widower)s were under age 60 when their
annuities began, are eliminated.
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Public service pension reduction

The social security amendments altered the tier I computation of those employees
who are also entitled to certain public service pensions. The resulting benefit computation reduction is to be phased in over 5 years. There is a guarantee that the
resulting tier I amount connot be reduced under the new computations by more
than 50 percent of the public pension. This provision is effective for those first eligible for tier I amounts and the government pension after 1985.
The tier I amounts of spouses and widow(er)s are subject to reduction for receipt
of a public service pension if certain exemption requirements are not met. As a
result of the 1983 Social Security Amendments, this reduction has been decreased
from 100 percent to two-thirds of the monthly pension received. This provision is
effective for those who initially become eligible for a public service pension on July
1, 1983, or later.
Parents

The eligibility requiremets for parents' annuities were liberlized. Some parents
not previously eligible because other family members were also entitled to benefits
may now qualify.
Taxes and financing
Income taxes on benefits

Provisions for applying Federal income taxes to railroad retirement tier I annuity
portions were included in the 1983 Social Security Amendments.
Beginning with taxable year 1984, retirees must include a portion of their tier I
benefits in their taxable income if their adjusted gross income plus half of their tier
I benefits exceeds $25,000 for individuals or $32,000 for couples.
Under the Solvency Act, tier II benefits and vested dual benefit payments will be
beginning
subject to Federal income tax under the same rules as private pensionsextent
that
with taxable year 1984; such benefits are subject to income tax to the
they exceed the employee's contributions.
The revenues raised from income taxes on tier I and vested dual benefits will be
used for benefit payments. Revenues raised by the tax on tire II benefits will also be
used for benefit payments, but not beyond fiscal year 1988, after which the revenues
will remain in General Treasury funds. The Railroad Retirement Board will, in certain cases, be required to withhold income taxes on tier II portions and vested dual
benefits from monthly annuity payments, unless the individual requests exemption
from withholding.
Retirement taxes

Under the Railroad Retirement Solvency Act, the tier II taxes on employers will
increase from 11.75 to 12.75 percent in January 1984, to 13.75 percent in January
1985, and to 14.75 percent in January 1986. Tier II taxes on employees will increase
from 2 to 2.75 percent in 1984, to 3.50 percent in 1985, and to 4.25 percent in 1986.
As a result of the 1983 Social Security Amendments, tier I taxes on employers
and employees will increase from 6.70 to 7 percent in January 1984, to 7.05 percent
in 1985, and to 7.15 percent in 1986. Employees paying the tier I tax rate of 7 percent in 1984 will be eligible for a one-time tax credit of 0.3 percent of wages, but
employers are not afforded the tax credit.
Financialreport

The new law requires the Board to submit to the Congress on July 1, 1985, and
every following year, a report on the railroad retirement system's financial condition. The report is to include any recommendations for financing changes that
might be advisable.
Reimbursement

The railroad retirement account will be reimbursed in three installments from
the general funds of the Treasury for shortfalls in vested dual benefit appropriations between 1975 and 1981; these shortfalls had been absorbed by the railroad
retirement account.
Fund transfers

The railroad retirement system is authorized to borrow funds from the general
fund of the Treasury until it receives financial interchange funds from the social
security system. Under the railroad retirement-social security financial interchange,
annual transfers of funds are made between the two systems to put the social security trust funds in the same financial position in which they would have been if rail-
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road employment had been covered directly under the Social Security Act. These
transfers currently result in funds flowing to the railroad retirement account from
the social security trust funds; but the transfers are made, on the average, 15
months after they are incurred, causing cash-flow problems for the railroad retirement account. The purpose of the general fund borrowing provision is to place financial interchange monies in the railroad retirement account effectively on a current basis.
Study committee

A railroad unemployment compensation committee must be established for the
purpose of reviewing all aspects of the railroad unemployment and sickness program, including its debt to the railroad retirement system, and submitting a report
to Congress no later than April 1, 1984. The report is to include specific recommendations for repayment of the debt. The committee will consist of two members appointed by railway labor, two members appointed by railway management, and one
public member.
BENEFITS AND BENEFICIARIES

During fiscal year 1983, benefit payments under the railroad retirement and railroad unemployment insurance programs totaled $6.5 billion. Retirement and survivor benefit payments amounted to $6 billion, an increase of $316 million over the
same period 1 year earlier. Unemployment and sickness benefit payments totaled
$433.5 million, an increase of $87.3 million from the preceding fiscal year.
The number of beneficiaries on the retirement-survivor rolls on September 30,
1983, totaled 982,000. The majority (81 percent) were age 65 or older. At the end of
the fiscal year 440,000 retired employees were being paid a regular annuity averaging $649 a month, about $21 higher than a year earlier. In addition, 201,000 of these
employees were being paid a supplemental railroad retirement annuity averaging
$50 a month. Some 232,000 spouses of retired employees were receiving an average
annuity of $287 a month at the end of fiscal 1983. Of the 320,000 survivors on the
rolls, more than 288,00 were aged widow(er)s receiving an average annuity of $432 a
month. Some 850,000 individuals who were receiving or were eligible to receive
monthly benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act were covered by hospital insurance under the medicare program at the end of fiscal year 1983. Of these, 834,000
(98 percent) were also enrolled for supplemental medical insurance.
Unemployment and sickness benefits under the railroad employees during the
fiscal year. However, only about $0.8 million (less than 1 percent) of the benefits
went to individuals age 65 or older.
MAJOR RAILROAD RETIREMENT COURT DECISIONS

Denberg v. The RailraodRetirement Board is a class action which was filed in the

U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois. The plaintiffs sought spouse
benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974 for periods before March 1977
for those male spouses who were denied spouse annuities because of the dependency
provision found in section 2(c)(3)(ii) of that act. The dependency provision was ruled
unconstitutional in the case of Railroad Retirement Board v. Kalina, 431 U.S. 909

(1977). As a result of that decision, the Board has been paying husbands' and widowers' annuities, regardless of dependency, since March 1, 1977. On June 16, 1981, the
court issued a decision in the Denberg case, granting the plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment and denying the Board's motion for summary judgment. The court
ordered the Board to pay spouse annuities to class members retroactive to March
1974. On January 4, 1983, the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit reversed the
district court's ruling. A petition for review has been filed with the U.S. Supreme
Court by the plaintiffs.
In the case of Linquist v. Patricia Roberts Harris and the Railroad Retirement

Board, brought before the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Missouri,
the plaintiff, who receives a widow's annuity under the Railroad Retirement Act
and an old-age benefit under the Social Security Act, is challenging the application
of the excess earnings provisions to both her railroad retirement annuity and social
security benefit. The plaintiff claims that the imposition of excess earnings deductions under both acts amounts to a "double deduction," whereby her total benefit
under the two acts is reduced dollar for dollar for her excess earnings. The plaintiff
is (1) seeking class certification of this action, and (2) requesting that the court order
declaratory and injunctive relief against future application of this so-called "double
deduction,' as well as monetary relief for benefits deducted in the past resulting
from application of this "double deductions." The Board and the Department of
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Health and Human Services have filed motions to dismiss and motions for summary
judgment, constending that the court has no jurisdiction to review Board determinations and the imposition of the "double deduction" is not unconstitutional. The constitutionality of this "double deduction" was upheld as to a 1937 act annuitant by
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in Burns v. United
States RailroadRetirement Board.
The case of Givens et al. v. Railroad Retirement Board, was brought by several
annuitants in the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. It involved
the constitutionality of a provision of the 1981 amendments, section 3(hX6) of the
Railroad Retirement Act, which preclused the award of vested dual benefits payments to the annuitants based on their spouses' social security coverage. Reaching
the same result as did the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in Frock v. US.
Railroad Retirement Board, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
upheld the constitutionality of section 3(h)(6) and its application to the annuitants.
See also Steebe case below.
In Steebe v. United States RailroadRetirement Board, the court held that a court
of appeals lacks jurisdiction to review a refusal by the Board to reopen a denial of
benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act unless the refusal to reopen itself raises
a constitutional question. In addition, in Steebe, the court held that Section 3(h)(6)
prevented the payment of vested dual benefits to an annuitant even though he had
raised the issue of vested dual benefits to an appeals referee before the effective
date of section 3(hX6). The appeals referee failed to pass on the annuitant's claim for
vested dual benefits, and by the time the decision was appealed to the three-member
Board, section 3(hX6) had been enacted. Steebe has filed a petition for review of this
decision with the U.S. Supreme Court.
ADMINISTRATION

Robert A. Gielow was appointed Chairman of the Railroad Retirement Board in
fiscal year 1983 for a statutory term ending in August 1987. Mr. Gielow's appointment was confirmed by the Senate on March 1, 1993, and he was sworn into office
March 8, 1983. By law, the Chairman has no interest affiliating him with either
railroad management or labor, while the other two Board members must be appointed upon respective management and labor recommendations. Mr. Gielow succeeded William P. Adams, who retired January 31, 1983.
Before his appointment to the Board, Mr. Gielow had been senior vice president,
member of the board of directors, and member of the executive committee of Alexander & Alexander Services, Inc., in Chicago. Alexander & Alexander is the second
largest insurance brokerage company internationally.
Reorganization
Fiscal year 1983 saw a major executive reorganization within the Board with the
appointment of three associate executive directors. The reorganization concentrates
responsibility for Board operations in the three associate executive directors, who
wil report directly to the executive director, Dr. James Brown.
The associate executive director for legal and administrataive services, Dale Zimmerman, will be responsible for legal, appeals, personnel, and internal services.
The associate executive director for financial, data and planning operations, Maynard Kagen, will be responsible for research, actuarial, planning, information management, data processing, budget and fiscal, and quality assurance operations.
The associate executive director for program operations, Robert Kaufman, will be
responsible for all claims programs under the Railroad Retirement Act, Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act, and other Federal laws administered by the Board,
as well as compensation and certification operations. He will also administer the
Board's network of field offices across the United States.
The reorganization also established a new Bureau of Field Service and a new
Bureau of Compensation and Certification.
ITEM 30. SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
DECEMBER 8, 1983.
MR. CHAIRMAN: I am pleased to respond to your request of November 1,
1983, for a report of the activities of the Small Business Administration on behalf of
older persons.
Although the Small Business Administration does not have any programs or activities specifically designated for older persons, this segment of the population
plays a vital role in the agency's delivery of technical assistance and counseling
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services to potential business persons and the small business community as a whole.
Through its enforcement of the nondiscrimination provisions of the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act, regulation B, (12 CFR 202) and the Age Discrimination Act of
1975, the Office of Civil Rights Compliance protects the interests of older persons
with respect to eligibility, treatment, and consideration for services, benefits, and
credits.
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to share this information with you.
Yours truly,
JAMES C. SANDERS, Administrator.

Enclosure.
INTRODUCTION

The Small Business Administration makes direct loans and guarantees loans
made by banks and other financial institutions to small concerns; provides management and technical assistance to firms receiving SBA financial assistance and to
other small concerns; licenses and regulates small business investment companies, a
source of equity and venture capital assistance for small concerns; and provides procurement assistance to help small concerns in buying from and selling to the Federal Government.
OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLIANCE
The Office of Civil Rights Compliance of the SBA has the responsibility to insure
that the agency, its recipients and subrecipients of financial assistance do not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, marital status, sex, age, handicap, or
national origin in business, credit policies, or services to the public. Specifically,
with respect to older persons, the Office of Civil Rights Compliance monitors and
enforces the nondiscrimination provisions of the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, regulation B, and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 which prohibits discrimination on
the basis of age in credit and in the delivery of services to the public. During fiscal
year 1983, the Office of Civil Rights Compliance monitored 3,218 recipients and subrecipients of SBA's financial assistance for compliance with these acts. Compliance
was found to be good in all cases.
SERVICE CORPS OF RETIRED EXECUTIVES (SCORE)
In 1964, the Small Business Administration established a volunteer program
called the Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE). This group is composed of
volunteer retired business executives-men and women who have had a lifetime of
varied business and professional experience and who are willing to share their
knowledge and experience with others. SCORE provides a confidential business
person to business person advisory relationship. Through indepth counseling and
training, owners and managers receive help in identifying basic management problems, determining their cause, and becoming better managers by finding viable solutions. SCORE services are available to almost all small, independent businesses, not
dominant in its field, as well as to persons contemplating entry into a new venture.
During fiscal year 1983, 9,000 SCORE volunteers counseled over 119,000 clients.
These SCORE volunteers are members of over 400 locally organized, self-administered chapters. SCORE services are provided without charge to the client. Volunteers are reimbursed for out-of-pocket expenses by SBA.
In addition to the invaluable service that is derived by the small business owner/
operator, there is the added benefit to the volunteers. SCORE members know that
their aid is needed and their participation provides the retired volunteers with a
sense of satisfaction for contributing his or her knowledge to help others.

ITEM 31. VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
JANUARY 13, 1984.
am pleased to repond to your requst of November 1, 1983,
for a report of the Veterans Administration's activities on behalf of older persons.
The VA has developed a high quality system that provide health care for more
than 50,000 elderly veterans every day. Meeting the medical needs of older veterans
consititutes the current greatest challenge to the VA.
In August 1983, I formed an Agency Steering Committee, chaired by the deputy
Administrator, which was given the responsibility for overseeing the development of
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I
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a comprehensive plan for care of the older veteran. The plan will describe the VA's
response to older veterans' medical, social, and economic needs.
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to share this information with you.
Sincerely,
HARRY N. WALTERS, Administrator.
Enclosure.
I. INTRODUCTION
The contributions of the Veterans Administration to older Americans come from
three main sources: Compensation and pensions to veterans or their dependentsover 1.6 million persons in all, burial benefits to all eligible veterans, and medical
care to over 50,000 elderly veterans every day. In addition, the veteran of World
War H whose average age is now 62 years of age was the principal target of the
VA's education and housing assistance programs established after World War II.
Meeting the medical needs of older veterans consititutes the current greatest
challenge to the VA. Older persons typically account for more than twice as many
hospital admissions as younger ones and, once admitted, require twice as many hospital days for recovery. So, even if there were no increase in the total number of
veterans seeking medical services from the VA, the demand on our existing hospital
facilities is expected to rise steadily as the relative number of older veteran beneficiaries increases. By 1990, approximately two out of three males age 65 years and
over will be veterans. In 1981, over 30 percent of all the VA's medical resourceshospital oupatient and extended or long-term care-went to veterans 65 years of age
or over. By 1990, that fraction will be about 40 percent.
The VA has initiated a grassroots strategic planning process-medical district initiated planning process (MEDIPP)-to improve utilization of its medical resources.
A primary concern in the process is the development of overall plans to care for
older veterans. In addition, steps have been taken to improve communication between central office program officials concerned with aging and medical center
staff. The overall effort to develop an improved long-range plan for the health care
of older veterans which was initiated by the Chief Medical Director is well underway. In all of the efforts just mentioned, the VA is actively seeking better use of
existing and planned State and community facilities and programs, as well as an
expansion of its own resources for the care of older veterans.
To this end, the VA and Harvard University planned a conference on ways to improve cooperation and collaboration between the VA and the private health care
sector in providing health services to veterans. The conference goals were summarized by the Chief Medical Director who pointed out that, with respect to care of the
aging veteran, the VA cannot do it alone. An opportunity for the VA to explore various sharing arrangements is provided in Public Law 98-160 which includes authorization for the Administrator to provide adult day health care services either by VA
facilities through contracts with non-VA providers or by sharing of in-kind resources.
Specific age-related medical problems are receiving greater attention. In fiscal
year 1983, increased emphasis was placed on the importance of research, trainin ,
and innovative modes of care for patients with dementia, particularly Alzheimer s
disease. The VA cosponsored a lecture program with the University of Michigan Institute of Gerontology which brought several European experts on dementia to visit
three VA medical centers and VA central office. In addition to rounds and lectures,
the visitors made a number of programmatic suggestions to the VA regarding research and approaches to patient care. Within the VA, Directors of the Geriatric
Research, Education, and Clinical Centers are initiating developments for a cooperatives effort related to dementia. In addition, the VA was well represented on the
HHS Task Force on Alzheimer's disease.
Extended care bridges full hospital care and independent living with a diversity of
medical programs ranging from nursing home care, on the one hand, to hospitalbased home care and residential care programs on the other. Because the relative
number of chronic medical problems increases with age, the importance of these
programs for older veterans is steadily increasing in the VA. In fiscal year 1983,
almost half of the approximately 50,000 veterans in extended care programs were 65
years of age and over. As is the case with other health care programs in the Nation,
the VA is vigorously increasing the number and diversity of extended care programs, particularly those which provide care outside of nursing homes or domiciliaries. However, the demand for additional nursing homes in the VA is relentlessly
increasing. Extended care programs improve the utilization of acute care facilities
by providing appropriate programs for patients who no longer require hospital care.

At the same time, the growth of extended care programs places additional demands
for acute hospital care since virtually all of the veterans in long-term care programs
look to the VA for their acute care which may supervene.
A major consequence of the increasing demand on existing hospital and extended
care programs, as well as the developing alternatives, are methods to improve
utilization of resources and quality of care. One major effort in this direction was the
development of several geriatric evaluation units (GEU's) by a number of VA
cal centers in response to the Chief Medical Director's letter IL 10-83-01 whichmedipublished in February 1983. Fourteen new programs were established and 15 arewas
in
the planning stages, in addition to the 12 units established earlier. The units have
as their objectives improved diagnosis, improved patient care plans, and improved
placement.
In the detailed reports that follow, four major themes will be stressed:
First, improved coordination of all VA efforts for the medical care of older veterans is occurring both in the VA central office and VA medical centers. Second,
forts are underway to improve the quality of life and care for the older veterans efin
specific VA medical programs by improved admission and utilization of existing programs, and the development of alternatives to them. Third, extended care resources
available to veterans are being increased by attempts to reduce costs of construction
as well as the judicious use of conversion of existing space. The fourth, which spans
all of the others, is the provision of model programs of long-term care, trained personnel in geriatrics and gerontology, geriatrics, and health care delivery.
II. GERIATRICS AND EXTENDED CARE PROGRAMS
VA NURSING HOME CARE

The nursing home care units located in VA medical centers provide
nursing care and related medical services, as well as opportunities for social,skilled
diversional,
recreational, and spiritual activities. Nursing home patients typically require a prolonged period of nursing supervision and rehabilitation to attain and maintain optimal functioning.
In fiscal year 1983, 16,478 veterans were treated in VA nursing homes which had
an average daily census of 8,849. The average age of the veterans treated was 70.3
years; 63.8 percent were 65 or over, and their average attained length of stay was
2.95 years. Approximately 37.1 percent were receiving compensation for service-connected conditions and 33.7 percent were receiving VA pensions.
A 120-bed nursing home care unit was activated at VA Medical Centers, Hines,
Ill., located 13 miles west of downtown Chicago. This and other changes
resulted in
a net increase of 181 operating beds for a total of 9,420 beds at the end of fiscal year
1983 at 99 VA medical centers.
COMMUNITY NURSING HOME CARE

This is a contract program for veterans who require skilled or intermediate
ing care in making the transition from a hospital to the community. Veteransnurswho
have been hospitalized in a VA facility for treatment, primarily of a service-connected condition, may be placed at VA expense for as long as they need nursing care.
Other veterans may be eligible for placement in community facilities at VA expense
for a period not to exceed 6 months. The program requires assessment of participating facilities and followup visits to veterans by teams from the VA medical centers.
Fiscal year 1983 saw a moderate increase in community nursing home
ments. During this year, 34,092 veterans were treated in the program. This placerepresents an 8-percent increase over fiscal year 1982. Similarly, the number of nursing
homes under contract increased to 3,286, or 6 percent over fiscal year 1983. The
average daily census in these homes for fiscal year 1983 was 10,212. The average age
of veterans treated was 68 years; 58.4 percent were 65 years or older; and their average attained length of stay was 1.05 years. Approximately 44.8 percent were receiving compensation for service-connected conditions and 26.1 percent were receiving
VA pension.
Since April 1981, the VA has, through arrangements with States (coordinated
with the Department of Health and Human Services), attempted to make
maximum
use of inspections conducted for medicare or medicaid inspection, reducting the
amount of time and duplication in the nursing home inspection efforts of the VA.
Due to cutbacks in inspection effort of some States, however, the VA medical centers sometimes find that they must continue to conduct a full team inspection of
nursing homes. While the general VA policy of greater reliance on State inspections
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continues, this policy can only be carried out where there is a stong State inspection
foundation.
VA DOMICILIARY CARE

Domiciliary care in VA facilities provides necessary medical and other professional care for eligible ambulatory veterans who are disabled by age, disease, or injury,
and are in need of care, but do not require hospitalization or the skilled nursing
services of a nursing home.
New program directions have created a better quality of life for veterans requiring prolonged domiciliary care and have prepared veterans returning to community
living for active participation in various community resources. Special attention is
being given to older veterans in domiciliaries with a focus on keeping them active
and productive in the domiciliary as well as encouraging their integration into existing senior centers and other resources in the community.
In fiscal year 1983, 14,067 veterans were treated in VA domiciliaries which had
an average daily census of 6,852. The average age of the veterans treated during the
year was 59.1 years, 27.9 percent were 65 or over, and their average attained length
of stay was 4.18 years. Approximately 23.8 percent were receiving compensation for
service-connected conditions and 38.9 percent were receiving a VA pension.
Patients at several domiciliaries are involved in senior center activities in the
community as part of a focus on community integration. Other specialized programs
in which older veterans are involved include foster grandparents, handman assistance to senior citizens in the community, and adopt-a-vet.
ADULT DAY HEALTH CARE ACTIVITIES

Adult day health care (ADHC) activities provide health maintenance and therapeutic activities in a congregate setting for persons who, without these activities,
would require continued and full-time institutionalization. Advances in the understanding and treatment of certain illnesses of the elderly now made it possible for
many of these persons to function independently with the partial care offered by
these activities.
Staff in numerous VA medical centers have expressed strong interest in the potential for adult day health care in facilitating the return of older veterans to their
own homes. To shorten the length of stay in acute beds, and to provide an activity
at a VAMC, or supported by the VA in the community, in which these veterans can
continue a preventive and therapeutic rehabilitation regimen.
Four VA Medical Centers currently operate ADHC's (North Chicago, Ill.; Butler,
Pa.; American Lake, Wash.; and Palo Alto, Calif.) under the limited authority that
has heretofore existed.
Public Law 98-160, enacted November 21, 1983, now authorized the Veterans Administration to operate an ADHC program both within VA facilities and under contract with community facilities, giving the agency broad authority to set standards
for such care, and clarifying and extending eligibility requirements. This legislation
also requires the VA to conduct a study of the medical efficacy and cost effectiveness of ADHC and the comparative advantages and disadvantages of doing so
through VA and contract facilities.
During fiscal year 1984, the VA will establish standards, operational procedures,
guidelines, and evaluation methodology for VA and community (contract) ADHC
facilities. It is expected that several new ADHC's will be prepared for startups in
early fiscal year 1985.
RESIDENTIAL CARE (FORMERLY PERSONAL CARE HOME) PROGRAM

Legislation was proposed by the agency and enacted into law as Public Law 98160, on November 21, 1983, to clarify the Va authority to operate this program, to
set standards for selection of facilities (including health and safety criteria, and criteria for services provided by the home), to set standards for costs of care, and to
develop procedures for discontinuance of referrals and provide assistance to veterans in those homes to other appropriate residences.
While this legislation, per se, is not expected to have a dramatic effect on the development of the program, it is expected to provide a much needed legislative bonus
on which to develop sound program management, with gradual expansion of this
program (to medical and surgical patients) as an alternative to institutionalization.
This is the largest of the extended care programs and is operated at minimal expense since the only cost to the VA is for administration. Care is provided in private
homes selected by the VA, at the veteran's own expense. This residential care activ-
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ity includes room, board, personal care, and general health care supervision to veterans who do not require hospital or nursing home care but who, because of health
conditions, are not able to resume independent living and have no suitable family
resources to provide the needed care. All homes are inspected by a VA multidisciplinary team prior to incorporation into the program, and annually thereafter. Veterans receive monthly followup visits from VA social workers and other health care
professionals, and are outpatients of the local VA facilities. In fiscal year 1983, an
average daily census of 12,800 was maintained in this program utilizing approximately 3,125 homes.
STATE HOME PROGRAM

The State home program has grown from 11 homes in 11 States in 1888 to 46
State homes (one of which has three annexes) in 33 States. Currently a total of
17,362 beds are authorized to provide hospital, nursing home, and domiciliary care.
The VA's relationship to State veterans homes is based upon two grant programs.
One is a per diem program which enables the VA to assist the States in providing
care to veterans eligible for VA care who are furnished domiciliary, nursing home,
or hospital care in State home facilities. The other grant program provides VA assistance with up to 65 percent Federal funding in the construction of new domiciliary and nursing home care facilities, and the expansion, remodeling, or alteration of
existing facilities.
In fiscal year 1983, construction was started for a 150-bed nursing home in
Mexico, Mo. The $8.3 million obligated by the VA in fiscal year 1983 for construction and renovation projects, also included the second phase a new State home for
Maryland.
GERIATRIC RESEARCH, EDUCATION, AND CLINICAL CENTERS (GRECC'S)

The geriatric research, education, and clinical centers (GRECC's) are playing a
key role at VA medical facilities in developing innovative approaches to caring for
the elderly. Conceived in 1973, GRECC's are designed to counter an historic reluctance among health care professionals to specialize in geriatric medicine.
At present, there are eight such centers focusing on research into diseases and
disabilities of the aged the have implications for improved care and the education of
health professionals. A ninth center is scheduled to be located at 1 of 11 Southeast
medical centers now being surveyed. A total of 15 are authorized by Congress.
Each center focuses on the clinical treatment of a particular area of geriatrics,
including general medicine, cardiology, metabolic diseases, neurology, stroke rehabilitation, immunology, and organic brain disease.
Research at the GRECC's, integrated with clinical practice, is in senile cardiomyopathy, age-related modifications in glucose-insulin metabolism, Parkinson's disease,
connective tissue changes, the immunologic bases of aging, organic and functional
aspects of memory and memory loss, and senile and other organic dementia.
Through their integrated approach, the GRECC's are developing practitioners,
teachers, and researchers in the field of geriatrics.
HOSPITAL-BASED HOME CARE

This program allows for an early discharge of veterans with chronic illness to
their own homes and reduces readmissions to the hospital. The family provides the
necessary personal care under coordinated supervision of a hospital-based multidisciplinary treatment team. The team provides the medical, nursing, social, rehabilitation, and dietetic regimens, as well as the training of family members and the patient. Forty-two VA medical centers are providing hospital-based home care services, of which 12 were activated this past year. More acute care beds in hospitals are
made available by providing increased days of care in the home.
In fiscal year 1983, 152,000 home visits were made by health professionals. Over
7,400 patients were treated.
III. MEDICAL SERVICE

During the year, Medical Service physicians continued to provide a wide range of
general medical and subspecialty services to elderly veterans on acute medical and
intermediate care wards, and to actively participate in geriatric fellowship training,
GRECC's, geriatric evaluation units (GEU's), and hospital-based home care senior
clinician programs.
Staff in central office and in the field have actively participated in GEU and adult
day health care educational programs and the Geriatric Liaison Coo-dinating Com-
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mittee as well as the review of the Harvard project position papers. Study of hypei
tension in the elderly continues in several VA medical centers and a subcommittee
to study and make recommendations on nutritional problems in the elderly is functioning.
IV. MENTAL HEALTH AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES SERVICE

A focus on the mental health of the aging veteran is an important facet of the VA
health care program. The Veterans Administration facilities for the care of older
veterans are principally in the extended care programs, the Medical and Psychiatry
Services. Many of the patients in intermediate medical care and extended care facilities have a psychiatric diagnosis, as well as some physical disability. On a given
day, the Medical Service in extended hospital care has about 9,340 patients (about
52 percent of these also have a psychiatric diagnosis). Of this group, 57 percent are
65 years of age or over. It should also be noted that some of the extended care programs report increasing numbers of admissions for long-term medical care directly
from the community and not as transfers from one of the VA medical center wards
or clinics.
Of the patients with a psychiatric diagnosis who are age 65 and older, 28 percent
are on psychiatric wards and 72 percent are on other wards, principally long-term
medicine. Many other older psychiatric patients are in VA and community nursing
home facilities, VA domiciliaries, and residential care homes.
The Veterans Administration supports, through its research program, research on
problems in long-term psychiatric disease such as schizophrenia, Alzheimer's-type
senile dementia, and alcoholism, as well as other diseases common among aging individuals.
In March 1982, Mental Health and Behavioral Sciences Service conducted a
survey of Psychiatry and Psychology Services in VA medical centers to determine
the extent of geriatric psychiatric programs. Of the 114 responses to the survey, 46
percent indicated they had initiated direct geriatric psychiatric services, including
mental and/or neurological diagnosis and evaluation, individual therapy, family
therapy, group therapy, and social and physical activities.
The VA has established geropsychiatric sections at its VA medical centers in
Little Rock and North Little Rock, Ark.; Lyons, N.J.; Northport, N.Y.; Salisbury,
N.C.; American Lake (Tacoma), Wash.; Brockton, Mass.; Coatesville, Pa.; Knoxville,
Iowa; Los Angeles (Brentwood), Calif.; Murfreesboro, Tenn.; Salem, Va.; Togus,
Maine; and Waco, Tex. These sections emphasize attention to physical, mental, and
social activity of a stimulating type. It is believed that some of these patients will
make a better adjustment in the community and, with proper treatment, show improvement in their physical and mental state if kept physically and mentally active.
Psychiatry also has geriatric day care programs at VA medical centers in Palo Alto,
Calif.; North Chicage, Ill.; Loma Linda, Calif.; and outpatient clinic, Boston, Mass.
The number of geriatric day care programs is expected to increase as staff and support become available through redirection of existing resources in VA medical centers.
V. SOCIAL WORK SERVICE
Continued emphasis has been placed on the integration of VA and community
services to more effectively meet the medical and social needs of veterans no longer
requiring institutional care as well as veterans who can be maintained in their own
homes or other community settings. The activation of a nationwide network of
Medical District Community Services coordinators to facilitate the development and
integration of VA/community services and programs in meeting the needs of the
frail elderly, has expanded and enhanced the VA's capability for responding to the
health care requirements of this population. Joint training programs sponsored by
VA, Federal, State, and local agency staff have taken place at numerous sites across
the country and have strengthened VA/community linkages in support of agency
priorities for the older veteran.
A major initiative completed during the past year was the development and implementation of a Social Work Service policy on discharge planning which not only
addressed the generic process as it relates to all veterans, but also defined requirements to insure that high risk patients (including the elderly) receive proper screen-

ing, assessment, treatment, discharge planning, and after-care services. The policy
also defines social work care management responsibility for the elderly which continues through monitoring the veteran's progress and arranging and coordinating
the delivery of ongoing VA/community services consistent with care requirements
and changing needs. VA staffing and program resources are being used more effi-
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entland effectively through the enhancement of support services for caregivers
ofteederly.
Social Work Service provides VAMC linkage to the full spectrum of community
health and social welfare agencies concerned with the elderly. Special emphasis continues to be placed on the development of joint planning, training, and service delivery initiatives with the area agencies on aging and the State offices
aging. This
extends beyond the traditional information and referral function toonencompass
a
joint commitment to meet the needs of older at-risk persons in a more
sive, efficient, and cost-effective manner. In addition, there continues tocomprehenbe
an
expansion in the use of VA and community-based volunteers to improve and extend
services to veterans living in their own homes or in other community settings.
Initiatives have been undertaken with the National Health Screening Council for
Voluntary Organizations to develop and expand the participation of VA health care
facilities in the promotion of "health fairs" which provide screening, health education, and community resource information for the elderly and other groups.
VI. REHABILITATION MEDICINE SERVICE
Incumbent in aging is the manifestation of various disease processes which, invariably, involve not only the signs and symptoms of the disease itself but concomitant dimunition or loss of physical function.
Rehabilitation Medicine Service, through the armanmentarium of physical agents
and therapeutic exercise available in physical medicine and rehabilitation
provides significant resources to enable the patient to regain, maintain, or (PM&R),
even enhance his level of physical functions. The utilization of these agents and exercises
in
conjunction with pharmacologial agents, dietary planning, and social work service,
through the integrated team concept provides for more effective delivery of services
and high quality of care.
This concept is utilized by Rehabilitation Medicine Service as a
and comprehensive approach in the rehabilitation of the geriatric veteran. realistic
Additionally, specialized programs involving RMS therapists are either being implemented
or are
well established in which particular needs of the aging veteran are addressed.
Examples of the specialized program include: Cooking clubs specifically for the older
veteran, activity exercise classes for the elderly patient, and community living skills
training programs.
Finally, a significant number of RMS therapists are included in education and
training courses which focus on new and successful treatment programs
for the geriatric population.
VII. NURSING SERVICE
Nursing Service has an active role in the planning and delivery of care in all patient treatment modalities, ranging from institutional to community-based programs, and including home care. Nursing is the clinical discipline that comprise the
largest proportion of health services required for the care of the elderly veterans
and, because of its involvement in most of the daily patient care activities, has the
major share of responsibility for coordinating health care programs for aged veterans.
Nursing Service initiatives were introduced in fiscal year 1983 to keep pace with
the increasing demands and more effectively coordinate the multiple
services
that are required. A centralized preceptorship traninig program washealth
to prepare nurses for leadership positions in nursing home care units. implemented
Nine nurses,
five VA and four non-VA, received 1 year full-time scholarships (provided
Public
Law 96-330) for graduate study in gerontological nursing. A discretionary by
Associate Chief, Nursing Service for Nursing Home Care, was established totitle,
denote
the complexity of the program and nursing leadership responsibilities for integrating a wide array of health care services and maintaining continuity of a comprehensive patient care program. Initiatives continue for the recruitment and
development
of nurses with clinical expertise in geriatrics. Nursing Service also identified
the
need to sustain the concept of rehabilitation in nursing practice and its application
to the care of the aged. As a result of this initiative, a systemwide rehabilitation
education program for nurses was approved and is scheduled for presentation
in
fiscal year 1984.
As VA medical centers reconfigure their services to accommodate more veterans
who are functionally disabled by age and/or disease, programs that focus on
the
needs related to the lost functions rather than on the diseases are being established
and administered by nurses both in outpatient clinics (OPC) and inpatient
units.
There were approximately 115 OPC's and 70 inpatient nurse-administered units
op30-831

0-84-22
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erating in fiscal year 1983. Among the nurse administered OPC services are: Assessment, treatment, and followup care for hypertension, diabetes, stroke, Alzheimer's
disease status, and mental hygiene including alcohol and substance abuse. Patient
and family health teaching is a major component of the nurse-administered clinical
program. Patients treated in the nurse-administered inpatient units are more physically and cognitively disabled and require multiple health services to restore them
to optimum function. Nursing care focuses on the rehabilitation process and incorporates physical fitness, sensory retraining, resocialization, reality orientation, remotivation, and visuo-spatial learning. Nurse-administered units are providing an
ideal setting for nursing research and several of the completed studies have been
published in professional nursing joirnals. One publication, the Journal of Gerontological Nursing, devoted its entire June 1983 issue to articles by VA nurses.
The continuing education of nurses as well as academic preparation of nurses are
high priorities of the VA Nursing Service. Nursing Service has submitted a proposal
to establish a gerontological nurse fellowship program at the doctoral level of study.
The VA Regional Medical Education Centers (RMEC's) frequently utilize the services of clinical nurse specialists with expertise in gerontology, rehabilitation, and
geropsychiatry to plan and present continuing education programs within their respective regions. The nursing home care unit located in the Hines VA Medical
Center, through a grant to Rush University in Chicago, is 1 of 11 nursing homes
selected in fiscal year 1983 for the Robert Wood Johnson Teaching Nursing Home
Project. Schools of Nursing affiliated with the VA are being encouraged to provide a
clinical experience in long-term care nursing for their students.
The need to expand nursing services communitywide for elderly veterans at high
risk of being institutionalized has been identified. The adult day health care (ADHC)
demonstration projects have shown that nursing is an essential element of a preventive health service. As programs such as ADHC develop and the concept of networking with resources in the community becomes more firmly established, nurses can
be expected to assume leadership in coordinating a large proportion of health
services that will delay institutionalization of frail elderly veterans.
VIII. DIETETIc SERVICE
The nutritional status of the aging veteran continues to be a major focus for Dietetic Service. Aging tends to impair nutrient metabolism, diminish the acuity of
taste and smell, and reduce appetite. Thus, providing optimal nutrition for the
aging veteran requires the special knowledge and skill of qualified dietitians and
supportive personnel. Dietitians are responsible for comprehensive nutritional care
of the aging veteran in the VA medical centers, ambulatory care, extended care,
nursing home care units, and in VA domiciliaries. Comprehensive nutritional care
include physiological as well as the psychological aspects of consuming and utilizing
the nutrients in foods.
Since optimal nutritional care and the benefits of good nutrition manifest themselves slowly, nutrition counseling must be a continuous process to guarantee
proper eating habits throughout hospitalization and after the veteran's return to his
community home. Dietitians are providing nutritional counseling individually, to
family members, and in groups. This counseling includes the initial nutrient consultation as well as followup sessions. Followup nutritional care is particularly essential for the aged veteran who lives alone. Teaching the aging veteran to care for his
nutritional needs on a reduced income, with physical limitations, limited cooking
skills and equipment, and social isolation continues to be a challenge for the dietitian.
In fiscal 1983,'guidelines for the nutritional care of the aging veteran were developed. These guidelines are designed for use by dietitians to aid the aging veteran in
making adequate nutritional choices. In addition to making adequate nutritional
choices, the aging veteran is taught to assume responsibility for his own nutritional
care within the parameters of his own lifestyle. The aging process is being studied
and researched by all clinical disciplines, and Dietetic Service is no exception. Dietetic Service is committed to continue to plan and conduct research that can be
used to improve the health and nutritional status of the aging veteran.
IX. VOLUNTARY SERVICE

There are six general areas in which the value of involving volunteers in care of
the older veteran was apparent in fiscal year 1983. These include providing personal
contacts and services; involving or reinvolving the patient in the community; helping keep the institution as free as possible of restrictions for the patient; giving sup-
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port to the terminally ill and their families; meeting otherwise unmet needs; and
contributing special talents or experience for the benefit of patients.
Examples of personal services for older patients were numerous, ranging from
shopping for personal items in the medical center canteen store to ongoing
individual involement with patient and family. Among the innovative newer programs
was
one of VA Medical Center, Sheridan, Wyo., in which 60 veterans from the geriatric
units who have no families have been assigned volunteers who bake cookies for
them six times a year. Wrapped as gifts and accompanied by a card or note from
the baker, the cookies are mailed or delivered to the patient.
Personal services to the terminally ill are more intensive and impose much greater demands on the volunteers selected. In many instances, however,
hospice programs have come about largely because of the initiative and availability
of volunteers. At Bay Pines, Fla., for example, a hospice program emphasizing home
visitation was initiated after a group of volunteers, trained by Hospice, Inc., offered
to
transfer their experience and services to the VA medical center and were accepted
as fully qualified members of the staff, available at need on 24-hour call.
VA Medical Center, Erie, Pa., on the other hand, has a less demanding assignment which involves a weekly, or oftener, visit to the terminally
patient. The
visit may involve conservation only, or the volunteer may be asked ill
for such an unusual service as providing a fish dinner in midafternoon.
Inherent in the VA Voluntary Service program from its inception has been the
purpose of maintaining a relationship between the patient and the community.
is especially desirable for the older patinet, whose number of family and friends This
has
declined with age. One of the most popular and steadily expanding programs in this
area is an arrangement with schools and school systems for students to "adopt"
VA
nursing home care patients whom they visit, engage in conversation, and entertain.
Among other community interaction programs reported in fiscal year 1983 is the
one at Roseburg, Oreg., called "Project Renew" in which a volunteer helps VA nursing home care unit residents and staff, meeting weekly at a local church, to work on
projects for community agencies such as Head Start, the Salvation Army, and
Mercy Medical Center Hospice. At Houston, Tex., a senior program of patients from
a community nursing home come regularly as volunteers to the VA medical center
to visit patients and at other medical facilities VA patients visit residents in community nursing homes.
VA Medical Center, Hampton, Va., reports great success with its
dent program in the nursing home care unit. An expansion of similarsponsor-a-resiprograms in
other VA medical facilities, involves volunteers arranging for and accompanying
individual residents on trips, dinner in town, visits to the zoo, or weekends at a farm.
Institutional living could be very restrictive to the frail elderly patient without
the supplemental services provided by volunteers. A victim of Alzheimer's disease,
who would otherwise need restraints, is free to wander under the watchful eye of a
volunteer; a nursing home resident eager to watch television programs which are of
little interest to the majority of patients in the lounge may watch them on another
television set donated by volunteers; a patient whose home garden
his pride
may be able to work, with volunteer assistance, on gardening projectswas
at the medical center. During 1983, for example, a wheelchair garden was constructed
at the
Fort Thomas, Ky., Division of VA Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio, which provided
space for ambulatory and wheelchair residents of the nursing home to grow plants
and vegetables.
Volunteers often bring their own skills and interests to the program and VA staff
members are increasingly adept at recruiting or accepting these gifts for
the benefit
of the older patients. The Mountain Home VA Medical Center at Johnson
City,
Tenn., relies on a retired dietitian to prepare visuals and other educational material
for Dietetic Service; VA Medical Center, Butler, Pa., has a new volunteer at its
Senior Adult Center, a 42-year-old former basketball coach who is a stroke victim.
The former coach conducts weekly discussion groups on sports and current events.
At VA Medical Center, Montgomery, Ala., a local education coordinator plans and
conducts a weekly crafts program in which intermediate care patients share their
time with youth and with handicapped members of the community.
At Martinsburg, W. Va., family members of patients in the medical center's
Stroke Club have been recruited as volunteers to help plan patient
activities and
provide escort service for those unable to move about without assistance.
The Stoke
Club also involves patients from the community.
Volunteer participation in the VA is difficult to summarize because it relates to
such a broad spectrum of patient care activity, and because the trends of the volunteer programs are dictated by changes in medical care and patient population. Essentially, however, Altoona, Pa., speaks for all VA medical facilities in reporting
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that in fiscal year 1983: "The trend has been to develop innovative volunteer programs to meet the needs of our aging veteran population."
X.

DENTISTRY

Dental services comprise a significant proportion of services for the comprehensive health care required for elderly veterans. For this reason, dentistry strives to
be a contributing member of any multidisciplinary team responsible for interception
and control of health care problems commonly found in a geriatric patient population.
Several factors combine to make initiatives for the dental care of elderly veterans
imperative:
(1) Dental diseases are predominantly chronic and progressive; therefore,
older patients accumulate a backlog of dental care needs.
(2) Surveys indicate that the elderly are retaining their teeth for a longer
period of time than in previous generations. This longer retention period increases the incidence of periodontal problems and dental caries.
(3) Older patients are more knowledgeable of dental disease processes than in
the past and, consequently, they are more likely to seek out and obtain necessary dental treatment.
(4) Research indicates that institutionalized elders have greater unmet dental
needs when compared to elders living in the community.
(5) The VA anticipates an increase of approximately 20,000 long-term care,
geriatric inpatients over the next decade.
(6) Aggressive preventive dentistry programs can be effective in reducing
dental problems in the aging population.
The Office of Dentistry is in the process of developing a number of initiatives to
address the problems associated with dental care for aging veterans. The dental
geriatric fellowship program was initiated in 1982. Five separate VA medical centers were selected as training sites, and all are affiliated with medical and dental
schools in their areas. The VA is a pioneer in this area of training, and it is anticipated that the graduates of these programs will provide the administrative and
clinical leadership as we prepare to meet the challenges in dental care for older persons. The first five fellows will complete their programs in June 1984.
VA personnel have assumed leadership roles in providing continuing education
courses on geriatric dentistry and in presentations at national conferences. Continuing education courses have been presented at the VA Dental Education Centers
(DEC's), the Regional Medical Education Centers (RMEC's), Geriatric Evaluation
Units (GEU's), and local VA medical centers. The topics presented emphasize the
role of dentistry in the interdisciplinary approach to total care for the aging veteran. The courses also presented information about the clinical problems associated
with patient-care delivery systems for the aging. VA dentists and fellows have been
active participants and presentors at two national conferences in 1983: The Harvard
Conference on Aging and the Annual Scientific Meeting of the Gerontologcal Society of America.
Dr. Chester Douglass, a dentist on the faculty of the Harvard School of Dental
Medicine, serves on the congressionally mandated Geriatric and Gerontology Advisory Committee (GGAC).
The Office of Dentistry has major VA central office committee responsibilities in
the areas of long- and short-range planning for the aging.
Dr. Robert Rhyne, Assistant Chief Medical Director for Dentistry, serves on the
VA Geriatric Steering Committee. Other Office of Dentistry staff members serve on
VACO committees which are addressing the problems of aging and care of the aged
from an agency viewpoint. The VA Central Office Geriatric Liaison Coordinating
Committee is an outstanding example of the interdisciplinary mechanism being employed at that level.
Dental research is an important consideration as we establish and activate a comprehensive dental plan for the needs of the aging population. The geriatric research,
education, and clinical centers (GRECC's) have assisted in this respect and dentistry
has had an expanding role in the GRECC activities. VA's central office has reviewed
dental research proposals submitted this year. The investigators are interested in a
wide range of topics necessary for the expansion of our knowledge related to dental
problems associated with aging. Additional proposals are being encouraged to broaden our knowledge and appreciation of physiologic, sociologic, and psychologic aspects
of dental problems in the aging population.
Appropriate dental care is essential for the integrity of oral and gastrointestinal
health, nutritional status, ability to chew a palatable diet, in pronunciation of words
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during oral communication, and in maintaince of a facial appearance conductive to
maintaining a proper self-image. VA dentistry must be strong for preventive as well
as restorative dental service for all older veterans.
The overall success of our dental efforts directed at the aging
will be
enhanced if current legislation can be amended or new legislation population
initiated to allow
eligibility for needed dental treatment to parallel entitlement for medical
care.
XI. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
MEDICAL RESEARCH SERVICE

In 1983, 12 percent of the population of the United States was over age 65. The
annual health care costs of these people is enormous. As in the general
population
of the United States, the population of elderly people eligible for care in
the VA
system is growing rapidly. It is estimated that between now and the year 2000,
number of veterans over age 65 will more than double from the current figurethe
of
about 4 million to over 9 million.
In order to enhance the quality of life of these elderly veterans and to effectively
diminish the physical and mental defects caused by diseases in the aged, it is apparent that there is a need for greater understanding of the major disease processes
that affect the elderly and the most useful approaches to the management
of these
conditions. To the extent that the degree of functional impairment of elderly
patients can be prevented or postponed, their needs for expensive long-term medical
and nursing care may be markedly diminished.
In recognition of the increasing need to understand the health problems of the
elderly, the Medical Research Service of the VA and many VA investigators
have
increased their efforts in the past year to explore this area. In order to stimulate
original thinking about the aging process and health problems of the elderly, the
Medical Research Service offered an innovative research in aging
in December 1982. Over 350 VA investigators formally expressed interest program
in this program
and 200 proposals were submitted by March 1983. The funded proposals
with
basic mechanisms in the cell biology of aging, with age-related changes indealt
metabolism, with altered host defense mechanisms in aging, and with changesdrug
neuronal and brain function with age. The large response from VA investigators of
to
this
program suggests that VA investigators throughout the country are interested in
the aging process and the health problems of the elderly.
This interest in aging by VA investigators is also apparent from data for fiscal
year 1982 which showed that over 290 VA investigators identified
aging as one of
their primary or secondary program areas. Over 400 aging-related research
projects
by these investigators were supported by over $9 million from the Medical Research
Service of the Veterans Administration. These studies were carried out at approximately 80 VA medical centers. It is obviously not possible to summarize all of this
work in a single report, however, highlights of research activities in the following
areas will be presented: Alzheimer's disesae, other neuropsychological aspects of
aging, host defense mechanisms in aging, neuroendocrinology in aging, and aging
and metabolism.
A. Alzheimer's Disease
Basic science studies

(1) Bedford VAMC.-The role of autoantibodies in age-related changes in brain
tissue have been studied by measurement of brain reactive antibodies
increase progressively as a function of age (K. Nandy). That the presence ofwhich
the antibodies represents an important cell-mediated immune effect was demonstrated
by
transfer of immunologically active cells from old mice to young mice leading to the
development of high brain reactive anitbody levels in young mice. Antibody formation was markedly inhibited by prolonged dietary restriction in young mice but this
intervention was not helpful in old animals.
(2) Seattle VAMC.-Studies of brain tissue of patients dying with
ized Alzheimer's disease have substantiated reports that levels of thewell-charactercholine acetyltransferse are diminished in the cerebal cortex (T. Bird). Inenzyme
contrast to
these findings, patients with Huntington's disease have low choline acetyltranferase
activity in the basal ganglia, but not in the cerebral cortex. Age of onset of the disease and myoclonus have emerged as important predictive factors in the degree of
abnormal brain choline acetyltransferase activity in Alzheimer's patients.
(3) Lexington VAMC.-Studies have attempted to characterize alterations in
structural components of neural membrances in rat cerebral cortex and
hippocampal formation during the lifespan (S. De Kosky). Measurements of ganglioside
sialic
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acid, a quantitative neuronal membrane marker, demonstrate age-related decreases
in two different strains of rat. Conversely, myelin increases progressively with age
in both rat strains. Studies also provided evidence of an age-related decline in cholinergic activity as measured by choline acetyltransferase activity in the cortex of
these animals. The similarity of these findings to those observed in some human
studies suggests that these animals will provide a good model for future studies of
cholinergic function in the aging brain.
Clinical studies

(1) Bronx VAMC.-If decreased central cholinergic activity contributes to the
memory deficit in patients with Alzheimer's disease, improved memory function
might occur with augmentation of central cholinergic activity by administration by
cholinomimetic drugs. In a preliminary study of 10 patients receiving intravenous
(K. L.
physostigmine, small but consistent improvements in memory were observed piraceDavis). Ongoing studies with oral physostigmine and the combination of oral
tam plus lecithin are in progress to further test this hypothesis in larger groups of
patients.
(2) Houston VAMC.-The effectiveness of the adrenergic agent methylphenidate is
being compared with the cholinergic agents physostigmine and choline in a doubleblind crossover trial in patients with dementia (W. E. Fann). Utilizing detailed psychological batteries for cognitive and memory function, some improvements have
been observed with these regimens in some patients. The responses to methylphenidate appear somewhat greater than to choline but are less than the response to a
combined regimen. Additional patients will have to be studied to determine the significance of these findings.
(3) Palo Alto VAMC.-Studies are in progress to evaluate the effectiveness, in patients with Alzheimer's disease, of brain peptides that have been reported to improve cognitive function in animals. Studies with desamino-arginine vasopressin
were performed in 17 patients who received either the drug or placebo. Although
there were some positive trends, no clinically significant improvement was found in
either cognitive performance or in behavioral measurements (J. R. Tinkelenberg).
Additional studies are being carried out with des-glycinamide arginine vasopressin,
but results are not yet available.
B. Other NeuropsychologicalAspects of Aging
Psychosocialstudies

(1) Boston OPC.-The effect of occupational retirement on physical health was
studied in 900 males participating in the normative aging study. Based on medical
adexaminations and self-reported health status, retirement appeared to have nothat
verse effect on physical health (R. Bosse). In fact, 38 percent of retirees claimed
retirement had a good effect on their health. In another series of studies the effect
of age on dealing with task complexity under varying levels of attention demand
was studies (D. J. Plude). The findings indicate age decrements in quantitative
rather than qualitative aspects of information processing.
The main abnormality observed in aging was a decline in the rate of processing
with no age effect in the sequence of stages through which information processing
occurs.
(2) Syracuse VAMC.-Studies have been performed to assess comprehension and
memory performance of the elderly in general reading situations, particularly with
(H. A.
reference to the question of obtaining informed consent from the elderly
Taub). The studies demonstrated that subject vocabulary levels were important to
comprehension, but also there was an independent age effect. Preliminary findings
from studies of informed consent suggest that more work is needed to explore methods to insure that elderly volunteers understand and use appropriate information
when deciding about participating in a research study.
Clinical studies

(1) Palo Alto VAMC.-The effectiveness of several types of psychotherapy for depression is being studied in a large population of elderly patients (L. W. Thompson).
6-week
Preliminary results indicate that 75 percent of such patients respond to astatus
of
course of psychotherapy with resolution of depression symptoms while the
are
untreated controls did not change during the same period. Additional patients
being studied to determine whether there are differences in responses to cognitive
psychotherapy, behavioral psychotherapy, or psychodynamic psychotherapy.
(2) Sepulveda VAMC.-The association of sleep apnea with other age-related abof
normalities in healthy older men has been studied (G. McGinty). A majority
healthy older men were found to have sleep-related breathing disorders which were
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associated with reduced ventilatory responses to hypoxia, with disturbed sleep and
daytime sleepiness, with elevated plasma norepinephrine levels, and with memory
dysfunction. Further work will be necessary to determine whether causal relationships among these processess exist.
(3) Minneapolis VAMC.-Studies have been performed in a group of patients
with
idiopathic Parkinson's disease and matched control subjects
to clarify the nature of
the intellectual deficits in Parkinson's disease and the relationship
such
deficits and motor symptoms of these patients (J. A. Mortimer). Thebetween
studies have
demonstrated global defects in cognition affecting approximately 90 percent
patients
with Parkinson's disease relative to matched controls. The severity of slowness
in
movement in these patients is positively correlated with poor performance
on tests
of visual spatial function while increased tremor is associated with better performance on tasks assessing spatial memory.
(4) West Los Angeles (Brentwood Division) VAMC.-An ongoing study is assessing
the effects of drug treatment of depression in elderly outpatients.
results indicate that both imipramine and doxepin were significantly Preliminary
to placebo in reducing depression symptoms. Sixty-two percent of activesuperior
drug patients
were in remission by 3 months and all of the remaining subjects improved
(L. F.
Jarvik).
C. Host Defense Mechanisms in Aging
Basic science studies
(1) West Los Angeles (Wadsworth Division) VAMC.-The effect of age in
the regulation of hemopoiesis has been studied by evaluating the proliferative
bone marrow stem cells in mice (M. L. Tyan). Contrary to expectation, potential of
that marrow stem cells transplanted into irradiated hosts from old it was found
mice remained
more active than cells obtained from young mice. Similarly,
long-term culture,
stem cells from old marrow replicated more vigorously thanin those
from young
marrow.
Studies with anti-T cell serum suggested that stem cells from old
cate more vigorously because old marrow has more helper cells or thatmarrow replithe old stem
cells are more responsive to helper cell stimuli.
Other studies have addressed the mechanism and regulation of the
system in aging (T. Makinodan). In a study of spleen B-lymphocytes it immune
was found
that although B-cells from old mice can proliferate, they cannot differentiate
into
antibody secretors. This defect was found to be due to the presence of
suppressor
lymphocytes in the spleen with the capacity to specifically inhibit
but not proliferation, of B-cells. In other studies the possible role of differentiation,
deficient production of interleukin 2 in reduced proliferative activity of stimulated
T-cells of old
mice was assessed. It was found that spleen and lymphnode
from old animals
produced 50 percent less interleukin 2 than cells from youngcells
In addition,
the reduced proliferative response of T cells in old mice was animals.
reversed by exposing
them to exogenous interleukin 2.
(2) San Diego VAMC.-The effect of age on human B-lymphocyte maturation
and
culture has been studied (J.W. Hollingsworth). B-lymphocytes
obtained from elderly
donors failed to differentiate to antibody producing cells in culture.
No
in B-cell numbers were observed between young and old. T-cell culturesdifferences
from old
and young demonstrated the possible failure of T-helper products such
as interleukin 2 to be properly produced or to be biologically effective. This abonormality
could
contribute to the immunodeficiency in the elderly.
Clinical studies
(1) Ann Arbor VAMC.-Studies were performed in healthy elderly volunteers
and
young controls to address the question of why elderly persons
do not generate as
high a febrile response to infection as younger persons (C.A. Kauffman).
Monocytes
obtained from healthy older people did not produce significantly less
gen in response to a stimulus than cells from younger persons. To leukocyte pyrobility that poor nutrition in hospitalized elderly patients leads to assess the possiimpaired febrile
responses, a comparison was made of monocytes
from malnourished patients produced significantly less leukocyte pyrogenobtained
than from well-nourished controls. Thus, malnutrition rather than aging per se may
be the important variable
affecting pyrogen responses.
(2) Huntington VAMC.-A study has been performed of an outbreak
of influenza
B virus infection at the Huntington VA Medical Center (L. P. Van
percent of hospitalized inpatients were affected and the mean age Voris). Twenty
though no mortality was observed related to this outbreak, it was was 63 years. Alestimated that an

in
excess cost of $450 per patient resulted because of this illness. Illnesses occurredThe
patients who did not demonstrate evidence of prior influenzainimmunization.
an elderly populafindings emphasized the importance of influenza immunization
tion.
with
(3) Houston VAMC.-The influence of age on B-cell function in patients
in funcrheumatoid arthritis has been studied (R. D. Rossen). Several abnormalities
tion of peripheral blood lymphocytes obtained from patients with rheumatoid arthriwas
tis were observed. Synthesis and release of IGM antibodies to immunoglobulin
correlated with age of the patient suggesting that this may contribute to differences
in disease activity with age.
D. Neuroendocrinology in Aging
Basic science studies
vasopressin
(1) Seattle VAMC.-To assess the possible role of extrahypothalamic
of vasopressin was studin age-related changes in memory function, tissue content
to findied in microdissected areas of rat brain in young and old rats and compared
Reduction of vaings in animals with inherited vasopressin deficiency (D.M. Dorsa).
was observed
sopressin content in both hypothalamic and extrahypothalamicto nuclei
of animals hein old compared to young animals. The defect is comparable tothat
have diminished
terozygous for vasopressin deficiency who have been shown
memory function.
(2) Sepulveda VAMC.-The role of various peptides in age-related memory impairments has been studied (J. L. Davis). Central administration of the C-terminal tripeptide of the hormone oxtocin enhances memory function when injected centrally
but not peripherally. Administration of arginine vasopressin also produces memory
enhancement when administered into the central nervous system.
(3) Wood VAMC.-Animal studies suggest altered tissue sensitivity to thyroid hormone as a function of age (S. R. Gambert). Sodium pump activity of Kidney cells
addition, the
demonstrated a small but significant decrease with increasing age. In
enzyme was diminished
response to thyroid hormone stimulation of this important
diin cells from old animals. This impaired response does not appear to be due tothyminished thyroid hormone receptors since no age effect on nuclear binding of
roid hormone was observed.
Clinical studies
erection
(1) Sepulveda VAMC.-Organic factors involved in dysfunction of penile
facin 42 nondiabetics over age 50 were assessed (S. Korenman). Identifiable organic
were found
tors existed in 39 of the 42 patients. While-few classic endocrinopathies
association
that were treatable, the majority had neurovascular insufficiency in
with illness and medications. There was also an unexpected frequency of past vasectomy in patients with impotence.
(2) Houston OPC.-The influence of age on sympathetic nervc us system activation
normal
associated with hyperinsulinemia has been studied (J. Rowe). Whereas
meals
following
release
norepinephrine
increased
demonstrated
individuals
young
normal older
and during infusion of high doses of insulin, this effect was blunted in events
in the
individuals. These findings may contribute to altered feeding-related
elderly.
activity was com(3) Settle VAMC.-Regulation of sympathetic nervous system
of norepinephrine release
pared in old and young subjects by measuring the kinetics
norepinephrine
into plasma and removal from plasma. Older subjects have higher
levels which were due to increased release rate rather than diminished removal
in the elderly.
rate, suggesting heightened sympathetic nervous system activity
was observed
However, normal suppression of sympathetic nervous system activity
Thus, increased
in older subjects using the alpha 2 adrenergic agonist clonidine. reponsiveness
to
sympathetic activity does not appear to be a result of diminished
alpha 2 adrenergic stimulation.
E. Aging and Metabolism
Basic science studies
(1) Palo Alto VAMC.-Work has continued on mechanisms involved in the ageof
related decline in pancreatic islet function in rats (E. Reaven). A comparison
standard diets, sucrose rich diets, and calorie restricted diets was performed. Insulin
of
output per unit endocrine pancreas was markedly reduced in all threeofgroups
panolder rats. However, total endocrine tissue mass and total insulin output orthestandcreas was markedly dependent on diet intake. Animals fed either sucrose
ard diet had a marked increase of endocrine pancrease mass compared to young ani-
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mals so that total insulin output was normal. In contrast, the endocrine cell mass of
the calorie restricted animals did not enlarge. As a result maximal insulin output
was diminished.
(2) Little Rock VAMC.-Cultured human fibroblasts have been used as a model of
aging to explore alterations in gene structure and expression as a function of in
vitro aging and donor age (S. Goldstein). These studies have identified instability in
the transmission of DNA methylation patterns during fibroblast replication in and
around unique copy genes. Preliminary evidence has been found that gene transcription at a specific locus is derepressed in some normal cell lines at late passage.
This work should help to improve our understanding of altered gene expressed in
aging cells which can lead to malignant transformation or appearance of ectopic
gene products.
(3) St. Lotis VAMC.-To assess the mechanism for diminished calcium absorption
with age which may contribute to age-related bone disease, studies have assessed
vitamin D metabolism as a function of age in rats (H. J. Armbrecht). Decreased production by the kidney of the active form of vitamin D has been documented with
age, particularly in response to a low calcium diet. In addition, there is decreased
stimulation of kidney production of active vitamin D by parathyroid hormone with
age. These changes may account for the observed decline in intestinal absorption of
calcium with age.
Clinical studies

(1) Denver VAMC.-The mechanisms of insulin resistance in aging have been assessed in man (J. M. Olefsky). Health elderly subjects disposed of considerably less
glucose in response to a standard insulin infusion dose. Insulin binding to isolated
fat cells and monocytes was similar in old and young indicating that a receptor
defect did not explain the diminished glucose disposal in the elderly. To establish
whether a post receptor defect in insulin action was present, a maximal insulin
level was achieved and marked impairment of glucose disposal persisted in the elderly. Insulin suppression of hepatic glucose output was also impaired in the elderly
but full suppression was achieved with the high dose of insulin infusion.
(2) Seattle VAMC.-To determine whether dietary factors contribute to altered
glucose tolerance in the aged, the effect of diets of differing proportions of carbohydrate in young and old subjects were studied (M. Chen). These studies have demonstrated a decrease in carbohydrate and caloric intake in the elderly associated with
peripheral insulin resistance and decreased beta cell sensitivity to glucose, especially during low carbohydrate intake. Both pancreatic B-cell function and tissue sensitivity to insulin improved in the elderly when they were placed on higher carbohydrate intake.
(3) West Haven VAMC.-The effect of immunobilization of calcium homeostasis
was studied in patients immobilized by traumatic spinal cord injury (A. E. Broadus).
Although serum calcium levels were normal in these patients, calcium excretion
was markedly elevated. Active vitamin D levels were markedly reduced as was the
level of parathyroid hormone. These findings suggest that immobilization induced
hypercalciuria is a result of diminished parathyroid hormone secretion and impaired activation of vitamin D.
Rehabilitationresearch and development service

The Rehabilitation R&D program supported clinical studies in the following areas
related to aging: Restoration of sight and hearing, rehabilitative treatment of neurological disorders and musculoskeletal disorders, and psychological aspects of and
psychotherapeutic contributions to rehabilitation. Rehabilitation R&D strategy
in
aging includes a three-prong approach. The core of this effort revolves around continuation of aging-related projects in the priority areas identified above, and the
active solicitation of new and expanded proposals regarding geriatric rehabilitation
R&D. These two approaches will be reinforced by the continued development of a
special Rehabilitation R&D unit located at VA Medical Center, Decatur, Ga., which
has the assigned mission of concentrating its R&D efforts in programs directed to
assisting the aging handicapped population.
Health services research and development

The Health Services Research and Development (HSR&D) Service develops
knowledge, technology, or information about the organization, process, cost, new
effect of health care delivery-and methods needed to conduct such research-to and
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the VA health care system. The service recognizes care of the aging veteran as an important area for HSR&D activities and it
was identified as a specific HSR&D priority in fiscal year 1981. In fiscal year 1983,
the service:

services research on
-Established a special VA systemwide resource for health respected
researchers
care of the aging veteran. The program is staffed by well
They are leading and coordiexperienced specifically in this type of research.
questions to be
nating HSR&D efforts in this area, beginning with identifying
health
answered, summarizing what is known now, and determining where new
services research is needed.
and future
-Published information synthesis describing current research findings
areas.
needs in aging to encourage specific HSR&D efforts in important
for
-Developed plans for major studies of alternative strategies and interventions
caring for aging veterans (e.g., adult day health care).
-Continued to develop and fund HSR&D projects focused on care of the aging,
some of which have already demonstrated results.
For example: Early results of an HSR&D Service supported study, 'conducted
indicate reduced mortality,
by Dr. Lawrence Rubenstein at VAMC Sepulveda,stays
for geriatric evaluation
reduced hospitalization, and fewer nursing home
unit (GEU) patients. Moreover, a preliminary analysis of direct costs showed
savings for GEU patients. "This study will have substantial impact on planning
policy in general,
in the VA, and have important implications for U.S. health
of GEU's in
states Dr. Rubenstein. Already, the VA is expanding the numbers
travel is
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the Blinded Veterans Association and disseminated nationwide.
XII. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
of Medicine and
Every short- and long-range plan for the VA's Department
growing population of elderSurgey that addresses health care needs of the Nation's
the Office of Academic Affairs
ly veterans includes training activities sponsored by
of geriatrics/gerontol(OAA). The training of health care professionals in the area
program conducted in VA
ogy has always been a key component of every affiliation
geriatric
medical centers and other health care facilities of the system. Work with
trainpatients is an integral part of the clinical experience of the nearly 100,000
ees-including 25,000 resident physicians-who trains in VA medical centers each
1,000 health
year as part of an affiliation agreement between the VA and nearly
the
health science centers. Recognizing
professional schools, colleges, and university
strides
needs of the rapidly expanding veteran population, the OAA has made great
and geriatric proin promoting and coordinating the multidisciplinary gerontology
with which it affiliates.
grams in VA medical centers and in schools
of
The following special programs reflect some of the activities of the Department
Affairs:
Academic
of
Office
Surgery,
Medicine and
GERIATRIC FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS FOR PHYSICIANS

speMedical educators are still debating whether geriatrics should be a separate
special traincialty or a subspecialty in medicine, but the need for physicians with
the rapidly increasing numing in geriatrics and gerontology is urgent in view ofVA
health care system offers
bers of elderly veterans and aging Americans. The
research and
clinical, rehabilitation, and followup patient care services, as well as
elements required for the
multidisciplinary programs that provide the support
accomplished
training of physicians in geriatrics. This special training isin being
operation at 12 VA
through the VA geriatric fellowship program that has been
medical centers affiliated with medical schools since 1978-79. who are committed to
This program is designed to develop a cadre of physicians
of local and national geriatric
clinical excellence to become the directors and leaders
thorough geriatric patient
medical programs. Their dedication to innovative and students
and house staff in
care is expected to permeate the teaching of medical of medicine.
The fellows' 2
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reactions
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health care of the eldercomponents related to the full continuum of treatment basis,
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of the fellows have published papers on geriatric topics in nationally recognized pro-

fessional journals, and several fellows have authored or coauthored books on geriatrics and medical ethics. Several former fellows were successful in national competitions and received important awards from the National Institute on Aging
and the
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation. As of June 1983, 56 fellows had completed
the
program in four successive groups: 1980-8; 1981-13; 1982-16; 1983-19.
About 90
percent of the fellowship graduates continue to practice geriatric medicine.
60 percent remain in the VA system as full- or part-time employees. More About
than 70
percent of all graduates hold academic appointments. The demand for physicians
specially trained in geriatrics increases each year, as evidenced by the
offers extended to each fellow, not only from VA medical centers but multiple job
also from private corporations and from medical schools.
DENTIST GERIATRIC FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

In July 1982, 2-year dentist geriatric fellowship programs
started at five VA
medical centers. The goals of this program are similar to were
those described for the
geriatric physician fellowship program. As of fiscal year 1983-84,
dentist fellows
are participating, and the first five graduates are expected in June 10
1984.
INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM TRAINING

The interdisciplinary team training in geriatrics (ITGG) program has been
activated at 12 VA medical centers. The teams consist of physicians,
nurses, psychologists, social workers, therapists, nutritionists, and other associated
professionals. The teams provide patient care and serve as role models forhealth
medical and
associated health students rotating on the teams.
The purpose of the interdisciplinary team training program includes the develop-

ment of a cadre of health practitioners with the knowledge and competencies
required to provide interdisciplinary team care to meet the spectrum
of health care
and service needs of the aged veterans. The program serves as a model
for VA staff
development through regionally focused activities.
CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALIST

Clinical nurse training is another facet of VA education programing
geriatrics.
The need for specially trained graduate level clinical nurse specialists in
evidenced
by the sophisticated level of care needed by the VA patient population,isspecifically
in the area of geriatrics. Advanced nurse training is a high priority within
the VA
because of the shortage of such nursing specialists who are capable of assuming
positions in specialized care and leadership. The clinical nurse
program was
established in 1981 to attract clinical specialists to the VAspecialist
and to meet staffing
needs in priority areas in geriatrics, rehabilitation, and psychiatric/mental
of which impact on the care of the elderly veteran. Direct student supporthelp, all
vided to master's level nurse specialists trainees for their clinical practicum is proVA medical centers affiliated with the academic institutions in which they at the
rolled. In fiscal year 1983, 106 master's level clinical nurse specialist stu are enent positions were supported in 26 VA medical centers; 40 in geriatrics; 13 in rehabilitation;
and 53 in pshychiatric/mental health.

EXPANSION OF OTHER ASSOCIATED HEALTH TRAINEE POSITIONS

In order to expand the involvement of students in the care of the elderly
veteran,
a program was initiated in fiscal year 1983, to increase the number
of

work
trainee positions at VA medical centers that have significant programs social
to
the aging veteran. There were 101 social work trainee positions allocatedrelating
75 different medical centers. In fiscal year 1984, this program was broadened totoinclude
other associated health professions trainees. In all, 94 positions in such disciplines
as phsychology, audiology/speech
pathology, pharmacy, optometry, occupational
therapy, and social work were allocated to 53 VA medical centers. The
aim of this

program is to increase the education and training of many health professional trainees in the the assessment, treatment, and rehabilitation of the geriatric patient.
CONTINUING EDUCATION
In support of the VA's mission to provide health care to the aging veteran
population, education

and training continues to be provided to enhance VA medical center
staff skills in the area of geriatrics. These educational activities
are geared toward
the needs of VA health care personnel throughout the entire Department
of Medicine and Surgery. Annually, postgraduate and inservice training
(program 813)

funds are distributed at three levels of the organization for support of continuing
education activities in priority areas.
First, program 813 funds are provided to each of the VA medical centers to meet
the continuing education needs of its employees. Approximately $120,000 of facility
directed moneys was used to support 740 different activities in geriatrics during
fiscal year 1983. VACO also allocates funds to hospitals for VAMC initiated profrom seven
grams. This special program allows health care facilities, with assistance
regional medical education centers (RMEC's), to provide education programs within
the hospital to meet locally identified training needs.
Second, continuing education field units, which include seven regional medical
education centers (RMEC's), eight cooperative health education programs (CHEP's),
meet
two dental education centers (DEC's), and continuing education center (CEC)center
education needs by conducting programs at the regional and local medical
level.
Examples of recent programs are: Special needs of elderly patients, Geriatric
dental care, rehabilitation of the geriatric patient, nutrition problems of the elderly,
memory dementia-Alzheimer's type, network of services/aging veteran.
RMEC programs are also conducted in cooperation with the geriatric research,
education, and clinical centers (GRECC's). This collaborative effort is expected to
training.
expand in order to meet the increasing demands for geriatric/gerontology
Third, the continuing education center coordinates and/or develops for the Dewhich are nationpartment of Medicine and Surgery continuing education programs
al in scope. The CEC, working in conjunction with VACO professional and adminisdeveloptrative services, determines national educational needs and coordinates theeducation
ment of various educational projects to meet these needs. Systemwide
projects are conducted in the area of geriatrics/gerontology to meet the training
needs of professional staff.
During fiscal year 1983, all of the above-mentioned continuing education field
units conducted 136 education activities in the area of geriatrics which were attended by 4,531 VA participants and 2,590 non-VA participants.
LEARNING RESOURCES

The widespread education and training activities in geriatrics have generated a
broad spectrum of requirements for learning resources throughout the VA system.
the
Hundreds of on-line searches were performed on all aspects of aging throughout
country at VA Library Services. Multiple copies of two videotapes dealing with the
in desigproblems of aging were made available to the system through placement
were
nated medical district software delivery libraries. Printed materials on asaging
well as a
also widely distributed, including "Geriatric Medicine and Geriatrics,"
Gerguide to the VA domiciliary program. A "Pathfinder on Aging, Geriatrics and
ontology" was developed for central office staff, and the VACO collection of books,
audiovisuals, and journals was expanded to stress this topic.
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

in providThe purpose of the health professional scholarship program is to assistawards
are

ing an adequate supply of nurses for the VA and the nation. Scholarship
and
made to full-time students in accredited baccalaureate nursing degree programs
the VA. Of

needed by
in accredited master's degree programs offering specialties 1983,
18 or 25.7 percent
the 70 awards made to master's degree students in 1982 and
assistance, recipischolarship
for
return
In
nursing.
were for geriatric/gerontology
ents are obligated to serve a minimum of 2 years in a VA medical center. Thus,
these recipients represent a nursing resource which will be available to veteran patients in the medical centers to which the geriatric/gerontology nurses are assigned.
XIII.

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS BENEFITS

COMPENSATION AND PENSION PROGRAMS

Disability and survivor benefits (pension, compensation, and dependency and inBenefits prodemnity compensation) administered by the Department of Veterans
includes
vide all, or part, of the income for 1,647 persons age 65 or older. This total
927,456 veterans, 636,162 widows, 70,030 mothers, and 13,847 fathers.
The Veterans' and Survivors' Pension Improvement Act of 1978, effective January
1, 1979, provided for a restructured pension program. Under this program, eligible
Pensionveterans receive a level of support meeting the national standard of need.

347
ers generally receive benefits equal to the difference between their annual income
from all other sources and the appropriate income standard.
This act provided for a $1,245 increase in the applicable income standard for veterans of World War I or the Mexican border period. This provision was in acknowledgment of the special needs of our older veterans. Pensioners receiving benefits
under the prior program were provided the opportunity to elect to receive benefits
under the new program.
VETERANS ASSISTANCE SERVICE

Veterans Assistance Service personnel maintain liaison with nursing homes,
senior citizen homes, and senior citizen centers in regional office areas. Locations
are visited as the need arises. Appropriate pamphlets and application forms are provided to personnel at these homes during visits and through regular use of mailings.
State and area agencies on aging (AAA) have been identified and are provided information on VA benefits and services through workshops and training sessions.
The Veterans Assistance Service exhibit, "Veterans Benefits for Older Americans" highlights, by pictures and accompanying text, the various benefits explained
in the pamphlet of the same title (VA Pamphlet 27-80-2). The exhibit, designed to
convey the Veterans Administration's concern with the aging veteran population,
has been displayed extensively at meetings addressing problems of the aging. The
pamphlet was given wide distribution at the White House Conference on Aging, the
National Council on Aging, and by information and referral representatives at field
stations.
EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE

There are roughly 220 people age 65 or older receiving VA educational benefits, of
whom fewer than 100 are training under chapter 34 of the Veterans Readjustment
Act of 1966, as amended. Widows of veterans who died of service-connected causes,
and wives of veterans who are permanently and totally disabled from service-connected disabilities total about 80 of the enrollees in the survivors' and dependents'
educational assistance program. Last year there were some 40 veterans, 65 years of
age or older, participating in the vocational rehabilitation program. While no education service, vocational rehabilitation, or counseling service programs are specifically designed as a service to the aged, participation in the programs continues to include a small number of aged veterans and eligible dependents.

